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PREFACE a 

Adequate attention has been paid by scholars to ancient and early 
medieval Kashmir. But the period from the fourteenth century onwards 
has not yet been the subject of any comprehensive study. The contri- 

butions of Newall, Kaul, and Kgk are very sketchy, and are based on 
slender evidence. The chapter on Kashmir in the Cambridge History 
of India has more detail, but is based mainly on the Mughal sources, 
and concentrates only on political events. A more recent work is Siifi's 
Kashir, a history of Kashmir from the ancient times to the present 
day. The scope of his work is so wide that it was not possible for hinl 
to utilise all original authorities. The few chapters that he has devoted 
to Kashmir under the Sultans are brief, uncritical, and lacking in 
historical perspective. 

In the present study I have attempted to reconstruct the history of 
Kashmir from the foundation of the Sultanate till its conquest by Akbar. 
I have described not only the political events, but also the administrative 
institutions, the social and economic life, and the cultural activities of 
the period. I have based thz account on rhe original sources ; but 
unfortunately, in the case of Kashmir of this period, shrewd observers 
like Abii'l-Fa$ Ibn Battcfa, and Hiuen Tsiang are sadly wanting ; and 
conscquently there is a great paucity of details concerning the administra- 
tive system and tlie social and economic conditions. The extant 
Kashmir chronicles are not only unconcerned with social and economic 
problems, they sometimes even ignore important political happenings. 
Such of the Siifi works as exist are largely naive tales of miracles 
performed by the saint and his disciples ; and it is with difficl~lty that 
one can pick out from them some telling fact relevant to historical 
ir~vestigation. 

It remains fur me to cxpress my gratitude to Mr. M. K. Kidwiii, 
formerly Chief Secretary to thc Jamniu and Kasl~~nir Government, who 
not only provided me with research facilities, but also played host to 

me during my visit to Kashmir in 1952. 1 am also greatly obliged to 
Mr. Asadu'llZih K2zniT, formerly Director of Research and Publication. 



. . . 
V l l l  PREFACE 

Jammu and Kashmir Government, and to Professor Hasan Sh5h of 
Srinagar for their constant and helpful interest in this work. 

I am under deep obligation to various scholars who assisted me 
in a number of ways : to Dr. B. C. Sen and Dr. K. M. Ashraf for reading 
the manuscript and giving valuable suggestions ; to Dr. A. B. M. 
Habibu'lliih for directing my attention to the need for a monograph on 
this period and for offering useful advice ; to Dr. P. B. Chakravarti for 
translating the Sanskrit cl~ronicles of Jonaraja, Skvara, Priijyabha!!a, 
and ~ u k a  into English for me ; to Dr. Munibu'r-Rabman who, in spite 
of his manifold activities, undertook the pauiful task of reading my 
proofs ; to Dr. Maqbil e m a d  for drawing my attention to the Arab 
geographical works which contain brief references to Kashmir ; to Father 
V. Courtois for placing the valuable Gottwald Collection, St. Xavier's 
College, Calcutta, at my disposal ; to Professors A. Rashid and 
NGru'l-Hasan for obtaining for my use photostat copies of manuscripts 
from England ; to Dr. TAhir Rizvi for his help in the preparation of 
the maps ; to Mr. Arshad 'Ali Beg for assisting me in the compilation 
of the Index ; and to Mr. Robert Vincent for weing the book through 
the press. 

I should also like to thank Messrs. B. S. Kesavan and Y. M. Mulay 
of the National Library, Calcutta ; P. C. Bose of the Calcutta University 
Library ; S. Chaudhri of the Asiatic Society Library, Calcutta ; 
S. Bashiru'd-Din and Mueffar 'Ali of the Lytton Library, Aligarh 
Muslim University; and John Irwin of the Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London, for their unfailing hzlp and kindness. Finally, 1 am much 
indebted to the Council of the Iran Society and its Secretary, Dr. M. 
Tst~aque, for undertaking the publication of this work ; and to the 
authorities of the University of Calcutta for a generous grant which 
enabled me to obtain photostat copies of manuscripts from libraries 
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION a 

The system of transliteration followed is, with slight modifications. 
that adopted by the Royal Asiatic Society. 

Arabic letter Latin equivalent 

h where h in a final position re- 
presents the 'silent h', it is not 
transliteratcd, and the preceding 
vowel is written (I. 

Names of places are transliterated in their Persian form. Muslims 
bcaring Hindu names are generally transliterated in the same manner. 
But t in Bat sliould be pronounced as i i l  the English word talk. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SOURCES 

EFORE attempting a survey of the extant sources for the Sultanate 
period of Kashmir I~istory, it is necessary to mention those con- 

temporary authorities which have perished, for they were utilised by 
the later writers. The early Shah Mir period appears to have been 
devoid of all historical writings; and it was only from the reign of 
Sulfiin ~ainu'l-'Abidin, which was characterised by great literary and 
artistic activity, that chronicles both in Sanskrit and in Persian began 
to be composed. Thus, Notthosoma Pandit described the life and 
achievements of ~ainu'l-'Abidin in Kashniiri and called his work 
Jainacarita, and Bodhabhatia wrote a play in Kashmiri on the same 
themel. Similarly Mull: Ahmad and Mullil Niidiri, the Sultan's court 
poets, completed their histories of Ka5hmir in Persian2. But unfortu- 
nately none of these chronicles is extant. Nor is there any trace of the 
histories composed by Q i ~ i  Ibrlhim in the second reign of Sul@n Fath 
Shih and by Mulli Hasan Qgri in the time of the Chaks3. However, 
these accounts arid those by Mull2 Ahmad and Nidiri were utilised 
extensively by Haidar Malik, Hasan b. 'AH, Muhammad A'gm and 
other chroniclers. 

We may divide the extant sources into five classes:- 
( 1 ) Contemporary Sanskrit. These consist of the four chronicles 

of Jonarija. ~rivara,  Prijyabhatta and ~ u k a  and another work 

1. ~ r i v . ,  Bk. i, chap, v, Nos. 37 sq.; Munich, f. 72b. 
2. These works have been referred to in all the Persian histories of Kashmir. 

T.H., i ,  f .  1528, also refers to other works like the TaJrikh-i-QZzi Hawlid and 

Mnntakhnbzb't-Tnu.Ti~.bkh by Hasan B6g. 
3. Q k i ' s  chronicle is no longer extant. Crawford, Bibliotbca Lindesiana, 

wrongly considers MS. No. 518 to be QZri's work. Actually i t  is 

A'zam's WTiqid,Zt-f-Knshmir, and QErT's name hss  been mentioned in the 

MS. ( f .  4b) only a s  tin authority. Storey, on the other hand, makes the 

mistake of regarding it a s  Hasan b. 'Alps chronicle. 



commonly known as K~emendra's Lokaprakija. (2) Contemporary 
Persian. These may be further subdivided into (a) Kashmir Chronicles 
(b)  General Histories of India (c) Mughal Histories (d)  Central 
Asian Histories (e) Histories of the Delhi Sultanate (1) Biographies of 
Saints. (3) Later Persian Works (4) Kashmir? Literature and Folklore 
(5) European Accounts (6) Archaeological Evidence. 

1. CONTEMPORARY SANSKRIT AUTHORITIES 

Kalhana in his Rijatararigini described the history of Kashmir 
from the earliest times to 1149-50. Jonariija, two hundred years after 
him, continued the narrative down to the reign of ~ainu'l- bidin in and 
called it, like Kalhana, Rijatararigini. He was a scholar of Sanskrit 
and was attached to the court of Zainu'l- bidin in, but he wrote 
his work under the orders of Siryabha!!a, the superintendent of the 
courts of justice.1 He was, according to Stein, a man of "considerablc 
attainments though apparently without much origi~iality."~ 

Jonariija's Rijatararigini is the earliest extant and most important 
sourcc for the history of Kashmir from 11 50 to about 1459. It gives a 
brief but useful account of the social and political condition of Kashmir 
frorn 1150 to the accession of Shiih Mir, and thus helps us to understand 
the circumstances which led to the establishment of the Sultanate. It 
descr~bes the reigns of the early SultZns in a rather sketchy manner, 
passing over some of the important events like Rifichana's conversion 
to Islim and the arrival of Sayyid 'AIi Ha~nadini in Kashmir. However, 
the period from 1389 to 1459, during most of which the author himself 
lived. is treated in some detail. But being a courtier of SultZn Zainu'l- 
'Abidin, Jonarija is inclined to exaggerate the virtues of his master and 
gloss over his failings. For the salile reason he is prejudiced in favour 
of Sikandar, tlic Sultin's father, and places all the blame for the niis- 
fortunes of the lattcr's reign upon his minister Suhabhatta. whose 
faults he greatly magnifies. His topography is on the whole reliable. 
He also records the dates of the accession and death of each ruler 
correctly though he rarely mentions thc dates of important cvznts 
within each reign. a defcct that is coninlon to all t l~e  chronicles of 
Kashmir. 

I Jonar. (Bo. ed.). No. 11. 2. Stein, i i ,  373. 



SOURCES 3 

Jonarija died in 1459; but after him his pupil drivara continued 
the narrative from where hc had left off, and called it Jnina- 
Riijatararigi~i. ~r ivara  was, like Jonariija, attached to the court of 
~ainu'l-'Abidin, and after the latter's death served Hasan Sh'iih and 
Muhammad ShBh. Besides being the author of this chronicle, he 
translated Yfisuf u Zulaikhii from Persian into Sanskrit and named it 
KathcE-Kautaka.1 In addition to being a scholal-, a poet and a historian, 
he was also a musician, and was in charge of a section of the music 
department in the reign of Hasan Shiih.2 

kvara 's  Rijataratigni gives a detailed account of the remaining 
years of Zainu'l-'Abidin's reign from 1459 to 1470 and of the reigns of his 
successors till the accession of Fath Shlh in 1486. His work is, however, 
inferior to that of Jonariija; and, as Stein observes, he "is a slavish 
imitator of Kalhana, not above reproducing whole verses from his 
predecessor. His text looks, in great portion, more like a cento from 
the RcEjatararigini, than an original composition."3 At the same time, 
since he wrote his chronicle partly, as he himself says, "to free myself 
from my endless obligations to him (Zainu'l- bidin in), and partly because 
I am attracted by his nierits,"4 he is, like Jonarlja, inclined to exalt the 
virtues of ~ainu'l-'Abidin and minimize his failings. But in spite of 
these defects, his work is very valuable, for it is the only contemporary 
source for the period it covers, and has, therefore, been drawn upon 
liberally by the later Persian chroniclers. 

After the death of ~r ivara ,  Prlj  yabhatta composed his RijZvali- 
pntiikd, describing the history oC the period from 1486 to 1512. This 
work is much inferior to Srivara's. Its topography is very defective. and 
the chronology is inconlplete. The history of the twenty-six years is 
described only in sixty-four ilokas and in a confused manner. The 
important events connected with the struggle for the throne between 
Mubamnlad Shih and Fatb Shih are left out. 

The last chronicle was wr~tten by h k a  Pandit, a pupil of 
PrBjyabliaf?a, who named his work Rijatararigiyi after that of 

Kalhana. and dealt with the period from 1517 to 1596. His work is not 
I 

as useful as those of Jonarija and Srivara. His topography is incorrect; 

1. l.SGfi, Kn.qh.ir, 1 ,  167. 2. ~ r i v . ,  p. 231. 
3. Stein, i i ,  373. 4. S ~ T V . ,  p. 90. 



he supplies few dates, and the sequence of events is sometimes wrongly 
given. The second invasion and conquest of Kashmir by Mirz2 Haidar 
are barely mentioned. The struggle for power between 'I& Raina and 
Daulat 'Chak is not referred to, while the history of the Chaks and the 
Mughal conquest of Kashmir is described very briefly. 

The Lokaprakdia seems to have been written by a number of 
persons including Ksemendra (d. 1066), who wrote only a portion of it.1 
The mention of Sh2h Jahiin in Book ii suggests that some parts were 
written as late as the seventeenth century.2 It has been suggested by 
Buhler that it is a KoSa;3 but actually it is a kind of a note-book in 
which all kinds of things have been collected together.4 The work 
appears to be both a KoSa and a practical handbook dealing with thc 
various aspects of life and administration in Kashmir.5 The language 
of the book is corrupt; its Sanskrit being mixed up with Persian and 
Kashmi'ri words. 

The Lokaprakda consists of four parts. In the first part the author 
gives the names of the four principal castes along with those of sixty 
subcastes. and the titles of government officers and ministers.6 The 
second part. which contains bills of exchange, bonds, commercial con- 
tracts, official orders and so forth, is the biggest and most important of 
a11.7 It has. however, no connection with Ksemendra, and appears to 
have been written in the time of the Sultilns and in the seventeenth 
century. The third part does not deal with any single subject as is the case 
with the first and second parts, but consists of a hotchpotch of things. It 
gives a list of synonyms of different varieties of fishes, birds and mice, 
and of salt, gold ornaments and gold coins. Tt also contains verses from 
the Mohiibhcl'ratu and satires on prostitutes and monks.8 The fourth 
part begins with a satire on the Kiiyasthas, that is writers and physicians. 
and on Brahmans who had become Muslims. It also gives a list of 
the districts of KashmTr.9 

Thus the Lokaprakdia contains useful material for the study of the 
social life and administration of Kashmir. Its only drawback is that 
it is difficult to know exactly when the different sections were written. 

1 .  Indkche Studien, xvili, 298, 300. 2. Ibid., 337, 341. 

3. Ibid., 292. 4. Ibid., 292-3. 6 .  Stem, ti,  376. 

8. Indische ~qtudien, xvlil, 302 sqq. 7. Ibid., 342 sqq. 
8. Ibid., 348 sqq. 9. Ibid., 369 sqq. 
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Professor A. Weber has published the extracts of the work in Indische 
Studien, XVITI, pp. 289-412, and it is this that I have utilised. 

2. CONTEMPOR ARK PERSIAN AUTHORITIES 

(a) Kashmir Chronicles 
With the exception of Sayyid 'Ali's Tn'rikh-i Kashmir, which was 

written in the reign of Yiisuf Shih,l all the extant Persian chronicles of 
Kashmir were composed after the Mughal conquest of the country. Tn 
spite of this they are very important and must be regarded as original 
sources, because their authors had passed their childhood and youth in 
the times of the later ShZh Mirs and the Chaks, and wrote either from 
personal observation or utilised the accounts of earlier authorities which 
are not known to exist. 

The Ta'rikh-i-Kashinir by Sayyid 'Ali is a history of Kashmir to the 
time of YBsuf ShZih. The author was a Baihaqi Sayyid, and was related 
to the Shiih Mir family through his mother who was the sister of SulfZin 
Niizuk Shiih. His father's name was Sayyid Mubammad, who served 
MirzZ Haidar in his wars in Kashmir. Sayyid 'Ali also appears to have 
been in thc service of Mirz5 Haidar, and took part in the last campaign 
which led to the latter's death. 

The manuscripts of Sayyid 'Ali's Tn'rikh are very rare, but T have 
utilized the copy which has recently been acquired by the Research and 
Publication Department, Srinagar. Unhappily, however. the manuscript 
is defective at the beginning, and so it is difficult to say from which period 
the work began with the history of Kashmir. The existing manuscript 
abruptly commences with the arrival in Srinagar in the reign of 
ShihFibu'd-Din of Sayyid Tiju'd-Din, who was sent by Sayyid 'Ali 
Hamadan? to find out if the conditions were favourable for him to visit 
Kashmir. It then gives the most fantastic account of the exploits of 
Sayyid Hasan, the son of Sayyid Tiju'd-Din, who had entered the service 
of Shihiibu'd-Din. He is said to have conquered not only Delhi. Agra. 

1. SGfi, i, p, XI, says that the work was written in Muhammad S h a ' s  Arst reign, 
hut this is incorrect, for it gives the names of Muhammad  ha's successors 
ant1 of all the Chak rulers up to YiTsuf ShZh. The MS. does not bear arry 
date of its composition, but from the absence of the names of Sayyid 
Mubiirak and 1,ohar Shah it appears that it was completed early In 1579 
during Yusuf Shii;h's first reign, which lasted for about two months. 
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and Lahore, but also Persia, BadakhshBn, Kabul, and many other places 
outside India. The work next describes the part played by Sayyid 'Ali 
Hamadhi  and his son Sayyid Muhammad in spreading Islam in the 
Valley, "and their relations with Qutbu'cl-Din and Sikandar respectively. 
It also throws light on the policy of  Sikandar towards his non-Muslim 
subjects, but it does not refer to the political events of his reign. However, 
the history of Zainu'l- bidin in and Hasan Shih is described in some 
detail. although Haidar Shah's reign and the civil war between 

Muhammad Shah and Fath Shih is dismissed only in a few lines. But 
perhaps the most valuable portion of the book is that which deals with 
Mirfi Haidar's career in Kashmir, for the author relates the events on 
the basis of personal observation. As regards the Chak period, with the 
exception of the controversy over the execution of Yiisuf qAindar which 
is briefly given, it is practically passed over. The remaining part, 
covering over one-third of the book, contains biographical sketches of 
the Sfifis and Rishis who flourished during the Sultanate period. The 
work is thus valuable for the religious history of the period. For the 
political history it is important because it is the earliest Persian chronicle 
of Kashmir known to exist, and is based on Qazi Ibrihim's Ta'rikh-i- 
Knshmir and other works which are lost. But its chief merit is due to 
the fact that it contains an eye-witness account of MirzB Haidar's rule 
in Kashmir and the manner of his death. The work is not of much 
value from the point of view of chronology and topography. 

The Tlz'rikh-i-Kashmir by an anonymous writer is a history of 
Kashmir from the earliest times to the reign of Shamsu'd-Din TI. Based 
on the Sanskrit chronicles and earlier Persian accounts, it is one of the 
earliest extant histories of Kashmir in Persian, being written in 1590 and 
not in 1629 as mentioned in the catalogue by Aumer. The work does 
not give any chronology except for the reigns of Muhammad Shah and 
Fatb Shih, and for MirzA Haidar's first invasion of Kashmir. It also 
does not mention the arrival of Sayyid 'Ali Hamadini in the Valley. 
although it was such an important event in the country's social and 
religious history. Moreover, the account of the period following 
Haidar Shiih's death is very confused and unreliable. Nevertheless, the 
work is a useful source, for it describes those events in detail which have 
been omitted by the BnhCistin-i Sluihi, Haidar Malik's Tdrikh, and 
other Persian chronicles. I have consulted the MS. belonging to the 
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K. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek in Muenchen. No other copy of the 

work, so far as I know, is extant. 
Thc BahGristin-i- Shihi by an unknown writer is really a history of 

Kashmir from the accession of Rifichana to 1614, the pre-Islamit period 
being dismissed only in a few pages. Nothing is known of the author 
except that he was a Shi'ite, and was probably in the service of the 
Raihaqi Sayyids for he describes their careers in greater detail than other 
chroniclers do, and is almost fulsome in his adulation of their piety, 
couragc, and generosity. The sources for his history are the Sanskrit 
chronicles of Jonanja and grivara as well as the Persian accounts of 
Mulla Ahmad, Mull3 NZdiri, Q e i  IbrBhim, and Hasan Qiiri. For the 
later Shah Mir and thc Chak periods he wrote from personal experience 
or or1 the basis of information he gathered from the older people. 

The BahGristGn-i -Shihi is written in an ornate and verbose style. 
It gives occasionally the Luukika dates along with the Hijra dates. The 
history of tlie Shah Mirs up to the reign of Hasan Shah is briefly 
narrated, and iniportant events like the revolt in Lohara against 
Uufbu'd-Din, thc Regency of Queen Sura and the civil war during the 
reign of ~ainu'l- bidin in are omitted. Sultan Haidar Sh3h is dismissed 
in a few lines, while there is no mcntion of the political events of Hasan 
Sh2h's reign. The period from Mu~animad Shih onwards is, however, 
treated in detail. The history of the Mughal conquest of Kashmir is 
also exhaustively given, and is a useful supplement to and check upon 
the Mughal accounts. Moreover, this is the orily work which relates 
in detail the lifc of Yusuf Sh3h and Ya'qiib Shih in exile and the 
manner of their death. Thus, in spite of its defects, the BahGristcirt-i- 
Sl t i l t i  is a very iliiportant scurce. 

Tlie Ta'rikh-i-K~rshrrlir by Hasan b. 'Ali Kashniiri is a short history 
of Kashmir from thc earliest tlmes to 1616, written at tile rcyuest of 
Jalilu'd-Din Malik Mul~anlniad Niijil, who was anxious to prcserve a 
rccord of the acliicvemcnts of his ancestors. Hasan b. 'AIi's sources are 
tlic sariic as those of the author of thc HcrkGristGn. His account also 
suffers from thc samc liniitations as does tlie Hnhtiristfin. In addition 
tic omits altogether the history of the latcr Shiili Mirs arid the Cliaks, 

I .  Hc is evidently Ijni~lnr M ~ l i k ' s  grnndfnthrr. In Haidar Malik's chronicle 
he is stylecl as ~ ~ m l i l u ' t l - D I ~ .  13ut in the present work ( f .  3a) he is  called 
Jalillu'd-l>?n. This is probably clue to a n~is takc  of the copyist. 



and makes only a casual reference to Ya'qiib Shiih's submission to Akbar. 
He, however, gives a detailed history of the Sultanate period up to the 
end of Hasan Shiih's reign; and it is for this period that his history is 
valuable. 

The most well-known Persian history of Kashmir is that of Haidar 
Malik, the son of Hasan Malik of ChZdura, which was the family's 
hereditary seat. He descended from Riimacandra, the commander-in- 
chief of Siihadeva, and his family played an important part during the 
Sultanate period. He himself served Yiisuf Khan Chak, the son of 
Husain Shiili, for twenty-four years, and accompanied him in his exile 
to India after the Mughal conquest of Kashmir. He fought side by side 
with Yiisuf Khiin. who was emplbyed by Akbar to crush the refractory 
chiefs. When JahZngir became emperor he granted Yisuf KhZn a 
jigir in Bengal and sent him with Qufbu'd-Din to suppress ShEr Afgan. 
After the latter was killed, Haidar Malik gave protection in his own 
house to ShEr Afpan's wife Mlhru'n-Nisa', the future Niir JahBn. When 
Yiisuf Khan died Haidar Malik entered the service of Jahiingil-, who 
conferred upon hini the titles of C'lzughutZy and Ru'isu'l-Mulk. 

Haidar Malik began wri tin2 his Tu'rikh-i-Kushtnir in 161 8 and 
conlpleted it in 10301 1620-21. A study of this work, of the Bahiristtin-i- 
Shzhi, and of Hasan b. 'Ali's chronicle shows that their authors obtained 
information fronl the same sources. But, in addition, Haidar Malik 
records many of the old traditions preserved in his own family. So far 
as the Chak per~od is concerned Haidar Malik was himself a witncss 
to many events, being a young man at the time, though he does not 
mention the part he played in them. He writes in a simple lucid style; 
his topography is correct, though his chrorlology is not reliable. Just 
as the author of the Bah6ri.rtcin exalts the achievements of the Baihrrqi 
Sayyids, so docs Haidar Malik eulogise the wisdom and courage of his 
grandfather. Malik Muhammad Naji. He was a Shi'ite, but he writcs 
dispassionately and freely criticiscs Ya'qiib Sh2h for his intolerant policy 
towards the Sunnis. His account of the rcign of the Chak Sultal~s, 
particularly of their attempts to repel the Mughal invasion, is detailed 
and valuable. Unfortunately he does not describe the life of  Yiisuf 
Shiih and Ya'qiib Shah in captivity or of their last days. 

Of the three manuscripts of Haidar Malik's Tu'rikh that I have 
consulted. the India Office copy gives the most detailed account of the 
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Shlh Mir and Chak dynasties. The copy in the Research and 
Publication Department, Srinagar, is only an abridgement, while the 
copy in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, is an abridged redaction, 
and sometimes differs in chronology and factual details from the other 
manuscripts. 

(b) General Histories o f  India 

The Tubaqcit-i-Akbari by Nismu'd-Din1 contains a section dealing 
with the history of Kashmir from the earliest times to its conquest by 
Akbar. Niamu'd-Din based his account on two sources: The 
Tu'rikh-i-Rashidi by Mirzl Haidar and the Ta'rikh-i-Kashmir. But 
who is the author of the lalter work, he does not say. Moreover, 
since his account of Kashmir forms part of his general history of the 
provinces of the Mughal Empire, it is not detailed. His chronology is 
also defective and it is not always possible to identify the names of 
persons and places mentioned in his work. 

The Ta'rikh-i-Firishta by Muhammad Qgsini Hindu Shah Astrabgdi 
known as Firishta also contains a chapter on Kashmir. But it mostly 
follows the rabaqcit-i-Akbari, and has little new information to offer. 
The description of the agriculture, religion and buildings of Kashmir 
is based on the Ta'rikh-i-Rashidi. 

The Muntakhabu't-Tawcirikh by 'Abdu'l-Qidi r BadB'tini does not 
deal separately with Kashmir, but refers to it in connection with the 
account of Akbar's reign. The work furnishes useful information about 
Akbar's relations with the Chak rulers. There are also occasional 
references to eminent saints and literary figures of Kashmir. 

The Ma'zsir-i-Rahimi by Khwlja 'Abdu'l-Biqi Nihiiwandi com- 
pleted in 1616 is a life of 'Abdu'.r-Rahim Khin-i-Khanan, but it also 

1. Baini Prasad says in his translation of T.A., iii, p. XXX, that  the Tdra'kh-i- 

Knshmir which NizLmu'd-Din consulted was the Persian translation of the 

Rii jatn~nn!l ipi .  But this is only half the truth. Nizzmu'd-Din must have 
also consulted, in addition, the Persian chronicles, for his chronology and 

some of his details do not agree with the Sanskrit chronicles. Moreover, 

for the period of the later S h a  Mirs and the Chaks some Persian chronicle 

was necessary, because Srlka wrote in 1596, and the author of T.A. could not 
have utiliwcl his work. From a close study of both T.A. and the Munich 

MS., i t  appears that Niziimu'd-Din drew extensively from the later chronicle. 



contains a .section on the history of Kashmir. It is, however, based on 
the cabaqit-i-Akbari and does not add to our knowledge. 

The Majilisu'l-Salitin by Muhammad Sharif an-Najafi completed 
in 1628-29 is a brief history of India. A portion of the work gives a 
detailed account of Rifichana's conversion to Islim. I have consulted 
Br. Mus Add. 30,779 which is an English translation of the extracts 
relating to Kashrnir. 

The Haft Iqlim by Amin Ahmad R M  is a geographical encyclo- 
paedia completed in 1594. It  gives a brief account of MirzZ Haidar's 
conquest of Kashmir, and makes short notices of some Kashmiri poets, 
saints and rulers. There is also a reference to the shawl industry of 
the Valley. 

(c) Mughul Histories 
The Akbar-mimu by Abii'l-Fa~l makes a brief but useful reference 

to MirG Haidar's rule in Kashmir. He, however, describes in detail 
the invasions of Kashmir by Abii'l-Ma'gli and QarZ Bahsdur, the rela- 
tions of the Mughals with thc Chaks, and the final conquest of the Valley 
by Akbar. His chronology and topography are correct, and, barring 
a few lapses, his account is generally truthful. His A ' in-i-~kbari  is an 
important authority because of the light it throws on the topography of 
the Valley and the life of the inhabitants. 

The Tuzuk-i-Jahingiri by the emperor Jahangir contains useful 
references to the history, habits and customs of the people of Kashnlir. 

(d) Centrul Asicm Histories 
The Zufar-nima by Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi is a history of Tirnilr 

and Khalil Sultan conlpleted in 1424-25. It throws light on S~kandar's 
relations with Timfir when the latter invaded India. It also gives a brief 
description of the geography and people of Kashmir. Similarly in 
thc Malfiziit-i-Titniri, which is said to have been written by Tirnl'ir 
himself, there are references to his relations with Sultan Sikandar and to 
the topography of the Valley. 

The Ta'rikh-i-Rashidi by Mirz.3 Haidar Dughlat, a cousin of BZbur 
from his mother's side, is a history of the Mongol rulers of Mughalistfin 
and Kgshgar. completed in 1546. MirzZ Haidar twice invaded 
Kashmir: once from KZshgar in the early part of 1533. and again 
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from Lahore in November 1540 when he conquered the Valley and ruled 
for ten years. He describes his first invasion in detail, but the account 
of the second invasion and of his administration of Kashmir is very 
meagre. He, however, gives an interesting picture of the buildings, 
agriculture, religion and arts and crafts of Kashmir as he found them. 
It was unfortunate that his life was cut short by the rebellion of the 
Kashmiri nobles, otherwise he might have left us a more valuable 
account of Kashmir. 

(e) Histories o f  the Delhi Sultanate 
Although Kashmir had cultural, commercial and political relations 

with India during medieval times, yet the chronicles of the Delhi 
Sultanate very rarely make any reference to them. The Ta'rikh-i-Mubcirak 
Shcihi by YahyB b. Ahmad b. 'Abdu'llBh Sirhindi only mentions the 
conflict between 'Ali Shah of Kashmir and Jasrat Khokar. Tavrikh-i- 
Di'idi and Ta'rikh-i-Khrin-i-Jahini describe A'gam Humsyiin's relations 
with Mirzi Haidar and the Kashmir nobles at the time of his revolt 
against Isliim ShBh. But they wrongly state that A ' s m  HumByGn was 
killed in an engagement with the Kashmiri forces while M i r d  Haidar 
was still alive. Moreover, they do not throw any light on the relations 
between the Kashmiri nobles and ShEr Shiih. 

(f) Biographies of Saints 
The Khulci.~.atu'l-Manciqibl is a life of Sayyid 'A17 Hamadsni by 

Niru'd-Din Ja'far Badakhshi, one of his disciples. But the work does 
not refer to any of the activities of the Sayyid in Kashmir. The MS. of 
the work I have consulted was originally in the Berlin Library, but since 
the last World War it has been in the Tubingen University Library, the 
Librarian of which very kindly sent me a photostat copy. Another 
work by Ja'far Badakhshi, which contains a life of Sayyid 'AIi 
Hamadiini, is Manqabatu'l-Jawcihir written in about 1378. 

Tuhfatu'l-Ahhcib, written about the middle of the fifteenth century. 
is a life of Mir Shamsu'd-Din who introduced the Niirbakhshiya teachings 
into Kashmir. The author's name is not known but his father was an 

1. There are other works besides which throw light on 'Ali HamadKni's life. 
Some of them have been discussed in this chapter, while others have been 
mentioned in the Bibliography. For more details see Ya.gh?n.E, iv, No. 8, 

pp. 337 sqq; and Journal Asiatiq~le, ccxl, pp. 313 sqq. 



important disciple of Shamsu'd-Din and he himself was a fanatiml 
Niirbakhshiya. He was a child when Shamsu'd-Din arrived in the 

Valley, but he grew up in close association with him. He gives a 
detailed account of how Shamsu'd-Din came to the Valley, the obstacles 
he encountered in propagating his faith, and the success that attended 
him in Kashmir and Baltistin. However, in his zeal to represent the 
saint as the champion of Islim he is in the habit of indulging in 
imaginary accounts of his iconoclastic activities. Nevertheless, his work 
is valuable because it contains the history of Islim's progress in Kashmir, 
brief notices of Kashmir's political history, and of the social life and 
beliefs of its inhabitants. The copy of the MS. I have consulted is in 
the private collection of AghCt Sayyid Muhammad Yiisuf, the Shi'ite 
Mlrjtahid of Kashmir, who is a descendant of Mir Shamsu'd-Din. I-Ie 
very kindly placed the work at my disposal during my visit to Kashmir 
in the summer of 1952. I was told by the Agh8 Saheb that there is 
another copy of the MS. in the possession of his relations who are at 
Skirdu. 

The ~il~atu'l- 'xrifin is a biography of Shaikh Hamza Makhdilm 
by Khwiija Ishiq Qiiri, his disciple. Although the work is mostly 
concerned with the miracles performed by the Shaikh, it throws some 
light on the social conditions in the Valley. The ~a~k i ra tu ' l - '~r i f in  by 
Mull2 'AIi Raina completzd in 1587 is another biography of Shaikh 
Hamza which is useful for the study of the social and religious life of 
the period. 

The Majilisu'l-MG'minin by Sayyid Niru'lliih Shushtari, which 
contains biographical notes on eminent Shi'ites, gives a short account of 
the lives of Sayyid 'Al? Hamadiini and Muhammad Niirbakhsh, and 
briefly mentions how the teachings of the latter were introduced into 
Kashmir and Baltistiin. 

3. LATER PERSIAN WORKS 

(a) Kashmir Chronicles 

The Ta'rikh-i-Kashmir by Ngriyan Kaul 'Ajiz, a Kashmiri Brahman. 
is a history of Kashmir from the earliest times to 1710, the year it was 
completed. As it is only an abridgement of Haidar Malik's chronicle, 
it does not contain any new information. 
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The Nawidiru'l-Akhbcir by Ab3 Rafi'u'd-Din AQmad is a history 
of Kashmir completed at Shahjahgnabad in 1723. The author's 
ancestors came from Balkh but he was himself a Kashmiri by birth. 
His work deals with the Hindu period very briefly, but desci-ibes the 
history of the Sultans in detail. It closely agrees with the Bahciristin-i- 
Shiihi and Haidar Malik's history, but supplies additional information 
regarding the improvements effected by Mirza Haidar in Kashmir, and 
also contains more details, though not always correct, regarding the 
attitude of the Sulfans towards the non-Muslims. Its chronology is 
however incorrect; it confuses Yiisuf Shah Chak with Yiisuf Khan, the 
son of Husain Shah, and its account of the life of Yiisuf Shah and 
Ya'qiib ShBh, whom it always calls Ya'qiib Khan, is not reliable. The 
importance of the work is that it preserves the Sunni traditions of the 
Valley, though it makes the mistake of over-ptiniating the influence of 
the religious factor in the civil wars. 

The Wiqi'cit-i-Kashmir by Mubammad A'qm was completed in 
1747. It is an abridgement of the earlier works. But in addition to the 
political history it contains a useful account of the saints and scholars 
who flourished in Kashmir during the Sultanate period. 

The ~auhar-i-'xlarn by Badi'u'd-Din Abu'l-Qgsim is a history of 
Kashmir from the earliest times to 1786. The author claims to have 
consulted the Nir-nitna and the accounts by Hasan Gri and Mutammad 
A'gm. But he does not bring to light any new facts. His style is 
cunibersome and ornate, and he occasionally makes statements which 
are not supported by any authority. 

The Hashrnat-i-Kashmir by 'Abdu'l-Qidir Khin completed at 
Ranaras in 1850 is a history of Kashniir based mainly on the 
Gauhar-i-'Alarn. It also contains brief notices on Tibet, Badakhshin, 
and the neighbouring countries. Besides the Hashrnat-i-Kashntir there 
were many other works written in the nineteenth centuryl. But with 
the exception of the Ta'rikh-i-llnsnn by Pir Hasan Shah (d. 1898) none 
of them is important, all being abridgements of Haidar Malik's history. 
The Ta'rikh-i-Hasan consists of four parts. The first deals with the 

1. Storey, Bib7iogrnphica.l Rttwey of Persian Literature, section ii, Fasc. 3, 

p p  684-7, gives the names of many such works. But all of them are mere 
aummaries of Haidar Mallk's Tn'rikh. 
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geography of Kashmir, its Muslim monuments, its castes, tribes and 
religious sects. The second describes the history of Kashmir from the 
earliest times to the author's own days. The Hindu period is based upon 
Kalhana's Rcijatararigini; the section on the Sulfiins has been drawn 
mainly from the BahcSristdn-i-Shahi, though works of Haidar Malik, 
Nigmu'd-Din, Abii'l-Fazl and others have been consulted. The third 
part contains the biographies of saints based on Tazkiras and local 
traditions. The last part is chiefly concerned with Persian poetry as it 
flourished under the Sultans and the Mughal Emperors. All the volumes 
are useful, and are written in a clear, simple, lucid style. 

(b) Mughal and Provincial Histories 
Among the later Mughal histories none is important for our study 

except the Ma'cisiru'l-Umari' by Sam.l;%mu'd-Daula, which contains 
brief notices of the invasions of Kashrnir by Mirza Haidar and Abii'l- 
Matali, and of its final conquest by Akbar. Of the provincial histories 
mention may be made only of three; The Ahwil-i-Kishtwir written in 
1882-83; the Ta'rikh-i-RiijgcSn-i-Jammrc or Rdjdarshani composed in 1847; 
and Ta'rikh-i-RcijgcSn-i-Rujuuri published in 1907. All these works 
make occasional references to the Valley; but since most of their accounts 
are legendary, they are not of much historical importance. It is strange 
that although Jamrnu, Kishtwar and Rajauri were for long periods 
subject to the authority of the Sultans of Kashmlr, these chronicles 
completely ignore this fact. 

(c) Biographies of Saints 
The Tackira-i-Mushci'ikh-i-Kashmir by Bgb5 Nasib relates the part 

played by Niiru'd-Din Rishi and his disciples in spreading Islam in the 
Valley, and gives interesting accounts of religious discussions betwzen 
the Brahman priests and Muslim saints. Another work known as the 
MajmJ'a dar Anscib Mashi'ikh-i-Kashmir gives a short account of how 
Tslim spread in the Valley from the time of RiAchana to that of Mii.5 
Raina, with useful sidelights on the political events of this period. The 
FutJhdt-i-Kuhraviya written by 'Abdu'l-Wahhgb in 1749 describes the 
progress of Islam in Kashmir from the time of Riiichana to that of 
Akbar. In addition it contains a brief history of the Sultans of Kashniir 
and short sketches of the lives of Sayyid 'Ali Hamadan?, his son 



Mubammad HamadBni, and other saints of the Valley. Other Tabkiras 

which contain occasional historical notes and references to social life 
are the Asriru'l-Abriir by Dii'iid Mishkati written 1653; the Klznwiriqu'l- 
Silikiti known as Ta'rikh-i-Hidi written in 1697-98; NGr-nima, a life of 
Niiru'd-Din Rishi by BBb5 Nasibu'd-Din GhBzi composed in 1630-3 1 : 
and the Ta'rikh-i-Kabir by Mu'inu'd-Din Miskin published in 1904. 

4. KASHMIRI LITERATURE AND FOLKLORE 

Medieval Kashmir was rich in Kashmir? poetic literature, but 
u~lfortunately only a small portion of it has come down to us. The 
songs of LallZ Ded have been collected and translated by Barnett ar~tl 
Grierson; a few mystical verses of Niiru'd-Din Rishi and the lyrics of 
Habba KhBtiin have been edited by J. L. Kaul. They throw some light 
on the social and cultural life of medieval Kashmir. The folklores and 
traditions of the Valley collected by Lawrence, Knowles, Grierson and 
many European travellers also give us a glimpse of the manners and 
customs of the inhabitants. 

5. EUROPEAN ACCOUNTS 

No European ever visited Kashnlir during the time of the Shah Mir 
and Chak rulers. The first Europeans to set foot on Kashmir soil were 
Father Jerorne Xavier and Benedict de Goes who arrived in the company 
of Akbar in 1597. They have left an account of their impressions 
which, though useful, are very sketchy. The description of Kashmir by 
Francisco Pelsaert is also very brief. But Bernier, who visited the 
Valley with Aurangzeb, relates in detail the social and economic life of 
the people. The description of Father Desideri is useful as it furnishes 
information about the trade of Kashmir, while the account of Father 
Fryre is important for the light it throws on the social life of the-people. 
The accounts of European travellers, who visited Kashmir in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, are valuable because they contain 
earlier traditions of the country, and help us in identifying some of the 
old localities which have either disappeared or changed their names. 

6. ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 

The archaeological evidence far this period is very scanty. The 
coins which have been found furnish us only with the names and titles 



of the Sul@ns, but they are not of much chronological importance. On 
the other hand, the architectural remains are too few; most of the palaces, 
mosques, and khcinqihs erected by the Sultans having been destroyed in 
the course of civil wars and foreign invasions. With the exception of 
the Mazar-i-Saliitin and the tomb and mosque of Madani, which are in 
a very bad state of preservation, the other monuments that we see today 
have either been rebuilt or renovated in later times. The few inscrip 
tions that have been discovered do not substantially add to our historical 
knowledge. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GEOGRAPHY OF KASHM~R 

T HE influence of geography on the social and political history of 
Kashmir has been very profound. The rivers and springs, soil and 

climate of the Valley have all played an important part in shaping the 
character and life of its people throughout the centuries. But none of 
the natural features have exerted a more direct influence on the history 
of the country than the great mountain ramparts that encircle itl. It is 
to these mountains that the Valley owes its rivers and its streams, its 
rains and the fertility of its soil, and even its floods and famines. Tt is 

also to them that it owed not only immunity from foreign invasions for 
long periods, but also " a  historical existence of marked individuality."z 

Extent and Boundary 
Kashmir is situated in the Western Himalayas at an average height 

of 6,000 ft. above the sea. It resembles a great irregular oval consisting 
of a similarly shaped level vale in the centre with a ring of mountains 
around it. The flat part of the country measures about eighty-four miles 
in length from the south-west to north-east, while its width varies from 
twenty to twenty-five miles. Its area has been estimated at 1,800 or 
1,900 sq. miles. It is surrounded by an unbroken ring of high mountains, 
and, reckoned from the summit lines of these ranges, the length of the 
irregular oval enclosed by them is 116 miles, with a width varying from 
forty-five to seventy-five miles. The whole area within the mountains 
has been estimated at about 3,900 sq. miles. 

The mountains surrounding Kashmir consist of three main rangzs. 
The most important of these is the PTr Panjgl Range which, with a width 
of fifty to sixty miles. forms the southern and south-western boundary 
of the Valley. It begins from the southernmost part of the country 
where the BinihBI Pass, 9,200 f t .  above the sea, marks the lowest 
depression in the chain of mountains. After running for about thirty 

1. Stein, Kalhapa's RZjat., li ,  390. a. Ibid., Intro., i, 30. 



miles from east to west, the range turns to the north-northwest. In this 
direction it continues for about fifty miles more, and, after attaining its 
greate9t elevation in the TatakGti Peak (1 5,524 ft.) it gradually descends 
towards the Jehlam Valley. 

The boundary of the Valley in the north-east is formed by the main 
Central Himdayan range, which separates the Jehlam and the Indus 
drainage. The eastern boundary is formed by a high spur of this range 
which branches at about ten miles east-south-west from the Z6ji-I.2 Pass. 
and runs due south, its peaks maintaining an elevation of from 12,000 
to 14,000 ft. It thus forms the watershed between the Jehlam and the 
Chiniib, and separates Kashmir from the Maru-Wardwan Valley. The 
range then turns to the north-west, and joins the Pir Panjil Range at the 
Bgnihiil Pass. 

The mounta~ns which enclose the Kashmir Valley in the north and 
north-west, may be looked upon as one great range. A few miles west 
of the spot from which the eastern boundary spur branches near the 
Z6ji-LA, another minor range branches off. This runs due west for 
about 100 miles at an elevation of from 1,200 to 1,300 ft. with a breadth 
varying from twelve to twenty-four miles, and forms the northern 
boundary of the Valley, scparating the Jehlam on the, south from its 
important tributary, the Kishangangfi on the north. After reaching 
750 15' E, the ridge gradually curves round to the south until it joins 
the Kfijngg Peak, north-west of BZriirnilal, thus forming the north- 
western boundary of the Valley. The mountain-ring, which surrounds 
the Valley, has only one gap. This is the narrow gorgc at Biiriirnfila 
through whicli the Jehlam escapes to the plains of the Punjab, and 
thence to the sea. 

The natural boundaries of the Valley agree closely with its frontiers. 
But to have a morc precise idea about the extent of the country, it will 
be useful if we take a brief notice of the territories that surround it. 

To the south-east lies the Valley of Kishtwiir on the upper Chiniib. 
Its rulers had matrimonial relations with the Sulriiris of Kashmir, and 
were usually subject to them. Lower down on the Chinfib is the district 
of BhadravBh. South of thc Pir Panjal Rangc thc1.e wcre sniall 
hill-states, whicli were inhabited by the "unruly KhaSas" ant1 were 

1. It Is a town dtuated on the Jehlarn In Lat. 34" 13', Long 84O 23', 34 nliles 
west of Srinagar. 



tributary to Kashmir. To the south-west was the important hill-state 
of Rajauri, comprising the valleys drained by the Tohi and its 
tributaries. On the north-west of Rajauri lay the kingdom of Pfinch. 
and to the north-west of Ptinch was the Jehlam Valley. This ms held 
in olden times as an outlying frontier district of Kashmir, as far as 
BuliBsa. Further to the west lay the district of Pakhli.1 To the 
north-west of the Kashmir Valley was situated the tract known as Karngv. 
Its inhabitants were KhaSas, and their chiefs acknowledged the 
suzerainty of strong Kashmir rulers. To the north lies the valley of 
Kishanganga inhabited by the Dard tribes.2 To the east lies Baltistan 
and Ladakh inhabited by the people of Tibetan race. Further south 
along the range on the east of the Valley is situated a long narrow valley 
lcnown as Maru-Wardwan. 

Topography 
The Kashmir Valley is divided into two parts. One comprises 

the plain formed by the alluvium of the Jehlani and its main tributaries; 
the other consists of the plateaus or kare'was elevated above the plain. 

The Jehlam, which forms the main arterial drainage system for 
the Valley's lakes and rivers and of the inner slopes of the mountains, is 
first formed by the meeting of several streams like the Sandran, the 
Bring, the Arapath and the Lidar which drain the south-eastern portion 
of the Valley. This meeting takes place in the plain close to Anantn2g.s 
At Khanabal4 the Jehlam becomes navigable and continues so up to 
BiirBmcla, a distance of 102 miles, thus forming the most important 
highway of Kashmir. At Khanabal also begins the great plain which 
stretches on both sides of the river as far as B3riimfila. In its winding 
course the Jehlam receives many streams. But just before reaching 
Srinagar, it is formed by a stream which drains the lake called Dal to 
1. This comprised the whole of the hill territory between Kash.mir In Lhe east 

and the Indus in the west, including the lower valley of the KishangangH 
and the valleys of the streams which flow into the latter. (See for more 
details. Stein, i i ,  434) .  

2. The Dard tribes inhabit the territories of Chitra, Yasin, Gilgit, Chi le ,  Bunji, 
and the KLhangangE Valley. (See for more details, Stein, i, Intro., p. 91; 
Drew, Jt~mmo and KushmTr, pp. 7, 422sq. 

3. It is the second largest town in the Valley situated in Lat. 3 3 O  44', Long 
75" 12'. It is also called IsliimabEd. 

4. It is near Anantnag and is its port on the Jehlam. 



the east of the city. The surplus waters of the lake flow out towards 
the Jehlam by a canal which is now called Chiinth Kul but which in 
ancient times bore the name of MahBsarit.1 

A'large stream called Diidgangii, mad: up by the waters of several 
streams that drain the south-western mountains, joins the Jehlam on 
the left bank at the city of Srinagar. Immediately below Srinagar, we 
come to the marshes which stretch along both sides of the river for a 
considerable distance. The marshes to the north of the river are 
more extensive and belong to the delta of the Sind river, the greatest 
tributary of the Jehlam within the Valley, which originates near the 
Z6ji-Li and Amburnith Peak. It has a course of over sixty miles and 
drains the mountain range in the north. The Valley of the Sind, called 
after its name, forms the district of Lir ,  one of the main subdivisions 
of the Valley in the north. The Sind river joins the Jehlam near the 
village of Shiidipiir.2 The Jehlam continues on in a north-westerly 
direction until it joins the Volur lake. It then flows out from the lake 
at the south-west corner. It receives many streams in its course up to 
BsriimGla, but the chief one among them being the Pohur stream which 
drains the L d i b  Valley, and enters the main river at Dubgim, about 
four miles below the town of SGpiir.3 The river goes on winding 
through a flat country like that above Srinagar until it reaches BBrBrniila, 
where the gorge begins. After this there is no further possibility of 
navigation. In its course from Khanabal to the Volur lake the fall of 
the river is 165 ft., in the first thirty miles, and 55 ft. in the next twenty- 
four miles. But from the Volur to Biramiila the fall is very slight. 

In ordinary times the Jehlam flows gently between its high banks, 
hut in times of flood, it not only overflows its natural banks, it even 
overtops the artificial embankments constructed on either side of the 
river. As a result crops are damaged, houses are destroyed, and lives 
are lost. The loss caused by the floods is always considerable below 

1. Stein, 11, 416. 
2. It Is situated in Lat. 34O ll', Long. 74O43'. It is a contraction of the original 

name of ShihEbu'd-DTnpGr given to it by SultKn Shihau'd- in who founded 
the town. (See Munich MS., f .  56b; end Stein, 11, 329 n. 1.) .  

3. It la a town on both aides of the Jehlam situated in Idt .  34" 17', Long. 74" 
31'. Its ancient name was Suyyapura and was fol~nded by Avantivarman's 

mlnister Suyya. (Stein, v, No. 118n.). 



Srinagar as the fall of the country is slight, and the flood water remains 
on the land rotting the crops. But above Srinagar, owing to the slope of 

the country, the flood water escapes quickly, and so the crops are often 
not damaged. C 

Kashmir abounds in lovely lakes and springs. Of the latter the 
Volur and the Dal are the most important. The Volur is the largest 
fresh water lake in India, being about twelve and a half miles by five 
in extent. It is fed by several streams, while from the south the 
Jehlam seeks a passage through it. Its shores are ill-defined, and it 
consists of miles of marshlands with reeds growing, and when the floods 
come its water spreads over many miles of the country. The boatmen 
of Kashmir look upon it with apprehension even in normal times, for 
the quiet surface of the lake changes into a sea of rolling waves, most 
dangerous to the flat-bottomed crafts of the country. However, it 
performs a very useful service by retaining the valuable loamy rich 
deposits of the Jehlam which, otherwise, would escape to the Punjab. 

The Dal lake, measuring about four miles by two and a half, lies 
close to Srinagar in the east. Its water which is clear and soft as silk 
is said to be specially suited to the fabrics of the pashmina, and at the 
same time renders the colours fast whilst bringing out their brightness.1 
The Dal is also like the Volur rich in natural products. Kashmir 
possesses many other lakes too, like the Mansabal and the Anchar Dal, 
but they do not possess the same importance as the Volur and the Dal. 

The springs in Kashmir are as useful for irrigation as the mountain 
streams and rivers. One of the springs, the Maliknig, is sulphurous, 
and its water is highly prized for garden cultivation; while the Kokarnig 
is given the first place as a source of drinking water. The town of 
Anantnig possesses a large number of springs which send out numerous 
streams. Perhaps the most beautiful of all the sp.rings is the Achabal 
which gushes out of the Sosanwar hill. V h i g  on the way to Jammu 
is another spring of great importance. People in Kashmir regard the 
springs as sacred, because their water is cold in summer and warm in 
winter. 

Besides the central plain surrounded by the mountains, there are 
also many side valleys which are drained by the tributaries of the 
Jehlam. and which add much ground to the total cultivated area of the 

1. Pearce Gervis, This i s  Kashmir, p. 138. 
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country. The slope of the mourltains where cultivation is not possible 
are rich in forests, and above this are rich alpine pastures. These side 
valleys have been the sites of important battles in medieval times. 

The second division of the Valley consists of high ground called 
zrdar in Kashmilri, and kare'wa and uddara in the Persian and 
Sanskrit chronicles respectivelyl. The knre'was are considered by the 
geologists to be due to alluvial deposits, and they occur either isolated, 
or are connected by slopes with the mountains that surround the Valley. 
They rise generally from 100 to 300 ft. above the level of the Valley. 
Most of them are found on the south-western side, stretching from 
Shupiyanz to Bsriimfila. Beyond S6piir again the north-western end of 
the Valley is mostly kare'wu ground. The kare'wns also occur in the 
north-east and south-east side of the country. Those kare'was which 
are attached to the mountains are cultivated with the help of the 
water-courses brought from the higher ground, but owing to the 
inferiority of the soil they are much less fertile than the plain. Those 
however which are isolated, are either entire wastes, covered with low 
jungle. or. if cultivated, yield only poor crops because of the uncertainty 
of rainfall and the difficulty of irrigation. Some of these kargwas, 
owing to their elevation and commanding position. have been the sites of 
severe fighting in the past. 

P~.Y.YPS 
The niountain walls which surround the Valley. are pierced by a 

number of openings through which it maintains contact with the outside 
world. Here mention will be made only of those passes which had 
commercial or strategic impo,rtance in the: past. The routes towards 
the Punjab which crossed the Pir Panjiil barrier have exercised great 
influence on the history of Kashmir. The route leading over the 
Z6ji-I-2 in the east has also always been an important thoroughfare, 
connecting Kashmir with Ladfikh and thence with Tibet, Turkistan, and 
China. But the .routes leading over the mountains in the north and north- 
west have not been of much significance for the history of the country. 

The Bgnihiil Pass (9,200 ft.) is situated at the eastern extremity of 

1. Stein, li,  425. 
2 A town on the south-west side of the Valley situated in I A .  3.7' 44'q 

h n g .  740 53', 29 miles from Srinagar. 



the Pir Panjil Range. Owing to its small elevation it has always been 
a convenient route of communication with the upper Chinab valley 
and thc eastern Punjab hill-states. This pass is the only route across 
the Pir Panjiil Range on which communication is never completely 
stopped by snow-fall. It is by this route that the State of Jammu was, 
as it is today, connected with Kashmirl. It is closed for horses and 
vehicles from the end of December onwards for two months. The 
distance between Jammu and Srinagar is reckoned at 177 miles2. 

Sidau or Bidil Pass (14,000 ft.) connects Srinagar with Akhnir 
and Siiilk6t in an almost straight line. Owing to its high ridges it can 
be used only for foot-traffic, but owing to its shortness it was formerly 
a favourite route with the Kashmiris. The name Sidau is given to 
the pass from the first village reached by it on the Kashmir side. 
~r ivara  refers to it as SiddhZdeSa, an adaptation of Kalha~a's 
Siddhapatha3. By this route Jammu is only 129 miles from Srinagar4. 

From the point close to the west of the pass of Sidau where the 
main range changes its direction towards north-north-west, there 
branches off in a westerly direction the lower Ratan Range. Beyond 
this lie the passes of RGpri and Darhiil (13,000 ft.). They give ~llost 
direct access to Rajauri, and are crossed without much trouble during 
the sullinlcr rnonlhs. In the past, therefore, they must have been used 
very frequently. 

The Pir PanjZl Pass5 (1 1,400 ft.) gives access to the valleys 
of thc two Tohis of Rajauri and Pinch, from which direct 
routes of communication led to the central and western Punjib. 
Hirapfirs was the entrance station for those reaching Kashmir from 
Rajauri and the rieighbouring places, and a point of departure for those 
leaving Kashmir for Rajauri. The starting point from the PunjZb 

1. ~t is by this route thnt Ya'q* and other Kashmiris proceeded to the 

court of Akbar to seek his help against Ya'qiib Shlih (F.K.,  ff. 21161-b.). 

a. Drew, Juip~lnoo and Knsh?nk, 524. 

3. stein, it, 373-4, 393 n. 27. 4. Drew, J u n l ~ n o  and Kashwiir, 524. 

5 Sriv., p. 251, calls it PafichZlndeva. I t  corresponds to Pir Panjal; 
Pir being the nearest Muslim equivalent for Deva. (See Stein, ii, 397-8). 

6 It is n village 7 milcs south-west of Shupiyan,situated in Lat. 33O 41' Long. 

74 '  46'. It is called Shiirapura by gdvara. 



side was Bhimbharl. This route played an important part in the time 
of the SulfBns2. Influenced by the consideration of its natural 
advantages, Akbar also, after the conquest of the Valley, chose it for 
the construction of his Imperial Road which was to connect Lahore 
with Kashmir. The route was open for seven months in the year. 

The old Imperial Road, constructed by the Mughals across the 
Pir Panjil Pass, on ascending the narrow valley kept on its left side 
high above the Pir Panjil stream. But from a point close to the 
'AliZbid Sarii, a high mountain ridge slopes down from the south and 
falls off towards the vallzy in a wall of precipitous cliff. This ridge is 
known as Hastivanj. Before the construction of the Imperial Road, 
the old route to the pass crossed the Hastivanj route and followed 
throughout the right bank of the Pir Panjil stream3. This route was 
used for the march of troops before the construction of the Pir PanjZl 
route4. It was by this route that QZsim Khin, Akbar's commander, 
entered Kashmir. 

The route via the TdshamaidZn Pass was very important owing to 
its natural advantages. It was the shartest route leading into the valley 
of Pinch, and hence to that portion of the western Punjib which lies 
between the Jehlam and the Indus. This route was followed by Hiiien 
Tsiang on his way to Pinch, and by Mabmtid of Ghazni wheli he 
attempted an invasion of Kashmir. It remained a popular trade route 
until the construction of the Jehlam Valley cart-road. However, owillg 
to the elevation of the pass, this route was always closed by snow longcr 
than the Pir Panjil route. Duering the winter months, therefore, the 
road from PGnch to Kashmir lay by the lower passes in the west, leadirig 
into the Valley below BgrZmiila. 

The Jehlam Valley beyond BirBmila is confined between two ranges 
of mountains. The one to the south is a branch of the Pir PanjZl 
Range; the range to the north belongs to a mountain system which 
culminates in the KijnZg Peak (14,400 ft.). These two ranges 
accompany the course of the river far eighty miles westwards to 
Mugaffaribid. Owing to the confined nature of this defile, and steep 

I .  It is a small town in Lat. 32" 58' Long. 74"  8'. It is 150 miles from Srinagar 

by the PTr PanjEl route. 
2. J.A.S.B., lxiv, 376. 3. Stein, li, 395. 4. A.A., ii, 347 sqq. 



and rugged cross ridges the use of the route was difficult; and so its 
military and commercial importance was in the past less than that of 
Pir Panjal or Tcshamaidiin routes. It is only from the time of the 

Afghan occupation of Kashmir that this western route attained real 
prominence. The route was important as leading to the Hazgra district 
and the North-West Frontier Province, which are now in West Pakistan. 
It is continued towards Kashnlir on the right bank of the Jehlam, the 
crossing of the latter being entirely avoided. Since this .route does not 
pass through much high ground, it is the only one that is almost free 
from snow in winter, and was, until the Partition, the easiest route from 
the Punjiib to Kashmir. It was also convenient for those who wished 
to proceed towards Attock and Peshiiwar from Kashmir. It must have 
also been used for Kashmir's trade with Persia and western Turkistiin. 
Hiuen Tsiang and Ou-K'ong entered Kashmir from the west by this 
route, and it is by this route that many learnzd scholars and Siifis from 
Persia and Turkistiin came to the Valley. 

It must be remembered that tliere was no line of com~nunication 
along the left side of tlie Jelllam Valley corresponding to the present 
Murree-BiirBmiila road. But for two marches down tlie valley, as far 
as Uri, a convenient route leads over thc easy Haji Pir Pass (8,500 ft.) 
to Punch. It is never closed by snow owing lo its small elevation. It 
was hence niucli used during winter months when thc more direct routes 
to Kashmir via the Pir PanjBl, the 'Tbsharnaidiin, and other passes werc 
rendcrcd impassable. 

The Marbal Pass (1 1,570 ft.) connects Kashmir with Kishlwfir. 
After crossing thc pass, the Wardwan and Chinab rivers are crossed by 
rope bridges. The route is closed in winter.' 

The Z6jT-Lii Pass (11,300 ft.) has always been an important 
thoroughfare. It connects Kashmir with Ladikli and thence with Tibet 
and China. Froni Ladiikh also routes led to Baltistan and, across 
the Karakoram Mountains, to Chinese TurkistAn.2 It was through the 
Z6ji-Lii Pass that Rilichana entered Kashmir, and M i r a  Haidar Dughlat 
first invaded thc country. It was also through this pass that Kashm-r 
maintained comnlcrcial and cultural relations with China and Turkistiin. 

1. Drew, Ji~nzntoo and Knshmir, 532-3. 

2. See for these routes Chapter XI1 under the section of Trade. 



The mountains which enclose the Kashmir Valley in the north-west 
and north, have a number of passes connecting it with the Kishangmga 
Valley, which was at times subject to the authority of Kashmir rulers. 
But thd routes leading over these passes were not as important as those 
already described. The route, however, which leads from the Kashmir 
Valley into that part of the upper Kishanganga Valley known as GurEz 
and is connected with those leading to Ast6r and Baltistiin, is an 
important one. The road made in recent years is called the "Gilgit 
Transport Road", and crosses the range by the Triigabal or the 
Rfizdiangan Pass, nearly 12,000 ft. high. But the route frequented in 
ancient times lay some eight miles further to the east. This was via 
Dudakhut Pass. An easy track over the ridge leads down to GurEz. 
This route, being direct and comparatively easy during the summer, was 
much freque~ited by the Dard traders until the construction of the Gilgit 
Road. From GurEz the route leads across the Kamri Pass (13,000 ft.) 
to Ast6r and Gilgit.1 At Burzil, the last halting place on this side of the 
watershed, two roads part: one leads north-eastwards across the Deosai 
Plateau to SkZrdu;2 the other goes north to Ast6r. Following the latter, 
the Dorikun Pass (13,000 ft.) is crossed, and then the Indus basin is 
reached. The next spur that has to be crossed is known as HatG Pir, 
and then Gilgit is reached. The road to Skgrdu has to cross difficult 
passes, the highest of tlicni being the Burji Pass, 15,700 ft. high. 

1. From Gilgit routes lead to Transoxfane. See Chapter XfI  
2. This is the most frequented route between Kashmir and Skzrdu. The 

dintancc is 158 miles. The other route by D r L  to Skardu is 242 miles. 

Up to TashgEm the route to Leh and Skardu is common. (Drew, 
Junhnloo and Kaah?ni~,  377, 531). 



CHAPTER L[l 

THE FOUNDATION O F  THE SULTANATE 

URING the eighth century Kashmir was several times subjected to 
the attacks of the Arabs. Two centuries later, Mahmud of Ghazni 

twice led his armies for its conquest. But although both the Arab and 
Turkish invasions ended in failure, it will be useful to take a brief notice 
of them, for it is to these that Kash~nir owed its earliest contact with 
political Islam. 

The Arab Invasions 
The conquest of Kabul and TurkistBn by Qutaiba b. Muslim during 

the caliphate of Walid, brought the Arabs to the borders of the kingdom 
of Kashmir. But within six years from the death of Qutaiba much of 
his work was undonel. However, under the Caliph Hisham (724-43), 
Na:r b. Sayyar, the first Arab governor of Transoxiana, not only 
reconquered most of the territories overrun earlier by Qutaiba, but even 
reached as far as Kishgar2. Under the early 'AbbBsids these conquests 
were further extended and consolidated. In 751 the Arabs gained 
a victory over the Chinese and compelled them to abandon Gilgit as 
well as their other possessions in the extreme west.3 The kingdom of 
Kabul over which the hold of the Uniayyads had been precarious was 
reduced while Ma'rn.cn ar-Rashid was governor of Kliuriisgn, and its 
ruler accepted IslBm.4 Later, when Ma'min became Caliph (8 1 3-3 3), 
he entered into relations with the rulers of Tibet and its neighbourss. 
The news of these Arab advances must have been a source of anxiety 
to the kings of Kashmir, although there is no evidence to suggest that 
the Arabs ever contemplated the invasion of the Valley from the north, 
either from Kabul 01. Kishgar. The real threat to the Valley came from 
the Arabs who had established themselves in Sindh. 

1. Gibb, Th,c Arab Cenquests in Cemtral Asia, Chap. iii, 29-55. 
2. Hittl, His to~y  of the Ara,bs, p. 210. 3. Stein, Ancient Khotnn, pp. 11-2. 
4. Baliizuri, FutZhu1l-Buldiin, p. 393;  Reinaud, M e m i r e  sur Z'Inde, pp. 182, 196. 
6. Ibid., 197. 



Muhammad Qiisim occupied Sindh and the lower Punjiib between 
the years 71 1 and 713. He then marched from Multiin and carried his 
arms to the borders of the kingdom of Kashmir.1 Threatened by the Arab 
advance, Raja CandrBpiQg of Kashmir sent an envoy to the Chinese 
emperor asking for help against the Arabs.2 However, no aid was 
received; but fortunately Muhammad b. Qgsim was recalled by the Caliph 
Sulaimiin to Damascus, and so the Arab danger was for the time being 
removed. In the reign of the Caliph Hisham (724-43) the Arabs of 
Sindh under their energetic and ambitious governor Junaid again 
threatened Kashmir. But Lalitaditya (724-60), who was the ruler of 
Kashmir at this time, defeated him and overran his kingdom.3 His 
victory was, however, not decisive for the Arab aggression did not cease. 
That is why the Kashmiri ruler, pressed by them from the south and 
by the Turkish tribes and the Tibetans from the north, had to invoke 
the help of the Chinese emperor and to place himself under his 
protection.4 But, although he did not receive any aid, he was able to 
stem the tide of Arab advance by his own efforts.5 

When Hisham b. Amr at-Taghlibi was appointed governor of Sindh 
by the Caliph Man!iir (754-75), he also attempted an invasion of the 
Valley, and reached as far as the southern slopes of the Himiilayas, 
which were subject to Kashmir. He, however, failed to enter the Valley, 
and occupy it as has been claimed by the Arab historians.6 This was 
the last attempt of the Arabs to invade Kashmir; and when again a 
Muslim invasion of the Valley took place it was undertaken not by an 
Arab chief but by a Turkish SultBn. 

Mahmiid of Ghazni's Invasions 

Jn 1002 Mahmiid of Ghazni routed the forces of JaipBI, Raja of 
Waihand, who, affected by the humiliation of defeat, burnt himself to 
death. JaipBl's son and successor Anandpal also suffered a crushing 
defeat at the hands of Mahmiid (1009), and died after a few years. 
handpiil's son Trilocanpiil, whose power was now confined only to 

1. Elliot, 1, 436;  CGoh- ma, 192. 2. Majumdar, The Classical Age ,  134,  174. 
3. Ibid. 4. Ibid.; Reinaud, Memoire sur llIndel 90. 
6 .  Majumder, The CZassricaI Age, 173-4. 
6. BalEzuri, Fntii!~u'l-Bidfin, p. 431; Mas'Gdi, Muniju'_z-gnhab, (Trans. de 

Meynard), 1, 373, says that Keshmir was part of the country of Sindh. 
See also Elliot, i, 444. 
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the Salt Range, appealed to SamgramarZja (1003-28), the king of 
Kashmir, for help against Mahrniid. SamgrFimarBja sent a large army 
under his commander-in-chief Tuliga. Mahmiid met the forces of 
Trilocanp2l. supported by the Kashmir contingent, in one of the valleys 
which leads towards Kashmir from the neighbourhood of Jehlam.1 
Tunga, having won a victory over a reconnaissance party of the Sult2n, 
began to think too lightly of the invader. The result was that when 
Mahmiid personally advanced to attack the enemy, Tuliga, in spite of 
the advice of Trilocanpiil to take shelter behind a rock, advanced to 
face him. But Mabmiid put him to flight. TrilocanpZl tried to 
retrieve the situation, but he too was defeated (1014).2 

Provoked by SamgrBmarBja's conduct, Mahmiid decided to invade 
Kashmir and punish him. He marched to Jehlam and then, proceeding 
along the valley of the river Tohi, tried to enter Kashmir by the 
TdshamaidBn Pass. But his further progress was checked by the strong 
fort of Loharkdt which guarded the pass.3 Mabmiid besiezed the fort 
for a month, but without any success; and owing to heavy snowfall, 
which cut ofT his communications, he was compelled to raise the siege. 
While retreating he lost his way. Many of his troops perished, and 
he himself escaped with difficulty. This was his first serious reverse in 
India.4 

Tn Sept.-Oct., 1021, Mahmiid again set out from Ghazni to invade 
Kashmir in order to .retrieve his prestige. He followed the same route. 
as before, but once again the fort of Loharkdt stopped his advance. 
He besieged it for a month, but failed to reduce it. Meanwhile as 
severe winter had set in, he was compelled to withdraw. After these 
two failures Mahmiid abandor~ed the idea of invading Kashmir again.5 

1. It is a town situated on the west bank of the river Jehlam, 100 miles to 
the north,-west of Lahore. 

2. NEztm, guttiin Mnhm.Ti of Ghnzm,  92-3; Stein, i, BK. vii, Nos. 47-62 and n. 
3. Loharakotk or W k E t  or the Castle of Lohara lay in the valley now called 

Loharin belonging to the territory of Piinch. It was situated in L t ~ t . 3 3 ~  48' 
Long. 74" 23'. An Isolated ridge in Loharin towards the right bank of the 
river Loharin just above the village of GFgivand was the site of the fort. 
(See for more details Stein, ii, 293-300). Persian chronicles of Kashmir 
call it Lohark'ot. 

4. NCzim, Illnhn~Zd of Ghnxna, pp. 104-5. 6. Ibid., 105. 



When two centuries later the storm of Turkish invasion again 
burst on the plains of Hindustsn, it did not affect Kashmir, for 
Shihiibu'd-Din Ghiri. and after him the Turkish SultBns of Delhi, 
remained pre-occupied with the extension and consolidation of their 
territories in HindustBn. Even when, by the end of the thirteenth century, 
they had succeeded in subduing the whole of No.rthern India, they did 
not undertake the hazardous adventure of invading Kashmir, but 
directed their arms to the conquest of the Deccan and South India which 
was easier to achieve. And when in the second quarter of the 
fourteenth century Muslim rule came to be established in the Valley, 
it was not the result of foreign invasion but was due to internal conditions 
obtaining there. 

Decline of Hindu Rule 
Signs of internal decay began to manifest themselves with the 

establishment of the Lohara dynasty in 1003. Henceforth the Hindu 
rule in Kashmir started on its downward course until it met its overthrow 
in about 1320 under Siihadeva. The kings who, during this period, 
occupied the throne were for the most part weak and worthless, and 
allowed themselves to be dominated by low favourites and corrupt 
ministers. The people were subjected to the hated corvCe, and to all 
kinds of oppressive taxes in addition to the illegal exactions of the 
officials. The Diimaras or feudal chiefs grew powerful, defied royal 
authority, and by their constant revolts plunged the country into 
confusion. Life and property were not safe, agriculture declined, and 
there were periods when trade came to a standstill. Socially and morally 
too the court and the country had sunk to the depths of degradations.' 

Samgrimariija (1003-28), the first ruler of the Lohara dynasty, 
neglected the administration and allowed his greedy officers and vile 
favourites to plunder the people.2 On his death his son Haririja 
ascended the throne, but he died after a reign of twenty-two clays. 
Ananta (1028-63), SamgriimarBja's younger son, then became king. His 
expensive habits involved him in heavy debt, so that he had to pawn 
even the ,royal diadem and throne to a foreign trader3. Luckily, however, 

1. In BK. vil and viii Kalhana glves numerous instances of the deterioration of 
morals in the Valley. 

a. Steln, 1, Bk. vii Noa. 107-10. 3. IMd., No. 195. 
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at this time his queen, Sfiryamati, intervened and took charge of the 
affairs. She paid off the debts from her own savings, and secured the 
services of able ministers who governed the country well.1 But during 
the reign of Kalaia (1063-89) the Valley was once again plunged into 
chaos. He neglected public business and lived in the society of immoral 
and vicious courtiers who completely dominated hirn.2 He became so 
depraved as to violate his own daughter.3 

The next ruler Harsa (1089-1 101) was in many ways a renlarkable 
man. He was handsome, courageous and of a powerful frame.4 He 
loved music, and patronised art and learning. In the beginning he ruled 
wisely and made his subjects happy,5 but later his character degenerated 
under the influence of his evil counsellors,6 and he became cruel, 
licentious and perverse. His sensualities led him to commit acts of incest.7 
His foreign campaigns were nowhere successful.8 Inside the Valley the 
pretenders and feudal chiefs were a constant source of trouble; and 
although he suppressed them with revolting cruelties, they again raised 
their heads.9 His reckless expenditure on troops and costly pleasures 
i~ivolved him in financial dificulties. To mcet the crisis he began looting 
the wealth of t l~e  templesloand exploiting his subjects by imposing upon 
them new and opp~cssivc taxes. He even went to the extent of taxing 
the night soil.ll The rcsult of his nlisgovcrriment and tyranny was that 
tlic nobles rose against him, and put him to a miserable death. 

The Second Lohara Dynasty 
Uccala (1101-11) was generous, capable and energetic. But "w~th 

robbers as ministers and feudatories, a brother ready to become a 
pretender, a land without treasure," he found it in~possible to establish 
law and order in the country.12 Sussala (1 112-28) ruled for sixteen years 
with a brief inte~ val of one year when Bhikgicara, Har5a.s grandson, 
occupied tlie throne. Sussala oppressed his subjects to fill the treasury, 
and failed to subdue the chiefs who were in a state of constant rebellion.13 

1. l b i d . ,  Nos. 197 sqq. 2. Ibid., Nos. 285 sqq. 
3. I h i d ,  No 278. 4 .  Ibid.,  Nos. 874-8. 

6 .  Ibid.,  Nos.  932-56. G. Ibid., No. 960. 

7. Ibid , Nos. 1147-8. 8. Ibid.,  Nos. 1152 sqq. 

9. l b i d . ,  Nos. 1037 sqq 10. Ibid., Nos. 1089-95; 1115 sqq. 

11. Ibid. ,  No. 1107. la. Ibid.,  viii, No. 7 .  13 Ibid.,  481 sqq. 



It was in the midst of an open revolt that Jayasimha (1 128-55) succeeded 
to the throne of his father. He lacked a strong will, did not display any 
acts of personal bravery during his reign and failed to crush the Diimaras. 
Yet by cunning diplomacy and unscruplous intrigue he succeeded in 
giving peace to the country. As Kalha~ja observes: " He restored to 
this land, which owing to the baseness of the time was like a decayed 
forest, wealth, population and habitation."l 

Jayasimha was the last great Hindu ruler of Kashmir. After his 
death the country again lapsed into chaos. The political and economic 
decline, which had sct in since the beginning of the eleventh century and 
which Jayasimha had in vain tried to arrest, became more rapid after 
him. His successors were weak and incompetent. They neglected their 
duty of protecting their subjects and instead robbed them with the help 
of their favourites. Their misrule was taken advantage of by the nobles 
who became strong and defied the royal authority. In 1198, howzver, 
Jagadeva bccamc king, and he endeavoured to establish peace and 
prosperity in the Valley. But his efforts were not successful, for the 
corrupt oficials drove him out of the country. Although he later 
recovered the throne, he was soon poisoned and died in 1212-3. He was 
succeeded by his son Riijadeva (1212-13 to 1235) whose power was 
limited by aggressive nobles.2 His so11 Samgrimadeva (1235-52) was a 
strong man, but was helpless when the chiefs compelled him to leave the 
country. Although he later succecded in recovering the throne, he was 
shortly afterwards slain. The reign of Rgmadeva (1252-73), Riijadeva's 
son, was uneventful. As he had no child, he adopted Laksmanadcva, 
the son of a Brahman. as his heir-apparent. Lakynanadeva (1273-86). 
who succeeded him, was incompetent, and was constantly harassed by 
the Turks and his turbulent nobles. His son Simhadeva (1286-1301) 
ruled over a kingdom considerably reduced in size. He was dominated 
by evil counsellors, and was in the end assassinated by Darya, the 
husband of his nurse's daughter with whom he had illicit  relation^.^ 

Simhadeva's brother SGhadeva (1 301-20) succeeded in bringing the 
whole of Kashmir under his rule. But the heavy fines and taxes which 
he exacted. made him unpopular. He did not exempt even the 
Brahmans from taxatio11.4 He was a bad ruler, "the Rikgas of a king 
1 .  I W . ,  Nos. 2446. 2. Jonar. pp. 8-0. 
3. Ibid.,  9-14. 4. Ibid., 16. 
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who, under the plea of protecting the country, devoured it far nineteen 
years and twenty-five days."l Moreover, like his predecessors, he 
neglected the defences of the country by leaving the passes unguarded. 
As a result, adventurers and spies entered the Valley without any 
difficulty.2 Socially and morally the people of Kashmir had sunk to 
the lowest depths, for old and young alike had taken to falsehood, 
intrigue, dishonesty and discord.3 Such was the state of Kashmir when 
the storm of foreign invasion by Zuljij burst upon the country. 

Zuljii's Origin 
Who was this Zuljii4 that overwhelnied Kashmir? Jonariija calls 

him the commander of the great king Karmasena.5 But it is not possible 
to identify the latter. Abii'l-Fa@, who based himself entirely on the 
Sanskrit chronicles for this period of Kashmir history, refers to Zulju 
as chief commander of the king of Qandahiir.6 Ni@niu'd-Din and 
Firishta say that he was Mir Bakhshi of the ruler of Qandahiir.7 But 
these statements are apocryphal. Qa~idahar did not have at this time 
any chief of its own, but was a possession of Ghiyiisu'd-Din, the Kurt 
ruler of Hergt, who was tributary to the jl- hii ins of Persia.8 
GhiyBsu'd-Din himself was not powerful enough to send an army for 
the conquest of Kashmir; and besides he was confronted with internal 
rebellions and intrigues, and with an invasion of Prince Yasiir, the 
Nikijdari.9 It is, therefore, wrong to say that Zuljii catlie from 
Qandalliir. ZuljG was in reality a Mongol who came from Turkistiinlo 
which was at this time ruled by the descendants of Chaghatiiy, the 
son of Chingiz Khan," and his army consisted of both Turks and 

Ibtd.,  19. 2. G. A., f .  96b. 

H. M. ff. 93b-94b. 
Persian chroniclers call him Zuljii. Jonar. (Cal. Ed.) calls him Zalacha or 
Zalcha. Jonar, (Bo. Ed.,  No. 152) calls him Dulurh. NarZyan Ktlul and 
A'zam have Islamised his name as Zulqadar KhEn. 
.Ionat., 16. 6. A.A , ii, 381. 
T.A., iii, Munich MS. f .  47a. 
GhiyZzu'd-Din, Htrbiblt's-Biynr, iii, part ii, p. 69; Saif b. Muh~mniacl, 
Ta'rTkh-nnf?~Ti-i-HarTit, pp. 369 sqq. 
IIoworth, History of the Mongols, iii, 568-9, 590-1; Saif b. Muhammati, 
Ta'l'ilch-nTi?t~Zi-i-Hu~.cit, pp. 680 sqq. 
H.M., 95b;  Hasan, 9 la .  :I. Prawdin, Thc Mongol Empire, 404-5. 



Mongols.1 As regards his religion he does not seem to have been a 
Muslim. By this time only a few of the ChaghatCiy chiefs had embraced 
Islam. Most of them had remained attached to the pagan beliefs of 
their forefathers.2 

Mongol Invasions 
In the thirteenth century the Mongols, emerging from their 

Mongolian steppes, overran considerable parts of Asia and Europe. 
Kashrnir too was subjected to a series of invasions. Thus OgatBy, 
Chingiz Khan's third son, despatched Mugatu towards India and 
Kashmir, and he returned after ravaging parts of these countries.3 
Again in 1253 Tair was sent with an army to Kashmir and India.* After 
Tair's death his troops came under the command of Sali who is said to 
have conquered Kashmir and sent several thousand prisoners to HiilCigC 
Khb.5 Details of these Mongol invasions are not available, but they 
appear to have been in the nature of raids and affected only the outer 
hills of Kashmir. The invasion of Zuljii in the spring of 1320 was a 
continuation of these previous attempts to conquer the Valley. 

Zul j l i 's Invasion 
Zuljii entered Kashmir by the Jehlam Valley route, and as the passes 

were not properly defended, he did not meet with any resistance. 
Hearing of the invasion, Siihadeva tried to persuade Zuljij to withdraw 
by paying him a large sum of money, which he raised by taxing all classes 
of people, including the Brahnians.6 But the effect of this was that, 
while it increased Sijhadeva's unpopularity among his subjects, it only 
servcd to whet Zuljii's appetite for loot. And the Mongol chief, instead 
of withdrawing, continued to advance. Siihadeva tried to organise 
resistance, but did not succeed, for the people of Kashmir, owing to the 

1. E.S., f .  10a; Jonar. (Bo, ed.) ,  No. 170, sa,ys Zulju's army consisted of Turks, 
Tajiks, and ntlecchm. 

2. Prawdin, The Mongol Empire, pp. 141 sqq; Vambery, BukIt&'r5, pp. 406-7; 
also p. 157 n. where the names of Chaghatay rulers of Transoxiana are given. 

3. Tabaq,Zt-i-N-firi (trans. Raverty), p. 1126 n. 6. 
4. ]bid., 1135 n. 5 ;  Howorth, Hivtory of the  Mongols, iii, 184. 
5. TabnqZt-i-fi.$ri (trans. Rsverty), 1191 n; Howorth, lii, 185. But Howorth 

gives 1263 as  the year of these conquests. See also Bretschneider, 
Medieval Researches, 137-8, 305. 6 .  Jonar. 17. 
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financial exactions and injustices to which they had been subjected by 
him and his predecessors, remained apathetic to his appeals1. He, 
therefore, fled to Kishtwilr, leaving his people to the mercy of the 
invaders who perpetrated all kinds of atrocities upon them. They set 
fire to the dwellings, massacred ihe men and made women and children 
slaves. For many years afterwards the blackened remains of ruined 
homesteads told the tale of the conquerors' cruelties. The only place 
which remained partially safe from the fury of the Mongols was the 
district of L2r2, where Riimacandra, Siihadeva's commander-in-chief. 
shut himself up in the fort, and endeavoured to protect his family, his 
followers, and the inhabitants of the town and the neighbourhood. In 
fact, he was the only person who tried to maintain some semblance of 
authority in the Valleys; and, after Zuljii's departure, he moved down to 
Andark6t and drove out the Gaddis who had come from Kishtwilr on 
a raid*. 

The Mongols continued their ravages in the Valley for eight months. 
until the commencement of winters. During this period fields had been 
for the most part left uncultivated, for the inhabitants had either been 
killed or escaped to the mountains. And as the Mongols had consumed 
or burnt the existing stocks of grain in the country, they were now 
threatened by an acute shortage of supplies. Tt was owing to this reason. 
and not because of the cold weather, that Zulji decided to depart from 
the Valleys. His officers advised him to leave by tlie same route 

1. Hasan, 92b; H.M., 96a-b. 

2. The district Itnow11 a s  LKr comprises the whole of the territory drained by 

the Sind and its tributaries. The Sanskrit chronicles call it 1,ahara 

(Jonar. I S ) ,  but the Persian chronicles call i t  LKr. The fort of LEr was 

situated in the village of Gagangir, in Lat. 34" 18' Long. 75O 15', about 

10 miles west of Sonamarg on the road to DrG.  (N.A., f. 14a; W.K., f. l l b ;  

T.H., ii, 82a).  
3. B.S., 12a; Hasan, 92b; H.M., 96b. 

4. Lawrence, Vaney, 189. A n d a r k 3  is a village situated in Lat. 34O 13' 

Long. 74" 42', on the Samba1 Lake about 12 miles north-west of Srnagar .  
5. B.S., 10a- l l a ;  H.M., f. 96b. 

6.  B.S., f. 118; Hasan, 93a-94a; H.M., 97b; Jonar., p. 17. The chrox~icles say 

that the Mongols made thL decision owing to the dread of approaching 
winter. But this is wrong for the Mongols, caming a s  they did from colder 

regions, could have easily faced the cold weather of Kashmir. 



of BBrBmfila and Pakhli by which he had entered, because it was shorter 
and passable even in winter.1 But he ignored their advice, and asked 
the prisoners to point out the shortest route to India where he expected 
to find provisions for his army. To  revenge themselves on the Mongols 
for their sufferings, they directed them to the most hazardous route via 
Brinal.2 When the Mongol army reached the top of the hill in the 
Divasar pargana, there was a severe snowfall which destroyed the whole 
army of Zuljii, including the prisoners. 

Contiition o f  the Valley after the Mongol Withdrawal 

After the withdrawal of the Mongols the inhabitants returned to the 
Valley from the mountains whither they had fled to escape massacre or 
enslavement. They witnessed the havoc which the invaders had caused. 
Many found themselves without houses, without relations, and without 
friends. In addition to these sufferings, they were subjected to the 
harassments of the neighbouring hill tribes, who raided the Valley and 
plundered them of whatever they still possessed, and then carried them 
away as slaves. Moreover, to crown it all, famine stared them in the 
face.3 

As there was no organised government in the country, the local 
chiefs made themselves independent. In some cases the inhabitants 
themselves organised their defence against the depredations of robbers 
and the hill tribes by taking possession of a fort and choosing some 
strong person as their leader.4 Among those who took advantage of 
the prevailing anarchy, the most prominent person was Rifichana. 

Riiichana : Sultan Sadru'd-Din (1 320-23) 
Riiichana, whose full name was Lha-chen-rgyal-bu-rin-chen (Lhachen 

rGyalbu Rifichana), was the son of the Ladiikhi chief, Lha-chen-dNgos- 

1. Hasan, 94a-b; According to N.A., 14a, Zulju set out to conquer Kishtwgr 

on his counsellors' advice. 

2. Haaan, 94b; B.S., l l a ;  H.M., 989. Brinal is now in KulgEm TahpTl situated 
S.E. of the Valley in the Brinal-LKmar Mountains. The route via Brinal 
leads to the BEnihB Paas. 

3. Hasan. 94b-958; H.M., (B .N. ) ,  31b-32a. 
4. B.S., 12a; Hasan, 95a; H.M., 98b. 
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grub (Lhachen dNgos-grub), who ruled LadBkh flom 1290 to 1320.1 

The wars between the LadBkhis and Baltis had been very frequent in 
the past. However, owing to the Pax-Mongolica which covered both 
Ladfikh and Baltistiin, these wars had for the time being ceased. But 

after the death of Kubliiy Khan (1260-94), which plunged his empire into 
confusion, they were renewed. In a campaign the Baltis were victorious 
over the LadBkhis, and "they avenged their fathers and their fore- 
fathers."2 As a result RiAchana's father lost his life. Rifichana 
succeeded in avenging his father by killing a number of Balti chiefs.3 
but realising his position to be precarious, he left his country for Kashmir, 
which he entered by the Z6ji-LZ Pass. On reaching the village of 

Gagangir, he decided to settle there with the permission of RBmacandra 
to whom the place belonged.* 

During Zuljii's invasion, Rifichana remained in the district of Liir, 
and was employed by Riimacandra to establish law and order, and 
protect the inhabitants from robbers. By performing his duties with 
energy and efficiency, he grew influential and won the confidence of the 
people.5 But so long as Zuljti was in Kashmi.r, Rifichana lay low; 
it was only after the Mongol chief's withdrawal that he, like many 
others in the Valley. asserted his independence, and began to aspire to 
the throne of Kashmir.6 But although he had secured a following in 
the E r  district in the course of, and after ZuljG's invasion, he knew he 
was not strong enough to fight Rsmacandra in the open. He therefore 
decided upon a ruse. He sent his Ladiikhi followers in the guise of 

I,. Francke, Anti@&ies of Indian Tibet, Vol. ii, 98; also I.A., July 1908, p. 187. 

2. I.A., 1909, p. 60. The Persian chronicles do not mention the struggle between 

the Baltis and the LadSkhis. They merely say that RiAchana's father and 
relations wene killed by the rival party, and so he came away to Kashmir. 

3. JonarSja's Kiilamiinyas and Vakatanyas are the B a l t t  and LadKkhTs 
respectively (p. 16) .  See also Munich MS. 47b. LadZkhi folklores contain a 
song which relates to the departure of a "Prince RiAchen" from Ladath. 
(I .A.,  1908, p. 187). The song is given in I.A., 1909, p. 59. 

4. pasan, 87b; B.S., 108; H.M., 92b. Jonariija's statement that Riflchana was 
a joint invader with Zulju' is incorrect. Munich MS. is wrong in saying that 
Rifichana, like Zuljti, took prisoners and looted. 

6. Hasan, 82b. Hasan also states that Riflchana appropriakd some of the 
I. 

revenues which he collected on behalf of R&acandra. 
6.  B.S., f .  12b. 
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merchants, selling woollen clothes, to the town of L5r.l They carried 
on business for some time so that no suspicion might be aroused. Then, 
one day, they entered the fort under the pretext of trade, with their 
weapons concealed, and took Riimacandra's men by surprise. 
Meanwhile, Rifichana also, at the appointed time, attacked the fort. 
Rtimacandra's troops were routed and he was killed. His son 
Rfiwancandra with his whole family was taken prisoner.2 As there 
was no one strong enough to challenge Rifichana, he occupied the throne 
at the end of the year 1320. 

Rifichana had seized power with the support of his Ladikhi 
followers.3 But he realized that, being a stranger in Kashmir, his 
government would not be stable unless he won the goodwill of the 
people of the country. The first thing, therefore, which he did was to 
befriend Rfiwancandra. After releasing him he conferred upon him 
the title of Raina (Lord or Master), made him his commander-in-chief, 
and gave him the pargana of Lfir and the province of Ladiikh as 
jfigir.4 He then married Rftwancandra's sister Kofa Kftni. In this way 
Rifichana succeeded in gaining the loyalty of Rtiwancandra, and in 
making him forget the murder of his father. 

Rifichana was faced with two dangers at the outset of his reign. 
The first was due to the appearance of Shhadeva, who returned from 
Kishtwtir to claim his kingdom from which he had so ignominously fled. 
But Shhadeva was repulsed, and retired in haste to Kishtwir.5 The 
people of Kashmir did not forget how he had betrayed them in the hour 
of their greatest need, and so no one came forward to welcome him, arid 
none regretted his departure. 

The other danger was from the Lavanyase who during Zuljh's 
invasion had become independent and now refused to acknowledge 

1. Jonar. (Bo. ed.),  Nos. 199-200. G.A., f .  09a says that Rifichana secured 
help fxom his brother who was ruler of Diirdu. But this is absurd. 

'2. B.S., 12a-b; Hasan, 95b; H.M., 99a. 3. Jonar. 18. 
4. B.S., 12b; Hasan, 96s-b; H.M., Q9b. Munich MS., 48a, wrongly gays that Kotg 

was the wife of REmacandra 
6. B.S., 13a; Hasan, 96b; H.M., 100a. 
6. Lavanyas must have formed in medieval times an Important tribal section 

of the rural population in KashmTr. Many of them must have held positions 

of i n m n c e  aa landowners. (See for more details Stein, 1, No. 1171 n.; and 
Lawrence, Valley, 306.) 
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Rifichana as ruler. Rifichana, however, succeeded in suppressing them 

by playing the different chiefs against each other. In this way he 
established his authority over the whole Valley.' 

Riiichana's Conversion to  Islam 

Rifichana's mind was inquisitive and alert. He was fond of the 
society of learned men and Hindu and Buddhist priests, and used to 
discuss with them their respective religions in order to find a satisfactory 
answer to the question: "what is truth?" But the discussions failed to 
satisfy his spiritual cravings. Buddhism, the faith in which he was 
born, had become diluted with foreign elements and so could not offer 
him any solace. Hinduism also did not appeal to him because of its 
caste-ridden rules and the arrogance of the Brahmans who were its 
custodians. Owing to his inability to discover the truth, he felt a senst: 
of frustration and a spiritual vacuum in his life. As a result, he was 
troubled and restless, and passed sleepless nights, weeping and 
praying to God to guide him to the right path.2 It was in such a state 
of spiritual unrest that he came ~ n t o  contact with Sayyid Sharafu'd-Din, 
commonly known as Bulbul Shah, who was a disciple of Shah 
Ni'matu'llBh Farsi belonging to the Suhrawardiya Order of Siifis3 and 
had come to Kashmir in the reign of Siihadeva fro111 Turkistan with one 
thousand fugitives fro111 the Mongol i n~as ion .~  Riilchana learnt from 
him about Isl3n1, and was so 111uch impressed by its teachings, which 
were simple, free from cerenlonies, caste and priesthood, that he became 
a Muslim.6 and adopted thc namc of Sadru'd-Din according to the saint's 

1. Jonar., 19. 

2. B.S., 14a; Hasan, 98a; I-I.M., 101b-102a. 

3. B.S., 14b; Mnj?,lJ'a dar AmGb MashTi' ik?~-i-K[~sh~t%i~,  f .  106a; see also T.H., 
i, f. 136b and ii, f. 84b. 

4. Moslem World, iv ( 19 14), p. 340. 

5. Persian chronicles represent this event a s  the outcome of a miracle. They 

state that,  unable to arrive a t  any decision, Rifichana made up his mind to 

adopt the neligion of the person whom he saw first in the morning. The first 

person he saw from his palace early next morning was Bulbul S h a  who Was 

engaged in prayers. He immediately went up to him and, after making 

inquiries about the main tenets of his religion decided to adopt it. (Hasan, 

99b-100a; H.M., 102-1038). Jonarzja is wrong In saying that  Rifichana 



advice. The next person to embrace Islam after Riiichana was his 
brother-in-law, RZwancandra. The royal patronage which Islgm secured 
won for it new converts. Rifichana built for Bulbul Shah a hospice on 
the bank of the Jehlam, near the palace, and endowed it with a number 
of villages, whose income was to be spent for supporting its 
servants and supplying food to the travellers and the poor. He also 
built near the hospice a mosque where he prayed in congregation five 
times a day. This was the first mosque ever to have been built in 
Kashmir. Later on it was destroyed by fire, and a smaller mosque 
was built in its place.' 

Meanwhile Riiichana was faced with a serious conspiracy headed 
by Tukka, his former prime minister. Tukka was angry with 
Rifichana for dismissing him from his office and appointing in his 
place VyZlarZja, and then inflicting the punishment of death upon 
his b r o t h e r . V e  therefore planned to destroy Riiichana; and while 
the latter was at VimSaprastha, Tukka and his followers made a 
surprise attack on him. Although VyfilarZja came to his rescue, he 
received a serious wound, and as a result fainted. His enemies, 
thinking that RiAchana was dead, proceeded to occupy Srinagar. They 

plundered the city, but began to quarrel among themselves for the 
spoils. Meanwhile the king had rccovered from his swoon, and taking 
advantags of the disunity among his enemies, he took them by surprise. 
He seized them, and ordered their execution. But his thirst for revenge 
not being satiated, he had the wombs of their wives ripped open by 

wanted to become a daivite, but that  the Brahmans refused to convert him. 

In ancient and medieval times conversions from Buddhism to Hinduism and 

vice versa were of common occurrence. I n  reality the reason why RiAchana 

did not embrace Saivism was that  i t  could not satisfy his spiritual cravings. 

I t  is probably out of bitterness against Rifichana's rejection of daivism that 

JonarZja wrote that the Brahmans refused to  take him into the fold of 

Hinduism. I t  was also due to  the bitterness he felt at Rifichana's acceptance 

of IslTim that he did not even so much a s  refer to tlw event in his chronicle. 
1. B.S., f. 15a-b; Hasan, 100b-101a; H.M., 103a-b. 
2 Jonar. 10-20; Munich MS., 148b-498; I.A., July 1908, p. 187. According Lo 

Munich MS. Tukka was incited by Udayiinadeva, brother of S a a d e v a ,  who 
wanted to seize the throne. 
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the sword'. The wound, however, which Rifichana had received on 
the head, proved to be mortal, and he died within a few months at 
the end of 1323, after a reign of over three years2. He was buried 
near the mosque he had built. His grave was discovered in 1909 by 
A.H. Francke, the well-known Tibetan scholar and archaeologist of 
the Moravian Mission3. Rifichana's rule, while harsh and stem, was 
firm and rested on law. He was able and energetic, and tried to give 
peace to the land which had been in a state of chaos for a long time. 
Unfortunately he was on the throne only for a short period; and the 
man who succeeded him was too weak and incompetent to continue his 
work. 
Udaya'nadeva ( 1 323-38) 

Rifichana left behind a son named Haidar who was under the 
guardianship of Shah Mir, his trusted counsellor4. As Haidar was a 
minor, his mother Kotii Rani acted as Regent. But this arrangement 
was not regarded as satisfactory, for it was apprehended that without a 
sovereign the country might again lapse into anarchy. It was therefore 
decided to set up on the throne a seniar and an experienced member 
of the former royal family of Kashmir. Kofii Rani, Riflchana's widow, 
accordingly, on the advice of Shah Mir and other nobles of the land, 
recalled Udayiinadeva, the brother of Siihadeva. from Swat where he 
had been living since Zuljii's invasion, made him king, and married 
him6. Udayanadeva was, however, cowardly and incompetent, and 
it was really Kofii Rani who was the virtual ruler6. 

Soon after Udayiinadeva's accession to the throne, Kashmir was 
faced with a great threat from an invasion of the Turks who entered 
the count.ry via Hirapiir7. Udayiinadeva became terror-stricken and 

1. Jonar, pp. 21-2. 2. Jonar. 23, Munich MS. 508. 
3. J.P.H.S., i, No. 2, pp. 175-6. 
4. B.S., f .  15b; Hasan, 1018; H.M., 104a. T.A., iii, 425, calls Haidaras Chandra. 

, . . 
6. Jonar., 24; B.S., 168; ?asan, 101b. 
6. B.S., f .  16a; Hasan, 101b. 
7. This was probably an incursion. But who these Turks were, and if they were 

sent by the Delhi SulGns, have not been recorded. The chronicles give 
different names to the leader of the invaders. Most of the Persian chronicles 
call him UrdiL (H.M., (B.N.) 33b; Hasan, 101b). But Jonar. 25 calls . 
him Achala. 



fled to Ladakh. But Kota R h i  did not lose heart. She rose to the 
occasion, and with the help of her chief officers, like her brother 
Rgwancandra, Shah Mir, and Bhat!a Bhiksana,l she resolved to organise 
resistance to the invaders. She wrote to the chiefs who, taking 
advantage of the foreign invasion, had declared themselves independent, 
to give up their refractory conduct and unite under her banner to 
repel the enemy, for disunity and selfishness would bring them nothing 
but disaster, as it had done during the invasion of ZuljG. She asked 
them to recall to memory the invasion of ZuljG when owing to the 
cowardice of the leaders and disunity in the country the people had 
suffered so much. She called upon them to gird up their loins, and 
fight the enemy, because it was a thousand times better to be killed 
in the defence of one's family and country than to run away to safety, 
leaving the women and children behind to be taken prisoners. Her 
appeal woke the chiefs from their lethargy and they rallied round her. 
As a result, the campaign against the Turks was conducted vigorously, 
and they were defeated and compelled to withdraw from the V a l l e ~ . ~  
After their withdrawal, Udayiinadeva returned to Srinagar. But due 
to his cowardly flight his prestige had greatly suffered, and so hence- 
forth he began to lead a secluded life, taking very little interest in public 
afTairs. The real power in the state was wielded by Kota Riini.3 

Udayanadeva died in the year 1338, but K o p  Rani, in order 
to get time to consolidate her position, concealed his death for four 
days.4 She had two sons. One of them was by her first husband, 
Riflchana, and was in charge of Shah Mir; the other was by Udayinadeva, 
and was under the guardianship of Bhatfa Bhiksana. She ignored 
the claims of both her sons, and herself ascended the throne.6 But 110 
sooner did she assume the reins of government in her hands, than her 
position was threatened by her eldest son's tutor, Shah Mir. 

1. According to H.M. (B.N.), f .  33b, he wes K o F s  foster-brother and was not 
an able o5cer. 

2. B.S., f .  16b; Hasan, ff. 101b-102b; H.M., 104a-5a. H.M., (B.N.) says that . . 
the Turks having been defeated made peace, and then withdrew. NBrayan 
Kaul follows this account. 

3. H.M., f. 104a. 4. Jonar., p. 28. 
6- IbCd., B.S., f.  17a, is wrong in saying that KotH FGnT had no son alive at 

thL tlm. 
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Shih Mir 
Shah Mir's ancestry is shrouded in legend. According to some 

accounts he was descended farom the PiinGiis,' heroes of the 
Mahcibhirata, while others trace his descent to the rulers of Sw5tm2 
But from a study of the character and achievements of Shah Mir and 
his successors, it is more than probable that the family was of Turkish 
origin. The name of Shiih Mir's father was Tahir and his grandfather's 
Waqiir Shah, who was a very devout and religious man.3 

Turkish adventurers began to enter Kashmir from the end of 
the eleventh century onwards in search of employment. They were 
treated with ,respect by the Hindu kings, who employed them in their 
armies. Similarly, in 1313, came Shah Mir to the Valley with his 
tribe in search of fame and fortune. Siihadeva, who was then ruling 
Kashmir, employed him and gave him a village near Biiriimiila as 
jiigir.4 We do not know what role he played during Zuljii's invasion 
and in the events leading to Riiichana's rise to power. But it is certain 
that a man of his restless nature and abundant energy could not have 
remained a mere passive spectator of the happenings around him. 
Besides, from the confidence which R3chana placed in him, it appears 
that he must have helped him in his struggle against Riimacandra. It 
was because of this, and also because he stood aloof from the conspiracy 
hatched by Tukka, that Riiichana appointed him his minister as well 
as guardian of his only son Haidar.6 

During the reign of Udaysnadeva, Shah Mir, by his tact and 
ability, further strengthened his position. He co-operated with Kota 
Rani in organising .resistance to the Turkish invasion, and in the end 
succeeded in repelling it. This considerably increased his prestige 
and popularity in the country, for he had saved the people from the 
fate to which they had been subjected only a few years ago by Zuljfi. 

1. T.A., iii, 424; Flrlshta, p. 647. Jonar. is silent over the question of their 
ancestry. 

2. B.S., f .  98; H.M., f .  91b; Hasan, f. 86b. 
3. Ibid., Jonar., p. 15, wrongly calls him Qaur ShEh. Sufi, Kushir, i. p. 13011. 

follows Jonar. 
4. Jonar., p. 15; B.S., f .  9b; T.A., iil, 424. Jonar. p. 24, says he was the chief 

of his tribe. I cannot identify the village that was given to him as  jEgir. 
6. Jonar., 23; Munich MS., f. 50a, 
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To consolidate his position further he entered into matrimonial alliances 
with the important feudal chiefs of the Valley.1 Those with whom 
such alliances could not be formed, he brought under his iduence by 
playing one against the other. All this filled Udavanadeva with jealous 
hostility towards Shah Mir, and made him apprehensive lest the 
latter should use Prince Haidar, Rifichana's lawful successor, to drive 
him out ar to exclude his heirs from the succession. But Shah Mir, 
assured of his own position and strength, ignored UdayBnadeva.2 

On UdayBnadeva's death Kofa Rani ascended the throne, but 
alarmed at the ambition and growing power of Shah Mir, she appointed 
Bhaffa Bhik!aqa as her prime minister who, being one of the ablest 
and most powerful men in the kingdom, she hoped, would act as a 
counterpoise to him.3 Moreover, in order to be safe f,rom the danger 
of Shah Mir's proximity in Srinagar, where he was very popular, she 
transferred her capital to AndarkBt.4 Shah Mir was, however, angry 
with KO@ Rgni for having ignored him and raised another person to 
the highest office in the state; and he therefore made up his mind to 
overthrow both KO@ Rani and her chief confidant. First he succeeded 
by means of a conspiracy in securing the assassination of Bhik~ana.~ 
and then asked Kota Rani to marry him and to share power with 
him, threatening to make war on her if she refused. But Kofa Rani 
rejected his proposal, for she did not want to marry a person who had 
been in her service; and being ambitious and domineering, she 
was not prepared to share power with any one. Shah Mir, therefore, 
set out from Srinagar with an army against Andarktit; and having 
defeated the troops which were sent by Kota Rani to check his advance, 
he laid siege to the fort. Meanwhile, as most of the important chiefs of 
the kingdom had been won over by Shiih Mir, and her forms began 
to desert and join him, she decided to surrender, and accept his 

1. Jonar., pp. 26-7; B.S., lea.  2. Jonar., 26. 
3. I b i d . ,  28. 
4. B.S., 178; Haaan, 102a; H.M. 105b. 
6. Ibid., Jonar., 29, says that ShEh Mir feigned illness, and that when ~akapllrl 

went to eee him he dabbed him to death. But this story appears spurious. 
Since their relations were inimical it eeema unlikely that KaapurT would 
have visited S h a  Mir. 
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proposals.1 But although Shah Mir married her, he did not trust her, 
because she had given her consent reluctantly and under duress. 
Moreover, as she still possessed some following in the country, he felt 
apprehensive and he therefore threw her into prison along with her two 
sons.2 He then himself ascended the throne under the title of Sul$i.n 
Shamsu'd-Din and thus laid the foundation of his dynasty which ruled 
Kashmir for over two hundred years. Kofa Rani died in prison in 
the year 1339.3 What happened to her sons is not recorded in the 
chronicles. 

1. B.S., f. 178; Hasan, ff. 103a-b; H.M., f. 105b. 
2. Jonar., p. 32; Munich MS., 53a. The story that on entering the bridal 

chamber after the marriage ceremony she stabbed herself, and bringing out 
her entralla offered them to ShEh Mir, seems to be apocryphal. Jonaraja, 
who is the earliest authority for this period, does not mention the incident. 

3. Jonar., 32. 



CHAPTER f~ 

SULTAN SHAMSU'D-DTN AND HIS SUCCESSORS 

Sul@in Shamsu'd-Din (1 339-42) 
HAMSU'D-DIN, like Riiichana, tried to heal the wounds inflicted on 

the Valley by Zuljii's invasion and nearly two centuries of feudal 
anarchy and misrule. He abolished many of the extra taxes which had 
been imposed on the people in the previous reigns, and cancelled those 
laws and regulations which were of an oppressive naturel. He took from 
the peasants onesixth of the produce as revenue, and protected them 
from greedy officialsz. He kept the feudal chiefs under control3; and 
in order to counteract their influence, he raised to prominence two 
families: theMigres, who were of indigenous origin, and the Chaks 
who had migrated to Kashmir from Dardistin in the reign of Siihadeva 
under their leader Lankar Chak. Shamsu'd-Din made the latter his 
commander-in-chief, and similarly appointed other officers from among 
the Migres.4 However, we do not hear much of the activities of these 
families during the early Shah Mir period. It was in reality not until 
after the reign of ~ainu'l-Abidin that they began to play an important 
part in the history of Kashmir. 

Shamsu'd-Din introduced a new era called theKashmiri era in place 
of the Laukika era which had been in force hitherto. The new calendar 
began with RiAchana's accession and conversion to Isl2m which was 
fixed at 720 A.H., and was used in all state documents during the 
Sultanate period. Its official use. however, ended with the Mughal 
conquest, although it continued to be used in the rural parts of the Valley 
until very recently6. 

Towards the end of his days he left the administration in the 
hands of his two sons, JamshCd and 'Ali Shere. He died in the year 

1. Munich MS., 53b; T.A., lii, 426. 2. I b i d .  3. Jonar., 26-7 

4. Firishta, 849. 6. T.H.. H, 85b. 
6. Jonar., 33. T.A., 111, 427; Munich MS., f. 543. 



13421 and was buried in Sumbal near Andarkct. Unknown and, 
probably, of humble origin, Shamsu'd-Din came to Kashmir in search of 
fortune, but he took advantage of the political chaos that prevailed in 
the country, and by his great energy, resource, and perseverance he rose 
to power and founded his dynasty. Although he ruled only for three 
years, yet, even in such a short time, he was able to win the loyalty of his 
subjects who looked upon him as their saviour.2 

Sulfin JamshZd ( 1  342-43) 
Shamsu'd-Din left two sons, Jamshed and 'Ali Sher. Jamshed 

being the eldest succeeded to the throne. He had already gained 
experience in state affairs in the time of Udayiinadeva, when he and 
his brother had acted as governors of Kamriij and Mariij.3 During the 
reign of his father also he had been closely associated in the government of 
the country. He proved to be a good ruler, and endeavoured to promote 
the welfare of the people. He founded the town of Janlnagar in the 
pargana of Adavin,4 and built a bridge over the Jehlam at Sdpiir, and 
inns for travellers at various places.5 However, he was not shrewd 
enough to realise the danger which threatened him and adopt measures 
to overcome it. 

Jamshed treated his younger brother, 'Ali ShEr, with kindness, 
placed confidence in him, and consulted hinl on all matters relating 
to adrninistration.6 But 'Ali ShEr was ambitious, and having been 
incited by some courtiers, lie raised the banner of revolt inAvantipijr7 
in order to seize the throne. Jamshed tried to conciliate him, but 
without any success. Meanwhile the Sultiin had despatched his son 
with an army to suppress a revolt in Divasar.8 'AIi ShEr marched 

1. Jonar., p. 33. 2. Ibid.,  p. 26. 
3. Jonar., pp. 24, 33; Munich MS., 508. 
4. N.A., 238; G.A., f .  1098. 6. Jonar., p. 35. 
6. Ibid., 33; Munich MS., f. 54a. The statement in T.A., iii, 427, that JamshZd 

was suspicious of his brother from the beginning is not supported by 
Kashmir chronicles. 

7. It is a village situated in Lat. 33'65' Long. 75"4' on the right bank of the 
Jehlam about 17 miles south-east of Srinagar. It lies on the site of the town 
of the same name founded by RKjZ Avantivarman. 

8. Munich MS., f .  548. 



against his nephew and defeated him. But during his absence JamshEd, 
on the advice of his minister, Laksman Bhaft, decided to capture 
Avantipiir, the seat of his brother's power. He accordingly besieged it, 
and inflicted great loss on the garrison. But hearing of the approach 
of 'Ali ShEr, he withdrew, and signed a truce for two months with his 
brother. But while he was absent in Kamriij, 'Ali ShEr broke thetruce; and 
having bribed Siriij, who was in charge of Srinagar, he took possession 
of the capital and declared himself as Sulfiin.1 JamshEd, finding himself 
not strong enough to fight, fled; and after aimlessly wandering about in 
the Valley for a year and ten months, he died in 1345.2 

Sulrcin 'Alii'u'd-Din ( 1 343-54) 
On ascending the throne 'Ali ShEr styled himself as 'Alii'u'd-Din. 

From the few facts that are known about his reign of about 
eleven years, he appears to have been an able, just, and strong ruler. 
He continued the work of consolidation and reform begun by 
his predecessors. He brought back the peasants to the lands , from 
which they had fled during Zuljii's invasion, and he repeopled the towns 
which had been depopulated.3 The same year that he became Sulpn, 
the Valley, owing to the untimely rains which destroyed the crops, 
suffered from a severe famine. But he did all he could to alleviate the 
sufferings of his subjects.4 He erected many beautiful buildings at 
AndarkM, which he made his capital, and founded the town of 
'Alii'u'd-Dinpiir, now a part of Srinagar, after his own name.5 He 
promulgated a law by which a childless widow, if immoral, was not 
entitled to get a share of her husband's property from her father-in-laws6 
During his reign the Lavanayas rose in revolt and then fled to 
Kishtwgr. But they were pursued and captured by him, and were 
brought back to Kashmir where they were thrown into prison and their 
leaders executed.7 'Alg'u'd-Din died in the year 1354,8 and was 
buried in his new town of 'Alii'u'd-Dinpur.9 

1. Ibid., ff. 54b-55b; Jonar., pp. 33-5. 2. Jonar., p. 35. 

3. W.K., f. 16a. 4. Jonar., 37. 

6. Ib id . ,  37; B.S., f. lab. 6. Jonar., 37; Munich MS., f. 65a. 

7. Munich MS., ff.  55a-b. 8. Jonar., 37. 
0. B.S.. f. lab. 



Sulf.a'n Shikbu'd-Din ( 1 354-73) 
Nothing is known of the early life of 'AlB'u'd-Din's son and 

successor, ShirBshBmak (the little milk-drinker),l except that he had 
been associated by his father in the government of lhe kingdom. On 
ascending the throne he assumed the title of ShihBbu'd-Din. He was 

full of energy and vigour, and his ambition was to establish his sway 
over the neighbouring territories. But before undertaking any wars of 
aggression, he first directed his attention to consolidate his position in 
his own country. Taking advantage of Zuljfi's invasion and the chaos 
that followed it, the feudal chiefs had made themselves independent, 
and had built strong forts. Shihzbu'd-Din's predecessars had reduced 
many of them, but there were still some left who refused to pay tribute 
and defied the authority of the government. ShihBbu'd-Din, therefore, 
undertook a campaign against the refractory chiefs. He put to death 
those who refused to surrender, but spared those who promised to remain 
loyal to him. It was after he had assured himself that there would be 
no trouble in the Valley during his absence, that he set out to conquer 
the neighbouring territories which had once formed part of the kingdom 
of Kashmir. 

According to the Kashmir accounts Shihiibu'd-Din marched via 
BirBmGla, and occupied Pakhli and SMt. Next he invaded MuItin. 
Nu'mBn and Kabul, Ghazni and QandahBr, all of which he occupied 
one by one.2 He then crossed the Hindu Kush and invaded 
Badakhshiin.3 After conquering it, he retraced his steps towards Gilgit 
and DBrdu which also he annexed. He then advanced to conquer 
Baltistin and LadBkh. The ruler of KBshgar to whom these provinces 
belonged at tke time, on hearing of Shihibu'd-Din's invasion, set out 
with a large force and offered him battle in LadBkh. Although the 
Kashmir army was numerically inferior to that of Kiishgar, yet it was 
victorious, and BaltistZn and LadBkh were occupied. Meanwhile, 

1. Firishta, T.A., and the Munich MS., say that he was the son of ShZh Mir and 
brother of 'Ala'u'd-Din. But this is wrong. JonarEja calls him at one place 
the son of Shah .hr (p. 35)  but at another place mentions him as the 
grandson of ShaTh Mir (p. 26) .  All other Persian chronicles state that 
ShihEbu'd-Din was the son of 'Ala'u'd-Din. 

2. Munich MS., ff. 66b-568; B.S., ff. 20b-21b; H.M., f. 108b. 
3. H.M., f. 108b. Later chronicles add Transoxiana to the list. 



Shlhfibu'd-Din's commander Malik Candra reduced KishtwBr and 
Jammu.1 ShihBbu'd-Din himself, on the other hand, marched from 
LadBkh to NagarkGt (Kfingra), and after occupying it, encamped on the 
plains of the Sutlej. Here in 1361 he was met by Udakpati, the Rgji 
NagarkGt, who had just returned with the spoils from a raid into the 
territory of Fir& S h a  Tughlaq. ShihBbu'd-Din defeated him, and 
compelled him to surrender his booty and acknowledge his sovereignty.2 
Then with 50,000 horse and 50,000 foot ShihBbu'd-Din set out to conquer 
Delhi, but was opposed by Firijz Shah Tughlaq on the banks of the 
Sutlej. Since the battle between the rulers of Delhi and Srinagar was 
indecisive, peace was concluded. It was agreed that all the territory 
from Sirhirid to Kashmir was to belong to Shlhfibu'd-Din, while the rest 
lying to the east was to go to f i r& Shih.3 A marriage alliance was 
also contracted by which E r a  Shih's two daughters were married to 
ShihBbu'd-Din and his brother Qufbu'd-Din, while ShihBbu'd-Din's 
daughter was married to Eriiz Shgh.4 This was ShihBbu'd-Din's last 
campaign, after which he returned to Kashmir and devoted the remaining 
nine years of his reign to the work of reform. 

The Kashmir chronicles, describing the conquests of ShihBbu'd-Din, 
have indulged in wildly exaggerated claims which are not slipported 
by the contemporary auth~rities. Just as Kalhana had two centuries 
earlier exaggerated the military exploits of his hero Lalitadit~a,~ so 
JonarBja, and after him other Kashmir chroniclers, magnified the 
achievements of ShihBbu'd-Din. There is, for example, no evidence to 
suggest that Shihiibu'd-Din crossed the Hindu Kush and occupied the 
territories beyond it. In fact both Niamu'd-Din and Firishta say that, 
realising the difficulties of crossing that mountain, he retraced his steps.e 
Similarly the claim that the Sultan conquered Kabul, Ghazni and 
QandahBr appears to be fantastic. In reality his conquests covered a 

1. B.S., ff. 208-21a; Hasan, ff. 105b-106b; H.M., ff. 1088-b. . . 
2.  Munich MS., ff. 56a-b; Jonar., p. 39; T.A., iii, 428. 
3. B.S., f .  20b; Hasan, 106b; H.M., 108b-10Db. 
4. N.A., f .  28a; C.A., ff. 1138-b. 
6. See Reinaud, Memoire sur l'lnde, pp. 190 sqq. 
0. Munich MS., ff. 55b-588; B.S., ff. 20b-21b;H.M., f.  108b. S.A., pp. 2-3, 

attributes theae conquests to Sayyid Hasan, son of Sju 'd-Dh,  a cousin of 
Sayyid 'All HamadGI. 



much limited area. These comprised Gilgit, DardisGn and BaltistZiri 
to the north, LadZkh to the east, KishtwBr, Jammu, Chamba and other 
hill states to the south, and most of the northern and western Punjib 
and the Peshawar district to the west. As regards ShihZbu'd-Din's 
relations with Firfiz Shah it is possible that the two rulers met each 
other while the latter was carrying on a campaign against the R i j i  of 
NagarkGt, and also, perhaps, concluded a treaty.1 But there is no 
reliable evidence to support the view that there was a conflict between 
the Sulfans of Kashmir and Delhi, or tliat a marriage alliance was 
concluded.2 

Shihibu'd-Din was not only a proved warrior but also an able 
administrator, and governed his kingdom with firmness and justice. 
But one of his regulations, which survived for a long time, that for seven 
days in every month the hinjis (boatmen) would be required to serve 
the king without wages, was very oppressive.3 His exaction of Bi j  also 
weighed heavily upon the people.4 He was, however, a patron of 
learned men and opened a number of schools where the Qur'in, Hadis, 

1. J.R.A.S., xlvii, (1918), p. 453. There is some confusion regarding the date 

of Shihau'd-Din's meeting with the REjE of NagarkGt and d i z  S h a .  

From a study of Firiiz ShEh's reign i t  appears that this meeting must have 

taken place either in 1360 or later for, before this period, F'irEz was busy 

elsewhere. (M.T., i, 327-30). But the dimculty arises from the statement 

of JonarZja that in 1360 a flood took place in Kashmir, and that 

ShihEbu'd-Din was present a t  the time in Srinagar. Shihau'd-Din might 

have left Kashmir to meet F ' i i z  after the flood, but according to the 

Kashmh. chronicles he proceeded directly from L a d m  to Nagarka ,  and 

the flood took place on his return fmm the campaign. This means that 

the meeting took place before 1360. But that was impossible as L clear from 

the movements of the Delhi SulFn. I t  may be that the flood occurred 

in about 1362 and not in 1360 as  mentioned by JonarKja. I t  is also possible 

that Shihau'd-Din met Firiiz early in 1360 and then returned to Srinagar 
at the time of' the flood. 

2. Neither Jonar. nor any history of F'iriiz S h a ' s  reign refera to this conflict 
or a marriage alliance. B.S. and Haidar Malik's history too do not mention 
of the marriage alliance. It occu* only in the later chronicles of Kashmir, 
which also describe Shihau'd-Din's marriage alliances with the ~v lg r s  of 
Sindh and K a u l .  But these are legendary accounts. 

3. B.S., f. 1Oa; Hasan, f. 1038; H.M., f. 107a. 
4. H.M., f. 107b. 



and Fiqh were taught'. He was tolerant towards his non-Muslim 
subjects, and the statement of Persian chroniclers2 that, towards the end 
of his reign, he indulged in iconoclastic activities is incorrect. For 
Jonariija, who is the earliest and most reliable authority, says that when. 
owing to the expenses caused by his campaigns his treasury became 
empty, and Udayairi, his minister, suggested to melt the brass image of 
Buddha and coin the metal into money, the Sultiin replied in anger: 
"Past generations have set up images to obtain fame and earn merit, 
and you propose to demolish them. Some have obtained renown by 
setting up images of gods, others by worshipping them, some by duly 
maintaining them, and some by demolishing them. How great is the 
enormity of such a deed ! "3 

Like his father and uncle, Shihiibu'd-Din also built a new town. 
It was situated on a delightful spot at the confluence of the rivers Jehlam 
and Sind, and was called ShihBbu'd-Dinpiir after his own name. He 
erected in it a mosque, and laid out gardens and parks for the benefit of 
the people*. Meanwhile, in 13605, Kashmir suffered from a serious flood 
which engulfed the whole town of Srinagar. There was a great loss of 
life and property; and the Sultiin had to take refuge in a hill fort. When, 
therefore, the waters subsided he laid the foundations near Kbh-i-MBra 
of a new town which would not be affected by floods and named it 
Lak!minagar after his queen Lakqmie. One more town which the 
Sultin built was Shihiibpiir, now called Shihiimpfir, and is a part of 
Srinagar'. He is also said to have erected many mosques and 
monasteries. 

Shihiibu'd-Din was a good judge of men, and took into his service 
persons known for their ability and integrity. Udayairi and Kota 
Bhatta were two of his ministers in whom he placed great confidencee. 

1. N.A.,  ff. 29a-b; G.A., f .  110b. 2. B.S., f .  22a; Hasan, 107b; H.M., 109b. 
3. Jonar., p. 44. 

4 Jonar., p. 42; Munich MS., f .  56b; B.S., f. 21b. ShihKbu'd-~inpGr ie now 
called ShEdTpGr (See p. 16 and n. 5, supra). 

6. See p. 43n. 2 supra for a discussion of the date of the flood. 
0. Jonar. p. 41; Munich MS. f .  56b. 
7. Munich MS. f.  66; 8180 T.H., cited in SGfT, i, 130. 
8. Jonar., p. 41; B S., f .  21a. Udayasri of JonarEja is Udshahrawal of Persian 

chroniclee. 



Udayairi was both his chief and finance minister.' But Kofa Bhafta 
after some time renounced the world and retired to a forest. His military 
commanders were Malik Candra, iura  Lolaka? and Acal Raina, a 
descendant of Ramacandra, whom the SulfBn gave the village of Chadura 
as jBgir.3 

The last years of ShihBbu'd-Din's life were not happy. He became 
attached to his queen Laksmi's sister's daughter named E s B  who had 
been brought up by her. She was beautiful and clever, and by her 
intrigues she contrived to alienate the SulfBn from his queen, and then 
secured the exile of their two sons, Hasan Khan and 'Ali KhBn.4 
ShihBbu'd-Din was very unhappy on account of his separation from the 
princes, but owing to the great influence which LBsB exercised over him, 
he could not rescind his order. However, just before his death in 
1373, he wrote to his sons, who were in Delhi, to return to Sn'nagar. 
Only Hasan obeyed the summons. but did not arrive in time to see 
his fatder.6 

Sulta'n Quf bu'd-Din (1 373-89) 
On the death of Shihabu'd-Din his younger brother Hindal ascended 

the throne under the title of Qufbu'd-Din. He was not only an able ruler, 
but a man of culture, a poet and a patron of learning.6 After suppress- 
ing the conspiracy of UdayaSri he founded a new town and named it 
Qufbu'd-Dinpiir after himself.7 Towards the end of his reign a severe 
famine took place, but the Sultan did his best to relieve the sufferings of 
the people by distributing among them food, grain, and money.8 

Hasan, 105a. 

Jonar., pp. 38, 41. Candra DEmara of Jonariija is Malik Chandra of 

BahEristEn and Chandra DXr of Haidar Malik. ~ u r a  Lolaka of Jonariija is 
Shahrawal of the Persian chronicles. 

B.S., f. 21b; Hasan, f. 107a; H.M., f. 109a. N.A. adds the name of Sayyid 
Hasan, the son of Sayyid nju 'd-Din,  a cousin of Sayyid 'Ali HamadEnT, a s  

one of the SulGn's commanders. 
Jonar., pp. 42 sqq; Munich MS., f. 57a. 

Jonar., pp. 47-8; Munich MS., f. 59a. 
W.K., f. 17b. 

It is a part  of Srlnagar consisting of the two Mohallas of Langarhatta and 

Pir F j I  Mubarnmad. 

Jonar., p. 53; Munich MS., Sob. 



Soon after his accession he was called upon to deal with a serious 
revolt in Lohara. Towards the end of Shihgbu'd-Din's reign, its chief 
had revolted against his authority, and had refused to pay tribute. The 
SulfBn had sent some troops against him, but they had.fled ignominously. 
When Qutbu'd-Din became ruler he despatched Lolaka, who had also 
served his brother, to reduce Lohara. Its chief, realising that resistance 
was futile, decided to surrender, and sent his Brahman agents to negotiate 
the terms of capitulation with the Kashmiri commander. But the 
latter, thinking that the chief was not serious in his advances, had the 
messengers seized and punished as spies. This filled the chief with great 
anger, and he decided not to surrender, but to die fighting like a Ksatriya. 
He and his followers came out of the fort, and attacked the besiegers 
with arrows and stones. . Lolaka was killed, and his forces were repulsed. 
Thus Lohara remained unsubdued1. 

Soon after, Qutbu'd-Din was faced with a conspiracy headed by his 
chief minister UdayaS1-i. We have seen that Shihgbu'd-Din betore his 
death had summoned his two sons from exile in Delhi. Only Prince 
Hasan had set out towards Kashmir; but on hearing at Jammu the news 
df his father's death, he decided not to proceed furtherz. Qutbu'd-Din, 
however, pressed him to return to Srinagar and become his heir-apparent 
as he had no son of his own3. Prince Hasan, thereupon, came, and was 
received with affection and cordiality by the SultBn. But soon after his 
arrival misunderstandings arose between the uncle and the nephew owing 
to the machinations of the courtiers. Some of them incited the Sultin 
to imprison the p.rince who would sooner or later try to usurp the throne. 
Others led by UdayaSri organised a conspiracy to assassinate the Sultan 
and set up Hasan as ruler. But the plot was discovered. Hasan on 

the advice of UdayaSri fled to LoharkGt, and strengthened the 
rebels. UdayaSri was however imprisoned; but in consideration of 
his ability and past services he was released and forgiven on the mediati011 
of Sura R h i ,  Queen of Qutbu'd-Din. In spite of this UdayaSri tried 
to escape and join the prince. But he was caught and beheaded. 
Qutbu'd-Din then secured the surrender of Prince Hasan by bribing the 
garrison, and had him thrown into prison.4 

I. Ibid., f .  58-b.; Jonar., pp. 47-8. 2. Munich MS., f .  59a. 
3. Jonar., 48. 
4. IM.,  pp. 50-2;  Munich MS., ff. S8b-6Ba. 



The most important event in the reign of Qufbu'd-Din was the 
ar.rival of Sayyid 'Ali Hamadh-, commonly known as Amir-i-Kabir or 
'Ali-i-Sgni, - who was one of the most remarkable personalities of the 
fourteenth century Muslim world. Born in Hamaan  on Monday the 

22nd October, 1314, he descended from the famous family of the 'Alavi 
Sayyids of the town.1 His father Sayyid Shihabu'd-Din was a governor 
of Hama&n. But Sayyid 'A5 did not show any interest in the affairs 
of his father; instead he came under the spell of his maternal uncle, Sayyid 
'Alii'u'd-Din who was a learned Siifi. 'Alii'u'd-Din was the first teacher 
of Sayyid 'Ali, and taught him Qur'iin at an early age.2 Later, Sayyid 
'Ali became the disciple of Shaikh Sharafu'd-Din Mamiid  b. 
'Abdu'llah Mazdaqani, the pir of his uncle.3 He also read under Shaikh 
Ruknu'd-Din 'Ala'u'd-Daula and then under Qutbu'd-Din Nishapiiri. 
After attending on Shaikh Ruknu'd-Din for six years, he learnt at  the 
feet of Taqiu'd-Din Diisti for two years.4 But after the latter's death he 
went back to his former teacher Sharafu'd-Din Mabmiid who put the 
finishing touches to his education.5 

After completing his education, Sayyid 'AB set out on his travels on 
the advice of his teachers who regarded this as a valuable means of 
acquiring knowledge. Convinced of its usefulness, he later undertook 
many travels. According to some authorities he journeyed round the 
world three times.6 He made several pilgriniages to Mecca, and visited 
various parts of the Muslim world.7 3ut the most important of his 
travels was his visit to Kashmir wh~ch had such far-reaching consequences 
for that country. 

Sayyid 'AIi arrived fo,r the first time in Kashnlir in September 1372. 
After a stay of four months, he proceeded to Mecca on a pilgrimage, 
and thence returned to Hamadan. The second time he came was in 
1379 in the reign of Quibu'd-Din. He remained in the Valley this time 
for two and a half years, and returned to Turkistk via Ladakh. He 

1. Journal Aaiutique, ccxl, p. 54. 

2. F.K.,  ff. 1358-b; also Ja'far, KhulZ?att~'Z-ManTiqib, f .  908. 

3. Ibid., f .  1368; also Nafn+.Etlc'l-Uns, p. 515; ~ i ~ i i z u ' Z - ~ A r i f i n ,  p. 169; Habibu's- 

Siyar, iii, p. 87. 

4. F.K., ff. 136b-37a. 6. Nafa&Titu71-Uns, p. 515; Habibu's-Sayar, ili, p. 87. 

0. Ibid. 7. F.K., ff. 1358-378. 



came for the third and last time in 1383, and left after a stay of about a 
year for TurkistBn.1 

The third visit of Sayyid 'Ali was caused by the third invasion of 
Persia by Timiir in 1383 when he conquered 'Iraq, and decided to 

exterminate the 'Alavi Sayyids of Hamadan who, until his time, had 
played an important part in local affairs. Sayyid 'Ali, therefore, left 
Hamadan with 700 Sayyids, and set out towards Kashmir where he 
expected to be safe from the wrath of Timiir.2 On hearing the news 
that Sayyid 'Ali was approachi~ig Sririagar, Sulfan Qufbu'd-Din went 
out with his chief officials and received him with great warmth and 
respect, and brought him and his followers to the city. Sayyid 'Ali took 
up his residence in an inn in 'Ala'u'd-Dinpiir. There he constructed a 
sufla (raised floor) where he used to perform his prayers, which were also 
attended by Qufbu'd-Din.3 

At this time the number of Muslims in Kashmir was very small; a 
majority of the population being still Hindu. Moreover, in dress, 
manners, and customs there was nothing to distinguish them from the 
Hindus.4 In 'Ala'u'd-Dinpiir, for example, there was a temple which 
was visited every morning both by the Sultfin and his Muslim subje~ts.~ 
To avert famine Qutbu'd-Din once performed the yagria, and distributed 
large gifts to the Brahmans,G and in contravention of Islamic teachings 
he had two wives who were sisters." Sayyid 'Ali denounced these 
practices and called upon Qufbu'd-Din to divorce one wife and retain 
the other. The Sultan. in accordance with the saint's instructions, 
divorced the elder sister and re-married the younger named SGra who 
became the mother of his two sons. Sikandar and Haibat. He also 
enjoined the Sultan to wear the dress common in Muslim countries. 
He held discussions with the Brahman priests and in this way secured 
many converts to his faith.8 

Anxious not to antagonise his non-Muslim subjects, Qufbu'd-Din 
did not follow every advice of the Sayyid, but he held him in 

1. To'n'kh-i-Kabir, pp. 12-4; also Journal Asinttque, ccxl, pp. 61-2. 
a. Ibid., p. 82. 3. B.S., f .  24s;  Hasan, ff. 10Qb-1108. 
4. H.M., (B.N.) f .  36b. 6. F.K.,  f .  1478; aleo S.A., p. 8. 
6. Jonar., 53. 
7. F.K.,  f .  147b. 8. Ibid., ff. 147b-48b; Hasan, f .  108b; H.M., 110b. 



great reverence, and visited him every day. Sayyid 'Ali gave him 
a cap which, out of respect, the Sulgn always wore under his 
crown. The subsequent Sultans followed the same practice until 
the cap was buried with the body of Fatb Shah according to the latter's 
will. After the Sayyid had been for about a year in the Valley, he 
decided to leave. The Sulgn tried to persuade him to postpone his 
departure, but the Sayyid refused, and departed wit11 some of his 
followers, leaving behind Maulan2 Muhammad Balkhi commonly called 
Mir HZji Muhammad, at the request of the SulGn, to give liim guidance 
in matters relating to the Shari'a.2 The Sayyid travelled to Pakhli, and 
thence proceeded to Kunar near Ksfiristiin. Here he fell seriously ill  
and died on January 19, 1385, and was buried in Khatlan.3 

Sayyid 'A17 was a great scholar in Arabic and Persian. He is said to 
have been the author of more than one hundred works on logic, juris- 
prudence, philosopliy, political science, ethics, Sfifism and ~omnientaries.~ 
He is said to have written a treatise on the science of physiognomy styled 
Qiyifut-ruSma.5 Another work on the same subject called Fi 'Iltnu'l- 
Qiyifu has been noticed in the Bodleian Cata1ogue.G Zakhirutu'l-Muliik 
1s his work on political science and ethics, and contains his ideas OII 

government and the duties of subjects and rulers. Besides being a prolific 
prose writer, Sayyid 'Ali also wrote Persian poetry. 

According to a tradition among the Shi'itcs of Kashniir, Sayyid 
'Ali Hamadani is said to have been a Shi'ite. Niiru'lliih Shiislitari in 
liis work Majrilisn'l-A4u'tninill has included him in the list of Shi'ite 
saints. But Niiru'lliili Shtishtali is not a sure guide on this question, 
for he regards all great Siifls, philosophers, and scholars of nledieval 
Islam as Shiites. A ~riodern scholar also thinks that Sayyid 'Ali was 
a Shi'ite on the ground that in some of his poetic compositions he has 

1. Hasan, 110a; H.M., l l l a .  It is said that when s danvCsh h,eard that the cap 

had been buried with Fath S h a ' s  body he prophesied that this would mean 
the end of the dynasty. 

2. F.1<., f .  15lb;  Mnjqnll'n dnr Ansiib Musk-i4ikh-i-KashntTr, f .  l l l b ;  Hastin, 

ff .  110b. One of the Kashmiri nobles who accompanied the saint was 
Z.adc1i f i g r e .  (S .A. ,  pp. 13-4).  3. Joru'nnl Asintiqtca, ccxl, pp. 54-5. 

4 See Ethe, 1, p. 1021 and Rieu, ii, pp. 83Bb-36a for the list of his works. 
Also Jorc??anl Asintiquc, ccxl, pp. 56 sqq and YaghnMc, iv, No. 8, pp. 337 sqq 

6. Ethe, ii, No. 3057. 6. Bodleian, i, No. 1241, 28. 
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extolled the virtues of 'Ali and his suc~essors.~ But this is an insufficient 

proof, for many Sunni saints have also written similar panegyrics, 
glorifying the family of the Prophet. Thus there is no sufficient evidence 
to support the view that Sayyid 'Ali was a Shi'ite; on the other hand, 
there is reason to believe that he was a Sumi Muslim. In his work 
Zakhiratrr'l-Mrtlik he extensively quotes the traditions on the authority of 
 isha ha, the wife of the Prophet, and the early Caliphs.2 He has profound 
reverence far the first four Caliphs whom he regards, next to the Prophet, 
as the best of creation.3 In one place he strongly says that it is the duty 
of every Muslim to spread the principles of Sunnat va ul-Jarnii'at.4 Ja'far 
Badakhshi, a disciple of Sayyid 'Ali, says that he was at first a Hanafite, 
but later he became a Shifi'ite. However, he did not object if any of his 
followers wished to remain a Hanafite; nor did he oppose the practice of 
the Hanafite law in Kashmir.5 

As a Siifi, Sayyid 'A17 belonged by two intermediaries to the Order 
of Shaikh Ahmad 'Alii'u'd-Daula Samniini (d. 1335-36),  and attached 
himself to the Kubraviya Order.6 But although the Sayyid did not 
himself found any order, his indirect disciple, Sayyid Muhammad 
Niirbakhsh, was the founder in the ninth century of the N~rbakhshiya 
scct which played an important role in the religious and literary life of 
Persia for many centuries.7 In reality, however, the real value of 
Sayyid 'All's work in Persia and Central Asia has yet to be properly 
assessed. But it appears that he achieved his greatest triumphs in thc 
Valley of Kashmir, where even today after the lapse of more than 450 
ycars his influence continues to be felt. 

Sul+in Sikundur ( 1389-141 3) 
Qutbu'd-Din was an old man when a son was born to him and was 

named Sikandar. To  celebrate the occasion festivities were held, gifts and 
jiigirs were conferred upon the courtiers, and prisoners were released8 
Later his queen gave birth to another son who was named H~iibat .~  
1. Jo~~rnnl  Asintiquc, ccxl, pp. 54 sq.; and Yughmi,  iv, No. 8,  pp. 337-38. ,, 
2. 'Ali HamadZini, Zakhirrctz~'l-MulGk, ff. 6a  sqq. 
3. Ibkf.,  f .  6b. 4. Ibid.,  f .  52b. 
5. Ja'far Badskl:shi, Manqubatu'l-Jaw6hir, f f .  30h-31a; also F.K. ,  f ,  14Tb. 
6. Jo~brntil Asicatiquc, ccxl, pp. 55-6. 7.  Ibid., p. 56. 
8. Jonar., p. 53; Munich MS., f .  59b. The author of this work calls him Sanknr. 

Perhaps it was an abbreviation of Sikandar. 9. Jonar., p. 53. 



On Qufbu'd-Din's death in the year 1389, his eldest son 
Sikandar ascended the throne; but as he was a minor, his mother Queen 
SGra acted as Regent1. The chronicles do not describe the events of her 
Regency clearly and fully. She, however, appears to have been a woman 
of ability and strong character. She ruled with a firm hand, and put to 
death her own daughter and son-in-law for conspiring against Sikandarz. 
Meanwhile RBi MBgre, who was the prime minister, had grown powerful 
and ambitious. He had Prince Haibat KhBn, Sikandar's younger 
brother. whom he suspected of being his rival, poisoned3. Similarly he 
had a minister named Siihaka treacherously killed4. The chronicles do 
not tell us if Sika adopted any measures to check the growing power of 
RBi Miigre. But when Sikandar took the reins of government in his 
hands, he decided to get rid of Riii MBgre. He sent him with a force to 
invade LadBkh, hoping that he would be slain there. But instead 
RZii Miigre succeeded in conquering LadBkh and returning victorious 
to Srinagar. And as his relations with the Sulfin worsened, he raised 
the banner of revolt. ' Sikandar first tried to persuade him to give up 
his refractory conduct, but having failed in the attempt, he sent 
LaddarBja to attack him from the front, while he himself advanced to 
attack him from the rear. On the approach of these forces, RBi MBgre 
fled without offering any resistance. But he was seized by the chief of 
B5nih2l, and sent to Sikandar, The Sultiin spared his life in considera- 
tion of his past services, but threw him into prison where, after sometime. 
he committed suicide6. 

Tn 1398 the storm of TImiir's invasion burst on India. He had left 
Samarqand in April 1398, and encamped on the banks of the Indus on 
the 20th September, at the very spot where JalBlu'd-Din Khawgrizm 
ShBh had fled before Chingiz KhZn by crossing the river. Here 
ambassadors from various countries came to offer their allegiance. 
Sulfin Sikandar too, in order to avert the invasion of his kingdom, sent 
an envoy to the conqueror, professing submission. TimGr was satisfied 

at this, and dismissed the envoy after issuing a farrnan that Sikandar 

I .  Munich MS., ff. 69b-60a; Firishta, p. 662. 
2. Jonar., (Bo. ed . ) ,  No. 668. Dutt's translation is  here somewhat confused. 
3. Jonar., p. 66, calls R S  MEgre as Uddaka. 
4. IW. 6. Jonar., pp. 55-6. 



should join him with his army at  Dipii1piir.l Sikandar accordingly set 
out from Srinagar, but on reaching the village of Jabhan he was informed 
that TimGr's ministers wanted from him a contribution of 30,000 horse 
and 100,000 durusts of gold, each weighing two and a half misqcls. He 
therefore returned to Kashmir to collect the surn.2 

When TimGr occupied Delhi after annihilating the army of Mahmiid, 
the last Tughlaq ruler, he sent Uljiih Timiir Tufuqdiir, FaulZid BahZidur 
and Zainu'd-Din to Sikandar to demand explanation why he had not 
come to pay his homage.3 The envoys proceeded to Srinagar and, after 
meeting the Sulfgn, returned, accompanied by his ,representatives led by 
Maulan2 Niiru'd-Din. Meanwhile Timiir had left Delhi, and they joined 
him in the neighbourhood of Jammu. On February 24, 1399, NGru'd- 
Din presented a letter from Sikandar, which was written in respectful 
terms and expressed his desire of waiting on him. On being asked why 
Sikandar had not proceeded to Dipiilpfir as ordered, he explained that 
the Sultgn had advanced as far as Jabhan, but returned to collect money 
and horses which he expected would be demanded from him. On 
hearing this Timiir rebuked his ministers, and told them that the tribute 
demanded from Sikandar was beyond his means, and that he should 
have been asked to pay according to his capacity. Timfir then sent 
the envoys accompanied by Mu'tamad Zainu'd-Din with the message 
that Sikandar should not consider himself bound to fulfil the demands 
made by his officers, but that he should proceed at once and meet him 
on the banks of the Tndus after twenty-eight days.4 On receiving these 
instructions, Sikandar again set out. but on reaching Biiriimiila, he learnt 
that TimGr had crossed the Tndus and proceeded towards Samarqand. 
He therefore returned to Srinagar.5 

1. Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazd?, ZafarmTima, pp. 46-7; Malfiigiit, ff. 283a-b; 
See also Munich MS., fP. 60b-61b which gives a detailed account of Sikandar's 
relations with Timiir. 

2. Znfnr-niZnua, p. 164; Y d f i g E t ,  f. 319a. 
3. It was with these envoys that Timi'ir must have sent the two elephants as 

presents to Sikandar mentioned in B.S., Haldar Malik's Ta'rikh and other 
chroniclee. 

4. Zafar-Gma, pp. 164-5; MalfizEt, ff. 3198-b. 
6. Munich MS., 61b; Firiahta, p. 663. It is absurd to say that TlmGr took 

with him S h a i  Khan, the future ~ainu'l-'Abidfn. S h a i  Khan was not 
even born when Tlmu'r invaded India. 



Sikandar did not make any new conquests; he only tried to retain 
the kingdom left to him by his father. In the early part of his reign he 

led an expedition against the ruler of Ohind named Rr iz ,  who had 
renounced his authority, and compelled him to recognize his suzerainty 
and give him his daughter Mira in marriage.' 

After reducing Firiiz, Sikandar sent an army under Siihabhatta and 
LaddarBja to subdue PBla Deo, RZjZ of Jammu, who had not paid him 
tribute. Realising the futility of resistance, the R5jZ submitted, and 
sent his daughter as a present to Sikandar. But as soon after he again 
declared his independence, Sikandar sent Siihabhatfa and Jasrat Khokar,2 
with whom he had entered into an alliance, with a large force against 
the RBjZ. They defeated him and sacked Jammu. 

Of the SulfZn's private life the chronicles tell us very little. They 
only mention that he abstained from wine and other intoxicants, and 
that on religious grounds he djd not listen to music. He appears to have 
been a man of puritan temperament, and banned all the gay celebrations 
which were so common a feature of the reigns of ~ainu'l-'Abidin and 
other SultZns.3 He also never indulged in extra-marital relations, and 
kept within the legally prescribed limit. Sikandar first married MTra, 
the daughter of the king of Ohind, who became the mother of his three 
sons, Mir KhBn, ShBdi Khan and BahrZm KhZn.4 He then married 
Sobha Devi5 who gave birth to two sons named Muhammad and Fifiz.6 
and two daughters who were married to the rulers of Ohind and 

1 Jonar., pp. 68-9; Munich MS., f. 62a. 
2. He was the son of ShaikhL Khokar, the brother of N q r a t  Khokar. He had 

been taken away into captivity by TimEr, and returned to the PunjZb 

on the conqueror's death. (See for more details about theKhokars, Rose's 

Glossary of the Punjib Tribes nmd Castes, ii, pp. 546-7; and I.A., xxxvi, 

pp. 1-8. 
3. See Chapters IV and V. 4. Jonar., pp. 58-9; Munich MS., f. 62a. 

6. We know from the chronicles that Sikandar married the daughter of 

the REjE of Jammu (Jonar. Bo. ed. No. 729). Probably she was known 
as sobha Dev?. But if she was a different person, then i t  means that 
Sikandar had three wives. 

8. FTriiz was Sikandar's son from sobhii: RLni and was not an adopted son. 

(Jonar., Bo. ed. Nos. 737, 866; also Jonar. p. 64). Jonar. p. 59, wrongly 
says that the sons of Sobha were adopted children. 



Sindh.l But Sikandar did not have the same affection for the 

sons of his second wife as for those by his first.2 As a result when 
Firiiz grew up, Sikandar exiled him from Kashmir in order to prevent a 

war of succession with his stepbrothers.3 During his last illness he 
called his three sons in his presence, and advised them to avoid strife 
and remain united. He then appointed Mir Khiin, the eldest, as his 
successor and conferred upon him the title of 'Ali Shih. He breathed 
his last in 1413.4 

Sikandar was an able, generous and brave ruler, and looked after 
the welfare of his subjects. He put an end to many oppressive taxes 
like Biij and Tamghii and others, which had hitherto been realised f,rom 
the people.5 He established schools for the education of boys, and 
founded hospitals where medicine and food were supplied free6 He 

endowed a number of villages for the benefit of travellers, scholars, 
Sayyids and other deserving persons. The Shaikhu'l-Islam was made 
responsible for the administration of these  endowment^.^ 

Sikandar was a great patron of learned men and Siifis; and during 
his reign many of them came to Kashmir from Persia and Central Asia. 
The Sultan treated them with respect, and gave them jiigirs which could 
be inherited by their descendants. Some of the more prominent among 
those who entered the Valley during this period were Sayyid Hasan 
Shifizi, formerly Q i g  in Shiraz, whom Sikandar made Qiizi of 
Kashmir; Sayyid Atmad from IsfahZn, who was the author of 
many books: Sayyid Mubammad from Khwiirizm who was a good 
poet; Sayyid Jalilu'd-Din, a saint from Bukhiirii, who came with his 
followers; Bib5 Haji Adham, and his disciple Biba Hasan, the logician, 

1. Munich MS., f .  63a. 2. Jonar. (Bo. ed.),  No. 737. 
3. I b i d . ,  No. 856; Munich MS., f .  63a. 
4. Jonar., p. 61; T.A., iii, 435; Flrishta, p. 655. 
5 T.A., iii, 433; T.H., il, f .  89b. BEj had been collected under Shihibu'cl-Din 

(BS., f .  19a). Tamghii was a demand in excess of the land revenue, but 
Baj was simply a tax or toll. Tamghii seems to have been introduced into 
Kaahrnir from Persia or TurkistKn. Baj and Tamgha were levled on horses, 
cows, goats, silken clothes etc., (Wil~on's Glossary pp. 5 sq.). 

6. B.S., f .  34b. These charitable institutions survived until the seventeenth 

century. 
7. Ibid. 



from Balkh.1 Also at this t ~ m e  came Sayyid Muhammad Hamadfini, 
the son of the great Sayyid 'Ali Hamadini. He was born in Khatlfin 

in the year 1572, and was twelve years of age when his father died. 
Sayyid 'Ali left a testament for his son with Mauliini Sarfii to be sent to 
Khwaja Ish5q Khatlfini and Maulfinii Niiru'd-Din Badakhshi , two of 
his most prominent disciples. In this will Sayyid 'Ali advised his son 
to travel extensively when he grew up, for this would help him to build 
up his character, broaden his mind and develop his personality.2 

Muhammad Hamadiini read under Khwfija Isbiq and Maulfinfi 
NGru'd-Din, and when he attained the age of sixteen the testament of 
his father was given to him. Mubarnmad Hamadini visited many places, 
and then in 1393, at the age of twenty-two, he arrived in Kashmir with 
three hundred Sayyids and learned men. He wrote for Sultin Sikandar 
Riscila-i-Sikandari, a work on Siifism, in Persian.3 He was also the 
author of a book on logic in Arabic.4 He was greatly revered by the 
Sul@n who regarded him as his teacher and guide. He converted a 
number of Hindus to Islfim, but the most important man to embrace 
Isl2m under his influence was Schabhafta, Sikandar's chief minister and 

commander-in-chief, whom he named Saifu'd-Din, and after the death 
of his first wife Bibi Ttij Khiitiin, the daughter of Sayyid Husain Baihaqi, 
married his daughter. Mubarnmad Han~adini stayed in Kashmir for 
nearly twelve y e a r s . W e  left Kashmir owing to his differences with 
Sayyid Muhammad HisBri and proceeded on a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
From there he returneb to Khatlan where he died on April 30, 1450, 
and was buried near his fatlier.6 

Siknndar was a great builder. He founded the town of Sikandar- 
pit,' and tliere built a magnificent palace and a grand Jimi' Masjid. 

1. Zbid., 2. F.K., f .  155a. 

3. Zhid., f .  156a; B.S.,  f .  25b; S.A.,  p. 18. 4. Zbid; H.M., f .  112b. 
5. S.A.,  p. 27; Misltin, Tn,'rikh-i-Knbir,p. 25, says Muhammad HamadEni stayed 

for 22 years. 
6. Zbid.; B.S.,  f .  36b; Da'iid Mlshkzti, Asraru'l-AbrTir, f .  45a. See also 

S.A., pp. 18 sqq. for MubammadHamdLni'v life in Kashrnir. The date of 

the Sagyid's death as 80911377-8 given in W.K., f .  20b, is incorrect. 
7. It was situated at the foot of the Gh-i-=ran. It is now called Nauhatta 

and is a part o SrTnagar. 



The latter's architect was Sadru'd-Din Khuriisiini. It had 372 wooden 
columns, each 40 yards in height and 6 yards in circumference. There 
were four archways, each of which contained 32 of these columns.1 
Sikandar also built a mosque in the town of Bijbehiira, and laid the 
foundation-stone of an 'Id-giih in Srinagar which was completed by his 
son Sulfiin 'Ali Shsh.2 Besides the mosques, he built khinqihs 
(hospices) in the villages of Vachi and TrZln and in the town of 
S6pCr.4 Sayyid 'Ali Hamadgni had built a raised floor in 'Alii'u'd- 
Dinpiir for the congregational prayers. Sikandar constructed there in 
7991 1396-97 a hospice known as Khiinqih -MuLallti. He endowed 
it with the three villages of Vachi, Shaura, and Nunahwiini, 
and appointed MauliinZ Muhammad Sa'id as trustee.5 Sikandar also 
constructed another mosque near the spring of Bavan. It was two- 
storeyed with a beautiful garden around it, having all kinds of flower 
plants and fruit trees. The place was so pleasant and picturesque that 
Sikandar used to spend his time there in spring. His example was 
followed by the subsequent rulers of Kashmir until the time of 
Muhammad Shiih.6 

Sikandar was the first Sulfiin of Kashmir to enforce theshari'a with 
great strictness in the country. He banned the use of wine and other 
intoxicants, and prohibited gambling, the dancing of women and the 
playing of musical instruments like the flute, lute, and guitar, allowing 
only the playing of drum and fife for military purposes.7 And in order 

1. B.S., f. 35a; H.M., 114a. 

2. B.S., f. 35a; Hasan, f. 113b; H.M., f. 114a; see also T.H., i, 140b sq. 

3. Vachi is a village situated a t  the eastern foot of ZainapGr Udar. TrZl is a 

small town situated in Lat. 33" 56' Long. 750 10' on the sloping plateau a t  

the  foot of the mountains east  of the Volur pargana of which It is a TahRil 

station. 
4. T.H., i, ff. 140b sqq. 
5. B.S., f .  35b; T.H., i, 113b-114a. According to n tradition Muham.mad 

Hamadgni gave a m - i - B a d u k h s f i n  to  Sikandar in return for these villages. 

But this seems t o  be unreliable for the SultZn could not have accepted 

the la a s  payment for thc endowment. Futu!Gt-a-Kubraviyn says it was 

given a s  a present to Sikandar by the Sayyid. 

6. B.S., 31b; Hasan, ff. 114a-b; H.M., f. 114b. 

7. B.S., f. 26a; Jonar. pp. 65-7; H.M., f .  113b. 
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to see that the Islamic law was properly enforced, he established the 
office of the Shaikhu'l-Islam. These measures were adopted by 
Sikandar under the influence of Sayyid Muhammad Hamadhi. It was 

also due to his advice that the Sultan imposed two pals of silver as Jizya 
upon the non-Muslims, and prohibited Sati and the application of 
qashqa (tilak-a religious mark made by the Hindus on the foreheadL1 
However, the chief person who prevailed upon Sikandar to adopt an 
intolerant attitude towards the non-Muslims was Saifu'd-Din, who was 
in this respect his evil genius. The Sultan at first resisted him, but in 
the end gave in, and allowed himself to be used as an instrument of his 
minister's religious fanaticism. Saifu'd-Din, with the zeal of a new 
convert, called upon the Brahmans to embrace IslZm. As a result some 
became Muslims. Those who refused had to pay Jizya.2 Others who 
would not or could not pay, decided to leave Kashmir and take refuge 
in India. When Saifu'd-Din heard of this, he ordered the guards on the 
frontiers not to allow any one to leave the Valley without a permit. But 
in spite of these restrictions many Brahmans succeeded in escaping 
from the country.3 

In their misplaced zeal for their faith, Sikandar and Saifu'd-Din 
were also responsible for the destruction of some iniages and temples. 
But the statement of Jonaraja that there was nr) v~llage or town where 

temples were not razed to the ground, is fantastic.4 Tt must be remenl- 
bered that as Saifu'd-Din had been a Brahman, Jonariija resented his 
conversior~ lo Islam and therefore magnified his iconoclastic activities. 

The Muslim chroniclers also speak of the wholesale destruction of 
temples, but they distort facts owing to their anxiety to represent Sikandar 

and his minister as champions of Islim. The falseness of their view 
is evident from the fact that if we add up the list, given by them, of 
teniples allegedly dcstroyed, then not a single one should have remained 
standing. In reality, however. even over a hundred years after Sikandar, 
a large number of te~nples were still in existence in the Valley. MirG 

1. Jonar., p. 60; also Jonar., (Bo. ed. )  No. 1077; Munich MS., f 64b; B.S., f.  26a. 

For more details about Jizyn sce Chapter XI. 
2. H.M., f. 113b; Jonar., p. 60, says the Hindus had to pay heavy fines for 

retaining their religion. This fine was nothing else but Jizyn.  

3. Jonar., pp. 85-7. 4. Ibid., p. 60. 



qaidar Dughlat, who ruled Kashmir for ten years, writing in about 1546 
observed: "First and foremost among the wonders of Kashmir stand 
her idol temples. In and around Kashmir there are more than 150 
temples . . . . . . In the rest of the world there is not to be seen, or heard of, 
one building like this. How wonderful that there should (here) be a 
hundred and fifty of them."l Abii'l-Fa$ also wrote that some of the 
temples were in a state of perfect preservation2; and similarly Jahiingir 
remarked that "the lofty idol temples, which were built before the 
manifestation of Islam, are still in existence."3 

Thus the iconoclastic activities of Sikandar have been greatly 
exaggerated. In many instances it was not Sikandar who pulled down 
the temples, but what really happened was that when the inhabitants of 
a certain locality embraced Islfim, the temple was converted into a 
mosque, or it went into ruins due to sheer neglect. Many suffered 
because of earthquakes.4 But these factors were ignored, and 
Slkandar was held responsible for any temple that was found 
in a crumbling state. Some writers have even gone to the extent 
of suggesting that he employed gunpowder to destroy temples. Stein, 
however, observes: "The early use of gunpowder in Kashn~ir has been 
doubted by others, and I believe rightly. Earthquakes and the imperfect 
fitting of the stones, observable in all Kashmirian temples, are sufficient 
to explain the complete ruin, notwithstanding the massive character of 
the materials."5 Another writer similarly observes: ''It is scarcely 
possible to imagine that the state of ruin to which they have been reduced 
(referring in particular to the temples of Avantipfir), has been the work 

1. T.R., p. 426. 2. A.A., ii, 124. 

3. Tiauk-i-JahSingiri ii, 150. 4. Lawrence, Valley, pp. 162, 213. 
5. Cited in Lawrence, Valley, p. 190 n. 1; see also J.A.S.B., xlv , p. 64, where 

Maclagen in his article "On Early Asiatic Weapons') says that gunpowder 

was not known in the time of Sikandar, and that the destruction was caused 

by earthquakes and Time. He illustrates his view by referring to the 
temple8 of Pzyech and Mgrtand which, in about a quarter of a century 

aince Cunningham expressed his view, have suffered owing to the fingers 

Of Time and thR moderate mbvements of the a r t h .  The earthquakes of 

June and July 1828 caused considerable destruction of house property in 

Srinagar, and large masses of rocks are said td have been detached from 
the hill sides and thrown down. 



of time or even of men, as their solidity is fully equal to that of the most 
massive monuments of Egypt. Earthquakes must have been the chief 
agents in their overthrow. 

Sul!a'n 'Ali Shih (141 3-20) 
Sikandar's eldest son, Mir Khan, who ascended the throne under 

title of 'Ali Shah, showed no ability as a ruler. He was weak and 

fickleminded, and allowed himself to be dominated by Saifu'd-Din who 
continued as chief minister.2 Other ministers who enjoyed 'Al? 
Shiih's confidence, were Laddi Magre and ~ i n k a r ,  the physician. But 
this roused the jealousy of Saifu'd-Din who decided to destroy them. 
His plan was to strike at his rivals when all of them, including the sons 
of Laddi Mggre, particularly the eldest Mahmiid Miigre, the governor 
of Bgngi1,s would be present at the capital. To lull them into a false 
sense of security he began to bestow favours on Laddi Magre's another 
son Tiiji Miigre and to consult him on all important matters. He then 
invited Muhammad MPgre to Srinagar under the pretext of seeking his 
advice. But the latter suspected treachery and fled. When Saifu'd-Din 
heard of this, he had Laddi Magre, who was ill, his remaining sons and 
/ 

Sankar, treacherously seized and thrown into prison. Meanwhile 
Muhammad Magre had taken refuge with Govind, chief of the KhaSas, 
who lived in the neighbourhood of Ohind, and whom he regarded as his 
friend. But Govind betrayed him to Saifu'd-Din's men. Muhammad 
Magre was seized, shackled, and imprisoned in the fort of BTru.4 He, 
however, succeeded in making good his escape through the efforts of 
his foster-brothers. Saifu'd-Din becaric alarmed at this news, and he 
had Laddi Mlgre pu; to death. Laddi MPgre being a popular man, his 
execution caused considerable grief to the people.6 

We have seen that Sikandar had exiled his son Firiiz. But after the 
SultSn's death, the latter returned to Kashmir to contest the throne with 
the support of the Turkish troops, supplied to him by the ruler of 
1. Trebeck, ii, p. 160. 2. Jonar., p. 61; Munich MS., f .  66a. 
3. It in a pargana in KamrEj. Its old name was Bhangil. But by the time 

of Haidar Malik its name had been changed to  BZngil. 
4. Biru is BahuSpa of JonarEja. It is a pargana on the south-west side of 

the Valley and is situated in Lat. 34 1' Long. 74 ' 38'. 
6.  Jonar., pp. 61 sqq; Munich MS., ff. 65a-b. 



Hindustin.' Saifu'd-Din at once despatched Laddar2ja and Gaurabhatta 
8 .  

who completely routed Firiiz. In reward for their services, Saifu'd-Din 
appointed LaddarZja as Mflr Bakhshi, and Gaurabhaffa as governor of 
Kamr2j.a 

Soon after, however, Laddariija, having incurred the displeasure of 
Saifu'd-Din, tried to flee the country. But he was seized by Hamsabhatfa, 
Saifu'd-Din's brother, and thrown into prison. Meanwhile, Saifu'd-Din 
died of consumption, and his death was followed by a struggle for power 
between Hamsabhafta and Gaurabhafta whom he had entrusted with the 
government before his death. Hamsabhafta, in order to strengthen 
himself against his rivals, released Laddaraja, and with his help defeated 
and killed Gaurabhatta. At the same time realising that Laddariija 
might prove a dangerous rival, he assassinated him. In this way 
he became the most powerful man in the k ingd~rn .~  

There was, however, one man whom he regarded as a thorn in his 
side. This was Sh2hi Khtin, 'Ali Shiih's younger brother, who was not 
prepared to submit to him. Hamsabhafta, therefore, made up his mind 
to destroy him too. But Sh2hi Khan came to know of it, and with the 
consent of 'Ali Shah and the support of the Thikurs,* he had him 
assassinated in the 'jd-g2h on the day of 'Ibu'z-&ha. 'Ali ShBh, who 
had been chafing under the yoke of Hamsabhafta, was glad at his fall, 
and in his place appointed Shtihi as prime minister. This appointment 
was hailed by the people, for the young Prince had endeared himself to 
them by his courage, intelligence, and tact.6 

Not long after these events, 'Ali ShBh, who was of a religious bent 
of mind, decided to give up his throne and go on a pilgrimage to Mecca, 
and to spend the rest of his days there. Sh2hi Khgn, however, tried to 
dissuade him from this step by telling him that serving the people was 

1. The name of this ruler is not mentioned in the chronicbs. But perhaps 
he was Khlzr KhEn, the founder of the Sayyid dynasty, who was ruling 
Delhl at thin time. 

a. Jonar., p. 65; Munich MS., f .  668. 
3. I b i d . ,  66b; Jonar., p. 69. 
4. Thakkura was a title of the amall nobility of REjpEts from the hill 

terrltorles to the south of KwhmTr. (Stein, BK. VII, No. 29011; Lawrence, 
Valley, p. 306). 

a. Jonar., p. 68; Munich MS., f .  678. 



the best form of devotion to God. But his advice had no effect, and 

'Ali ShBh left Kashmir after entrusting the kingdom to him, and giving 
him the title of ~ainu'l-'Abidin.1 

From Srinagar 'Ali Shiih proceeded to Jarnmu to bid farewell to its 
rSlj8 who was his father-in-law. On the way interested persons pointed 

out the difficulties and privations of the journey to Mecca: and, when he 
reached Jammu, his father-in-law disapproved of his de~is ion .~  'A17 
Shih, who never possessed a strong will, yielded to these criticisms. He 

gave up the idea of going on a pilgrimage, and returned to Kashmir 
via Rajauri, accompanied by the armies of the rulers of Jammu and 
Rajauri to claim his throne.3 Jonar5ja states that ~ainu'l-'Abidin was 
angry with 'Ali Sh5h for having brought a foreign army, but that the 
affection for his brother got the better of him, and so he gave up the 
throne and left Kashmir.4 Another chronicler says that since Zainu'l- 
'Abidin had held the kingdom as a trust for 'Ali Shih, he relinquished it 
in his favonr and left the Valley."ut the truth appears to be that 
~ainu'l-'Abidin retired without offering any resistence because he did 
not find himself strong enough to fight 'Ali Shiih. He proceeded to 
SiBlk6t and sought the help of Jasrat Khokar.6 The latter promised to 
support him, but this angered 'Ali Shih who set out to punish 
the Khokar chief. The ruler of Jammu, however, advised him not to 
descend from the mountains until he had arrived with his army, for the 
Khokars were clever fighters.7 But 'Ali Shah ignored him and continued 
his march. The result was that he was defeated by Jasrat at Thanna.8 
After this victory ~ainu'l-'Abidin proceeded to Srinagar, where he was 
welcomed by the people. This however did not end the civil war. 
Jonarsja does not record the subsequent events, but from a study of the 
Persian chronicles it appears that 'Ali Shiih reorganized his army, and, 
with the support of the Jammu forces, invaded the Valley to recover the 

I. Jonar., pp. 70-1. JonarEja does not say that Mecca was 'A]? S h m s  
destination, but it is mentioned by the Persian chronicles. 

2. Jonar., p. 71; Hasan, f. 1158; H.M., f .  115a-b. 
3. Munich MS., f .  688; T.A., iii, 434. 4. Jonar., p. 72. 
6. Munich MS., f .  68a. 6. Ibid., f .  68b; T.A., iii, 434. 
7. Jonar., pp. 74-5; Munich MS., f .  698. 
8 .  Yahya as-Sirhindi, Tu'rikh,-i-MubZrak BhZhi, p. 194; T.A., i, 271. 



throne. ~ainu'l-'Abidin, hearing of this, advanced via Bgriimiila, and 
defeated his brother at Uri.1 According to Haidar Malik, 'Ali Shah was 
captured and imprisoned in the fort of Pakhli where he died after a few 
years."ut ~r ivara ,  who is.a contemporary authority, says that he was 
seized by Jasrat and put to death by him. He does not state if this was 
done by the orders of ~ainu'l-'Abidin, but it is unlikely that Jasrat should 
have carried out the execution without the co~~sent  of the Sultan, his 
friend and patron.3 

1. H.M., f. 115b; Hasan, f. 1158; N.K., f .  28b. 2 H.M., f. ll5b. 
a. shv, BK. I, chapt. iil, No. 106 (Bo. ed.). 



CHAPTER V 

ZAINU'L-'ABID~N THE GREAT (1420-70) 

F all the Suliins who sat on the throne of Kashmir, Zainu'l-'Abidiri O was undoubtedly the greatest. He ushered in a period of nearly half 
a century of peace, prosperity and benevolent rule for his people. He 

introduced many arts and crafts for which Kashmir has become famous 
ever since. He promoted learning, music, and painting, and made 
Kashmir the centre of a great culture. He won the loyalty and affection 
of his subjects who called him Bud Shiih or the Great King, a name 
by which he is remembered even today by the people of Kashmir. 
He acquired a halo in popular imagination which still surrounds his 
name in spite of the lapse of nearly five hundred years. 

C'orzcluests 
The reign of ~ainu'l-'Abidin, unlike that of his grandfather 

Shihiibu'd-Din, is not noted for any stirring military exploits, for he was 
not inclined to wage wars for self-aggrandisement; his main interest lay 
In developing the arts of peace. At the same time he was not prepared 
to give up his claims to  he territories which had been reduced by his 
grandfather and were of strategic and commercial importance to Kashmir. 
Ladgkh and Baltistgn had becn conquered by Shihibu'd-Din, but they 
had become independent after his death. Although Sikandar had 
reconquered them, they had again asserted their independence dunng 
the weak rule of 'All Shgh. ~ainu'l-'Abidin, therefore, collected a large 
army in the pargana of h r ,  and set out accompanied by his commanders, 
Hilmet Raina, Al~mad Rairia and MuLlarnmad Migre. Having crossed 
the Ziiji-L2 Pass he conlpelled the Ladikhi chief 'aBumlde 1V to 
ackrlowledge his sovereignty. He then secured the allegiance of the 
Balti ruler.1 The account in Persian chronicles that in this expedition 

9 

1. B.S.. ff. 50a-51s; Hasan, f .  121b; H.M., f .  121q. See for more details about 
'nB~~rnldz, Francke, H b t o r y  o/ Western Tibet, pp. 75sqq. But the name of 
the B ~ l t i  chief who was ~ainu'l-'libidin's contemporary is not known. 
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~ainu'l-'Abidin met the ruler of KIshgar in L a d a h ,  and that although his 
forces were numerically inferior, he defeated his rival who was in occupa- 
tion of the province, appears to be spurious, for it is not supported by 
Jonariija who is a contemporary authority for this period. This tradition 
is in reality nothing but a repetition of an earlier encounter between 
Sultan Shihabu'd-Dln and the ruler of Kgshgar. However, it was 
probably in the course of this campaign that ~ainu'l-'Abidin invaded 
Guge,l and in the village of She12 saved a gold image of Buddha from 
the hands of some tribal people, whom Francke wrongly ,regards as 
Muslirns.3 He also captured the town of KulG which was in the 
possession of the Ladakhis (Bhautfas). However, it appears that, shortly 
after, these territories renounced the authority of the Sultiin, for we find 
that in 1451 he had to send his eldest son Adham Khan to conquer 
LadBkh;4 and then again, between 1460 and 1470, he himself led the 
e~pedi t ion.~ But the details of this last campaign have not been recorded 
in the chronicles. 

~ainu'l-'Abidin next directed his attention towards Ohind whose 
chief had been subdued by Sikandar, but had declared his independence 
in the reign of 'Ali Shah. Although he was supported by the ruler of 
Sindh, the Sultiin defeated him and established his suzerainty over him.6 

Relutions with Foreign Countries 
~ainu'l-'Abidin's reputation for justice and patronage of art and 

culture had sp,read far and wide. This led to the exchange of embassies 
and the establishment of friendly relations between him and the rulers 
of various countries. Thus MirzB Ab6 Sa'id (1452-67), the Timihid 
ruler of Khuriisiin and Transoxiana, sent an envoy to the Sulfiin with 
Arab horses and Bactrian camels as presents. ~ainu'l-'Abidin in return 
1. Guge lies north of Garhwal and Kumaun and is now part  of Tibet. 
2. She1 is 8 miles south-east of Leh on the Indus. I t  is Shaya of Jonaraja. 

3. Jonar., (Bo. ed. ) ,  Nos. 1106-7. Francke in I.A., xxxvii, p. 188, identifies 
the mlccchns with the Muslims. But this is incorrect, for i t  is unlikely if 
there were any Musl~ms in Sinel a t  that  time, or  at any  rate, even If there 
were any, they could not have been strong enough to  seize the gold image 
of Buddha. JonarHja does not give the date of the cvent, but probably it 
took place between 1430 and 1440. (See I.A., xxxvii, p. 188). 

4. See inlra, p. 74. 5. Jonar., p. 103; I.A., xxxvii, p. 188. 
0. Jonnr.. (Bo. ed.). No. 1106. 
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sent him saffron, paper, musk, shawls, crystal cups and other articles.' 
According to the Nawtldiru'l-A khbzr, Shih Rukh ( 1404-47), son of 
Timiir, who was a great patron of literature and science, sent Zainu'l- 
'Abidin elephants and precious stones. The Sulfan thanked him and sent 
p.resents in return, but wrote that he would have appreciated it better, 
if he had received learned men and books instead of precious stones. 
.Shah Rijkh, thereupon, sent him six learned scholars, and a number of 
manuscripts.2 

~ainu'l-Abidin had friendly. relations with the rulers of other 
countries, too. The Sharif of Mecca, and the kings of Giliin and Egypt 
sent him presents.3 Dongar Singh, Raja of Gwalior, hearing that the 
Sulfan was interested in music, sen! him valuable works on the subject. 
After his death his son Kirat Singh maintained friendly relations with 
the SultBn.4 There was also an exchange of embassies and gifts between 
Zainu'l- bidin in and the rulers of Sindh, Bengal, and Tibet, S u l f h  
Mahrnijd of Gujarit, Mabniiid I of Milwa, and Buhld L ~ d i . ~  

~ainu'l- bidin in's relations with Jasrat continued to be as friendly 
as bcfore. Jasrat had carved out for himself an independent p~incipality 
in the Punjib on his return from Samarqand. But being very ambitious, 
he wanted to extend it.6 As Zainu'l-'Abidin was indebted to him for his 
help in the fight against 'Ali Shih. he gave him military assistance. 
Jasrat, taking advantage of the weakness of Mubarak Shih, the Sayyid 
ruler of Delhi, conquered the whole of the Punjab. But his attempt to 
conquer Delhi failed.7 Alarmed at his activities, Mubarak Shiih sent a 
force to crush him. Jasrat being defeated, fled to Kashmir, and received 
the protcction of Zainu'l-'Abidin.8 

Rebellions 
Tn the carly part of thc reign there was a rising led by Pinpii 

Chak, the leader of the Chaks. He organised a strike as a protest 

1. Munich MS., f .  73a; T.A., iii, 440. 
2. N.A., ff. 46b-47a; also G.A., f .  126b. 

3. Sriv., p. 151; Munich MS., f .  73a; T.A., iii, 440. 
4. Munich MS., f .  73a; T.A., iii, 440. 
6. s ~ v . ,  p. 151: T.A., iii, 440. 6. Can&. His t .  Ind., iii, 209. 
7. Munich MS., ff. 698-b: T.A., iii, 435. 
8. Jonar., p. 70. See C a m .  H i s t .  Ind., Iii, 209-12, for Jasrat's activities. 



against the corvke system, so that when ~ainu'l-'Abidin visited KamrBj, 
he found that no unskilled workers were available. The Sul$n, 
however, forced them to work. But when he left, PBncjti and his 
followers set fire to the palace and other government buildings in 
KamrBj. Fearing retaliation, PBn$ sent away his family and the families 
of his followers to Dfiva, while he himself fled to the hills of TrahgBrn.' 
When the Sulgn heard that his palace had been burnt he sent a force 
which destroyed. all the houses of the Chaks in TrahgBm. Piiq.d,fi 
escaped to Dfiva2 and joined his family there. Meanwhile, the SulfBn 
rebuilt the palace. But Pangti returned, and having again set fire to 
the palace, withdrew to Dfiva. Zainu'l- bidin in, thereupon, decided 
to attack PaGti in his retreat. He first won over the inhabitants of 
DrSva by giving them money and land, and then, with their help, 
succeeded in capturing Pingti. The latter along with the members 
of his family were brought before the SultBn, who ordered the execution 
of all men fit to b a r  arms. Only women aqd children were spared, 
and sent to live in the distant village of Trahgiim. One of the sons of 
Pan45 was Husain Chak, a posthumous child, who became the father 
of ten sons.3 

The last twenty years of the SultBn's reign were disturbed by the 
rebellion of his sons, Adham, Hiiji, and Bahriim. ~ainu'l-'Abidin had 
designated, according to an earlier precedent in the family, his younger 
brother MabmGd as heir to the throne.4 But as Makmiid died, he 
proclaimed HZji heir-apparent. Since this aroused the jealousy of 
Adham, the eldest son, the SulFn, apprehending danger, thought it 
inexpedient to keep the brothers together at Srinagar. He, therefore, in 
1451, sent Adham to invade Ladiikh which had become independent 
under its king bLo-gros-mchog-ldan (1440-70). The prince was 
victorious in the campaign, and having conquered the province, returned 
to the capital with the booty which he placed at the feet of the SultBn." 

1. TrahgZm or Trigamma is a big village in the Laab Valley. It is about 
25 miles north-west of BZrZrnGla. It should not be confused with TrfgCm 
which Is In Paraspfir pargana opposite the junction of the Jehlam and 
the Sind. 

2. This was the name for the Kishangangz Valley from below Shardim far 
as  KarnEv. 

3. B.S., ff .  52a-53a. 4. Munich Mg., f .  74a; T.H., li, f .  103b. 
6. ~ r i v . ,  pp. 105-6; Munich MS., f .  74b; I.A., xxxvii, p. 189. 
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The latter then despatched HZji to Lohara as its governor. There 
in 1452, at the instigation of some of his evil counsellors, Haji decided 
to invade Kashmir and usurp the throne. His wise and loyal officers, 
however, dissuaded him against such a course, pointing out that the 
advice to revolt was given by interested persons who were anxious to 
return home to their families, and that it would be a mistake to take 
up arms against the Sulpn who was too powerful to be defeated. 
But Hgji ignored their suggestions, and, with the help of the KhaSas, 
entered Kashmir via Hirapiir.1 Hearing of this the Sulfan set out with 
his army. He was however anxious to avoid the conflict. and so he 
sent a Brahman messenger to persuade his son to give up his refractory 
conduct. But HZji's soldiers cut off the Brahman's ears. When HZji 
came to know of it he felt ashamed at the behaviour of his men, and 
decided to make peace with his father. But his officers opposed him, 
reminding him that they had begged him not to rebel against 
the Sulgn, but he had ignored their advice. If he were now to make 
peace, while he himself would be reconciled to the Sultan, they would 
be left in the lurch and suffer. Owing to this attitude of his followers, 
Hgji had no other alternative except to prepare for battle with his 
father.2 

Meanwhile, the Brahman agent had returned to the Sultsn. When 
the latter saw his condition, he was filled with great anger, and at  once 
moved his army in order to punish HajT and his followers. He 
encountered the rebels at Pallashil8.3 The fight continued from 
morning till sunset, and led to a great loss of life. In the end Hgji's 
forces were defeated and fled, pursued by Adham, who killed many 
of them. He wanted to continue the pursuit and seize Hsji, but he 
was recalled by his father. Hsji, having collected the remnants of his 
army, escaped to Hirapiir and thence to Bhimbhar.4 The Sulfan 
returned to Srinagar and there built a minaret of the heads of the 
enemy, and ordered the execution of the prisoners of war.6 He then 

1. Sfiv., pp. 106-8. 2. IbM., 109-10; Munich MS., f. 74b. 
3. It is a kar- near Shupiyan at a distance of about 33 miles south of 

Srinagar on the route to Rajauri. In the time of the Mughals there was 

Rn inn where travellers changed horses and halted. 
4. Munich MS., ff. 768-b; T.A., iii, 442-3; also Jonar., 112 sqq. 
6. Munich MS., f .  7513; T.A., iii, 443. 



entrusted Adham to make inquiries about the conduct of those persons 
who had instigated Hgji to revolt. Adham confiscated their properties, 
and inflicted great sufferings on their families. In consequence many 
persons out of fear deserted Hgji and went over to Adham. The 
Sulpn now proclaimed Adham his heir-apparent, and appointed him 
governor of Kamriij. 

Soon after these events, in 1460, Kashmir was subjected to a severe 
famine caused by a heavy fall of snow which destroyed the rice crop. 
This brought great misery to the people who were compelled to subsist 
on roots and leaves; and as a result large numbers died of starvation. 
The price of rice rose from 300 dinirs to 1,500 diruirs per kharwcir; and 
even at that price it was not easily available. Taking advantage of the 
scarcity. grain merchants made huge profits. The SultSn was greatly 
distressed, and did his best to alleviate the sufferings of his subjects. 
He distributed rice from his own stores, and, after the famine was 
over, he cancelled the debts which the people had incurred in order to 
buy rice. Many persons had pawned their valuables in exchange for 
grain. The merchants were ordered to return the articles to their 
owners and receive money for the grain which they had s~ppl ied .~  

Hardly had the inhabitants of the Valley recovered from the 
effects of the famine when, two years later, they fell victim to another 
calamity. This was the flood caused by a severe rainfall. Men and 
beasts alike perished, and thousands of houses were destroyed. 
Fortunately, however. the rice crop was not affected. The SultSn, 
apprehending the recurrence of a similar calamity, built on the high 
banks of the Jehlam the town of Zainatilak, near Andarkiit. which had 
been destroyed due to the flood. It was in this new city that Jai Singh 
of Rajauri was received by the Sulcn. and appointed Raja of the 
kingdom of Rajauri." 

~ainu'l-'Abidin had hoped that with the appointment of Adham as 
heir-apparent and governor of Kamriij, all the internecine troubles 
would be over. But he was disillusioned. Adham spent his time in 
hunting or in the society of women. He was cruel, vain, and rapacious. 
and oppressed the inhabitants of Kamrfij. He resumed the lands which 

1. Ibid. 2. Jonar., pp. 117-19; Munich MS., 75b 
3. Jonar., pp. 120-3. 
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had been granted by the SultBn, and robbed the people of their wealth. 
Following his example, his officials also exploited the inhabitants, and 
indulged in rape and plunder.1 When the Sultan learnt of this he felt 
grieved, and admonished Adham. But the latter instead of listening 
to him raised the banner of revolt. He arrived at Qutbu'd-DinpGr, and 
then marched to attack his father in Zainagir. Taken by surprise, 
the Sulgn tried to persuade him to give up his refractory conduct. 
Wiser counsels prevailed, and Adham returned to Kamr5j.2 

~ainu'l-'Abidin was not certain if Adham would long remain loyal 
and peaceful, and so he wrote to Hfiji to immediately come to his 
assistance. But before HZji could arrive, Adham attacked S6pGr 
in 1459. Its governor offered resistance, but Adham defeated and 
killed him and destroyed the town.3 Hearing of this, the Sultiin sent a 
large army to S6piir. After heavy fighting Adham was routed. And 
as his followers were fleeing across the Jehlam at S6pW the bridge 
gave way, and three hundred of them were drowned in the river. After 
this the Sultan himself proceeded to S6pGr and consoled the inhabitants 
on their suff erings.4 

Meanwhile the SultBn, learning of the arrival of Hiiji in the 
neighbourhood of BBfimGla, at once despatched Bahram to receive him. 
The two brothers greeted and embraced each other, and then proceeded 
to join their father.5 When Adham came to know of this he became 
panic-stricken, and having crossed the Tndus. sought refuge in the Sind 
Valley.6 Zainu'l-'Abidin returned to Srinagar with Hiiji who was once 
again declared heir-apparent.7 His followers were forgiven for their 
past conduct and were given klzi1'at.r and jfigirs by thc SultBn.8 Of fair 
complexion, polite, modest and energetic, Haji was a favourite of 
Zainu'l-'~bidin.9 The SultBn, however. did not like Hiiji's excessive 
addiction to wine which was undermining his health. He tried to 
persuade him to give up the vice, but in vain.1° Cn consequence he 

1. Ibid., 125-6; Munich MS., f .  75b. 
2. Sriv., 126-8; Munich MS., f .  75b. 

3. IFrid., ~ r i v . ,  pp. 128-9. 4. Munich MS., f. 75b; T.A., i i i ,  444.  
6. Munich MS., 76a; T.A., iii, 444. 
0 It is a narrow valley opening into the north side of Kashmir, a few miles 

north-west of Srinagar. It lies between Lat. 76 30' Long. 74 50'. 
7. ~Giv. ,  p. 131; Munich MS., f .  76a. 8. Ibid.; &iv., p 137. 
g. I h M ,  p. 132. 10. I b d . ,  pp. 158-60; Munich MS., ff. 76a-b. 



became disgusted with him. Some of the nobles, who favoured Adham. 
taking advantage of this state of affairs invited him to come to Srinagar. 
Adham thereupon immediately set out towards Kashmir.1 But Hasan, 
Hiiji's son, who was in Piinch, marched to Rajauri to intercept him. 
A severe engagement took place between the uncle and the nephew. 
Hasan was defeated and Adham reached Srinagar safely. Here the 
brothers were reconciled to each other, and both Haji and Bahram 
welcomed Adham. But this did not improve matters, for their 
reconciliation was more apparent than real.2 Moreover, Adham did 
not receive the welcome he and his supporters had expected from the 
SulFiin. This was because the latter, having had bitter experience of 
both Adham and Hiiji, had begun to bestow favours upon his 
youngest son, BahrFim, whom he wanted to declare as his successor. 
~ainu'l-'Abidin therefore called him to his presence, and told him that 
he should not trust Adham who would never forget the part he had 
played in the war against him. He also warned him against Hiiji who, 
he pointed out, would be interested more in his own son Hasan than 
in him. But Bahrfim paid no heed to his father's words, and replied 
that he was not prepared to give up the society of Haji who would 
always help and protect him. This reply came as a great blow to the 
SultBn, for he had pinned his last hopes on Bahriim.3 He became so 
disgusted with his sons that he refused to nominate any of them as his 
successor. Although his ministers advised him to declare one of them 
as heir-apparent, he remained adamant. Adham, the Sultan pointed 
out, was a miser and was surrounded by unscruplous advisers; Hiiji 
was a drunkard, while Bahriim was licentious. Under the circumstance, 
the Sulgn thought, his sons should themselves decide the question of 
succession by force of arms after his death. The one who was the 
strongest would naturally secure the throne. Tt was the question of 
survival of the fittest.4 

Meanwhile, as the Sultiin had foreseen, the facade of friendship 
between the brothers began to crack. Bahfim in order to promote his 

1. Adham had gone to the Sind Valley and from there had moved on to 
Outer Hills. 

a. ~ r i v . ,  pp. 160-1; Munich MS., f. 76b. 
3. Giv., pp. 161-2. 4. Ibid., 162-3. 
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own interest tried to foment dissension between Adham and Hiiji. 
After succeeding in separating them, he made comnlon cause with HSiji 
and plotted the destruction of Adham. The latter got alarmed and 
sought the protection of his father. But the Sulfiin called him a coward, 
and refused to help him. Adham therefore moved to Qutbu'd-Dinpfir, 
and there kept himself on the alert.1 

The closing phase of ~ainu'l-'Abidin's life was clouded with 
private sorrows and public anxiety. He was grieved at the dissensions 
among his sons, and at their attitude of disloyalty towards him. His 
wife, Tiij Khgtfin, to whom he had been very devoted, was dead. Many 
of his trusted friends and counsellors had also passed away,2 and he 
had no able minister left who could give him useful advice.3 His new 
courtiers were only opportunists and men with no principles, attending 
him during the day and intriguing with his sons in the night. Thus 
he saw that owing to the follies and selfishness of his sons and officers, 
the kingdom was heading towards a catastrophe, and the work of 
his lifetime was being destroyed.4 All this saddened him and filled 
him with a sense of frustration. And as he was no longer strong 
enough either physically or mentally to fight against the dangerous 
tendencies around him, he took refuge in religion. He began to pray 
for his early death to be relieved of his sufferings, and to ask hivara 
to recite the Sutizhiti which might give hinl some consolatio~~.~ 

Meanwhile the mental powers of the Sulfiin were decaying. He 
began to suffer from loss of memory. and therefore gave up signing 
official papers, allowing his ministers to carry on the government. He 
became apathetic towards everything, so that when he was consulted 
by his oflicials about public affairs, he either did not reply, or uttered 
words without any meaning.6 Moreover, he began to suffer from the 
persecution mania. He would not touch the food brought to him, 
suspecting that it was poisoned and imagining that his ministers were 
planning his overthrow.7 

Baliriinl, perceiving that the end of the Sul!2n was approaching, 
advised Hiiji to proceed to the palace, imprison the ministers hostile 
to him, and seize the horses and the treasury. But Hgji rejected the 

1. Ibid., 168-9; Munich M S . ,  f. 76b. 2. Sriv., p. 158. 3. Ibid., p. 163. 

4. Ibid. 6. Ibid., pp. 165-7. 6 Ibid., 169-70. 7. Ibid., 170-71. 



advice, saying that he did not want to do anything to hurt his father; 
and although he went to the palace, he passed the night in attendance 
on the Sultan who lay dying.1 

Adham, who was in Qufbu'd-Dinpiir, on hearing the reports of 
his father's approaching death, moved with his army to Naushahr to 
seize the throne. But instead of marching immediately on the capital, 
he procrastinated, and passed the night on the outskirts. Meanwhile 
the treasurer Hasan Kachhi took the oath of allegiance to Hiji and 
handed over the treasury to him. Moreover, Haji on the advice of 
Hasan and Bahriim seized the horses. When Adham heard of this he 
k a m e  struck with panic, and realising that his cause was lost, he fled, 
pursued by BahWm, who killed a number of his followers. Shortly 
after Hasan, who was the governor of Piinch, hastened to the help of 
his father. This further strengthened Hiji's po~i t ion .~  

While the civil strife was going on, the Sul@n lay unconscious, 
dying. In the end he expired at noon on Friday the 12th May, 1470, 
at the age of 69.3 His body was carried to the Mazdr-i-Sal&in, and 
was buried there amidst the loud lamentations of his subjects. On that 
day no one cooked food, and no smoke arose from the houses in 
the capital.4 kIaji also displayed belated grief, and repented for the 
sufferings he had caused his father.5 

Character. 
0 1  ~ainu'l-'Abidin's physical appearance there is no description 

in the chronicles. ~ i iva ra  says that he was handsome and had a black. 
flowing beard, but beyond this he does not mention anything." 
However, it is evident from a close study of the accounts that the 
Sulfin did not possess the physical strength, energy, and prowess of 
Shihiibu'd-Din. Nor is there anything to show that he was a great 
soldier, for there are no military exploits to his credit. It is true that 
he defeated 'Ali Shih, but this was due more to the help he received 
from Jasrat Khokar than to his own initiative and valour. And the 
armies which won victories in Ladikh, Baltistiin, ancl Kulii, were led 
not by him but by his commanders. 

1 .  Ibid., 172. 2 .  I W . ,  172-4; Munich MS., f. 77a. 
3. Ibid., ~ r i v . ,  p. 175. 4. Ibid., p. 178. 6 .  Ibid., pp. 177-8. 

0. I b i d . ,  pp. 174-5. 
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~ainu'l-'Abidin possessed a mild temper, and was very rarely 
provoked to anger.1 He was affectionate by nature as is shown by his 
attitude towards his courtiers and members of his family. Thus when 
Sivabha!~, his minister, died, he was very grieved, and distributed a 
large sum of money in charity.2 Similarly, as his other faithful 
counsellors passed away one by one, he felt lonely and sad. The 

Sul@n was also very fond of his sons; and it was only when they 
repeatedly rebelled that he turned against them. However, he refrained 
from punishing them, although if he had adopted a harsher policy many 
of the troubles of his later reign might have been avoided. 

The Suliiin possessed a deeply religious nature. He was strict in 
the performance of his religious duties, praying five times a day and 
keeping the Ramazcin fasts during which period he did not take meat.3 
He held the Siifls, learned men, and Brahman pandits in great respect, 
and granted them lands.4 He consulted the Shaikhu'l-Isliim on affairs 
of state,6 and his relations with the 'Ulamii were in general cordial. 

Our information regarding the private life of the Sulqn is very 
scanty. From the Sanskrit chronicles it appears that he occasionally 
indulged in wine, but never in excess. He, however, abstained from 
other intoxicants.6 There is also evidence to show that he led a 
moral life. He never kept any concubines; nor did he have more than 
three wives at a time. He first married Tiij Khiitiin, the daughter of 
Sayyid Mubarnmad Baihaqi.7 She gave birth to two daughters, of 
whom one was married to her nephew Sayyid Hasan Baihaqi,B while 
the other to the ruler of Pakhli. The SulGn was very devoted to 
Tsj Khiitiin, and her death, which took place in his old age, greatly 

1. Ibid., p. 167. 2. Munich MS., f .  74s. 
8. s h v . ,  p. 170. According to Sriv., p. 175, the SultG's lips quiverehat the 

time of his death, and it appeared that he was praying. Probably he was 
reciting the lcalima. 

4. Jonar., p. 90; Munich, MS., f. 718. 6. Jonar., p. 80. 

6. For the SultEn's views on the bad effects of alcohol see s'riv., p. 159. 

7. s ~ v . ,  p. 157. ~ k v a r a  calls her Vodha KhatonB. Perhaps VodhE is a 
corruption of MaklidGm, which was also her name, or of BEd which 
means big. 

3. B.S., ff. 29b-3Ob. 



aflected him. His two other wives were the princesses from Jammu.1 
But it is not known if they were sisters; nor if they were in his harem 
together. By these Jammu princesses the Sulgn had four sons, named 
Adham, Hiiji, Bahfim and Jasrat.2 But the last seems to have died 
young, because we do not find him mentioned either by grivara or by 
the Muslim chroniclers. 

According to a tradition of doubtful authenticity, Sunder Seni, 
RgjB of Rajauri, sent his eldest daughter B j y a  Devi to ~ainu'l-'Abidin. 
The Sul%, who was engaged in sport on the Volur lake, seeing the 
lady's party coming, inquired "What mother's doli is that"? On being 
told that it was the Rajauri princess sent to him, he said that, as he 
had called her mother, he could not receive her as a wife. She was, 
however, not sent back to Rajauri, but was allowed to live in the palace. 
She became a Muslim, and built the Rajauri Kadal, a bridge over 
the MZr canal in S ~ a g a r .  Sunder Sen2 then sent his second daughter, 
who also embraced Islam. Her name was Sunder Devi, but was called 
by the people SundermBji.3 

No other Kashmiri SulFn did so much to promote the welfare of 
his subjects as Zainu'l-'Abidin. He undertook tours to different parts 
of the country to find out the condition of the people, and how his 
officers were carrying on the administration. With the same object in 
view it was his practice, like that of the Caliph Hftrin ar-Rashid, to 
disguise himself and roam about the streets of his capital.4 His 
espionage system was very efficient, and kept him informed of the 
activities of his subjects and officers.6 If he came to know that they 
were taking bribes or oppressing the people, he punished thern.6 He 
abolished the extra taxes and arbitrary fines which his officers realized 
from the peasants to fill their own pockets,7 and ordered that land sold 

1. Jonar., p. 86. ~ r i v . ,  p. 194, mentions of only one princess who was the 

sister of S n i k  Dev, the REjE of Jammu, and the mother of Adham Khiin. 

1. Jonar., p. 86. 

3. J.P.H.S., ix, part ii, p. 145. ThL account is based on Cunningham who does 
not give any authority. Tagkira RGjgSin-4-Rajaur does not mention of any 
ellch marriage. 

4 Hasan, f .  1228; H.M., f .  121b. 6. kriv., p. 101. 0 .  Jonar., p. 96. 

7. Munich MS., f. 708; T.A., iii, 436. 
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should be registered on the hhu'rja (birch-bark) so that the sale might not 
be afterwards denied.1 Like ASoka, he had his code of laws inscribed on 
copper plates, which were placed in villages and towns for the enlighten- 
ment of the people.2 The prices of different commodities too were 
inscribed on copper plates; and a decree was issued that the 
articles imported by merchants should not be kept hidden in their 
houses but should be sold to the public at a small profit. This was 
done to prevent cornering and black marketing.3 

During the reign of zainu'l-'Abidin copper mines were worked, 
and their income was set aside by him for his own expenses. Gold 
dust was also collected from the sandy banks of the rivers, and the 
government's share of this was one-sixth.4 Since the melting of gold 
and silver idols in the reign of Sikandar had brought about a deprecia- 
tion of these metals, the Sultan ordered coins to be minted from pure 
copper.5 

Zainu'l-'Abidin had a high sense of justice, and no one who com- 
mitted a crime was spared, however close he was to the throne. One 
Mir Shiih, who was a favourite of the Sulgn, killed his wife in a fit 
of rage. The Sulpn refused to pardon him and ordered him to be 
put to death.6 Similarly, when his two foster-brothers, Sher and 
Mas'ijd, both of ~ h o m  enjoyed his confidence, quarrelled, and the former 
killed the latter, the Sulpn ordered the execution of Shb.7 In another 
instance Sa'du'lliih, a learned man, whom the Sul- respected, killed a 
Brahman yogi out of jealousy. zainu'l-'Abidin consulted the Shaikhu'l- 
Isllm about him and was told that he deserved the punishment of death. 
However, as Sa'du'lllh had committed the crime in a state of drunken- 
ness, the Sultan commuted the death sentence, and instead ordered him 
to ride on an ass through the market, with his face towards the tail, his 
beard drenched in urine, his head shaved, his hands tied with the 
entrails of the deceased, and the spectators spitting on him.B 
1. Jonar., p. 88. a. Munich MS., f .  69b. 
3. Ibid., ff. 69b-708; T.A., iii, 436. 
4. Jonar., pp. 88-9; Munich MS., f .  72b. It is not recorded as to where these 

mines were situated. But copper may have been extracted from the 
mountain on which 'AishmakEn in the Lidar Valley stands. (Lawrence, 
Valley, p. 62).  

6. Munich MS., f .  70b; T.A., iii, 437. 6. Jonar., p. 80. 
7. Munich MS., f. 748; T.A., iii, 441. 8. Jonar., pp. 85-6. 



The Sulw did not, as a rule, favour the infliction of capital 
punishment, which he reserved for serious crimes. For ordinary 
offences he preferred to give milder punishments. Thus he decreed 
that thieves and robbers should not be executed, nor even be 
flogged, but were to be put in shackles, and then made to dig 
earth or work on public buildings.1 Similarly, the c;u?$ilas,2 who 
earned their livelihood by thieving, were not to be sent to prison, but 
were to be compelled to carry on agriculture. To those who took to 
stealing for lack of employment, he gave f00d.3 He built charity houses 
and hospitals for the poor and the sick.* If a robbery was committed 
in a village, the chief men of the place had to pay a h e .  In this way 
robbery was stopped, and men slept in peace in their houses and 
travelled in safety even through forests and lonely  place^.^ 
Agriculture. 

~ainu'l-'Abidh took keen interest in agriculture. He built floating 
islands on which crops were sown. He drained the marshes and brought 
large areas which lay barren under cultivation.6 He developed the 
irrigation system by making a number of tanks, canals, and damsa7 
The following is the list of important canals which were constructed by 
him : - 

The Lachharnkul carried the waters of the Sind river to the new 
town of Naushahr founded by the Sul9n. The canal extended to the 
Jgmi' Masjid, and then emptied itself into the Mar canal.8 

The Kfikapiir canal irrigated the lands around the village of 
K5kapijr .e 

The Chakdar canal originated from Nandmarg, and irrigated the 
plateau of Chakdar.10 

1. IW., p. 95; Munich MS., f. 72a. 2. See chapter XI1 for the Candam. 
3. shv. ,  p. 101. 4. Jonar., pp. 82, 88. 
5. ~ u n i c h  MS., f .  69b; T.A., iii, 436; also ~ r i v . ,  p. 102. 
a. I W . ,  p. 142; B.S., f.  51b. 7. hriv., p. 141; N.A., f. 46a, 

8. Ibid., f.  46b. 
0. Jonar., p. 86. See also Munich MS., f .  71a and T.A., iii, 437. KEkapiir is 

the ancient Utpalapura. (Stein, ii, p. 474). 
lo. Jonar., p. 87. Nandmarg Is a paaa in the Pir PanjKl Rnnge situated 

mouth-east of KGtli. It is Nandaahaila of Jonariija. Chakdar is Chakra- 
dhanr of JonarEja. 
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The KarZla canal irrigated the K a d a  country known by its present 
name of Adavin, lying between Shupiyan and Romuh.1 Jt was on the 
banks of this canal that the Sul@n built the town of Zainapir.2 

The Avantipiir canal irrigated the lands around Avantipiir, and 
made possible the cultivation of rice crops.3 A portion of this canal, 
running as far as the villages of Midpfir and Riijpiir, is still in existence.4 

The Shiihkul or Safapiir canal carried the waters of the Sind river 
across the district of LZr to the lands around the Manasbal lake. Here 
on the banks of the lake the Sulpn restored the ancient town of 
AndarkGt, and built at Safapiir a palace called Biigh-i-Safa, which later 
became the residence of Mirzii Haidar.5 

The Liilkul or Pohur canal carried the waters from the Pohur 
river to the land around Zainagir, a town which the Sulfiin founded. 
This was done by constructing a dam and diverting the waters of the 
river. As a result the cultivation of rice became possible in that area.6 

The Shiihkul or Martand canal diverted the waters of the Lidar 
river to irrigate the arid plateau of Matan.7 This enabled the Sulpn 
to introduce the cultivation of sugar-cane on the plateau. The canal 
is still in existence.8 

The Mgr canal or Nalla MZr: Previously the surplus waters of 
the Dal lake flowed out into the Jehlam at HabbZ Kadal.9 But 
Zainu'l-'Abidin diverted the waters of the lake into the M5r canal which 

1. It is a village about 1 0  miles north of Shupiyan, on the west side of the road 
to Srinagar, in Lat. 33 52' Long. 74 53'. 

2. Jonar., p. 87. Zahapiir was a pargana in the Shupiyan dist. of MarEj 
division. Now it is in AnantnZg dist. 

3. Jonar., p. 87. 

4. KEk, Ancient Monuments of Kaahnzir, p. 37. I have not been able to trace 
Midpiir either in the settlement records or on the maps. The inhabitants 
of AvantipEr are also ignorant of the existence of such a village. 
REjpEr L a village about 12 miles south-east of Srinagar. I t  is well-known 
for its apple orchards and is a packing centre for apples. 

6. Jonar., p. 87. Safaptir is a small village situated on the bank of the 
Mansabal where Akbar had constructed a garden. 

6. B.S., fP. 51a-b., S.A., p. 38; T.H., 1, f. 99b. Zainagir is a pargana in KamrEj 
division. 

7. Jonar., (Bo. ed.), Nos. 1232 sqq; alsoN.A., ff. 45a-46a, and G.A., f. 1278. 
8. Jonar., p. 87. 
0. Lawrence, Valley, p. 191; T.H., i, 99b. 



he extended up to ShAdipir where it emptied itself at the confluence 
of the Jehlam and Sind.1 In consequence a large tract of land was 
recovered for cultivation. The SulfZn spanned the canal with seven 
bridges of masonry. Today it is an important highway of traffic 
between Srinagar and the Dal. 

Owing to these irrigation works, the draining of marshes, and the 
reclamation of large areas for cultivation, Kashmir became self-sufficient 
in food, and rice was cheap.2 According to Moorcroft, the annual 
produce of rice in ~ainu'l- bidin in's time was seventy-seven lakhs of 
kharwars.3 The revenue was realised in kind, and granaries were 
built to store the grain.4 Whenever the price of rice went up or there 
was a famine, the government immediately brought out its stocks to 
bring down the prices and to feed the people. It is not known as to 
what was the normal rate of assessment. But from the fact that 
whenever there was a famine the ,rent was reduced to onefourth and 
in some place even to one-seventh,5 it can safely be concluded that 
the state's share must have been one-half or onethird of the produce. 
The state's share in the crops raised by the peasants on the land cleared 
and brought under cultivation at Zainapiir at the expense of the 
government was oneseventh of the gross produce. The SulfZn had this 
inscribed on the copper plates so that in the future also rulers should 
realise the revenue at the same rate.6 

Zainu'l-'A bidin and his Non-Muslim Subjects. 
One of the most outstanding features of ~ainu'l-'Abidin's reign 

was the just and liberal treatment that was meted out to the non-Muslims. 
The Sultan allowed the Hindus complete freedom of worship, and 
recalled those who had fled to Jammu and KishtwZr. He even 
permitted those Brahmans who had become Muslims under duress to 
return to their former religion.7 He banned cow-slaughter, and gave 
Hindus the right to perform Sari and other customs which had been 

1. ~ r i v . , p . 1 4 3 ;  S . A . , p . 3 7 .  
a. H.M., ff. 120b-218. 
3. Moorcroft, TraveEs, li, p. 135. When Moorcroft visited Kaahmir the annual 

produce was only twenty lakhs of kharw?irs. 
4. ~ r i v . ,  p. 140. 6. Munich MS., 1. 75b; T.A., lil, 443. 
6. S~IV., p. 156. 7.  bid., p. 437. 
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prohibited by his father.1 He not only permitted the repair and 
rebuilding of the temples destroyed in the time of Sikandar, but in some 
cases he himself repaired and rebuilt them. He gave rent-free lands to 
Brahmans, endowed temples, and did not resume the grants made in 
the time of the Riijis.2 In Rainwiifi (Sfinagar), for example, there 
was a large building erected under the Hindu kings where food was 
supplied free to persons who came from outside on pilgrimage to 
various sacred places in the Valley. ~ainu'l- bidin in extended tlie 
endowment and constructed another building for the accommodation 
of pilgrims and travellers.' 

We have seen that Skandar had imposed two pals of silver as 
Jizya upon every non-Muslim. Realising that it was a heavy burden, 
Zainu'l-'Abidin, on the advice of &iyabhaf!a, reduced it to the nominal 
amount of one masha of silver.4 That he did not entirely abolish 
the Jizya was due to his respect for the opinion and sentiments of the 
'Ulamii. In actual practice, however, it was as good as abolished, for 
it was never collected under him.5 The Sulfiin also cancelled another 
exaction which fell only upon the Hindus. The Hindus of Srinagar 
had to pay a tax to the owner of the land near the junction of the Miir 
canal and the Jehlam where they cremated their dead. When the 
Sulgn was informed of this, he, at the request of ~rivara,  abolished 

The Sulfiin in order to win the goodwill of his Hindu subjects 
participated in their festivals. Thus when the monks of ~ f i  Jain 
monastery celebrated the worship of vessels, he took part in it, and 
fed the monks.7 Similarly every year, on the day of Nigaycitrci and 
during the festivity of Ganacakra, he fed the devotees for five days with 
rice, meat. vegetables and fruits. He dismissed them on the twelfth 

1. Sriv., p. 143; Munich MS., f .  708; B.S., ff. 48b-49a. 
2. Sriv., p. 142; Jonar., p. 87; Munich MS., f .  708; B.S., f .  48b. 
3. Tfchfa!t?c'l-Ahhub, pp. 226-27; F.K., f .  200b. 

4. Jonar., (Bo. ed.) ,  Nos. 1077-78. The Calcutta text and its English trans. 

by Dutt is vague and confused on this point. S.A., p. 30, says a very smnll 
sum was imposed as  j izyn on the non-Muslims. 

5. Munich MS., f .  70a; Firishta, p. 657, and other Persian chronicles eay that 

J k y a  was abolished probably on the ground that it wes not realised. 

6. ~ r i v . ,  p. 143. 7. Ibid.,  p. 142. 



day of the moon after presenting them with quilts, money and other 
things. On the thirteenth he saw the display of lamps on both sides 
of the river on the occasion of the worship held to celebrate the birth 
of the Jehlam. Seated in a boat on the river, the Sultan spent the whole 
night listening to songs and witnessing the worship performed by the 
citizens.' Another festival in which he participated was that of Caitra, 
celebrated in spring. He visited a number of towns on the occasio~i in 
order to witness the display of flowers and to enjoy music and dancing.2 

During his reign non-Muslims held high positions and were trusted 
by him, for his criterion in making appointments was not the religion 
of the candidate but his ability.3 ~ivabhatta, a Brahman, was his 
physician and a confidant whom he always consulted on important 
matters.4 Another person who was his counsellor and stood high in 
his favour was TilakBdrya, a Buddhist. Two other Brahmans, Simha 
and Riipyabhafta, were the court astrologers. KarpiirabhatIa was a 
Brahman physician, much respected by the Sul3ns6 &iyabhat!a was 
the superintendent of the king's court of justice. The SulFn was so 
much attached to him that on his death he distributed a large sum of 
money in charity.6 

Patronage of Letters. 
Zainu'l- bidin in was a great patron of learning and surrounded 

himself with learned men with whom he was fond of holding 
discussions.7 He conferred upon them grants of land and other 
privileges and, in order to be able to enjoy their constant company, he 
made arrangements for their residence at Naushahr.8 That is why, 
attracted by his patronage, scholars like Sayyid Mubarnmad Riimi, 
Sayyid A$mad Riirni, Qei Sayyid 'Ali Shi'riizi, Sayyid Muhammad 
LuristBni, Qbi JBmBl, and Sayyid Muhammad Sist2ni left their 
countries and emigrated to Kashmir during his reign.g Qazi Jamal, 

who had come from Sindh, was made Q e i  by the Sulfan.10 Maulfinj. 

1. Ibid., pp. 123-5. 2 .  Ibid., pp. 132-4. 
3 .  Jonar., p. 77. 4. Ibid., p. 8 2 ;  Munich MS., f .  69b. 
6. Jonar., p. 83. 6. Ibid., p. 97; Munich MS., f .  74a. 

7. Sfiv., pp. 164, 181. 0. E.S.,  a. 46b-47a. 

0. Ibid., 48b-56a. lo. yaaan, ff. 119a-b; H.M., ff. 118b-l9b. 
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Kabir had been ~ainu'l-'Abidin's tutor, but had gone away to Heriit to 
seek knowledge. The S u l t  recalled him, and made him Shaikhu'l- 
Isl5m.l MullZ m a d  was a court poet, and was much respected by 
him. Other poets attached to the court were Mull5 NZdiri and Mulls 
Fathi.2 MullZ m a d  and Mull5 Nadiri, besides being poets. were also 
historians, and each wrote a history of Kashmir. Other persons whose 
society the Sult5n enjoyed were Mull5 P5rsii BukhZri and Sayyid 
Muhammad Maa'in.3 Jonar5ja and hivara, authors of the Sanskrit 
chronicles, were also greatly trusted by the Sulf5n and were 
constantly in attendance. Yodhabhafta, another courtier of the Sulgn, 
was not only a great Vedic scholar,4 but was also conversant with 
Persian, and had learned Firdausi's Shih-ruirna by heart.5 He wrote a 
book on music and a play in Kashmiri verse named JuinaprakGa 
giving an account of his master's reign.6 Notthosoma Pandit was 
anpther Kashmiri poet who composed a book in Kashmiri verse called 
Jainacarita in which he described the life and achievements of 
~ainu'l-'Abidin.7 BhagBvatZtra, influenced by the Shih-nLirna and 
other Persian works which he had studied, composed the Jainavilcisa 
which contained the sayings of the S ~ l ? n . ~  Mansfir b. Mubammad 
was a great scholar and wrote the Kifdya-i-Mujdhidiyyah, a work on 
medicine, which he dedicated to ~ainu'l-'Abidin to whose court he had 
been attracted by the widespread fame of his justice and liberality. 
He was also the author of the Tasltrih bi't-tapvir, a treatise on the 
anatomy of the human body with illustrations, which was dedicated to 
MirzZ Pir Mubarnmad, grandson of Timiir.9 

~ainu'l-'Abidin established a translation bureau in which Persian 
works were translated into Sanskrit and Sanskrit works into Persian. 
In this way knowledge was made accessible to those who knew either 

1. Hasan, f .  1208. 2. B S . ,  f .  568. 3. Ibid., f. 46b. 
4. R. S. Pundit, Trans. of Kalhnv's RCjat., pp. 25n., 176. 

6. Munich MS., ff. 72b-73a. 6.  ~ r i v . .  p. 136. 
7. Ibid., (Bo. ed. ) ,  BK. 1, chap. iv, No. 37; Munich MS., f .  72b. 
8. ~ r i v . ,  (Bo, ed. ) ,  B K .  1, chap. iv, No. 39. In the Cal. ed. of the text as  

translated by Dutt, it is stated that he had "perused the ShTih-n6mcl." But 
the Bo. ed. says: "He hod mastered the ocean-like texts that existed in 
the country of Shn'h-niinla.'' 

9. Rieu, i i ,  pp. 467b-68a, 470b; also Ethe, i, Nos. 2296-7. 
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of these languages.1 Srivara began the translation of JBmi's YGisuf u 
Zulaikhi into Sanskrit in the Sultan's .reign, and completed it in 1505, 
and named it Kathi-Kautuka.2 Mullfi m a d ,  who was a scholar in 
both Persian and Sanskrit, translated by the Sultgn's order the 
Mahdbhirata3 and Kalhana's RijatarariginiQ into Persian. The latter 
work was also translated for Akbar by Shfih Mubarnmad ShBh3bZd.i. 
Later, the Persian translation was rewritten by 'Abdu'l-Qgdir Badfi'iini 
by order of the Emperor.6 

Education. 
~ainu'l-'Abidin took great interest in the spread of education in 

Kashmir. He opened a school near his palace in Naushahr, and placed 
it in charge of Mull2 Kabir. Sometimes he himself used to go there to 
attend the lectures of the Mulla. For its maintenance, and for granting 
scholarships to deserving students, he created an endowment with the 
Mulls as its trustee. The institution survived until the seventeenth 
century.= Another place where education was imparted was the hospice 
of Shakh IsmB'il Kubravi, who later in the reign of Hasan Sh3h became 
Shaikhu'l-Islh. Students came from Herat and Transoxiana to learn 
at his feet.7 A large madrasa was founded at Sir near Isl2imfib3d, and 
M d E  Ghm- K h h  was made its principal.8 At SiBlk6t there was a 
Madrasatu'l-'Uliim to which the Sultan contributed six lakhs of rupees, 
wlde his queen gave away her valuable necklace.9 ~ainu'l-'Abidin 
also built a number of hostels where board and lodging were free for 
poor students. 

The Sulm was very fond of books, and spent large sums of money 
in collecting them. Before his time the number of Persian and Arabic 
manuscripts in Kashmir was very small. He, therefore, sent his agents 

1. ~ r i v . ,  p. 146; Munich MS., f .  7313. 
1. Published in Bombay In 1901. See Siifi, Kuahir, i, 167. 

3. Munich MS., f. 738. 4. Ibid. 

6. M.T., li, 380; see for mom details, Sufi, KasMr, i, pp. 163-64. But SEfi con- 

fuses Kalhana'a RZjatarangi~i with B a ~ r u J Z - A s d r  which is a quite different 
work. ( S e e  Storey, Persian Literature, Section ii, p. 438).  

6. Haaan, f .  11Ob; H.M., f.  11Ob. ,. 7. w.K., f .  418. 

8. yiifi, Kmhir, ii, 348. Sir is a large village about 7 miles north-east 

Anantnzg in Lat. 33 47' Long. 75" 17'. 8. I bid. 
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to India, Persia, 'Ifiq, and Turkistin to purchase them.1 In case 
their owners refused to sell them, his instructions were to secure their 
transcribed copies and pay the copyists generously.2 Sanskrit 
manuscripts were also purchased in large numbers, and those 
works which during the reign of Sikandar had been removed to India, 
were by Zainu'l-'Abidin's efforts brought back.3 In this way the 
Sultan built up a big library which existed until the time of Fat5 Shiih. 
It perished in the civil wars and foreign invasions of the later Sh5h Mir 
period.* 

zainu'l-'Abidin was not only a patron of learned men, he was 
himself a scholar and a poet. He knew Sanskrit, Persian, and Tibetan 
besides Kashmiri which was his mother tongue.5 Pandits read out to 
him from various ~ristras.6 while Brivara recited to him the Vajisthn 
Brahniadariana of V5lmiki and the SamhitG along with their explana- 
tions and annotations.7 

The Sulpn is said to have been the author of two works in Persian. 
One of them was on the manufacture of fireworks in the form of a 
dialogue- a method which became a model for the Kashmiri writers.8 
Towards the end of his life, disillusioned on account of the revolt of 
his sons and the disloyalty of his ministers, he wrote another book 
named Shikiyat in which he discussed the vanity and transitoriness of 
this world .9 

The Sultan also composed poetry in Persian under the norn de plume 
of Quib, and was in the habit of exchanging repartees in improvised 
verse with his poet-laureate, Mulla Abmad. Once due to the intrigues 
of some of the courtiers, who were jealous of the poet, the SulBn turned 
against him and exiled him. On reaching Pakhli, Mullii Abmad 
composed four couplets and sent them to the Sul$in, who was so 
delighted with them that he immediately ordered his recall.10 

Arts and Crafts. 
No Kashmiri ruler ever did so much for the promotion of arts and 

1. B.S., f .  47b; Hesan, f .  120b; H.M., f. 120a. 2. B.S., f. 4 8 a  

3. ~ r i v . ,  p. 146.' 4. Hasan, f.  120b; H.M., f.  120a. 

6. Munich MS., f .  73a; T.A., iii, p. 439. 6.  ~ r i v . ,  pp. 145, 166. 
7. Jonar., p. D l .  8. ~ r i v . ,  p. 135. 9. Ibid., p. 167. , 

10. H.M., ff. 117b-ll8a. 



crafts as ~ainu'l-'Abidin. In fact it will not be too much to say that 
whatever arts we see in Kashmir today owe their existence to him. 
No doubt the Valley had been famous in Hindu times for its arts and 
crafts, but they had greatly suffered in the chaos which lasted for over 
two hundred years preceding the establishment of the Sultanate. 
Besides, a large number of artists and craftsmen had perished in the 
course of Zuljii's invasion.' ~ainu'l-'Abidin, however, revived the old 
industries which had either disappeared or declined, and at the same time 
introduced new ones. 

The Kashmiris were hitherto ignorant of the art of paper-making 
and book-binding. The SulFn, therefore, sent two persons to Samarqand 
at government expense to receive training in these arts; and in their 
absence he supported their families. During their stay in Samarqand 
one of them learnt the art of manufacturing paper, while the other 
learnt the art of book-binding. On their return to Srinagar they taught 
these arts to others.2 In the Phig pargana the SultSn made arrange- 
ments for one of them to make paper, and he was given a village ss 
jiigir. The book-binder was also assigned a village. The villages 
remained in the possession of the descendants of these craftsmen until 
the time of Haidar Malik, the historian, in the first half of the seventeenth 
century.3 

The great interest which ~ainu'l-'Abidin took in the development 
of arts and crafts is further evident from the fact that if he came to 
know that an artist or a craftsman from 'Irfiq, KhurWn or Turkistiin 
was on a visit to the Valley, he would induce him to teach his people 
whatever he knew. Tn fact, sometimes, the Sult21-1 would not permit him 
to leave Kashmir until he had dotie s0.4 It was perhaps in this way 
that the S u l w  introduced for the first time in Kashmir the use of the 
weaver's brush and loom, and the weaving of silk cloth. The patterns 
on the silk cloth were so exquisitely made that the Valley became famous 

1. Hasan,, ff. 121a-b; H.M., f .  120b. . . 
2. B.S., ff. 478-b; Hasan, f.  120b; H.M., 2. 120a. . . 
3. Ibid.; Hasan, ff. 120b-121a. Lawrence, Valley, p. 380, say8 the paper- 

workers were settled by the Sul* in Naushahr (Srinegar) and In his time 
there were 30 much families. 

4. B.S., f. 47a; Hasan, f.  1208; H.M., f.  120b. .. 
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for it. Kashmir also became well-known for its shawls in the SulfBn's 
time.' From the account of ~r ivara  it appears that ~ainu'l-'Abidin 
was endowed with a spirit of inquiry and inventiveness. Thus he knew 
how to make fireworks, and he trained one Habib in the art. Before 
his time the powder used for fireworks was imported from outside, and 
was not easily obtainable. But the Sulpn taught the people how to 
manufacture it, and, as a result, it became a common thing.2 It was 
under his influence that his mechanics invented new weapons of war.3 
However, there is no evidence to suggest that these weapons were guns 
or cannons using gunpowder.4 

Music. 
Unlike his father Sikandar, who had banned music, ~ainu'l-'Abidin 

was a great patron of it, and, as we have seen, he used to spend some 
of his evenings in the company of singers and dancers. He liberally 
rewarded them, and in his reign Kashmir became famous for its 
musicians.5 Yodhabhaffa was a well-known musician, and wrote a 
book on music which he dedicated to the SulFn.6 Mull2 'Udi, who 
had come from KhurMn, was another great musician.7 Mull2 Zgch 
too had came from KhufisZn, and was an expert in playing the lute 
made of tortoise shell. ~ r ivara  also played on the lute. He possessrd 
a melodious voice and sang Persian songs in chorus. Jamil was not only 
a poet and a painter, but also a musician and sang beautifully in 
Persian.8 

Buildings. 
~ainu'l-'Abidin was a great builder, but unfortunately, with the 

exception of the tomb of his mother and the tomb and mosque of 
Madani, which are in a dilapidated condition, not a single building of 
his time has survived. He founded the new town of Naushahr, now a 

1. v p 151. 2. I W . ,  p. 135. 9. I b i d . ,  p. 105. 
4. See for more detail8 Chapter XI under section of Weapons. 
6. B.S., ff. 4Da-b; H.M., f.  1138. 
0.  ~ r i v . ,  p. 135; Munich MS., f .  72a. ~ r t v a r a  calls him Sujjya. It may be a 

corruption of ShujH'. But Persian chronicles call him Mullii ' ~ d i ,  perhaps 
because he could play well on the 'Ud. 

7. Munich MS., f. 73a. 8. Ibid., f. 728; sriv., pp. 135-6; T.A., iii, 439. 



part of Srinagar, and made it his capital. He adorned it with splendid 
houses for his officers, courtiers. and learned men.' But the most 
magnificent edifice which he constructed there was a palace of wood 
which, as described by Mirza Haidar Dughlat, had twelve storeys, each 
containing fifty rooms, halls, and corridors. It was surmounted by a 
golden dome, and its spacious halls were lined with glass.2 

Besides Naushahr, Zainu'l-'Abidin founded the towns of Zainapiir, 
Zainaktit and Zainagir;3 and in all these places he constructed magnificent 
buildings. In Zainajjir a spacious palace was built and was surrounded 
by a picturesque garden.* The construction of the Jami' Masjid in 
Srinagar, started by Sikandar, was completed by Zainu'l-'Abidin.5 The 
latter also, like his brother 'A17 Shah, constructed a bridge, and named it 
after himself as Zaina Kadal.6 A great achievement of the Sultan was 
the construction of a causeway along the Dal lake to the Phag ~a rgana .~  
Another causeway was built from Andarktit to Stipiir, and the income 
of a village was set aside for its maintenance.8 

In ancient times there existed an island in the north-east corner 
of the Volur lake, but it had become submerged in water. Zainu'l- 
'Abidin decided to reclaim the island in order to make it a storm-refuge 
for boats. He had stones poured into the lake, and in this way, after great 
efforts, land was raised above the water level. He named the island 
ZainalBnk, and on it, in 8471 1443-4, he built a palace, a mosque, and a 
garden.9 The palace had four storeys. The first was constructed of 

1. B.S., f .  46b. 2. T.R., p. 429; ~ r iv . ,  pp. 137-8. 

3. For ZainapiTr and Zainagir see p. 85 supm. ZainakBt is a village 4 miles 

west of Srinagar. Hasan S h a  in T.H., 11, f. 98a, gives the names of other 

villages like Zainadab in Naushahr (Srinagar), Zaina Danaib on the Volur 
lake and Zaina Kadal in Srinagar. 

4. B.S., ff. Slb-52a. The statement in S.A., p. 38, that the royal buildings in 

Zainagir were destroyed by the Chaks la not corroborated by other chronicles. 

They were probably destroyed in the course of civil wars and foreign 
invasions of the later S h a  Mir period. MTrzE Haider does not mention 

the existence of any building in Zainag-r during his time. 
6. N.A., f. 468. 6.  I b i d .  

7. Ibid., f. 46a. 8. Lawrence, Valley, p. 191. 
9. Jonar., p. 94; T.R., p. 429. See J.A.S.B. ( 1 8 8 0 ) ,  pp. 16 sq, for the inscription 

upon a stone near a mosque on the island. 
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stones; the second of bricks and the third and fourth of timber. The 
mosque was built of stones.1 The E n j i s ,  carpenters, masons and others 
who had been employed in the construction of the buildings, were 
awarded the income of the parganas of Khuyahdm in perpetuity.2 

During the later part of his reign the town of S6piir was destroyed 
by fire. The S u l w  built there a palace with the materials of the one 
at BifimGla, which was pulled down. He also constructed in the town 
a swinging bridge.3 As already mentioned, he built for himself in 
important villages and towns rest houses where he stayed during his 
tours to the different parts of the kingdom.4 Besides, inns were 
constructed for travellers on the main roads. Villages were endowed 
for their maintenance, and food was supplied free.6 

I. S.A., p. 30. 2. Hasnn, f. 117b. 3. S~IV., pp. 165-6. 
4. Hasan, f f .  117b-118a; H.M., f .  117a. 6. Munich MS., f. 718. 



CHAPTER VI 

DYNASTIC TROUBLES AND REBELLIONS 

Haidar Shih (1 470-72) 
NDER ~ainu'l-'Abidin the Shah Mir dynasty reached the meridian U of its power and glory. But after his death, under his weak 

successors, it started on its downward course until it met its final over- 
throw at the hands of the Chaks. Hiiji Khiin ascended the throne 
under the title of Sulgn Haidar Shah. To celebrate the occasion 
festivities were held in Sikandarpiir, and gifts were bestowed on nobles 
and tributary chiefs.' Bahrim, his younger brother, was conferred 
upon the jiigir of N%@m, while his son Hasan Khin was given the 
j8gir of Kamrfij and declared heir-apparent.2 

Meanwhile, Adham Khin, who was in Jammu, proceeded to Pinch 
and decided to invade Kashrnir. The Sulpn was advised by Piirna, 
the barber.3 who was his favourite, and by other counsellors, that it was 
at the invitation of Hasan Kachhi, the treasurer, that Adham was 
planning the invasion of the Valley. Haidar Shiih, thereupon, sent for 
Hasan and his seven accomplices and had them put to death. The 
ministers of Sultan ~ainu'l-'Abidin, who had opposed Haidar Shiih's 
claim to the throne, were also executed.4 

When Adham heard the news of Hasan's execution, he was struck 
with fright, and returned to Jarnmu. BahrZm too became alarmed and 
decided to Bee, but gave up the idea on being assured of safety by the 

1. Ibid., f .  77b; sriv., pp. 183-4. 
2. ~ r i v .  (Bo.ed.),EK. ii,  NO 15; Munich MS., f. 77b. 
3. ~ r i v . ,  p. 186, calls him Riktetara, but subsequently he is mentioned as 

F'iima. See also ~ r i v .  (Bo.ed.), Nos. 30, 62, where he is called Rikitara and 
Pu-mapati respectively. Munich MS. calls him P b i ,  while Niziimu'd-Din a ~ d  

Firishta refer to him as Lijli. In Arabic characters PEnT can be easily 
read as Liili. 

4. hriv., pp. 100-3; Munich MS., I. 78e. 
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Sulgn who wanted to keep him near himself as he was useful in check- 
mating the designs of Adham.1 Soon after, news reached Haidar Shah 
that Adham Khan had lost his life while fighting along with his maternal 
uncle Manik Dev, the ruler of Jammu, against the T ~ r k s . ~  The Sul- 
was grieved to hear this, and he caused his body to be brought from 
Jammu and had it buried near the grave of Sulgn Zainu'l-'Abidin.3 

Haidar Shah, like his father, pursued a liberal policy towards the 
Hindus. But some of the Brahmans, provoked by the barber, caused 
damage to the Khanqiih-i-Mu'allti4 and began to harass the Muslims 
of Srinagar.5 When the Sulpn heard of this he inflicted severe punish- 
ments on the persons guilty of the outrage. Their arms and legs were 
cut off. and their properties were confiscated, including the lands which 
had been given to them by Zainu'l-'~bidin.6 

Owing,to the Sultan's neglect of the administration, the states of 
the Outer Hills, which had been tributary to Kashmir since the time 
of Shihabu'd-Din, now declared their independence. Prince Hasan 
was therefore despatched with an army to reduce them to obedience. 
Jai Singh, the ruler of Rajauri, submitted without offering any 
resistance, and gave Hasan handsome presents and his daughter in 
marriage. The ruler of Jammu and the chief of the Gakkhars also 
submitted, and they were spared. But those chiefs who refused to 
recognise the sovereignty of the Sulgn, were attacked, and after being 
defeated, were executed and their capitals were destroyed. After 
campaigning in this way for six months, Prince Hasan decided to return 
to Kashmir, as alarming news had reached him from Srinagar.7 

During the absence of Hasan, Bahram Khan had succeeded in 
strengthening his position by winning the confidence of the Sulgn, and 
bringing him under his influence. Taking advantage of Haidar Shah's 
deteriorating physical and mental powers caused by excessive drinking, 

1. ~ r i v . ,  p. 189. 
2. Ilrirl., p. 194; Munich MS., f .  788. It seems Adham KhEn had married a 

Jammu princess. After his death hls son Fath Kh-m was brought up by 
the Jarnmu RajE. ( ~ r h . ,  p. 309) .  

3. Munich MS., f .  788; T.A., iil, p. 447. 
4 ~ r i v .  (Bo.ed.) ,  BK. i i ,  No. 127, refers to Saida KhEnqa which must be the 

KhEnq'ili-i- Mu'allE. 
6.  Ihid., No. 122 sq. 6. ~ r i v . ,  pp. 195-6. 7. Ibtd., pp. 198-9. 
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he even began to plot with the nobles to usurp the throne. It was on 
hearing this news that Hasan had returned by forced marches to 
Srinagar. But as he had come without the Sulw's permission, BahA~n 
and other interested persons succeeded in alienating the Sultan from 

him by insinuating that he had arrived in order to seize power.1 The 
result was that he was at first refused audience by the Sul%, and it 
was only at the request of the army chiefs that he was finally received. 
But his services in suppressing the refractory chiefs were ignored, and 
he was given only an ordinary k h i l ' ~ t . ~  Soon after, Haidar Shfi, 
while carousing on the top floor of the palace in a glass room, fell down 
and bled through his nose. As he had already been for some time past 
spitting blood and suffering from gout, he fainted and had to be carried 
to his bed. When his condition grew worse, and it became certain 
that he would not recover, his ministers headed by e m a d  Aitii, 
the Wazir, proceeded to Bahriim Khan and requested him to proclaim 
himself as Sul% and appoint Hasan as his heir-a~parent.~ But he 
refused to accept the second condition. Thereupon Qmad, with the 
consent of the nobles, declared Hasan as ruler, and made pl-eparations 
to attack Bahriim. The latter alarmed at this fled the city. Bahrim 
had in reality behaved in a cowardly manner and shown a great lack 
of energy and enterprise, for, if he had taken prompt action by seizing 
the treasury, the horses, and the palace, he would have secured the 
throne.4 

Haidar S h a  died on April 13, 1472, after a reign of one year and 
ten months, and was buried near his father's grave.6 He was generous 
and cultured, and a patron of art and learning. He was himself a poet 
and wrote a book of songs in Persian.6 He was fond of the society of 
Mulla Dg'iid, a great musician, whose pupil Khwiija 'Abdu'l-QBdir 
taught the Sulpn to play on the lute. He acquired such proficiency in 

it that, according to ~rivara, "he gave lessons even to the professors". 
He also learned to play well on other instruments from persons who 
were attached to his court.' 

1. IMd., p. 199; Munich MS., f.  78b. a. ~ i i v . ,  p. 200. 

3. m e  story that Bahrzm had the Sul* poisoned and prevented him from 
receiving proper medical treatment ie unreliable. (See ~ r h . ,  p. 203). 

4. I M d . ,  pp. 200-3. 8. N.A., f .  40b. 8. g r h . ,  p. 204. 

7. Ibid., p. 188. 
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Like his father and uncle, Haidar Shah also built a bridge across 
the Jehlam in Srinagar and named it Nau Kadal.1 He was a man of 
tolerant disposition, and enjoyed the society of learned Brahmans who 
read out to him passages from the Pudnas, the Dharmagstras and the 
Samhitis. Although very generous to the poor and liberal in bestowing 
gifts and jaglrs on the courtiers, he was not of a forgiving nature and 
punished wverely anyone guilty of even the most trifling ~ f f ence .~  At 
the same time he possessed a weak nature, and allowed himself to be 
dominated by persons of a stronger will. In particular he was under 
the influence of the barber Piima who was rapacious, unscrupulous, and 
a great intriguer. He spent most of his time in his wine cups and in 
the society of women and musicians, and as a result left the management 
of the state to corrupt and worthless favourites who misgoverned the 
country. 

Sultcin Hasan Shii h (1  472-84) 
Hasan Shah signalised his accession to the throne by leaving 

Sikandarpiir, the capital of his father, and proceeding to live at 
Naushahr.3 Since he had become ruler through the efforts of Ahmad 
Aitii, he conferred upon him the title of Malik, gave him the jigir of 
NggBm, and made him his Wazir.4 His son Nauriiz was appointed 
Amiri-iDar or Lord Chamberlain, given the title of Bahadur Mulk.6 
and granted the jZgir of Ikshiki.6 Jahilngir Magre was entrusted with 
the chief command of the army and given the title of Shaukat Jung, 
while Khwsija NGru'd-Din was given the post of Shaikhu'l-Islam, and 
K h d j a  Mubarnmad 'Alam that of Sadr.7 

Soon after Hasan Shah became SulBn, Bahfim, who had fled to 

1, N.A., f .  40b. 1. Munich MS., f .  77b. 
3. dr~v., p. 206, calls it Zain-nngar. 
4. B.S., f .  58b calls him Malik Q m a d  AitC, but T.H., ii, f .  107a, calls him 

Malik A w a d  YatE. NigEmu'd-DTn and Firiahta refer to him ae Malik 
A w a d  &wad. Aswad in Peraian means black or powerful. G.A., f. 135b, 
aays he was given the tltle of Qutbu'd-Daula. 

6. ~ r i v . ,  p. 208, uses the term Wrap73.h Instead of Amk-I-Dar or *jib-i-Dar 

of Persian chronicles. 
6. IkshikE is the Sanskrit name for Yech pargana north of NEgEm pargana. 

(Stein, li, 476). 7. G.A., f .  136b. 



India, invaded Kashmir at the invitation of some of the nobles and 
arrived in the province of Kamrfij. Learning of the invasion, Hasan 
ShZh, who was at this time at AvantipGr, at once proceeded to S6pijr,l 
He, however, did not know what course to follow, as treachery was rife 
in his camp, and conflicting advices were being offered to him by his 
ministers. Some were even suggesting that resistance was futile, and 
that the S u l m  should retire to the Punjib. But Malik Abmad, the 
Wazir, opposed all defeatist tactics and advised resistance to the enemy. 
The S u l m  finally agreed with him and setlt TM Bat against the 
pretender.2 Thereupon BahrZm hastened to Duliptir3 to attack 
T Z  Baf, expecting to be joined by the nobles who had invited him 
and promised him support. But on reaching Dijlipur, he was dis- 
appointed to find that none came over to his side. He therefore had 
to fight without any allies. As a result, his forces were defeated and 
scattered and he himself escaped to Zainagir. From there again he 
fled, but was pursued and, having been struck by an arrow, was 
captured along with his s0n.4 They were both brought before the 
S u l m  who ordered them to be confined in Bahr2m's own palace. But 
soon, after, apprehending that BahrZm might form a rallying point 
for the discontented nobles, Hasan Shah had him shackled and blinded.5 
Three years after this BahrZm died.6 He was mean, ungrateful, an 
opportunist, and an intriguer. Zainu'l-'Abidin had bestowed favours 
on him, yet he had opposed him and neglected him during his last 
illness; and to achieve his own ends he had tried to play his two brothers 
against each other. He had then conspired the overthrow of Sulpn 
Haidar ShZh, and finally attempted to seize the throne from his nephew, 
Hasan Shiih. 

Meanwhile two persons, named Abhimanyu and Malik Zida, had 
risen high in the Sultfin's favour. Abhimanyu had belonged to Haji's 
party, and had helped him in his rebellion against ~ainu'l-'Abidh7 

1. Sriv., p. 210. a, IW., p. 211; T.A., iii, 448. 
8. s ~ v . ,  p. 211. m i p i i r  k a village lying on the edge of the forest about 

2 milee south-eaet of Shaliira, on the road to S p G .  
4. &v., pp. 212-3; T.A., iil, 440. 6. SI-TV., pp. 217-8. 
6.  IMd . ,  p. 219; T.H., ii, f. 107b; T.A., 111, 449. Firishta la wrong in saying 

that Bahr-am died three days after. Cam. Hb. Ind., iii,  p. 285, follows 
Firiehta. 7. S ~ V . ,  p. 110. 
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Later he had served Haidar Shih, and now Hasan Shah reposed great 
confidence in him and placed him in charge of Divasar pargana.1 But 
Abhimanyu being ambitious, became jealous of Malik Abmad, and 
began to plot his overthrow. But the minister succeeded in counter- 
acting his machinations, and by the Sulgn's order had him blinded 
and thrown into prison, where he died in great misery after two years.:! 

The Malik Ziida, too, like Abhimanyu, had an unhappy end. He 
was dishonest and enriched himself by robbing the people. He was 
very friendly with Ptirna, the barber, and with his help organised a 
plot to overthrow the Sulfiin. But the conspiracy was discovered, and 
both he and the barber were thrown into prison where they died. Their 
ill-gotten wealth was confiscated by the SulfBn.3 

Having removed his rivals, Malik Ahmad turned his attention to 
making his position stronger by entering into marriage alliances 
with the important families in the kingdom. He adopted Tizi Baf," 

a man of humble origin, as his son and married him to the eldest sister 
of Jahingir Magre, the commander-in-chief, and then had him appointed 
minister and guardian of Prince Muhammad.6 But the result of this 
was that Malik Qmad's sons, particularly Nauriiz, became jealous of 
Tad  Baf. They accused him of arrogance, favouritism, and rapacity, 
and pointed out to their father that the advancement of TX would 
lead to the ruin of their family.6 Their instigations had the desired 
effect, and Malik Ahmad became hostile to TBzT. He sent him to the 
Outer Hills against some of the tributary chiefs who had declared their 
independence and had not paid any tribute to the Sul$in. He hoped 

1. IMd., pp. 203, 217. 
2. Ibid., p. 200; T.H., ii, f. 107b, calls him Zain Padar, and says that he had 

been a Wazfr of ~ainu'l-'Xbidin. See also T.A., iii, 440 and n. 4. 
3. S ~ V . ,  p. 221. ~ r i v a r a  thinks the charge of treachery was false. 

4. Ibid., pp. 223, 240. TaziBat had served Hasan S h a  in his wars outside 

Kashmrr in the time of his father and so was favoured by him (IbCd., p. 208). 

He also enjoyed the confidence of the queen. (Ibid., p. 238). 
6. SSV., BK. ill, Nos. 226-7; T.A., 111, 450. At another place iriv. wrongly says 

that Prince Husain was under the guardianship of =i Bat (No. 328). 
Actually it &as NaurEz who w u  the guardian of Prince Husain (See T.A., 

iii, 450). The youngest eon Prince E s u f  was under ~ a i i k  o m a d  ( ~ r i v . ,  

(Bo.ed.) BK. iii, No. 373). 6. ~ r i v . ,  p. 238. 
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thereby to keep him away from Stinagar, and in his abs.-ncc to secure 
his overthrow.' 

Tizi Bat, unaware of the designs of Malik 4 m a d ,  marched with 
an army. He succeeded in reducing Jammu, Rajauri, and other 
neighbouring states; and then, supported by the Jammu army, he 
marched 6n SiBlkGt, which belonged to Suliin Buhliil Lodi. The town 
being practically defenceless, Tizi plundered it.2 When TBtiir Khiin, 
Buhliil Lodi's governor of the Punjib, heard of this he set out with an 
army to invade Kashmir. He occupied some of the villages at the foot 
of the mountains, but owing to the high barriers which barred his 
passage, he did not advance any further. Moreover, as the prestige of 
the rulers of Kashmir was still great, he thought that serious resistance 
would be offered to him, and his invasion would end in failure. In 
reality however the country was no longer as strong as it had been in 
fonner days, and could have been easily overrun by an enterprising 
general.3 - 

Mextnwhile, Malik Abmad had succeeded in poisoning Hasan 
Shah's mind against Tizi Bat. He had the guardianship of Prince 
Muhammad transferred from him to his own son, Na~r i i z ;~  and although 
Tiri  Baf returned from the campaign successful with the spoils of war, 
he persuaded the Sultan not to confer any honours on him. Not 
satisfied with this, and still fearing Tizi Baf as a rival, he decided to 
destroy him. For this purpose he recalled the Baihaqi Sayyids from 
India in spite of the opposition of some of the nobles who looked upon 

1. Ibid., p. 239. 

2. B.S., f. 59a; H.M., ff. 123b-24a. The statement in T.A., iii, 448 that there 

was an engagement between T a d  and S t a r  is not corroborated by Kashmir 

chroniclee. 

3. B.S.,ff. 59a-b; Hasan, f. 123a; H.M., ff. 123b-24a. 

4. ~i lvara Is very confusing on this point. At one place he says that Fui was 

in charge of Prince Mubarnmad, while a t  another place he says that he waa 

in charge of P14noe Husain. Actually -i was the guardian of Prince 

MuQammad and Neurriz of Prince Husein (See above, note 2 ) .  When Malik 

N m a d  became angry with -7, he had the guardianship of Prince +uSain 

aa well transferred to hia son. He himself of course remained in charge of 

the educattm of -uf till h b  fall. 
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all foreigners with suspicion, and entered in league with them. Finally 

he secured the Sulgn's order by which Tfui Bat's property was 
confiscated, and he was interned in his own house and given a small 
allowance.1 

After bringing about the fall of TZzi Baf, Malik M m a d  directed 
his attention to other ministers whom he suspected of being his possible 
rivals. He had them dismissed, and in their place appointed his own 
favourites. As a result Qmad's power enormously increased, and 
every one began to fear him. Even Jahfingir MZgre, the commander- 
in-chief, was filled with apprehension.2 

Hasan Shiih, who was watching these developments closely, did not 
approve of Abmad's conduct and turned against him. Observing the 
change in the attitude of the Sultan, the minister's enemies felt 
encouraged, and suggested to him to take away the guardianship of 
Prince YGsuf from Abmad.3 The Sultan acted on their advice; but 
faring rebellion, he won over the Sayyids and sought the support of 
Jahangir Magre to crush Abmad. The latter, hearing of these develop- 
ments, marched with his followers to the palace and entered it. 
Meanwhile, Jahingir, having arrived from his estate, released TAzi Bat, 
and set out with him and the Sayyids to attack Abmad. TZzi Bat's 
supporters set fire to the western gate of the palace, causing the destruc- 
tion of a large number of houses in the neighbourhood. Abmad, finding 
himself surrounded on all sides, and realising that he was not strong 
enough to resist Jahangir for his troops began to desert him, threw 
himself at the mercy of Hasan Shah. The latter, remembering-his past 
services, gave him protection against his enemies who would otherwise 
have put him to death. However, urged by JahBngir and other 
courtiers, Malik Ahmad and his sons and prominent followers were 
thrown into prison, and their properties were confiscated.4 In his place 
Sayyid Hasan Baihaqi, Hasan ShAh's father-in-law, was appointed Wazir, 
and the jagir of Nfigfim was transferred -to him. Malik 4 m a d  had 
been Wazir for ten years. He had been loyal to Hasan S h a ,  who in 
turn had placed great confidence in him and acted on his advice. He 
was generous and tolerant, and granted villages to the Brahmans, while 

1. Sriv., pp. 241-44. 2. Ibid., p. 245. 3. Ibid., (Bo.ed.), BK. ili, No. 373. 

4 Ibid., pp. 246-8. 



for the Muslims he built and endowed h0spices.l In the beginning he 
ruled the country well, but later on, filled with the lust for power, he 
became tyrannical, neglecting the administration and pursuing a policy 
of intrigue and nepotism. 

BaltistZn and La&kh had again become independent, and so, in 
1483, Hasan ShZh despatched Jahftngir MZgre and Sayyid Hasan to 
reconquer them. JahZngir suggested to Sayyid Hasan to march together 
and act jointly. But the latter did not agree to this, and undertook 
the campaign separately. He invaded Baltistan, and having reduced 
its chief to obedience, returned to Srinagar in triumph. But Jahftngir, 
who had proceeded to Ladikh, was defeated by its ruler Lhachen 
Bhagan (1470-1500). The La&khis (Bhauftas) fell upon his rear and 
destroyed his army. Jahftngir hmself, however, succeeded in making 
good his escape and returning to Srinagar. The reverse was due to the 
disunity of the Kashmiri commanders, for if they had carried on the 
campaign jointly, JahZngir's army would not have met with such a 
disaster.2 This defeat was taken advantage of by the Sayyids to incite 
the Sulgn against Jahingir whom they regarded as a serious rival. 
Jahftngir, disgusted with the court intrigues and alarmed for his Me, 
went away to Lohark6t.3 

Like his father, Hasan Shah also indulged in excessive drinking. 
This in the end undermined his health, and he had a serious attack of 
diarrhoea.4 Kealising that he would not recover, he sent for Sayyid 
Hasan, his Wadr and father-in-law, and asked him to recall Adham's 
son Fatb Khftn, who was living in exile in the PunjZb, and appoint him 
his successor, as his own sons, Mutammad, Husain, and Yiisuf, were 
only minors. But in case the Queen did not approve of this, she was 
free to make ar.y other arrangement. The Queen was at first agreeable 
to the Sulpn's suggestion, but, under the influence of her father, she 
changed her mind, and, when the SultZn died on April 19, 1484, she at 
once declared her son Mubammad, who was seven years of age, 
as Sulgn.6 
1. I b i d . ,  p. 209. 

2. I.A., li(1908), p. 191. Aleo ~ r i v . ,  p. 253, but ~r ivara  wrongly calls Sayyid 

Hasan as Sayyid N q i r  who had by this time died. 

3. sfiv. ,  p. 253. 4. Ibid., p. 262; T.A., 111, 450. 
6. I b i d . ,  pp. 450-1; ~ r i v . ,  pp. 263 sqq. 
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As a prince Hasan Shah had shown some energy and enterprise 
but ever since he became ruler, he took little interest in public affairs, and 
not even once led an army. Instead, he applied himself more or less exclu- 
sively to pleasure. Malik Ahmad, the Wazir, at first governed the country 
well, but later, he too neglected his duties, and appointed to responsible 
positions in the government his own men who were corrupt and 
inefficient. Abmad's conduct aroused the anger and jealousy of the 
nobles, and led to an armed conflict. This weakened the administration, 
and adversely affected law and order. Taking advantage of this the 
outlying provinces of the kingdom became independent, and only the 
Valley was left in the possession of Hasan Shah. An attempt to reduce 
Ladakh ended in disaster; and although Baltistan, Jammu, and Rajauri 
were reduced, they soon relapsed into independence owing to the 
weakness of the central government. 

Although politically Hasan Shah's reign was a failure, culturally 
it was of great significance. Hasan Shah was, next to ~ainu'l- bidi in, 
the most cultured ruler of the Shah Mir dynasty. He patronised men 
of learning, and under him some Persian works were translated into 
Sanskrit. He was interested in the spread of education, and founded 
schools which were liberally endowed. He was not only a great patron 
of music, but was liimself well versed in it. He possessed a sweet voice, 
and sang Persian, Kashmiri, and Sanskrit songs. His court was adorned 
with skilful musicians of whom some had come from distant places, 
attracted by the Sultan's love of music. In all, there were 1,200 
musicians in his court.1 

Hasan Shah's reign was characterised by great building activity. 
He built palaces at Didanla? and SCpiir, and repaired those which had 
been erected by his predecessors at various places. In Srinagar he 
built a ktliinqcih and dedicated it to his fat1ier;s and when his mother 
Gul Khiitijn died, he constructed a new bridge of boats in her memory 

1. IbCd., pp. 130-2; B.S., f .  58b; H.M., f .  123b. 
2. The palaces at Didamar were built in 1474 (Giv . ,  p. 224).  Didamar is 

DiddEmatha of ~r ivara .  It  is now a quarter of Srinagar and is situated 

below the seventh bridge on the right bank of the river. Stein, Bk. VI, 
No. 300n. wrongly says that it is between the sixth and seventh bridges. 

3. SHV., pp. 224-5. 



at the end of ShihBbu'd-Dinpfir. But the most important edifices 
which he rebuilt were the KhZnqih-i-Mu'alla and Jgmi' Masjid, which 
had been erected by Sikandar, but a great fire had destroyed them 
in 1479.1 

The example of the Sultan was followed by his nobles. The Wazir, 
Malik A b a d ,  constructed a number of buildings at Didamar, including 
a khznqdh which was endowed with the village of Satipusha,2 and where 
foreigners were given free accomodation and food. His wife Sh5h 
BBgum also built a khinqih  on the road leading to Kheri.3 His sons, 
the nobles, and princes vied with each other in the erection of khinqdhs. 
Hindus and Buddhists too constructed many religious buildings. 
Sayyabhiiqdapati built a vi&a at Bijbehara,4 while his brothers erected 
a beautiful stone temple of GqeSa. Many other similar edifices were 
erected by the Hindus.5 

Sulta'n Muhammad ShZh ( i )  1484-6 
MuQamrnad Khan ascended the throne undcr the title of 

Mubammad ShBh. But as he was too young to exercise any authority, 
the affairs of the government were conducted by his maternal 
grandfather, Sayyid Hasan.6 Within a short period, however, Sayyid 
Hasan and other members of his family, owing to their foreign origin 
and the superior and arrogant attitude which they adopted towards the 
Kashmiri nobles,7 combined with their opposition to the caste system8 
and their discouragement of the use of Sanskrit and Kashmiri,g became 
very unpopular in the country.10 The Kashmiri nobles, therefore, 
organised a plot against them with the help of ParaSufim, the ruler of 
Jammu, who, apprehending an attack from Tatiir Khan, had fled to 

1. S.A., pp. 39-40; W.K., f .  36b; T.H., 1, ff. 13Da-b; ~ f i v . ,  p. 235. 
2. The locality cannot be traced. Either its name has changed or it has 

disappeared. 
3. The name Kheri is the older form of Khur used by both Kalhana and 9kvara. 

Khur Is a large village situated about 2 miles from the VishokB in 
Lat. 33 37' Long. 74 ' 56' 45" (Stein, ii, p. 470).  

4. This town was founded by RijE Vijay, and its ancient name was 
Vijayeshvara. It is 25 miles south-east of Srinagar in Lat. 33-8' 
Long. 75 ' 0'. 

5. ~ r i v . ,  p. 227. 6 B.S., f.  818. 7 .  Ibid., f .  61b; ~ r i v . ,  p. 252.  

8. Ibid., p. 302. 0 .  I b i d . ,  p. 268. lo. Ibid., pp. 268-70; B.S., f. 6 l b .  
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Srinagar. One night about three hundred men, including some Jammu 
soldiers, secretly entered the fort of Naushahr by bribing the guards.1 
Early next morning, while Sayyid Hasan was holding court in the fort, 
they came out of their hiding places and attacked him and his followers, 
killing him and thirteen others. A servant, though seriously wounded, 
escaped through a drain in the fort, and informed Sayyid Hasan's son, 
Sayyid Mubammad, of the tragedy.2 Hearing of this Sayyid 
Mubammad with his brother Sayyid Hishim at once attacked the fort 
and occupied it. He also seized all the treasure which was there,' and 
distributed it among his troops.3 

Meanwhile, 'Idi Raina tried to secure the release of Yiisuf KhZn, 
the son of BahrZm KhBn, and to set him up on the throne. But Sayyid 
'Ali Baihaqi, one of the Sayyid nobles, came to know of the plot, and 
he immediately put Yiisuf Khan to death.4 Sitan Devi, Yiisuf's 
mother, kept the body of her son with her for three days, and then had 
it buried. Near his grave she built a cell where she passed the rest of 
her days.6 

Hearing of these events, Jahgngir Migre returned to Sfinagar from 
Lohark6t at the request of the Kashmid nobles. The Sayyids offered 
to come to terms with him. But he refused, and sent his son M'iid, 
accompanied by Saifdir, across the bridge to attack the Sayyids in 
Naushahr. But ~B ' i id  was defeated and killed. To celebrate their 
victory, the Sayyids erected a minaret of the heads of the slain.6 
Encouraged by this success, the Sayyids themselves decided to take 
the offensive. Informed of this the Kashmiris also advanced and 
encountered the enemy on the bridge. But suddenly it gave way, and 
as a result many soldicrs from both the armies were drowned in the 
river.' 

1. $riv., pp. 270-1; Firishta, 668; B.S., ff. 628-63a. But B.S., does not refer 
to the part played by the ruler of Jammu. 

2. B.S., ff. 62a-638. The number 30 gfven by ~ r i v . ,  p. 272, is exaggerated. 
3. B.S., ff. 63b aqq. 
4. Munich MS., f. 798; T.A., iii, 452. See also ~ r i v . ,  pp. 274-5. EdarajEnaka 

of k a r a  is 'fii Raina of Persian chronicles. 
6. Munich MS., f .  70a; T.A., iii, 462; ~ r i v . ,  p. 276, calls her 80be;na. 

0. Munich MS., f. 79a; T.A., iii, 452. 7. Ibid., 463; Munich MS. f. 808. 



Realising that the Kashmiri nobles were getting bolder and stronger 
every day, the Sayyids sought the help of TatBr KhBn, the Lodi governor 
of the Punjiib. The latter sent to their aid some troops. But when 
these reached Bhimbhar, its RBjii checked their advance, and compelled 
them to retreat.' This news raised the spirits of the Kashmiris whose 
attacks on the Sayyids became more frequent. But they were indecisive, 
being only in the nature of skirmishes. The victory sometimes lay 
with the Kashmiris and sometimes with the Sayyids. After two months, 
however, the Kashmiri nobles with a large army crossed the ~ehlam 
and attacked the Sayyids. The latter, being outnumbered, were 
defeated. They fled, but were pursued, and many of them were killed 
and the city of Naushahr was set fire to.2 The Kashmiri nobles entered 
the fort of Naushahr, and saluted Mubammad Shiih as Sultan. The 
Sayyids were once again banished from the country. Their jiigirs were 
confiscated and distributed among the nobles who had brought about 
their ovcrthrow.3 ParaSurim, who had played an important part in 
the conflict against the Sayyids, was given presents and allowed to 
depart.4 Jahgngir Magre was appointed prime minister. 

The facade of unity in the country lasted as long as the 
Sayyids were in power. But as soon as the latter were overthrown, 
the nobles restarted quarelling. Some of them invited Fat)! Khgn, 
the son of Adham Khiin, who was living in Jalandhar, and promised 
him support.5 On receiang the invitation, Fatb KhPn proceeded to 
Rajauri, and although he was dissuaded from the step by JahBngir 
Miigre, he, in the middle of 1485, having won over Mas'ijd Niiyak, 
the Guardian of the passes, entered Kashmir via Hirapfir, where he was 

1. Ib id . ,  f. 80a; T.A., iil, 453. 2. I b i d . ,  Munich MS., ff. 80a-b. 
3. Ibid., ~ f i v . ,  pp. 302-3. The account in B.S., ff. 66b-66b is partial to  the 

Sayyids. It is wrong to  say that peace was brought about by the mediation 
of the 'UlamE and that the Ka3hmi1.T nobles repnted for their part in the 
assassination of Sayyld Mubarnmad's father. 

4. ~ i r v . ,  p. 302. 
6. T.A., ill, 454, says that Fath Kh& after m t a r  Khan's death became governor 

of the Punjab. But this 1s not supported by any other authority. S;?V., 
p. 309 only eays that after TKtC K h a s  death his eon gave protection to 
FeQ KhG, who after eome time went to live in Jalandhar. 
Munich MS., f. 80b say8 that after TZtiir's death Fath Khan proceeded to 
Rajauil Probably t h b  was done a t  the invitation of the Kashmiri chlefs. 
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joined by his  supporter^.^ Jahangir at once set out with Mubarnmad 
Shah and encamped at GGs Udar.2 But on hearing that Fatb Khan 
had reached Kalampiir, he marched to attack him, leaving behind 
Mubammad Shah at Giis Udar. Heavy fighting took place at 
Kalarn~Gr.~ The royal forces were on the point of being defeated, 
when Jahangir rallied them by spreading a false rumour that Fatb Khan 
had been captured. This demoralised the latter's followers and they 
fled. Fatb Khan, despairing of success, also left the battle-field and 
finally managed to escape to the PunjZb.4 Some of his leading 
supporters were, however, seized and thrown into prison and their 
houses were plundered.6 

Although defeated and driven out of Kashmir, Fatb Khiin organised 
his forces at BahrSmgala,s and again invaded Kashmir the following year. 
Jahangir Miigre encountered him on the kare'wa in the NggZm pargana. 
Meanwhile Zirak Baf, a follower of Fat! Khan, entered Srinagar with 
a small following and secured the release of Malik Saifdiir and others 
who had been imprisoned because they had supported Fatb KhZn7 
Jahangir became alarmed at these developments and made peace with 
Fatl? Khan through the mediation of the Raj i  of R a j a ~ r i . ~  Meanwhile 
he began his intrigues, and having succeeded in alienating the RBjZ 
from Fatb Khan and in separating the latter from his other supporters, 
he attacked him. Fatb KhBn, finding himself completely isolated, fled. 
pursued by Jahangir as far as H i ra~Gr .~  

~ r i v . ,  pp. 311 sqq. 
I t  is a plateau south of Srinagar, crossed by the road from Shupiyan. 
~ f i v a r a  calls i t  GusikoddEra. (See Stein, ii, 474). 

~ r i v a r a  calls i t  KalyEnapura. I t  is situated in 1,at. 330 48' Long. 74" 54'. 

Being on the high road from the Pir  Panjal Pass to Sfinagar it has been 

the scene of many battles. 

~ r i v . ,  pp. 316-8. 6. Munich MS., f .  818. 
It is a small village in Lat. 33 36' Long. 74' 27' on the road between 
Bhimbhar and Kashmir. I t  L situated in a deep gorge a t  the foot of the 
Ratan Pir Pass. I ts  old name was Bhairavagala. 

~ f i v . ,  pp. 322-3; Munich MS., f .  818; T.A., 111, 455. 

S~TV., p. 326. 

I b M . ,  Munich MS., f. 81b. Zirak Bat had also deserted to  Muhammad 
ShEh. Rut later he wem put to death by Jahengir f i g r e .  ( ~ r i v .  p. 327). 



From HirapGr, Fatb K h h  proceeded to Jammu which he occupied, 
and then again made an attempt to seize the throne of Kashmir. 
Jahangir Magre advanced to offer him battle with the support of Sayyid 
Muhammad and other Sayyid chiefs whom he had recalled from their 
exile in lndia.1 Fatb Khan being defeated at GBs Udar, retired to 
Rajauri along with his adviser and commander Saifdiir. However, he 
did not lose heart. A few months after he again organised an army 
and entered the Valley. He met the royal forces at DBmadar Udar,2 
and this time he was victorious. Jahangir escaped with a wound, 
Sayyid Mubammad deserted and joined Fath Khan. Muhammad Shah 
tried to escape but was seized by Fath Khan's supporters (October 14, 
1486).3 He was confined in his own palace, but was provided with 
all comforts. Fath Khan was proclaimed ruler, and ascended the throne 
under the title of Sultan Fatb Shah. The KhaSas who had come with 
him sacked thc city; and although o rdx  was restored after three days, 
yet, for about six months, the kingdom was at their mercy.4 

Sultiin Fath Shih (i) 1486-93 
Fatb Shah was religious and possessed simple habits. He abstained 

from wine, did not play dice, and led a strictly moral life.5 He was 
intelligent, brave, and enterprising. and tried his best to curb the power 
of the nobles, but he was not successful. The result was that while he 
reigned the nobles ruled in his name, and the decline of the dynasty 
continued. 

Since Fath Shah had secured the throne through the efforts of 
SaifdBr, he made him his prime minister. Soon however he became 
dissatisfied with him for keeping all power in his own hands 
and treating him only as a figure-head. He therefore secured 
the support of Nu,yrat Raina, Sarhang Raina, MGsi Raina, and Shams 
Chak and decided to overthrow Saifdiir. In order to carry on his 
preparations undisturbed he destroyed all the bridges of the town, and 

1. Ibid., pp. 328 sqq.; Munich MS., f.  81b 
2. It is a plateau south of Srinagar and is called Darnodaroddaru by ~ r i v a r a  

and Damodarasiida by Kalhana (Stein, Bk. 1, No. 15611; vol. 11, 476). 

3, Sriv., pp. 328-32; also Munich MS., ff. 81b-828. 
4 ~ r i v . ,  pp. 334-5. 6. Praj., pp. 338-8. 
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then, after a few days, attacked Saifdir at the village of Ram1ana.l 
A fierce hand to hand fight ensued. Saifdir was killed by Sarhang 
Raina, but the latter himself was mortally wounded by him. However, 

Saif&r's death completely demoralised his troops, and they fled. 
Fatb Shah was glad at this victory and rewarded Miis2 Raina and 
Nusrat Raina with gifts, while Shams Chak was appointed prime 
minister.2 

Shams Chak was the son of Hilrnat Chak who with his tribe had 
come from the direction of Gilgit and had settled in Kopwar5. He had 
served in turn Sayyid Mubammad, Malik Nauriiz, and Saifdiir. He 
was brave and had earned fame in the civil wars. He married the 
daughter of Piiniti Chak's son Husain Chak who was living in 
Gawaril.3 This united the two families which had hitherto been hostile 
to each other, and greatly strengthened the position of Shams Chak, 
for all the followers of Husain Chak joined him.4 

After two and a half years of peace, dissensions among the nobles 
revived. The relations between Sayyid Mubammad and Shams 
Chak became estranged. Ibrahim Magre, the son of Jahiingir Miigre, 
and 'kli Raina also turned against Shams Chak, and, with the help of 
Sayyid Mubarnmad, made preparations to overthrow him.5 They then 
attacked him in the vicinity of Bulbul Shiih's tomb and defeated him. 
Shams Chak, however, succeeded in crossing the bridge of 'ALI Kadal 
over to Ziildakar where he was joined by Kgji Chak who had also 
fought his way through the ranks of the enemy. Shams Chak, at first, 
thought of again making a stand, but as his forces were smaller and 
Inany of his supporters had deserted him, he retired to Kamraj. Since 
Fatb Shah had allied himself with Shams Chak he had to give up his 

1. It WRS a village near Sfinagar, but now it has disappeared and is not found 

on the maps. 
2. B.S., f .  688; H.M., ff. 124b-25b. 
3. It is not traceable on any map. There is, however, a village of the name 

of Gariim on the Volur lake. 
4. B.S., ff. 67a-b. 
6.  B.S., f .  6Ra; H.M.. f .  125b. N.A., f .  53b says that Fath S h a  was also a 

party to the coalition against Shams Chak. But this is not corroborated 
by earlier accounts. 



throne and retire to Naushahr2.l Mubammad Shih, who had been 
confined in his own palace, was released and declared Su l fb  for the 
second time.2 

Sul!in Muhammad Shih (ii) 1493-1505 
Immediately on ascending the throne, Mubammad Shih, accorn- 

panied by his prime minister, Sayyid Mubammad, Ibriihim Migre, and 
MiiSt Raina, set out against Shams Chak. When he reached the village 
of Trahgim, Shams Chak moved to Driiva.3 Mubammad Shiih, having 
destroyed the houses of Shams Chak's partisans in and around Trahgim, 
proceeded to S6piir. When Shams Chak heard of this he returned to 
Trahgim; and since he had a smaller army than that of his opponents, 
he decided to make a night attack and marched to SGpiir, reaching 
there early in the morning.4 Mubarnmad Shah was taken by surprise 
and fled across the bridge, leaving behind some of his baggage which fell 
into the hands of the enemy. He then destroyed the bridge, and 
encamped on the other side of the river. But MiisZ Raina, being 
stationed at some distance from the main army, learnt of the night attack 
after the bridge had been destroyed, and so he could not cross the river. 
However, though he had a small force he refused to surrender, and 
when he was attacked by Shams Chak, he made a brave stand and, with 
the help of Kiji Chak, 'Id7 Raina, and Sayyid Mubammad, defeated 
him. Shams Chak fled to TrahgZm, and thence to NaushahW, where 
he joined Fatb Shiih.5 Muhammad Shiih returned to his capital in 
triumph, and conferred upon MiisZ Raina a jagir in reward for his 
services.6 But this did not please Miisii, as he felt he had been assigned 
a smaller jigir than what he deserved.7 Moreover at this time arrived 
Shamsu'd-Dine for the second time in Kashmir and Miisii became his 

1. It lies on the Pir Panja route to Kashmir, and is distant about 122 miles 
south-west of Srinagar. It is situated In Lat. 33' 10' Long. 74' 18'. 

2. H.M., ff. 125b-27a; B.S., ff. 68a-70a. 
3. It is the modern name of the Kishangangz Valley from below Shardi as far 

as Karnzv. Its ancient name was Duranda, but the Persian chronicles call 
it Dedu.  (Stein, BK. viii No. 270911). 

4. B.S., ff. 70a-b; H.M., ff. 127a-b. 
6. B.S., ff. 71a-b; H.M., ff. 127b eqq; N.K., ff. 30a-b. 
6 .  H.M., f .  12Qa. 7. Zbld. 
8. See Appendix A for more details of his life. 
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devoted follower. But Sayyid Mubarnmad did not approve of 
Shamsu'd-Din's ideas, and compelled him to retire to Sktirdu. Miis5 
was therefore very angry with Sayyid Mubammad, and having won 
over Ibra-m Magre and Haji Psdar, invited Fatb Shiih, who was in 
Naushahrl, to Kashmir. Fatb Shah, accordingly, entered the Valley, 
and on reaching HirapGr was joined by MiM. Ib rNm,  and Hfiji,l 
Hearing of this Mubammad Shah accompanied by Sayyid Mu~ammad 
marched against them, and defeated them at ZainakGt. The next day, 
however, FatQ Shah after reorganising his army again offered battle. 
He was on the point of losing when suddenly Sayyid Mubarnmad was 
killed. This demoralised the royal forces, and they fled. Mubarnmad 
S h a  nearly escaped capture, and succeeded in making his way to 
Naushahd. Fatb Shah was thereupon proclaimed S ~ l f a n . ~  

Sulrin Fatb Shih (ii) 1505-14 

On ascending the throne Fat9 Shah raised Shams Chak, who 
had been with him in exile, to the ofice of prime minister. But partly 
out of jealousy and partly because of tht: arrogant attitude of Shams 
Chak, Ibrahim MSgre and Miisii Raina resented his appointment. And 
shortly afterwards, they joined hands with Fi tb  Shah who also had begull 
to chafe under the yoke of his minister. A plot was therefore organised 
against Shams Chak and he was seized and thrown into prison. Since 
Shams Chak had been responsible for the assassination of Saifdar and 
the overthrow of the Dangres, M i a  Raina employed Bahriim B r  and 
Dati Malik for putting him to death.3 Although Shams Chak was in 
chains, and had no weapons to defend himself with, except a small knife, 
yet he fought with his assassins like a tiger, killing three of them and 
wounding others. In the end, however, he was overpowered by a 
shower of arrows and killed along with his son. He had remained 
Wazir only for four months.4 

The first act of Miid Raina, who now replaced Shams Chak, was 

1. B.S., ff. 71b-728; Tuhfatu'l-AhbZb, pp. 68-9; Majnt'ii'a dar A w a b  Maa?Ziklt-1- 
Km.hntir, f. lllb. 

a. B.S., ff. 72a sqq; H.M., f .  129b. 3. B.S., f.  77a. 
*. B.S., ff. 77a-b. H.M., f .  130a, says Shams Chak remained in ofece for 

two months. 



to exile the Dangre tribe which had turned against him.] He then 
recalled Shamsu'd-Din from Sklrdu, and helped him in his missionary 

activities. M i a  Raina was able and efficient and ruled Kashmir with 
a strong hands2 But Ibriihim Miigre, who had so far been friendly 
with him, now became hostile. He won Dver FatQ Shiih as well as some 
of the nobles who did not approve of Misii's religiouspolicy.3 He then 
with his supporters proceeded to the palace at Sikandarpiir (Srinagar), 
and having destroyed the bridge of the city, prepared to attack M i d .  
The latter, on the other hand, encamped in the field of Ziiildakar; but 
finding that his forces were smaller than those of his rivals, he decided 
to retire to India.* Meanwhile, Malik 'Usmiin arid Dati Malik, chicfs 
of the Dangre tribe, who had been exiled by M i a  Raina, set out 
towards SrInagar via Hirapiir at  the invitation of. Ibriihim Miigre. 
M i a ,  in order to avoid encountering the,m, took the route of Chira Hiir, 
but on the way he was killed by a soldier.5 

FatQ Shah now appointed Ibriihim Miigre his prime minister. 
But Ibr3him remained in power only for forty days, because the 
Dangre chiefs, whom he had recalled from India to his aid, became 
alienated, and, with the help of some nobles, succeeded in overthrowing 
him. IbrBhim fled to India. He was a past master in the art of intrigue, 
but was incompetent as an administrator; and during his short tenure 
of office there was utter lawlessness in the c o ~ n t r y . ~  

After the flight of Ibriihim, Malik 'Usm2n became Wazir. But 
two months after. Kgji Chak, Jahiingir Padar, and Gadii'i Malik 
formed a plot against him with the support of Fatb ~hi ih .  They 
surprised Dati Mal~k, who was in the palace administering justice, and 

1. B.S., f. 78s. 
2. Ibid., H.M., ff. 131a-b. These chronicles state that  X s a  Raina remained 

in power for nine years, but this seems incorrect, for FatQ ShEh himself 

reigned for nine years, and during this period ministerial changes occufied 

seven times. 

3. T.H., ii, f.  115a. 4. B.S., ff. 80b-81a; H.M., f. 131a. 
6. H.M., f .  131b. B.S., ff. 81a-h says his death was caused by a fall from his 

horse. According to T.H., ii, f. 115b, his neck got entangled in a vlne Creeper 

and he fell from the horse and died on the spot. But this manner of death 

is also attributed to 'Tdi Raina by Haidar Malik and NZrzyan Kaul. 
6. B.S., f. 81b; H.M., f. 131b; I.A., xxxvii, p. 192. 
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killed him. They seized Malik 'Usmiin, who was in another room with 
Fat! Shih, and threw him into prison. Thereupon, Jahiingir Padar 
was set up as Wau'r. But only a month had elapsed when IbrBhim 
Migre returned from the Punjiib with an army, and defeated JahBngir 
Padar and Kgji Chak. The latter, accompanied by Fatb ShBh who had 
supported him, left for the PunjBb. But Ibriihim recalledFatb ShZh. 
who had reached as far as Hirapiir, and acknowledged him as Sultan. 
Coins were struck and the khufba was recited in the name of Fath 
ShBh.1 

Ibriihim Miigre had enjoyed office only for a year, when Malik 
'Usmiin, who had been released by him from prison, Shankar Raina, 
and Nuyat Raina formed a league in concert with Fath Shiih and 
seized Abdiil and FTriiz, the two sons of Ibriihim. This made the latter 
so demoralised that he fled to Piinch. Thereupon Malik 'Usmiin 
became Wazir, and the kingdom was divided into three parts among 
'Usmiin. Shankar, and Nutrat.2 

Peace, however, lasted only for five months, after which Ib6hTm 
Miigre and the Chaks, who were in the PunjBb, patched up their 
differences and decided to enthrone Mubarnmad Shiih. They advanced 
from Piinch to BBfimiila, and established themselves at S6pfir. 
Thereupon Malik 'Usmiin with Fatb Shiih set out towards Scpiir, and 
encamped opposite the enemy forces with only the Jehlam between 
them. But as 'Usmiin could not cross the river and attack the enemy, 
he left behind Fath Shah and Shankar Raina to keep watch over their 
movements, while he himself marched by way of Khuyah6m3 to attack 
them from the rear. But Lohar M5gre and REgT Chak came to know 
of his plan. and they tried to intercept him.* They were however 
defeated at the village of PushkaranRga,S and retreated to join 
Mubarnmad Shall's forces. When Malik 'A1T Sarkhail heard of this 

1. B.S., IT. 81b-82a: H.M., ff. 131b-32a. 

2. B.S., fP. 83a-b; H.M., f .  1328; PrEj. pp. 343-4. 
3. It is a pargana on the northern shore of the Volur lake. srivara calls it 

KhEyGhrama. 
B.S., ff. 83b-848. 

6.  Ibid., f .  84a; H.M., f .  13%. Fush l i~ranIg~  Is a village situated in Lat. 
34"  2' Long. 74" 33' at the foot of the hill of the same name on its east side. 



defeat, he decided to play a ruse. He spread the news through some 
of the trusted men of Fatb Shih that Malik 'Usmin had been defeated 
and killed, and that Muhammad Shih's forces would cross the r'iver 
next day to seize Fat@ Shih. The latter should, therefore, escape to 
Piinch while there was still time. On being informed of this Fat! Shih 
was seized with panic and, leaving behind part of his baggage, made 
good his escape in the night by the Tcshamaidin route. Thus the 
victory, which Malik 'Usmin had gained over Lohar Migre, was thrown 
away and turned into defeat by the pusillanimity of Fatb Shah.1 This 
disheartened him, and he too fled. But he was pursued by Ibrihim 
Migre and captured. He was then thrown into prison and there put to 
death.2 Shankar and Nusrat, however, having submitted, were 
pardoned.3 

Muhammad ShZh (iii) 1514-15 
After the flight of Fatb Shih. Muhammad Shih became Sultin for 

the third time. He appointed Ibriihim Migre his chief minister, because 
it was due to his efforts that he had secured the throne. Meanwhile 
Fath Shih, having again decided to invade Kashmir, sent his son 
Habib Khgn to find out the chances of his success. Habib Khin was 
joined by Jahbgir Padar, and was promised support by the Chak 
nobles who were related to his mother.* With these assurances 
Fath Shih entered the Valley, and many nobles, including the Chak 
chiefs led by Kiji Chak, rallied to him. Owing to these defections 
Muhammad Shih and Ibriihim Migre did not offer any resistance, and 
left Kashmir for the Punjib.5 Fat0 Shah thus recovered the throne 
after nine months of exile.6 

Fath Shih (iii) 1515-17 
Although Fatb Shah was the Sul$n, he was only a figure-head, 

1. B.S., ff. 84b-5a; The route followed by Fatb ShZh is mentioned in B.S. 

ae being via Jawail. I cannot flnd thb place on m a p .  In T.H., ii, f. 1178 

I t  is the TBehamaidEn route. In iuka, p. 346, it ie the Hirapiir route. 
a. B.S., f .  8Sa; H.M., f. 132b. ~uka, p. 347, calls Malik 'UgrnEn m Utaa Malik. 
3. N.A., f. 68b. 4. H.M., f .  132b. 6. Zbid., 85h. 

6. B.B., f. 86b. 
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for the real power was in the hands of the nobles. Moreover, his prime 

minister, Jahangir Padar, and the two chiefs Shankar Raina and Kaji 
Chak had assigned him only the revenues of the crown lands, while they 
had divided the rest of the Valley among themselves.1 

In the autumn of 1515 Mubarnmad Shah with Ibriihim Magre 
entered Kashmir to claim the throne. They were met by the royal 
forces at BBngil. IbrBhim MIigre was killed with his two sons, but 
Mubammad ShZh managed to escape to Piinch. After wandering for 
nearly two years he proceeded to the court of Sul@n Sikandar Lodi 
(1489-1517) to seek his help. He was received with respect and 
supplied with a force of 3,000 men. With these Mubammad ShBh set 
out towards Kashmir.2 When he reached Danaor.3 he received 
messages of loyalty and promises of support from KBji Chak, Shankar 
Raina, and Nusrat Raina.4 And shortly after, these nobles raised the 
banner of revolt against Fat! Shah and occupied the fort of Harshin.5 
Fatb Shah and Jahsngir Padar besieged them, but were repulsed. 
Fatb Shah thereupon fled to the PunjBb.6 There he died in August 
1517. His body was brought to the Valley, and Mubammad Shah had it 
buried with all due ceremonies near the grave of ~ultan~ainu'l-'Abidin.I 

Muhammad Shih (iv) 1517-28 
Meanwhile, hearing the news of Fath ShBh's overthrow and 

convinced of the loyalty of his own supporters, Muhammad Shah 
decided to dispense with the aid of the foreign troops whose presence 
in the Valley would not only make him unpopular but would also be 
an unnecessary burden upon the country. He therefore left behind the 

1. Ibid.; H.M., f.  132b. 
2. B.S+ ff. 868-b; KM.,  f .  133a; ~ u k a ,  pp. 348-9. Munich MS., f .  838 and 

T.A., iii, p. 458, wrongly state that Maammad S h a  proceeded to the court 
of Sikandar Khokar. T.A., borrowed it from Munich MS. 

3. It is marked on Stein's map as lying north-east of Rajauri (R.A.S.B., 

1, 1880). 
4. B.S., f. 86a. 
6. Harshin is n village about 10 miles south-west of Shupiyan. 
6. H.M., f. 1338. According to B.S., f.  858, Fatb S h a ' s  overthrow was brought 

about by MTr Shamau'd-Mn. 
7. B.S., f .  888; H.M., f. 135a; Munich MS., f.  8-48. 



Indian troops at Dmaor, and with 2,000 of his followers proceeded 
towards S ~ a g a r .  On arriving there he appointed KBji Chak his 
Wazir, but suspecting Shankar Raina of treachery, he threw him into 
prison.' He then returned to Danaor to dismiss the Indian troops. He 
accompanied them as far as NaushahrB, and there he bid them farewell. 
But as winter had set in, and the routes to Kashmir were blocked by 
snow, he himself decided to remain in .NaushahrZ.2 

During Mubammad ShZh's absence the Valley was plunged into 
civil war. Nutrat Raina was angry at the imprisonment of Shankar and 
the appointment of KBji Chak as chief minister, and so he revolted with 
the help of Lohar MZgre. Kgji, on the other hand, was joined by 
JahBngir Padar who had hitherto been his rival. Each faction thus 
prepared for a conflict. Nutrat Raina finding himself not strong enough 
to fight a pitched battle with KZji Chak, decided upon a night attack. 
But his plan miscarried, for KZji came to know of it and was ready to 
oppose him. The engagement took place at ZiBldakar. Kiiji was 
wounded. but Nutrat's fall dernoralised his supporters and they fled. 
The Chaks were thus victorious. Early in spring Muhammad shah 
entered Kashmir accompanied by Sayyid IbrBhim, the son of Sayyid 
Muhammad Baihaqi.3 

KZji Chak's friendship with JahBngir Padar was only short-lived. 
Early in 1520 he despatched his son Mas'id with a large force to 
seize JahBngir Padar who was in the village of PBmpfir.4 JahBngir 
warned of this fled to DBrdu, where he joined Gad:'? Malik. Mas'id 
having plundered his house returned to Srinagar.5 

Next year in May 1521 there was another rising led by Malik 
AbdBl, the son of Ibrahim Miigre, Lohar MBgre, and 'Idi Raina. They 

1. Shankar was later killed in prison (N.A., 1. '60a). But ~ u k a ,  p. 355, says 
that he died a natural death. Gj7ina ~ r i r i ~ ~ r i  of the Sanskrit chronicks 

is no other than Shankar Raina. 
a. B.s., ff. 86b-7a; H.M., f~ .  133a-b; ale0 ~ u k a ,  pp. 351-3. 
3. B.S., ff. 878-b; H.M., ff. 134a-5a; ~ u k a ,  pp. 351-2. 
4. H.M., f.  135a; T.H., ii, 119a. F5mpiir is situated on the right bank of 

Jehlam about 8 miles south-east of Srinagar. Its anclent name was 
Padmapura. 

6. H.M., f.  135b; N.A., f .  60b; B.S.. f .  89b, says that JahEngTr fled to KamrEj. 
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joined Fat! Sliih's son Sikandar, and, having proclaimed him ruler, 
seized the fort of NtigBm. Jahsngir Padar and GadB'i Malik, who were 
in Dirdu, also set out towards Niigiim in order to support Sikandar. 
Kiiji Chak sent Daulat and Mas'iid, to intercept them, while he himself 
marched to attack Sikandar. He defeated him at Lulpiir,l and when 
Sikandar after this reverse retreated to the fort of Ntigim, he besieged 
him there. Meanwhile Daulat Chak attacked Gadii'i Malik near 
Shiidipiir and killed him.2 But Mas'iid Chak did not fare well against 
Jahfingir Padar. Being struck by an arrow in the eye, he fell from his 
horse and died.3 Rut in spite of this temporary setback the victory 
lay in the end with the Chaks. Daulat after defeating Gadii'i Malik, 
crossed the river at ShBdipiir, and joined Sayyid Ibriihim and Tgzi Chak 
who had been sent by Kiji Chak to 'the help of Mas'Bd. Together 
they prevented Jahingir Padar from crossing the river and joining 
Sikandar in the fort of Niigiim.4 Meanwhile Sikandar, finding his 
position untenable, since no help could reach him, made overtures of 
peace to Kiiji and then fled to the Punjiib. Soon after Jahiingir Padar 
too made good his e ~ c a p e . ~  Lohar MBgre and 'Idi' Raina however 
submitted and were pardoned by Mubammad Shih. Daulat Chak, 
KZji's nephew, received the jiigir of Mas'bd for his success against 
Jahiingir and Gadii'i Ma1ik.G 

In 1522 the MBgres again invaded and brought with them this time 
Fatb Shih's second son, Habib KhBn, as pretender. But as their 

- 
forces were small they failed to achieve anything. Moreover, 'Idi 
Raina went over to the enemy. This disheartened them, and they 
retired from the Valley. On the way Habib died. His body was 
brought to Srinagar and buried near the grave of his father. Soon after 
KZji recalled the Migre chiefs and entered into marriage alliances 
with them.7 

KZji Cl~ak having pacified his enemies became very powerful. 
But this aroused the resentment of Mubarnmad Shiih who found himself 

1. It is an important place near ChrKr Sharif in BadgEm Ta&il, about 9 

miles south of Srinagar. It is famous for its springs. 
2.  B.S., f. 89b; Munich MS., ff. 84a-b; ~ u k e ,  pp. 355-7. 
3. Ibid.; H.M., f .  135b. 4. B.S., f.  9Ob. 6. H.M.. f .  136a, 
6. Ibid.; ~ u k a ,  p. 358. 7. Ibid., pp. 358-0. 



to be a ruler only in name. He therefore won over some of the 
important nobles like Malik Abdiil, Lohar Migre, Malik 'ALT ChBdura, 

and RE@ Chak, and plotted Kiji's overthrow. He left the city and 
proceeded to IAr with Nauriiz Chak, a cousin of Kiji, to organise 
resistance. There was however no conflict, for when Kiji saw that 
the nobles on whom he depended had deserted him, he got disgusted 
and went away to Naushahrii in 1527.1 

Soon after these events, Kashmir was threatened by an invasion 
of the Mughals under Kiichak Beg and Shaikh 'Ali E g  who were 
despatched by BZbur to help Sikandar in securing the throne.2 When 
Kaji Chak heard of this his patriotism was stirred, and although he 
had received no orders from Mubarnmad Shih, he prepared to repel the 
invasion. He collected a force from the surrounding area and sent 
TPji Chak, Husain Chak, and his son Ghizi, who was at this time only 
about eighteen years of age, against them. Both G h b i  and T2ji fought 
bravely and defeated the Turks in the neighbourhood of Naushahrg. 
Kaji then seized S~kandar who had invited the Mughals.3 

When Mubammad Shiih heard of this, he expressed his gratitude to 
KZji, and requested him to forget the past and return to Srinagar. 
Kiiji accordingly returned in 1527, and brought with him Sikandar 
whom he handecl over to Mubarnmad Shiih. Sikandar was blinded 
by the Sulfiin's orders, although Kiji Chak opposed the infliction of 
such a cruel punishment. Sikandar died in prison after a few days4 

Muhammad Shah again appointed Kiji his Wazir. But this led 
to the revival of old feudal rivalries. The Migres and Malik 'Ali 
Chadura revolted against Muhammad Shih for having shown favour 
to Kfiji. They entrenched themselves in the village of Ki~hhBmTi,~ and 
prepared for resistance. Muhammad Shah despatched KBji and 

1.  B.S., Q l a ;  H.M., f .  136a. 
1. B a u r  does not refer to this event in his Memoire But T.A., iii, 460, says 

that Sikandar returned with a party of the Mughals; and Firishta, 673, says 
that the Mughals belonged to gabur. See also B.S., f. Ola. 

3. B.S., ff, 918-b; H.M., f .  1368. See also N.A., ff. 61b-28. N.K., ff. 32a-b. 
4. B.S., f .  918; Munich MS., f. 85a; ~ u k a ,  pp. 361-2. 
6. It  is about 5 miles south-west of BKrBmiila. It Is the point where the Jehlam 

is said to leave the Valley. 
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Sayyid Ibrillim against the rebels. The M5gre forces were completely 
routed, and Malik 'Ali was captured. He was made over to Tiiji 
Chak who confined him in his house. But shortly after he managed 
to escape to the Punjiib with the connivance of Tiiji. Meanwhile 
d~fferences had arisen between Kiiji and ~ h b a m m a d  S h a .  As a result 
Kiiji deposed him in favour of his son Ibriihim. Mubammad Shah with 

some of the nobles was imprisoned in the village of Lad.1 

S~rl!in Ibriihirn Shdh 1 (1 528-29) and Nizuk Shdh (1529-30) 

Ibriihim Sh2112 was a ruler only in name, for it was Kgji who 
exercised real power. Soon after Malik 'Ali ChBdura, REgi Chak, and 
the Magst: chiefs, who were in exile, confer.red at Naushahrii and 
decided to send Abdiil Miigre to the court of the Emperor Biibur to 
seek his help against Kiiji Chak. Abdiil proceeded to Delhi and was 
received with honour by the Emperor who gave him an army under 
his two commanders, Shaikh 'Ali Beg and Muhammad Khiir~.~ With 
this Mughal force the Kashmiri chiefs set out to invade Kashmir. But 
realising that the people of the Valley would look upon the coming of 
the Mughals with distrust, Abdd Miigre declared N&uk ShFth 
also called Niidir S h a ,  the son of Fat@ Shiih, as Sul@.4 

Early in the spring of 1528 the rebel chiefs with NFizuk Shah and 
the Mughal army entered Kaslunir. KBji Chak, hearing of this, at once 

1. E.S., f .  92a; H.M., (B.N.), f .  137a. Also Suka, p. 364, who calls Lad a s  

Gaggada. But Munich MS., f. 86a, says Muhammad ShEh was imprisoned 

in LoharkBt. T.A., iii, 462, follows Munich MS. 

Lad cannot be traced. Probably i t  is a ?~iZr (narrow vale) with Lad a s  
its local name. 

2. IbrEhin~ S h a  had accompanied his father to  IbrKhim Lodi. M u h a m m ~ d  

Sh& after receiving the aid had left, but 1 b r a - i ,  had remained behind with 

the Lodi Sul+n. After the battle of P h i p a t  in which IbrEhim seems to 
have fought on the side of the Lodis against Bzbur, he  returned to  Kaahrnir. 
(Munich MS., f .  85a; Firishta p. 674; &ka, p. 363). 

3. B.S., f .  92a; I1.M., f. 137a; Munich MS., ff. 86a-b. T.H., il, f ,  120b, says 
that BBbur gave AbdEl 20,000 troops. But this is absurd. ~; lka ,  p. 364, 
gives the figure as 1,000. T.A. and Firishta do not give any  figures. 

4. Munich MS., f. 85a; &ka, p. 365. H.M. and B.S. do not mention N G u k  
ShEh a t  all. Firishta wrongly says that  NEzuk S h a  was the son of 
IbrEliim S h a .  



marched against them, and met them at T5par.l Although he and his 
followers fought with great courage, they were defeated. Many of the 
Chak nobles, including Tiizi Chak, lost their lives. Kaji however sue 
ceeded in escaping to the Salt Range, while Sayyid Ibrghim, G h X  Chak, 
and Daulat Chak were made prisoners and sent under a guard to the city. 
But on the way, at nightfall, Daulat Chak escaped in a boat, and 
remained in the neighbourhood, immersed in water up to his chin with 
his head covered with water-lilies. His guards searched for him until 
midnight with the help of a large number of boats but without success. 
After the guards left, Daulat made good his escape. Ghh- and 
Sayyid IbrZhim, however, remained in custody, and with them the 
Magres and the Mughals entered the capital in triumph.2 

Owing to the victory of the Miigres, Ibriihim Shah, who had been 
set up by Kiji and was the son of his sister Siileb Miiji,3 was deposed 
and Nkuk  Shah was enthroned. Nkuk transferred his capital to 
NaushahrP, and gave assurance of safety to the Kashrniris who were 
apprehensive of the Mughals. Abdal Magre assumed the office of 
Wazir.4 But NPzuk Sh2h remained in power only for a year,5 for 
Mubarnmad Shah, who was in prison at Lad, was brought from there 
and enthroned in the summer of 1530. But he was a ruler in name, 
for the real power was wielded by the nobles who had been responsible 
for his recall. He was given the crown lands for his expenses, while 
the rest of the kingdom was divided equally among Abdfil Mggre, Lobar 
Migre, Reg? Chak, and Malik 'Ali C h a d ~ r a . ~  
Mltharnmad Shiih (v) 153Cb37 

After these changes the Mughal troops were given presents and 

1. Briggs, Iv. p. 491. TBpar is a considerable village situated on the high 
road from g8rZnGla to  Srinagar In Lat. 34 12' h n g .  74 34'. Its ancient 

name waa Pratiipapura. (Stein, ii, 482). Suka, p. 365, mentions NTlZshvt3 

as the place of the battle. This place cannot be identified. But according 

to Stein, BK. vii, No. 1631n, i t  was probably a territorial division in 
Keehmir. Firishta and T.A. have S i l a ,  but it is really NilH. B.S., and 

H.M. merely say that the battle took place in BLngil pargana. N?I'Zi must 

have been situated near TBpar. 
2. B.S., ff. 92a sqq; H.M., ff. 137b-8a; Munich MS., ff. 8Sa-6a. 
3. W.K., f. 42b. 4. Munich MS., ff. 86a-b; T.A., ili, 462. 

6. Munich MS., f .  86b. 6. H.M., f.  138b. 
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requested to leave, for it was felt that their permanent stay in the 
country would not be good for it. Malik 'Ali was deputed to escort 
them as far as Naushahrii.1 Meanwhile, Biibur died and was succeeded 
by Humiiyiin. When the Mughal commanders returned to Lahore they 
informed Klmriin, Humiiytin's governor of the Punjiib, that owing to 
the disunity in Kashmir it was not difficult to conquer it.2 Kimrfin, 
therefore, in 1531, set out towards the Valley accompanied by Mahram 
Beg and Shaikh 'Ali Beg. On reaching Naushahrii. Kfimriin sent his 
two commanders with 3,000 horse to undertake the invasion, while he 
himself stayed behind.3 Owing to the absence of any strong government 
in the Valley the passes were left undefended, and so the Mughals easily 
entered the country. However, the Kashrniris tried to check their 
advance on the capital, but were defeated, and had to retreat to the fort 
of ChTraodar.4 The Mughals thereupon marched on S ~ a g a r  and 
occupied it. They sacked the city, set fire to it, and slew the Kashmiris 
who had come down from the hills to fight them.5 After this they 
marched on the fort of Chiraodar, which was also occupied, the 
Kashmiri forces having withdrawn to Athwsjans without putting up a 
fight. When Kgmrin, who was still in Naushahfi, heard the news of 
these victories he returned to Lahore, convinced that Kashmir had finally 
been reduced, and that there would be no further resistance7 

At first the Kashmiri nobles thought that Kiiji Chak was supporting 
the Mughals, but learning that he was neutral, they appealed to him to 
return from the Salt Range, where he was at the moment living, in the 

1. Munich MS., f .  86b; B.S., f. 95b; H.M., f, 138b, 

2. B.S., f. 96a; T.A., iil, 363. N.A., f. 64b, is wrong in saying that m ~ r  

sent KEmriXn, because B a u r  had died in December 1530. 
3. B.S., f .  96a; H.M., f. 138b. 

The date 937(1530 as given by B.S. and H.M. is incorrect, because when 

the expedition took place BEbur was no longer alive. (See T.A., iii, 363). 

The expedition therefore must have taken place in 1531. 
4. B.S., f. 96a. Chiraodar Is a k a r m  situated to the south-west of Srinagar 

on the road to Shuplyan. It is a local name not cammonly known. 
6. & k ~ ,  p. 370; T.A., ifl, 485. 

It is a hamlet situated on the right bank of the Jehlam a t  the southern base 

of Takht-i-SulaimEn. 
7. B.S., ff. 968-b; H.M., f. 130a. 



hour of his country's need, and save it from falling under foreign 
domination. Kiiji, in response to this request, at once set out towards 
the Valley and joined the Kashmiri forces at Athwiijan.1 His arrival 
raised their morale and spirit so that, when they were attacked by the 
Mughals at AthwZjan, they put up a fierce fight and defeated them. 
Encouraged by this success, the Kashmiris established themselves on 
the Takht-i-SulaimZn, and from there began to lead attacks on the enemy 
in the city. The Mughals resisted fot some time, but as they could not 
hold out much longer, they made overtures of peace.2 After an hour's 
negotiations carried out between Kiiji Chak and Mabram Beg in a boat 
on the Jehlam, the Mughals agreed to quit Kashmir. They received 
presents, and after a few days left for Lahore via Biifimiila, escorted 
by Daulat Chak and Jahgngir Miigre up to PakhB.3 

After the withdrawal of the Mughals, the Valley was divided by the 
nobles into five parts, excluding the crown lands belonging to 
Mutammad Shiih and the jsgir of SayyidIbfihim. Abdiil MBgre, 
who continued as Waiir, Lohar MZgre, Kiiji Chak, R ~ g i  Chak 
and Malik 'Ali ChZdura each received one part.4 But hardly had 

Kashmir recovered from the effects of the Mughal invasion when, after a 
year, it was subjected to another attack. This time from the north-east. 
from Kiishghar, by M i r a  Haidar Dughlat. 

1. Munich MS., f. 878; T.A., 111. 483-4; N.A., K. 65a-b. 
2. B.S., f.  96b; H.M., f. 130a. 

3. B.S., ff. 97a-b. ~uka 'e  account of the invasion Is very brief. 

4. B.S., f. 97b. 



CHAPTER VII 

MTRZA HATDAR DUGHLAT AND HIS CONQTJEST OF KASHM~R 

IRZA Mubarnmad Haidar Dughlat was born in 1499-500 at 
Tishqand. the capital of the province of Shish, where his father 

was governor. He descended from the Dughlat tribe, a sub-division of 
the Chaghatiiy branch of the Mongols. On his mother's side he was 
related to &bur, their mothers being sisters. 

Mirzii Haidar's father possessed a trcacherous and intriguing nature; 
and it was owing to his constant intrigues that ShaiKni Khin, the 
Uzbeg chief, had him assassinated at Herfit. Mirzfi Haidar, who 
had been with his father, was carried away to BukhB12 by some of 
the relatives who felt that his life was in danger. From Bukhirii he 
was taken to Badakhshiin and thence, after a year, was brought to 
Kabul where he remained with Bgbur for two years and accompanied 
him in his campaigns. Then, in the beginning of 1514, he was summoned 
by his uncle Sul@n Abmad, the Khin of Mughalistin. Shortly after- 
wards Sulgn Ailmad died, and Mirzii Haidar entered the service of 
the Khin's son, Sulfiin Sa'ic! Khfin, and remained with him for nineteen 
years.' 

MirzZ Haidar participated in Sulpn Sa'id's wars against the 
Kirghiz, the Uzbegs and other tribes, and was sent to distant 
expeditions. But among these campaigns the most important was the 
one in which he was despatched along with Prince Sikandar Miri5, 
Suliin Sa'id's second, son. to conquer Lad5kh which had already been 
many times raided by parties sent by Sulfan Sa'id.2 

MirG Haidar set out in July 1532.3 He occupied Nubra, a 
~l,ovince of ladakh, and then proccedrd to MBryul, near Leh. Mean- 

1 For more details of M l n R  Haidar'a life, see T.R., Intro., pp. 1-27. 

2. Ibid., pp. 403, 417. 
3. T.R. ( M S . ) ,  iii, f .  12a has the end of @ I - ~ j j a ,  938)end of July, 1532. But 

T.R. (trans.), p. 417, just gives gl-Y.ij.3, 938. 



while, severe winter had set in; and as there was no place in Ladakh 
which could be regarded as suitable for winter quarters, Kashmir was 
selected for the purpose. At this time Mirzi Haidar was informed 
that the Khan was proceeding towards Mgryul, and that he was 
afflicted with dam-gir.  Mirzi Haidar, therefore, leaving his troops 
behind advanced to meet him, and then together they entered Nubra. 
Mirzii Haidar pointed out that in Ladakh there was no district which 
could provide winter quarters for more than 1,000 men. Kashmir, 
on the other hand, could support a 1arge.r army; but, as the Khan was 
not strong enough to cross the high passes leading into the Valley, he 
should with 1,000 men proceed to Baltistiin which could be easily 
reached without causing dam-gir. The rest of the troops. M i r s  Haidar 
suggested, should spend their winter in Kashmir under his c0mmand.l 

The total number of men which the Mongols had at this time 
was 5,000. Of these 3,000 belonged to the Khan, and 2,000 to 
Mirzii Haidar. The Khan, according to M i r a  'Haidar's advice, retained 
1,000 and advanced towards Baltistiin, while Mirzii Haidar with 2,000 
men proceeded to join his own army of 2.000 and, having effected 
the junction, set out towards Kashmir.2 On the road the LadBkhi 
chiefs submitted and joined him with their forces, while the Balti 
Tibetans living in the villages of Kashmir acted as his guides. Mrd 
Haidar crossed the Z6j i -E  and entered Kashmir early in January, 
1533.3 He then sent 400 experienced men under Tuman Bahftdur 
Qsbuchi against the Kashmiri forces which had advanced to offer 
resistance in the defile of Ur.4 At dawn they attacked theKashmi~is, 
stationed as outpost at the upper end of the defile. Taken by surprise 

1. T.R., pp. 417-21. 
2. Ibld., p. 421. According to H.M., f .  130a, Minz p i d a r  had 14,000 horse 

and 20,000 foot. According to T.A., iii, 464, &ka, p. 370, and Munich 
MS., f .  87b, he had 12,000. 

3. T.R., p. 423. According to the 8.0.8. BullatCn, viil, p. 988, Haidar 
arrived in Kaahmir on Jum'gda li, 28, 9301Dec. 26, 1532. But aa the 1st 

of JumiXda ii, 930, corresponds to the 20th Dec., 1532, the Mirzf must have 
invaded Kaahmir early in January 1633. The date of Shadbib 4, 9321Mamh 

1, 1533, given in A.N., 1, 404, ie incornect. 
4. T.R. (MS. ) ,  iil,  f .  14b, but T.R., p. 423, has Kaluchi. The deflle is about 

3 miles above the village of Gagangir. (gee Stein, It ,  490). 
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the Kashmiris fled, and were pursued by the Mongols. When the 

main body saw this, they too fled. Meanwhile, Haidar's remaining 
force arrived and joined in the pursuit.' The Kashmiris took refuge 

in the fort of Hftnjik2 
The Mughals, having crossed the defile of f i r ,  marched on 

Naushahr, which they occupied without any difficulty. Mirzii Haidar 
took up quarters in ~ainu'l- bidin in's palace of R2jd2n and fortified it.3 
After staying there for twenty-four days he proceeded towards Marij. 
His followers set fire to the villages and towns and destroyed the grand 
edifices built by the former rulers of the country.4 They massacred 
the men, and made the women and children their slaves. They made 
no distinction between Muslims and non-Muslims, for all alike suffered 
at their hands. As a result of these atrocities many of the inhabitants 
Aed from the Valley to the safety of the mountains.5 

From the month of January to March 1533, Mirzii Haidar's 
forces calried on their ravages. Meanwhile, the Kashnlids had 
recovered from the first shock of invasion and defeat. Their spirits 
were aroused by the 'Ulaml who, from their refuge in the island on the 
Volur, issued a decree that the killing of the invaders was not only 
permissible but obligatory, and that any one who died fighting against 
then1 would be a tnartyr.6 This pronouncement provoked the 
Kashmi'ris to effective action, and they began to organise resistance. 
Tlley hung on to the Mughal forces, and harassed them by cutting down 
stragglers and striking at their baggage and thus hindering their move 
merits. Mi rS  Haidar tried to avoid the enemy, but early in spring 
his troops were forced into an engagement at Biigh-i-Ba~an.~ 
BibB Sharq Mirz5, his commander, with 500 horse encountered Malik 

1. T.R., p p  423-4. 
2. It is a village about 4 miles west of Srinagttr in Lat. 34" 6' Long. 74'  47'. 
3. l l .R . ,  p. 437. 
4. B.S., f .  98a; Munich MS., f .  87b; T.A., iii, 464. 
6. B.S., f .  98a; also ~ h k a ,  p. 371. 
6. B.S., ff .  98b9a. 

7. T.R. ( M S . ) ,  iii, f .  21b. BEgh-i-Bavan was situated on the plateau of 
MBrtand. The village of Bavan, containing a magnificent spring, is situated 
on the left bank of the Lidar. It is in Lat. 33" 46' Long. 16 ". The 
pl~teau is the SahrK-i-BBbel of the Persian chronicles. Ross in his trans. 
of T.R. ,  p. 438, wrongly calls it BZigh-i-Navin. 



'A17 Chiidura. But he was wounded and fled. Seeing this, D5'im 'Ali 
from the right and MirG Haidar from the left, each with 1,000 horse, 

advanced to attack. The Kashmiris fought with great courage but, 
after Malik 'AIi Chiidura and some other chiefs were killed, they became 
demoralised and fled.' 

This defeat did not dishearten the Kashmiris, who, under the 
leadership of Kiiji Chak and Abdiil Magre, again prepared for resistance. 
They however avoided pitched battles and, instead, began to harass the 
Mughals by descending from the hills and making surprise attacks. 
These tactics proved successful, f0.r they began to wear down Mirzii 
Haidar and his Eollowers.2 

Alarmed at these developments, MirG Haidar took counsel from 
his officers. Mir Di'im 'Ali, a distinguished noble, advised him to 
attack the Kashmiri chiefs who had established themselves on the 
mountains and from where they swooped down to harass the Mughals. 
But Mi'rzi 'Ali Tagha'i, another noble, was opposed to this plan on the 
ground that as the Kashmiris were occupying strong positions, it would 
be disastrous i'or the Mughals to advance against them. He therefore 
suggested that the best course would be to attack their families in the 
Valley. The result of this would be that those whose families were in 
the Valley would come down to defend them, while those whose families 
were on the hill-tops would remain behind. Thus the enemy forces 
would be divided, and they could then be easily overpowered. Mirz5 
Haidar followed 'Mi TaghP'i's advice and rejected that of Dii'im 'Ah. 
But the consequence was that he had to move from place to place chased 
by the Kashmiris. In the end, however, he halted at ChZid~ra.~ 

Meanwhile 'All Taghfi'i began suggesting that it would be difficult 
to conquer Kashrnir, and the Mughals should therefore withdraw from 
the country. The soldiers, tired of continuous warfare and longing for 
their homes, were won over to this point of view. Mirzii Haidar could 

have put 'Ali Taghfi'i to death, as suggested by Dii'im 'Ali, for carrying 
on these intrigues, and then complet~d the conquest of Kashmir. But 

he decided to quit the country, and accordingly made overtures of 

1. B.S., ff .  99b-100b; H.M., ff. 140a-41b; Munich MS., f. 88a. 

a. E.s.. ff. lola-b. 

3. T.R. ( M S . ) ,  iii, f .  22a. The trans. has Jarbra which is wrong. 
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peace to the Kashmiri nobles.' As a result of the negotiations it was 
agreed that the khutba was to be read in the name of Sa'id Kh3n;2 that 
Muhammad Shdh's brother's daughter was to be given in marriage to 
Prince Sikandar SulPn;s that presents were to be given for Sa'id K h h ;  
that Kashrniris who were prisoners in the hands of the Mughals, were 
to be released;4 and that, in return, the Mughals were to give woollen 
cloth and other articles as presents to Muhammad Shiih.5 After 
concluding the treaty Mirz5 Haidar left Kashmir at the end of May 1533 
by the same route by which he had come.6 

After the withdrawal of the Mughals Kashmir was visited by a 
severe famine, because owing to continuous fighting and the ravages of 
the Mughals not much cultivation had been possible.7 Fortunately, 
the famine lasted only for a year, and as during this period the nobles 
remained united, the sufferings of the people caused by starvation were 
not aggravated by civil war. Perfect peace reigned in the country for 
three years.8 

Sul~cirt Sharlzsu'd-Din ( 1537-40). 
In about the middle of 1537 Muhammad Sh2h died, and was 

succceded by his second son, Shamsu'd-D'in.9 Shortly afterwards the 
civil war flared up. Kiiji Chak, who was living at his jiigir of Zainapur, 
proceeded to the city with his followers to attack the MZtgres and RCgi 
Chak. But the latter, learning of his approach, withdrew to Biirilmtila. 
Kdji Chak followed him, but as Daulat Chak and other chiefs, who were 
his supporters, went over to his enemies, he left for the Punjfib.lO 

Early in the spring of 1538 REgi Chak went to Jammu to marry the 
daughter of its ruler. Kiiji Chak took advantage of his absence and 
returned to the Valley, assisted by thc Gakkhars,ll in order to overthrow 
the M5gre faction. He encamped at the village of Gaisii,l2 and then 

T.R., pp. 439-41. 2. Ibid. 3. Ibid.; B.S., f .  101b. 

Munich MS., f .  89a; T.A., iii, 466. 

Ibid.; Also Suka, p. 373 for the terms of the treaty. 
T.R., p. 373; 5.0.8., Bulletin, viii, p. 988; suka, p. 373. 
E.S., ff.  102~-b; &ka, pp. 373-74. 
B.S., ff. 1028-b. 9. Ibid.; suka, p. 375. 
B.S., f .  102b. 11. B.S. ( B . M . ) ,  f .  778. 

It is (i village south-east of NBgh. 



proceeded to besiege the fort of SCpGr, where Abdal Magre, Lohar 
Magre, and the chiefs of Chadura had shut themselves in, as they did 
not think they were strong enough to fight Kgji a pitched battle without 
the help of Regi. While the siege was in p.rogress, Regi returned from 
Jarnrnu. KBji therefore left Daulat Chak, Ghiizi Khan, and Sayyid 
Ibrghim to blockade the fort, while he himself with a strong force 
marched against Regi who had arrived in Srinagar. Reg7 prepared 
himself for resistance in 'AlB'u'd-Dinpiir, but after a severe engagement 
he was defeated. Meanwhile the Miigres, hearing that Kaji had 
proceeded to the city, left SCpiir. But they were attacked by the troops 
left behind by Kiiji and routed. The Miigre chiefs tried to reorganise 
their forces, but failed and so fled to Rajauri.1 

After the fall of Ab&l Magre, KZji Chak became prime minister; 
and when, shortly after, Shamsu'd-Din I1 died he set up Mubarnmad 
Shah's another son, Isma'il, who was his son-in-law, on the throne. 
Kaji was able and efficient. and ruled the country with justice. He 
promoted the welfare of the peasants and treated the nobles generously. 
In spite of this the latter conspired to assassinate him. But they were 
discovered and imprisoned. After some time, however, Kaji released 
them and restored to them their j8girs which he had confiscated.2 He 
then divided the kingdom into three equal parts between himself, 
Sayyid Ibriihim, and Sul* Ism2'il Shah. But Kaji could not remain 
long in power, for Kashmir was threatened by a fresh Mughal invasion. 

M irzd Haidar's Conquest of Kashmir. 
After his withdrawal from Kashmir M i r a  Haidar carried on war 

in Tibet and LadAkh. Meanwhile, news reached him that Sul(iin Sa'id 
had died and had been succeeded by his son Rashid Sulgn, who had 
begun his reign by putting to death all those whom he suspected of 
plotting in favour of his brother Sikandar. M i r S  ljaidar feared 
that, since he was also known to be on friendly terms with the prince, 
he would incur the displeasure of Rashid Sulm.  He therefore gave 
up the idea of returning to Kfishghar or continuing the campaign. 
Instead he left Ladiikh, and, after a hazardous journey, went to 
BadakhshZn .Vrom there hc proceedecl to Lahorc and served 

1. B.S., ff. 103a sqq.; H.M., %. 142a sqq. 
2. B.S., ff. 106a-b; H.M., f.  144b. 3. T.R., pp. 450 sq4. 
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K3mrin for some time. He then entered the service of Humiiyiin, who 
treated him with honour and called him 'brother' after the Mughal 
fashion.' 

While he was in Lahore, Mirz.2 Haidar had received an appeal for 
help from A w l  Magre and Reg? Chak against Kfiji Chak through 
KhwBja Hflji who was acting as their agent with the Mughals.2 
Mirz2 Haidar wanted to help them, and pleaded on their behalf with 
Kgmran, but without any success. When, however, Kiimriin marched 
to deal with the rebellion of his brother Hindiil, MirG Haidar 
accompanied him to Agra, and there managed to raise an army.3 
This was placed under &bii Jujak, one of Kiimrin's superior  officer^,^ 
who was instructed to proceed with KhMja giiji. But as BSb3 Jujak 
possessed neither courage nor initiative, he did not move beyond 
Lahore, and under one pretext or another postponed his march. And 
when he heard of Humflyiin's defeat at the Ganges, near Qanauj, 
by ShEr Shflh (May 17, 1540), he finally gave up the expedition, keeping 
the Kashmiri chiefs waiting for him in vain in the hills of Rajauri.6 

After the .retreat of the Mughals from Qanauj to Lahore as a 
result of Humtiyfin's defeat, Abdal Magre and Reg? Chak again appealed 
for assistance through Khwiija Haji, assuring MIrS Haidar that 
Kashmir could easily be conquered and pointing out the advantages 
of such a conquest.6 At this time the Mughal nobles were discussing 
the general policy the Emperor should adopt. M i d  Haidar proposed 
that he should be allowed to proceed to Kashmir which he knew from 
personal experience and from the assurances of Abdfil and Reg? could 
be occupied in two months. After the conquest of the Valley the 
Mughals should send their families and baggage there for safety. 
while they themselves should take up strong positions on the Outer Hills 

1. Ibid., pp. 473. 
2. Ibid., p. 481. A.N., 1, 359, is wrong in saying that the KashmirT chiefs 

came down frnm RajaurT to Lahore. 
3. T.R., p. 482; A.N., 1, 359. 
4. A.N., i,  350. 
6. T.R. ,  p. 482; A.N., 1, 359. 
6 .  T.R., p. 482; A.N., 1, 360; B.S., f. 1078. Ross in hls trans. wrongly calls 

RGgi Chak as Znngi Chak, although in T.R. (MS.),  ill, f .  50a, it is 
R6gi ChcIk. 



of Kashmir, extending from Sirhind to the Salt Range. This would 
be a safe position because ShCr ShZh would not be able to bring 'his 
infantry owing to the difficult nature of the terrain.1 Mirzii Haidar 
and the Mughal nobles in general agreed to the proposal, but KBtnr5n 
rejected it and suggested that the women and baggage should be sent 
to Kabul, while the men should remain in the hills or go to Kashmir. 
Meanwhile news came that ShCr Sh2h had reached the banks of the 
Beas. and as a result the Mughals were struck with panic. M i r a  Haidar. 
on being consulted by Humayiin, again suggested the Kashmir plan. 
HumByiin agreed and gave him 400 men and permitted him to proceed 
to Naushahrfi. Mirfi  Haidar was assured that as soon as the Kashmin' 
chiefs would join him, Sikandar Tiipchi, a fief-holder in the neighbour- 
hood, would come to his assistance. When Mirzii klaiidar would reach 
the pass, KhwBja Kalin, a high officer of HunlByiin, would enter 
Naushahri. When Mirzi Haidar would enter Kashmir. the KhwBja 
would advance to the foot of the pass. Humgyiin would then himself 
proceed towards the Valley.2 

In accordance with this plan Mirzi Haidar marched to NaushahrB 
and was joined by Abdiil and RCgi. But neither Sikandar Tiipchi nor 
KhwBja KalBn moved to his help.3 In fact they did not render any 
aid even to Humiyiin when he, at the end of October 1540, proceeded 
from Lahore to SiBlk6t with the object of going to Kashmir. KhwrIja 
KalBn went away from SiBlk6t and joined EGmrAn at Behra,4 while 
Sikandar Tiipchi, frightened at the news of ShEr Shfih's approach near 
Lahore. took refuge in the Sirang hills.5 The cowardly and treacherous 
conduct of his officers greatly disgusted Humayiin who, therefore, gave 
up the idea of going to Kashmir, and turned to the west.% Mirz.5 Haidar 
was thus left with a handful of retainers in his own pay and about 
400 men given to him by Humfiyiin at Lahore.7 He was, however, 

1. T.R., pp. 479-80. 2. T.R., p. 483; A.N., 1. p. 360. 

3. T.R., p. 483. 
4. A.N., i, 402; Banerjee, Ht~lllu-ylfi, 11, 16. 

5. Thie is in the Gakkhar country, south-west of Kashmir. It lay On the 
Indus and extended from the BiwiiIlk hills to the borders of KashmTr. 
(I.A., mvl, p. 8 ) .  

6. A.N., i ,  360; Banerjee, H u ~ @ n ,  11, 13. 7. AN., 1, 402. 



not disheartened, knowing that owing to the disunity in Kashrnir he 
would be able to conquer it even with the small force at his disposal. 

Kaji Chak, hearing that M i r d  Haidar had arrived in Rajauri and 
that he had been joined by A w l  and RE@, at once proceeded to the 
Kapartal Pass1 to prevent his entry. But M i r d  Haidar abandoned that 
route, and on the 22nd of November, 1540, entered Kashrnir by the 
Piinch Pass.2 Kgji was baffled at the turn of events, and so, instead 
of organising resistance to the invaders, he along with IsmB'il Shah left 
the country via Hirapiir, and proceeded to ShEr Sh2h to seek his help.3 
As there was no one to offer him any opposition, MirG Haidar occupied 
the Valley without even striking a blow. 

M i r s  Haidar set up Nazuk Shiih on thz throne and made A w l  
Miigre Wazir. He then divided the kingdom into three equal parts 
between himself, Abdiil MBgre and REgi Chak. But early in spring, 
on the first day of Nanrcz, Abdal MBgl-e died of paralysis.4 Thereupon 
his son Husain Miigre was given his jBgir and the WizBrat.5 

Meanwhile Kaji Chak had reached the court of ShEr Shfih,6 
The Afghan ruler, impressed by the scars of numerous wounds which 
K5ji had received in various battles, welcomed him graciously and 
conferred upon him the title of Khan-i-KhBnBn and gave him 5,000 horse 
and two elephants under the command of 'Adil Khan and Husain Khan 
ShErwani.7 With these forces, early in the spring of 1541, Kiiji entered 

1. Icapartal Pass or Kendal is 9 miles east of Rajauri. I t  is on the HirapEr 

route. Another variant of Kapartal is Karanbal. (See A.N., iii, 746n. 3 ) .  
2. T.R., p. 485; A.N., 1, 402. B.S., f. 107a gives 21 Rajab 947121 Nov., 1540. 

The year 948 A.H. given in T.A., iii, 467 Is incorrect. The hiinch Pass 
of AbU'1-Fa@ is the Chira Hgr route of the Kaahmir chronicles. (See H.M., 

f .  145a; s.A., p. 50). 

3. B.S., ff. 107a-b; H.M., f. 145a; also T.R., p. 485. 

4. B.S., ff. 107a-b; also T.R, p. 485. 

6. B.S., f .  107b. 

6. A.N., 1, 403, says that KEji presented his niew, who was Muhammad S h a ' s  

grand-daughter, to ShSr Shiih. But Kashmiri chroniclere do not mention it. 
T.H., ii, f .  125b, follows A.N. 

7. A.N., i, p. 403; S.A., p. 50. B.S., f. 108a says KEji was given a small force. 

According to T.A., iil, 468, it numbered 5,000. The number given by A.N. 
appears to be correct. 



Kashmir via Hirapfir.' Hearing of this, Mirzi Haidar left his family 
in the fort of Andark&, and with Husain Magre, RE@ Chak and 
- 
'Idi Raina marched against K2ji.2 He encountered him at WatanBr,3 
but the battle was indecisive. For a month after this the parties engaged 
with each other in skirmishes and then, owing to the floods and rains, 
they withdrew. While Klji  established himself at GirdBr,4 Mirzfi 
Haidar encamped at K6thEr.6 But after the floods had subsided, the 
combatants took their stand at Vahat6r.Qnd on August 13, 1541, 
fought a severe battle. Although the Chaks had 5,000 cavalry and 
several thousand foot-soldiers while Mirzi Haidar had only 3,000, they 
were defeated and Kgji with Daulat Chak, Sayyid Ibdhim, and the 
Afghans fled to India. But Malik Naji, who had been wounded, 
submitted and was received with honour by Mirzi Haidar." 

In the beginning, Mrz3  Haidar's relations with the Kashmiri 
nobles had been cordial. He had treated them with respect, and 
sought their advice on all matters of the state. But after some time 
he became arrogant and began to look down upon them and to ignore 
them. REgi Chak was the first to resent his attitude. MrzA Haidar, 
apprehending mischief, won over Husain Magre and 'Tdi Raina, and 
set out to seize R e g  Chak who was at the moment in his jBgir of Kamrlj. 
But REgi, warned in time of his intentions, fled to the hills of Rajaun' 
and joined Kaji Chak (1 543).8 M i r a  Haidar, not finding REgi at 
Kamrfij, razed to the ground his house, and then returned to Andarkct. 

B.S., f. 108a; also S.A., p. 80. 

T.R., p. 484; H.M., f. 146a. 

I t  L a village in a grassy valley in the range of hills between ShihsbXd and 

Bring parganas. 

It is a village situated in the Anan tEg  TahpTI, about 5 miles south-east 

of T~lTirnBbBd. 

B.S.. f. 1088; N.K., f. 34b. K-other (ancient Kapateshvara) is a village 

situated in Lat. 33" 40' Long. 750 18'. I t  is in Ku taGr  pargana. 

B.S., f .  108a; H.M., f. 145b. Vahat'or 7 miles south of Srinagar on the 

high road towards Shupiyan in Lat. 33" 68' Long. 74" 61'. 

B.S., ff. 108a-b; H.M. ff. 1458-b; A.N., 1, 403. Ross in his trans. gives 

the date of battle aa 8 Rabi' I, 9481Aug. 1, 1641. 

B.S., f. 110a; H.M., ff. 146a-b. T.A., iii, 488, assigns the year 05011543 
for Rzgi'n Alght. 



Next year, early in spring, Regi and KSji again entered Kashmir to 
drive out the Mughals, and encamped at Gulmarg. Mirzi Haidar with 
the Mughal and Kashmiri forces advanced against them, and having 
made a surprise night attack, defeated KZjT and REgT, who again fled 
to the Punjab 11ills.l On Friday, September 12, 1544, Kaji Chak died 
of fever at Thanna.2 Although left alone REgi again invaded Kashmir 
in 1546. But he was defeated and killed by a fo.rce sent by Mirza 
Haidar. His head was cut off and brought before the MTri5.3 

These victories made Mirzii Haidar the de facto ruler of Kashmir. 
He, however. retained Ngzuk Shah as Sultiin in whose name the khutba 
was recited and coins were struck. Miri5 Haidar's .relations with 
Husain Ma.gre and 'idi Raina also remained cmdial.4 

After overpowering his enemies M i r a  Haidar decided to recover 
the territories which had been a part of the kingdom of Kashmir until 
the time of Hasan Shah. He first attempted the conquest of Kishtwiir 
and advanced from Liir in 1548. He himself remained in the 
village of Jhalii,5 and sent Bandagiin K6ka and 'rdi Raina with an army 
to reduce Kishtwiir. On arriving at the village of Dahut, situated on 
the river Miirma,G they found the Kishtwar army entrenched on the 
other side, ready to prevent their passage. There was an exchange of 
arrows and musket shots, but the Mughals could not cross the river. 
The next day, however, they tried to enter Kishtwiir by a detour from 
the main road. When they arrived at the village of Diir it became dark 
and they were attacked by the enemy. Bandagiin K6ka, the commander 
of the Mughal force, Mubarnmad Miigre and many others lost their 
lives. In fact the casualties on the Mughal side were so heavy that 
ever since the place has been called Mughal Mai&n or Mughal 
1. B.S., f. 110a. 

2. Ibid.,  ff. 1lOa-llla.  B.S. is wrong in saying that KEji died at ~ G a g a l l a .  

(See H.M. (B.N.), f. 47b and N.A., f .  69b). 

3. l1.A., iii, 469. 
4. B.S., f .  l l l a ;  N.K., f .  34b. 

5. It is situated near the boundary of Kishtwk and is locally known, but 

cannot be traced on the maps. 
6. Miirma is a rivulet in KishtwSr which swells during the rainy season. As 

regards the localities of DEr, Dahut, and ~ h a i i ,  they are locally known, but 

they cannot be traced on the maps. 



Mazir. Only a few persons managed to escape and join the Mirzg 
after suffering great privations.' 

Although Mirzi Haidar failed against KishtwBr, he was more 
fortunate in other directions. In 1548 he occupied Baltism and 
Ladfikh and placed them in charge of Mullii Qitsim andMull& Bgqi 
respectively. He then conquered Rajauri from the Kashmiri chiefs and 
entrusted it to Mubammad N a p r  and Sabr 'Ali. Finally, he reduced 
Pakhli and appointed Mullii 'Abdu'llah as its governor.2 

In 1549 Haibat Khan NiyZzi, the governor of Laho.re, revolted 
against his overlord. Islim Shah Siir. Being defeated at Dungot,3 
near Sambhal, he took refuge in the Siirang hills with the Gakkhars. 
Islilrn Shah, thereupon, made war upon the latter and crushed them.4 
Haibat Khan then fled to the outer mountains of Kashrnir, pursued by 
I s l h  Shah as far as Bhimbhar. Mirzfi Haidar was alarmed at the move 
of the Afghan chiefs, and so advanced to prevent them from entering the 
Valley. When Haibat Khan found that his way was blocked in the front 
by the Mughals and in the rear by Islam Shah, he moved towards the hills 
of Rajauri.5 There he met Daulat Chak and Ghazi Chak,'j who proposed 
that he should accompany them to Kashm-r in order to overthrow Mirzii 
Haidar.I His followers were agreeable to the proposal, but Haibat 
K h b  rejected it and sent a Brahman agent to Mirz.2 Haidar to come 
to terms with him. Having received a large sum of money from the 
Mird ,  Haibat Khan gave up the idca of invading Kashmir and went 
away to Birna near Jammu. The Kashmiri chiefs, getting disgusted 

1. J.P.H.S., iv, p. 37. 

a. T.A., iii, p. 470. T.A. says LadEkh was placed under MuQsin, while according 

to Firishta i t  was placed under MullB Hasan. 
3. It is a village on the Indus in h t .  71' 40' Long. 32 ' 58'. 
4. Ta'rikh-i-DE'Gii, ff .  19lb-92a; T.A., it, p. 113. See I.A., 1907, pp. 8 sq. for 

the Gakkhar tribe. 

6 .  Ta'ri&i-DZJiidi, f. 195a. 

8. T.A., iii, 471. Ta'rikh-i-DZW, f .  195b incorrectly mnt iona  Mubarnmad 

Nazar and Sabr 'Ali also, although they were loyal to MIrzE Haidar. 

7. T.A., iii, 713 ( t rans ) ,  and Firishta, p. 680, are  wrong in saying that the 

Kashmiri chiefs took Haibat KhEn to BBrEmiila. There is no mention of 

this in either the AfghEn or KashmTrT accounts. The Persian text of 

T.A., iii, 471 haa, instead of BErEmGla, Damlah which cannot be identified. 
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at his attitude, separated from him and went over to Tslim Shah.' But 
Mirzi Haidar, in order to win over the latter to his side, sent to him, in 
1550, Khw2ja Shams Mughal with a large quantity of saffron. After 
a year the Khwiija returned to Kashmir, accompanied by Yasin AfghBn, 
with rich presents from the Afghin ruler. MirzB Haidar presented 
Isliim Shiih's wakil with shawls and saffron. and then gave him leave 
to depart.2 

Although a strong champion of orthodoxy, M i r a  Haidar had been, 
at first, owing to .reasons o€ political expediency, very liberal towards 
the followers of the Niirbakhshiya sect. In fact, to please Regi Chak 
and other chiefs, who were Niirbakhshiyas, he had even visited the 
tomb of Mir Shamsu'd-Din and paid homage like a devotee. But after 
the revolt of Kegi Chak his attitude changed, for he became colivinced 
that in order to maintain peace in the Valley, uniformity of religion was 
essential.3 He therefore, on the advice of MaulinB JanlBl and Shalkh 
'Umar, banned the Niirbakhshiya sect.' He then destroyed the torn b 
of Sharnsu'd-Din, arid in 1545 put to death Hqra t  Rishi.5 He 
also executed Siifi Dii'iid, Mull2 HPjib Khatib and many other 
Niirbakhshiyas; while some like Q2ci Mir 'Ali were exiled and their 
houses destroycd.6 Sl~aikh DBniyi1, the son of Shamsu'd-Din, who had 
gone away to Skirdu owing to M i r d  Haidar's intolerance, was brought 
back in 1549 and thrown irito prison. After this false witnesses 
were obtained to testify that he had reviled the first three Caliphs, and 
on that charge, or1 March 14, 1550, he was executed by the decree of 
QBg Habib, Qiigi J brihim. and QG- 'Abdu'l-Ghafiir.7 His trunk 
and head were taken away by his followers and secretly deposited and, 

1. Ta'rikh-i-D,ii'*i f .  196a; T.A., iii, 471. But both these chronicles are 

incor18ect in stating that G h k i  Chak went to MTrzZ Haidar. GhGi was 
against MTrzZ Haidar and so he could not have gone tb him. 

2. T.A., iii, 472. 3. B S . ,  f .  l l l b .  

4. See infrca p.144.  
5. B.S., f .  l l l b .  S.A., p. 61; T.H., ii, f .  1Q3b and W.K., f .  45a, say that 

Shatnsu'd-Din's bones were taken out and burnt, and his -tomb was turned 
into a public latrine. But B.S. and H.M. do not mention this. 

6. N.A.,  I. 718; N.K.,  f .  34b; T.H., ii, f .  127b. 
7. B.S., ff. l l lb -12a;  S.A., p. 51; T.H., ii, f. 127b. 



after MirG Haidar's death, they were collected and buried in the tomb 
of his father Shamsu'd-Din.' 

The execution of Diniyiil was a great mistake committted by 
Mirzi Haidar because he was a pious man and much respected in the 
country. The M i r a  had been warned by Mulls 'Abdu'llfih, one of his 
confidants. against this step, but he had ignored him replying that 
Diniyfil's executi~n was necessary for the stability and welfare of the 
kingdom.2 In reality, however, the effect of his policy was doqtrary 
to his expectations. Malik 'id7 Raina and Malik Mubarnmad Nfiji; who 
had embraced Shi'isnl, became inimical towards the M i r a  for his 
persecution of their co-religionists and they decided to overthrow him.3 
They won over N&uk Sh&. Husain Mfigre andKhwgja P j i  who 
not only disapproved of Haidar's intolerance but also his arrogance and 
nepotism. In the beginning he had treated the Kashmiri nobles with 
respect and associated them in the government of the country, but 
later on he began to look down upon them, ignoring their claims, 
concentrating all power into his own hands, and appointing his own 
t'ollowers as governors of drfferent provinces.4 The result of this policy 
was that even those Kashmiri nobles who had hitherto remained loyal 
to him were now alienated and began to conspire his overthrow. 

Meanwhile trouble had broken out in the Outer Hills, and 
therefore, in 1551, M i r a  Haidar sent an army of Mughals and Kashmids 
via Bfirfirniila under hls cousin Qar5 Bahiidur accompanied by Husain 
Magre, 'TdI Raina, and Khwiija Ijiiji.5 When it reached MZnkdt6 the 
Kashmiri chiefs decided to attack the M ~ g h a l s , ~  and having separated 
from Qarfi Balifidur, they proceeded to the top of the hfl and sent a 
small force supported by the hill people to cut off his communications 

1. B.S., ff. 112a-b. 2. Ibid. ,  f. 112b. 
3. N.A., ff. 71a-b. 4. H.M., f .  146b. 
5. H.M., f .  147, and T.A., iii, 472 assign the year 95811551 for these happen- 

inga. But B.S., f .  112b gives 9ept.-Oct., 1650. 
6 .  A village and fort in the province of finch and situated on the right bank 

of the Mandel stream in Lat. 33" 38' Iang. 74" 6'. 
7. T.A., iii, 472, m n g l y  atatw that Huadn Miigre sent his brother to inform 

Haidar of the treachery of ' ~ e  Kaahrniris, for the M-ce. themaelves 
were a party to the conspiracy against the Mlrzii. 
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with Kashmir. Early next morning the Kashmiris descended from the 
hill and attacked the Mughals. The latter resisted till mid-day, but in 

the end fled, pursued by the Kashmiris who killed many of them and 
seized their baggage. Those who escaped took refuge in the fort of 
Barbal.1 Thereupon, 'ldi Raina despatched about 500 horse under 
Husain Miigre, Niiji Malik, and Khwiija HZji to besiege the fort, while 
he himself proceeded to Piinch. As the Kashmiris, who were being 
helped by the hill people, outnumbered the Mughals, QarZ BahZdur 
got .disheartened and decided to make peace with them, but some of 

'the chiefs hke Sayyid M i r 5  and Mi rd  'Ali K6kii were against 
it and wanted to fight their way to the Gakkhar country. Qafi  
Bah5dur ignored their advice, and left the fort with some of his 
followers in order to negotiate with the Kashmiris. But as he advanced 
he was attacked by the enemy. Seeing this the rest of the garrison 
also came out of the fort and made for the Gakkhar country. Although 
they were pursued by the Kashmiris, they succeeded in making good 
their escape. But those belonging to Qafi Bahidur's party were either 
killed or taken captives. The latter were taken to 'rdi Raina who was 
in Pinch. Qara Bahsdur, Qufb 'Ali Kiikii, and Mubamniad Nawr 
were imprisoned while others had their hands cut off. After this victory 
'Idi Raina sent a message to Daulat Chak. who was in NaushahrZ, to 
join him. Daulat at once set out and met 'Tdi Raina who had entered 
the Valley via Hiraptir. A large number of people flocked under their 
banner, and together they marched towards Srinagar.2 

These happenings caused great anxiety to Mirzi Haidar. After 
consulting his followers, he left his family in the fort of Andarkiit with 
a Mughal garrison and some Kashmiris, and then marched against - 
'Idi Raina. But just at this time serious revolts broke out in Baltistiin 
and Lad5kh against Mull5 a s i m  and Mull5 Bgqirespectively. Mullti 
Qisinl with his followers was killed. but Mullii B5qi succeeded in 
escaping and joining MirzA Haidar near Andarkiit. Risings also took 
place in Pakhli. and its governor, 'Abdu'llBh Samarqandi, was defeated 

1. B.S., f .  113a; also H.M., ff. 147a-b where the account is glven somewhat 
differently. Barbal was a fort near the TUshamaidEn Pass on the route to 
Pu-nch (See for more details, Stein, 11, 389 and n. 58) .  

2. B.S., ff. 114a-16a; H.M., fP. 1478-48a. 



by the rebels. Meanwhile, learning of the disaster thdt had befallen QZra 
Bahiidur, he became so demoralised that he decided to withdraw to the 
Valley. But when he reached BgrZirncla, he was killed by the 
Kashmiris.1 Similarly, K6kB Mir, who had been sent to establish 
order in Kishtwiir, was defeated and killed with 1,500 of his troops in 
the pargana of Adavin.2 On receiving these distressing news from all 
sides, Mirzii Ijaidar proceeded to Srinagar and thence moved to 
Vahatdr,s to engage with the Kashrniri chiefs who, led by 'ldi Raina, 
had fortified themselves in the fort of Man&, near Kh~mpfir.4 But as 
Mirzii Haidar had a small force, he decided upon a night attack. 
Although some of his officers dissuaded him from such an hazardous 
undertaking.5 Mirzii Haidar ignored them, and after designating his 
brother 'Abdu'r-RaQmBn to succeed him, he marched against the enemy 
with about 700 or 800 horse. When he reached the base of the fort 
he left his troops behind, and with only thirty men proceeded to the 
top of thc buttress. But on the way most of his followers fell out, 
and he was left with only seven men. While he was trying to enter 
the fort, he was killed by an arrow (October 1551h6 

This is the only contemporary account of M i r d  Haidar's death 
known to exist, and there is no reason to doubt its authenticity, for 
Sayyid 'Ali. its author, was in the Mirz2's service, and ~articipated in 
this campaign. It is true that he was not prese~~t on the >pot when 

1. S.A., p. 52; B.S., ff. 115b-16a; H.M., f. 147b. 

2. H.M., f .  147b. 

3. S.A., p. 52; B.S., f. 116n. H.M. has Aunpiir. 

4. KhiTmpb. is situated 10 miles south of Sr?nagar on the high road leading to 

the P i r  Panjal Pass. T.A. and S.A. wrongly call i t  KhRnpiir. B.S. and 

T.H. have KhZmpiir Cunningham, according to Stein, is wrong in identify- 
ing i t  with the ancient Kanishkapura. (Stein, ii, 482n.). 

6. S.A., pp. 52-3. Sayyid 'Ali says that he and his father advised the MirG 
not to make t night ~ t t a c k .  

0. S.A., pp. 52-3. B.S., ff. 116a-b, agrees with this account. S.A. and B.S. 

give the date of Mirzii: Haidar's death as 6 Z?l-Qtl'da 9571Nov. 18, 1550. . . 
But A.A. (Blochmann), p. 313, and T.R., p. 22, say that the ~ i r z ? i  wars 

killed in Oct. 1551. See also T.A. and H.M. which give the year 1551. 

I have followed these authorities, for  the chronology of S.A. and B.S. i8 not 

always reliable. 
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. '  .**-.: * .  -y:-?... 
MIra  Haidar was killed, but he must have written on the basis of 
information gathered from reliable witnesses. 

Besides the account of Sayyid 'Ali, there are other versions also 
about 'the manner of Mirzi Haidar's death. According to one 
version, he was slain by Kamgl Diibi with a sword;l according 
to another, a butcher is said to have shot an arrow which hit 
him in the thigh and killed him.2 Haidar Malik, however, relates 
that M i r a  Haidar was killed with an axe by a butcher who suspected 
him to be a Mughal spy.3 All these versions, it must be remembered, 
are based on hearsay, and may therefore be discounted as spurious. 
However, there may be some truth in the tradition contained in the 
Tabaqcit-i-Akhari that, while he was leading the attack, Mirzi Haidar 
was accidentally struck by an arrow discl~arged by ShZih Nagar, a 
cuirassier, belonging to his own army.4 This statement does not in any 
way conflict with that of Sayyid 'Ali, who is silent over the question 
whether M i r a  Haidar lost his life at the hands of the enemy or one of 
his own men. 

When in the morning Mirz5 Haidar's body was discovered, the 
Chaks wanted to insult it, but Husain M5gre and Sayyid Mutammad 
Baihaqi had it buried near the grave of Sulgn ~ainu'l- bidin in, and 
protected it for a month.5 The Mughals, on Mirzi Haidar's death, had 
fled to Andarkct. There they were besieged by the Kashrniris. But 
after three days of fighting MirzA Haidar's widow decided to make 
peace with the enemy saying that, as the MTra was dead, it was useless 

1. A.N., i, 406; see also T.A. ( t rans . ) ,  iii, 71811. 1. 

2. T.A., ill, 475. 

3. According to H.M., f. 1488, MTrG Haidar set out alone to find out the 
condition of the enemy force. A butcher, who was skinning a cow, saw him 
and questioned who he w u .  The MTrG replied that he was neither a 
Persian nor a Kashmiri. The butcher, suspecting him to be a Mughal spy, 
delivered such a severe blow upon his head with his axe that he fell down 
from his horse and died. But this story appears to be apocryphal. In  the 
first place i t  is incredible that a butcher should have been engaged in his 
work in the night near the scene of conflict. Secondly, M i r G  Haidar who 
was a brave soldier and was well armed, could not have been killed by a 
butcher with an  axe. 

4 T.A., iii, 475. 
6. S.A., p. 53; W.K., f. 468; T.H., ii, f. 130a, 



to continue the conflict. She accordingly sent Amir KhBn, the architect, 
to negotiate the terms of surrender. Husain Miigre exercised a 
moderating influence on those Kashmiri nobles who were in favour of 
continuing hostilities, and finally secured a settlement. Qarii Bahiidur 
and others who were in prison were released. The Kashmiris gave an 
undertaking that they would not molest the family and followers of 
M i n i  Haidar. After this his family was brought from Andarkbt to 
Sfinagar and treated with respect. They were then sent via Pakhli 
and Kgbul to Kfishghar. But some of the Mughals, like Sabr 'Ali and 
others, who took the route via Ladiikh, were killed by the Ladikhis.l 

The exploits and career of MirzB Haidar is reminiscent of his 
cousin E b u r .  Like him he possessed great adventurous spirit, and 
was always active both in body and mind. Like him also he was 
generous and affectionate, a fearless fighter and a great general.2 But 
he did not have the same insight into human nature, and he lacked the 
tact and prudence and the broad humanity of his great cousin. He 
was, however, not petty-minded and could rise to great heights of 
magnanimity. Thus he could have easily declared himself as Sulgn 
of Kashrnir, but did not do so as an act of self-denial. Instead, he 
raised N%uk Shah to the throne as a stop-gap until HurnByijn's return 
from exile. And as soon as, in 1545. he heard that HurnByijn had 
occupied Kibul and Qandahgr, he transferred to him the sovereignty 
with which he had invested Niizuk Shfih. He read the khutba and 
struck coins in the name of HumByGn, and even invited him to Kashmir, 
suggesting that it would serve as a useful base for the invasion and 
reconquest of - Hindustiin.3 

Tn the beginning MirG Haidar ruled Kashmir with justice and 
ability. He recovered some of the territories which had been subject 
to Kashn~ir in the time of ~ainu'l-'Abidin. He established g o d  

government, and tried to promote trade, agriculture and industry. 
But later on, with the worsening of his relations with the ~ashmif i  

1. T.A., iii, 478 ;  see also H.M., ff. 148b-4Ba. 
2. &I, Haft Iqri, f .  3658. Author of Tn'rikh-i-Dii'Si, f. 1Q6a mays ~ i r z z  

Haiclar was "a courageous youth". 

3. T.R., Intro., pp. 24-5. 



nobles, the administration gradually deteriorated, and he failed to protect 
the peasants from the high-handedness of the Mugha1s.l 

Few medieval rulers of Kashmir did so much for the promotion 
of art and culture of Kashmir as Mirzi Haidar. He was, in this respect, 
a great admirer of ~ainu'l- bidin in, and tried to follow in his footsteps. 
He sent for artists and craftsmen from different countries, and revived 
arts which had been languishing clue to continuous civil wars.2 He 
patronized men of learning, and appointed teachers in every village 
for the education of children.3 He built a number of mosques in 
Srinagar with baths, which kept the prayer-rooms warm i11 winter so 
that even in extreme cold weather people could pray there and take rest. 
He also cor~structed magnificent edifices, and laid out beautiful gardens 
in Andarkbt. He introduced new types of windows and doors, and 

made innovations in dress and f00d.4 
Mirzi Haidar was very versatile and a inan of many accomplish- 

ments. He excelled in penmanship, painting, and various kinds of 
handiwork.5 He was a great lover of music, and introduced into 
Kasl~mi'r various types of musical instruments.6 According to Jahiingir, 
Mi'ra Haidar's court was celebrated for skilled musicians.7 Mirzii 
Haidar was also an excellent poet in Turki and a good poet and prose 
writer in Persian.8 Besides the Ta'rikh-i--Rashid[ which he composed 
in Persian while he was in Kashmir, he is also regarded as the author 
of the anonymous Jahin-nilnu, a mctrical treatise on Geography in 
Turki, which he is said to have written during his stay in Badakhshb 
in 1508-9.9 

But these qualities of Mirzi Haidar were offset by his excessive 
religious fanaticism. In his zeal to preserve the lslamic orthodoxy he 
banned Shi'ism and the ShZfi'ite scho01.~0 Moreover, he secured a 

1. H M., f .  146b. 2. A.N., i, 404; H.M., f .  146a. 
3. RisZlah dar ManEqib-i-Khulafa, f .  613b. 4 .  N.A., f .  70b. 

6. BZbur-Gmna, i, 22. 6. A.A., i, 404. 

7. Tu.zi&k-a-Jnhiingiri, ii, 148. 
8. 8.0.5. B?bllclin, viii, pp. 987-8; Biibur-niinza, ii, 22; also RZizi, Haft IqlTln, 

f. 365a for an appreciation of hTirzTi Haidar's character. .. 
9. 8.0.8. Bulletin, viii, 987-8; Storey, Persian htei.urtui'e, Sec., ii, Fasc. 2, p. 274. 

10. B.S., f .  120a. 
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decree from the 'Ulamii of Hindustiin that the Niirbakhshiyas were 
heretics, and that it was perfectly lawful to destroy them if they persisted 
in their beliefs and refused to accept the teachings of Abii Hanifa. 
Accordingly h2 began to persecute them, and put to death many of their 
leaders. He also placed a ban on othcr Siif? orders on the ground that 
SGfis led immoral lives, ate and drank forbidden things. and spent 
their time interpreting dreams, displaying miracles, and prostrating 
themselves before one another. In this way MirzB Haidar compelled 
cvcry Muslim to conform to the Sum faith.' But his success was 
only short-lived, for the Kashmiri nobles resented his religious bigotry 
and joined hands to bring about his overthrow. 

During his stay in Kashmir Mirzii Haidar felt as if he was in exile, 
and the thought of his own country never left his mind.2 I11 1547, when 
an ambassador arrived from Kfishghar, he proceeded to Liir to welcome 
him.3 In fact all through the period he kept himself in touch with his 
relations and friends in Kishghar. This failure to regard Kashmir as 
his home and to identify himself with its people proved disastrous for 
him. For it made him arrogant, and prevented him from making serious 
efforts to win the affection and good-will of the Kashmiris. He began 
to lean more and more upon the support of his own followers, there- 
by alienating the Kashmiri chiefs. This eventually led to his downfall. 

1. T.R., pp. 435-6; Firiahta, 646-7; also B.S., f.  120b. 
1. T.R.. Intro., p. 19. 
a. IM., p. 469 



CHAPTER VIII 

END OF THE SH&-I MLR DYNASTY AND 
THE CHAK ASCENDANCY 

N AZUK Shah, who had been raised to the throne by Mirz2 Haidar, 
was allowed to continue as S u l w  by the nobles. But it was in reality 

'Ihi Raina, his prime minister, who was the virtual ruler, The latter 
treated the nobles with respect, and did his best to win their favour. 
Since the Chaks had suffered considerably under MirG Haidar and were 
in economic difficulties, he rewarded then1 generously.' The pargana 
of Divasar was allotted to Daulat Chak, the pargana of Vihi was given 
to GhSzT Chak and Kamrij to Yiisuf Chak and Bahram Chak, while 
Khwaja Haji received one lakh kharwirs of paddy.2 

In about the middle of 1552 news came that Haibat Kh5n Niyiizi, 
whom the Gakkhars could no longer give protection, was advancing 
to invade Kashmir. Thereupon 'TdT Raina, Daulat Chak, and Husain 
Mtigre marched against him, and met him in the Baniha1 pargana. 
Severe fighting continued from morning till sunset. The Afghans 
fought valiantly. Bibi Rabi'a. thc wife of Haibat Khan, in particular 
displayed great courage. But in the end, owing to their inferiority in 
numbers, the Afghans were routed. Haibat Khan, Bibi R5biba, Shah& 
Khin and many other chiefs were slain. Their heads were sent by 
the Kashmiri nobles to Isl5m Sha.3 

Soon after this, civil war flared up in Kashmil-. Already before 
the invasion of the NiyBzis, the nobles under the leade,rship of Daulat 

- 
Chak and 'I& Raina had fought one another in Srinagar. 'I& Raina 

1. H.M., f. 1508. 

2. T.A., Iii, p. 476. 

3. To'rikh-i-DiTTdi, ff. 1968-b; T.A., iii,  478-9; also T(l'rikh4-Khin-i-JnhZni; 

f. 109h rind B.S, f. 117b. Ta'rikh-i-DZ5-d wrongly states that it was 

hIirzZ 1;Iaidar who sent the Kashmiri chiefs against the Niytlzis. M.T., i ,  500. 
however, does not refer to MinB Haidar in this connection. 



had even employed the help of Qar5 Bahgdur and other Mughals who 
had not yet left the country. E M  KhalIl, the Shi'ite divine, however, 
by explaining to 'rdi Raina the disastrous consequences of placing trust 
in foreigners, had brought about peace between him and Daulat Chak.1 
But in reality it was nothing more than a truce, for, after the destruction 
of the Niyszis, dissensions in the Valley were revived. On the one side 
were the Milgres, the Kopw31-2 Chaks and the Baihaqi Sayyids headed 
by 'Tdi Raina, and on the other were the Chaks led by Daulat Chak.2 

Towards the end of 1552, 'I& Raina decided to overthrow Daulat 
Chak.3 But the latter anticipated his move by taking Husain Magre 
and Sayyid Ibriihim prisoner. The rest of 'kli Raina's followers, 
however, managed to escape and join their chief. After a few days 'fdi 
with the Magres and Yiisuf Chak set out to attack Daulat. But before 
they could do so, Daulat forestalled their move by himself crossing - 
the Jehlam in Srinagar and attacking them. 'Idi Raina was defeated 
and put to flight.* But at RZwalpiir,s while in a hurried flight on 
horseback, his neck got entangled in a vine creeper and he was killed 
on the spot.6 Thereupon, Daulat Chak assumed the duties of prime 
minister. He deposed NZizuk Shah and set up in his place Ibdhim 
Shah, the so11 of Mubammad Shgh, who, before Mird Haidar's 
invasion, had already once reigned for a short time.7 Nfizuk ShBh, 
finding no hope of recovering the throne, left for the P ~ n j Z b . ~  

1- T.A., iil, 478. a. B.s., f. 117b. 
3. B.S., f .  118b gives the year 958 but it should be 95911562. (See J.R.A.S., 

1918, p. 462). 
4. B.3., f. 118a. 
6. It is a village about a mile south-west of Srinagar, on the road leading to 

the aerodrome. 
6. H.M., f. 151b; N.K., f.  35b. The statement in B.S., f. 1188, that 'Tdi Raina, 

having fallen ill on the way, returned to Sfhagar  where he died, appears to 
be apocryphal. 

7 .  Firishta, p. 685, says that Ibr-*m was the son of -k S h a .  But this 
is incorrect. Daulat Chak would not have raised to the throne a pereon 
belonging to the collateral branch which was hostile to the Chaks. IbrEhlm 
Sh3a was in fact the son of Muhammad ShEh. (T.A., l i i ,  480). He was 
the same person who had reigned before from 1528-29. (See p. 121, supm).  
B.S. and H.M. skip over the reign of IbrEhim S h a ,  and state that 
muk ShZih wes succeeded by Jamii'il S m .  

8. B.S., f .  121b. 
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Daulat Chak's rise to power marks the beginning of the Chak 
ascendancy in the Valley which lasted for over thirty years. The Chaks. 

as we have seen, had entered Kashmir in the time of Siihadeva and 
were raised to prominence by Sulpn Shamsu'd-Din I. But it was not 

until the time of Muhammad Shah that they began to play an active 
part in the affairs of the kingdom. They increased their prestige and 

power by entering into marriage alliances with the principal landowning 
families of the Valley and the ruling dynasty; and by their tact, energy, 
perseverance, and valour they eventually succeeded in defeating all their 
rivals and making themselves supreme in the country. 

M i r f i  Haidar had banned Shi'ism, the Niirbakhshiya sect, the 
ShBfi'ite school and the various Siifl orders, having declared that no 
religion except the Hanafite was to be practised. But Daulat Chak 
lifted the ban, and issued a proclamation that people were free to profess 
any religion they liked, and that no one was allowed to impose his own 
beliefs upon others.' 

Daulat Chak then built three mausoleums. One for Shaikh 
DZniyill. whose body was bmught there and buried. Another he 
constructed over the grave of Mir Shamsu'd-Din, which had been 
destroyed by MirG Haidar, and endowed it for the maintenance of 
Shamsu'd-Din's descendants and the servants of the hospice. In the 
third mausoleum the body of BSE'Ali Najjsr was brought and buried. 
An endowment was created, and his son B2b3 Hasan was made its 
trustee.= 

The ruler of Ladilkh had not paid his tribute for many years. 
Moreover, his subjects had entered the Valley and driven away the 
flocks of sheep from the pargana of Khadrpara,  which was included in 

the jagir of Habib Chak, brother of Nusrat Chak. Daulat Chak there- 
fore sent Ibfihim Chak and Ghiizi Chak's son Haidar Chak to invade 
Ladilkh. Meanwhile Habib Chak had himself invaded Ladiikh. He 
defeated the Ladilkhis and, after occupying a number of their forts, 
compelled them to pay a tribute of 3,000 horses, 500 pieces of leather, 
100 sheep, and 30 yaks.= 

1. Ibirl., ff. 120~-21b. 

a. IW., ff. 120b-21a. 

3. T.A., iii ,  481, and trans. p. 727n. 1, 
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Daulat Chak treated the nobles kindly; and to win over the rival 
faction he released Husain Magre and Sayyid IbrBhinl whom he had 
imprisoned for joining 'Tdi Raina against him. However, some 
members of his own family, incited by interested persons, became 
jealous of him. Matters came to a head when he married GhZzi Chak's 
mother, the widow of his uncle, K5ji Chak. GhBzi Chak, Husain Chak 
and other of his relations greatly resented this marriage and made up 
their minds to overthrow him.' Towards the end of 1555, when Daulat 
Chak had gone in a boat for shooting on the Dal lake, GMzi made a 
sudden attack on his troops who were in HusainBbBd. Taken by 
surprise, they fled. Thereupon, GhBzi seized all the Horse and set out 
in pursuit of Daulat Chak.2 But the latter escaped to the hilly parts 
of the Ph2g pargana. He was, however, seized by a shepherd and 
brought before GhBzi, who had him bhded.3 G h a i  now replaced 
Daulat Chak as prime minister. 

In the spring of 1556, some chiefs, headed by Nu!rat Chak and 
Yhuf Chak, conspired to put GhBzi and his b,rother Husain Chak to 
death. But Gha- discovered the plot and sent for the leaders. Not 
suspecting any danger they obeyed the summons. He remonstrated 
with them for their treacherous conduct and then detained them for the 
night.4 Hearing of this Habib Chak, Shams Raina, and Mubammad 
Miigre took up arms against GhBzT. They destroyed the bridge of the 
town and assembled in the field of ZiBldakar. GhZzi proceeded to the 
river on the opposite side; and for a few days there was exchange of 
arrows and musketry between his forces and those of the enemy. But 
finding that the rebels were daily gaining in strength by fresh reinforce 
ments, Ghiizi crossed the river and attacked them in ZiBldakar. After 
heavy fighting he defeated them. Habib Chak was killed, Ytisuf Chak, 
the son of REgi Chak, was seized and thrown into prison, while Shams 
Raina and others escaped to 

1. H.M., fP. 151a-b. 
2. Ibid., f.  152b; B.S., f.  122a. The date assigned to this event in H.M.(I.O.) 

as 961 A.H. is wrong. H.M. (B.N.) ,  f .  51a, and B.S. give the year 962115.55. 

T.A. agrees with them. 
3. H.M., f .  163b. 4. B.S., f .  122b. 
5. IM., f. 123a; H.M., ff. 155a-56b. 
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Not long after these events, other Chak nobles like GhBzi's own 
brother Shankar Chak, Bahriim Chak and Fatb Chak organised a rising 
in S6piir. But G h a i  marched against them and defeated them. 
Baham escaped to Khuyahem, but was captured there. He was 
brought to Sfinagar and put to death. Tbrihim Chak, another son of 
REgT Chak, was also seized and executed. But Fat9 Chak and Shankar 
Chak escaped.1 Orders were given to blind Yiisuf Chak, who was in 
prison, but he managed to escape.2 

The Kashmiri chiefs, who had fled to India, sought the help of 
Humiyiin. The Emperor was willing to give them assistance, but soon 
after he died on January 24, 1556. Thereupon, they made advances 
to Abii'l-Ma'ili, He had been a great favourite of Humiyiin. who had 
called him his son. But Akbar after his accession ordered Abii'l- 
Ma'ili's imprisonmerit owing to his arrogance, and sent him tolahore.3 
From there, however, Abii'l-Ma'iili escaped to the territory of the 
Gakkhars. Although he was seized by Kamal Khan Gakkhar and 
thrown into prison, he managed to escape with the help of Yiisuf Chak 
to Naushahrs. There he entered into an alliance with Shams Raina, 
Fatb Chak, KhHja  Haji, and the blind Daulat Chak;4 and, having 
collected a force of 300 Mughals and 800 Kashmiris, he entered Kashm-r 
via PGnch and BBrSmiila and encamped at Patan (1558).6 When 
Ghizi heard of this he released Nusrat Chak and Sayyid Tbfihim, and 

1. B.S., f. 123a. See also T.A., iii, 485, where the account is given with slight 

variation. 

2. B.S., f.  123a. 

3. For Abii'l-Ma'EI's career see A.N., ii, 154-56; M.T., ii, 2-6; and T.A., ii. 

127 sqq. 

4. T.A., iii, 486; A.N., ii, 153-4; M.T., ii, p. 10, is wrong in saying that 

Ab?l-~a'Eli  was treated with honour by KamEl Khzn, and the two set out 

to conquer Kashmir. KamBl KhEn was loyal to Akbar and so oould not 

have welcomed Ab3l-Mtr'lXli. See A.A. (Blochmann), pp. 507-8; T.A., ii, 

161; and Mn'Zsinc'l-Umnnn', ii, 144 sq. for K a m a  KhEn's relations with 

Akbar. 

8. A.N., ti, pp. 154-5. H.M. wrongly places the invasion of Abi?'l-Ma'EIi before 

the rebellion of the nobles. The date of the invasion assigned by B.S., T.A., 
and M.T., is 96511658. 

Patan is a large vlllage in Lat. 34O 10' Long. 74" 36'. distant 17  miles 
north-west of Srinagar on the high road between Srinagar and ~ a r ~ i i l a .  
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with them set out against the enemy. He encountered Abi'l-MaLgl? 
at HiinjTvera.1 After heavy fighting, which lasted from morning till 
sunset, the invaders gave way. Shams Raina, realising that Abi'l-MaLali 
would fall into the hands of the enemy, sent him away with an escort 
of twelve men. and himself continued to resist, in spite of the severe 

wounds he had received. He then tried to commit suicide, but did not 
succeed. He was captured alive; and although his daughter was married 
to GhBzi's son, he was not spared but was executed.2 A number of 
Mughals were also taken prisoners. They were beheaded, and their 
heads built up into minarets.3 

After this victory Ghiizi sent Nu.yrat Chak on a goodwill mission 
to Akbar. Nuyat was received with honour by Bairam Khiin.4 
Meanwhile, the Emperor had received a request for help through QarZi 
Bahidur from the Kashmiri nobles who were opposed to Gmi .6  He 
welcomed this opportunity, and gave a large fo,rce to Qarii BahBdur, 
who had previous experience of Kashmir, to lead the invasion. Qar2 
BahZidur marched via Naushahrii in the summer of 1560.6 But he did 
not get any response from the nobles. On the contrary, Fatb Chak and 
Lohar Chak, who were in Pilnch, deserted and went over to Gh%i. 
Similarly Nusrat sent a message to Ghazi that he was not on the side 
of the Mughals. The nobles who had promised to help Qafi BaEdur, 
now backed out because they found that his army was not strong and he 
would be defeated. But the result of their attitude was that QarZi 
BahBdur got disheartened, and did not move from Rajauri. Gh%i 

1. HEnjlvera Is a large village in Lat. 34 O 8' Long. 74 O 38', 2 milea east of 

Patan on the road towards Srinagar. 

1. H.M., ff. 154a-55a. A.N. and T.A. say that Ab?l-Mami's life was saved 

by a Mughal. 

3. Kashmiri accounts say that 4,000 were killed on both sides, and 1,700 

Mughde w e n  taken prisonere. But these a re  exaggerated estimates. 

According to A.N. Abzl-Ma'aT had only 300 Mughals with him. 

4. H.M., f. 1548. 

6. Suka, p. 384 says that N i k ~ k  ShEh also joined QarE Bahgdur. But he 

wrongly calla the latter as the son of HumEfln. 

(I. T.A., li, 488; A.N., ii, 197. duka wrongly places the invasion of Qarz 

BahKciur before that of AbTl-Ma'aT and In the summer of 1561. He also 

wrongly says that g a r s  twice invaded Keshmir. 
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Chak, however, marched to Hirapfir, and thence proceeded via Thanna 
to Loharket. He sent a force of infantry which defeated the Mughals 
near Rajauri.1 He then himself attacked Qarl  Bahadur who had 
marched to Danaor. Here, after a severe engagement lasting from 
morning till sunset, he routed the Mughals. Qarii Bahidur escaped and 
joined Akbar at Agra. The Kashmiri chronicles say that Ghw- Chak 
had announced before the battle that anyone who brought the head of 
a Mughal would get an ashrafi, and so over 700 heads were brought. 
Gw Chak gave them the promised reward, and in some cases even 
five times as much. He then returned to Srinagar, and constructed a 
bigger minaret of the skulls of his enemies.2 

Ghlzi Chak, on seizing power from Daulst Chak, dcposed Ibfihim 
Shih and enthroned his brother TsmB'i1, another son of Mubarnmad 
Shih.3 But when Isma'il Shiih died in 1557, he proclaimed his son 
Habib Shlh, who was his own nephew, as king.4 In the year 1561. 
however, under the pretext that Habib Shlh was incompetent, Ghazi 
Chak set him aside, and wit11 the consent of the nobles himself ascended 
the throne, assuming the title of Sulpn and laying the foundation of 
the Chak dynasty.6 

In 1560-61, again, the nobles revolted under the leadership of Fat! 
Chak and Lohar Chak. GhBzi despatched his brother, Husain Chak, 
against them. Meanwhile, winter had set in, and as a result many of 
the rebels perished in snow. The rest proceeded to Kishtw5r, but as 
they were in great distress they surrendered to Husain Chak. He 
mediated on their behalf with Ghizi Shlh who pardoned them and 
granted them jigirs 8 

1. B.S., ff. 124a-b; A.N., ii, 197-8; T.A., iii, 488. 

2. H.M., f. 167a; also Suka, pp. 384-6. 

3. T.A., iii, 482-83. 

4. B.S., f. 125a; TA., lil, 483. According to H.M., f. 151b, it was Daulat Chak 

who had enthroned Habib Chak. Suka'8 account is confused and unreliable. 
L. 

6. B.S., f .  125a; H.M., f. 153b. See T.A. for dates which, I think, are reliable. 
According to N.A., f .  76b, one day in the court, 'Ali KhG, Ghiki's younger 

brother, removed the crown from Habib's head and placed it on GhGT's. 

Habib ShEh was imprisoned. ~ r o m  an inscription outside the walls of the 

M&zBr-i-SalEtin it appears that he died in 1573. 

8. T.A., iii, 488-89. 



In 1562-63 Ghazi proceeded to Liir, arid from there sent his son 

Abmad with Fath Chak to the conquest of Ladiikh. FatP Chak leaving 
G m a d  behind on the frontier, raided the country and returned safely. 

As the Ladfikhis did not want to fight they sent tribute. But Abmad 
became jealous of Fatb Chak's exploit and decided to emulate him. 
And although he was dissuaded by him, he invaded Ladikh with only 
500 men. But he was defeated by the Ladakhi troops and pursued. 
This made him so panic-stricken that he did not even stop at the camp 
of Fatb Chak to unite with him in order to resist the enemy. His 
example demoralised the followers of Fatb Chak and they also fled. 
F a 9  Chak tried to rally them against the enemy, but was slain. When 
Ghazi Shah heard of the disaster, he remonstrated with his son.1 

In his old age Gh&i Shah was afflicted with leprosy which affected 
not only his general health but also his eyesight. He, therefore, 
entrusted the work of government to his brother Husain KhAn, who had 
been his constant adviser during his rule, and designated him to be his 
successor.2 He then divided equally all his personal belongings into two 
portions. One half he gave to his son while the other half he sent to 
the merchants for ,sale. But as the merchants regarded the price 
demanded by him as too high, they appealed to Husain Khan. The latter 
prohibited them from paying the price asked for. This angered Ghazi 
Shih so much that he decided to regain his powers and to nominate 
his son Abmad as heir-apparent. But his plan miscarried for Husain 

deposed him and himself ascended the throne at the end of 15613 
Husain Shiih then issued orders for putting out the eyes of @mad. 
G k i  Shfh interceded on his behalf, but without success. He lingered 
henceforth a futile wreck for four years until he died in 1566-674 at 
the age of fifty-eight.6 

Ghiizi Shah possessed all those qualities necessary to found a 

1. Ibid., 489-90. 

2. B.S.. ff. 125a-b; H.M., ff. 158a-b. 

3. T.A., iii, 490-1. 

4. Ibid.,  iii, 493. 

6. Gh=i Chak was 18 years of age in 1527 when Babur's troops invatlerl 

Kashrnir in 1527. (see p. 120, supra). He was thus 58 years of age at the 

time of his death in 1567. 
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dynasty-vigilance, courage, energy, tenacity of purpose, and ability to 
take advantage of opportunities. He began his career as a soldier under 
his father, KSji Chak, at the age of eighteen. He fought in all his wars, 
and shared with him exile and aU kinds of privations. After Kiji's 
death he served under other senior members of his family, and impressed 
the Chaks so much with his abilities that when they became dissatisfied 
with Daulat Chak they chose him as their leader. On assuming power 
Ghfizi Chak suppressed the refractory chiefs and established law and 
order. But his most notable service to his country was that he 
successfully protected it from the Mughal invasions, which, twenty 
years later, overwhelmed his successors. G h k i  Shah had a rough 
exterior, but he was a cultured man and composed verses in Persian.' 
He was generous to those who were loyal to him, but he showed no 
mercy to traitors, and inflicted cruel punishments on them. He was 
the first Sulgn of Kashmir to have introduczd the practice of blinding 
the political opponents and cutting off their l n n b ~ . ~  At the same time 
he was brave and admired brave men, and forgave them even if they 
were his enemies. Thus when Kiichak Bahsdur, belonging to QarZ 
Bahadur's army, was taken prisoner, having been seriously wounded by 
an arrow, GhiZ Shah spared his life, treated him with kindness, and 
made him over to the physicians.3 

Ghazi Sh5h had a high sense of justice. Once a servant of his 
favourite son, Haidar Khan. while accompanying him, picked up a jujube 
from the ground. He observed this and had the hands of the servant 
cut off. When Haidar Khin heard of this, he was so angry that 
he refused to visit his father. G h b i  Shfih felt hurt, and sent Haidar's 
uncle, Muhammad Malik, to remonstrate with him. Haidar got enraged 
and stabbed his uncle to death. Ghazi ShZih, thereupon, caused Haidar 
to be hanged. His body was exhibited on the gibbet for eight days, and 
then thrown into the river.4 

Ghazi Shah was a Shi'ite, but he allowed freedom of belief to 
persons of all religions. The author of the Nawcidiru'l-Akhbcir says 
that Gh5zi Shih was intolerant, and because of this many Sunni chiefs 
like N u p t  Chak, Yiisuf Chak, and Naji Malik proceeded to Kiishghar 

1. Suka, p. 383; T.H., ii, f. 136b. 2. B.S., f. 124b. 
3. A.N., ii, 199. 4. H.M., ff. 157b-588. 



and brought Qarii Bahiidur in order to overthrow him1 But there is 
no reliable evidence to support the view that the Kashmir nobles ever 
went to Gshghar. Moreover, when Qarii was sent by Akbar to invade 
Kashnll'r, many of the Sunni nobles refused to help h m  and professed 
their loyalty to Ghiki S W .  Similarly it is wrong to say that rebellions 
in the latter's reign were due to religious differences. Their main cause 
was the scramble for power among the nobles. Neither from Haidar 
Malik's account nor from the Bahiristcin-i -Shihi does it appear that, 
GhM Shkh was a fanatical Shi'ite. 

Sul(cin Husain Shtih ( 1  563-70) 
On ascending the throne Husain Shiih was called upon to deal with 

a number of conspiracies and risings one after another. The first 
conspiracy against hun was organised by Ghh-'s son, m a d  JMn, 
Muhammad MBgre, and Nutrat Chak. But Husain Shkh dscovered 
it, and sent for the malcontents under the pretext of obtaining pledges of 
loyalty from them. When they came he had them seized and thrown 
into prison.2 

In 1565, Husain S M  was faced with the revolt of his younger 
brother, Shankar Chak, who fled from Kashmir and began to create 
trouble in the Naushahfi area by occupying villages and oppressing the 
peasants. Husain Sh* thereupon sent Mu~amrnad Naji and his 
younger brother 'Ali KhAn Chak to Piinch. They attacked Shankar 
and defeated hirn.3 But soon after he again raised the banner of revolt. 
He was once more defeated by 'Ali Chak near Rajauri.4 

In 1565-66, whlle Husain Shiih had gone away shooting on the 
VethnZr lake.5 FatQ Khwiija BaqqBl and his son, on whom the 
Sul$in had conferred the titles of Kh&n-i-ZamBne and Bahiidur K h a  
respectively, decided to seize power with the help of Fatb Chak, Shams 
DM, and other nobles. Their plan was to enter the palace, put to 

1. N.A., f .  78b. 1 B.S., 8. 1258-26b; T.A. iii, 491-2. 
3. H.M., ff. 160b-62a; T.A., ili, 491. 
4. Ibid., iii, 492. In the trans. of T.A., iii, p. 742, 'Al? KhHn is wrongly referred 

to as 'Alam K ~ I I ~  

6. A lake lying on the left bank of the Jehlam, about 5 miles south-east of 
Srinagar. 

8. From B.S., f .  126b it appears that KhEn-i-ZamEn was the WazTr. 



death their rivals, and secure the release of Ahmad Khln. ~ u h m r n i d  
MSgre, and Nusrat Chak. But Naji, who was in charge of the capital, 
came to know of the plot, and so, when the rebels entered the palace, they 
met with stiff resistance, and were finally repulsed. Fath Chak and 

BahZdur Khan were killed, while Kha-i-Zaman was taken prisoner. 
Meanwhile, Husain Shah saw from a distance the fire in the palace caused 
by the rebels. He immediately returned and ordered the limbs of 
Khan-i-Zamin and his accomplices to be cut off.' 

Soon after, the Wazir Mubariz Khan hatched a plot against Husain 
Shah in collaboration with Lohar Chak. But the conspirators were 
seized and their hands and feet were cut off. Nusrat Chak. who was 
in prison, was blinded.2 

After the fall of Mubiriz Khan in 1567-68, Malik Liili succeeded 
him, but on the charge of embezzling 40,000 kharwcirs of paddy belonging 
to the government he was dismissed and in his place 'Ali K6kS was 
appointed.3 It was during 'Ali K6kS's term of office that an incident 
took place which had far-reaching effects on the subsequent history of 
Kashmir. 

One day, in 1568-69, Qazi Habib, a fanatical Sunni, while riding 
along in Srinagar, came across one Yiisuf Aindar, an equally fanatical 
Shi'ite. The QSg vilified the Shi'ites; Yiisuf retorted by abusing the 
Q@. Thereupon, Q e i  Habib struck him with a whip. Yiisuf retaliated 
by drawing his sword and wounding the a d ,  who fell from his horse. 
When 'All K6k3, who was a staunch Sunni, heard of this he at once 
brought the matter to the notice of Husoin ShSh, and with his permission 
called a council of important 'UlamB like QSzi Miisa, Mulls Yiisuf 
AlmSs, and Mulla Fi& Ganfi'i. This body passed a decree con- 
demning Yiisuf to death.4 The execution of Yiisuf created great 
resentment among the Shi'ite divines. Some of the Sun5 'Urns 
also did not approve of the decision, contending that none of 
the Four Schools sanctioned death penalty for the offence com- 

mitted by Yi i~uf .~  Even Q3zi Habib was opposed to the infliction 

1. IM., ff. 126a-b; T.A., iii, 492. H.M. says IChZn-i-ZamEn was only 

reprimanded. 
3- B.S., f .  126b. 3. T.A., iii, 493-4. 
4. B.S., fP. 1278-b; T.A.. 111, 494. 6. B.S., f. 127b. 
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of such a punishment on the ground that he had not died of the 
wound.' 

It was at this time that Akbar sent M i r g  Muqim as his ambassador 
to Kashmir. Husain Shah sent his high officials to meet him at 
Hirapfir, and then he himself came out of Srinagar to receive him.3 
As he was at the moment very perturbed by the controversy over the 
execution of Yiisuf, he referred the matter to M i r s  Muqim. The 
M i d  sent for all the prominent 'Ulami, including those who had 
condemned Yfisuf to death. Everyone came except Q5zi MiiG, who 
fled from the city and hid himself. Q e i  Zainu'd-Din and Mulli 
Rizi questioned Mull5 Yfisuf AlmSs and Mull2 Eriiz as to the justice 
of the penalty of death inflicted on Yfisuf, when Qw Habib had not 
been killed. They replied that they had given their verdict a t ,  the 
suggestion of Husain Shfih, who wanted Yfisuf's execution on account 
of political reasons and had sent them word through 'Ali K6kS. But 
the Sulgn denied having had anything to do with the affair, except that, 
instead of deciding the case himself, he had entrusted it to the Qizis. 
In the end, the Sunni and Shi'ite 'Ulam5 decreed the execution of Mulls 
Ertiz and Mulli Yfisuf Almis according to the Sh5fi'i law. Q 5 ~ i  
'Abdu'l-Ghaffir, a Hanafite, and Qi@ Zainu'd-Din, a ShBfi'ite, agreed 
with this judgement.3 

Soon after Mirzii Muqim left Kashmir. Husain Sh2h sent with 
him Ya'qiib MirzZi,4 the son of B iM 'Ali, as his wakil with valuable 
presents f0.r the Emperor and his daughter to be married to Prince 
Salim. Meanwhile, 'Ali K6k5 had despatched some nobles and 'Ulam5 
headed by Mull5 'Abdu'llSh to the Imperial Court to complain to Akbar 
against M i d  Muqim. By misrepresenting the whole affair of @?i 
Habib and Yiisuf, they succeeded in stirring Akbar's anger to such a 
pitch that as soon as M?r& Muqim returned to Agra, he was at once 
put to death on the advice of Shaikh 'Abdu'n-Nabi and other 'UlamB. 

1. T.A.. ill, 404. 
1. Ibid.;B.S., f .  1288. 

3. B.S., K. 128a-29b. T.A. nays Zalnu'd-Dfn was a Shi'lte. 
4. B.S., f.  130a; M.T., 11, 128. T.A., ili, 404 is wrong in stating that Y a ' q a  had 

been Bent by Akbar. Ya'qEb was the son of B*- 'AIT, a Shi'ite divine 

of Kaahmfr. 
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The Emperor also ordered the execution of Ya'qiib, though he was an 
envoy, and sent back the presents and Husain Shah's daughter to 
Sri'nagar.l 

Towards the end of his reign, while Husain Shah was seriously 
suffering from the cancer of the mouth, 'Ali K 6 H  and Ngji Malik 
advised him to set up one of his sons on the throne and imprison his 
b,rother 'AIi Khan along with Sayyid Mubirak. But before Husain 
Shah could act, 'Ali Khan, warned of the plan, fled to S6piir where 
he was joined by Sayyid Mubiirak and other disaffected chiefs. Then, 

having gathered a sufficient force, he marched on Srinagar and encamped 
at Fathyiiri. He repelled a night attack of the royalists, and the 
following morning entered the capital. As Husain Shah was not strong 
enough to offer resistance, he decided, on the advice of Niiji Malik 
and 'AIY K6k.J. to abdicate, and sent the crown to 'Ali Khan through 
BSb?i Khalil.2 

Husain Shah was by far the best ruler of the Chak dynasty. His 
rule, though efficient and strong, was tempered with mildness and 
justice, so that his subjects called him ~ishiravdn-i-'Xdil after the great 
Sisiinid Emperor of Persia. He attended to their complaints, protected 
them from robbers and rapacious officials, and endeavoured to promote 
their prosperity.3 He was of a generous disposition, and every day, 
after morning prayers, he distributed money to the poor and needy.4 
Though a Shi'ite, he allowed the practice of the Hanafite law, and 
appointed Sayyid Habib, a Sunni jurist from Khwiirizm, as QSd of 
Srinagar and Preacher of the JRmi' Masjid.6 His attitude towards his 
non-Muslim subjects was also very liberal. He granted them complete 
freedom to practice their religion and customs and to celebrate their 

1. B.S., f. 130; M.T., li, 128; see also Briggs, Rise of Afuhamm,&n Power in 

Indh,  iv, 519. T.A. and F'irishta mention only of Mrzz Muqim's execution, 

but it is not improbable that Akbar in a At of anger may have also put to 
death the envoy of Husain ShZh. . 

2. B.S. ff .  131a-32b. 
3. Ibid., f .  125b; H.M., f. 168b; ~ u k a ,  pp. 391-2. 
4. H.M., f. 15Db. 

6. W.K., ff. 52a, 608. N.A., ff. 818 sq. unjustly accuses him of intolerance 

towards the Hindus. 
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festivals. In fact, in some of the festivals, like the Spring and 

s'n'pancatni, he himself participated.' He was a man of cultured tastes. 
He was fond of music, wrote ve,rses in Persian,a and enjoyed the society 
of artists and scholars. He divided the day in the following manner: 
On Monday he attended court with the -s and Mir 'Adls. On 
Tuesday he went out hunting. Wednesday he spent with his army. 
Thursday he passed in the company of musicians and friends. On 
Friday he held discussions with the 'Ulam2. Saturday was passed in 
the society of Hindu and Buddhist priests, and Sunday he spent with 
the Sfifis.3 

The last days of Husain ShBh's reign were clouded with personal 
grief and public anxiety. First there was the affair of Yfisuf Aindar 
and QZzi Habib which caused him endless worries. Then his brave 
and able son Ibfihim, whom he was very fond of, died of small-pox.4 
This affected him so much that he became cons~mptive.~ After his 
abdication some of the courtiers advised 'AIi Sh2h to imprison and 
blind him. But 'Ali Shah refused to listen to them and gave Husain 
Sh5h complete freedom of movement and the use of his t~easure.~ 
Husain Shah went to live in Zainapiir, and there he died of fever 
after a year.7 

Sultin 'ACi Shdh (1570-78) 
On his accession 'Ali SMh made Sayyid Mubirak Baihaqi, who 

had been for a long time his faithful friend, his Wazir. To strengthen 
further the bonds of friendship with him he gave his daughter in marriage 
to Mubiirak's son. Sayyid Abii'l-Maw.8 

For about two years peace reigned in the kingdom. But at the end 

of 1571. 'AIT Kh5n Chak, son of Nauriiz Chak, entered into league with 
some nobles in order to seize the throne. Warned of the plot, 'Ali 

1. $uka, p. 393. 1. W.K., f. 62b. 
3. H.M., f.  159b. 4. B.S., f. 128a; H.M., f .  1668. 
6. H.M., f .  1658. 
0. B.S., ff. 133b-34a; buka, p. 393. According to B.S. it waa Sayyld MubErak 

who advised 9usain ShZih not to blind his brother. 
7. &ka, p. 393,' aaye Husain 8hEh died of spilepey, but this is not mpported by 

other autharltiee. The Bul* was consumptive, and probably died of fever. 

8. B.S., f. 133a. 
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Shah decided to execute him. But Sayyid Mubirak interceded on 
his behalf and sent him away to his home in KamrZj. 'Ali Khan, 
however, did not stay there long. He fled to Lahore and sought the help 
of Husain Quli Khan, Akbar's governor of the Punjab.' When this 
news reached Srinagar, same of the courtiers who were jealous of 

Muhiirak, made him responsible for 'Ali Chak's escape, and accused 
him of treason. Meanwhile 'Ali Chak, having failed to get on well 
with Husain Quli Khan, had fled to Mgnk6t. A form was, thereupon, 
at once despatched against him by 'Ali Shiih. He was seized, brought 
to S ~ a g a r ,  and thrown into prison. But after a year and a half he was 
released on presenting the S u l w  one hundred gold diniirs.2 

In 1572-73 took place the revolt of Prince Yiisuf KhBn, 'Ah Shah's 
son and successor. As Aiba Khan, Gh&i Shah's son, was also a 
claimant to the throne, Yiisuf's relations with him became inimical. 
Incited by Mubammad Baf, he proceeded to Aiba Khiin's house with 
his followers and assassinated him, and then out of fear of the Sul$in 
he went away to SGpiir, where he raised the banner of revolt. 'Ali Shiih 
was very angry with Yiisuf for causing Aiba KhBn's death and 
organising a rising. He, therefo.re, sent a force under his brother A W  
K h h  against him. A w l  was anxious to attack Yiisuf and destroy 
him in order to clear the way for his own succession. But Sayyid 
Mubiirak opposed this fratricidal war and brought about reconciliation 
between father and son. Muhammad Bat, however, was not forgiven, 
but was thrown into prison.3 

Soon after this event Shams Dini and Muhammad Marij, two 
nobles of Kashmir, began to create trouble in the country. But when 
'Ali Shah sent an army against them, they got frightened and took 

refuge with Sayyid Mukrak. The latter interceded on their behalf 
with the Sultan who forgave them.4 

1. Huaain Quli KhEn vras Bairam KhEn's sister's son. IEa wae treated with . . 
great favour by and held high omces under Akbar. He was governor of 
the PunjEb from 1569 to 1576. See for more details of his life, Ma'Egim'l- 
UmarE', i, pp. 645 sqq. 

2. Ibid., f .  134a; also T.A., ili, 488. 
3. B.S., f .  135n; T.A., iii ,  499, wrongly calls Aiba KhEn aa lbrh-m KhEn. 
4. B.S., fP. 136a-b. 
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In 9831 1575-76 'Ali Shah was faced with a serious danger on 
account of the invasion of Kashmir by Nizuk Sh~h's sons, wji 
Haidar Khan and Salim Khh.1 They were living in exile in the 
Punjab, but having entered into correspondence with some Kashmid 
chiefs who promised to help them, they set out towards the Valley in 
order to contest the throne. 'Ali ShBh, learning that the pretenders 
had reached Naushahri and had been joined by their supporters, at once 
sent a force under his brother Lohar Chak and Muhammad Chak against 
them. When the army reached Thama, Muhammad Chak took Lohar 
prisoner, and surrendered him to the enemy. On hearing this 'Ali Shah 
became greatly alarmed, and despite the fact that NZji Malik assured 
him that Muhammad was not a traitor, but a loyal servant, his fears 
were not dispelled. But events turned out as Ngji had foreseen. 
Mubarnmad Khiin, having lulled W j i  Haidar and Salim into a false 
sense of security by surrendering Lohar, made a surprise attack on them 
at Singapiir while they were proceeding to Rajauri from Naushahfi. 
Salim K k n  was killed, but Hfiji Haidar succeeded in making good his 
escape to India. Muhammad Khk then secured Lohar Chak's release 
and with him returned to Srinagar.2 

In 1572 'AU Sh& decided to reduce Kishtwar whose .ruler Bahfidur 
Singh had renounced his authority. Accordingly, he sent three armies, 
each under the command of Abdfil Khan, 'Ali K h k ,  and Nauriiz Chak 
to invade Kishtwiir from three sides, while he himself encamped at 
Singapiir.3 BahZdur Singh, realizing that he would not be able to resist 
the Kashmiri forces, decided to come to terms. He acknowledged 
'Ali S W  as his suzerain, agreed to pay tribute, and presented the wife 
of one of his relations with whom the SulFn was in love. 'Ali S h a  
married her and named her Fath KMtiin.4 But as Bahfidur Singh did 
not pay his tribute, 'Ali Shah, in 1574, again sent a force under Isrn5'il 
W'i against him. But as before Bahadur Singh agreed to come to 

1. H . X ,  f .  165b. According to T.A., iii, 499, I;Iaidar Kh?h was the son of 
Mubarnmad ShEh while Salim KhEn was hls'cousin. 

a. H.M., ff. 165b66b; also T.A., iii, 499-500. 
3. I t  is a small village in Lat. 33' 28' Long. 75,' 37', situated above the left 

bank of the Kaaher Khol stream on the KishtwEr side of the Marbal P u s .  
4. H.M., f .  167a. According to T.A., iii, 498, she was BahEd~r Singh's daughter. 
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terms. He promised to pay his tribute regularly in future, and sent his 
sister 8ankar Devi to be married to 'Ali ShBh's grandson, Ya'qtib.1 

On about July 3, 1578,2 Akbar, from the neighbourhood of 
Kalsnaur, sent MullB 'Ishqi and QBg Sadru'd-Din as ambassadors to 
Kashmir ostensibly with the object of proposing a marriage between 
Prince Salin~ and Husain Shiih's daughter, but in reality to find out if 
the conditions were favourable for a Mughal invasion of the country. 
'AIi Shah accepted the proposal and sent his wakil Muhammad Qisirn 
with his niece and presents of shawls, musk, and saffron to the imperial 
court. He also had the khutha recited and the coins struck in the 
name of Akbar.3 

'Ali Shah was an able and just ruler, and looked after the welfare 
of the peasants. When the rabi' crops failed in 1578 owing to the heavy 
fall of snow and caused famine in the country, he brought out his 
treasure, and distributed it freely among the poor and needy.4 He was kind 
and of a humane disposition, and forgave even those who took up arms 
against him. He discontinced the practicc of the blinding and cutting of 
limbs of political opponents prevalent since the time of Ghszi Shih.6 
He was a liberal ruler and did not discriminate between Shi'ites and 
Sunnis. He appointed Sayyid Mubiirak, a Sunni, as his Wazir and held 
the Siifis like Hamza M a k h d h  and his two disciples, Bs& Dg'Gd 
Gani'i and Bib2 Rishi Harvi in great respect. Shaikh Ya'qiib SarfI 

and KhwBja Mubarnmad Rafiq were also respected by him.6 He was 
fond of playing polo every morning and afternoon. But one day, 
early in 1579, during a game, he was mortally injured. He returned 

to the palacc and, realizing that his end was near, lle crowned his eldest 
son, Ytisuf Khan, as S ~ l g n . ~  

1. H.M., ff. 167a-b; J.P.H.S., iv, 37 

2. A.N.,  iii, 356; Elliot, v, 411; BadE'Cni, ii, 276. The date 98011572-3 as  

given by Firishta and T.A. is incorrect. 

3. W.K., f .  53a; T.A., iii, 488-89. T.A. is wrong in stating that the lady sent 
was 'Ali ShEh's nephew's daughter. 

4. H.M., ff. 167b-68a. 6. B.S., f .  1378. 

6.  N.A., ff. 87a-888; A.A. (Blochmann), p. 651 and n.2. 
7. H.M., ff. 168b-69a; B.S., ff. 137b-388. 



CHAPTER M 

WSUF S ~ H  AND AKBAR 

N 'Ali Shiih's death his brother AbdZl Chak decided to contest the 
O t h r o n e .  Sayyid MuMrak, however, tried to avert hostilities, and. 
with the consent of Yiisuf S M ,  sent E M  Khalil, a Shi'ite divine, to 
Abdiil, requesting him to give up all thoughts of war and to come and 
participate in the burial ceremonies of 'M- Shih. But as A w l  did 
not trust Yiisuf on account of his part in the assassination of Aiba KhZin, 
he refused to go. Thereupon, Sayyid MuMrak himself went to Abdil 
accompanied by Mutammad Bat and BgM Khalil. On behalf of 
Yiisuf and on their own behalf they gave a pledge to Ab&l guaranteeing 
his personal safety if he attended the funeral ceremonies. They also 
pleaded with him to give up the idea of contesting the throne, for Yiisuf 
had a better claim to it than anyone else.' But their requests fell 
on deaf ears. Having thus failed in their mission, they returned and 
advised Yiisuf to immediately attack Ab&l. Yiisuf, accordingly. 
organised an army with the advance-guard under Mubammad Khan, 
the centre under Sayyid Mubiirak, and the rear under himself. Hearing 
of this A w l  moved out to Nauhata. and there encountered Muhammad 
U n .  Although he was wounded by a bullet he kept on fighting. 
Meanwhile. Mubiirak came up to the help of Muhammad Khiin with 
over 2,000 horse. After a heavy engagement A U l  was killed by 
Sayyid MubArak.2 This demoralised his followers. Shams Chak 
and Habib Chak escaped.3 Sayyid Jaliil, son of Sayyid Mubiirak, lost 
his life while pursuing them. YGsuf SMh, who was in the rear 

1. B.S., ff .  138a-b; also H.M., ff. 16Bb-70b. 

2. H.M., f .  1718; A.A. (Blochmann), p. 635. A.N., iii, 408, says that he was 

killed by a bullet. But according to B.S., ff. 140b-41a Abda was hit by an 

arrow from Sayyid AbG'l-Mami, and wee Anally killed by Sayyid .Fusain 

KhG.  But B.S. is inclined to exaggerate the exploits of the Baihaqi Sayyids. 
3. Shams Chak wae the son of Daulat Chak and Habib Chak was the son of .. 

Abdiil Chak. 
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with a small force. came up to the battlefield aftex the fighting 
was over and forbade the burial of Abdiil's body. But MiiG, 
the Q g ~ i  of SGpiir, defied the order, and buried it in the ancestral 
graveyard the same day. The next day Yiisuf Shiih, after performing 
the last rites in connection with his father's death, proclaimed himself 
Sul9n.l 

Yiisuf Shah had been in power only fo.r two months2 when he was 
faced with a serious revolt which brought about his abdication. The 
leader of the uprising was A w l  Bat who had become alienated because 
instead of him Mubarnmad Baf had been made Wazir.3 He won over 
the nobles who were dissatisfied with Yiisuf Shih for spending his time 
in the society of women and singers and neglecting the administration 
of the country.4 He then decided to depose Yiisuf and enthrone 
MubZirak in his place. The latter at first refused to take up arms 
against Yiisuf, and tried to reconcile the two groups through the good 
offices of BBbii Khalil. But having failed in the attempt, owing to the 
intransigence of Yiisuf, who refused to forgive his opponents, MubGrak 
agreed to join the rebels.5 At this time Ngji Malik advised Yiisuf to 
open his treasury, and distribute it among the people who would rally 
to his support. But Yiisuf did not follow the advice.6 Naji also 
suggested to Yiisuf that he should himself march against the rebels 
instead of entrusting the command to Muhammad Khln who was young 
and inexperienced. Despite this Yiisuf sent a force under Muhammad 
Khan to the 'id-g5h where the rebels had assembled, while he himself 
proceeded to the field of ZiBldakar.7 Muhammad Khln crossed the 

1. B.S., ff. 1398-42b; H.M., ff. 1708-71b. 
2. B.S., f. 142b. Firishta and T.A. also say that Z s u f  remained in power for 

two months. But H.M., f .  171b gives the period of one month and two days. 
3. B.S., f .  142b. 
4. H.M., f. 1728. 
5. Ihid.  B.S., ff. 143b-448. 
6. H.M. says that Yiisuf S h a  ignored the advice becauae he was a miser. But 

no other authority holds the view that -ui possessed a miserly disposition. 
Haidar Malik is inclined to run down S s u f  in order to exalt his grandfather, 
NEji Malik. 

7. H.M., fP. 172b-738; see also B.S., f. 1448. But B.S., unlike H.M., completely 
iflore8 the part played by N E J T  Malik In these eventg. 



bridge of Naukadal and attacked the enemy. But after hard fighting 
in which both sides lost 300 men, he was killed. This spread panic 
among his followers who fled. Some escaped and joined Yfisuf in the 
field of Ziiildakar, while others went over to the enemy.' According 
to the BahcSristcin-i-Shihi Ykuf Shiih's position was so precarious at 
this time that, if MubZrak had attacked him as advised by some of his 

supporters, he would have easily seized him. But Mub3rak refrained 
from this step. In fact, when Yiisuf sent him Mull2 Hasan Aswad, 
'Ali Shah's tutor, to ask forgiveness for his previous mistakes, he forgave 
him and advised him to leave Kashmir, assuring him that he would be 

recalled after a few months2 Yiisuf Shah, therefore, went away to 
Thanna.3 But this account is very partial to Mubarak, for, as his 
subsequent attitude towards Yfisuf Shah shows, he could not have 
played the magnanimous role assigned to him by the author of the 
Bahzristcin-i-Shihi. In reality Yiisuf left for Thanna because his forces 
had been defeated and he found further resistance to be useless. 

Mubiirak, who now replaced Yiisuf Shah as Sulgn, led a very 
simple life, being averse to all pomp and show. He sold off the crown 
and the royal parasol (chutr), which were studded with precious stones. 
and distributed the money among the poor and the soldiers.4 He was 
just and generous, and though a good soldier, he was a man of peace, 
and only in the last resort unsheathed his sword. He detested the 
shedding of blood, and, as we have seen, always advised 'A17 Sh2.h and 
Yfisuf Shah to forgive the malcontents. 

The nobles had set up Mubirak in order to rule in his name. But 

when they found that he would not allow himself to bc dominated by 
others, they turned against him and invited Yfisuf Shih to return to 
Kashmirm6 Assured of their support. Yiisuf left Thanna. but when he 
seached the village of Barbal, he received proposals of peace from 
Mukrak  through Dit'fid Mir. He, therefore, sent his sons, Ya'qCb 
and Ibriihim, to Mubiirak, acco~npanied by DA'Gd Mir and Mull8 Hasan 
Aswad, and then he himself got ready to meet him. ~eanwhile,  

A M 1  Baf, the leader of thz faction against Mukrak, became alarmed 

1. H.M., ff .  173a-74a; B.S., fP. 145a-b. 

a. B.s., ff. 146a-478. 3. H.M. ,  f .  174a; A.N., Hi ,  409. 

4 B.S., f. 148b. 5. H,M., f .  174b. 



at these developments and sent Yisuf a message, warning him against 
trusting Mubiirak's words or mecting him. Yiisuf believed Ab&l and 
broke off the talks.1 However, when he was attacked by Mubiirak, 
the Chak nobles, despite their promises, did not come forward to help 
him. The result was that he was defeated, and had to return to 
Thanna via Barbal.2 

Abdal had foiled the peace negotiations between Yiisuf and 
Mu&rak, but as the latter was still in power, he made another plan to 
bring about his overthrow. On the one hand he had 'AIi Khan, son 
of Nauriiz Chak, treacherously seized and imprisoned by telling Mubiirak 
that it was he who had invited Yfisuf Shah to invade the Valley and 
had thus been responsible for causing so much chaos. On the other hand 
he told the Chak nobles that it was by MuErak's order that 'Ali Chak 
had been imprisoned, and warned them that their lives too were in 
danger. In this way Abdal Baf tried to incite the rival parties against 
each other.3 Deceived by his machinations, the Chak nobles again 
invited Yiisuf to return, and meanwhile they prepared for a revolt. 

Hearing of this Mubiirak, although ill, marched to the 'Td-@h and sent 
a challenge to Abdfil for a personal combat. Ab&l knew that he was 
no match for MuErak in personal valour and so he decided upon a 
ruse. He sent Biibii Khalil to him with a message that the Chak nobles 
were anxious for peace, but were driven into hostility because of 'Ali 
Chak's imprisonment, and suggested negotiations in the hospice of BBb3 
Khalil. MuErak was beguiled by these words. and, having released 
'Ali Chak, proceeded to the hospice.4 There the Chak nobles, who had 
gathered in large numbers on the occasion,s compelled him to abdicate, 
and in his place set up Lohar Chak, son of Shankar Chak, on the 
throne. with Abdiil Bat as Wazir. The latter in order to consolidate 
his position at once threw 'Ali Chak and his sen YGsuf into prison, and 

sent word to YGsuf Shah not to come to Stinagar.6 Yiisuf Shah was 

1. B.S., ff. 149a-50a. 
2. Ibid., f. 150b. According to H.M., f .  174b, Yusuf Chak retired without giving 

a Aght. 
3. B.S., ff. 16la-b. 4. Ibid., fP. 152a sqq. 
6. R.M., f .  1758. 
6. B.S., ff. 166b-66a. 



disgusted with the insincerity of the Kashmiri nobles, and so decided 

to invoke the aid of the Emperor Akbar. He proceeded to Lahore to 
Rijii Miin Singh and M i r d  Yiisuf Khiin, who took him to Agra, and 
there in January 1580 he was presented to the Emperor.1 

Akbar received Yiisuf Shih cordially, and deputed Raja M h  Singh 
and MirG Yiisuf K h h  to help him in the recovery of his throne.2 
Accordingly, in the month of August, 1580, Yiisuf Shah proceeded 
to Lahore with them. When Muhammad Bat, his former Wazir, 
got this news he left his force of one thousand men at Buhliilptir 
and joined him at Laho,re. There it was decided not to employ the 
Mughal troops who would be unpopular in the country, and who, after 
its conquest, would take over the administration and enforce their own 
laws.3 Yiisuf Shiih, therefore, borrowed some money from the 
merchants of Lahore and with about 800 men, whom he enlisted there, he 
marched towards Buhliilpiir under the pretext that he was going to find 
out the conditions existing in Kashmir.* At Buhliilpiir he managed 
to raise another body of 3,000 men with the help of some Kashmiri 
nobles, and then set out to Bhimbhar. After defeating Yiisuf E r ,6  
who was posted at Naushahrii by Lohar Chak, Yiisuf Shiih advanced 
on Rajauri. Its ruler, RSi Bahiidur, seeing how Yiisuf Dgr had fled, 
submitted to him. He was received with honour and made commander 
of the vanguard of the army.6 Yiisuf Sh2h then moved to Thanna. 
Lohar Chak now sent Yiisuf Khiin, the son of Husain Shah Chak, and 
Nazuk Baf, the son of Abdiil Bat, against Yiisuf Shih. On reaching 

1. H.M., f. 175b; A.N., 111, 409. According to B.S., f. 157a, Akbar  resented 
Yiisuf ShKh two ladies. 

2. B.S., f. 157a; T.A., iii, 503. According to H.M. (B.N.), f. 57b and 

N.A., f .  92b f l s u f  .was refused help. But this is wrong. 

3. B.S., f .  157b. According to A.A. (Blochmann), p. 535, the Mughal army 

accompanied ~ G s u f  ae fa r  as  Pinjar; according to T.A., iii, 503 it went 

up to SiEIkGt. 

4. H.M., f. 176a. 

6. H.M. (I.O.), N.A., and N.K. call him =uf DEr, but H.M. (B.N.) calls 

him Mubarnmad s s u f ,  while B.S. calla him S s u f  KhEn. His father was 

'Ali K h G ,  who was the son of NaurEz Chak. 

6. H.M., f .  176a; See also H.M. (B.N.), f. 58a, where additional information 

is given. 
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the village of Sidau,] Yiisuf W, having seized Nazuk Baf, handed 
him over to Yiisuf Shiih, and himself entered his service.2 Owing to 
the defection of Yiisuf KGn,  Lohar Chak's army became demoralized 
and began to disintegrate. Shams Diini, Malik Hasan and many othes 
chiefs fled and joined Yiisuf Shah at Thanna.3 

Lohar had stationed Haidar Chak at Hirapiir with a large force, 
thinking that Yiisuf Shiih would follow the Pir Panjal route. But 
Yiisuf Shah left behind a small force to conceal his movement, and 
with the rest of his army moved towards Piinch and entered Kashnlir 
through the Tdshamaidiin Pass.4 He defeated Lohar's forces at Chira 
Har and again at Sbpiir. He then crossed the Jehlam, and after 
destroying the Sdpiir bridge, occupied the surrounding country.5 When 
Lohar heard the news of the defeats of his armies and the desertion of 
his officers, he became extremely anxious. He, therefore, on Abal ' s  
advice, released 'Ali Chak from prison in order to secure his help in 
the war against Yiisuf ShZih.6 He then recalled Haidar Chak from 
Hirapiir to Srinagar, and having collected his forces from all sides, set 
out with a large army towards Sbpiir.7 But finding that the Sbpiir 
Bridge had been destroyed, he tried to cross the river by means of boats. 
However, owing to the resistance of the enemy from the other bank 
he was not successful. He therefore, detached a force of 2,000 men 
under Haidar Chak by the route of Khuyahbm to attack Yiisuf Sh2.h 
from the rear, while he himself stayed behind to watch the movements 
of the enemy.8 Meanwhile, he sent a message to Yiisuf ShAh through 
B i i k  Khalil that, since he would soon be attacked both from the front 
and from the rear and defeated, he should leave Kashmir in return 
for which he would be given the jagir of Dachiin-Kh~viir.~ Yiisuf 

1. It is a village in Lat. 33" 40' Long. 74" 50', situated at the foot of the ascent 

to the Biidil or Sidau Pass. 
2. H.M., f .  176b. These defections were due to Abda's despotic rule. 

(B.S., f .  157a). 
3. H.M., ff. 176b-77a; B.S., f .  1588. 4. H.M. (B.N.),  f. 58a. 

5. E.S., f .  158b; H.M., f. 177a. 6. B.S., f .  159b. 

7.  H.M., ff. 177a-b. 0. IMI., f .  177b; B.S. 160b. 

9. H.M., f .  178h; B.S., ff. 160b-61a. Dachiln-KhGvur is Dachhin KhEwarah 

of A . A .  and of the Persian chronicles of Kashmir. It is the valley lying on 

both the banks of the Jehlarn below BEr7imCla. (See Stein, ii, 493). 



Shah for a moment became nervous because of the numerical inferiority 
of his forces, but encouraged by Hasan Malik, who assured him of 

victory, he rejected Lohar's overtures.1 And in the early morning of 
November 8, 1580,a he crossed the Jehlam in order to make a surprise 

attack on the enemy. A force of over 2,000 men under 'Ali Bat tried 
to prevent the crossing, but was beaten back.3 Yiisuf Shiih's army 
then proceeded to attack Abdil Bat. As the flower of Lohar Chak's 
force had been sent away under Haidar Chak, Abdil was at a 
disadvantagc4 After a severe fight he was defeated and killed. Lohar 
retreated and made a final stand at the village of Bratham5 But 
having again suffered a reverse, he fled to Srinagar. Yiisuf Shah at 
once marched on the capital, which he entered without any opposition.6 
Hearing of Lohar's defeat, the forces under Haidar Chak became 
demoralized, and dispersed. Haidar Chak himself escaped by way of 
Chira Hfir.7 

On occupying Srinagar Yiisuf Shah entrusted Muhammad Baf with 
the duties of prime minister, and ordered a search to be made for Lohar 
Chak and his followers. Lohar was discovered concealed in the house 
of Q@ Miisii, QQi of Sbpiir; Lohar's brother, Muhammad, was 
seized in Biirrimiila, and Hasan Chak was captured in Mamosae in the 
pargana of Engil. Besides these many other chiefs were also seized, 
and they were brought before Yiisuf Shiih.9 He accused them of 

having joined Lohar Chak in spite of the fact that both he and his 
father had treated them kindly and bestowed favours on them. He 
polnted out that several times they had called him to Kashmir, yet on 
each occasion they had betrayed him. Under the circumstance pardon 
was out of the question. L,ohar Shah, his brother, Muhammad Khin, 
and Husain Chak were blinded.1° Some had their limbs amputated, 
while others were executed. 'Ali Khin Chak and his son Yiisuf Khiill 

1. H.M. (B .N. ) ,  f .  588. 2. A.N., iii, 465. 
3. H.M., f .  1798. 4. A.N., iii, 465. 
6. It is in BadgEm Takil ,  about 3% miles north-west of Srinttgar. - 
e. H.M., f ~ .  1788-808. 7. E.s., i ~ .  16zb-63tr. 

0. It is a village about 11 miles north-west of Srinagar, on the road connecting 
Srinagar with Gulmarg. 

0. I b i d . ,  f.  1648; H.M., ff. 1808-81b. lo. B.S., ff. 164b-65b. 



were, however, imprisoned. But a general amnesty was given to 
the common soldiers and villagers who had joined Lohar Cliak.1 

Haidar Chak and Shams Chak Kopwirii2 had fled to Karn5v after 
Lohar Chak's defeat. Haidar Chak had pointed out to Shams Chak 
that it would be dangerous for them to stay there long, as Ytisuf ShAli 
would soon send a strong army which they would not be able to resist. 
But Shams Chak did not accept this advice and stayed on. Haidar, 
however, separated from him and proceeded to Lad5kh.3 

As Haidar had foreseen, Ytisuf Shah ordered Loliar Malik Qorchi 
to march against Shams Chak. Learning of this, Shams left Karn3v4 
and occupied the fort of Firiiz near Pakhli."ut as lie had antagonised 
the garrison by his cruelties, the commandant sent a mcssage to 1,ohar 
to come immediately and seize Shams. Lohar made a rapid march. 
and arrived before the fort. Shams Chak was surrendered and takcn 
to Yiisuf Shiih, who had him blinded.6 

Early in 1581, Shams Chak, son of Daulat Chak, 'Alam ShEr 
Msgre, and other nobles began to make plans for the overtllrow of 
Yiisuf Shih. Informed of this, the latter threw the conspirators in 
prison. Alarmed at these developments, Habib Khan fled to the hills 
and was joined by Haidar Chak. Yiisuf Kli5n, who was in prison. 
succeeded in escaping and joining the rebels.7 They then approached 
the ruler of Ladikh named Jamyang Namgyal (1560-90),8 and secured 
from him the aid of about 4,000 horse. When Yfisuf Sh5h heard of this 
he sent an army against them. As there was no unity aniong the rebel 

ZMd., f .  166a. 

Shams Chnk belongcrl to the Chaks of KopwKrZ and shol~ld not be confuscd 

with Shams Chak, aon of Daulat Chak, who was related to the ruling 
dynasty. 

H.M., ff. 181a-b. 
Ancient Karnnha. This territory lies between the ~ i s h a n g a n g z  and 

the KEjnEg Range. 
H.M., f .  181b; N.A., f .  95b. 

H.M., ff. 181b-82a. 
B.S., ff. 166b-67b; T.A., iii 604. 
He was the ruler of Larlzkh at this time. (See Francke, His tory  of W c s t c r n  

Tibr t .  p. 9 0 ) .  But the LadZkhT chronicles do not refer to his relations 
with Hnidar Chak. 
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chiefs. they failed to put up any resistance. They were seized with panic 
and dispersed. The Ladikhi forces also withdrew. Haidar Chak went 
away to KishtwBr. while Habib Chak, finding his way blocked on all sides 
by the royal forces, secretly returned to Srinagar, and began to foment 

trouble there.' But he was seized in the village of Sonawar.2 YGsuf 
Khiin was captured with his brothers in the Bring pargana. Yiisuf Shsh 
ordered Habib Chak to be blinded, while YGsuf Kh5n and his brothers 
had their limbs cut off? 

Soon after these events, Yiisuf Sh2h had to deal with the revolt 
led by his chief minister, Muhammad Bat. The latter wanted to punish 
Shams Diini because of some personal grudge; but since YGsuf Shsh 
opposed him, he decided to assassinate him with the help of YGsuf Kh2n. 
But as the plot was discovered. Muhammad Bat fled. He was pursued 
by Yiisuf Shah who seized him and some of his followers. But the rest 
escaped to swell the forces of Haidar Chak in KishtwiirS4 

Meanwhile Prince Ya'qiib, who was only a youth, came under the 
influence of the malcontents and escaped with Aiba KhBn, son of 
Abdd Baf, to KishtwBr. He was, however, brought back by Mull5 
Hasan Aswad deputed for the purpose by Yiisuf ShBh. But Aiba Khan 
remained with Haidar Chak.5 Another important person to join 
Haidar Chak at this time was Shams Chak who had escaped from 
prison while Yiisuf Shah was away in 

These defections greatly alarmed YGsuf Shiih, and so in 1582 he 
despatched Sher 'Ali Baf and Niiji Malik with a large force against 
Haidar Chak in KishtwBr. But ShEr 'A17 was killed and N5ji Malik 
captured in a night attack by Haidar Chak.7 Thereupon, YGsuf Shih 
himself advanced with his son Ya'qiib, who was entrusted with the 
command of the advanceguard, to crush the rebels. As the latter 
were in a defile occupying a strategic position, Ya'qiib's forces, which 
encountered them, suffered reverse and fled to join the main army. 

1. BS., R. 167b-68a. 
2. It Is now a part of Srinagar, and is situated to the south-east, near ~ a k h t - ~ -  

Sulaimtn. 

3. B.S., f .  168b; T.A., 111, 504. 4. B.S. ,  ff. 169a-b. 
5. I b i d . ,  ff. 169b-708. a. I b M . ,  f .  170a; T.A., lii, 505. 
7. B.g., f .  170b. T.A., iil, 505 wrongly says that the royalists ware v~ctorion'~ 
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However Ya'qiib rallied them and, after a severe engagement, defeated 
Haidar Chak who fled together with Shams Chak and Aiba Khan. 
Yiisuf came up to the battle-field after the victory had been won. He 
rewarded Ibriihim and Abii'l-Ma'iili, the sons of Sayyid Mubiirak, with 
khil'ats and jfigirs for the courage they had displayed in the battle.' 

This defeat convinced Shams Chak and Aiba Khan of the futility 
of resistance, and so they opened negotiations with Yiisuf Shfih who, 
on the mediation of the Rfijii of KishtMr, pardoned them and gave 
them jagirs.2 Haidar Chak, however, refused to surrender, and leaving 
KishtMr, proceeded to Lahore, where he received the protection of 
RfijZ Miin Singh, and was assigned the jagirs of Bhimbhar and 
Naushahfi.3 When Yiisuf Shah learnt of this he sent Khmja Qfisim, 
the grandson of KhwZja m j i ,  to counteract the intrigues of Haidar 
Chak. But Khwgja Qasim returned unsuccessful to Srinagar. Rgja 
M a  Singh, being angry with Yiisuf Sh2h for not having employed the 
Mughal troops in the recovery of his throne, wanted to use Haidar 
Chak as a pawn to promote the imperial interests in Kashmir.4 

Towards the end of 1581, Akbar, on his return from Kabul, sent 
from JalBIBbiid MirG Tghir and Sglih 'h;qil as ambassadors to 
Kashmir. They were received by Yiisuf Shih at BSrimiila with every 
mark of respect, and then brought to S.dnagar.5 They delivered to 
him an imperial command that he had not kept the Mughal court 
informed of the conditions in Kashmir, and that if there was no inte.rna1 
trouble he should immediately proceed to do personal homage to the 
Elnperor.6 When YGsuf Shiih discussed this order with his ministers, 
they advised him that, since Akbar appeared to be anxious to annex 
Kashmir, he should prepare for resistance, give up the life of ease and 
luxury which lie was leading, and strengthen the frontier forts.7 But 
Yhuf  Shah paid no heed to these words, and instead tried to placate 
the Emperor by sending him costly presents and his third son Haidar 
Khan with Mirzii Tiihir and . Salih . 'Aqil, who shortly after left Srinagar.8 

1. B.S., ff.  170b71a. 2. T.A., lii, 505; also B.S., f. 172a 

3. B.S., f .  172a; H.M., f. 182a. 4. B.S., ff. 1728-b. 
6. T.A., iil, 504. o. H.M., f .  183a. 
7. IMd., ff. 183a-b 
8. Ibid., f. 183b; A.N,, 111, 650; T.A., ill, 604. 



But these professions of loyalty failed to satisfy Akbar, who insisted 
that Yiisuf Shah should himself come to court. After a year, therefore, 
he sent back Prince Haidar with Shaikh Ya'qiib Sarfi with a farmin 
that Yiisuf Shah should at once proceed to Fathpiir Sikri, otherwise an 
army would be sent against him.' Shortly after Timiir E g  was 
despatched by Raj i  Min  Singh as Mughal ambassador to Kashmir, 
carrying the same order. Yiisuf S M  got frightened by these repeated 
summons, and so, when Timiir BEg took leave of departure from 
Srinagar, he sent with him his eldest son P,rince Ya'qiib and the 
choicest articles of Kashmir to Akbar.2 Ya'qiib arrived in Fatbpiir 
Sikri and was presented to the Emperor on February 9, 1585.3 But 
instead of expressing his approval, Akbar was displeased and complained 
that, although he had twice ordered Yiisuf ShAh to appear at court, he 
had not come. Yusuf Shah had at first sent his third son Haidar, a 
mere boy, who was unfit for military service, and had then deputed 
Ya'qiib, who was both mad and wicked. He had been spending his 
time in ease and luxury ever since he had recovered his throne, and 
had not given any proofs of his loyalty to the Emperor.* 

Akbar had always regarded Kashmir as part of the Mughal Empire. 
This was probably because it had been conquered by Mirzii Haidar 
Dughlat on behalf of Humiyin. Although MTra Haidar had been 
overthrown, the Mughal title to the Valley had not been allowed to 
lapse. In 1560, as we have seen, Akbar sent Qari Bahfidur against 
Ghazi Chak in order to "uproot that tyrant" whose injustices had been 
brought to the notice of the Emperor.6 But Qara Bahiidur's invasion of 
the Valley ended in a fiasco. Despite this, the Chak SulFns continued 
to send occasionally to the Emperor rich gifts, which were looked up011 
by him as tribute and recognition of h s  suzerainty.6 Moreover, in 

1580, YGsuf Shah, who had been driven out of his h g d o m ,  was given 
assistance by Akbar to recover his throne; and although the help was 
not crnployed, and Yiisuf Shah regained his kingdom by his own efforts. 
yet the very fact that a Mughal force had been placed at his disposal 

1. A.N., iii, 676; T.A., ill, 504; aee also H.M., ff. 184b-86a. 
2. B.S., ff. 173a-b; also H.M., f. 18Sa. 

3. A.N., iii, 676. 4. H.M., f. 1858. 

6. A.N., H, 197. 6. T.A., it, 342. 



was a sufficient justification for the Emperor to regard him as his 
vassal. But such a view was not held by Yiisuf Shih, and that is why 
he had repeatedly evaded Akbar's summons to court. However, in 

order not to antagonise the Emperor, he had sent him valuable presents 
and his sons to represent him at the imperial court. Akbar resented 

his attitude, and would have liked to send an army for the conquest 
of the Valley, but his hands were too full with the affairs of Hindustan. 
It was not until about 1585 that he found himself sufficiently free to 
adopt a more active policy towards Kashrnir. He knew that there was 
disunity in the country which he could exploit to his own advantage. 
Moreover, Mi rS  Haidar had shown that, although the Valley was 
surrounded by huge mountain barriers, its conquest was not difficult. 

On August 22, 1585, Akbar left FatQpiir Sikri in order to effect 
the settlement of the province of Kabul, as his half-brother MTra 
Muhammad Hakim had died and there was a danger of an Uzbeg 
invasion.1 When he reached Kalanaur on the 1st October, he deputed 
Hakim 'AH Gil2ni and Baha'u'd-Din Kambii to proceed to Srinagar 
and bring Yiisuf Shah with them. They were to tell the Kashmir 
Sulgn that he had until now made distance a pretext for not coming to 
court; but now that the Emperor was in the Punjfib, he should at once 
come to pay hi$ homage.2 

Yiisuf Shah had been receiving reports from his son Ya'qiib, who 
was at the Mughal court,a about the Emperor's plans with regard to 
Kashmir. They had caused hinl considerable anxiety. But when he 
came to know that Akbar had despatched two envoys, he completely 
lost his nerves and consulted his counsellors. They begged him, as 
before, to pay more attention to public affairs, to organise his army, 
and be ready to defend his country against a Mughal invasion.4 But 
Ycsuf Shih was opposed to resisting the Mughals. He argued that 
Akbar's army was too numerous and strong to be fought successfully, 
and that it could overrun the whole of the Valley in a few days' time. 

1. A.N., i i i ,  705; T.A., ii, 306. 
a. AN., i i i ,  707. B.S., f .  174a, mentions ~ E l i l ~  'Aqll also as  one of the envoys. 
3. According to Persian chronicles of KashmTr, ~ a ' q a  remained at the inIperia1 

court for 2 years. But A.N. and T.A. give the period of his Stay as one year. 
4. H.M., f .  185b. 
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Moreover, Prince Ya'qiib was with Akbar who, if displeased, might 

order his execution. Under these circumstances it would be better if he 
should himself proceed to Lahore, and by submitting to the Emperor 
save his country from an invasion.' But the nobles and high officials 
warned him against following such a course, pointing out that, if he 

left Kashmir, he would never again get back his throne. At this time 
there was a general upsurge in the country, and everyone, rich and poor, 
old and young, was ready to fight against the invaders to the last man, 
and they appealed to YGsuf S W  to remain in Kashmir.2 But their 
appeals fell on deaf ears, for Yiisuf ShZh had lost the will to resist 
and had made up his mind to wait on Akbar. 

While these discussions were in progress, Ya'qiib suddenly appeared 
in Sfinagar. On account of the disrespect shown to him by Akbar,3 and 
the petty allowance of thirty or forty rupees which he had received 
for his expenses,' he had been very unhappy at the Mughal court. 
Moreover, having despaired of Yiisuf Shiih's appearance at court, he 
had become alarmed for his own safety. He had, therefore, when 
the imperial camp had reached Khawkpiir, secretly escaped from 
the custody of his guards.5 He had proceeded towards Naushahfi, 
but finding that it was in the hands of Haidar Chak, he had skirted 
the town on his right, and taken another route to Rajauri. He had 
then entered Kashmir and had reached Srinagar before Hakim 'Ali, 
Yiisuf Shah was very angry with Ya'qiib for having come away without 
the Emperor's permission and wanted to imprison him, but was 
dissuaded by his ministersG 

Shortly after Yiisuf Shiih heard of the arrival of the ~ u g h a l  
envoys in Kashmir. He went to receive them at Khiimpiir, and gave 

1. Ibid., f. 1868. 

1. I b i d . ,  f. 186b. 
3. Akbar was angry with Yi~suf S h a  for not coming to court and so wrecked 

his anger on Ya'qEb by calling him wicked and mad. (See H.M., f .  1868). 
4. M.T., ii, 365. 
5. H.M., ff. 186b-87a; also B.S., f .  173b. But B.9, eaya Ya'qGb escaped from 

BuhlGlpiir. The statement in A.N., iii, 707, that yadqi?h escaped first and 

the envoys were eent afterwards, ia not corroborated by other authoritlea. 
6.  H.M., f.  1078. 
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them a warm we1come.l He promised to accompany them, and send 
back Ya'qiib to the imperial court with his hands and feet bound.2 
However, owing to the opposition from the public, the nobles, and the 
army his plans were checkmated." fact, he was even threatened that 
if he attempted to leave Kashm-r, they would lull him and set up Ya'qiib 
in his place.4 

Hakim 'Ali and Baha'u'd-Din remained for two months in Stinagar, 
but did not succeed in their mission owing to the hostile attitude of 
the Kashmid people who would not let Yiisuf Sh5h go with them. 
They, therefore, took their leave, and joined the imperial camp at Hasan 
AbdZl on December 13, 1585.5 

When Akbar heard of their report his anger was aroused, and on 
December 20, 1585, from the neighbourhood of Attock, he despatched 
an army of about 5,000 horse under Mire Shah Rukh, R5j2 Bhagwiin 
Das, and Shah Quli M a r a m  to invade Kashmir, and deputed Haidar 
Chak and Slialkh Ya'qiib Sarfl to act as guides.6 The Mughal 
com~nanders wanted to undertake the invasion early in spring when 
the passcs would be clear of snow. Moreover, they pareferred the 
Bhimbhar route partly because it was easier, and partly because the 
chiefs' along that route were favourably disposed towards the Mughals. 
Akbar was, however, opposed to any delay and ordered them to 
inl~nedialcly march via Pakhli, pointing out that since the Kashmiris 
did not expect any invasion from that direction at that tune of the 
year, the passes would not be well-guarded. The Emperor's forecast 
proved to be correct, for, when the Mughal force advanced, it practrcally 
met with no resistance and easily entered Kash1nir.I 
1. Ibid., f. 1Y7b; Firishta, ii, 699 says that Yiisuf came as far as T h m a .  

But this seems wrong, for the nobles would not have allowed him to 

proceed so far. 
2. H.M., f .  187b. 3. I i n d . ,  f .  188a. 
4. T.A., iii, 505-6. 

6. A.N., iii, 714; also T.A., iii, 504. H.M., f.  187b is wrong in stating that 
Ycsuf dismissed Hakim 'Mi when he heard that BhagwG D& had been 

L. 

appointed to invade Kashmir. Actually the appointment was made on 
H~ltinl 'Ali's return. 
6 .  

6. A.N., iii, 715; T.A., ii, 398; M.T., ii, 360. H.M., f. 187b says that the 
Mughal troops numbered 50,000. But this is an exaggeration. 

7. A.N., lil, 722-3. 



When this news reached Srinagar, the people came to Yiisuf SW 
and reminded him of the sufferings which the Kashmi~is had endured 
at the hands of the Kashgharians, and how his ancestors had delivered 
the country from their oppression. He should also, they urged, prepare to 
resist the enemy in the narrow defiles and passes. Ytisuf Shah ostensibly 
agreed with them, but in reality he had become convinced of the 
futility of resistance, and had resolved to surrender himself to the 
Mughals.1 

However, in order to conceal his plan, he made arrangements for 
the defence of the kingdom. He released Mubammad Baf. and '&am 
Sher Mggre from prison and proceeded with the latter to Bgriirniila, 
leaving the former in charge of the capital.2 At Bitriimiila he organised 
three armies. The advance-guard was placed under Hasan Malrk and 
  lam ShEr Khan; the right was commanded by Ya'qtib and Abiil- 
MaLaIi; and the left was under BiibB Tiilib lsfahiinZ3 and Hasan Bat, 
the brother of Muhammad Bat. After making these appointments 
Ytisuf Shih proceeded to K6h KuBrmast.4 

When the Mughals arrived at the pass of Biiliasa,5 the Kashmiris 
moved forward to check their advance. The Mughal forces, partly 
owing to the s t d  resistance which was offered to them, and partly 
because of snow, rain, and scarcity of supplies, failed to make any 
progress.6 KajZ Bhagwiin Das therefore sent two of his agents with 
a letter to YGsuf S M . 7  But they were seized by the Kashniiri 
soldiers who wanted to lull them, but they were rescued by the 
army chiefs, who pointed out that according to the common usage 
the life of an envoy was sacred. The letter stated that although 

1. H.M., f .  188a; ~uka, pp. 400-1. 

a. B.s., f. i74b. 

3. See A.A. (Blochmann), p. 676 and n. 3. 

4. H.M., ff. 188a-b. KuEr.ma.st is the last pass on the road to Srinagar, and 

is described by Murray aa the Be-Ela Pus. (A.A. iii, 724n. 1). 

5. BCliZaa or PeliSsa, formerly Bolyesaka, lies on the right bank of the Jehlam, 

about 50 miles away from BG-arnaa. JahZngir called it ~ h i i l b s  ( T u z u ~ ,  

ii, 131) and A.N., iii, 723, calls it Bay&. See Stein, ii, 403, for  the strategic 

importance of this pasa. 
6. H.M., f .  189a. 

7. Ibid. (B.N.), f .  628. 
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the Mughals had been defeated at present owing to snow and 
rain, yet another army would soon arrive, and then it would be 
impossible for the KashmirZ forces to continue resistance. Yiisuf Shiih 
should, therefo,re, proceed with the Riija to the Emperor's presence.l 
Yiisuf Shih held talks with the envoys the whole night, and finally 
entered into an understanding with them.2 Early next morning, under 
the pretext that he was going to inspect the troops, he left the Kufirmast 
Pass, and went to the village of B a r ~ a l a . ~  After cheering up the 
inhabitants and the solders there, he p~oceeded to Biiliasa where he 
inspected the army, and was told by the Mir Bakhshi that it consisted 
of 15,000 horse, 25,000 foot and 7,000 musketeers. He then with a 
few horsemen escaped to the Mughal camp, which he joined on 
February 14, 1586.4 

Although the Kashmiris had been betrayed by their ruler, their 
spirit was not b.roken. In place of Yiisuf S k h  they set up Ya'qQb as 
their Sul* and resumed the struggle against the invaders.5 The 
Mughals suffered great hardships on account of snow, cold, rain, 
and scarcity of food. Talung advantage of this Biibii Talib Isfahfini, 
Mu&mmad S a h  Klshghari, and other Kashmi'ri commanders d i c t e d  
great loss upon them. Realising the terrible state of hls anny and also 
affected by the news of Zain K k ' s  defeat in the North-Western Frontier, 
mja Bhagwb Das made peace overtures to Ya'qQb by sendmg Mirzii 
Akbar Shahi to hirn.6 Ya'qiib agreed to cease hostilities, but the 
final treaty was concluded by the Rfijfi with Yiisuf Sha.7 It was 

1. Ibid., f. 18ga 

2 .   bid., f.  189b. H.M. and A.N. do not give the names of the envoys. B u t  

B.S. refers to one envoy as MIrzii QEdm. the grandson of KhwEja ?ZJ;. 

3. It is in the BadgEm T-, ~ B m n a  dlst. 
4 H.M., f .  189b; A.N., iii,-724. But A.N. wrongly says that i t  was Y b u f  

who sent an envoy to the Mughal camp expressing his desire to submit. 
6. B.S., f .  176a. Fighting mostly took place in the paas of Biilita.  ~ah&gir  

in his Twuk,  ii, 132, eays that it was in this pesa that Ya'qiib fought against 

BhagwZn D&. According to B.S., f. 177b, the Mughal camp wae established 
in the village of B-. 

s. B.S., f. 1778; H.M., ff. 1908-b; T.A., il, 401. A.N., iii, 725, is incorrect in 
stat,ing that "Kashmiria came forward with entreaties and proposed peace." 
See also M.T., U, 363. 

7. T.A.9 ii, 401; M.T., il, 363. 



agreed that Yiisuf Shah would retain his throne,' but that the coins 
would be struck and the khu!bu recited in the name of the Emperor;3 that 
the mint, saffron cultivation, shawl manufacture, and game laws would be 
placed under the control of three imperial officers, Khwgja MirakT, 
Qalandar Beg, and Mull2 Maghari;3 that the daughter of MubBrak Khin 
Gakkhar would be given in marriage to Prince Ya6qiib;4 and lastly, that 
Yiisuf Sh& would be responsible for bringing Prince Ya'qiib to the 
presence of the E m p e r ~ r . ~  Akbar did not approve of the treaty, hut 
realising the conditions under which it had been concluded, he accepted 
it.6 

After the conclusion of peace ths Mughal army withdrew from 
Kashmir, and on March 28, 1586, at Attock, Yiisuf Shah was presented 
to Akbar by Rgj2 Bhagwiin Diis.7 He was received with respect, but 
was in~prisoned, and given in charge of Ram Dgs Kachwiihii.8 This 
was a clear violation of the treaty according to which Yiisuf Skh ,  after 
paying homage to the Emperor, was entitled to return to his country. 
Bhagwiin IXs was so much affected by this breach that he attempted 
suicide to vindicate hs honour as a R a j ~ i i t . ~  When Akbar reached 
Lahore. Yiisuf Shiih was placed in charge of Raj5 Todar Mal, and for 
two and a half years he remained in his custody. But when RSj2 
Mfin Singh returned from f ibul ,  the Emperor at his request released 
Yiisuf Shiih.10 He conferred on hun a matqab of 500 horse, a rank 

1. M.T., 363. 

2. B.S., f .  177a; AN., iii, 725. 3. A.N., iii, 725 and n.2. 

4. H.M., f. 19la. 6. B.S., f .  177b. 

6. According to M.T. ii, 363, Akbsr did not accept the treaty. T.A., ii, 401 

even says that the Emperor so much disapproved of the treaty that he did 

not allow the omcers to appear before him. However, i t  seems that 

afterwards Akbar accepted the treaty. (A.N., iii, 725). 

7. A.N., iii, 738; see also T.A., iii, 506. Smith, Akbar, p. 239, is LncoFreCt in 

mying that Ya'qiib also surrendered along with his father. Smith is Some- 

times wrong in his sequence of evente. 

8. H.M., f. 1Dla. 
9. B.S., f. 177b; M.T., ii, 364. But A.N., ill, 745, says he committed this In 

a fit of insanity. Smith, Akbur, p. 240 regards i t  as a correct explanation. 

10. MXn Slngh waa replaced as governor of m u 1  by Zain K h G  and W a  

appointed to the government of BihXr. 
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carrying a salary ranging from 2,100 to 2,500 rupees a month, and sent 
him with RiijB Min Singh to Bihiir.1 

Of handsome appearance, an expert in the, science of music, fond of 
Persian and Kashmiri poetry, patron of poets, scholars and musicians, 
and himself a poet, YCisuf Shah was one of the most cultured rulers of 
the Sultanate period. Though not possessed of any personal valour, 
he displayed, when he first ascended ths throne, promptness and energy 
in suppressing the revolt of his uncle Ab&l Chak. On being driven 
out of Kash- r ,  he again displayed enterprise, initiative, and resource 
in his attempts to recover the throne. After regaining the kingdom 
he tried to promote the welfare of his people. He prohibited the 
soldiers from taking corvb from the peasants, and, unlike his 
predecessors, he gave up the practice of exacting corvCe and Zaka't 
from the hcinjis. He also abolished Jizya and taxes of an oppressive 
nature imposed on gardens, cattle, and  artisan^.^ But despite 
all this he brought about his downfall through his own follies. Finding 
himself secure on the throne, he began to neglect the administration, 
spending more and more of his time over the wine cups and in the 
company of women and musicians. Moreover, he became so obsessed 
with the threat of a Mughal invasion that no amount of assurances of 
loyalty from his people could dispel the fear from his mind. But 
instead of adopting measures for the defence of the country, he was 
convinced that resistance was futile, and that only by a policy of 
submission could he save his kingdom. This was, however, a mistake, 
for he should have realised that Akbar was longing to annex Kashmir, 
and that once he was in his power he would lose both his freedom and 
his throne. 

In exile, the lot of Yiisuf Sh5l-1 was very tragic. The allowance 
which he received from the Emperor, though enough to support a life 
of comfort, was not sufficient to maintain his dignity; and, being of a 
generous nature and accustomed to luxury, he found himself always 
short of money. Moreover, in the scorching heat of the plains of 
Bihir, he longed for the cool and bracing climate and the picturesque 
1. Smith, Akbar, pp. 240-1; H.M., f. 1Dla. According to H.M. (B.N.), f. 62b 

msuf  received Rs. 1001- a day for his expenses. 
2. H.M., f. 182b. ZakKt was not realised from the ht5njT8 probably because 

of their poverty. 
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~ ~ ~ n e r i e s  of the Valley. In exile he missed the society of poets, scholars 
and musicians, but, above all, he pined for his beloved queen, Habba 

Khitln. She was the daughter of a peasant of the village of Chandahgr 
in the Vihi pargana. She had been unhappy with her first husband who 
was a drunkard and a debauchee and who ill-treated her. A poetess and 
a musician, possessed of a sweet voice, she captivated the heart of 
Yfisuf Shah who fell in love with her and married her.1 He built for 
her mountain resorts in Gulmarg, Sonamarg and other beautiful spots, 
which he was wont to visit with her.= But now as a royal prisoner he 
knew he would never see her again. A11 this so much affected him that 
his mind gave way and he died on Wednesday, the 14th Zfi'l-Hijja. 
1000122nd September, 1592, after an illness of six days, and was buried 
in the pargana of Biswak.3 
1. T.H., ii, f. 142b. It is strange that contemporary authorities like B.S. and 

H.M. do not mention Habbe KhEtun a t  all. Our information about her is 

based on local tradition. But unfortunately an kinds of romantic tales are 

current about her in the Valley, so that i t  is dlfflcult to separate fact from 

flction. 
2. T.H., 11, f. 1438. 

3. A.A., ii, 121 (Niwal Kishore) has B i m k .  A.S.B., 1885, p. 166, has also 

Biswak, and the place is still called by this name. But A.A., 11, 166 (English 

trans.) hes Bamk, while B.S. has Basang o t  m a n k .  I am extremely 

ka tefu l  to Profeseor Hm 'Askad of Patna University for taking the 

trouble of visiting Blawak and obtaining information for me from the local 

people about the graves of Yusuf S h a  and Ya'qlib  ha. Here is what 

he saw:- 
" B h a k  is situated some 3 miles northeast of IsliTmpiir (Patna dLt.1. 

Adjacent to the vlllsge there is a mound which is said to have been a 

garh, a l t hou~h  no historical information is available about ft. The dte 

hae often yielded capper and gold coins in the courae of minor digglngs for 
domestic purposes. In one instance clay h k k o e  containing gold mohurs 

of ShajahBn's reign a m  reported to have been found. There are two 

tombs of "Pir-ShEh Ya'qiib" and " ~ s u f  S h a  respectively near this 

gurlc. The vlllagera know nothing about the antecedents of these two 

personages. At a s h d  distance fmm Biewak there is a village called 
~ ~ c h a k ,  whlch is now completely deserted and in mins. According 

to local tradition, however, the Muslims belonging to thie village came from 
Kashmii., ae fs indicated by the name which the place beam. There is a 
mosque in thh village near which the tomb of YEsuf 9 h a  la  situated. Only 

a mound now remaSne whlch, some tlme ago, the peasants tried to level 
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with the ground in order to bring the land under cultivation On flnding, 

however, that i t  was a tomb, they, out of superstition, left i t  half demolished. 

If local tradition is passed together with the relevant historical information, 

it can de5nitely be established that these tomb are those of Yiiauf S h a ,  
the ruler of Kashm-r, and his son and successor, Ya'qtib  ha. According 

to the Akbar-niima and other chronicles Akbar defeated Yiisui S h a  and 

imprisoned him. He waa releaeed later and granted a jzgir in the pargana 

of Biswak, whete both he and bia son Ya'qiib settled and died. The existence 
of a village named Kashmirichak with a KashmirI Muslim populatlon Is also 

suggestive and signidcant. Authentic history and tradition thua corroborate 
each other, and there is no doubt that these tombe are those of Yiisuf ShEh 

and Yatqiib ShEh." 



CHAPTER X 

FALL OF THE SULTANATE 

INCE the treaty had been concluded with the Mughals by Yisuf 
Shgh, who had fled the country and ceased to be the Sul!Sn, Ya'qib 

Shah and the Kashmiri nobles did not regard it as binding on them. 
And so when, after the Mughal withdrawal, Ya'qib Shih returned to 
Sn'nagar, he had the coins struck and the khutba recited in his own 
name. He however did not rule with tact, ability, and justice. He 
made the mistake of appointing 'Ali Dar, who was incompetent and 
addicted to intoxicants, his prime minister.1 Ya'qiib Shah also became 
arrogant,z treating the nobles with disrespect, and ignoring their advice. 
Moreover, having defeated the Mughals he was lulled into a false sense 
of security, and neglected the defence of the passes leading into 
Kashrnir.3 But the greatest mistake which he made was that he adopted 
a hostile attitude towards the Sunnis. He sent Mull5 'Aini, whom he 
had given the title of KhBn.4 to Q@- Mis i  with the message to mention 
henceforth the name of 'AIT in all public prayers. As the Q5,i refused 
to comply with it, Ya'qiib Shiih sent for him and tried to argue with 
him. QiId Miisi pointed out that rulers should not concern themselves 
with religious matters, but should devote their time and attention to the 
affairs of state. Furthermore, they should be tolerant, for intolerat~ce 
leads to chaos and confusion in the kingdom. Ya'qiib Shah was 
greatly displeased by these insolent replies, but for the time being he 
spared Mhsii. contenting himself only with showering abuses on him.5 

1. B.S., f .  178a. 
2. A.N., 111, 762, says that Ya'qEb became s o  arrogant a3 to adopt the title 

of S h a  IsmZil. This he probably did in Imitation of the founder of the 
Safavid dynaaty. 

3. H.M., f .  1928. 
4. H.M. (B.N.),  f .  83a. 
6. H.M., ff. 192a-b; N.A., fP. 108b-107% 6uka. p. 403 also refera to these 

religfoua dlacorde. 
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Owing to Ya'qiib's arrogance and religious fanaticism. some of the 
nobles like Shams Chak, Malik Hasan Chadura, 'Alam ShEr Miigre, 
and the Wazir, 'Ali Dar, were driven into hostility against him, and 
they decided to proceed to Lahore to seek the help of Akbar.' But 
when they reached Hirapfir, Hasan Malik suggested that, since the rainy 
season was about to commence, they should give up the idea of going 
to India, and, instead, march on Srinagal and occupy it as Ya'qfib was 
absent in the village of PhBg.2 Ya'qiib, hearing of the plan, released 
Muhammad Baf, and appointed him Wazir in place of 'Ali Dar, and 
on his advice immediately set out to the capital, which he reached before 
the rebels. The latter encamped at Zilldakar, while Ya'qiib established 
himself in the field of 'Id-giih.3 But after a week of desultory fighting 
Shaikh Hasan, son of Mir Shamsu'd-Din, and Biibl Khalil, who were 
the pirs of Ya'qiib Shih, brought about a settlement. The rebels were 
given the province of Kamriij and they left for S6piir which was to be 
their seat.4 But on the way Shams Chak and '&am ShEr Mggre 
decided to put Biiba Khalil and Shaikh Hasan, who were accompanying 
them, to death in revenge for Ya'qfib's policy of intolerance towards 
the Sunnis. But Hasan Malik intervened, and sent them back safely 
to Srinagar. When Ya'qfib heard that Shams Chak and  lam Sh5r 
Magre had made an attempt on the lives of the SlG'itt: divines, he was 
furious. Moreover, he came to know that Shams Chak had destroyed 
the SGpiir Bridge and was preparing for hostilities.5 He, therefore, 
set out from Srinagar with a large force, and having crossed the Jehlam 
near Sdpfir, he attacked the rebels and routed them. ShEr Mlgre 
escaped to the hill of Kichhiiniii, while 'Ali Dar fled to Barbal. Shams 
Chak took refuge in Srinagar, but was captured and imprisoned.6 

After suppressing the rebellion, Ya'qiib once more began to press 
Q 2 ~ i  M f i e  to include the name of 'Ali in the prayers. But Mi i a  was 
adamant, and refused to conlply. Partly due to this refusal, and 
partly because Ya'qiib regarded Miisi as being solely responsible for 

1. H.M., f .  1928. 2. Ibid., f.  1938. 
3. Ibid., E.S., f .  1798. 4. H.M., f. 193b. 
6. Ibid . ,  f. 194a. But B.S., f .  178a sq. gives a slightly different version of the 

conflict. 
8. H.M., ff. 194a-b; B.S., f. 180a. 
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the recent ,rising. he, contrary to the advice of his counsellors, ordered 

Miid's execution.' This was an extremely unwise act on his part, 
for it antagonised the Sunnis and paved the way for the Mugllal 
annexation of Kashmir."other mistake which he committed was 
that, on the advice of M u K  Hasan Aswad, he dismissed Muhammad 
Bat, his prime minister, who was a capable man, and threw him into 
prison. Ngzuk Baf, who was appointed in his place, was not competent 
enough to solve the problems, both internal and external, which faced 
the country.3 

Owing to Ya'qib SMh's intolerance and harshness, Ebi Dii'ijd 
Kh2ki with his followers went away to Multiin, while a number of 
chiefs headed by Shaikh Ya'qib Sarfi proceeded to the court of Akbar 
and requested him to invade Kashmir and annex it. They entered 
into the following agreement with the Emperor:-4 

(1) There shall be complete freedom of worship and no interference 
in religious affairs. 

(2) There shall be no interference with the purchase and sale of 
commodities, and the rates of cereals. 

(3) Kashmiris shall not be made slaves. 
(4) Kashmiris shall not be molested or oppressed; nor will they be 

required to do beg* (corvk). 
( 5 )  Those Kashmiri nobles who are a source of mischief shall not 

be associated with the administration of the country. 
We have seen that Akbar did not approve of the treaty concluded 

by Raja B h a g W  D& with Yisuf S k h ,  but that he had accepted 
it is a matter of expediency, When, therefore, he learnt of the 
dissensions in Kashmir and was assured by Shaikh Ya'qib Sarfi of 
the support of Kashmiri chiefs, he resolved upon its conquest. He 
first sent an army under Mirzii S k h  Rukh, but as the latter did not 
prosecute the campaign effectively owing to his anxiety to return to 
India, he was relieved of the command.5 and in his place Mir Q ~ s i m  
Khan Mir B&r6 was appointed along with Fatb K h h  and MirzA 'A11 

1. Ibid., f. 1058. a. I M .  
3. B.S., f. 181b. 4. W.K.. f .  588. 

6. AN., lii, 747. 
8. For his career, see A.A. (Blochmann), pp. 412-3. 
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Akbar ShBhi.1 while Ya'qijb Sarfi and Haidar Chak were deputed to 
act as their guides and to win over the Kashmiris to the side of the 
Mughals.2 Qiisim K E n  set out from Lahore on June 28, 1586,3 and 
passed through the defile of Bhimbhar on the 1st of September, 1586.4 
When he reached Rajauri, Bahr5m Ngyak, Isn~Z'il Ngyak, and Shanki 
ChBdura,S who were entrusted with the defence of the passes leading 
into Kashtnir, came and submitted, and assured him of the support of 
the Kashmiri nobles.6 

Ixaniing of the Mughal invasion, Ya'qiib ShZh marched towards 
Hirapir to repel it. But on all sides he saw nothing else but defection. 
He had sent a force under Bahildur KhZn Chak and Naurang Khan 
Chak, but Bah2dur Chak imprisoned Naurang Chak and proceeded 
to join the Mughals.7 He was, however, met by a f a r  Khiln Nayak 
who rescued Naurang Chak; but Bahiidur Chak succeeded in going over 
to the Mughals at Karanbal.8 Since there were other defections besides. 
Yusuf Khan, Aiba Khan, and Sayyid Mubiirak found it impossible to 
check the Mughal advance, and returned to join Ya'qGb Shah at 
Hirapiir.9 Ya'qiib was so disheartened by these developments that he 
decided to retire to Kishtwiir. By the time he reached the pargana 
of Bring only a few of his followers had remaincd with him.lO 

Qgsim Khan felt encouraged by these desertions. Moreover he 
was assured by Ya'qiib Sarfi that many other chiefs too were waiting 

A.N., iii, 747; also B.S., f. 182a. 

B.S., f. 182a. 
A.N., iii, 752; also B.S., f. 184b; and M.T.. ii, 364-65. The difference between 
the dates of A.N. and M.T. is only of a few days. B.S. also says that QBsim 

occupied Srinagar in 99411586. But according to A.N. (Blochmann) p. 412, 
and T.A., ii, 403, Q b i m  KhEn left Lahore in early Sha'bEn 90411st half of 

July 1587. 
A.N., iii, 764. 

AbK'1-Faql's CZrwarrth is the village of ChEdura, the home of Haidar Malik. 

A.N., iii,'764; B.S., f .  183b; see also ~ u k a ,  pp. 408-6. 
H.M., f. 195b. According to H.M. (B.N.) , f .  64a, only 30 or 40 horsemen 
remained with Ya'qEb by the time he reached HirapEr. 

H.M., f .  1968. Karanbal is the same as Kapartal Pass. See p. 13311. 1 ,  afcprn. 

B.S., f. 182b. Aiba KhZn, son of AbdEl KhZn, is the same person as Abiya 
KhZn of A.N., iii, 768. 

H.M., f. 183b. Rring is in the Anantnag dist. 
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to join him at Hastivanj.1 He therefore sent a force under Ya'qib 
!arfi and Jai TawiichMshi, with instructions to effect a junction with 
them. During their march the Mughals suffered great privations on 
account of snow and cold, and then when they reached Hastivanj, they 
discovered to their surprise, instead of friendly Kashmiri nobles, a 
hostile force determined to check their advance.2 What had happened 
is that the Kashmiri chiefs like Husain Khiin, Shams GanB'i and others, 
having felt ashamed for causing the defeat and flight of Ya'qfib, had 
changed their minds and decided not to submit to the Mughals. 
Accordingly they had marched to Hastivanj to check their advance. 
They defeated the Mughals and took Ya'qfib Sarfi and Jai Tawiichibishi 
prisoners.3 But thinking that their victory had been decisive, they 
did not follow it up; and, instead of making arrangements for the defence 
of the passes, they returned to Hirapfir. Here they enthroned Husain 
Kh3n Chak, the son of Aiba KhBn, in place of Ya'qiib SEh.4 

Meanwhile Shams Chak, who had been imprisoned by Ya'qfib, 
taking advantage of the chaos escaped from prison, and set out towards 
Kamrfij.6 But when he reached Chadura he was met by Malik Hasan 
who advised him to proceed towards Hirapfir, and fight the Mughals. 
He accepted the advice, and with MaIik Hasan marched to HirapCr. 
On arriving there, he, with the consent of the nobles, declared himself 
Sultin, and deposed Husain Khiin, who had been raised to the throne 
only four days before.6 

Owing to their internal dissensions the Kashmiris had not been 

1. See p. 24, w p m ,  for Hastivanj. 
2. A.N., iii, 766-7; H.M., 196a. 

8. B.S., f. 183b; H.M., f .  196b. According to AN. ,  iii, 767 Y a ' q a  Wag 
wounded but was saved by his friends. Jai was, however, taken prisoner. 

This battle took place after Ya'qiib's departure for KishtwZr, and not before 
aa A.N. nays. A.N. L not always correct in its sequence of events. 

4. H.M., f .  196b. Husain ShW was a cousin of Ya'qub S h a .  (H.M. (B.N.1 
f .  648). 

6. Ya'qui S h a  finding his affair8 in chaos had released Shams Chak and 

Muhammad Bat, his former Wazir, so that they might help him. But pressed 
by his counsellors, Ya'qih had again imprisoned them. However, taking 

advantage of the chaos, they now managed to escape. (A.N., iil, 768). 

6. H.M.. ff. 196b-97b. 
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able to direct their attention to the enemy. It was only when the 

latter, having crossed the Karanbal hill, had arrived at the pass of 
Hastivanj that Shams Chak advanced to offer them battle.1 On October 
10, 1586, he had an engagement with their advance-guard. As the 

Kashmiris were on a height occupying an advantageous position, they 
repulsed the Mughals by discharging muskets and rolling down heavy 
stones, Qiisim Khiin, thereupon, himself went forward to meet the 
Kashmiris, The latter put up a stiff resistance, but after their 
commanders, Mobammad QZsim K h b  NByak, his son Zafar Khiin 
Niiyak, and Muhammad Chak, the son of Shams Chak, were killed they 
became demoralised and fled, pursued by the Mughals. YZdgiir Husain, 
on instructions from a s i m  KhBn, at once advanced to occupy 
Srinagar. He entered it on October 14, without meeting any resistance, 
and had the khutba read in the name of Emperor. The next day 
Q3sim Khiin himself arrived at the capital.2 

We have seen that Ya'qiib S m ,  betrayed by his supporters, had 
fled to Kishtwiir. But as Kgj2 BahBdur Singh of Kishtwiir, who was 
his father-in-law, criticised him for his cowardice in having run away 
without fighting the Mughals, Ya'qiib Shiih returned to the Valley with 
a small following. He was joined by Yiisuf Khiin, Ibahim KhBn, and 
Malik Hasan.3 Many other persons also, owing to the oppressive 
.rule of Qgsim Khiin, rallied to Ya'qiib.4 His force swelled to 8,000 
horse, and he made ChandrakW his headquarters. Shams Chak, on 
the other hand, established himself at S6piir. He had an army of 3.000 
horse and 7,000 foot, and was supported by Husain Khan and Abii'l- 
a .  From Chandrakct and S6pfir the Kashmiris set out in parties 
to attack the Mughals. They avoided pitched battles and instead 
harassed them by making surprise attacks, cutting down stragglers, and 

1. B.S., f. 184a wrongly states that Shams Chak proceeded to the top of the 
Kanarbal hill to fight the Mughals, and that when he was defeated the 
Mughala encamped at  Hastivanj. 

2. A.N., iii, 769-70; H.M., f .  198a; also H.M. (B.N.), f .  64a. 
9. H.M., f. 198b. 
4. A.N., Hi, 796. 
5. It is an important village in the BBrrami?la Tabqil, about 29 miles north-west 

of Srinagar. 



intercepting heir  supplies. These tactics were so successful that it 
became impossible for the Mughals to leave the city.1 

After a month and a half, during which period the Mughals had 
been subjected to continuous harassment, msim Khan decided to 

attack Ya'qiib. But on approaching his camp he was informed that 
Ya'qiib had proceeded to make an attack on the city. QZsim Khan. 
therefore, turned back and sent a force in advance under Muhammad 
'Ali. Ya'qiib Shgh, who lay in wait for him near a hill in Vular, south- 
east of Srinafar, attacked him and gained a victory.2 Encouraged 
by this success, he made a night attack on the western side of the town. 
Many houses were set on fire, including the palace of Yiisuf Shah in 
which Qgsim Khan was residing. As a result he had to take refuge in 
the garden of Malik Muhammad Ngji. From there he issued 
instructions to organise resistance, and ordered the execution of I;Eaidar 
Chak lest he should escape and join Ya'qiib.3 When the Kashmin's 
heard the news of Haidar Chak's death they were roused to fury, and 
determined themselves to take their revenge.4 They attacked the 
Mughals in every nook and comer of the city and killed many of them. 
And they would have gained the day had it not been for an act of 
indiscretion committed by Ya'qiib. Elated with initial success he 
ordered the execution of Husain Khgn, who had been set up as ruler 
at Hirapiir, and of his supporters. This news filled the troops of Ya'qfib 
ShZh with consternation, and many of them retired from the battlefield, 
thus weakening his position.6 Meanwhile the Mughals, having received 
reinforcements under Muhammad Khan, the son of Fath Khan 
Fauj&r. from across the Jehlam, took the offensive. ~ a ' q l b ' r  
followers were unable to withstand the attack, and they fled, pursued 
by 'Ali Akbar Shiihi.6 

1. H.M., ff. 198b-99a. 
a. A.N., ill, 786-7. 

3. B.S., f .  1868; ~ u k a ,  p. 409. H.M., f .  l99b Bays that Haidar Chak was put 
to death by his guards. But it aeems unlikely that the execution ahould have 

taken place without Qt im's  orders. 
4. B.S.. 1868; A.N., 111, 776. 

6. H.M., f .  199b. 
8. A X ,  iil, 776, 
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This victory strengthened the morale of the Mughals. and Qfisim 
Khan began to send scouring parties to reduce the various parts of 
Kashmir. At the same time he sent a force under Shaikh Daulat 
BakhtiyZr against Shams Chak who was at S6piir. When the Mughals 
reached Diiniwari, Shams Chak with Sayyid Hasan Baihaqi and 
Shams Diini made a night attack on them, but were defeated and 
withdrew to S6piir. From there, on account of winter, they left for 
the hills of Karniiv.1 Other Kashmiri chiefs also dispersed to the 
hills, while Ya'qiib Sh5h retired to Kishtwar.2 But Yiisuf Khan Khan-i- 
Khanan, Husain Khsn, and Mutammad Bat, perceiving the futility of 
resistance, made overtures to Qasim KhBn; and, on being assured of 
personal safety, they submitted on December 9, 1586. They were sent 
to Lahore with B 5 E  Khalil, BgbS Mehdi, and Sayyid MuErak, who 
were suspected of inciting the Kashmiris against the Mughals, and 
presented to the Emperor on March 2, 1587.3 

For two months during the winter fighting ceased. But at the 
approach of spring Ya'qtib Shah returned from Kishtwiir, and 
established himself at the foot of a hill in the Vular pargana,' while 
Shams Chak returned from Karnav to S6ptir.6 For some time there 
were daily skirmishes between the Mughals and the Kashmiris, but they 
did not lead to any decisive result. Eventually, early in 1588, Qiisim 
Khan despatched a force under M7rzBdii 'Ali Khan and Sayyid 
'Abdu'llTth Khin,6 with ShEr Khan Magre to act as a guide. They met 
Ya'qfib at Gusu.7 The Mughals, being handicapped by a heavy fall 
of snow, the narrowness of the defile, and the slipperiness of the road, 
were defeated. MirG 'Ali Khan was killed with 300 of his men. 

1. H.M., f .  200a; also B.S., ff. 187a sqq. 

2. B.S., f .  188a. 

3. B.S., ff. 188a-b; A.N., 111, 787; A k a ,  p. 411. B.S. says that Sayyid 
MubErak was leading a retired life at this time. 

4. It was a pargana comprising a long narrow valley which stretches from 
the north side of the Jehlam, between Avantlpcr and BijbehEra. Its ancient 
name waa Holada. (Stein, ii, 460; Bates, Kashnzir Gazetteer, p. 405). 

6. B.S., f .  189a; H.M., f .  200b. 
6. These two co.mmanders had been sent by Akbar to the aid of Q t i m  Khzn. 

( A.N., ill, 788). 
7. It is a village in the PulwEna T-TI (AvantTpGr). 
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while the rest were either taken prisoners or escaped to Qasim mn.l 
Encouraged by this victory, Ya'qiib moved to the Takht-i-Sulaimh and 
encamped there. Shams Chak was also roused to action, and occupied 
the fort of Hgnjik, four miles west of Srinagar.2 

The next day @sim Khan himself advanced to attack Ya'qfib, 
and encountered him at the foot of the Takht-i-SulaimBn. The 
Mughals would have again suffcred defeat, but fortunately for them, 
Naurang Chak, Ya'qiib ShBh's commander-in-chief, was killed by an 
arrow which pierced his eye. This denioralised the I<ashmiris and led 
to their rout .3 

In spite of this defeat Ya'qiib was not disheartened. He made 
overtures to Shams Chak to forget the past and unite against the 
common enemy. Since Shams Chak responded favourably, Ya'qGb, 
accompanied by Hasan Malik, joined him in the fort of Hfinjik. The 
two chiefs then set out to attack the Mughals whom they encountered 
near Hhjik.4 The Mughals were completely routed and lost 1.500 men. 
They were pursued by Hasan Malik up to the field of Zisldakar in 
Srinagar.5 

The victory achieved by the Kashmiris enabled Ya'qijb and 
Shams to establish themselves on the K6h-i-Mfiriin. The Mughals, 
on the other hand, were reduced to a sad plight. For two months they 
dared not come out of the city, being subjected to continuous harassment. 
The Kashmiris grew even so bold as to attack the enemy in the town, 
and to carry away their horses and ~uppl ies .~ This state of affairs 
made G s i m  Khan very despondent, and so he requested the Emperor 
for his recall. Akbar, accordingly, ordered Yiisuf Khan Rizvi7 to 
proceed to Kashmir with Mull5 TBlib Isfahihi. Bib2 Khalil and 
Mubarnmad Bat, who were to act as guides and to win over the 

1. H.M., ff. 200b-la; A.A. (Blochmann), pp. 491, 518. ~ n : @ i r i ~ ' l - U r n a r ~ ~ ,  ii 

258, agree with A.A. and A.N. in assigning the date of MirzE 'Ali KhG's 
death as  99511587. But BadZE,  who was a friend of MrzZ 'A17 KhZn, 

gives 99611588 as the year of his death. 
a. H.M., f .  201a. 3. IM., f. 2018. 

4. ZW., ff .  201b-202a. 5. Ibid., ff. 202b-3a. 
6. IMd., f .  203b. 
7. He was a Sayyid of Mashhad. For details of his life, see A.A. (~lochmann),  

pp. 368 sqq. 
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guardians of the passes. Yiisuf Rizvi set out from Lahore in about 

the middle of 1588.l 
When Ya'qiib Shiih heard that a strong army was conling to 

reinforce Qiisim Khiin, he deputed Shams Chak's brother Lohar Chak 
to prevent them from entering Kashmir.2 Hasan Malik, however, 

opposed the appointment on the ground that Lohar Chak, b e i ~ ~ g  a friend 
of BB& Khalil, would go over to the Mughals, and suggested that 
Shams Chak be sent against Yiisuf R*vi, while Ya'qiib himself should 
stay behind to blockade Qisim Khan, who was sure to perish owing 
to the want of supplies. But his advice was not followed; and, as Hasan 
Malik had predicted, Lohar Chsk, instead of intercepting the Mughal 
force. joined it along with Bahriim Nayak. This news spread conster- 
nation among the Kashmiri troops in Hiinjik, and when they heard of 
the arrival of Yiisul R i ~ v i  at Hirapiir, many of their chiefs deserted 
and submitted to him.3 The Kashmiri forces thus completely dis- 
integrated. Ya'qiib Shah in disgust went away to Kishtwiir, while 
Shams Cllak retired to the Bring yargana.4 

Yiisuf Rizvi adopted a policy of conciliation and won over many 
chiefs. He then sent a force under Sayyid Baha'u'd-Din and Muhnirnad 
Bat against Shams Chak. But the latter made a night attack on them 
from the village of Trigiim and obtained much plunder. At dawn, 
however, he suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Mughals 
and had to retire to the hills of Kamriij.6 Meanwhile, YaLqiib Shah 
had returned from KishtMr and encamped at Panjyari in Dachiin 
Kh6vur. Yiisuf Riyi ,  thereupon. sent a force under Muhammad Bat 

1. A.N., iii, 798; H.M., f. 203b. Sayyid MubErak was also asked to accompany 

them in order to help in the general pacification of the country. But as  he 

refused to go, Akbar became angry and sent him 8s a prisoner to S h a h b e  

KhXn Kambii in Bengal. After a year when ShahbZz KhBn was proceeding 

to Lahore to pay his respects to the Emperor and had reached FiriizllbEd, 

Sayyid MubErak, who was with him, was taken ill and died. (See B.S., 

f .  190a). 

2. H.M., f .  203b. 

3. Ibbd., ff. 203b-4a. 

4. A.N.. i i i ,  798; B.S., f .  19la .  

A . N . ,  iii, 798-99; ~ l s o  B.S., ff .  1Dla-b. But B.S. says Shams Chak retired 

to the Bring pargana. 



and Haji Miraki against him. The Mughal commanders sent a 

messenger to persuade Ya'qiib to submit. But YabqGb, on the advice 
of Abii'l-Ma'fili, rejected these overtures, and determined to fight the 
enemy and die a hero's death. He accordingly attacked the Mughals, 
but although he obtained a victory over the advance-guard led by 

Muhammad Mir, the battle was indecisive, as hostilities had to be 
suspended on account of heavy rains. After this Ya'qiib Shah withdrew 
to the pargana of Vular to reorganise his army. But he found that 
treachery was rife in his camp, for his troops were going over to the 
Mughals. That is why when Muhammad Bat and Mubammad Mir 
advanced to attack him, he escaped to K i s h t ~ r  without offering any 
resistance.1 But Abii'l-Ma'ali, who tried to put up a fight, was taken 
prisoner in the village of Chriir.2 These unexpected developments 
convinced Shams Chak that any further resistance to the Mughals was 
futile, and so through the mediation of Sayyid Baha'u'd-Din he 
surrendered. Shortly after he was sent to the Emperor.3 The sub 
mission of Shams Chak greatly disheartened Ya'qiib ShBh. And SO 

when Akbar arrived in Kashmir early in June, 1588, he too decided to 
give up the struggle and submit. Accordingly, he returned from 
Kishtwir, and, towards the end of July, did personal homage to the 
Emperor.4 who sent him with Hasan Beg Turkrnan to Raja Mitn Singh 
at Rohtss. On the way Ya'qiib and his followers planned that his 
brother Ibdhim should assassinate Hasan Beg and then all should escap. 
But the plan miscarried, for when Hasan &g, was attacked by Ibrshim, 
the Mughal guard came to his .rescue and killed Ibrilhim. Ya'qfib Skh ,  
having repented for his part in the affair, was forgiven by Hasan Beg 
atid was conducted safely to his father at Jaunpfir. From there, after 
taking a letter of guarantee from Yiisuf Shih, Hasan Beg sent Ya'qfib 
Sh5h to Riijii Man Singh at RohBs.6 Here he was kept virtually a 

1. B.S., B. 1928-93b. a. Ibid., f .  194s.. 

3. B.S., ff. 194b-95a; A.N., iii, 799. Shams Chak subsequently died at 
BurhBnpiir in the Deccan. (B.S., f. 205b). 

4. A.N., lii, 846; B.S., f .  196a; H.M., f .  204b; also ~ u k a ,  p. 418. Brrt M.T., ilf 

365, and T.A., ii, 404, say that Ya'qTib submitted to QGim KhZn. This is 

incorrect, for it was not the latter but YlTisuf Riqvi who was in command 
in Kaahmir at this time. 

6. B.S., fl. 199b-200s. 
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prisoner, for it was thought that he might again make an attempt to 
escape. But when Yiisuf Shah died, Miin Singh transferred his rank 
to Ya'qiib, and allowed him to proceed to his jsgir. Before leaving 
Rohas, Ya'qiib Shih went to bid farewell to Qiisim Khiin, who claimed 
to be the son of Yiisuf Shgh. He ate the poisoned betel leaves that 
were offered to him by Q2sim K k n .  By the time he reached Behiral 
his condition grew worse, and he died in the month of Mubarram 
1001/0ctober 1593. His body was carried by Abii'l-Ma'iili to Biswak, 
and buried there near the grave of his father Yiisuf 

1. A.A.,  i i ,  120 (Niwal Kishore ed . )  has Rehira. But A.A., ii, 166 (Eng. trans.) 
and J.A.S.B., 1885, p. 166, has PahrE. It was in the Bihzr SarkEr under Akbar. 

2. B.S., ff. 201a-202b; see also p. 180 f.n. 3 supra. Slid, i, 236-7, is wrong in 
saying that Ya'qiib was buried in KishtwiTr. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE ADMINISTRATllVE SYSTEM 

The Central Government 

N the absence of any treatise on administration, and with only a few I stray references in the chronicles, it is difficult to present a cornpre 
hensive picture of how the Valley was governed during the Sultanate 
period. We can, at best, make out only a general outline, without 
any details. 

From the little evidence that is at  our disposal, it appears that 
Shah Mir and his immediate successors did not replace the 
governmental organisation of the Hindu kings. What they did 
was to infuse vigour aud efficiency into the administration, and 
in this way tried to protect the peasants from rapacious officials, 
promote agriculture, suppress refractory chiefs, and establish law 
and order. From the time of Sulpn Sikandar, however, under the 
influence of Persians and Turks, the tendency was to model the 
administration on the system prevalent in other countries under Muslim 
rule. The result was that new institutions began to be imported and 
designations of the old ones to be changed. However, although minor 
innovations contiriued to be introduced till the end of the Sultanate, 
the main lines of administrative development seem to have been 
conlpleted during the reign of Sulgn ~ainu'l-'&bidin. 

The Sul!cin 
The Sul!in of Kashm-r, like his predecessors, was an autocrat. 

He was the supreme executive, legislative and judicial authority in 
his kingdom. He could make laws and interpret the Shari'a. He was 
his own commander-in-chief, and led the campaigns either personally 
or appointed other commanders in his place. He was the highest court 
of appeal, and had the power of life and death over his subjects. 

The Sulgn had a council consisting of his ministers and high 
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officials whom he consulted on all matters relating to zdministration, 
foreign policy, and war and peace. Although the ultimate decision 
rested with him, yet, since the council was composed of members drawn 
from the leading landowning families, who were very powerful, it 
prevented his rule from turning into despotism. But otherwise the 
rule of the council was not directed towards the promotion of the good 
of the country. When the S u l f h  was weak, the real power was in 
the hands of the nobles who were members of this council and who 
set up or pulled down rulers, declared war or made peace, and even 
parcelled out the kingdom among themselves. The great authority which 
they wielded, proved disastrous to the country, for it not only prevented 
the establishment of a strong, centralised government, but it also led 
to the formation of cliques, to constant scramble fo.r power, and to 
civil wars and rebellions. It was a repetition of the conditiolis whicll 
had existed under the Lohara dynasty. 

In ordinary matters involving the Shari'a the Sulpn consulted the 
Shaikhu'l-lslZrn.1 But when some serious question of conscience was 
involved, he convened a council of all the leading jurists of the kingdom 
and sought their advice. This was done by MinA Haidar when he 
banned the Niirbakhshiya Order and put to death many of its  leader^.^ 
Similarly, it was after consulting the 'Ulatni that Husain S b h  Chak 
ordered the execution of Yiisuf and, later, of Q@i Ganii'i and 
Qbzi Alnibs.3 

Symbols of Sovereignty 
Apart from these powers, the S u l w  also enjoyed certain special 

prerogatives to distinguish him from the nobles and his other subjects. 
These prerogatives or symbols were necessary to maintain his dignity 
and inspire awe and fear in the hearts of his people. 

(a) Titles: All the rulers of the Shih Mir and Chak dyr~asties 
adopted the title of SulMn. Other common titles were S k h ,  Pbdshbh, 
and Sulgnu'l-A'gm. But in addition, each ruler also assumed 
special titles. Thus ~ainu'l-'Abidin called himself Nii'ib-i-Aniiru'l- 
Mii'minin. and GhAzi Chak as Muhammad Humbyiin. Sul!iin Husain 

1. Jonnr., p. 86. 

3. See pp. 155-56, supra. 
2. See p. 137 mpra. 



Shah Chak took the title of Nasiru'd-Din E d s h i h  GGzi, and the same 
title was assumed by Yiisuf Shah. But 'Ali Sh2h called himself 
7&-ru'd-Din Muhammad 'AIi Pildshiih. But YaLqiib Shiih assumed 
the title of IsmB'iI Shah.' Evidently the Chak rulers had adopted 
these titles in imitation of the Mughal Emperors of India and the Safavi 
Shahs of Persia. 

(b) Khurba and Sikka: At first it was only the prerogative of 
the Caliph to have his name recited in the khufba or sermon before the 
Friday prayers, and any attempt to introduce other names was regarded 
by the jurists as bid'a (irinovation). But from the end of the third 
century Hijra, it became a common practice of the local rulers to have 
their names also inserted side by side with the name of the Caliph.= 
After the collapse of the Caliphate at BaghdAd, however, although the 
Muslim rulers in general strictly enforced the insertion of their own 
names in the khulba, they gave up the custoin of putting in the names 
of the puppet Abbasid Caliphs of Cairo.3 We do not know in what 
relation the Sulpn of Kashmir stood with the Egyptian Caliphs, for 
beyond a reference to an exchange of embassies between ~ainu'l- bidin in 
and the ruler of Egypt the chronicles do not throw any light on this 
matter. But there is sufficient evidence to show that in Kashmir, as 
in other countries under Muslim rule, the name of the reigning monarch 
was recited in the khulba, for the Kashmir SulfBns regarded i t  as an 
important symbol of authority;4 and it was only three times during 
the Sultanate period, that they had to surrender it.5 Another exclusive 
privilege of the Sulfan was the right to issue money bearing his name 
and  title^.^ Although the Sul@ris allowed the names of their predecessors 
or of the great saints to be inscribed on thc coins, they never gave up 
the right to strike coins except when they had to surrender their 
sovereign powers. None of the coins of this period bear the name of 
a Caliph. 

I .  See Appendix B for the titles of the Sulgns.  
2. SiddTt$, Cnliphute and King8hip in Medieval Persia, pp. 34, 30 Sq. 

3. Arnold, The Caliphate, chapt. viii. 
4. H.M., ff. 171b, 1808. 
5. See pp. 128. 142, 161, supra. 

6. H.M., f .  171b. 
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(c) Crown and Throne : To sit on the throne1 and wear the T i j  

(crown) was the exclusive privilege of the Sultiin; and whenever he 
abdicated, he handed over the crown to his succe~sor.~ Thus when 

Yfisuf Shah was compelled to give up his throne, he sent the T i j  to 
Sayyid Mubirak who was declared by the nobles as S ~ l g n . ~  Similarly, 

when G&- Chak wanted to assume royal powers, the TLij was removed 
from the head of Habib Shah and placed on that of Ghizi who took 
his seat on the throne.4 

(d) Chatr and Chauri: The Chatr (umbrella) and the Chauri 
(flywhiskers) could not be used by any one except the Sul@n. These 
had been the insignia of sovereignty under the Hindu kings and were 
adopted by the Sul@ns.5 

(e) Khil'at: The right of bestowing robes of honour on nobles, 
officials and tributaries was reserved for the SulFn. It was an old 
Persian custom which had been borrowed by the Abbasid  caliph^.^ 
Later it had spread to other countries. Other insignia of royalty in 
Kashmir were the Treasury,7 the Royal Stablee and the Standard.g 
The Chariot had been an emblem of royalty under the Hindu rulers,1° 
but it does not seem to have had any significance during the Sultanate 
period. 

The Wazir 
Under the early ShBh Mir rulers the chief minister was called by 

the old name of SarvLidhikiira.ll It was probably in the reign of 
~ainu'l-'Abidin that he began to be designated as Wazir, and by the 
1. Temple, T,he Word of LalE, p. 211; ~ r i v . ,  p. 207. 

2. B.S., ff. 132b, 140a. 

3. H.M., f .  174a; B.S., f .  148b. 
4. N.A., f .  76b; N.K., f .  36b. 

5. Temple, The Word of LnSfiT, pp. 210-11; also Jonar., p. 76, and $riv., p. 267. 

For Chatr see also B.S. f .  148b. 
6. The flrst Muslim ruler to have started the practice of giving away khiIrats 

was S f i n  ar-Rashid. (Dozy, Noms des Vetements chez lea Ambs, p. 14) .  
7. See p. 80, wpra. 

e. srlv., p. 173; Munich MS., i. 778; H.M., f .  152b. 
g. Jonar., p. 75; Srlv., p. 107. 
lo. Temple, The Word oj  LnlE, p. 211. 
11. Steln, RK. v, No. 214; BK. vl, No. 109 and n. 



time of Hasar. Shah and Muhammad Shah the new title was in full 
vogue.' The Wazir was the heaci of the civil administration and the 
highest official in the state. He was the constant adviser of the ruler, 
and enjoyed his utmost confidence. His powers were great, and 
therefore upon his ability and wisdom depended the welfare of the 
people and the stability of the kingdom. Owing to the great importance 
and prestige of the office, there was a keen competition for it among 
the nobles. But this aroused jealousies and rivalries which often led 
to armed conflicts. Since there was no separation of powers, the Wazirs 
were often called upon to lead the campaigns. In the reign of Sultan 
Sikandar, for example, SGhabhap was not only the head of the civil 
administration, but also of the army. This was, however, not always 
the case. Thus under Shihiibu'd-Din while the Wizirat and Finance 
were placed in charge of Udayairi, the command of the army was 
entrusted to Candra Wmara and Laula.2 During the period of 
decline of the Shah Mirs the Wazirs were invariably military leaders. 
In fact their ascendancy in the state was due to their military prowess. 
They were so powerful that they reduced the SulFns to the status of 
puppets and themselves becanie de facto rulers, presiding over the 
highest courts of appeal in company with the Sltari'a magistrates," 
conferring jiigirs upon the nobles, appointing or dismissing oflicers, 
and declaring war or concluding peace. In the end the Chaks, who 
acted as Wazirs of the Shah Mirs, found themselves sufficiently strollg 
to depose the Shlh Mir Sulpn and assume sovereign powers. In lieu 
of their services the Wazirs were assigned big jiigirs. But it is not 
known if in addition to this they also received any salary. 

Diwa'n-i-Krcl 
Next to the Wnzir, the Diwcin-i-Kul was the most important officer 

in the kingdom. But this office does not seem to have existed under 
the early Shah Mirs; it was introduced by Fath Shiih who was anxious 

1. S.A., p. 40. But s'rivara calls the chlef minister a s  Saciva. ( i r iv . ,  BK. 3, 

No. 23).  
2. B.S., f. 198. Under Hasan ~ h & ,  Mallk Ahmad was in charge of the civil 

admlnistratlon, and Bat was the commander-in-chkf ( ~ r i v . ,  p. 238). 

3. H.M., f .  131b; B.S., fP. 81b-828. 
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to reduce the power of the Wazir. The latter retained the military, 
executive and judicial functions, but the power to control the finances 
was taken away from him and placed in the hands of the Diwiin-i-Kul.1 
This separation of powers, however, did not serve any purpose for the 
Wuzirs remained as powerful as before. Nothing is known of the 
history of the Diwin-i-Kul under the Chaks. 

Ministry of Religious Aflairs 
The Shuikhu'l-lslcinl was the head of thc ecclesiastical department 

of the state. It was during the reign of Sultan Sikandar that this office 
was for the first time established in Kashmir.2 The Shuikhu'l-Isliim 
was the representative of the 'Ulurnci, and his duty was to see that the 
Shuri'a law was enforced. Under the circumstance only a person 
distinguished for his learning and piety was appointed to this office. 
The Shuikhu'l-lslirn performed the coronation ceremony, and was the 
constant adviser of the Sultan on legal and religious matters. Sometimes 
he also issued decrees on polit~cal questions, and these had great weight. 
Thus when, in 1532, Mirzi Haidar invaded Kashnlir and his soldiers 
began to devastate the Valley, the Shaikhu'l-lslcim issued a decree that 
to fight the invaders and to kill them was a righteous act, and that if 
any Kashn~iri lost his life while resisting the enemy, he would be a 
tilartyr. The effect of this pronouncement was that the Kashmiri 
~lobles were soused from their lethargy and began to organise strong 
rcsistancc to the Mughals.3 

Besides being an adviser to the SulBn, the Shuikku'l-lsldm was 
also in charge of the wuqfs for charitable and educational purposes. 
Fro111 the iricolne of these endowments schools were run, and stipends 
werc given to deserving students, while strangers in the country were 
provitlecl with food and accomn~odation until they were able to find 

1. Munich MS., ff. 82b-83a; T.A., 111, 467-8. 
2. Mu'inu'd-Din Miskin, Ta'rikh-i-Knbir, p. 289, says that MullB Ahmad 'A1lEma, 

who came to Kashmir from TurkistEn with Bulbul  ha, was the firat 
person in Kashmir to hold the office of Bhuikhu'l-Isri under Shamsu'd-Din I .  

But this is not corroborated by any reliable authority. Besides, it 
seems unlikely for such an institution to have been introduced at  such 
tin early date. 

3.  See p. 127, w p r a .  
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some employment.1 Under the Chaks the duties of the Shaikhu'l-Islim 
were taken over by the QcZzi of Srinagar, also known as Qizi'l-Quzit.2 

Administration of Justice 
The Qizi was the highest judicial authority in the state. His 

office was introduced into Kashmir by Sulpn Sikandar, probably at 
the same time as that of the Shaikhu'l-lslirn. And the first Qizi whose 
name is mentioned in the chronicles was Sayyid gasan Shiriizi, who 
was appointed as Qizi  of Srinagar by Sikandar.3 During the Chak 
period the prestige and powers of the Qi?i greatly increased, for he was 
not only the head of the judicial department but also of the ecclesiatical 
department. He led the prayers. acted as the chief judge, looked 
after the charitable and educational endowments, and gave advice to 
the Sulpn on religious matters. He was assisted by a Mufti, whose 
duty was to give rulings according to the Hanafite law.4 Another 
officer under the Qizi was known as Mir 'Ad1 who performed semi- 
magisterial functions. The parties, before going to the Qiji, approached 
the Mir 'Adl, who drew up the case, and if it was not a conlplicated 
one and the parties agreed, he himself settled the dispuk5 

Justice was also administered by the Sulpn as well as by the Wazir. 
The former acted both as a court of first instance and a court of appeal, 
trying civil as well as criminal cases. But there were no fixed 
regulations for appeal. Justice was dispensed with by the S u l p  
sitting in the Diwin-Klziina in the open durbar every day. );Iasan 
Shah Chak, however, had fixed Monday as the day of the week when 
he attended court with the Qizi and Mir 'Adl.6 But the other SulPns 
had no fixed days for holding court; they were accessible to the people 
on every day of the week. They dealt out justice impartially, but the 

1. B.S. f .  34b; H.M., f. 119b. 
2. W.K., ff. 528, 60a. 
3. B.S., f .  31b. 
4. T.A., iii, 495. On one occasion, under Husain ShZh, shiifl'ite law was also 

applied (See p 156, supm). Muftis were killed during ?main ~ h a ' f l  

reign for giving a wrong fat- 
6, l o r  Mir 'Ad1 see H.M., 159b, and compare him with BhZhid (Metz# 

Renaiaaance of Isldm, pp. 227-28). 
6. See p. 158 arcpra. 
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punishments which they inflicted upon the criminals were not always 
according to the Shnri'a. ~ainu'l-'Abidin, for example, did not favour 
either the execution of thieves and robbers or the mutilation of their 
limbs. Instead ,he made them work on public buildings.' Later 
under his successors capital punishment was reintroduced. For those 
who were guilty of treason the penalty was prison, death, or mutilation. 
The last form of punishment was introduced by Ghm- Shah Chak, 
but later 'Ali ShZih abolished it.2 

The Royal Stable 
This was an important department. Rival claimants to the 

throne always tried to seize the horses first. This was because, the 
cavalry being the most inlportant arm of the army, it was felt that once 
the royal horses were taken possession of, victory would be easy. 
Thus we find that Hiiji Kh3n, in makince, his bid for the throne on 
the eve of his father's death, first seized the Royal Stable.3 As a 
result, Adhatn Khan despaired of success and fled to India. Similarly, 
to overthrow Daulat Chak, Ghazi Chak had to seize the royal horses.4 
During the Hindu times tliz office was calle,d Mahci~vaiil i  (office of the 
Chief Master of Horse),5 but it is not known as to what his designation 
was under the SulFns. Whether he was called Akh&-bek,6 as under 
the Delhi Sulfans, the chrollicles give us no indication. 

hlir Baklzshi 
Thc A4ir Iltrklr.rhi was the head of tllc military department, and 

was therefore an important officer. He kept the register of the soldiers, 
distributed their pay, arid was responsible for their recruitment.' 
lJtider thc Mughals he possessed considerable powers and influence,8 
but he does not secrli to have enjoyed the sanle position and prestige 

See p. 84 ,  mcpra. 

See p. 161 sf ipra.  
~ r i v . ,  p. 1 7 3 ;  Munich MS., f .  77a. 
I1.M.. f .  152b. 

Stein, HK.. iv. Nos. 142-3. 

Qureshi. Ad~~t in i .s t rnt ion of the SuZtuncnre of Dcl~l i ,  p. 71. 

H . M . ,  f .  189b. 

Ibn Hasan,  Ccntrrcl 8lruclncre of th,e Mncghul Empire,  p. 215. 



under the SulBns of Kashrnir. The first mention of a Mir Bakhshi in 
the chronicles is in the reign of 'Ali Shiih.1 

Amir-i-Dar 
Amir-i-Dar2 or Lord Chamberlain, whom Jonariija calls Dv&apcila,3 

was an important officer. His post commanded great prestige and was 
reserved for the Sulpn's most trusted nobles. His importance arose 
from the fact that he was constantly in the company of the Sulpn. 
All petitions to the latter were presented through him, and no one was 
allowed to enter the royal presence without being introduced by him. 
He also made arrangements for important celebrations at the court, 
and was thus the Master of Cerernonies.4 

Ndyak~ 
The Ntiyaksswere the guardians of the passes leading into Kashmir. 

During the rule of f indu kings the control of the passes was vested 
in a single officer who was known as Dvirapati or Lord of the Gate.6 
Under the Sulpns they were placed under a number of officers called 
Niyaks, who were appointed by the Sulpn, and were directly under 
the central government. Their appointments were sometimes hereditary 
and, in return for their services, they were given jiigirs. They had at 

their disposal a force which was stationed at fortified outposts, and 
their duty was to see that no one entered the Valley or left it without 
a Khatt-i-Rih (permit).' They were also required to defend the Valley 
from foreign invasions and from the inroads of turbulent hill tribes, 

Munich MS., f. 66a. 
a. T.A., iii, 448, calls him +jib-i-Dar. 

3. ~ f i v . ,  p. 208. Kalhana calls him MalGpra t iGrap-q .  (Stein, BK. iv, 
Nw. 142-43). 

4. Cornpane him with Amir =jib . _ or m r b e k  of the Delhi Court. See Qureahi, 
AdmhQtration of the Sultarutte of Dehli, pp. 61-2. 

5. S~IV., pp. 310, 313; ~ b k a ,  p. 405; A.N., iii, 764. Stein is wrong in saying 

that t h y  Were called Maliks. Malik was in reality a title conferred 
by the SulFns upon their ofEcials. 

8. Other of its equivalents were DvTirEdhipa, DvSirsBa etc., (Stein, BK. v, 
No. 214). 

7. Tzcfifatu'l-Ahbiib, p. 64; Jonar., p. 66; Sriv., p. 271. 
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the Dards in the north and the KhaSas in the south-west.' Further- 

more, they were to prevent smuggling and collect customs duties on 
goods exported and imported.' Whenever the passes were well 
defended and in the hands of trustworthy commanders, Kashmir 
enjoyed immunity from foreign invasions. But whenever their defence 

was neglected or the Niiyaks turned traitors, the Valley was easily 
invaded. 

Espionage System 
The Sul9ns kept themselves informed of the activities of their 

subjects and officials by means of spies. Thus it was through his spies 
that Haidar Shah came to know of the treacherous designs of his 
Treasurer, Hasan, and was able to nip the conspiracy in the bud.3 
Under ~ainu'l-'Abidin the espionage system was very efficient, and it 
kept him in touch with the happenings in the remotest parts of the 
kingdoin.4 Sometimes he himself, like Hiirfin ar-Rashid, changed his 
dress and roamed in the streets of the capital to find out the condition 
of his subjects.5 It was usual to employ prostitutes for spying and 
securing information.6 Queens and princes had their own  agent^.^ 
Spies were also kept by the Sulfiins on the frontiers of the Valley to 
keep an eye on the activities of the NGyaks and to report on the enemy 
movements beyond.0 

KhaziinchiQ or Khaziina-dcir 
As the name implies, the Khaziinchi was in charge of the treasury. 

In Hindu times he was called Gafijavaralo after the Persian Ganjwar, 
and he continued to be called by the same title under the early Shah 
Mirs, but later on he was named Khazfinchi. The importance of the 
ofice depended upon the personality of the man at the head. Thus 
Hasan, who was the Treasurer of Sultin ~ainu'l-'Abidin, played a 
1. Stein, 11, p. 392. a. Jonar., p. 97. 

3. See p. 96, supra. 4. ~ r i v . ,  p. 101. 

6. H.M., f .  121b; Haean, f .  1228. 6. Nasib, ff. 206b sqq. 
7. Jionar., p. 43. 8. h k a ,  p. 350. 
0. H.M., i. i59b. 

10. Stein, BK. v, No. 177 and n. Under LallEdity,~ he was called YahZb%- 
dGgEra (Stein, BK. iv, No. 143).  ~ r i v .  (Bo. ed.) ,  BK. 2, No. 24, calla him 
KoSeBa. 



decisive part in securing the succession for H3jT KhBn,l and, when 
the latter ascended the throne. he put the mark of royalty on his 
forehead.2 There is no evidence of any other Treasurer having played 
an equally significant role in the affairs of state. 

Police : KotwZl and Muhtasib 
In the time of the Rajas, Srinagar had a Prefect who was called 

Nagaridhipa or Nagarcidhikrta.3 His duty was to collect fines levied 
on the people by the government, and to look after their morals. He 
also supervised weights and measures, the trades, and other matters 
relating to the town. Under the SuQ2ns these duties were performed 
by the Kotwcil and the Muhtasib. The Kotwcil was responsible for 
maintaining law and order in the city, and for protecting the citizens 
from thieves and robbers. His powers were great, and he could put 
the thieves to death.4 In order to discharge his duties efficiently he 
had a police force at his disposal. The Muhtasib supervised the 
markets, inspected weights and measures, and looked after the morals 
of the people. In addition, it was his duty to see that the public 
prayers were conducted properly; that intoxicating liquors and drugs 
were not manufactured or sold publicly; that no one was found drunk 
in public places; and that gambling and immoral living were not carried 
on. His powers were great in the time of Sikandar and those rulers 
who were anxious that the practices of the people should conform to 
Islamic teachings. Under M i r a  Haidar Dughlat every part of Sfinagar, 
and every village and pargana in the kingdom had a Mithtusib who 
was required to see that the people prayed five times a day and did 
not deviate from the precepts of Islgm.5 The Muhtasib had no right to 
hold a formal trial, which could only be done by a QZ:i. But he 
could initiate cases, and could also give light punishments for ordinary 
misdemeanours after a surnrnary trial. Serious cases, however, which 

1. See p. 80, supra, 
2. Sriv., p. 184. 

3. Jonar. (Cal. ed.) ,  No. 886; In verse No. 945 be is called Adh.ik7iri. 
4. ~ r i v . ,  p. 279. In one instance he even superviaed the c ~ m t r ~ ~ t i ~ n  of 

bridge. (Jonar., p. 89).  

6. Nasib. f .  5128. 
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required proper investigation and legal exposition, were referred to 
the Qizi  and Mufti. The Muhtasib was really an executive officer.' 

Central Record Department 
All the official documents were kept in a separate record ofice at 

Srinagar. Until the reign of Sultrin ~ainu'l-'Abidin, owing to the 
scarcity of paper, they were written on hhCrju (the inner bark of the 
Himalayan birch) with the ink made of powdered charcoal of almonds 
boiled in gomutru (Urinu Bovis). The ink thus obtained is not spoilt 
by damp or water.2 From the time of Zainu'LLAbidin paper began 
to be manufactured in Kashmir, and so, henceforth, the documents 
were written both on the birch-bark and on paper.3 Besides Srinagar 
there was also a record office at SGpiir, the capital of Kamrsj. But 
during the reign of ~ainu'l-'Abidin all the previous records were 
destroyed.4 

In addition to the above, there were also many other officials and 
minor departments of the central government. Every department had 
a secretary called Duhir.5 The king's court of justice, which Jonariija 
calls DkarmGdhikara, had a superintendent who appears to have been 
a responsible officer.= He was a confidant of the Sultfin, but his duties 
are not known. The guardianship of the royal princes was a coveted 
post for whicli there was a keen competition. The holder of the ofice 
had the status of a minister, and was a member of the Sultan's council. 
Then there was the Court Astrologer and the Court Physician both 
of whom enjoyed the Sulf2n's utmost confidence.7 There was a separate 
department of music with an officer at its head.8 The furohifti or the 

1. For further details of the duties of the Mzchtasib, see Qureshi, Ad?nimistration 

of the Sultanate of Dchli; pp. 164-7; also Von K r a m r ,  Orient under the 

Ualiphs, pp. 292 sqq. ( m a n s .  KhudE Bakhsh). 

2. Buhler, Report of TOIW (J.A.S.B., xii 1876), pp. 29-30. 
3. The documents continued to be written on bhiirja down to the 17th aentury. 

(Stein, BK. vii, No. 508). 
4. ~ r i v . ,  pp. 155-6. 5. Stein, BK. v. No. 177. 

0. Jonar. (Bo. ed.), Nos. 11, 1306. 

7. See p. 88, supra, for the position of the Court Astrologer and Court Physician 

under ~ainu'l- 'libidin. Compare Stein, BK. i, Nos. 118-19. 
8. Under Hasan ShEh, Skvara  was the head of the Muslc Department. 

L .  
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Brahman priest was an important person under the early Shah Mirs, 
but latter his importance declined as his functions were taken over by 
the Shaikhu'l-lslim.1 

Provincial and Local Government 
The only part of the kingdom of Kashmir that was directly governed 

by the S u l w  or his agents consisted of the Kashmir Valley and Lohara. 
The .rest was ruled by its own chiefs who were independent in their 
internal affairs. The Valley of Kashmir was divided into two provinces, 
Mafij on the east and Kamriij on the west.2 Mar2j comprised the 
districts on both sides of the Jehlam, and Kamriij those below.3 
S6pfir was the headquarters of Kamrgj, while Srinagar was the chief 
city of MarFij.4 

The government of Srinagar was directly under the Sulpn, while 
the two provinces were administered by governors called Hikims, who 
generally belonged to the royal family.5 Thus ~ainu'l-'Abidin 
appointed his son Adham as governor of Kamr2j, and later Haidar 
S E h  conferred upon his son Hasan the same province as jiig?r.6 Under 
the later Shah Mirs, the Valley was divided among three or fair feudal 
chiefs who were responsible for the administration of their respective 
areas. But the general supervision of the kingdom continued to be 
vested in the Wazir who ruled in the name of the puppet Sultan. 

The provincial government was a replica of the central government. 
The Hcikim was required to maintain law and order, collect revenue 
and dispense justice. Being the head of the civil and military 
administration of the province, his powers were great; and as there 
were no constitutional checks on him, it was not unusual for him to defy 
the authority of the centre. To prevent this the Sulpns appointed 

1. This change took place in the time of Sikandar. 

2. A.A., ii, 367. In Hindu times the divisions were called ~ a d a v a r g j y a  and 

Kramarzjya. (Stein, ii, 4 3 6 ) .  

3. Stein. ii, 436. 

4. Ibid., sriv., p. 156. 

6. In Hindu timee the governor was called Mnydnleda. (Stein, BK. villp 

No. 1117). 

6. See p. 06, 8upru. 
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such persons as govmors whom they could trust. But they were not 

always successful in their choice, and consequently rebellions were a 
matter of common occurrence. 

The QcSzi was the head of the judiciary of the province, and 
was appointed by the centre. Under him there were QJ{is  and Muttis  
in every town and pargana. But there was no Mir 'Ad1 who was only 
appointed in Srinagar. The Kotwd and Muhtasib were in charge of 
the safety and morals of the inhabitants of the town. The espionage 
department kept the Sulgn informed of the affairs of the provinces 
and of the activities of the provincial and local officials. The records 
of the government were kept in a record office under the care of a 
special officer. 

The provinces were divided for administrative purpose into small 
districts called parganas,' each unde~ a Shiqdir.2 The number of these 
parganas was not constant but was changed from time to time by 
splitting them up or amalgamating them owing to reasons of administra- 
tion. It is not known what was the number of parganas under 
~ainu'l-'Abidin or before him. According to LokaprakJSa the Valley 
was divided into twenty-seven Vi.yuyus, but it is difficult to say to which 
period this list refers. Moreover, it gives only nineteen names of 
which only a few can be i~lentified.~ Under Muhammad ShBh, however, 
the number of parganas was twenty-seven, but their names have not 
been mentioned.* Under MirG Haidar Dughlat, the number was 
increased to thirty.5 According to Abti'l-Fa$, under Akbar, the return 
of Asaf Khin showed thirty-eight parganas, wl~ilst the earlier one of 
@?;I 'Ali contained forty-one.6 Probably the last seems to be the 
number which existed during the Chak period. 

F ~ c h  pargana coruprised a number of villages, whose total in 

1. These were called V e a y a s  in Hindu times. (Stein, li, 437) ;  also ~ r i v .  

(Bo. ed.) ,  BK. iv, No. 570. 
2. Firishta, p. 657; T.H., ii, f .  96a. 
3. Indiache Btudien, xviii, p. 370; Stein, ii, 437 and n. 6. 
4. ~ r i v .  (Bo. ed.) ,  BK. iv, No. 570. 
5. Nasib, f .  513b. 
6.  A.A., 11, 367; H a f t  Iq lhn,  f .  156a, gives the number of parganas as  32 and 

their Income as  3 crore tumkas. 



the Valley amounted to 60,000.1 Each village had an accountant 
or patwciri who was called in the Hindu times Grcimakiiyastha.2 What 
he was designated under the Sultins is not known. For the maintenance 
of law and order there was a police officer called Snrhang Zcida who 
had under him a group of villages.3 Under him were the Cagdalas who 
swept the houses in the day and acted as village watchmen in the night, 
and for this service they were give11 food by the villagers.4 In the 
time of M i r a  Haidar every village had also a Mu!zttrsib whose duty 
was to see that the inhabitants lived a life in conformity with Islamic 
teachings. The chronicles do not tell us if the institution of panchiiyat 
existed, nor do they mention the existence of the village headman. 

Vassal Chiefs 
The vassal chiefs belonged to the landowning families like the 

Migres, Rainas, Chaks, Bafs, and Dirs. They were assigned big 
jagirs, which could be passed on from father to son. In return they 
were required to pay revenue to the SultZn, to serve i11 the government, 
and to render him military aid in time of war. But since the chiefs 
were very powerful, possessing a large body of retainers, they were a 
great source of danger to the state. They constantly rose in rebellion 
and prevented the growth of a strong, centralised government. Under 
weak Su1tZu-1~ they even appropriated large areas of the country to 
themselves.6 And since thzy we.re exempted from paying land revenuc 
and other taxes,s the income derived from the rest of the kingdom could 
not have bee11 enough to run an efficient administration. 

Khdisa Lands 
These were thc crowr~ lands which were directly administered by 

the SulFn. Even when the latter was deprivcd of all his powers, and 
the Valley was divided by the nobles arnong themselves as their private 
estate, he was still left in possession of ths crown lands. 

1. Sonar. (Bo. ed.), No. 153. 2. Stein, BK. v., No. 175. 
8. fir-niimn, f .  192b. 

Hasan, f .  DOa; H.M. (B.N.) ,  f .  31a. Compare the Candalas with the Dams 
of Lawrence, Vaney, p. 228. Under the G j Z s  also the Candales acted 8s 

watchmen. (Stein, BK. vlii, No. 309). 

5. Zjriv., p. 303. 6. Zbid., p. 304. 
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Lohara 
The territory of Lohara had been subject to the Hindu kings of 

Kashmir since ancient times, but during the period of their decline it 
had become independent. It was reconquered by Sulfan Shihiibu'd-Din 
only to reassert its independence during the last years of his reign. 
Qutbu'd-Din tried to bring it under his rule, but without success; and 
it was not until the time of ~ainu'l-'Abidin that it was once again 
reduced. It was he who abolished the reigning dynasty, and hence- 
forth, till the end of the Sultanate, Lohara was directly governed from 
Srinagar through a governor. Haji Khan, the Sulgn's second son, was 
appointed its first goverrior in 1452.1 

Tributary States 
The tributary states comprised Pakhli, the Kishangangii Valley, 

LadBkh, BaltistFin, Kishtwar and all the territory of th,: outer hills from 
the RSvi on the east to the Jehlani on the west. The rulers of these 
states looked upon the Kashmir Sulgn as their suzerain, paid hini 
tribute, gave their daughters 3n marriage to him or to the heir-apparent, 
and secured from him sanction for the succession to the t h r ~ n e . ~  
They also supplied him with troops in case of war, presented them- 
selves at the court on the occaslon of the accession of a new Sulgn, 
and participated in the coronation cerzmonies at the conclusion of which 
they received gifts and khil'ats.3 In the internal administration of 
their states, however, they were entirely free. Interference was only 
deemed necessary in case of a rebellion when an army was sent to 
reduce them to obedience. During the reigns of weak Sulgns, the 
chiefs invariably asserted their independence and withheld payment of 
tribute. 

Tlzc Army 
The army under the Sul@ns consisted of (1 ) The Standing Army 

(2) Provincial Troops (3) Feudal Levies (4) Volunteers. 
The first category of troops was under the Sulpn's direct control 

and employment, and was recruited from amongst the KhaSas, Rgjpiits, 

1. See p. 75, s ~ ~ p r t r .  In 1630 we dnd that Mubarnmad S h a ,  when he became 
S u l g n  for the fourth t h e ,  collecting taxes from Lohara. ( ~ " k a ,  p. 368) .  

2. ~ r i v . ,  p. 123. 3. Sriv., p. 284. 



Sayyids, Miigres, Chaks, Rainas and others, who had the reputation 
of being good soldiers The Dombas, too, were enlisted and were 
known to be stubborn fighters, but they had one great defect. They 
were unreliable, and at the least opportunity they turned aside f r o i  
the battle and started plundering. The standing army was stationed 
at the capital, and in the time of war the Sulpn marched at its head 
to repel the enemy, and detached a part of it under a separate 
commander. The arnly comprised foot and cavalry. The horsemen 
rode on ponies, but the officers rode on horses imported from TurkisEtn 
and 'Jriiq. for Kashnir itself did not breed horses of good quality,' 
Owing to the mountainous nature of the country, the cavalry was the 
most important arm of the fighting forces, and that is why an attempt 
to seize the throne was usually preceded by the capture of the royal 
stable. Elephants were also employed,2 but as they had to be imported 
from India through difficult passes, their number was necessarily small, 
and their role in the army was therefore not important. 

The provincial troops were stationed in the various provincial 
towns. Their number varied according to the strategic importance of 
the place. Then there were the garrisons in the frontier forts or watch- 
stations (drangas) at the head of the passes,3 which were under their 
respective commanders called Nclyaks. There were also garrisons in 
the forts built inside the Valley at strategic places like Nagam, Ur, 
Andarkbt. Chiraodar, Manfir and Birij. 

The feudal levies were the force.? which the nobles supplied 
the Sultan in the time of war. Each contingent was under the command 
of its own chief. The rulers of Rajauri, Jammu, Kishtwilr and other 
tributary states also furnished troops. Volunteers were called out in 
times o f  emergency when the Valley was threatened by a foreign 
invasion. Usually the response to the Sulpn's appeal was favourable, 
and the people rallied to the defence of their country. 

W ~ a p o n s  - - 

The weapons commonly employed were sword, bow and arrow, 

1. T~uick-i-JaGingiri, i i .  148. 

a. H.M.. ff. 166a-b. For the employment of elephants under Harga of ~ a h m ~ ~ i  
see Stein, BK. vii, Nos. 1563-5. 

3. Stein, BK. viii, No. 2010 and n. 
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spear, battle-axe and mace. The soldiers wore coats of mail, while 
the horses were caparisoned with steel. ~r ivara  refers to a weapon, 
made for the first time in Kashmir in the time of ~ainu'l- bidin in, 
which "destroys forts, pierces the hearts of men, strikes horses with 
terror, throws balls of stone f,rom a distance, and remains unseen by 
the soldiers from encampments".l At another place he says that the 
Sulgn's army was "furnished with weapons like lightning, showering 
forth arrows with deep and prolonged roarW.2 This account gave 
occasion to the surmise in later times that these weapons were cannons 
using gunpowder.3 But it must be remembered that kivara, being a 
poet, was very often carried away by his imagination, and so his 
description must not be taken too literally. Moreover, he nowhere 
mentions ayoguda (gunpowder); hc only refers to the use of k ~ a r a . ~  
Thus there is no reliable evidence to show that gunpowder was known 
in the time of ~ainu'l-'Abidin. What really must have been employed 
is the Greek Fire or naphtha which also produced, like the gunpowder, 
considerable sound;= and the weapon invented was not a cannon but 
some kind of a mechanical device by which firsmissiles or stones could 
be discharged.6 However, these weapons, on account of the difficulties 
of their manufacture, were rarely employed. That is why there is 
no reference to them in the civil war between Muhammad Shih and 
Fath Shah or in the war of resistance against Mirzii Haidar.7 It was 
in the time of the later Shah Mirs or the Chaks that gunpowder came 
to be known in Kashmir, but even then its use was on a restricted scale. 

1. ~ r i v . ,  p. 105. 2. Ibid., p. 112. 

3. J.A.S.B., xlv, p. 36. ~ r l v a r a  uses the word yajra which means weapon and 

not cannon. (Sriv., BK. I ,  chap. i, Nos. 72 sq.) .  
4 .  ~ r i v .  (Bo. ed.), BK. I, chap. iv, Nos. 19 sq. Ksam means saltpetre. There 

is again a reference to e r a  in verse No. 28. 

5. J.A.S.B., xlv, p. 36. It is important to note that  Muslim writers confused 

mft (nrcphta) with b7irZd (gunpowder). See a discussion of this in Davld 

Ayalon, Q?~npowder and Firearms in the M a n f i k  Kingdom, pp. 9 sq. . 

6. J.A.S.B., xlv, pp. 40, 42. See W.K., f. 49b, for the stone which was thrown 
on the Khznqlh-i-Mu'allSand which damaged the roof. H.M., f. 1518 is 

wrong in saying that  it waa a cannon ball. 
7. According to B.S., f. 83b, there were 20 muskets used in Kashmir during 

the civll war between Mubarnmad ShKh and Fat4 S h a .  
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It appears that Ghiizi Shah was the first Sult2n to possess a cannon 
which he employed against Qara BahBdur.1 Subsequently in the war of 
succession between Yiisuf Shah and Abdiil Chak muskets were used. 
for the latter is said to have been wounded by a shot.2 Yiisuf Shah's 
army, which was organised to resist the Mughal invasion under Raja 
Bhagwan DZs, is said to have had 7,000 musketeers, but the nrlmber 
appears to be highly exaggerated.3 

Mode of Fighting 
Froni the very scanty information that is available regardir~g the 

military organisation under the SulFns, it appears that the army was 
divided into five corps: centre, two wings, vanguard and rearguard.4 
In the front were sometimes the elephants.5 Unlike modem times, 
the commander of the army himself led the attack. If he was killed, 
the next in command took the field.6 Sometimes there were single 
combats as a result of the challenge from one side to the other.7 After 
this there was a general melk. The spirit of the soldiers was roused 
by the beating of kettle drums.8 The troops did not wear any special 
dress. but bore some mark by which they could be distinguished from 
the enemy.9 Tn addition to this they carried banners which were of 
blood-red colour. 10 

The most common method of warfare in which the Kashmiris 
excelled was the surprise attack usually delivered before dawn. It was 
employed both in the civil wars and against the foreign invaders. 
It was these surprise attacks which wore down Mirzil Haidar, and 

1. Suka (Bo. ed.), No. 460. The word topha is used by ~ f i v a r a  which is a 

corrupt form of top meaning cannon. 
2. A.A. (Blochmann), p. 535. 

3. H.M., f .  189b. 
4. Ibid., f .  144a; A.N., iii, 770. 

6. Ibid., f .  166a. See Stein, BK. vii, Nos. 553-5, for the employment of 
elephants undet the kings of Kashmir. 

a. B.S., f. 92b. 
7. Ibid. 
8. S ~ I V . ,  p. 288; ~ u k a ,  p. 388. 
0. ~ r l v . ,  p. 283. 

10. Jonar., p. 75; ~ d v . ,  p. 207. 
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inflicted great losses on a s i m  Khsn, Akbar's general. They were, 
in fact, always employed whenever it was felt that, owing to the 
inferiority in numbers, a pitched battle would not be successful. 

The guerilla type of warfare also found great favour with the 
Kashmiris. It was employed whenever the country was subjected to a 
foreign invasion. The Kashmiri chiefs would then escape to the 
mountains and carry on resistance from there. They would cut off the 
supplies of the enemy, swoop down upon him from their mountain 
hideouts, and thus compel him to make peace and withdraw. 

The forts which were situated at various strategic places, did not 
play any direct part either in the civil wars or at the time of foreign 
invasions. Wars were fought in the narrow mountain defiles and 
passes or on the plain, and the forts served only as stations from 
which the garrison could sally foifh to attack the enemy. They were 
never employed to check the progress of' the invading army which, in 
consequence, never stopped to besiege them. It is significant to 
remember that Srinagar itself did not possess a fort. The battle for 
its capture was fought either in the neighbourhood or in the city itself. 
During the civil wars it was a common practice to destroy the bridges 
over the Jehlam in order to defend the city. But this method was rarely 
effective, for an enterprising commander was always able to force his 
way across the river. 

Finance 
The information existing in the chronicles about the fiscal affairs 

under the Sulpns is very meagre. It is. however, clear that the system 
of taxation did not always conform to the Shari'a. Thc  main heads 
of revenue were: (1) Khartij (2) Jizyu (3 )  Zakcit and Customs Duty 
(4) other taxes ( 5 )  Assignments and Tribute. 

Kharcij was realised both from Muslims and non-Muslims, for 
there is no evidence to suggest that the former werc exempted from it and 
paid only an 'ushr i.e. one-tenth. 1 When ShBh Mir ascended the throne 
he fixed the revenue demand at one-sixth of the produce of land."e 

1. In KashmIr no 'uqhri lands exlsted. Muslims ant1 Hindus alike werc 
aubjected to the same rates of taxation. In the chronicles the word 
khnr7ij (land revenue) is constantly used. 

1. Munich MS., f .  53b. 



fixed it at such a low rate partly in order to win the goodwill of the 
people, and partly because h? realised that, since the material prosperity 
of the Valley had been declining for over two hundred years, the paying 
capacity of the peasant was very low But under his successors the 
revenue demand was increased to one-third, and generally speaking 
this remained the rate of assessment throughout the Sultanate period.' 
In case there were famines or floods the government granted large 
remissions. Thus when a famine took place in the reign of Zainu'l- 
  bidi in, the Sulfin reduced the rent to one-fourth, and in some places 
like Zainagir to one-seventh.2 

According to Mirzii Haidar Dughlat land in Kashmir was divided 
into four kinds: Abi, Lulmi, Bzghi, and meadow lands.3 The first 
was the land which grew crops with the help of irrigation. Assessment 
on this was heavier than on other types. The second kind of land 
depended upon the natural rainfall. Since this could not be controlled, 
such lands were lightly taxed. The third kind on which fruit trees 
werc planted were exempted From taxation under the Shah M i r ~ . ~  But 
although the early Chak rulers imposed a tax 011 gardens, it was 
abolished by Yijsuf ShBh.5 The fourth kind, namely the meadow 
lands on the banks of rivers, were also not taxed, because they were 
swampy, and so were not fit for cultivation.6 

Each village was assessed at so many khurwirs of rice, and the 
produce could not be removed from the threshing floor by the villagers 
until the state's share had been taken from it. The grain was stored 
by the government in the granaries built in the towns for the purpose, 
and then sold to the non-agricultural population at fixed prices. In this 
way prices were kept steady, and, in times of scarcity, cornering of 
grain was prevented, and people were enabled to buy it cheap.I 

Jizya 
No evidence exists in the chronicles to suggest that the Jizya was 

1. A.A., ii, 366. 2. ~ r i v . ,  p. 156. 

3. T.R., ( M S . ) ,  f .  15a; also A.A., il, 352n. 3. 

4. T.R., p. 425. 6. H.M., f .  182b. 

6. T.R., p. 425. 

7. &v., p. 110; Munich MS., f .  75b. See also Stein, BK. vili, No. 81, for 

conditions under the RXm; also BK. viii, Nos. 1245-711. 
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realized from the non-Muslims by the Shah Mir rulers before Sul!gn 
Sikandar. It was he who for the first time imposed it in order that 
his administration might conform to Islamic practices.' When Zainu'l- 

 bidin in came to the throne he reduced the Jizycr from two puls of 
silver, collected under his father, to the nominal amount of one rtldstul 
of silver.2 But even this was not colledted, and the same was the 
practice under his successors.3 When, tiowevz~., Fath Shah became ruler 
for the second time his prime tninister, MCiS Raina, reimposed it under 
the influence of Shamsu'd-Din, and it continued to be collected during 
the regime of Daulat Chak, thc prime minister of Sulfiin Ism8'iI Shah 11, 
and later under the Chak rulers.* But Yiisuf Shah abolished it.5 
Ya'qfib Shah, however, must have reimposed it, for when Akbar 
annexed Kashmir, it was being ~ealised fro111 the Hindus and was lir~ally 
abolished by hini.6 

Zakcit and Cltstorns Duty 
The Zakdt (Poor Tax) was collected from the Muslims according 

to the rates prescribed by the Sharl'a. The Sufis and the 'Ulumti of 
Kashmir never ceased exhorting the people to pay the &akGt.7 This shows 
that it was not an obligatory but a voluntary tax. However, in the reigns 
of some Sulpns it was realised by the state just like other taxes. Thus 
under S u l m  Sikandar every one paid the Zuktit.0 Similarly Yiisuf Shah 
realised it from every person except the boatmen, who were regarded as 
too poor to pay i t .V t  is not known whethzr the Zakdt was deposited in a 
separate treasury or was lumped together with the secular taxes. Nor 
has it been recorded as to how it was spent. Probably most of the 
money which the Sul$ins gave away to the poor, or spent in providing 
food and shelter to the travelle~s, the students, and the needy, came 

1. H.M., f .  113b. According to Jonttr., p. 60, Brahmans had to pay a fine for 
retaining their cask.  . This was, in fact, nothing else but the Jizya. - 

a. See p. 87, skpra. 3. I b M .  

4. S ~ I V . ,  pp. 388, 420. 
5. H.M., f .  182b; also H.M. (B.N.), f .  50a. 6. Suka, pp. 420-21. 
7. Sayyid 'Al?, &akhiratu'Z-MuEk, ff. 2b, 14b; Nasib, f .  2228. 
8 Munich MS., f .  64b, says that Sikandar exempted the merchants from the 

ZakZt, but this is apocryphal. 
V .  H.M., f.  182b. 
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from the ZakZt. According to the Shari'a the realisation of customs 
duty is forbidden, for the only legal taxes are ZakZt, KharZj and Jizya.1 
But since the customs duty was collected at the frontiers, the jurists 
resolved this contradiction between theory and practice by bringing 
the custonis duty under the heading of Zakit.  Accordingly after the 
Muslim merchant had paid the Zakcit he was allowed to cross the 
frontier.2 But in Kashmir, in addition to this, he had also to pay a 
duty on articles of import and export at the customs-posts which were 
known as Rih-diiri.3 The Hindu merchants also had to pay duties on 
their goods. And, as we have seen, the guardians of the passes were 
there to see that there was no smuggling, and that duty was realised 
from every trader.4 

Other Cesses 

Under the RZjas all kinds of taxes had beell realised from the people. 
The villagers who did not turn up to carry their allotted loads, were 
fined to the value of the latter. Only the priests of the temples were 
cxempted from the corvCe.5 Fees were realised for such events as 
marriages, feasts and festivals? and taxes were imposed on boatmen, 
artisans, cows, and even on night soil.7 When Shah Mir seized 
power he cancelled many of the exactions of former times. Similarly 
Sulpn Sikandar abolished Bcij and TamghZ,a while Sul9n Zainu'i- 
 b bid in abolished other extra taxes, and prohibited his officers from 
imposing arbitrary fines upon the people. Later Yiisuf ShZih abolished 
the taxes on artisans, cows and gardens, and the ZZkat on boatmenmg 
This means that either all the taxes had not been abolished at one 
stroke of the pen, or they were reimposed in the subsequent reigns, for 
we find the rulers abolishing them again and again. When the Mughals 
cmquered the Valley they also clainied to have abolished many of the 

1. Aghnides, M t ~ h n ~ n . n ~ u & ~ n  T b r i e s  of Finance, p. 200. 
2. Ibid., pp. 261 sqq. 3. J.A.S.B., Ixlv, pp. 386-6. 
4. Jonar., p. 87. Hindu and Muslim merchants alike had to pay cuatoms duty. 
5. Stein, BK. v, No. 174 and n. 
6. Ibid.,  BK. vii, No. 42; BK. vili, No. 1428. 
7. Ibid., BK. vii, No. 1107. 
8. See p. 62, w c p m ,  for Boj and Tmnrghc. 

8. H.M.. f. 182b. 
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vexatious taxes like B i j  and TamghrS, the levy of two dams on fuel, 
poll-tax froin the boatmen, acd sheep from the villagers.1 

Mines were another source of income. But no details of this are 
found in the chronicles. We only know that the people collected gold 
particles from the sandy banks of rivers. The share of the state was 
one-sixth in the time of ~ainu'l-'Abidin, and probably the subsequent 
rulers also realised it at the same rate.2 

Assigntnents and Tribute 

The practice of giving j5girs to nobles and officials was common in 
Hindu times. When, however, Shah Mir established his rule, he 
refrained from giving assignments indiscriminately, for he thought that 
this made the nobles strong and encouraged rebellions. But his 
successors did not follow this policy, and liberally gave away jagirs. 
Under the later ShSh Mirs the nobles, who were the de facto rulers of 
the country, compelled thc Sulpns to assign them, with the exception 
of the crown lands, the whole Valley, which they divided among 
themselves. When the Chaks established their dynasty they expro- 
priated these assignments and granted fresh ones to their courtiers 
and officials. These jagirs were hereditary and managed by their 
holders. But they could be confiscated in case of disloyalty on the 
part of the jigirdiirs.3 

Thc tribute realised from the neighbouring states, subject to 
Kashmir, was uncertain, for it depended upon the ability of the central 
government to enforce the demand. The tribute was generally paid in 
kind. Thus from Ladakh and Baltistfin the SulL2ns received wool and 
leather,4 and from Kishtwiir they got saffron.5 

1. A.A., ii, 367. Moorcroft, T r a v a ,  pp. ii, 126-7, says that during 'his time 

bakers, butchers, boatmen, scavengers and even prostitutes were taxed. 

2. See p. 83, mcprn. 
3. ~ r i v . ,  p. 244. 
4. Bernier,  travel,^ ill the M t ~ g l m l  Enlpire, p. 420. During the reign of IbrEhinl 

ShEh, the Lad6khis paid as  revenue 500 horses, 1000 pieces of pattu, 50 yaks .. 
and 200 Lolas of gold. (T.A., i i i ,  481) .  

5. H.M.. f .  167b. 



CHAPTER XU 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

HE spread of Islam in Kashmir f,rom the latter half of the fourteenth 
Tcentury  onwards brought about a great transformation in the life 
of the people. The cultural contacts that were established with Persia 
and TurkistAn and the influx of a large number of Muslims from those 
countries also effected profound social changes. But despite this 
foreign impact, which was far-reaching, links with the past were not 
broken, for the Kashmiris refused to give up their beliefs and practices 
completely. That is why throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries there was a constant conflict between those who wanted to 
cling to their traditional manners and customs, and those who were eager 
to introduce the Perso-Islamic way of life. In the end, however, the 
conflict was resolved by the fusion of the old and the new. This resulted 
in the emergence of a society in which the old ideas and institutions 
were mixed up with the new. 

Society 
Society in Kashmir during the Hindu times was divided into four 

castes. But these divisions were not as rigid as in India. Jt was, 
for example, not uncommon for the rulers to take Domba girls or 
prostitutes as their wives and make them their chief queens.' There 
were also instances of !ow-born persons rising to tlie highest positions 
in the state. Nevertheless, the Brahmans occupied a privileged position. 
Those who were in charge of temples were exempt from corvke and 
taxation.2 The Brahman priests very often interfered in the affairs of 
the kingdom, and if they disapproved of anything, they fasted until the 
powers that be were coerced into surrender.3 

With the spread of Idam, the status and influence of the Brahmans 

1. Stein, BK. v, Nos. 361 sqq; BK. vli, Nos. 1460-2. 

2. Ibid., BK. v, Nos. 174 and n. 174. 

3. Ibid., BK. vii, Nos. 13-4; BK. viii, No. 2076. 
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gradually declined, for their place was taken by Sayyids, 'Ulama', Pirs, 
and other groups among the Muslims. Another important change 
that took place was that, with the exception of the Brahmans who 
resisted conversion, the members belonging to all other castes embraced 
Islam. As a result only one caste, namely, that of the Brahmans, 
survived, while the other three castes disappeared. However, many of 
the converts did not give up their surnames. Thus persons who bear 
the titles of Kauls, Bats, Aitijs, Mantiis, Gani'is, and Rainas (Razdan) 
are the descendants of Brahmans; while those who are called Mggres, 
Dars (Hindu Dars or Dhars), Rainas (Rsjpiits). RgthGrs, Th2kurs, 
Ngyaks, and Chaks have a K?atriya origin.' But there were some 

who after conversion gave up their caste rlames, and so began to be 
called by the profession which they adopted.2 The Brahmans, who 
clung to their religion and caste, became divided in the course of time 
into two sub-castes: the Kilrkuns who studied Persian and entered 
government service and BhB@ Bhafta who studied Sanskrit and looked 
after the religious affairs of the community.3 

Although divisions in Kashmir society based on caste disappeared 
for the most part, they were replaced by class distinctions which, in 
certain cases, retained the old rigidity. Islam no doubt provided a 
unifying and leavening force, and the . Stifis a tried to bridge the gulf 
between the different classes, but, owing to the economic disparities 
and functional differences, real social equality could not be achieved. 

Nobility 
At the head stood the S u l q  and his family. Next came the nobles 

who were the heads of such families as Chaks, Magres, Rainas, Dars 
1. Lawrence, Valley, p. 306. Among the Rainas there are two groups: 

( 1 )  Brahmans who call themselves Razdan. ( 2 )  REjputs who claim descent 
from the RE]& of Candra Bansi and who came to K a h i r  frwn Nagarkgt 

In the Peign of RHjK ~ayasimha. (T.H., i, ff. 1668-b). 
2. A practice common in Kashmir (perhaps of older origin) is of giving a 

kWm, a nickname, which is added to the original name by reason of the 
man's special calling, or because of some special circumstance which has 
occurred to him. (Knowles, A Dictionary of Kashmi6 Proverbs, and 

9aylng8, p. 116). 
3. Kilam, A History of Kashm?ri Pandits, p. 53 .  
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and Bafs. They held big jiigirs and the highest posts in the government. 
Their titles, privileges and jilgirs, unlike those of the Mughal nobles, 
were hereditary, and could not be taken away from them except in case 
of disloyalty. Owing to their wealth and position the nobles employed 
a large number of retainers. They were generally men of culture, and 
patronized men of learning. They built religious edifices and gave 

endowments for educational purposes. Moreover, they supplied from 
their ranks the chief civil and military officers to the state, and protected 
it against foreign aggression. But they spent most of their energies in 
intriguing against one another to secure the king's favour; or. if the 

latter was weak, to usurp his functions and even to supplant him. It is 
in this way that the Chaks replaced the Shah Mirs, and founded their 
own dynasty. But the change did not put an end to the feudal rivalries 
and scramble for power. In fact the civil conflicts became so accentuated 
as to lead to foreign invasions, and to the eventual loss of Kashmir's 
independence. 

The families which played a distinguished part during the Mus!im 
period were either of foreign origin or emerged into prominence under 
the SultBns. The Chaks entered KashmTr in the reign of Sijhadeva, 
while the Baihaqi Sayyids came in the time of ~ainu'l-'Abidin. The 
Rainas, Migres, Dirs, and other families were of indigenous origin, but. 
with the exception of the first, the rest assumed importance only during 
the Muslim period. The princes were always called by the title of 
Khin, but sometimes the nobles had also 'KhZn' attached to their names. 
Other titles that were conferred upon the nobles by the Sulgns were 
Malik, Amiru'l-Umatfi', Khin-i-Zamfin, Mirz.2,' and Shaukat Jung. 

The Sultins married within the families of Chaks, Msgres and the 
Baihaqi Sayyids, but they also entered into matrimonial alliances with 
the families of the RZj5s of Jammu, Kishtwiir,and Rajauri and those 
of the rulers of Pakhli and Sindh. The nobles generally married 
within their own families, but marriages between different families were 
not uncommon.2 Although birth was an important factor in determining 

1. Thb title waa given to the princes under the Chaks. ( S e e  H.M., f .  183b; 

and B.S., f .  169b). 
2. ~ d v . ,  pp. 223, 303; ~ u k a ,  p. 369. 
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one's station in life, yet society was not a closed circle, for we find 
individuals of humble crigin and families, unknown before, emerging 
into prominence by their ability and energy. 

Thp Religious Class 
After the nobles came the religious classes composed of the 'ulamZ 

or theologians, the Sayyids. the Siifis and their descendants. 
(a) 'Ularni: Islam as taught by the Prophet Muhammad had no 

ordained clergy. However, with the rescension of the Qur'gn and the 
Hadis, those learned in them assumed almost the position of ordained 
clergy as doctors and interpreters of law. And because of the latter 
function, combined with their profound learning and piety, the 'Ulami 
commanded great respect among the people. Moreover, Muhammad 
was reputed to have said that the 'UlaincS must be honoured for they 
are the successors of the prophets, and that he who honours them 
honours the Prophet of Islam and Alliih thereby.1 Thus in Kashmtr, 
as in other Muslim countries, the 'Ulamii were held in high respect. 
From among them were recruited the Qizis, Muftis, and Shaikhu'l- 
Isliims. In theory the democratic principles were carried into effect 
in this class, but in practice there was a strong hereditary tendency. 
Many of the 'Ulamd were of foreign origin, and were learned in Muslim 
theology, logic and Hadis. The Kashmiri 'Ulamii after studying at 
the feet of some learned and pious man in Srinagar proceeded to 
Samarqand, Heriit or Mecca, and returned after having undergone a 
course of training abroad. It was only then that they were regarded 
as full-fledged jurists. The 'UlamG, as a rule, led a simple and pious 
life. They held aloft the principles of the Shari'a, and fought against 
any accretions and innovations in Islim. Their interest was, however, 
not confined merely to social and religious problems; they also sonretimes 
took an active part in the politics of their day. 

( b) Snyyids 
Tn the fourteenth century a large number of Sayyids sought shelter 

in Kashtnir in order to escape from the wrath of first the Mongols and 
then of Timir. Thcy were attracted to the Valley owing to the peace 

1 Cited in Ashraf, Lilt? rtnd condition.% 01 the peopk of Hinduatnn, p. 183. 
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that prevailed there compared to the social and political upheavals that 
were characteristic of Central Asia and Persia during this period. 
Moreover, they also came on account of the patronage that was extended 
to them by the Sultfins. And the process of immigration once begun 
continued down to the fall of the Sultanate. 

Owing to their descent from Muhammad, through his daughter 
Fafima, a special sanctity was attached to the Sayyids among the 
Muslims. They were treated with special respect, and the kings and 
nobles conferred upon them all kinds of privileges. Some of the 
Sayyids who came to Kashmir were jurists and were appointed Qizis 
and Muftis by the Sulpns. Some took to the profession of teaching; 
others were men of piety and supplied recruits to the ranks of Pirs and 
Murshids who acted as the spiritual preceptors of the ignorant masses. 
A few found their way into the villages and became agriculturists. 
There were still others, like the Baihaqi Sayyids, who turned to politics. 
They married in the family of the Sulpns and in this way entered the 
ranks of the Kashmiri nobles. But because of their arrogance and 
ambition they aroused the jealousy of the Kashmiri chiefs who formed 
a conspiracy to overthrow them. Gradually, however, the Baihaqi 
Sayyids, by pursuing a policy of moderation and patriotism, succeeded 
in removing from themselves the taint which they carried as foreigners 
and in establishing their confidence among the people. After this they 
played an important role in the social and political history of the 
Valley. 

(c) slifis 
The Pirs with their Murids formed an important group in medieval 

Kashmir. and exercised greater influence on the social, religious, and 
cultural life of the country than the 'Ulnmii. They were looked upon 
with great reverence by all classes of people because of their great 
learning and piety, but above all because they were supposed to possess 
miraculous powers. They let1 a life of simplicity, but they did not 
renounce the world or isolate theinselves from the people ancl their 
problems. On the contrary. most of them led a normal life, had wives 
and children, and took an active interest in the affairs of the community.' 

1. The part which BEbX Hasan. Hamza Makhdiirn end other ?lifia played in 
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Sayyid 'Ali Hama&ni held the opinion that Muslims should limit their 

desires according to the dictates of religion, but they should not 
annihilate them like the Hindu Siidhiis or Muslim Faqirs.' He 
denounced the practice of cripplirig one's hands or feet, or unnecessarily 
inflicting bodily sufferings upon oneself. Hc believed in a balanced 

life, a golden mean.2 
The Pir lived in the Khrjnqiih,3 built and endowed for him by the 

princes and nobles, with his family and his professional followers* who 
worshipped with him and were taught by him how to attain mystic 
experience. There was a simple initiation czremony in which the 
disciple pledged devotion. After this he lived in close association with 
his Pir until he reached the higher stages of initiation when he might 
go out to teach his master's way (fariqa) and make new disciples.5 
When the Pir died he was succeeded by a Khalifa who stood high among 
the disciples for his moral, intellectual, and spiritual qualities. Some- 
times hereditary principle was followed in making these appointments. 
The Khinqiih also had an Imam whose duty was to lead the prayers.6 

There were six main Siifi orders in medieval Kashmir. These 
were Qiidiriya, Suhrawardiya, Kubraviya, Naqshabandiya, Niirbakh- 
shiya, and Rishi. 'The first five were introduced from Persia and 
Turk is~n ,  but the order of the Rishis was of indigenous origin.7 It was 

the political events of their time has already been described in previous 

chapters. 
1. 'Mi Hamadiini, Z_nkhTmtull-MuEk, f. 428. 

2 .  Ibid., f. 41b. 

3. The organisation of the kh@nqiiks in Ksshmir was the same as in India, 

Persia, and TurkistBn. 
4. Zn the k*mqiih of Jadibal, the professional followers lived with their families, 

and were supported by the income of the endowment. (Tuhfatu'l-Ahzb, 
p. 242 sqq.). 

5. See Gibb, Mohanzn~:dtcnism, pp. 151-52, where the relations of the Pirs with 
their disciples is described. In Kashmir also similar conditions existed. 

The disciple looked upon his Pir as  the deputy of God and the Prophet, and 

regarded absolute submlssion to him as essential. (See IsbBq, Hilayntrb'l- 
' ~ r i f i n ,  p 12b, and also Tt~$fa.tt~'l-AhGb, pp. 99, 120 eq.). 

6. IahEq, ~ i l r ~ ~ n i r ~ ' l - ~ ~ r i f i n ,  ff .  9a-b. 

7. Rishi ia a Sanskrit word meaning R saint, a sage, o r  an  ascetic. According 
to local tradition of a legendary character, the founder of this order 



founded by Niiru'd-Din1 who was born in the village of Kaimiih, two 

miles west of BijbehBra, in 7791 1377. His father was Shaikh SIBru'd- 
Din. also a pious man, belonging to the family of the rulers of K i s h t ~ r .  
Although an orthodox Muslim, Niiru'd-Din was much influenced in his 

ascetic outlook by the Hindu Sadhiis. Unlike Sayyid 'Ali Hamachi 
and Shamsu'd-Din, he preferred a life of retirement, and was accustomed 

to withdraw to caves for meditation and prayer. He renounced the 
world and its pleasures, left his wife and children, and gave up taking 
meat. In his last days, he at first subsisted only on one cup of milk 
daily. but towards the end, he took nothing else except water, and died 
at the age of 63 in 8421 1438.2 He had a large number of disciples, 
the most prominent among whom were B3bZ Nagru'd-Din, BBE 
Ernu'd-Din, E&bi Zainu'd-Din and && Lafifu'd-Din. His tomb in 
CharBr, twenty miles south-west of Srinagar, attracts thousarlds of people, 
both Hindus and Muslims, every year. 

The tendency to asceticism became more and more pronounced 
among the Rishis after the death of Niiru'd-Din, until from the sixteenth 
century onwards. disgusted by the greed and selfishness of the 
ruling class and the constant civil wars in the country, they 
completely cut themselves off from the world. They did not 
marry, abstained from meat, and subsisted on dry bread or wild fruits 
of the mountains. They lived away from human habitations, moving 
from place to place, and planting shady and fruit bearing trees for the 
benefit of the people.3 Unlike NOru'd-Din and his disciples, the Rishis of 
the later period were for the most part illiterate, and did not possess any 
knowledge of their religion. Nevertheless. they led a life of piety, self- 
denial. simplicity, and virtue. In the time of Akbar and Jahingir there 
were about 2,000 Rishis in the Valley.* 

la 8uppoeed to be KhwEja Uweys. Prophet Muhammad's c~ntempOrarY, 
who lived in Yemen. (Knowlea, A Dictionary of IImhp&iTi Proverbs and 

Baylngs, p. 23). 
1. DB'iid MlshkHti, Aa~iitu'l-AbrZr, f .  83a. 
a. For Niiru'd-Din'a life nee Naaa, ff. l0Ob aqq.; F.K., ff. 215b sqq.: Mlskinl 

Ta'rllch-i-KaMr, pp. 92 sqq.; AswTu'~-A~TET, ff. 62b sqq. 
3. Haft I q l h .  f .  1588; Nqib ,  ff. 4158-17a; Tuzuk-i-Jafingiri, pp. 149-50. 
4. Tuzuk-WohkgStJ, il, 149-50; e i ,  Halt Iplim, f .  156a. The ~ i s h ~  were 



The Sfifis played a very important role in spreading Islam in 
Kashmir. Moreover, since in Stifism there was a marked tendency 
towards social equality, the Stiiis acted as a kind of bridge between the 
rich and the poor. The Zikr ceremonies possessed not merely a 

devotional aspect, but also served a social purpose, for on these occasions 
different classes of people gathered together, and all differences of 
wealth and poverty were forgotten. 

The Sfifis always raised their voice against oppression and injustice. 
Niru'd-Din Rishi, for example, took an officer to task for oppressing 
the peasants of a village.' Similarly Sayyid 'Ali Hamadhi never ceased 
exhorting the rulers to rule with justice and mildness. The just ruler, 
according to him, would be nearest to God on the Day of Judgement. 
while the severest punishment would be inflicted on the tyrant.2 

The Sfifis also played the role of social reformers. Thus it was 

under the influence of Sayyid 'AIT H a m a m -  that Sultfin Sikandar 
banned all intoxicants, sati, and other evil practices. Makhdiim Hamz5 
called upon the people to lead a virtuous life, pay the religious taxes. 
and acquire knowledge.3 He was once so angry with a drunkard that 
he hit him on the head with a stick which caused his death.4 

In spite of these benefits conferred by SGfism, it also played a 
reactionary role. Owing to its emphasis on otherworldiness it 
popularised tlie philosophy of quietism and escapism which was best 
represented by tlie Rishis of Kashmir. Moreover, by the admission of 
alien practices and ideas, it became debased. The Ziiirats and 
khcinqcilts. with which the country was studded. became the centres of 
superstition and charlatanism. They bcgan to be worshipped by the 
credulous nlasses who came there as pilgrims to beseech the aid of the 
saint. The saint worship still plays an important part in the life of a 
Kashmiri. who is being constantly exploited by the Pirs and their 
disciples. 

Muallms, but J. N. Sarker has not corrected the mistake of Jarrett 
(A.A., 11, 353) who called them Brahmans. (See Twuk-i-JaGngiri, ii, 

14R and n.) .  
1. Neeibl~'d-Din, f i r - G ? m ,  f.  102b. 
a.  'Ali Hamadani, gokh.iratuJ1-MuEk, 89. BSb-7b. 
8. Isbiiq, ~ i l n  ynti~'l-'~rifm, f .  12a. 4. Ibfd., f.  2b. 



Merchants, Shop-keepers, Petty officials and Artisans 
Kashmir's internal and external trade brought into existence a class 

of rich men who socially belonged to the same strata of society as the 
shop-keepers, and petty officials, but owing to their wealth they were 
able to associate with the kings and nobles, and sometimes took an 
active part in the affairs of the country. Thus ~nibhatta and Tutta 
were the two merchants who were much respected by Sulgn Sikandarml 
Khwaja Haji, who acted as the agent of M i r a  Haidar Dughlat, was also 
a merchant, and played an important role in the politics of his period. 
Under Husain Shah Chak, Fath KhwSja Baqqiil rose to become prime 
minister and was given the title of KhBn-i-ZamBn. His son, too, for a 
time enjoyed the confidence of the Sultan. The rich merchants lived 
in their fine houses situated on the Jehlam in, Srinagar and B3rimiila.2 
The shop-keepers, petty officials, and artisans resided in the more 
congested areas of the towns. 

The Masses 
These included peasants3 and artisans, boatmen, butchers, gardeners 

and other groups performing menial jobs. Originally Hindus, all of 
them had become Muslims by the time of ~ainu'l-'Abidin. However, 
in spite of a change of religion, some of the features of the caste system 
clung to them. They retained their old caste rules and even their 
functions, and intermarriages between the different groups were 
exceptions rather than the rule. At the lowest rung of the ladder stood 
the can@las, iombas and camars. The can@las acted as watchmen 
and performed menial jobs like handling the bodies of persons executed 
or killed in war.4 They also carried on agriculture, but being poor, 
they sometimes took to thieving.6 The ?ombas too were poor, and 
lived by stealing, and were morally lax. However, they were good 
soldiers and were enlisted in the army.6 The camgrs, who came to 

1. Jonar. (Bo. ed.),  No. 776. 
2. Tuzuk-l-JahEngiri, ii, 134. 
3. The Sayyid families which had taken to agriculture were rwarded as 

Superior by the villagers. 
4. Qriv., pp. 192, 274. 
6. I M d . ,  p. 101. 

0.  Jonar., 05; Sriv. 284, 313. 
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Kashmir in the time of the Sulgns, performed the work of taking out the 
hides of dead anima1s.l The shepherds of the Valley were known as 
chaupans and formed a distinct group.2 But they intermarried with 
the galadns.3 Slavery, which played such an important part in the 
social and political life of medieval Islim. did not exist on any large 
scale in Kashmir. It is true that some of the Sultans employed slaves 
among whom a few rose to occupy high positions in the state; but 
there is no evidence in the chronicles to suggest that the merchants and 
the nobles also kept slaves. The institution of slavery was, in fact, 
looked upon with abhorrence by the KashmTAs.4 

Position of Women 
The position of women was the same as that of their sisters in 

Persia, Turkistan and India. The women of the upper classes lived in 
the seclusion of their houses. But those belonging to the lower classes, 
both in the towns and in the villages, could not affo.rd the luxury of 
staying within the four walls of their houses, and moved about freely 
without a veil, doing out-door work, helping their husbands in the fields, 
in the gardens, or on the river. 

As regards education it seems to have been widely spread among 
the well-to-do ladies, who were very cultured. They opened schools, 
built monasteries and mosques, and took ail active interest in public 
affairs as is evident from the careers cif Siira, Hayst KhBtiin, Gul 
KhBtiin and Hab& KhBtiin. The women of the lower classes, however. 
were illiterate, for they had neither the leisure to attend schools nor the 
means to employ private tutors. But as the life of Habbfi KhBtGn, the 
queen of Yisuf Shah, shows that opportunities were not wanting even 
for peasant girls who were keen to acquire knowledge. 

Marriages were arranged, as at present, by parents. Polygamy was 
practised, but there is no evidence to suggest the existence of con- 
cubinage. Although prostitution was prevalent, yet with the exception 

1. Temple, Word of LnlG, pp. 207-8. 

2. H.M., f .  163b. 
3. Lawrence, Valley, p. 312. 
4. H.M., f. 1108. For the dress under the FtEjiZs, see Ray, Early History and 

Culture of Kmhm{r, pp. 208-10. 



of Haidar Shah and Hasan Shiih, who were fond of the society of women, 
the other S u l w s  for the most part led a moral life and did not exceed 
the legally prescribed limit of four wives. The court life under the 
Sulgns was free from those sexual perversities and orgies of debauchery 
which had been so prominerit a feature of the later period of Hindu 
rule. 

Dress 
The dress of the upper classes was the same as that of the rich in 

Arabia. Persia, and Turkistin. It seems to have been introduced by 
Sayyid 'Ali HamadBni in the reign of SulGn Qutbu'd-Din,' and by the 
time of Sul$n Sikandar even the Brahmans had begun to adopt 
it.2 The lower portion of the body was covered with wide trousers 
(sari-wiO of Persian origin. The upper portion had a chemise (gumis) 
with full sleeves.3 Over this was a short vest (Sudri). The outer robe 
was calletl chbghii, and descended to the ankles.4 I t  had long, loose 
sleeves, and round the waist was a girdle.6 The head-dress consisted 
of a small close-fitting cap covered with a cloth. This formed the 
turban.6 The turbans worn by the Qcizis and 'Ulurni were of black 
colour.7 On festive occasions silk dresses were worn.8 and silk robes 
were bestowed as khil'ats by the Sul9ns on their  courtier^.^ The 
Sulf.Ans and the nobles also wore ornarnents.1° 

The dress of the lower classes, despite foreign influence, has not 
changed since the medieval times. Men put on a close fitting skull 
cap over their shaven heads. They did not wear drawers, but coveretl 
their bodies with a long, loose, large-sleeved woollen tunic, called 
phuiran after the Persian pirahtin, open from the neck to the waist. and 
falling down to the ankles with a belt round the waist.ll The foot-wear 

1 .  See p. 56, aupra. 2. Jonar., p. 67. 
3. Nasib, f.  423a. There ie ale0 a reference on the same folio to a kurta of skin. 
4. B.S., ff. 132b, 138b, refers t o a  QabZ. 

5. ~ r i v . ,  p. 266. 6. I W . ,  pp. 214. 246, 266. 
7. Tuhfntu't-Ah.bGb, p. 00. 8. ~ r i v . ,  p. 207. 
9. sriv., p. 234. 10. I b t d . ,  pp. 207, 214, 330. 

11 .  Tuauk-i-JaMgiri, li, 148. The phairm may have came from ~hurtqxn. 
and adapted from the fubba (See Dozy, ~ t h n a b e  de N ~ P  dea velenwnla 
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consisted of shoes made of grass.' The dress of the women was the 

same except that they had a fillet on the forehead, and above i t  was a 
black mantilla which fell from the head over the shoulders to the legs. 
The head dress of the Muslim women is called kascihi, while that of 
the Hindu women is known as turangci, which is tied to a hanging 

bonnet falling to the heels from behind.2 Owing to the cold climate 

of the Valley the Kashmiris t o ~ k  their bath at long intervals; and on 
account of poverty they did not posscss more than one gown, which 
they used until it was worn out, and it was only then that they 
changed for a new one.3 

Diet (Food and Drink) 
Rice was, as it is today, the staple food of the Kashmiris, and that 

is why when the paddy crop failed, it led to famine. Rice was cooked 
in a variety of ways. Generally it was boiled and then eaten, and 
some of it was kept overnight to be taken in the rn~rn ing .~  Under 
Persian influence various kinds of pilivs, like zard-piliv, tursh-piliiv, 
and shulla-piliv, were introduced.6 Very little wheat was consumed, 
because it was not much grown in the country."arley was regarded 
as a simple food, fit only for the poor, or for those who had renounced 
the world.7 Meat, fish, eggs, and vegetables had since ancient times 
been the most important articles of Kashmiri diet, and continued to 
be so under the Muslims.8 Pork was eater1 by a large section of the 

chez k s  Arabs, p. I I ) ,  o r  it may have been adapted from the qanl? or chemise 

of the Persians which was open from the neck to the navel. (Voyclgea dtc 
CkvaZier Chnrdin en Perae, iii, pp. 70, 111). 

Nadb, f. 4238. 

See Pelsaert, Remanstrantie, p. 35, for the dress of KashmTri women. 

Tuztck-1-JahZngiri, 11, 148: R e i ,  H t r f t  1q l i .n~  f .  1568. 
Ibid.; A.A., li, 368. 
Tuhfatdt-AhbZb, pp. 109, 130; DZiid Mishktfti, Asriiru'l-Abwr, f .  38h. 
A.A., ii, 353; ~ r i v . ,  p. 274. 

~ f i v . ,  p. 276: also Stein, BK. viii, No. 1864 and n. 

Yule, Marco Palo, i, 166; Stein, BK. viii, Nos. 1866-7: A.A., ii, 353. Abii 

Dulaf Mis'ar, who was attached to the court of the Si?imgnids of BukhErTi and 
visited Kashmir towards the end of the 10th century, says that  Kashmiris 

a te  wheat and fish, hut no eggs, nor did they cut the neck of the animals. 
(C,. Ferraud, Rslnfifm8 de Voyages, p. 88) .  
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Hindus in the pre-Tslamic period,l but it is not known if it was taken 

under the Sultans as well. The flesh of fowl, ram, goat, and various 
birds was commonly eaten.2 Horse's meat was also taken with relish.3 
Beef was introduced with the establishment of Muslim rule.4 Still, 
until the time of SultSn Hasan Shih, there were many Muslims who 
abstained from beef. But gradually beef dishes became popular, so that 
sometimes even Hindus partook of them.5 There was a special market 
in Srinagar where beef was sold.6 Vegetables were dried up and 
preserved. A favourite d ~ s h  of the Kashmiris was to cook fowl and 
brinjals together.' A decoction of meat with vetches and soups of 
raisin and jujube were also prepared. Saffron and various kinds of 
spices formed important ingredients in the Kashmiri cooking.8 

Fruits were grown in such abundance that they were rarely bought 
or sold. The owner of a garden and the man who had no garden were 
all alike, for the gardens had no walls, and no one was prevented from 
picking the fruits.9 Pears, cherries, plums, apricots, grapes, apples, 
and peaches were the principal fruits that were eaten. Mulberry was 
cultivated for its silk and so its fruit was not taken.1° Some fruits 
like jujube, which had medicinal qualities, were likewise preserved.ll 

Drinking of wine was popular although it was frowned upon by 
the orthodox. As th.: Hindu religion specially recommended the use 
of wine on ceremonial occasions,l2 it was not an uncommon sight to see 
laymen and Brahman priests alike in a state of drunkenness during Hindu 
festivals.13 The Muslims, who participated in these festivals, also freely 
partook of wine. Most of the Sulyins and their nobles too drank 

Stein, BK. vli, No. 1149. 

These dishes were also popular in pre-Islamic Kashmir. (See I.H.C. (19401, 

p. 134) .  
Tagki~n-i-MulE (Ali Rnlna, f.  543a; Iehiiq, ~iln~atu'l-'Arifin,  ff. 65b-6a. 

TuhfatuJJ-Ahbiib, pp. 241, 246. 
Sriv., p. 235. 6. Ibid. 

T.A., ill, 477. e. sn'v., p. 140. 

T.R., p. 425; FirLhta, ti,  641. 10. Ibid. 

A.A., li. 353. 

Nilsmata, Nos. 450-53. cited In Ray, Early Hl.etory and C u l t ~ e  of ~ a e h m i r ,  
p. 208. 

~ n ' v . ,  pp. 124, 126. 
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wine.' ~ainu'l-'Abidin took it in moderation, but Haidar Shiih was 
a confirmed drunkard, and as a result neglected his state duties. Hasan 
Shah was in the habit of arranging drinking parties in his palace, or in 
the boats on the Jehlam, and used to get drunk on these oc~asions.~ 
Besides alcohol, the use of other intoxicants like bhang and opium was 
also common.3 In addition, butter-milk and various kinds of sherbets 
were taken. The use of betel-leaves, so common under the RiijBs, does 
not find any mention in the chronicles of the Muslim period. 

Pastimes 
Among the indoor* games dice and chess were popular.4 Anlong 

the outdoor games polo (Persian, chawgcin), which was probably 
introduced into Kashmlr from LadBkh, was much indulged in both by 
the Sul@ns and by the nobles. Sul!iin 'Ali Shiih was very fond of the 
game, and it was while playing it that he was mortally wounded. 
Hunting was another favourite outdoor pastime of the upper c la~ses .~  
Sulpn Shihibu'd-Din enjoyed hunting lions, and on one occasion he 
nearly lost his life while trying to kill one with his sword.6 Stags, 
patridges, deer, and leopards also offered sport.7 Falconry and hawking 
were probably introduced from Persia.0 The Kashnliris derived 
great pleasure, sitting in their skiffs and watching their hawks strike 
the wild-fowl or some other bird in mid-air, and fly back with the prey.g 
Besides these, other outdoor sports which were practised were archery, 
fencing, and javelin-throwing. 

Once Mir ShEh, a courtier of ~ainu'l-' lbidin, got drunk and killed his wife. 
(Jonar., p. 80). 

~ r i v . ,  pp. 232, 245. 
IsQiZq, ~Hilayatzc'l-'Arifin, f .  2b. 
Suka, p. 338. 
Jonar., p. 45; ~ r i v . ,  p. 260. 
Jonar., (Bo. ed.), Nos. 516 sqq. Jonar. uses the word Sirtiha which means 
a lion. But I have not been able to identify Kharga, the place where 
Shihiibu'd-Din hunted. It must have been situated in the forests at the 
foot of the outer hills of Kashmir. 
A.A., ii ,  354. 

Compare Ashfaf, Mfe and Oonditions of the people of HCn&ust,h, 2289-81, for 
an account of the Chase under the SultZns of Delhi. 
A.A., ii, 354; ~ r i v . ,  p. 263. 



The game which the common people played was hockey.' Another 
form of their recreation was that on Fridays the youth of one 
section of the city of Srinagar would challenge those of another section. 
After the place and hour had been fixed, bcth the sides would assemble 

with sticks and slings, and a free fight would ensue. This would lead 
to broken heads and limbs, and even deaths.2 

The Kashiniri acrobats and jugglers possessed great skill, and they 
amused the people by their perforrnance.3 From the time of Zainu'l- 
'Abidin the display of fireworks was a source of great enjoyment to the 
people. In spite of the ban by the Shari'a, n~usic was very popular with 
the Kashrniris, and offered both pleasure and diversion. Sul@ 
~ainu'l-'A bidin initiated the practice of holding occasional concerts and 
musical events in the boats on the Jehlam. Some of his successors 
were fond of holding convivial pr t ies  with their boon companions in 
which wine flowed freely, and dancing girls and musicians sang and 
danced. 

Hoitses 
The houses were built in the same style as we see them today in 

the towns and the villages. Owing to the abundance of wood and the 
constant earthquakes, houses of stone and brick were not constr~cted.~ 
They were two to four storeys high and sometimes even more.6 They 
were built of planks of timber laid on each other to form a square, 
their interstices being filled with clay.6 Near the forests the walls were 
fornled of whole logs.? The roofs. which were pointed to throw off 
snow. were formed of sniall planks fastened together with cords, and 
were covered with a layer of earth on which white and violet lilies and 
tulips were grown.' This presented a lovely sight in spring. In the 
villages, near the lakes, the thatch in the dwellings of the poor was 

1. Temple. Word of LalE, p. 208. 
2. Knowles, A Dictionary of Kaakmlri Proverbs and 8a.ying8, p. 3. 
3 .  Sriv., p. 152; also Yule, Marco Polo, 1, 17711. 2. 
4 A.A.. ii, 353. 8. Ibid., 352. 
6 Pelsaert. Remonatranbie, p. 34; also D e  Fillppi, Travels o/ DaCderi, p. 351 
7.  Lawrence. pp. 240-60. 
8. De Filippi. Travels of DeeMeri, p. 361. Compare this with Lawrence, 

pp. 240-50. 
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usually of rice straw or of reeds.' The houses were ventilated with 
pretty, artistic, open-work instead of windows or glass.2 The lower 
storey was used for keeping cattle. In the second storey lived the 
family. The other floors were used for keeping household chattels. 
In the loft, formed by the roof, wood and grass were stored.3 Some of 
the houses had cellars.4 The houses of the rich were situated on the 
banks of the Jehlam and had beautiful gardens attached to them.5 

Social Intercourse between Hindus and Muslims 
When Muslim saints and soldiers first set foot on the Kashmir soil, 

they were received in a friendly manner. The soldiers were employed 
by the kings in their armies, while the saints were given complete 
freedom to preach their religion. It was only when Islam began to 
make rapid progress that it aroused the hostility of the Brahmans, who 
found their traditional values being upset, and some of the basic 
assumptions on which Hindu society was based being ~hallenged.~ 
However, in the course of time, realising the futility of opposition, they 
were compelled to adopt an attitude of tolerance and goodwill. These 
feelings were reciprocated by the Muslims. As a result, except for a 
communal clash which occurred in the reign of Hasan Shiih, the two 
communities lived for the most part peacefully and amicably through- 
out the Sultanate period. Intermarriages between Hindus and Muslims 
were common; and when the latter took Hindu wives, they allowed 
them to retain not only their Hindu names but also their faith.7 Hindus 
and Muslims visited each other's places of worship, and participated 
in each other's festivals. The Hindus respected Muslim saints, while 
thc Muslims looked upon Hindu Sdhiis with reverence. Muslim 
mystics mixed freely with Hindu Y6gis and held discussions with theni.8 

1. Ibid. 3. Palsaerl, Ren~onstrantic, p. 34. 3. A.A.,  ii, 352. 

4 .  B.S. ,  f .  164a. 6. Bernier, Tmvsls, pp. 397-8; Ticrr~k-i-Jnlwingifi, ii, 134. 

6. See p. 238, infra. 
7. The fact that some of the queens did not change their names on marriage 

to the SultG8, show8 that they retained their religious beliefs a s  well. 
M R ~ ~ I R ~ ~ s  between Hindus and Muslims were also common in Rajatlri, 

1,tldEkh tint1 Bnltisttin. (See Trczuk-i-JuGn.@rT, ii. 181; and I .A. ,  xxxvii, 
p. 188). 

8. The biographies of saints are full of references to such discuseions. 



The mystic songs of Lalli Ded and Niiru'd-Din Rishi stirred the souls 
of Hindus and Muslims alike to their deepest depths. 

Spread of IslSm 
Buddhism flourished in Kashmir from the reign of to the 

end of the Kusana dynasty. But its decline began with the accession 
of the Gonanda dynasty, and when Hiuen Tsiang visited the Valley 
(circ. 631-33), he found that it had very considerably lost ground.1 
Despite this Buddhism continued to exist peacefully side by side with 
Hinduism, and Hindu rulers who endowed shrines of ~ i v a  and Visgu, 
with equal zeal made foundations of Buddhist Stiipas and Vifiras.2 
It is probably because of this that when Ou-k'ong visited Kashmir in 
the middle of the eighth century (759-63), he got the jmpression that 
Buddhism was in a flourishing state,3 though it was rapidly being 
replaced by ~ a i v a  worship, which had always occupied the first place 
among the Hindu cults of the Valley.4 Thus when IslZim began to 
spread in Kashmir, it had to encounter the resistance not so much of 
Buddhism as of ~aivism. 

Muslim traders and soldiers of fortune began to enter Kashn~ir 
from an early date. Kalhana records that Lalitiiditya's son and successor 
Vajfiditya "sold many men to the mlecchas, and introduced into the 
country practices which befitted the mlecchasW.5 Later, Harsa employed 
Turkish soldiers, and, under Muslim influence, adopted elaborate 
fashions in dress and ornaments.6 During the reign of Bhikgara 
(1 120-21) Muslim soldiers were again employed and sent to attack 
Sussala in Lohara.7 From the accounts of Marco Polo, the Venetiall 
traveller, it appears that already by the end of thc thirteenth century 
there was a colony of Muslims in Kashmir, for he says that the people 
of the Valley do not kill animals, but that, if they want to eat meat, 
they get the Saracens, who dwell among them, to play the butcl~er.~ 

1. Stein, 1, Intro., p. 87. 2. Ibid., p. 8. 

3.  Ibid . ,  ii, 358. 4. Ibid., i, Intro., p. 8. 

5. Stein, B K  iv, No. 397. 

6. Ibld.,  BK. vii, No. 1149; Ibid., i,Intro., p. 112. 
7. Ibid.,  BK.  viii, Nos. 885-6. 

B. Yule, Masco Polo, i, 176-7. 
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These "Saracens" must have been either emigrants from Turkistan or 
Hindus converted to Isliim by thepietist missionaries from India and 
Central Asia. 

The saint missionaries came in the wake of traders and adventurers, 
and it is they who were responsible for introducing Islam into the Valley. 
But unfortunately the chronicles do not throw any light on their 
activities. The first Siifi of whom we have any record to have entered 
Kashmir, was Bul bul Shiih, who succeeded in converting Riachana. 
The conversion of the ruler of the land was an important event, for it 
increased the prestige of Isliini and led to the acceptance of the new 
faith by some of the nobles and, according to one tradition, by 10,000 
inhabitants of the Valley. After Bulbul Shah came other Sfifis, but 
the most promineilt among them was Sayyid 'Ali Hamadani who, by 
his learning, piety and devotion, is said to have made 37,000 converts 
to 1sliim.l His work was continued by his disciples and his son 
Muhammad Hamadiini, and by Niiru'd-Din Rishi and his disciples. 
Those who subsequently played an important role in the work of 
proselytisation were Shamsu'd-Din, H a m a  Makhdiim, Da'iid Khaki, 
and Sayyid JamBlu'd-Din BukhBri. Stein says that the adoption of 
Isl5m by the great mass of the population of Kashmir had become an 
accomplished fact during the latter half of the fourteenth century,z but a 
study of the chronicles shows that Muslims were still a minority in 
the time of Niiru'd-Din RishT.3 In reality, it was not until the end of 
the fifteenth century that a majority of the inhabitants of the Valley had 
embraced Isliim. 

So far as the rulers of Kashmir were concerned, although they held 
the saints in great respect and built and endowed mosques and hospicxs 
for them, they kept aloof from their missionary activities. Tn fact, the 
saints themselves very seldom solicited state co-operation, and that is 
why in the accounts of their 'life and work rarely any reference is made 
to the Sulgns. 

The only Sultan who took keen interest in the work of proselytisa- 
tion was Sikandar. how eve^. much of his work was undone by 

1. Sa'Kdat, Bz~1h1r.l Sh!ii?t., pp. 7, 23. 
2. Stein, 1, Intro., 130. 3. Nasib, f .  205a. 



Zainu'l-'Abidin, who permitted the temples destroyed by his father to be 
rebuilt, recalled the Brahmans who had fled to Tndia, and allowed thosc 
who had changed their religion under compulsion to revert to their old 
faith. The successors of Zainu'l-'Pibidin followed his liberal policy. 
The result was that Hinduism not only regained some of its lost position, 
but it ever1 became militant. This provoked a reaction aniong a 
section of the Muslims, who resented the reconversion of their co- 
religionists to Hinduism and their adoption of non-Muslim practices.' 
The leader of the reaction was Shamsu'd-Din, the founder of the 
Nfirbakhshiya sect in the Valley. But his views were disliked by both 
Sulr5n Muhammad Shah and his minister Sayyid Mubammad,2 who 
always protected the Hindus, whenever they were harassed by him or 
by his followers. Jt was because Shan~su'd-Din was continuously opposed 
by Sayyid Maammad that he got disgusted and went away to Baltistih3 
But after the fall of Sayyid Muhammad, when Mfisfi Raina became 
prime minister. Shamsu'd-Din returned to the Valley. But like 
Muhammad Shah, Fatb Shah, who was now king, also did not approve 
of his ideals and methods. Once, while the Hindus were busy celebrating 
the Spring festival on the K6h-i-Marin, Shamsu'd-Din proceeded there 
with his followers and put a stop to the festivities on the ground that 
Muslims were participating in the religious ceremonies, while men 
and women in general were freely drinking wine and indulging in 
immoral practices. When next morning the Hindus coniplained to 
Fath Sh5h of Shamsu'd-Din's behaviour, he was so angry that he 
wanted to put him to death, but was dissuaded by his counsellors.4 
Despite Fat! Shah's liberal policy Shamsu'd-Din, under the patronage 
of M5si Raina, continued his activities, which occasionally hurt the 
religious susceptibilities of the non-Muslims. However, after the fall 
of Mh.G Raina until the end of the Sultanate. the Hindus lived in peace. 
enjoying complete freedom to practice their religion. 

Thus the government under the Sulpns pursued, for the most part. 

1. Ttthfatrc'l-Ahbzb, pp. 156, 187. The accounts of saints are full of examples 
of Muslims adopting non-Muallm practlcea., 

2. Ibid., p. 63. 3. I b i d . ,  p. 63 eqq. 

4. Ibid., pp. 157-60. 
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a policy of non-interference in religious matters, and the success of 
Tsl2m in the Valley was mainly due to the efforts of the Siifis. But it  
must be remembered that the Siifis alone would not have been able to 
achieve much if it had not been for certain objective conditions existing 
in the Valley. Kalhana's account shows that social and political 
disintegration had started in Kashmir from the beginning of the 
eleventh century. But at the same time anarchy seems to have prevailed 
in the religious sphere as well. There was a tendency in Hinduism 
during this period towards the growth of sectarianism. The priests 
were represented by uneducated temple minstrels, while ~aivism, to 
which a majority of the inhabitants of the Valley were attached, had 
degenerated into a mass of superstitions and rituals, and thus could no 
longer meet the spiritual demands of the people.' Nor could Buddhism, 
as practised in those days, offer any satisfaction.2 On the other hand 
Ishm, as introduced by the great Sufi saints, was a simple monotheistic 
creed, free from ceremonials, caste, and priesthood. It thus appealed 
to the people, and won converts easily. The dissatisfaction of Riichana 
with the Buddhist and Hindu beliefs and practices is typical of the 
spiritual unrest that had affected the minds of many in the country. 
Later, Lallii Ded raised her voice against idolatry, superstition, and 
lack of true spiritual values, but her efforts were wrecked on the rock 
of Brahman conservatism and dogmatism. 

Another factor which helped the spread of Tslani in the Valley, 
was the laxity of caste rules.3 A rigid caste system acts as a strong 
cohesive force, and thus serves as a powerful defence mechanism against 
the infiltration of foreign ideas. But in Kashmir, under Buddhist 
influence, there had been a relaxation of caste rules, and, as a result, 
the power of resistance of the Hindu society had been undermined. Isbm, 
therefore, did not have to face the same degree of opposition there as 
it did in other parts of India, where the caste rules continued to be 
rigid, and the society was able to set up barriers against external 
influences. These facts go to explain why Islam's success in Kashmir 

1. Temple, Word 01 L(~ l f i ,  p. 94. 
2. Stein, i, Intro., p. 0. 
3. Kahana's Riijntnmrigini: is full of examples of the laxity of caste system 

In Kaehmlr. 
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was much more rapid and complete than in any other part of this 
subcontinent. 

Influence of Islim on Hindus 
The influence of Islim began to be felt in Kashmir from about the 

middle of the eighth century, long before the establishment of Mlislim 

rule in the country. But with the foundation of the Sultanate and the 
influx of a large number of Persians and Turks, Hindu society began to 

be affected by greater and more profound changes. "As the wind 
destroys the trees and the locusts the shili crop, so did the Yavanas 
destroy the usages of Kashmira,"' and that "the kingdom of Kashrnira 
was polluted by the evil practices of the mlecchus,"2 wrote Jonar2ja. 
Similarly ~r ivara  complained of the abolition of old practices and their 
substitution by new ones. He cven went to the extent of saying that many 
of the misfortunes of the people of Kashmir were due to the changes in 
manners and customs.3 But despite these denunciations and protests, 
Hindu society could not be prevented from assimilating foreign ideas 
and practices. It was due to these influences that the Hindus began to 
adopt Muslim manners and dress, and some of them even began to take 
beef.4 It was also the effect of Islamic impact that caste rules began 
to weaken. Thus ~rivara.  writing in the time of Muhammad Shlh. 
observed that men belonging to the four castes had lately adopted 
blameable practices, and had given up the performance of prescribed 
ceremonies.6 In the course of time, with the exception of the Brahman 
caste, all the castes disappeared from Hindu society. 

The influence of Islgm can also be discerned on Advaita Saivism. 
as represented by the teachings of Lallfi Ded.0 She was a famous 
Y6gini of Kashmir who lived in the fourteenth century. She was greatly 

perturbed by the formalism of saivite beliefs and practices, by religious 
conflicts and the multiplication of sects.? It was at this time that she 

1. Jonar., p. 57. 2. Ibid., p. 59. 

3. Ibici., p. 67. 4 .  ~ r i v . ,  p. 235, 319. 

6.  Ibki., p. 320 .  

0. For her llfe see Temple. W o ~ d  of Lrclf i ,  pp. 2 sqq.; Barnett and Grierson, 

L~~IITi-Yiikya?ai, Intro.; I.A., L, pp. 302-12. 

7. Temple, Word of LnElii, pp. 64-6. 
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came into contact with Sayyid 'Ali Hamadini and Niru'd-Din Rishi 
and learned of the doctrines of Islam and Siifism.1 It was under the 
influence of Isliimic ideas that she denounced the caste system, and 
criticised idolatry as a useless and even silly 'work',2 Although she 
regarded the world as an illusion, and longed for freedom from the 
desire for existence, yet there is evidence of Sayyid 'AIT Hamadini's 
influence when she says that it is not nccessary for a person to become 
a hermit in order to achieve the absorption of the individual Self into 
the Supreme, but that even a householder can obtain ultimate Release 
provided he performed his religious and secular duties without any 
thought of gain or pmfit.3 Furthermore, it was from the Stifis that she 
learned to use words with a plain and esoteric meaning.4 From them 
also she imbibed the doctrine of Divine Love, and, like then], she 
e~nployed the word "Beloved" to denote the G ~ d h e a d . ~  There also 
appears an echo of Siifism in the niystic ecstasy that she experiences, 
and in her allegory of Awakening the Beloved. Thus she say@: -- 

"When the moonlight ended with the dawn, 
Mind of her Self with illusion mad 
LallZi to the love of God had drawn, 
Soothing the pain that had ,madre him skid: 
Cried to her Beloved: It is I, 
LallZ, LallE, that awakens Thee : 
Buried in the crystal lake doth lie 
All the defilement that darkened me." 

1nflucnc-c of Hinduist~l oti lslitrl 
Whilc Isliim brought about great changes in Hindu society in 

Kaslimir, it itself underwent a transforlnation in the course of time. 
This was becausc, although the pcople of Kashniir changed their 
religion, they did riot make a complete break with the past, but carried 
with them llially of their old beliefs and practices to the new faith. 
Thus whilc they celebrated the Muslin1 festivals of 'idu'l-~itr and 

1. lbid., pp. 2-3. 

2. Barn,ett nnd Grierson, La,=-Vakviini, p. 39; also Temple, Word oj  Lulla, 

p. 166. 
3. T ~ m p l e .  Word oj L(tLlrti, pp. 365, 191, 200-2. E'or the ideas of 'Ali HamadEni 

on thc seme subject, pee his &f~khivtul,u'l-MulIk L1. 41a sqq. 
4. Temple, Word of Ltrlfi, p. 216. 
I. Ibirl.,  pp. 105-6. 

u. Gricrson and Burnctt, Lallo-VrlkyZni, Verse No. 105. 



' T ~ u ' z - z u ~ B  they did not cease to participate in the Hindu festivals of 
Gana-cakra, Caitra,' Vith-trawah2 and ~fi~aiicami.3 They also continued 
to regard the Hindu places of worship as sacred, and instances were not 
wanting when they even indulged in idol worship.4 Similarly, they 
retained the old superstitions that seeing of a comet, hearing of the 
barking of dogs, hooting of owls during the day, and crossing of the 
path by a serpent all foreboded disaster.5 It is true that under the 
impact of Islam the rigours of the caste system were reduced, but, as 
has already been mentioned, the converts were reluctant to give up their 
customs, their caste rules regarding marriage, and sometimes even their 
caste functions. 

The Sult5ns of Kashnlir, though of foreign origin, were not far 
behind their Muslim subjects in assimilating Hindu beliefs and usages. 
This was, of course, inevitable, for they lived surrounded by a popula- 
tlon a majority of which was Hindu at least for a hundred years after 
the establishment of the Sultanate. Moreover, most of the Sulws 
had Hindu wives who, even after their conversion to Islfim, clung to 
their customs and who could not fail to influence their royal consorts 
and their ch i ldren .Vhus  the Sulgns, like their Muslim subjects, 
participated in Hindu festivals, and some of them even visited temples to 
beseech the aid of the gods. They believed in witchcraft;7 and, in order 
to avert fanline and other calamities, they performed sacrifices and 
bestowed grants on the Brahmans, (Qu jbu'd-Din was convinced that 
the birth of a son to his queen was due to the blessings of a Brahman 
Ydgi.)8; and, like the Hindu Kings of Kashmir, they performed the holtlu 

ceremony at the time of the coronation at which the ~haikhu'l-Islfim, 
instead of the Brahman priest, and the chief minister applied a !ikd 

5. 

ti. 

7. 

0. 

See pp. 87-8, 8~tbyrc~. 

Tliettk-i-JaIuingiri, ii, 167-8. 

See p. 158, supra. 
See p. 56, srbpru. Even in the time of DE'cd Khaki (1521-85) there were 
instances of Muslims worshipping idols. (See his Aararu'l-Ab?(11', f .  2768). 

~ r i v . ,  pp. 153, 262. 

Gul KhKtiSn, queen of Htridar ShKh, favoured Hindu customs. ( ~ r i v . ,  p. 229).  
Jonar.', p. 43. 

Ibid., p. 53. 
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(a mark on the forehead) to the ruler's forehead and made offerings of 
gold and flower.' 

So far as Siifism in Kashmir. as introduced by the followers of 
the great orders, is concerned, it did not come under the influence of 
Advaita kivism in its doctrinal aspect. The evolution of Islamic 
mysticism into a well-developed system of thought and way of life had 
been achieved by the middle of the thirteenth century; and the ideas. if 
any, which it borrowed from Buddhist and VedAntic philosophy, it did so 
in countries ou!side Kashmir.2 Moreover, the founders and chief 
exponents of the Qgdiri, Kubravi, Suhrawardi, and Naqshbandi Orders 
in the Valley were in general orthodox in outlook, adhering to Islamic 
laws and practices and denouncing antinomianism and incarnationist 
tendencies.3 They also frowned upon the extreme asceticism which 
sanctioned celibacy, the annihilation of all desires, self-torture, 
and an -ivory-tower existence. But in spite of their attempts 
to maintain high Islamic ideals, Siifism in Kashrnir, as elsewhere, 
did in the end compromise with many of the traditional practices 
which were openly polytheistic. Popular Islam in Kashmir thus 
became diluted with foreign elements, and this character it has 
retained until to-day . 

Nevertheless, it was not the Siifis but the Rishis of Kashmir who 
were the true spiritual heirs of the Hrndu ascetics. Like the latter, the 
Rishis practiced celibacy, inflicted bodily sufferings upon themselves. 
regarded this world as an illusion and withdrew from it. In their 
pantheistic beliefs also they were iduenced by Advaita ~ah i sn l .  
Moreover, unlike the Siifis, instead of participating in congregational 
prayers and Zikr ceremonies, they endeavoured to achieve the absorption 
of the Self into the Absolute by meditating alone in caves or jungles, 
away from hunlari habitations. 

. - 

1 iriv. ,  p. 207 On the occasion of Haldar ShW's coronation the Treasurer, 

Hasan, performed these ceremonies. 

2.  Yiisuf Husain. I'Inde M y t ? t i q c ~ ,  pp. 138 sqq. 

3. Snyyid 'A17 HamadZni believed in transcendental monotheism of Islam and 

rejected ptlntheism. This is quite clear from a study of his pakhiratu'l- 

Mwliik and other worke. 
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TRADE 
Trade in medieval times played, as it does to-day, an important 

part in Kashmir's economic life. It was a source of considexable 
revenue to the state; it stimulated manufactures; and it gave employment 
to a large number of people. Moreover, it brought wealth to the 
KasMri merchants whose activities were riot confined to the Valley 
alone, but extended as far afield as Bengal, the Caromandel Coast, 
Lhaa ,  Peking, Persia, and Central Asia. 

Internal Trade 
This consisted in articles both imported and produced in the 

country. Among tht: first salt was very important, because Kashmir 
did not produce any and depended entirely on supplies from outside. 
Then there were the luxury g o d s  which would be described later, 
Among the articles produced in the Valley were shawls, silks, coarse 
woollen goods, and various other products of its handcrafts. Trade in 
all these articles was done by private merchants. But the trade in 
grain was carried on both by the state and the private traders. The 
state held large stocks of rice so that, whenever there was a rise in prices 
due to scarcity or speculation, it was brought into the market, thus 
bringing the prices down to their normal levels.1 Besides, the state 
was opposed to the cornering of grain, and the private traders had to 
sell it at a small profit.2 Because of these restrictions, merchants did 
not indulge in large scale transactions in grain. Control over the prices 
of other commodities was also regulated by monthly notifications-" 
This was done to check black-marketing. However, it appears that 
these controls did not materially hinder the growth of trade, for the 
Kashmiri merchants in medieval times were quite prosperou~.~ The 
real obstacles to both internal and external trade were civil wars and 
foreign invasions.6 

According to Mirzi Haidar the markets and streets of Srinagar 
were aLl paved with hewn stones. In the markets only drapers and 

1. See p. 86, w a .  2. T.A., lil, 436. 3. I M d .  
4. Ttczuk-i-Jahisvtgiri, 11, 147. 

8. S~EV., pp. 327, 334. In the civil war between Mubarnmad S h a  and Fatb 

S h a  the merchant8 suffered a great deal. 
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retail dealers were to be found. But tradesmen like the grocers, 
druggists, bear-sellers, and bakers did business in their own houses.' 
This was the practice in all the towns of Kashmir until the coming of 
the Mughals, when the system gradually underwent some change, and 
all kinds of tradesmen began to transact business in the market, although, 
as Abii'l-Fazl says, most of the selling and buying was still carried on 
by them in their own houses.2 

Conveyance 
The ordinary people moved about from place to place on foot, 

while the rich rode on horses, palanquins or litters.3 But the most 
common form of conveyance was by boat, which was also the chief mode 
of transporting goods from one place to another. To places not 
situated on the rivers, goods were carried by men or on ponies along 
narrow tracks, for there were no roads fit for wheeled traffic. In fact, 
in ancient and medieval times carriages were things unknown to the 
people of the Valley.4 The rivers were spanned by bridges. constructed 
of deodar wood, or by rope-bridges, generally formed of three cables 
made of twisted twigs. These rope-bridges were only meant for foot 
traffic, and animals had to be carried across them on men's backs.6 
Besides the rope-bridges, there were also bridges of timber, constructed 
according to the cantilever principle. These permanent bridges were 
introduced with the advent of Muslim rule, for under the Ri j is  only 
boat-bridges existed.6 However, the use of the latter was not entirely 
given up by the Sulffins, because they could be easily broken up at the 
approach of the enemy. Sharafu'd-Din Yazdi in his Zafar-na'ma notices 
the existence of such bridges across the Jehlam.7 

External trade : Trade routes ,, 

Although Kashmir was enclosed on all sides by huge mountains. 
she maintained close trade relations with the neighbouring countries. 
Her merchants were scattered over the different parts of Asia, and 
carried on an extensive trade. having establishments at Patna, BanZiras, 

1. T.R., p. 426; A.A., ii, 363. 2. Firiahta, 11, 641; A.A., ii, 363. 
3. Stein, BK. vlii, No. 2208; Al-BirGni, KifiZbu'l-HW (EnglIsh trans.), p. 208. 
4. Stein, ii, 414. 6. ~ r i v . ,  pp. 186-6. 
e. Stein, li, 448. 7. 1Md.;  ~harafu'd-Din, 11 ga!ar4i?na, p. 178. 



Lhaa ,  KBthmBndu, Sining, Peking, and in the towns of Dengal, the 
Punj~b ,  Bhutiin,l KhurSlsiin, Turkistin and on the Coromandel Coast. 

Kashrnir's trade with the PunjSlb was carried on through the passes 
in the Pir Panjil, while much of the trade of the Punjab with La&kh, 

Baltistiin, and Eastern Turkisan passed through Kashmir.2 The town 
of Leh in LadAkh was the chief commercial depot of Kashmir's import 
and export trade with Tibet, Turkisan, and China. Goods between 
Kashmir and Leh were conducted through the Zdji-LA by horses in 
winter because of the pass being covered with snow, and by men in 
summer. From S ~ a g a r  to Leh, if the conveyance was by men only. 
it took a month or a little more.3 

Merchants who intended going to Yiirqand stayed in Leh to make 
preparations for the journey by providing themselves with horses, 
provisions, and servants. From Ladtikh their route lay through Sabu, 
Akhkan and Chou-jangal (great jungle), and thence to the pass of 
Karakdram. This was the road pursued by travellers in winter when 
there were no floods; but during summer, owing to the iloods, they 
travelled through the Nubra country.4 After crossing the Karakdra~n 
the caravans arrived in Yirqand which was an important commercial 
centre and where routes from LadAkh, Tibet, China. Khotan, and India 
were joined by those leading to Kiishghar.6 From Yiirqand some of 
the caravans proceeded to Kishghar and thence to Samarqand and 
Bukh213,6 while others set out towards China. The period taken by 
them to reach China from Kashmir was three months.7 

There was also another route which connected Kashmir with 
Eastern Turkistin. This passed through Baltisth and across the high 
glacier-crowned Kaakoram main range beyond it. This route was 
very difficult compared to that via Ladfikh, because it led alo~lg precipices 

1. Wessel, Eurly Jesuit TruveUera in Centrul A d u ,  p. 100. 

2. I.A., 1908, p. 102. 
3. J.R.A.S., xii (1850), p. 373. 
4. Ibid., pp. 378-9; J.P.H.S., vi, No. 2, p. 148. 
6. Stein Ehotan, I, 88; Moorcroft, TraueLq In Kush~iit.~r, i .  346. 

6. J.R.A.S., (1848), pp. 308 sqq. 
7. Bernir, Truveb, pp. 425-6. See. also purchua Hb Pil.pg?Jn~es for the trade of 

Yarqand- and KZihghar with Kaahmir and the nelghbouring collntries. 
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and across the great glaciers. It was only followed when the Ladfikh 
route had to be abandoned owing to political troubles.1 

Communication between Kashmir and Transoxiana was also 
maintained through Gilgit. From Gilgit or Chitral the caravans crossed 
thc Hindu Kush into Vakhin, and then after crossing the Pamir and 
the river Oxus, they reached Transoxiana.2 Communication between 
Kashmir and Persia existed through the PunjBb which had close trade 
relations with the latter.3 

Kashmiri merchants who desired to carry their goods to Tibet or 
Nepal, proceeded from Leh to Kuti at the head of the pass. From 
Kuti some went to Tibet and thence to Sining and even to Peking, for 
much of Tibet's trade with China was conducted by the Kashmiris, who 
had their establishments at Lhasi and other principal towns of the 
~ o u n t r y . ~  Others went to Kathmandu and thence by the Valley of 
Nepal to Patna.5 Kashmiri merchants had their shops and offices in 
the town of Kfithmiindu, and they played an important part in the trade 
between Bengal, Nefll, and Tibet.6 

Imports 
Salt and shawl-wool were the most important items of import. 

Most of the salt came from the Punjiib via the Pir Panjil route,I but 
some also was b,rought from Chan-than via Lad5kh. During the time 
of war, when the trade routes were not safe, the import of salt became 
difficult, and this caused great hardship to the people.8 

Shawl-wool was imported from Rodok and Chan-thBn,g as well as 
from Ladakh and Yirqand.10 According to an ancient agreement Tibet's 

P l l ~ r l l , f ( ~  His P i l g r i i ) ~ ~ ~  cited in J.P.H.S., vi, No. 2, p. 148; also vol. i ,  No. 2, 

p. 129. 
H~cctirrl~~'l-'~lnm, pp. 254, 363-4. 

20.000 camels passed yearly by LTihore to Persia, (J.P.H.S., i, NO. 2, p. 116). 
Markham, Mission of Boglc to Tibet ,  pp. liv, 125. 

Ibid. 6.  IbM.,  pp. 127-8. 

A.wi in~' l -Ab~~nr,  ff. 1224  123a; Twzwk-i-Jah;in!~irT, ii ,  147; Lawrence, Vnl1e?j, 

p. 3R3. 

sriv., p. 327. 

Two dependencies of Tibet lying to the east and south-east of Tibet. 

.J.R.A.S., vii (1843) ,  pp. 283 sqq; I h i d ,  xii (1850), p. 377: also Knshi~llr 
and it.9 8?1xriols, pp. 31-3. 



shawl-wool was exported only to Ladiikh, and similarly by ancient 

custom and engagements, its export from Ladiikh was confined to 
Kashmir alone. All attempts to convey it to other countries were 
pun~shed by confiscation.' The shawl-wool was very important for 
Kashmir, for upon it depended the livelihood of its weavers and thc 
prosperity of its merchants.2 

Tn addition to shawl-wool, Tibet exported to Kashmir gold and 
musk,3 while Ladilkh exported woollen cloth which was bought and sold 
by the Ladilkhi merchants.4 The Punjgb supplied Kashmir, besides salt, 
morocco leather, broad-cloth, embroidered cloth, and lac. Some of 
these articles were sent on to Ladiikh and Yarqand through Ka~hrnir.~ 
From Gilgit and Baltisan were brought silk-worm eggs.6 From Khotan 
was imported Yashab (oriental jade) for which it had always been 
famous and the chief source of supply to the various countries of the 
East.7 Khotar~ was also famous for its silks, carpets, paper, pottery, 
brass and copper vessels, and these were exported to Ka~hmTr.~ Agate, 
opal, turquoise, and other kinds of precious stones were imported 
from Badakhslisn, Bukhiirii, and Y3rqand.g The last also supplied 
Kashmir, and through it to Northern India, cloth, felt of wool, and 
silks, well-known for their durability and their br~lliant co lo i~rs .~~  
Kishghar exported to Kashmir musk and silk. From 'rr5q an(] 
Turkistiin came horses. fot thc Kashmiri brced was of a poor quality:" 

1. Moorcroft, Trtraels, i, 347. 
2.  J.R.A.S.,  vii, p. 291. We clo not know the quantity of shawl-wool imported 

cluring our period. But in the time of Moorcroft about 800 horse-1o:lds were 

imported annually, each horse-load weighing about 28 tnralcs. 
3. Markham, M h ~ s i o n  of Bogle to  Tibet, p. 121. 
4. Jonctr., p. 18. 

5. J.R.A.S., xii (1850) ,  p. 377. 

7. Abel-Remusat, Eli.stoirc dc In Ville de Klrotrzn, pp. 119 sqq. cle~cribcs in 
6. A.A.,  ii, 353. 

detail the qualities etc. of Ynshab. Also Stein, Khotnn, I ,  pp. 132-3. 

8.  Ilrid. Commercial relations between Kashmir ~ n d  Khotfin existed sinre 
ancient times. Coins of the RKj3 and SultXns of Kashmir have h p ~ n  

discovered In Khotan. (J.A.S.B., Ixviii, pp. 28, 32) .  

9. Lawrence, Valley,  p. 65. 
10. Ujfalvy, L'Art dea Cdvres Andens Cachemere, p. 22n. 
1 1 .  Tlrzrck-i-Jnhiin.+r'i, 11. 148,  
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and from China the caravans b.rought musk, china-wood, rhubarb, 
swallow-wort, porcelain, silk, and tea.1 

Exports 
The most important article of Kashmir's export trade was its shawls, 

which were sent to India, Central Asia, Tibet, and China, and, according 
to Abij'l-Fazl, "to every climeM.2 Other articles which Kashmir 
exported were musk, crystals, silks, woollen cloth, sugar, saffron, dried 
raisins, walnuts, paper, fresh fruits, timber, and horses.3 Besides 
exporting those which Kashmir herself p,roduced, she also exported 
Inany articles which she obtained from other countries, for, as we have 
seen, she was a channel through which the Punjiib maintained trade 
relations with La&kh, Baltistfin, eastern Turkistan and Tibet. Srinagar, 
the capital of Kashmir, was a great entrepot where Turkish, Tibetan, 
Ladiikhi, Balti, Indian and Kashmiri merchants brushed shoulders with 
each other. These traders had not only their rest houses in Kashmir. 
but also their religious shrines. 

Industries 
Very scanty infarmation exists in the Kashmir chronicles regarding 

the manufactures in the Valley during the Sultanate period. We only 
know that Sulpn ~ainu'l-'Abidin encouraged the production of shawls. 
silks, paper, and glass, but no details about them are available. From 
the Mughal accounts it appears that shawls were manufactured on a 
large scale under the Sulgns, and were exported to various countries 
of the world. 

Besides shawls, silk and paper, Kashmir also produced woollen 

1. Bernier, TraveLs, pp. 425-6; Purchas H i s  Pllgri??lcs, i ,  BK. iv, ch. 4, cited in 
J.P.H.S., vi, No. 2, p. 144, (Account of Finch). Usc of tea in China can be 
traced to ancient Umes. Ite use in the country in the middle of the ninth 

century is known from Arab sources. (Reinaud, Voyages, p. 40) .  It was 
Introduced Into Kaahmlr from China. According to a tradition it wee MkzE 
Haidar who first brougHt it to the Valley. 

2. A.A., ii, 353. 

3. Tuauk-i-Jnhiingiri, 1, 92-3; A.A. (Blochmann), pp. 88-8, 140: also Pelsaert, 
Ren~omtrantie, pp. 35-6. The town of P-mpEr w8a the centre of amron 

trade. 



cloth which was then, as now, famous for its warmth and durability.' 
Other articles manufactured were carpets, copper and brass vessels, 
and glass-ware. 

The silk industry was an ancient one in Kashmir, but Zainu'l- 
'&bidin improved it by introducing better technique and better designs. 
Silk-worms were reared, and for their food the mulberry was cultivated 
and its fruit was not eaten by the people.2 The paper ,industry was 
for the first time established in Kashmir by ~ainu'l- bidin in. lt was a 
state enterprise; and the S u l w  took a special interest in it. The 
Kashmiri paper was of silky texture and glossy appearance, and was 
in great demand in India where it was used for purposes of painting and 
writing. Under the Mughals also Kashmir supplied the best quality of 
paper to India. George Fo,rster. writing in 1783, says that "the 
Kashmiriaris- fabricated thelbest writ is-  paper of the -East," and that 
it was formerly "an article of extensive t r a f f i c . "Vhe  Kashmiri paper 
possessed the quality that once fhe ink had been washed off. it could 
again be used for writing.4 

The number of factories and of the workers employed in them has 
not been mentioned In the chronicles. We only know about the shawl 
~ndustry that in the time of Akbar there were 2,000 factories for making 
shawls.6 And since under the Mughals the industry did not suffer any 
decline, this must have been the number under the ~ul i21-1~ also. But 
no estimate can be made at the present stage of our knowledge regarding 
the number of factories producing other articles. 

Agric*ullure 

Agriculture in Kashmir had progressively decllned during the last 
two centuries before the establishment of the Sultanate.6 The invasion 
of Zuljii had further accentuated the process. As a result. villages had 
become depopulated and large tracts of land tu&-barfen. The Shih Mir 

1. FirdausX mentions in hie 9kZih-n.5ma that the dreee of the army of Yt3edigirdt 
the last Basssnian ruler of Rensia, wae made out of the woollen cloth from 
Kashmir. (J.R.A.S. (Bombay), xix, p. 241). 

2 T.R., f .  16b; A.A. (Blochrnann), p. 140. 
3. Forster, Journey from Bengal to Englnnd, i i ,  p. 19 4. M.T., ili, 202. 
6.  G i ,  H a f t  Iqlim, f.  1568. 
6.  Steln i, Intro., p. 130. 
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rulers did their best to check these tendencies and promote agriculture 
They repopulated tho villages, reduced the revenue demand, abolished 
many extra cesses, drained the marshes, and constructed new irrigation 
works. The result of their efforts was that the alea unde.r cultivation 
greatly increased, and the country became self-sufficient in foodstuffs. 
Under the Chaks also, except for a short period towards the end, 
agriculture remained in a flourishing state.l 

The spring crops raised were wheat, barley, pea, bean, and 
mustard. The autumn crops consisted of rice, miing, mcish, mofha, 
and millet.2 Rice, which has always been the staple food of the 
people, was grown extensively, but finer varieties were not much 
cultivated.3 Wheat, which was small in grain and black in colour, 
was produced on a restricted scale.* Sugar-cane was grown around 
Miirtand.5 Saffron was cultivated on the Piimpiir KarEwa,6 and some 
was also produced in the Paraspfir pargana.7 The total alnourlt grown 
in the Valley varied between 400 and 500 Hindustgni n~aunds .~  The 
cost of one seer of saffron was ten rupees.9 

It is generally held that the Mughal Emperors were the pioneers 
of gardening in Kashniir. In reality, however, long before the 
Sliiilimiir, Nisligt, and other Mughal gardens were constructed, the 
Shgh Mir rulers had already laid out beautiful gardens in the Valley. 
Besides the SulfAns, the merchants and other well-to-do irihabitants also 
had a love for flowers and gardens, and their houses had gardens attached 
to them. Then there were the Rishis, whose habit it was to plant shady 
and fruit-bearing trees wherever they stayed. I11 the gardens planted 
by the Sulgns, nobles, merchants and Rishis, flourished different 

1. J.R.A.S., xxiii, p. 116. 

2. A.N., iii, 831. For crops grown in modern times, see Lawrence, V(ll ley ,  

pp. 330 sqq. With a few exceptions the same crops were grown then as now. 
3. A.A., iii, 353. Fines varieties were not cultivated because their yield was 

smaller compared to that of the common variety, and hence uneconomical 
to the peasants. Similar conditions were present until recent times. 

(See Lawrence, Valley, pp. 333, 335). 
4. A.A., iii, 353. 6. Sriv., p. 274;  also p. 85, stiprn. 

6. Tuxrilc-a-Jnhqtrngiri, ii, 177-8 7 A.A., (Blochniann), p 90. 
8. Tt~znk-a-JnhZngiri, ii, 177-8;  I b i d . ,  i, Q2-3. 
9. Ilnd.,  i ,  92-3. 



varieties of fruits such as apricots, apples, peaches, plums, grapes, 

almonds, and cherries. The flowers that grew wild and in the gardens, 
were narcissus, rose, jasmine, lily, iris, hyacinth, violet, and shamrock.1 

The Condition of the Peasants 
The lot of the peasants in the Valley under the Lohara dynasty 

had been an unhappy one. This was due to a number of causes. 
First, the throne was occupied during that period mostly by weak rulers 

who neglected the administration. Secondly, there were constant civil 
wars which brought great misery to the countryside. Thirdly, apart 
from the heavy revenue demand, the peasants had to pay all kinds of 

taxes and fines.2 But, above all, the most oppressive measure to which 
they were subjected was the system of begzr or corv6e for transport 
purposes. The villagers had to present themselves to carry their 
allotted loads, and if they did not turn up, they were fined to the value 
of the latter at enhanced rates. Only the priests of the temple were 
exempted from the corvCe. This measure was greatly resented by the 
peasants, because it kept them away too long from their paddy fields 
which required weeding or watering and constant supervision.3 

With the establishment of the S f ih  Mir dynasty, the condition of 
the peasants distinctly improved. This was because they were protected 
from the exploitation of government ofhcials, and measures were taken 
to develop agriculture. It is true that after the death of I;Iasan Shah 
till the fall of the dynasty the peasants suffered a great deal due to civil 
wars and foreign invas~ons. But under the strong goverrlment of the 
Chaks prosperity returned to the countryside.* It  was only in the 

reign of Ya'qiib Shah that, owing to the Mughal invasion, cultivatioll 
declincd and the peasants were impoverished. 

However, although the peasant was definitely better off under the 
Sulgns than he had been under their predecessors, or was ever to be 
subsequently, the picture was not as rosy as has been painted by the 

1. T.R., p. 425; Firishta, pp. 640-41; Sharafu'd-Dh, @farm-m, ii, 179, says 

that all kinds of fruits were grown in plenty except omnges and lemons 

which could not be grown on account of the Valley's colrl climate. 
2. Stein, BK. vii, No. 42; BK. viii, No. 1428, 

3. Iblol., BK. v, No. 172 sqq. and nn. 

4. J.R.A.S., xxiii, p.116 
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chroniclers. In the first place, the peasant did not get complete relief 
from the burden of oppressive exactions which seemed to have 
continued in spite of the claims of successive rulers to have abolished 
them. Secondly, the Shah Mir rulers did not put an end to the corvCe. 
In fact, from the time of ShihBbu'd-Din, it was exacted even from the 
f i n j i s  who were required to serve the king seven days in every month.' 
Besides transport, compulsory labour was also taken for collecting 
saffron. Under the Shah Mirs men were forcibly employed to separate 
the saffron from the petals and the stamens, and for this they were given 
a certain quantity of salt as wages. But from the time of G h k i  Shah 
Chak they received eleven taraks of saffron flower, out of which one 
tarak was to be their wages, and for the remaining ten they had to 
supply a quarter tarak of saffron to the government. This custom was 
abolished by Akbar on his third visit to Kashmir to the great relief of 
the peasants.2 

Apart from the burden of corvCe and taxes, the peasants also 
suffered at the hands of floods and famines. The floods in Kashmir 
are caused by warm and continuous rains on the mountains which 
melt the snow and thus innundate the Valley. The area that is 
affected most is below Srinagar where the depression of the land is 
slight. 

The floods were usually followed by famines. But the latter were 
also caused by early snows and heavy rains, occurring at the time of 
the ripening of autumn harvest, thus damaging the crops and causing 
scarcity. During the famines the Sulgns did their best to alleviate the 
misery of the people by opening their grain stores and adopting various 
other relief measures. Nevertheless, the people suffered a great deal. 
and there was a considerable loss of life. The recurrent famines and 
floods marred the record of prosperity under the Sul$ins. 

Population 
It is not possible to give a correct estimate of Kashmir's population 

during the medieval period, for the chronicles do not throw any light 
on this point. They only state that the country's population was large. 

1. See p. 51, .qfipra, Thls custom was abolished by 'Ali S h a  Chak. (B.S., f .  198). 

2. A.A. (Blochmnnn), p. DO. 



Thus the Zufar-niima says that the land was thickly populated,l and 
similarly, Abiil-Fazl speaks of the country's "numerous populationW.2 
Mo.reover, it appears from the existence of innumerable deserted village 
sites that the Valley possessed a larger population under the Sul!ans 
than at present.3 

The population was mainly concentrated in villages, and only a 
small portion of it lived in towns, the largest among them being 
Srinagar called in the Persian chronicles Shahr-i-Kashmir (City of 
Kashmir). The number of villages has been variously estimated. 
Mas'iidi (d,956) says that the number of villages in the Valley stood 
between 60,000 to 70,000.4 Acco,rding to Sharafu'd-Din Yazdi in the 
whole province--plains and mountains together-there were 100,000 
villages.5 The number of villages in the Lokaprakiia is placed at 
66,063.6 This is also the oral tradition of the Brahmans throughout 
the Valley.7 Jonariija also gives the figure as 60,000.8 Dimashqi 
(d.1327) speaks of the Inner and Outer Kashmir, the former containing 
70.000 villages and the latter more than 100,000.0 We can thus safely 
say that there were between 60,000 to 70,000 villages in Kashmir during 
the Sultanate period. The same was the number under early Mugha1 
rule. The decline in the number of villages and consequently of the 
population itself began from the later Mughal or AfghAn period. 

1 Sharafu'd-Din Yazcl?, Zafar-nGma, ii, 177-8. 
a.  A.A., ii, 353. 

3. Stein, ii, 438. 
4. Mm'iidT, Mtcniju'g-&?tub, i, p. 373, ed. and trans. de Meynard. 

6.  Cited in T.R., p. 430. 

In the plains. 
a. Stein, il, p. 438. 

7. IMd. 
8. Jonar. (Bo. ed.) ,  No. 153. 

0. ~z~udu ' l - 'A lam,  p. 254. Ibn al-Wardi and other Mualim writers place the 

number between 60,000 and 70,000. 



CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

HE standardof culture in Kashmir during the Sultanate period was 
very high. The statement of Skvaral that everyone enjoyed poetry 

and attempted to compose verses is obviously an exaggeration, but there 
is ample evidence in the chronicles to suggest that the.re was a general 
appreciation of arts, letters, and music by the people of the Valley. 
The Kashmiris were extremely witty and intelligent, and were always 
ready with some appropriate saying.2 They were very fond of music, 
and possessed great artistic sense.3 They loved learning, and, as 
in olden days, they left their homes for distant places in India, 
TurkisGn, and Persia to seek kno~ ledge .~  The Sulgns were not only 
patrons of art and culture, but some of them were themselves poets 
and musicians. Their courts were adorned with scholars, musicians, and 
painte.rs, while their capital Srirlagar was embellished with magnificent 
palaces, mosques, monasteries, and gardens. 

Persian Influence 
The history of cultural relations between Kashmir and Persia goes 

back to ancient times. This is evident from the tiles of the Hiirvan 
Monastery near Srinagar and from the ancient sculptures of Kashmir 
which bear unmistakably Sasanian characteristics.5 Similarly. Sasanian 
influence can be detected in the use of official designations like dihir or 
divira (after the Persian dahir) and gatijavara (after the Persian ganjwnr)." 

1. ~ r i v . ,  p. 144. 

2. Rernier, TmvrL?, pp. 402, 415; Grierson and Barnett, ~ n l G - G k y h i ,  

Intro. p. 1. 

3. R,Zzi, Haft Iqlim, f .  156a. 

4. Compare this with Hiuen Tsiang's statement in Si -Y-Ki ,  i, p. 148 

(Trans. Bralc ) . 
6.  Kzk. Hnmdbook of Partiih Bingh Mlcaetrm, SrTncrgnr, pp. 4, 65. 
6. Stein, BK. v, No. 177. 



Nevertheless, until the fourteenth century, the dominant note in Kashmir's 

culture had been Indian. I t  was only with the foundation of the 
Sultanate that more profound and endurable links were established with 
the centres of Persian culture,l and, as a result, the Indian influence was 
gradually replaced by the Perso-Islamic element, though it was never 
con~pletely eliminated. 

There were many reasons why cultural contacts between Kashmir 
and Persia during the Sultanate period became much closer than they 
had ever been before. First, the progress of Islam in the Valley was 
intimately associated with the missionary activities of Siifi saints from 
Persia and Central Asia like Bulbul Shah, Sayyid 'Ali Hamaan?, his 
son Muhammad Hamadiini, Mir Shamsu'd-Din and many others. These 
Siifis played an important part in bringing about an Iranian orientation 
of Kashmir's culture, for they were not only the missionaries of IslBm, 
but were also zealous propagandists of the Persian language and culture. 
Secondly, with the spread of Islam in Kashmir, it became natural for 
its Muslim inhabitants to look for their intellectual and spiritual 
inspiration to lands which had become centres of Islamic culture. 
Scholars, therefore, began to visit Hefit, Merv, Samarqand, and 
Bukhiri, which formed part of Persia's cultural empire, to learn at 
the feet of eminent jurists and devout SGfTs, and drink deep from the 
fountain of Persian culture. Thirdly, from the reign of Shihibu'd-Din, 
Persians and Persianized Turks, attracted by the patronage extended 
to them by the Sul?iins, began to enter Kashmir in increasingly large 
numbers. These men exercised great influence on the social and cultural 
life of its people.2 The Valley had also close cultural relations with 
Hindusan, but the latter's influence on her, during this period, appears 
to have been much less than that of Persia and Turkistin. 

Persian Language 

The result of the establishment of these religious and cultural ties 
with Persia and Central Asia was the spread of Persian in Kashmir. 

1. These were not confined to the narrow geographical limits of modern 
Persia, but extended to Central Asia and Northern India and even as far as 
Asia Minor. 

2. Jonar., pp. 57-8. 
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Sanskrit had been the court language under the Hindu kings and under 
the early Shiih Mirs, but from the reign of Shihiibu'd-Din it began to be 
replaced by Persian which became the language of the educated classes, 
and even found its way into the villages. wf iz  was not merely indulging 
in poetic imagination, but was stating a fact when he said1 :- 

The black-eyed beauties of Kashmir and the Turks of Samarqand 
Sing and dance to the strains of Hzfu of Shil-iZz's verse. 

I .  

The greatest contribution to the spread and development of Persian 
in .Kashmir was made by Zainu'l-'Abidin who was himself a poet and 
the author of two prose works in Persian. He made it the state language, 
patronized poets and scholars, and encouraged the translation of 
historical and scientific works from Sanskrit into Pe r~ ian .~  The 
amount of literature produced during his reign was considerable, but 
as very little of it is extant, it is difficult to assess its quality. Stray 
verses of the SulFn and his court poets are found scattered in the 
chronicles, and if they can be any critexia, then Persian poetry ~llust have 
achieved a high standard of development in Kashmir under him. 
Zainu'l- bidin in's son and successor, Haidar Shiih, was also a poet and 
composed a book of songs. The next .ruler Hasan Shiih, though not 
himself a poet, was a man of culture arid patronized poets and learned 
men. The example ,set up by the Sulgns was followed by the nobles, 
who surrounded thenlselves with scholars and set up institutioris of 
learning at their own cost. The queens and the ladies of the upper 
classes, too, were not far behind in their zeal to promote learning. 

Under the later Shiih Mirs, owing to constant civil wars and 
invasions, learning declined, but there was again a revival under the 
shortlived rule of Mirzii Haidar and the Chaks. M i r a  Haidar king 
himself a man of letters encouraged learning. Unfortunately, however, 
the names of scholars attached to his court, or of works produccd under 
his patronage, are not known. Among the Chak rulers the most 
cultured man was Husain Shiih. Himself a poet, he was fond of the 
society of poets and learned men. Mir 'Ali, a poet and a calligraphist, 
came from Persia during his reign and wrote a long poem in praise of 

1. Browne, Lifcrrrr?/ History of Persia, iii, 283. 
2. See p. DO, .q~&pr(c. For more details, see my article in Indo-Imnicc~, vii, No. 3. 



Kashrnir.' Mullfi Biiqi, Mullfi N5mi I, andMullii N5mi I1 were the 
other poets attached to Husain Shfih's court.2 The most important poet 
who enjoyed 'Ali Shih's patronage was Mulli Mehri. Muhammad 
Amin Mustaghni, a Kashmiri, was a courtier of Yiisuf Shih and a good 
poet. Another poet connected with his court was Mirzi 'Ali Khan, 
who was killed in the course of Ya'qiib Shah's war with Rija 
BhagMn DZS.~ BiE TPlib IsfahBni arrived in Kashmir during the 
time of G&i Shah. He was a good poet and enjoyed the respect of 
all the Chak rulers. When Akbar annexed Kashmir, Biibi Tdib went 
to Agra and entered the Emperor's service.4 

But the two most outstanding poets and scholars of the Cliak 
period were &bii Di'Gd Khaki and Shaikh Ya'qiib Sarfi. B i E  
Di'iid, the son of a noted scribe Shaikh Hasan Gana'i, was born in 1521. 
After completing his education, he served for a short period as tutor 
of Nizuk Shfih's son. He then became a disciple of Shalkh Makhdiim 
Ham*. During Ya'qiib Shih's reign he proceeded with Ya'qiib Sarfi 
to the court of Akbar to seek his help against the Kashmir ruler. On 
his ,return he fell ill and died at Anantnag in 1585. He was a learned Sufi, 
and his poetry is permeated with religious and mystical ideas. He was the 
author of a number of books like DastGru's-Silikin, Virdu'l-Muridin, 
Qqida-i-Jaliliyya and others.6 

Shaikh Ya'qub !arfi, the son of Shaikh Hasan Gani'i, was born 
in 1528 and died on July 25, 1594. He memorized the Qur'an when 
he was only seven, and began to compose verses in Persian at the same 
age. He studied in Lahore, SiBlkGt, Samarqand. Mashhad, Mecca, and 
M a m  under renowned teachers.6 He was one of the most learned 
nten of his age, and, according to AbG'l-Fazl, "the greatest authority in 
religious mattersV.7 He was the author in Arabic of an introduction 
to Faizi's Tafsir entitled Sawiili'u'l-llhiim. He also wrote a commentary 

of al-Suhih of Bukfii;and, just before his death, he had nearly completed 

I .  W.K.. f .  61a; T.H., iv, f .  278b. 

2. H.M., f .  160a; T.H., iv, ff. 278b-Da. 

3. H.M., f .  1ROa; T.H., iv, ff. 2798-b. 

4. A.A. (Blochmann), p. 676 and n. 5. w.K., f .  63h; Siifi, ii, 457. 
6. A.A. (Blochmann), p. 651 and n. 2; also Miskin, Trc'rikh-I-Kabir, pp. 170-71. 

7. A.A.  (Blochmann), p. 191; also M.T., ii 266. 
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a commentary of the Qur'iin.1 BadB'ini regarded this work as "one 
of the most wonderful productions of his perfect geniusW.2 Besides 
being a great prose writer, Ya'qiib Sarfi was also a good poet. He 

wrote many ghazals and q q i d i s ,  and completed a khamsa, a series of 
five masnavis in imitation of the khamsa of Nigmi.3 "His genius." 
as Badii'ini observed, "was highly adapted to the composition of 
eloquent p~e t ry" .~  

Sanskrit 
Sanskrit learning in Kashmir began to decline from about the 

middle of the twelfth century; but with the increasing employment of 
Persian as the language of administration and culture, this process was 
further accentuated. However, even after Sanskrit had ceased to be the 
official language, it continued to enjoy the patronage of inany of the 
Sulgns, and Kashmir could boast of a number of great Sanskrit 
scholars.6 It was during the Sultanate period that Jonariija, ~ i ivara ,  
Priijyabhat!a, and ~ u k a  wrote their chronicles. Besides writing a 
historical work, ~ k v a r a  also translated JSmi's Ycsuf-u-Zulaikhci into 
Sanskrit, and co~npiled Subhiisitdvali containing extracts from the works 
of more than 350 poets, both Kashmiri and Indian.6 Among other 
important works of the period, mention must be made of Jagaddhar 
Bhai's Stliti-Kusurnciiijali written in 1450. and of Sita Kanfha's 
Bdlahodhini written in 1475,7 and of Varadariija's S;'vas~itra- 
Virttika composed in the fifteenth century.8 It must also be noted 
that, despite the growing popularity of Persian, the use of Sanskrit 
both for private and official purposes did not cease for a long 
time. 111 fact, very often, it was employed side by side with 
Persian. A number of Muslim graves of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries are still in existence in Srinagar and Bijbehiira which bear 
bi-lingual inscriptions: Sanskrit at the top, and Persian at the bottom. 

1. M.T., i i i ,  200-1; SEfi, ii, 360. 2. Ibid., iii, 201. 
3. Ibid.,  p. 200 and n. 1. 4. I b i d . ,  iii, 360. 
5. s ~ s t r i ,  Idnzcgflksi-Gyh.y(z-SEtras, Intro. p. 3, (Ka.shrnTr ge?-ies of Texts  and 

slzcdics, No. XLix) . 
6 .  Buhler, Rcpoyl. on Tour, p. 61. 
7. This information was supplied to me by the Research and Publication Dept. 

Srlnagar. 
8. Kash.nl?r Beries of Texts and Studies,, No. XWii. 



Stein refers to a deed of sale of as late a date as 1682, written in both 
Sanskrit and Persian.' Similarly, there is preserved in the Srinagar 
Museum a bi-lingual will of Shaikh Makhdiim Hamza, a great Kashmiri 
saint, dated 9841 1576, and written on birch-bark. The Sanskrit version 
in the Sara& characters on the right side cannot be deciphered, but the 
Persian text on the left is partly legible. In spite of these instances, 
however, it cannot be denied that Sanskrit fought a losing battle in the 
Valley, and by the end of the seventeenth century its use and study had 
become confined to a very small number of Brahman priests. Another 
efiect of the spread of Persian was that it led to an d u x  of many 
foreign words into Sanskrit. As already mentioned, owing to Sasanian 
influence, some words lrke dabir and ganjwar had come into official 
use in Kashmir during the Hmdu period. Now with the establishment 
of the ShZh Mir dynasty, a much larger number of Persian words 
began to find their way into the Sanskrit language. Thus those parts 
of the LokaprukZSu that were written during the Sultanate period 
contain many new words like ShZhi, khawcis, Surutrcinu (Sulfiin) and 
Silah-dZr. These are not to be found either in those portions of the 
LokuprakciSu whose authorship has been assigned to Ksernendra, or 
in Kalhana's Rijutururigini.2 Similarly in the Sanskrit chronicles of 
Jonaraja, ~rivara,  Pr?ijyabha!!a and Suka, we find the use of a large 
number of Arabic, Persian and Turkish words like khdtoriii (Khcitfin),3 
hhclnugiha (khGriqcSh), Mulliku (Mulik), rnusjeda or trzusCdcihu (triusjid), 
triuJrasci,4 rav&va (rabib).6 

Kushrniri Poetry 
We have seen that while Sanskrit was the language of culture in 

the time of the Riijiis, its place was taken by Persian during the 
Sultanate period. Kashrniri, however, remained. as beforc, the mother 
tongue of a vast majority of the population. In fact, under the influence 
of Persian, it grew richer, and owing to the patronage it received at 
the hands of the Sulpns, it was able to develop a respectable poetic 
literature of its own. 
1. J R.A S . .  1900, pp. 187 sqq. 

2. Indhchc B t ~ d ~ c ? w ,  xviii, pp. 294, 347, 350. 

3. ~ f i v . ,  p. 157. 4. Ibiol., pp. 225-7. 

5. I b i d . ,  p. 136. 
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The oldest author in Kashmiri seems to be Lalla Ded,l for there 
is no reference in the chronicles of any earlier writer. She was a great 

poetess, and her poems are full of deep and philosophical meanings. 
But she expressed her thoughts in the simple language understood by 
the common people. That is why her verses are, even today, in every 
one's mouth in the Valley and quoted as sayings or maxims in the 
course of conversation. Her verses contain a large number of Sanskrit 
wo,rds,2 but the later poets, particularly the Muslims, increasingly make 
use of Persian.3 They model their poetry on Persian metre and employ 
Persian metaphors, similes and imagery. However, they do not 
remain indifferent to the indigenous legends and romances and to the 
appeal of their surroundings.* 

Niiru'd-Din Rishi, Lalla Ded's contemporary and the patron saint 
of the Valley, was also like her a poet and enriched the Kashmiri 
literature. His sayings, which are religious and didactic, are like 
those of Lallii Ded on the tip of every Kashmiris tongue.5 

The first secular poem to have been written was Bdndsuravadha 
in the time of S u l m  Zainu'l-'Abidin, who gave encouragement not 
only to Persian but also to the Kashmiri language.6 Another work of 
his reign was Mahdnayaprakiia by Sita Kanfha. But some persons 
think that it was written before the fifteenth century. Two other 
works of Zainu'l-'Abidin's period, of which mention has already been 
made, were Nothosoma Pandit's Jainacarita and Yodhabhafta's 
Jainaprakciiu.7 

In the Chak period the most outstanding poetic genius was Habbii 

1. Grierson, Linguistic S?trz,ey of India, viii, part ii, p. 237. 

2. She sometimes uses Persian words like SJuik'ii7. (Verse 15) .  

3. NEru'd-Din uses words like Tiskkh (Persian, 'Tisl~iq) and EnlukZn. (Kar~l, 

Krtsh?)liri Lyrics, verse, 1 0 ) .  Habbii KhEtEn uses words like pyila, shisha, 

a~cm,hul, gzll, bultn~l, dil, d i i r  etc. (Ibid., Verses, 43-45, 58, 6 8 ) .  
4. Kaul, Knshvniri Lyrics, Intro., p. xv. 
6 .  See Kaul, Kn~hntiri Lyrics, for some specimens of his songs; also Tagkira-i- 

Mnahii'ikh-i-Kavhv~lir by Nasib. 

6. Grierson, Ling~ti?tic 8?crlley of India, viii, part ii ,  p. 237. 

7. See p. 89,  8q~pt.a. 
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KhZtiin, the queen of Yiisuf Shgh. It was she who introduced 'Lols'l 
or love lyrics in Kashmiri poetry, and on the advice of Sayyid Mubilrak, 
a Siifi, she began to experiment with Persian metre. While the lyrics 
of 'La112 Ded and Niiru'd-Din Rishi are mystical and didactic, Habbi 
Khiitiin's 101-lyrics sing of human love, its disappointments, yearnings 
and fulfilment. They are full of emotion, music, rhythm and melody, 
and are sung even to this day by artisans, peasants and boatmen. 

Education 
Education was widc-spread in Kashmir during the Sultanate 

period. Kings and nobles vied with each other in opening schools and 
endowing them with jiigirs for their maintenance. As a result every 
village had a school. At the same time higher education was not 
neglected, and in Srinagar there was a University. Monasteries were 
also centres of learning where education was imparted to students by 
able teachers.2 

The system of education and the courses of study were the same 
as in the t?radrascis of India, Turkistiin, and Persia. Generally at the 
age of five the child was put into thz school where he was taught the 
Arabic alphabet and to read thz Qur'h.3 He had then to learn the 
traditional sciences. Dogmatic Theology ('Ilmu'l-Kulirn, 'Ilmu'l-Taw!tid), 
interpretation of the Qur'iin (Tafsir), Tradition (Hadis), Jurisprudence 
(Fiqh). But physical sciences were not neglected; and boys were 
trained in archery, swordsmanship, and horsemanship.4 The heads of 
the institutions were eminent scholars, and students came from India, 
Hefit. and Turkist2n to learn at their feet." 

The first Kashmir Sult5.n to have established ~nadrttsus in 
dfferent parts of the Valley was ShihBbu'd-Din.6 Tn addition he 
founded a college in Srinagar called Madrasatu'l-Qur'iin for the stutly 
of the Qur'in and @zdis. When Qufbu'd-Din came to the throne. he 
established a college in his new capital of Qufbu'd-Dinpir and 

1. It Is a Kashmiri word meaning "a complex of love. longing, and fl tugging 

at the heart." (Kaul, Kashmiri Lyrics, Intro. xi). 

2 .  K k u G r i q w ' ~ - ~ i k h ,  f .  155b; W.K., f .  41a. 
3. Tagkirn-i-M?~lEi Raina, ff .  5118-b. 

4. Xbid., f .  513a  5. H.M., f.  118b; W.K., f .  41a. 
6. N.A., f .  29b; G.A., f .  110b; alao S.A., p. 10. 
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appointed Pir Wji Mubarnmad Q5ri as its Principal. It had a hostel 

attached to it where board and lodging was free for both teachers and 
pupils. The college existed till the establishment of the Sikh rule in 
Kashmir when, owing to lack of patronage, it had to close down. 
Another educational institution of this period was called 'Urwatu'l-Wusq2 
which was founded by Sayyid Jamiilu'd-Din Mubaddis who had come 
to Kashmir with Sayyid 'Ali HamadSni and had been persuaded by 
Qutbu'd-Din to stay in the country. Qufbu'd-Din's son and successor, 

Sikandar, opened many schools, and founded a college and a hostel 
attached to the JBmi' Masjid which he had built. Mull2 A f ~ l  BukhBri 
taught in this college, and the village of NB@m was assigned to him 
as j2gir.l 

But the Sulpn who did mast for the spread of education in the 
Valley was ~ainu'l-'kbidin. He opened a school near his palace in 
Naushahr, and placed it in charge of Mauliin8 Kabir. The Sulgn 
himself occasionally went there to attend the MaulBnB's lectures. For 
the maintenance of the school, and for the granting of scholarships to 
deservihg candidates, he created an endowment with Maulan5 Kabir 
as its trustee. The institution survived until the middle of the seven- 
teenth century. In addition to this school the SulfBn also founded a 
college in Zainagir, and a large rnadrasa at Sir in Dachhanpir near 
TslBn~abiid with Mull5 G h k i  Kh5n as its principal. Another place 
where education was imparted was the hospice of Bii& Ts~nfi'il Kubravi, 
who later in the reign of Hasan Shah became Shaikhu'l-IslBm. The 
fame of his learning was so wide-spread that students came to study 
under him from HerBt, India, and Transoxiana. Jt was the measure of 
Zainu'l- bidin in's interest in education that he did not hesitate to give 
generous grants to institutions even outside the Valley. Thus to 
Madrasatu'l-'Ulim at Siiilk6t he contributed six lakhs of rupees, while 

his queen, T5j KhBtiin, gave away her valuable necklace. Besides the 
mn(irasas, the Sulgn also opened technical schools where people were 
taught paper-mak'ing, book-binding. and other arts which he had 
introduced into the country. 

During the reign of Hasan Sh8h also a number of rnadrasas were 

founded. Gul KhBtfin, the mother of the SultBn, Hay5t KhBtin, his 
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queen, Shah Begum, the wife of his prime minister Malik Ahmad, and 
nobles like Nauriz and Tfizi Bat took great interest in education 

and established schools at their own expense. Sul$in Hasan Shiih 
himself founded Madrasa-i-Diiru'sh-Shifii at Pakhribal on the Dal Lake, 
and appointed Biibi Ismii'il Kubravi as its head. The revenues of 
Biighiit-i-Miilkhana, lying between Nauhatta and the Dal, and of the 
village of Bil-hama in the L i r  pargana were assigned to  it. 

The Chak rulers, too, like the Shgh Mirs, were great patrons of 
education. Thus Husain Shih improved the Daru'sh-Shiffi founded 
by Hasan ShBh, and, in addition, opened a college to which he assigned 
the revenues of Zainapir. The college had a library and a hostel, which 
were also endowed. The principal of the college was Fatbu'llih 
HaqqBni and his assistant was Akhiind Mull3 Darwish. 

Minor Arts 
One of the main achievements of the Sultanate period lies in the 

field of minor arts. But unfortunately it is not possible to trace the 
history of their development, as very few works of art of this period 
are extant. A flo~irishing textile art had existed in Kashmir since 
ancient times. The Kashmiri woollen cloth was famous for its warmth 
and durability, and is said to have been worn by the SaGnian army.' 
Kashmir is believed to have learned sericulture f.rom the Chinese during 
the time of the Riijiis, but ~ainu'l- bidin in improved the manufacture 
of silk by introducing better methods of weaving, and by importing 
the decorative designs from Persia. As a result Kashmir became 
famous for its silks.2 

As regards the shawl industry, no conclusive evidence can be given 
of its origin. According to local*tradition, recorded during the nine 
teenth century, the first Kashmiri shawls were produced by TurkistAn 
weavers who were invited by ~ainu'l-'Abidin to settle in the Valley.3 
It is also stated that the shawl industry was founded by Sayyid 'All 

1. J.R.A.S. (Bombay), xix, p. 241. 
2. s*., p. 151. T.A., iii, 457, says that very fine silk threads were produced 

in Kashmir during this period. 
3. Hugel, Travels in Kmhmir, pp. 116-19; also Journal of the Royal Society 

of  Arts, lxxx, p. 309. 
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Hamadin? in 1378.1 However that may be, one thing is certain: that 

the shawl industry did not exist before the thirteenth century, for there 
is no reference to it either in Kalhana's Riijatarahg@ or any other 

source; and that it was developed under the patronage of the Sullins 
with the help of weaversewho came from Persia and TurkisEin. These 
immigrants not only introduced new patterns but also a new technique 
-the twil-tapestry technique-which has a parallel in Persia and Central 
Asia but nowhere in India and Piikistiin.2 It is, however, impossible 
to trace the I~istory of the development of this industry, because no 
shawl of a date earlier than the later half of the seve~lteenth century 
now survives. Farom ~r ivara  we only learn that under ~ainu'l- ' ibidin 
Kashmir had become famous for its shawls.3 When the Mughals 
conquered the Valley the shawl industry was in a well-developed state. 
From t h s  period onwards its development can be followed without 
much difficulty. But that is beyond the scope of this work. 

The art of tinned metals used in northern India and Kashmir was 
introduced from Persia.4 The Muslims use copper cooking and eating 
vessels; and hence these have to be tinned before they can be 
employed with safety. The ewers of KashnCr are mostly in red copper, 
embossed, enamelled, and tinned. Their handles are of brass, and 
represent the head and tail of a Chinese dragon,5 while the floral decora- 
tions and forms are mainly Persian. But these decorations are scattered 
with such profusion as to show that the influence of the Hindu art has 
been retained. Thus from a study of the metal-works of Kashnlir it 
appears that the three ancient civilizations-Persian, Chinese, and 
Hindu-met in the Valley, but the influence of the first overshadowed 
that of the other two, although it was modified by the native mode of 

1. Jamnau and KashmTr S tn tc  Handbook, p. 309. 
2. See for more details, the excellent article by John Irwin, The Kashlllir S7~c~wl.s 

(The Marg, vi, No. I, pp. 43-50). 

3. SI~V., p. 161. 
4. George Watt, Indian Art Exhahition (1903),  p. 16. 
6.  Ujfalvy, L'AFt dcs Cuiwes  Arvciens au Cachenme,  p. 10. But Duhousset, 

Les Arts Decol'alifs nzc Petit-Thibet nu. Cachemere, p. 386 (Revue Id'Ethno- 

g m p l ~ i e ,  Sept.-Oct., 1882) says that these handles represent a dauphin and 
not a dragon. 



expressi0n.l But this should not lead us to think that the Kashrnies 
were mere imitators. On the contrary, while they accepted foreign 
influence, they developed their own style. Thus some of their ewers 
are different from those of Persia; in fact some of their shapes are found 
nowhere in Asia. Moreover, Kashmiris excel in enamelling which 
did not find much favour with Muslim workers in Persia and elsewhere.2 
They also decorate their vases in a particular fashion which distinguishes 
their work from that of India and Persia. Thus the art of Kashmir 
has also its original side. As Ujfalvy observes: "With Islam came 
Perso-Arab art in Kashmir. The people, the most ingenious, perhaps in 
the entire world and certainly in Central Asia, found themselves in 
the presence of admirable models, and with their marvellous talent 
for imitation and execution they set themselves to work and create for 
their daily use a series of objects of art which soon surpassed the 
originals".3 

In addition to the art of tinned metals, that of wood carving also 
flourished during the Sultanate period. There is evidence to show 
that this art existed in Kashrnir in ancient times; and since most of 
the edifices were built of wood during the medieval period, it continued 
to be cultivated. The only specimen of that period that has survived 
is the door of the mosque of Madani bearing fine carvings and lattice- 
work. The existence of fine jali-screens in the JBrniL Masjid and the 
mosque of Han~adani show that these buildings must have possessd 
similar screens before, for when they were rebuilt during the Mughal 
period thz original features were retained. As regards other minor 
arts, tradition credits Sulgn ~ainu'l- bidin in with having introduced 
many of them. However, it is impossible to review them as not a 
single specimen of that pcriod has survived. 

Painting 

It is impossible to enter into a demled dscussion of Kashmir 
painting since not a single wo,rk of the Sultanate period has survived the 
devastating cataclysms of civil strife and foreign invasion.4 However, 

1. Ujfalvy, L'Art des Cuwrea Anciens nu Cachemere, p. 26. 

2.  Itr id . ,  p. 29 ;  The Legacy of lshm, p. 122. 
3. Ujfalvy, p. 28. 

4. SGb, il, 555, says that in the Victoria and Albert Museum there is a 
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there is evidence to show that Kashmir had maintained a high artistic 
tradition for centuries and had its own style. Mull3 Jamil was a famous 
painter in the service of ~ainu' l- '~bidin.1 Akbar had a group of five 
painters from Kashmir, but we cannot assess the irdluence, if any, which 
the Kashmir style of painting exercised on the Mughal school.2 However, 
as Brown says: "Very delicate effect is said to have been obtained by 
the Kashmiri painters. They allowed water to stand until it had 
completely evaporated, leaving a slight sediment, which they used as a 
background tint to the profile of a portrait, as it left a faint but charming 
contrast of tone between the flesh colour and the groundV.a 

Calligraphy 
The Sulpns of Kashmir were great patrons of the art of calligraphy. 

But unfo.rtunately not a single manuscript of calligraphic significance 
has survived. However, some mosques and tombs still bear Persian 
and Arabic inscriptions in elegant nasklz and nusta'liq, which show 
that the art of calligraphy had been carried to a high degree of perfec- 
tion in Kashmir. From the inscriptions of the reigns of Zainu'l- 
'Abidin and Hasan Shah it appears that only the naskh style was 
cultivated during that period; but under the later Shah Mirs and the 
Chak Sulpns it was the nasta'liq style that came into vogue. During 
the time of Zainu'l-'Abidin a number of calligraphists came to the 
Valley from Persia and TurkistZin and were given jigirs. The Sulgn 
had a number of copies made of Zamakhshari's commentary of the 
Qur'iin.4 The greatest calligraphist of the Chak period was Mubarnmad 
Husain who, when Kashmir was annexed by the Mughals, entered the 
service of Akbar. The Emperor was so much impressed by the grace, 
beauty, and symmetry of his compositions that he conferred upon him 
the title of Zarrin-qalarn (Gold-pen).= Another noted calligraphist of 
the Chak period was 'Ali Chaman Kashmiri. He, too, was patronised 

remarkable set of twenty-four paintings which were produced in Kashnlir 
before the Mughal conquest. But according to Mr. John Irwin, Assistant 
Koeper, Indian Section, "the Museum possesses nothing of Kashmiri 
origin (except a few shawl pieces) earlier than the 19th century." 

1. T.A., iil, 439. 2. Brown, Indian Painting under the Mughals, p. 121. 

3. Ibid. ,  p. 189. 4. Siifi, il, 558. 
6. A.A. (Blochmann), p. 109. 



by Akbar.1 Under Jahiingir and Shiihjahiin also some of the most 
prominent calligraphists were of Kashmiri origin. 

Sculpture 
The relief.2 illustrated elsewhere in this book, was found in Ushkur, 

near &r%nGla, by Father de Ruyter of the Church Mission School at 
Efimiila, and is the only piece of sculpture belonging to the Sultanate 
period that is extant. It bears the equestrian portrait of a warrior on 
horseback. The man is shown wearing two garments: a tight inside 
tunic with a high collar joined with a hook; an upper coat with short 
sleeves, heavily embroidered, fastened by a girdle in four folds around 
his waist. The legs are unfortunately broken, but a portion of the 
lower garment, probably a sirwil, which comes down in angular folds, 
can be discerned. The man is armed with a bow, a quiver full of 
arrows, a big sword, two daggers, a battle-axe, a mace and a shield. 
The horse is shown caparisoned with a richly embroidered cloth, tied 
to the body with belts. The relief is reminiscent of a Central Asian 
horseman both from the point of view of costume and the treatment of 
the figure. It also throws light on contemporary military equipment. 
The inscription on the slab is in the ~ g r a d a  script, and bears the date 
of Friday the ninth of the dark fortnight of Magha in the year 82 of 
the Luukika era which corresponds to A.D. 1506. 

ARCHITECTURE 
The Sulgns of Kashmir, like the Great Mughals, were great 

builders. But unfortunately, with the exception of a few tombs and 
mosques, all their buildings have perished. The architecture of their 
period can be divided under two heads: ( 1 )  The masonry style (2) The 
wooden style. One of the buildings belonging to the first category, 
which still exists, is the tomb of ~ainu'l-'Abidin's mother in Srinagar. 
Although it is constructed on the plinth of an ancient temple, the brick 

1. Ibid. 
2. My attention was directed by Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterjee to the existence 

of the relief in the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania. The 
Curator of the Museum very kindly sent me a reproduction of it 8s well 
a s  a Copy of the University Museum Bulletin in which the relief has been 
described in detail. I am obliged to Dr. K. K. Ganguli of Calcutta University 
for helping me to write the description of the relief. 
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structure above the plinth is built in the style of a Muslim tomb. With 

the exception of the niches on either side of the gateway, which are like 
those found at Mgrtand, the pointed arches in each wall-face and the 
brick arch over the gateway are all Islamic. The outer walls are studded 
at intervals with glazed blue bricks, while the whole structure is 
surmounted by four small cupolas and a large central dome. But all 
the domes possess more or less the same features. The central dome 

is placed on a lofty drum, the wall of which is pierced by arched 
openings. The walls underneath the accessory domes are decorated 
with blind arcades. Below the arcades is a moulding and a dentil 
decoration. This feature-the cupolas at the four comers with a dome 
in the centre-appears for the first time in this building in the history 
of Indo-Muslim architecture. The next appearance, with slight 
modifications, is in Sher ShBh's tomb at Sasarim. 

Another building in Srinagar representing the masonry style is the 
tomb of Sayyid Mubammad Madani, who came as an envoy to Kashmir 
from Madin2 in the reign of Sikandar. Constructed in 8481 1444, it is 
now in a dilapidated condition; but until recently it possessed two 
interesting features. The first was its coloured tile-work which was 
introduced from Persia and was different f,rom the tilework of the 
Mugha1s.l The tilework of this tomb is in square units with various 
brilliant colours, such as blue, red, brown, green and yellow. on the same 
piece; whereas the tilework of the Mughals, being almost invariably cut 
in small irregular shapes to fit the different forms and colours of the 
design, has the appearance of mosaic. 

But the most significant feature of the building was the representa- 
tion of a beast in polychrome tiles in the southern half of the spandrel 
of the archway in the east facade. The body of the beast is of a 
leopard. and the trunk is that of a human being whose head, chest, 
and shoulders are missing. but who appears to be shooting with 
a bow and arrow at its own tail which ends in a kind of dragon's 
head, while nearby a fox is quietly looking on from among flowers 

1. Now only half a dozen tiles are left on the building. A few are in the 

Srinagar Museum, but the rest have been taken away by the people as 
sacred relics. The tiles in the Patna Museum belonging to this building 
appear to be of the Mughal period. 



and cloud-forms. The background of the representation is blue, 
the leopard's body is yellow with green spots, the trunk of the man 
is red, the dragon's head and the fox are reddish brown, and the flowers 
are of various colours. The use of cloud-forms and dragon's head are 
suggestive of Chinese and Persian idluence.1 

It was, however, not the masonry style but the wooden style of 
architecture that was more common in the Valley. Although building 
in wood was not unknown in Hindu times, it became more popular 
under the Sulws. This is perhaps due to the fact that buildings 
constructed of wooden framework are less liable to fall in earthquakes 
than an edifice of brick or stone. Mo,reover, the change of religion 
required "the hasty erection of buildings for public worship on a much 
larger scale than had been required by Hindu ritual; wood was abundant 
and easily worked; hence its substitution for stone, and the fashion, 
having once set in, continued to spread after the occasion for it had 
ceased".2 

The mosques and tombs are all built in a similar style. They are all 
square in plan. But while the mosques of Madani and H a m a a d  are 
self-contained square buildings, the Jgmi' Masjid at Srinagar consists 
of a group of square buildings, enclosing a spacious courtyard and 
connected together by a colonnade. The walls are constructed some- 
times of masonry and sometimes of logs laid across each other horizon- 
tally, the spaces between the logs being in some cases filled with brick 
wark. Since the Kashmiris were ignorant of the art of joinery, the logs 
were generally fastened to one another by a stout wooden pin. Nor 
did they adopt any other means like struts, trusses or diagonal members 
to secure lateral rigidity. The roofs of these buildings are covered with 
turf laid on birch-bark which is impervious to both rain and snow. The 
birch-bark is placed on boards which are supported on rafters. The 
ceilings of the chambers are supported by high posts, all of single 
deodar trees, which enhance the beauty and grace of the buildings- 
The pyramidal roof is surmounted by a steeple; and the finial, which is 
covered with metal, is in the shape of an outspread umbrella. 
The steeples have sloping gables projecting from the sides. Window 

1 .  Archaelogicd 8irrvey of  India Report, (1906-7), pp. 163-4. 
2. Cnlculrta Review, 1872, p. 30. 
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openings and balustrades possess fine jali screens. The angles of the 

eaves are ornamented with wooden pendants suspended from the 
comers, and almost immediately beneath the eaves project heavy cornices 
corbelled out from the wall-face on logs laid crosswise forming a dental 
crown. This form of Kashmiri architecture is very similar "to the 
wooden buildings of other mountainous countries like NepZl, Norway 
and the Austrian Tyrol. But this does not mean a common origin. 
The fact is that the characteristics, such as the methods of laying logs, 
stepped roofs, and the employment of birch-bark and turf as roof 
covering, and many other features, were independently evolved in 
Kashmir because of its special climatic conditions and the easy 
availability and abundance of timber. I t  would also be wrong to suggest 
that the architectural style and method of constructing these buildings 
were borrowed from Buddhist pagodas. For, in the first place, by the 
time of the Sulgns not a single pagoda was in existence in the Valley; 
and in the second, the architecture of the pagodas is quite different from 
that of the wooden buildings of Kashmir. 

The mosque of Hamaw in Srinagar, better known as Khiinqtih-i- 
MuLallB, which stands on the right bank of the Jehlam on an irregular 
masonry foundation, is a typical example of the wooden architecture of 
the Valley. Exclusive of its verandahs and extensions, it is in plan a 
square, of seventy feet side and is two storeys in height, which up to the 
eaves is nearly fifty feet from the ground. The pyramidal roof 
projecting over the whole structure is built in three tiers, and is 
surmounted by an open pavilion for the mu'aggin, over which rises 
the steeple with its finial 125 ft. from the ground. Around the building 
are higher structures such as arcades, verandahs and porticos, their 
openings being filled with lattice work. On the ground floor is the hall 
which is rectangular in plan measuring 63 feet by 43 feet, the original 
square having been reduced by the construction of small chambers on 
its north and south sides. The interior hall has no great significance 
from the point of construction, but its tapering eight-sided ornamented 
posts, the arched and recessed mihrib, its panelled walls and ceilings 
painted in mu1 ticoloured designs, and the valuable prayer carpets of 
different colours on the flo0.r give it an air of elegance arid dignity. 

The J5rniL Masjid of Srinagar, built by Sikandar in 1400, contains 



all the typical features of the Kashmiri wooden style already described, 
while preserving the conception of the orthodox mosque plan. It was 
many times destroyed by fire, but was each time restored. The final 
reconstruction was effected by Aurangzeb who seems to have retained 
the original plan. The building consists of a courtyard some 
240 feet square, surrounded on all four sides with wide colonnades. 
The outer wall is of masonry, having projecting entrances on all three 
sides except the west. The main entrance is on the south side and 
consists of a recessed portico leading across the colonnade into the 
interior courtyard. A series of arched arcades with a clerestory goes 
round the courtyard, but in the centre of each side there is a square 
frontage containing an archway, while above it is the usual pyramidal 
roof and steeple already described. Of these four structures the one 
on the west, which is the largest, denotes the position of the nave of 
the sanctuary. This is entered through the great archway, and is 
contained within a double range of tall wooden posts, with an arched 
mihrib occupying the interior wall, thus giving an air of spaciousness 
and breadth to this portion of the building. But the real greatness of 
the conception lies in the lofty colonnades extending around the entire 
building. They are composed of ranges of high and graceful posts, 
each made out of a single deodar trunk, varying from 25 feet to 50 feet 
in height, all amounting to 378 in number. The whole structure, owing 
to its breadth and spaciousness, its stately proportions and its graceful 
columns, is most impressive. 

The mosque of Madani is another edifice constructed of wood and 
adjoins the tomb of Madani which has already been described. 
Its heavy corbelled cornice is very much like that of the mosque of 
Hamadfin?. This mosque is in a very bad state of preservation. 
An inscription on the doorway suggests that both buildings were 
erected at the same time in 8481 1444. The mosque was also, like the 
tomb, built on the site of an old Hindu temple, and just as two carved 
stone columns have been used in the inner chambers of the tomb, so 
some similar columns have been used in the porch of the mosque. 

Tho bridges in Kashdr were constructed according to the cantilever 
principle. The main supports or piers are formed of layers of deodar 
logs resting on a foundation of uncemented stones ericlosed in a 
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triangular wooden frame. The layers are laid alternately lengthwise 
and across, each p.rojecting slightly beyond the one immediately beneath 
it. This contrivance gives the piers the shape of an inverted pyramid, 
and, by reducing the span, permits the logs to be .laid across one pier 
to the other, thus forming the roadway. Until 1952 two bridges built 
on the old pattern existed in Srinagar. But the floods of that year 
washed away one of them called Fath Kadal, the third bridge, and a 
new one was constructed in its place. The sixth bridge, know11 as 
Ndu Kadal, was rebuilt towards the erlcl of 1954.1 

Music 
The medieval period saw a great developrllent of music in Kashiiiir. 

The Sulpns were great patrons of music and tlieir courts were tilronged 
with nlusicians from various parts of India, Ccntral Asia, and Persia. 
Sulgn ~ainu'l-'Abiclin was a great lover of rilusic and occasionally held 
niusical concerts. His son and successor Haidar could play excellently 
on musical instruments, while his grandson, Hasan ShBh, who was 
a musician, invited great artists from the Deccan so that they might 
introduce new elements in Kasluniri music and thus enrich it. w s a n  
Shah had even a music department of which ~ r iva ra  was the l ~ e a d . ~  
Mirzi Haidar Dughlat also did a great deal for the development of  nus sic 
in the Valley. But perhaps the greatest patron and connoisseur of 
illusic among the medieval rulers of Kashnlir was Yiisuf Shah. His 
queen Habb5 KhBtfin was a great musician and introduced the melody 
of RZst Kashmiri. With the downfall of the Chaks, owing to the 
absence of royal patronage, Kashmiri music did not achieve any further 
development. 

Kashmiri music is the product of diverse elements, which have 
blended with one another. But the chief contribution to its develop- 
ment was made by Persia and TurkisM.3 In fact, the main schools 
of music in the Valley were founded by the k n i  and Tiirilni nlusicians in 
the time of SultBn ~ainu'l-'Abidin.4 

The classical music of Kashmir is known as SufiZnu KalZrti, which 
1. There are still some small bridges over the canals built according to the old 

pattern. 
2.  ~ r i v . .  p. 231. 3. Knshmir, Iv, No. 6 ,  p. 135. 

4. A.A. (Blochmann), p. 68On. 
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borrowed its style from Persian music.' It has about fifty-four maqcimrit 
(modes), out of which some are like the Indian rigas, and bear Indian 
names like Bhairavin, Lalit and Kalydn, while others have Persian 
names. as for example, Isfahini, Dfigih, Panjgih, 'Irtlg, Riist-i-Fcirsi 
and Sehgiih.2 The most prevalent tiils are Sehtiils, Nimdlir, DCr-i-Khafif 
and Turki zarb. These tils are different from those of India. The 
b6ls too are different. Moreover, unlike the Indian classical music, 
the Sificina Kalirn is always sung in chorus.3 In this respect Kashmiri 
music is unique. Formerly singing was done to the accompaniment 
of Hifig Naghrna, a dance which expressed the meaning of songs by 
physical movements. The accompanying instruments are Dhukrci 
Santlir, Sit and Sitk.4 Other musical instruments common were 
Mizmcir (a kind of flute) and Tarilb~r (lute or guitad.8 The most 
popular instrument used in folk music is the Rabdb which was borrowed 
from Persia. 'ud, which was introduced in the time of Zainu'l- 
'Abidin,6 is also common. The most popular types of folk music are 
the Chhakkri, TambCr Naghrna and Bacha Naghma, all of which are 
sung in chorus with often a little dancing. Among these the most 
common is the first which is sung in spring to the accompaniment 
of the Rabib.7 

1.  Kclshmir, iv, No. 6, pp. 135-7. 
2. MirzZ Nfl.$r, Bzihllru'l-~lhEn p. 15. All these maq'ims are included in the 

mqZim7it of Persian music. See Twuk-i-Jahnungiri, ii, p. 148, where 
reference has  been made to the use of Indian musical modes. Also see 

ZnntTinn, vol. 27, No. 164, pp. 194-95. 

3. Knshn~ir,  iv, No. 6; Tuzuk-i-J&-ngiri, ii, p. 148. 
4. Knshmir, iv, No. 6 ;  Ibbd., i, No. 14. 
6. B.S., f. 268; Tuzuk-i-JahZnqiG, ii, p. 148. 
6. Sriv., p. 136. ' o d  was probably an  Iranian instrument. In H i j Z  it was 

borrowed from F r a  which was predominantly under Persian influence. 

7- Kashmir i, No. 14 and iv, No. 4. RabZb was specially favoured in ~ h u r a z n p  

and I t  must have been introduced Into Kashmir from there in the time of 

Zainu'l- bidin in. It was, however, a national instrument of the Ambs. 
(See Far.mer, History of  the Arabkzn Music, p. 210). 



CHAPTER XIV 

CONCLUSION 

E have seen that the Sultanate was founded in K a s h i r  not as a W result of foreign invasion, but by a coup d'ktat from within the 
country. Hindu rule in the Valley had been in a decadent state for 
nearly two centuries before the rise of the Shgh Mir dynasty. The 

kings who occupied the throne were weak and their ministers corrupt; 
the Brahmans were dissatisfied with the ruling class; civil strife was 
almost continuous; trade languished, and agriculture was at a standstill. 
It was on account of these factors that Shah Mir, though a foreigner 
whose religion and culture were quitc different from those of the 
inhabitants of Kashmir, was able to seize power and lay the foundation 
of his dynasty. Tired of civil war and anarchy, the people not only 

did not resist him, but they greeted him as a saviour, and willingly 
submitted to him, hoping that he would give them peace and good 
government. For the same reason his successors also continued to 
enjoy popular support, and no attempt nas made to overthrow their 
power. 

Tlie Kashnliris wcre not, on the whole, disillusioned in their new 
rulers, for under the able rule of Shah Mir and his successors trade 
revived, agriculture flourished, the burden of taxation was lightened, 
and life and property were rendered secure. Moreover, Kashmir 
under them once a g a i ~ ~  opcned its doors to foreign influences from 
Persia and Turkistiin. This led to a clash of cultures, which resulted 
in a fresh renaissance in the country. Owing to the fusion of the old 
and new elements a new type of architecture and music came into 
existence; Kashmiri language was enriched; but, above all, great 
Progress was made in painting and the minor arts. 

The impact of this foreign culture was so profound and 
far-rcaclling that even today the people of Kaslln~ir bear its impress. 
I I i c t  dress, lnarl.iage and nlorals. manncrs aid customs, art and 

litcraturc were all affected by influences which radiated fronl Persia and 



Turkistiin. But in many respects the changes brought about were only 
superficial: they were more in form rather than in spirit. There was 
change but no violent break. Customs, language, beliefs and practices 
were too deeply embedded in the pcople to be uprooted and 
replaced. The Kasl~lniris assimilated the new values, but the past 
was not eliminated; it was allowed to blend with the new. The result 
was the emergence of a society which, though differing from the old, 
was rooted in Indo-Kashmiri traditions. This is evident from a study 
of the Kashmiri language and literature, art and architecture, religious 
beliefs and social life. 

The government in medieval Kashrnir was an enlightened secular 
despotism. The rulers for the most part ignored the advice of the 
'UlamZ, flouted the Shari'a, and pursued policies which were dictated 
not by religious but by practical and political considerations. From 
the contemporary accounts it is clear that the Sulgns drew their 
inspiration not from the Islamic ideals but from the monarchical 
traditions of India, Kashmir, and Persia. 

The society in this period was feudal' and based on class distinctions; 
but, unlike contemporary societies, slavery did not exist. The king ant1 
the nobles led a very cultured life. They were interested in literature, 
played chess and polo, and cultivated music and the arts. However, in 
matters of sex, their outlook was on the whole puritanical. They showed 
no special inclination for the delights of the harem; they kept no 
concubines; and they hardly ever degraded themselves by indulging in 
licentious revelries. The influence of the 'Ulamci and Siifis was great, 
but it was generally confined to social and religious matters. Artizans 
and merchants, though forming a respectable section of the society, were 
politically unimportant. The peasantry, which formed the bulk of the 
population, being exposed to the hazards of floods and famines and 
exploitation by government officials, did not enjoy that well-being 
to which they were entitled by their labour. The period was 
characterised by great religious toleration. With the exception of 

1. I have used feudalism here in the sense that power in Knshmir w t ~ s  mainly 
tlerivecl from land, and the conferring of jzgirs was a very important social 

nnd political institution. But this feudalism s h o ~ ~ l d  not he confused with 

the feudalism of Weatern Europe which had quite a different basis. 
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Sikandar who persecuted the Hindus, Mirzii Uaidar who tyrannised 
the Niirbakhsl~iyas and Shi'ites, and Ya'qiib Shah who was intolerant 
towards the Sunnis, the Kashmir rulers adopted an extremely liberal 

policy. The KashmStis were superstitious, and were exploited both by 
the M u E  and the Pandit. Witty and i~itelligent, they were then, as 
now, very active and industrious. They were also very charitable; and 
they were so hospitable that they would not touch food without a guest. 
However, not only were they suspicious but also hostile towards 
foreigners, and it took a long time before their suspicion and hostility 
gave place to confidence and friendliness. The Kashmiris were brave 
and good fighters, and the lack of martial spirit which foreigners have 
attributed to them in modem times, is not due to any innate deficiency 
of courage, but is the result of a long period of political servitude. 

Extent of the Kingdom 
The Sulgns of Kashmir, like most kings, desired self-aggrandise- 

nient. But there werc two factors owing to which they could not fully 
realize their ambition. First, Northern Tndia was during this period 
ruled by the Sul@ns of Delhi and later on by the Mughal~ who were 
more powerful than the rulers of Kashmir. Under the circumstance, the 
latter never embarked on a career of conquest. It was only ShihZtbu'd- 
Din who tried to extend his kingdom beyond the Sutlej, but he met 
with such resistance that he had to withdraw. No Kashmiri ruler 
ever again made an attempt to follow his example. The other factor 
which set a limit to the policy of expansion of the Sultiins. was 
the geographical situation of Kashm-r. Since the Valley was surrounded 
by layers upon layers of huge mountain walls, the invasion of the 
countries beyond then1 was a difficult task. Even if an invasion was 
undertaken, as was done by ShihBbu'd-Din, it could not effect any 
permanent occupation, for it was impossible to control distant countries 

across high mountain ranges from the Kashmir Valley. Thc arca of 
operation of the Sultans was, therefore. confined to the sub-montane 
regions adjoining Kashmir on the west and the south. 

The extent nf the kingdom over which the Sul!Sns exercised 
authority varied from time to time. Shah Mir and his son 'Ala'u'd-Din 
ruled only the Kashniir Valley. Since they were prc-occupied with 



internal problems of law and order, they never attempted to extend their 
kingdom. It  was Shihiibu'd-Din, 'Uu'd-Din's son, who, after con- 
solidating his position at home, embarked on a career of conquest. 
The kingdom which he brought under his rule was retained by his 
successors and the Chaks with occasional changes of boundaries. Thus 
their kingdom comprised the following territories : -(l) The Valley of 
Kashmir which was the heart and centre of the whole kingdom. 
(2) The region of the Outer Hills which extended from the Ravi in the 
east to the Jehlam in the west and comprised Jammu, Rajauri and 
Pinch. (3) Bhadrawiih, the Valley of the Chinab, and Kishtwiir which 
lay between the Outer Hills and the high ranges around the Valley of 
Kashmir. (4) Ladakh and BaltisMn. (5) The Kishangangii Valley 
and the Pakhli region which lay between the upper courses of the 
Jehlam and the hdus.  

Of this kingdom only the Kashmir Valley, and later on Lohara 
(Pinch). were directly administered from Srinagar, while the rest of 
the territory was governed by its own Rajijas who, however, paid tribute 
to the SultBn. It is important to remember that it was the policy of 
the kings of Kashmir to exercise some kind of control over the territories 
surrounding the Valley because of their economic and strategic impor- 
tance. Thus Lad2kh was necessary fo,r Kashmir because it supplied 
wool required for the Kashmin' shawls, and was the centre of Kashmir's 
trade with Tibet, China, and TurkisGn.1 The control of Pinch, 
Rajauri. and Jammu was necessary, for these places served as a spring 
board for an invasion of Kashmir. Moreover, the occupation of Piinch 
and the hilly areas around Kashmir was also required as they were 
inhabited by turbulent tribes, who were accustomed to swoop on the 
Valley. plunder its inhabitants. and carry off women and ~hi ldren .~  But 
despite all this, the hold of the SulFns over these territories, on account 
of the difficulties of communication across the high mountain barriers. 
was always weak and loose; and it ceased to exist during periods when 
the Valley was torn by civil strife and ruled by fecble kings. 

CAUSES OF THE FALL OF THE SULTANATE 
The Shah Mir dynasty produced from Sharnsu'd-Din to Zainu'l- 

1. See the section on Trade under Chapter XII. 
a. stein. BK. i NO. 317n.; h v . ,  pp. 278, 334-35. 
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'&din a succession of able rulers who, by reducing the crushing 
burden of taxation and by maintaining a fairly regular system of 
administration, guaranteed to the population a period of relative 
tranquillity after the chaos and misrule of the Lohara period. But under 

the successors of ~ainu'l- bidin in, who were weak and incompetent, 
the state of the country reverted, with short interludes of stability, to 
that which had existed before the establishment of the Sultanate. 
Haidar Shah, his son, and Hasan ShBh, his grandson, spent most of 
their time over the wine cup or listening to music, and neglected the 
administration which was left into the hands of their unscrupulous 
courtiers who robbed the people to enrich themselves. Mubarnmad 
ShBh. FatQ Shah, and the subsequent rulers, though not dissolute, proved 
incapable of controlling those elements which were leading the kingdom 
to its fall. The result was that the Shah Mir dynasty was overthrown. 
The Chaks, who succeeded, at first ruled with wisdom and firmness, 
but the fourth ruler, Yijsuf ShBh, passed his time in ease and luxury 
and neglected public affairs. His son and successor Ya'qfib, though 
possessed of great energy and courage, was self-willed and intolerant, 
and was, therefore, unable to counter the dangers, both internal and 
external, which threatened the country. 

One of the causes of the downfall of Hindu rule in the Valley had 
been the failure of the kings to crush the Diimaras. Lalieditya had 
laid down that the villagers should not be left with a greater food 
supply than was required for one year's consumption, rior more oxen 

than were wanted for the tillage of their fields.' This he had done in 
order to prevent the growth of a landed aristocracy which might cause 
him trouble. But unfortunately his successors did not act on his 
principles; nor did they adopt any other measures to check the power of 
the feudal lords. Shah lWr and his successors also made no attempt 
to strike at the ba~is  of the system. The only thing which they did was 
to crush tlie turbulent chiefs and grant jsgirs to those families who 

were preparcd to serve them faithfully. They also tried to keep them 
weak and dependent by a policy of divide and rule. This system 
workcd well so long as the rulers were strong, but after the 
death of ~ainu'l- bidin in. when the throne was occupied by weak 

1 Stein, BK. iv, Nos. 347-52. 
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kings, it broke down, for the internal feuds revived, and the country 
was distracted between the warring houses struggling for the possession 
of the Sulbin. In the end, through this welter of confusion. the Chaks 
emerged victorious by defeating their rivals, the Miigres and the Rainas. 
They at first ruled in the name of the Shih MTr SulfBns, but soon 
afterwards they themselves assumed sovereign powers and founded 
their dynasty. 

The Chak rule, it must be rememlxred, was based on the hegemony 
of the Chak tribe. ?'he Chaks, as a rule, unlike the Shah Mirs, did 
not raise to prominence any other family other than their own. In this 
way they endeavoured to make their rule strong and stable. But 
unfortunately this system, too, did not last long, because internecine 
dissensions and rivalries started, and the members of the ruling house 
did not hesitate to make common cause with the rival families against 
their own kinsmen. This led to constant conflicts, and as a result 

the country was once more plunged into chaos and anarchy. It was 
left to the Mughal Emperor Akbar to establish law and order by 
destroying the feudal system and substituting in its place rule by the 
Mughal officers. 

The lack of any definite and fixed rule of succession caused 
no small measure of social and political chaos and instability 
in the kingdom. Shamsu'd-Din had established a precedent by 
nominating his eldest son Jamshed as his successor. But his 
younger son ' A l ~ d - ~ n  refused to acknowledge Jamshed as 
Sulpn, and himself laid claim to the throne. This led to civil 
war. Shihfibu'd-Din made a new departure by dcpriving his own 
sons of the throne in favour of his brothel- Qufbu'd-Din. Similarly 
~ainu'l-'Abidin designated his younger brother MabmCd as his heir- 
apparent. But when the latter died, he declared his second son Hgji 
K b n  his successor to the exclusion of the eldest, Adham Kh5n. And 
soon afterwards. since HBji revolted, he proclaimed Adhanl his heir- 
apparent. However. in the end, disgusted with all his sons he refused 
to nominate any one, leaving t k  title to the throne to be decided by 
force of arms. On the other hand. ~ainu'l-'Abidin's grandson, Hasan 
SMh. left it to his queen to choose a ruler after his death, although his 
own preference was for Fat! Khin, son of Adham KhBn. since his own 
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sons were minors. When he died, Sayyid Hasan, the Wazir and brother 

of the Queen Mother, set up Hasan Shiih's son, Mubarnmad S h a ,  as 
ruler. But this did not prevent Fatb Khan from claiming the throne. 
The result was that for thirty years the country was plunged into almost 
conti~luous internecine wars. 

Under the Chaks also there was no fixed rule of succession. 
Ghazi ShBh, the founder of the dynasty. appointed his brother Husain 
Shah as his successor. When Husain Shiih became Sul-, he tried to 
divert the succession to his own son, but failed because his brother 
'Ali Shah rose in rebellion against him and seized the throne. Before 

he died, 'Ali Shah had his son Yiisuf crowned as lung. But Abdil, 
his brother, put forth his own claim to the throne on the ground that 
it was the practice in the family that when a ruler died his brother 
succeeded him. This led to an armed conflict with Yiisuf. Althougll 
he was killed and Yiisuf was victorious, other rnenlbers of the lateral 
branch of the Chaks were not wanting in advancing their titles to the 
throne. Yiisuf Shiih's son and successor Ya'qiib had to contend with 
the rival claimants, and this was one of the reasons why he failed to 
nlobilise all the fo.rces for the defence of the Valley against the Mughals. 

The sectarian discord between the Sunnls and the Shi'ites also 
contributed to the downfall of the Sultanate. Until the end of the 
fif t en t  h ccntu ry the Muslin1 populatiorl of Kashmir consisted mainly 
of Su~mis, the Shi'ites being numerically and politically urlirnpor tant . 
But with the arrival of Mir Shanlsu'd-Din in 1502, the number of 
ShiLites gradually increased and they became po'litically influential. 
This roused the hostility of the Su~mi' chiefs who, incited by tht: orthodox 
'UlumLi, callle into conflict with the ShT'ite nobles. However, we must 
bc careful not to overemphasize thc importance of the religious factor, 
for, lhougll religious dilferences added to the confusion in Kashmir, 
the main causes responsible for the civil wars were the personal jealousies 
and ambitions of the feudal chiefs. That is why we find that very often 
the alignment of forces cut across religious differences. Thus, at  first, 
in the reign of Mirz.3 1;lalclar. thc Su~lrti and Slli'lte chiels were pitted 

agairist onc anothcr, but later 011, realising that Mirzi Haidar was 
cxploiting thcir diricrcrlccs in order to consolidate his position, they 
joinctl togctllcr and overthrew him. 
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Under the Chak rulers also, owing to the liberal policy pursued by 
them until the time of Yiisuf Shah,l the internecine conflicts were not 

in the least influenced by religious considerations. It is true that the 
affairs of Yiisuf Aindar and Q e i  Habib embittered the relations between 
the two comn~unities.~ When Ytisuf was executed, the Shi'ites were 
filled with great resentment against the Sunnis; and similarly, when 
later on. QZzi AlmZs and QBzi GanB'i were executed for having 
sentenced Yiisuf to death, it created great bitterness among the Sunnis. 
However, it did not lead to any armed conflict. In fact, the ill feelings 
engendered by these events would have been forgotten had it not been 
for Ya'qtib Shah who began to pursue an intolerant policy towards 
the Sunnis. He first of all tried to compel Q Z i  Miis2 to recite'the 
name of 'Ali in the public prayers, and when this was refused, he 
reopened the question of the death sentence pronounced on Ytisuf, and 
had Mti.s2 put to death. This turned the Sunni 'UlamZ and nobles 
against Ya'qiib. As a result, some of them proceeded to the court of 
Akbar and requested him to annex Kashmir, and when the Emperor 
sent an army for its invasion, they acted as guides. 

The continuous discord and civil war weakened the administration, 
adversely affected trade and agriculture, and caused a decline in the 
ger~eral prosperity of the Valley. Another serious consequence of this 
internal strife was that it led to foreign invasions and to the eventual 
conquest of the Valley. On Hasan Shih's death one group of nobles 
set up his son Mubarnmad Shah on the throne. But shortly afterwards 
the latter was replaced by Fatk~ Shah who was supported by another 
party. Thrice Mubamrnad Shah became ruler, and thrice he was 
deposed. Finally, early in 1517, he proceeded to the court of Slkandar 
Locli (1489-1517) and sought his help. After this it became a common 
practice with the Kashmiri princes and nobles to proceed, on being 
defeated by their rivals, to the courts of the Delhi Emperors and invoke 
their help. In 1540, while Abdiil Mggre brought a Mughal army from 
the Punjgb under M i r a  Haidar, his rival KZji Chak secured the aid of 
Sher Shih. This invitation of foreign troops proved disastrous to the 

1. A.N., ti], 763. 
2. I t id . ,  ~ u k a ,  p. 304, also notes the Sh?'ite and Sunni difference3 during the 

reign of Ya'qGb S h a .  



independence of Kashmir, for although Mirzi Haidar came as a 
deliverer, he made himself master of the country. After the fall of 

M i r a  Haidar, when the Chaks came to power, Kashmir was again 
subjected to foreign invasions througl~ the invitations of its discontented 
rlobles and princes. But these were repelled by the courage and 

resourcefulness of 'fdi Raina, Daulat Chak and GhZzi Chak. 
In January 1580, Yiisuf Shiih, driven from his country, proceeded to 
Fathpfir Sikri and sought the help of Akbar. This was readily given, 

and although it was not employed, it provided the Ernperor with a 
casus belli for the invasion of Kashmir. Yiisuf's successor, Ya'qib, 

carried on a valiant resistance against the Mughal armies, but owi~lg to 
the internal disunity, he failed to drive out the invaders. The result 
was that ICashmir lost her independence. "People say", w:ote Du Jarric, 
"that this kingdom was one of the most formidable in these parts, and 
that the Great Mogor would never have been able to subdue it but for 
the factions which existed anlong the inhabitants".l 

For centuries Kash~nir, protected by its mountain ramparts, had 
livcd an isolated life, little affected by the outside happenings. The 
invasions of the Arabs, Ma1)tnfid of Ghazni, and T i m 3  had passed 
her by, while the rise and fall of dynasties in the plains of Hindustsn 
had failed to disturb the course of her history. But with the Mughal 
conquest her isolation was ended, and henceforth she came within the 
orbit of Indian politics. Kashmir lost her separate identity and became 
like any other province of the Mughal Empire. while Srinagar sank 
to the status of a provincial town. 

Another effect of the fall of the Sultanate was that the Kashmiri 
ruling families of Chaks, MZgres, Rainas, and Dars were replaced by 
a hierarchy of Mughal officers who became responsible for the adniinis- 

tration of the country. Besides, thc defence of the Valley, too, was 
undertaken by the Mughals. The result of this was that the Kashn~iris 
gradually lost their martial spirit and fighting qualities of which they 

had given proof on many occasions in their struggles against the 
invaders. Furtlicrmore, Kashrnir during the Sultanate period had 
achicvcd a high standard of culture, but with the disappearance of her 
intlc~c11dcncc. her culture gradually declined. Sri11aga.r delluded 

1. Du Jarric, Alcbtrr nnd ~ h c  Jesuits, p. 76, 



of poets, painters, and scholars, who had once adorned the courts of 
the Sulttins, because, owing to the absence of local patronage, they were 
compelled to leave the Valley and seek their livelihood elsewhere. 
They entered the service of the Mughal Emperors, and added to the 
brilliance of the imperial court, thereby precipitating the cultural 
impoverishn~ent of Kashmir. 



APPENDIX A 

THE NURBAKHSHIYA SECT OF KASHMTR 

HE founder of the Niirbakhshiya sect was Sayyid Mubammad b. 
Muhammad b. 'Abdu'll2h who was born in @'in in Kohisan in 

795 A.H.11393 A.D. After finishing his education he became a disciple 
of KhwZja Ish3q of KhatlBn, who was himself a disciple of Sayyid 
'Ali Hama&ni.l K h d j a  IshZq gave him the title of "Niir Bakhsh" and 
conferred upon him the mantle of Sayyid 'Ali Harnadiini, and then 
acclaimed him as the Mahdi, the Lord of his time, and ImZm. 
But this brought Sayyid Muhammad Niir Bakhsh to the notice of 
Shiih Rukh, Timiir's son and successor, who had hi111 thrown into 
prison. As he did not completely renounce his pretensions, he had 
to undergo thrice long terms of impriso~irncnt; and it  was only at 
Shah Rukh's death in 850 A.H. 1 1447 A.D. that he finally secured his 
freedom. He then settlzd in Ray where he died in 869 A.H.11464 A.D. 
at the age of seventy-three. He was succeeded by his son Shah Q2sim 
as his Khalifa (d.98 1 A.H. I 1573 A.DJ.2 

The Niirbakhshiya moverrlent was of a nlystical character. 
Sayyid Mu$ammad Niir Bakhsh clainled to have seen the divine light 
and to have received the esoteric teachings of 'Ali through the ImZti~ 

Ja'far-i-SZdiq. He believed in SGfi pantheism and in the renunciation 
of this world's vanities. To achieve ' 'f~lnG," the merging of the Self 
into the Divine, it was necessary to submit completely to the will of 
the Mastcr, and then to undergo a long course "of service, solitude, 

1. See for his life A. A. Hik~net ,  Les Vogages d'un Mgstique Persrhn dc  Hamadin 

r ~ i c  h ' ~ ~ s h ? ~ i r  ( L a  Jo~irncrl A.~intiqtie, ccxi, pp. 54 f f ;  also Yaghmla, iv, No. 8, 

pp. 337 f f ) .  

2 For  :I tietailed account of the life of Stlyyid Muhammad Niir Bakhsh, see 

MirzE Ma'giirn, TarZ'iq~h'l-Haqii'iq, pp. 143-44; and Niiru'll?ih Shiishtari, 

M(~)cdis?&'l-MU'?)~inTn, pp. 313 ff. See also Muhammad Shafi, The NiirbakhsihZya 

Rcct (Ot'aontnl College M a g n z h e ,  Feb. 1025).  The article in the  Encycl. of 
I . d ( c l j t ,  vol. i i i ,  is mainly based on the M ~ z l ; i l t . v ~ c ' l - M ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ i n ? n .  
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meditation, and companionship." The organisation of the Nlrbakh- 
shiya khinqihs was similar to that of the khinqcihs belonging to 
the other Sufi orders; and the Zikr ceremonies of the Nlrbakhshiya 
also resembled those performed by the Sfifis belonging to the Qidiri, 

Kubravi and Naqshbandi Orders. But their most important ceremonies 
were performed during the Araba'in, when new members were 
initiated into the Nfirbakhshiya mysteries, whole night vigils we,re 
maintained, prayers offered, and lectures delivered with quotations 
from Ghazziili, Bisami, and Junaid. Ghazals too were recited during 
these days. and they had such an effect that the Sfifis went into 
ecstasies and started dancing.1 

In his teachings, Sayyid Muhammad Niir Bakhsh was also 
influenced by Shi'ism. Like the Shi'ites he believed that the Imam 
should be immaculate, just, brave, the knower of all things, and a 
descendant of 'A17 and Ffifima. He enjoined love for the Ahl-i-Bait 
(the family of the Prophet), and both he and his followers never 
ceased emphasizing that their object was to spread the religion of 
Muhammad and the Twelve 1mZms.a The Nlrbakhshiyas celebrated 
Mubarram, and some of them even wore black dress as an 
expression of grief for the martyrdom of Husain.3 They practised 
Mut'ah, reviled 'Aisha, the wife of the Prophet, and the first three 
Caliphs. However, like the Sunnis, they accepted the Ijrnii' or the 
consensus of opinion, though they rejected the practices forced upon 
by the rulers and represented as the result of ljmci'. Their claim 
was to revive the teachings of Muhammad, enforce the Shari'a, and 
root out innovations and accretions that had crept into IslBm.* Their 
ideas are contained in the work known as Fiqh-i-Ahwat . 6  

1. Tuhfabwl -Ah&b, pp. 120-24.  The MS. is not folioed but paged, and there- 
fore I have referred to page numbers. 

a. NGnl'llW ShEshtari, MajiiZWIMuJmWrL, p. 315 ; Tuh/cttuJ1-A hbEb, pp. 20. 23. 

Nfiru'lllih ShGhtari regards Seyyld Muhammad as a Shi'ite, but this i q  

Incorrect, because the latter's pantheistic ideas and his claim to be an ~m=m 
and a Mahdi were completely 09posed to the Shi'lte doctrines 

3 &fajiilisu'l-Mu'rnmin, p. 317. 

4. I b i d ,  315;  T#+fatrc1l-AhbiFb, p. 20. See also Ta'rikh-i-Rash?&, but 
Haldar is not always just to the mrbakhshiya. 

6. Tltkirtt~'1--Ahb-iih, p. 3.  



The Niirbakhshiya sect in Kashmir was introduced by Shamsu'd- 
Din who was born in the village of Kund near Solghan. His father 
was a Miisavi Sayyid, and his mother came from a Sayyid family of 
Qazvin.1 No details are available of his early life, and how he was 
converted to the Niirbakhshiya beliefs. However, it appears from 
his subsequent career that he must have received good education, for 
we know that he was eloquent of speech and a man of learning. These 
qualities brought him to the notice of SulFn Husain M i r S  Baiqarii 
(1469-1506) of Heriit, who took him into his service and sent 
him as his envoy in 1481 to the court of SulFn Hasan Shah of 
KashnCr.2 He stayed in the Valley for eight years. Being an 
envoy he could not carry on his missionary activities openly. He 

therefore preached secretly, and converted B a k  Ism8'il Kubravi and 
&bi 'AliNajjiir to his faith. He was however found out, and owing 

to the hostility of thz orthodox 'Ulunzi, he was compelled to leave 
Kashmir.3 On his return to Herit he aroused the suspicions of 
Sulgn Uusain Mirzi on account of his religious vizws. Alarmed at 
this, Shamsu'd-Din left the Sultin's service, and went to live with 
Sh2h Q5sin1, the sun of Sayyid Mul!amniad Niir Bakhsh, at Ray. 
Meanwhile, news came from Kashniir that BSba Ismii'il, whom he had 
appointed as his representative, had renouncd the Niirbakhshiya 
beliefs and had relapsed into orthodoxy.4 As Shamsu'd-Din possessed 
first-hand knowledge of thc Valley, Shah Q2sim directed him to proceed 
there and revive and spread the Niil-bakl~sliiya ideas.6 Slianisu'd-Din 
was however anxious to go to Baghdiid and take the place of MaulBn8 
Burh5nu'd-Din who had died. But on Shah Qasinl's advice and 
insistence, he agreed to proceed to Kashmir.6 

Shanisu'd-Din left Ray about thc end of September, 1501, accom- 
panied by a nuniber of 5ufis and their familiex7 On the way he 
paid a visit to the tomb of Tm2m R a g  at Mashhad. He then travelled 

1. E.S., f .  6Oa. 

2. T?c!~f(tl!r'l-AbbTih. p 13;  also W.K., f .  36b; and B.S., ff. 60a-b. 
3 T I I ! ~  frrtfc'l-A!~biTb, p, 4 .  4. Ibid., p. 6. 

5 I h M . ,  p. 8. 6. Ibid.. pp. 14-16. 

7. Cliaks maintainetl that the  hook w a s  not written by Shamsu'd-Din. But this 
is incorrrrt. See Firishta, p. 647 (Barnby Edition). 
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to Qandahfir, and from there proceeded to MulGn. Thence he set out 
towards the Salt Range, and after spending his winter there, he entered 
Kashmir early in the spring of 1502 by the Piinch-Bgdmda route.' 

On reaching Srinagar he won the confidence of B i E  'Ali Najjir 

who handed over to him all his disciples.2 But the most important 
convert that he made at this time was M i i a  Raina, a powerful noble 
of Kashmir, who gave him money to carry on his work, 3 and 
land at  Jaddi Bal to build a khcinqih. The foundation of the hospice 
was laid in 1503-04, and it was built the next year.4 But in spite 
of the initial success, Shamsu'd-Din had to face great obstacles later on. 
He was opposed by Sayyid Muhammad Baihaqi,5 Muhammad Shilh's 
prime minister, and by the orthodox 'Ularmi who were hostile to the new 
creed. Sayyid M*ammad had, on the advice of the 'Ulami, opposed 
the construction of the Khinqih-i-Niirbakhshiya by Shamsu'd-Din, 
and had only given him permission on account of Miisii RainB's 
idluence.6 However, he raised all kinds of difficulties in the way of 
Shamsu'd-Din's activities, and even began to persecute his followers. 
Shamsu'd-Din therefore left Kashmir with fifty of his followers, and 
went to BaltisMn where he continued his missionary activities, and 
succeeded in converting many of its Buddhist inhabitants to his 
creed. He remained there for two months until the defeat and 
death of Sayyid Muhammada in 1505, when at the invitation of 

1 .  To~hfutu'l -AhbZb, pp. 24-25 .  

2. During the absence of Shamsu'd-Din, BZbZ 'Ali had remained, unlike 

BXbE IsrnH'iI Kubravi, attached to the new creed. (See ~ r ~ j d & ~ ' ~ - ~ ~ ~ m i f i i n  

(MS.),  f. 67b.). 

3. Trchfnttc'l Ahb&'b, p. 29.  

4 .  Ibid., p. 64. 

5. The Baihaqi Sayyids came to Kashmir during the reign of ~ u l t x n  Sikandar 

(1389-1413). They mallied in the royal family, and played an important 

part  in the political affairs of the Valley. 

0. TtchfadtzbJZ-Ahh?ib, 54-55. 

7 .  IMd. ,  pp. 63-84. 

8. When this news was communicated to Shamsu'd-Din, he was so angry with 

the messenger that he belaboured him for bringing such a bad news. 

Shamsu'd-Din, unlike m m o n  expectatlong, felt sad and prayed for the long 
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Miia  RainZ he returned to Srinagar. Shamsu'd-Din's great oppor- 
tunity came when MiisB RainZ became prime minister after thc fall of 
Shanls Chak. During the period he remained in power, he gavc 
full support to Shamsu'd-Din in his activities. A further source of 
strength to the latter was the conversion of Tiiji Chak and other 

Chak nobles. Thus by the time Shamsu'd-Din diedl the Niirbakhshiya 
had gained a strong footing in the Valley. After his death his work 
was carried on by his son DiiniyZl and other of his Khalifas. 

But the Niirbakhshiyas suffered a great setback in the time of 
M i r a  Haidar DughlZt, who persecuted them thinking that if there 
was uniformity of religion in Kashmir there would be peacz in 
the c o ~ n t r y . ~  After the fall and death of Mirzi3 Haidar in 1551 the 
Chaks began to play a dominant role in the politics of the Valley, and, 
as a result, the Niirbakhshiyas were once again permitted to preach 
and practice their religion freely. But, meanwhile, a great change 
had come over the Nurbakhshiya beliefs. Under the influence of 
Persia where Shiih Ismii'il, the founder of the Safavid dynasty (1502- 
1736), had declared Shi'ism or the doctrines of the Twelvers as the 
state religion, the Nurbakhshiya took on increasingly the character of 
a Shi'ite movement. It gradually shed those of its doctrines which 
were in conflict with Shi'ism, until there was nothing left to distinguish 
it from the latter. Thus the Chaks, who enjoyed a brief spell of power 
in Kash~mir and who had been converted to the Niirbakhshiya by the 
efforts of Shamsu'd-Din, called thenlselves Shi'ites.3 Whell Ak bar 
conquered the Valley in 1586, there were still some Niirbakhshiyas4 
left, but in the course of time they disappeared, some becoming Sunnis, 
while others embracing Shi'ism. In remote areas. however, where 

life of the sons of Sayyid Muhammad who had survived the civil war. 

(B .S . ) ,  ff. 76b-77a; Tuhf@!uJl-AhbEb, p. 70. 
1. Tuh fntu'l-Ahbiib does not record the date of Shamsu'd-Din'sdaath. But from 

a study of the work it appears that he must have died just before the first 

invasion of Kashmir by MirzE Haidar in 1533. (See alro N.A..  f .  69b) .  
2. H S., f .  l l l b .  Sep pp. 137 sqq. suprci, for details of this persecution. 
3. Firishln says that during his time most of the soldiers were Shl'ites. The 

C h a k ~ ,  who were Shi'ites, maintained that Shamsu'd-Din was a Shi'ite. 

4. A.A., ii, 354. 
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external influences had some difficulty in penetrating, the Niirbakhshiyas 
survived, but their beliefs and practices were greatly diluted by the 
influence of the local Sumi communities.1 

1. For the NTirbakhshTyes in modem times, see Cens~rs of Intlia, 191 1 ,  Val. XX, 

KeshmTr, part, 1, p. 105; and Biddulph, Tribes of Ihc Hindu K l l . ~ h ,  p 126 



APPENDIX B 

CURRENCY, COINAGE, WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

Currency. 

P ERSIAN annals of Kashmir hardly throw any light on the monetary 
system under the Shah Mirs and the Chaks. The little information 

that we get is from Abii'l Fazl's Apin and from the four Sanskrit 
chronicles. 

The monetary system of Kashmir did not u-ndergo any basic change 
under the Sulffins, but remained more or less the same as it had been 
under the RijBs.1 The coinage under the Sulgns consisted almost 
entirely of copper, the copper coins being called Kasiras or Pinchhus.2 
But the unit of the Kashnlir monetary system was the cowrie, which 
was used for fractiorial payments or rnin0.r purchases.3 Zainu'l- 
'Abidin is said to have struck coins in lead and brass. Silver coins 
were uncommon, while gold coins were rare. In fact, it should be 
noted that gold and silver did not form an important part of the 
actual coined currency of Kashmir. However, it appears that under 
the Chaks silver and gold coins were more in use than under the 
Shah Mirs. This is probably due to the close relation with the Mughal 
Empire.4 

The Kashmir currency under the Sulgns consisted of c.iinZr, 
hZltagarli, pinchhrr, harh, sa'sun, lakh, and crore. The following were 
their values : -- 

1 2 Diniirs - I Ba'hagani 
2 Rcihagani =- 1 PLinchhu 
4 PGnchhu = 1 Hath 

10 Hafh -== I Sa'sun 
100 Sdsrrn - 1 Lnkh 
100 L l k h  10,000,000 1)itlcir.s or 1 Koti (Crore) 

1. See Stein, ii, 308-28, for more details about the monetary system of I<nshrn;r 
2. Ihid., 312, 315. 
3. ~ r i v . ,  p. 101; see also Stein, li, 324. 4. Ibid., 318. 
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In addition to these coins other types of coins were also used. 
Thus, copper pieces of Toramiina were current under the Sulgns before 
the time of Hasan Shih. But the latter, finding that they were no longer 
circulating, struck a new coin called dvidiniri made of lead.1 There is 
also reference in the chronicles to ashrafis and tankas which Mubarnmad 

Shah's queen spent to erect a khinqih for MZr Shamsu'd-Din.2 Some- 
times bullion took the place of gold and silver coins. Thus under Sikandar 
and Zainu'l-'Abidin the Jizya was paid in silver. Under the Chaks 
it was paid in panas. But what coin is meant by the papa is not cleara3 
Rice was also employed in payments of rents, fines, and interest. All 
wages and salaries were paid in kharwirs of rice. Thus the monetary 
system of Kashmir. though based on the cowrie unit, was represented 
in its main bulk by a copper coinage and was supplemented in all 
important transactions of public business and private life by kharwirs 
of rice.* 

Coinage 
On the basis of the coins of the Kashmir SulGns, hitherto 

obtainable, the conclusions arrived at by Rogers, ~ a n e ~ o o l e ,  Wright. 
and others still remain unchallenged. It is therefore difficult to say 

anything beyond summarising the views of these writers. Fresh light 
can only be thrown in case some new and varied specimens are 
unearthed. 

No coins of the Kashmir Sulgns are known to exist earlier than 
those of Sul@n Sikandar. The silver coins bearing the name of Shams 
Shah should be regarded as belonging to Shamsu'd-Din IT and not to 
Shamsu'd-Din I, the founder of the Sultanate in Ka~hmir .~  The 
Kashmir coins possess certain characteristics which distir~guish them 
from the coins of the Sulms of Delhi. In the first place they are 
extremely inartistic. As Rogers observes: "Kashmiris were the 
worst diesinkers of the worldW.e Moreover, the coins vary very little. 
and there is a certain monotony about them. Secondly, they are not 
very helpful in fixing the dates of accession and regnal periods of the 

1. 8riv.. p. 228. 2. S.A., p. 48. 3. Stein, 11, 318, and n. 48. 

4. I M d . ,  328. 5. J.R.N.S., xlll (vth series), p. 281. 
6 J A.S.B., lxv (1896), p. 223. 
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rulers. This is due partly to the fact that the dates on a large number 
of coins are not legible, and partly because the same date is employed 
by successive rulers. No consideration was paid to chronology when 
the Sultiins struck coins in honour of their predecessors.1 

Copper Coins 
The copper coins are very common. However, as they are not 

obtainable in a legible form, they are not useful in fixing the chronology 
of Kashmir. They are round in shape with an average diameter of 8" 
and weight varying from 71 to 100 grams. The obverse has a bar (a 
line across the middle of the coin) with a central knot of arabesque 
design. The knot is in some cases elaborate; in others it consists of a 
carelessly fo.rmed circle. The name of the king is written below the 
bar, but above come the word Sulfa'nu'l-A'zam. In every case, except 
that of Zainu'L'Abidin, the word Sha'h is added to the name. But 
zainu'l-'Abidin is the only Sul@n who calls himself Nri'ib-i-Amiru1l- 
Mi'minin. The reverse is occupied completely with "Zarb-i-Ka.~hnzir" 
and the year is added in Arabic words. The coins of Husain SGh, 'AW 
Shiih, and YCsuf Shah mention the year in Persian instead ofArabic.2 

Although some of the coins of ~ainu'l-'Abidin conform to the bar 
and knot form, he was the only ruler to have introduced a new type. 
He not only struck coins in copper, but also in brass. His coins have 
the word zarb crossed by the word Kashmir, and around these words 
is a quarterfoil lozenge with elaborate knots in the outer carners.3 Tn 
some of his coins on the obverse the names and titles are in double- 
circle, surrounded by a circle of dots.4 Unlike ~ainu'l- bidin in's silver 
coins, which have the date 842 A.H., his copper coins bear 841 and 
851.6 What is the significance of these dates. it is impossible to say. 
A copper coin of Mubammad Shah and Fath Shah bears the date 
87411470.6 This must have been coined in honour of Haidar Shah 
who reigned from 1470 to 1472. One coin of Husain Shah bears the 
date 977 1 1569-70, which must have been struck towards the end of his 

1 .  Ihirl., liv (1885) ,  pp. 95-7. 2. I W . ,  xlviii (187D), p. 282. 

3. Ihid. 4. Ibrcl., p. 284. 

6. Lane-Poole, Coins of the Muhn~mmadrm States of Indh,  pp. 71-2. 

tr. J.A.S.B., 1Iv (1885) ,  p. 96. 



reign. The coin of Ytisuf Shah bearing 9861 1578-9 must have been 
struck immediately after his accession early in 1579.1 

Silver Coins 

The silver coins are square-shaped, and their weight varies from 

91 to 96 grains, and breadth from ~ 6 "  to -65". The lightest coin is of 
Shamsu'd-Din 11, and the heaviest is that of Ytisuf ShBh.2 There is a 
certain monotony about the silver coins: they are all square-shaped 
and have some kind of lozenge on the reverse.3 The silver coins are 
not as common as the copper ones. 

As has already been pointed out, the coins of the Kashmir Sulfiins 
are not much useful from the point of view of determining chronology. 
Thus though Zainu'l-'Abidin reigned for fifty years, all his silver coins 
have the dare of 842 both in figures and words: the figures appearing 
on the obverse, and the words in Arabic on the margin of the reverse. 
This date is in fact borne on the coins of rulers who reigned long 
after 842, so they do not help in determining the chronology of the 
period, but only add to the confusion.4 Thus the silver coins of 
Ibriihim Shah I and Ibrahim Shah I1 are dated 842 in Arabic 
words.6 Similarly the silver coins of Mubammad Shah, which are 
rare, also bear 842.6 However, one of his coins bears the date 8951 1490 
and that of Fatb S k h  the date 896.7 These coins are very important. 
Muhammad Shah's coin bearing the date 895 must have been coined 
towards the close of his first reign, while Fatb Shah must have struck 
his coin at his accession after November 14, 1490, when the year 896 
began. Haidar ShBh's coins bear the date 8741 1470 which was the year 
of his accession. But it must have been struck after May 12, 1470, 
when ~ainu'l-'Abidin died, and before the beginning of 875 which began 
on June 30, 1470. Although Hasan Shiih's coins have the year 842 in 
Arabic wards, on the obverse they have the date 87611472, the 

1 .  Ibid., xlvlil (1878),  p. 285. 

2. Catalogue of Coina In llse Indian Museum, Calcutta, p. 180; also J.*.S.B.r 

Hv (1885),  p. 97. 

3. Ibid. 4. J.R.N.S., xiii (vth series), p. 257. 

5. J.A S.B.. liv (1885),  p. 125. 6. Ibid., p. 110 .  

7 .  Lane-Poole, Coins 01 the M u h a m W ~ n  N a t e s  of India, pp. 76-8. 
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year of his accession.1 The coins of Husain Shah Chak bear the 
date 97011562-63, which signifies the year of his accession. Another 

of his coin bears 972. The coins bearing the name of 'Ali Shah Chak 

must have been minted by his son Yiisuf Shah because of the dates 
ranging from 987 to 990 which they bear. These must have bcen 
coined by Yiisuf Shah in honour of his father. However, one coin 
bearing the date 980 was coined by 'Ali Shah himself. Another coin 
of his bearing the date 98611578-79 must have been minted by him 
towards the end of his reign. One of Yiisuf Shah's coins, which must 
have been struck shortly after his accession, is dated 987. Like the 
copper coins, the silver coins of Husain Shah, 'A17 Shah, and Yiisuf 
Shah bear the dates in Persian. 

On the obverse the silver coins have the inscription ?arb-i-Kasht~zir, 
enclosed within a lozenge-shaped border of wavy lines, and the date is 
inscribed in the segments outside the lozenge. The reverse contains 
the name of the king with his title. All the Shill Mir Sul@ns have 
the title of S~il{Znu'l-A'zam and Shih with the exception of Zainu'l- 
'Abidin who has only the first title. The Chak rulers call themselves 
PZdshih and GhLizi, but, in addition, each ruler adopts a separate title. 

In the time of Nazuk Shih, while Haidar Shah was the tie facto ruler 
of Kashmir, coins were struck in the name of Huniiiyiin. These coins 
are of the same type as those of the preceding kings. One of the coins 
bears H, which is a letter of MirzAHaidar's name. The dates of these 
coins fall within the period during which MirzA Haidar r u l e d . W n e  
silver coin, however, bears the name of Nadir Shah wit11 the date 
957 1 1550. No king of such a name ruled Kashmir. It must have been, 
therefore, the title or second name of Niizuk Shah 11, and must have 
been struck towards the close of MirzFi Haidar's rule. There are also 
other coins of Nadir Shah, but they are not legible.3 A few silver coins 
bearing the name of Islam Shah and the date 957 have also been found. 
Since he never ruled Kashmir, the nobles of the country must have 
struck tlienl as a compliment to him and in order to get his suppo.rt 
against Mirfi Haidar.4 

1. J.A.S.B., liv (1885), pp. 96-7. 

2 .  J.A.S.B., liv (1885), p. 116. 

3. I h M . ,  p. 97. 4. Ibid., p. 119, 



The number of gold coills so far discovered is very small. Each 
of them weighs about 175 grains. The obverse presents the kalirna 
in a circle. The mint name is represented in Arabic by the 
epithet Diru's-Sul!anat (Seat of the Sultanate and by a motto "May 
it be preserved from destruction." The reverse contains the name of 
the Su@n and his titles. But there is a great diversity of reverse legend. 
~ainu'l- bidin in is called NZ'ib-i-Amiru'l-MG'minin Qufbu'd-Din Abri'l- 
~ujdhidi t ' l - 'Jdi lu 's-~ul?in.  Haidar Shah's gold coin also bears on 
the reverse NLf'ibi-KhalSfatu'r-Rah~nZnu's-SultZn. Zainu'l-'Abidin and 
Haidar Shah are the only Sulpns of Kashmir who regard themselves as 
deputies of the reigning Caliph. A gold coin of Hasan Shah is calld 
Nugin-i-Mirlk khitim-i-Sulnimin (Signet of the kingdom, Solomon's 
seal). The coins of Humiyin, Ibriihim Shah, and Mubiirak Shah bear 
different legends.' 

Weights and Measures 
1 6 Mishus = 1 Tola 
80 Tolas = 1 Seer 
7 1  Pals- 1 Seer 
4 Seers or 1 Maund = Tarak ( 5  Seers of present day) 

16 Turuks = 1 Khanvir 
1 Kharwir= ,  Ibs. or 83 Seers of present day. 

1 Gira :- 2$ Inches 
16 Girus -= 1 Gaz 
2 0  Giras- 1 Guz (employed in measuring pashmina cloth). 

Jn lndia land was divided into plots each of which was called bigha. 
But in Kashmir each plot was called putta. This was equal to 1 highu and 
1 hiswu according to the ilihi Gaz which is equal to 33 inches of the 
present day. The Kashmiris, however, reckoned 21 puttus as equal to 
I highu (Kashmiri).Z Undcr ~ainu'l- bidin in the length of the jarih was 
increased. "lit the dztails are not know. 

1. J.R.N.S. ,  xili (vth  wries),  pp. 261 sqq. 

a. A.N.. iii. 830-31. 

3 T.A.. Lii. 436. 



APPENDIX C 

THE CHRONOLOGY AND GENEOLOGY OF THE 
SUL.TANS of KASHM~R 

There are two main reasons why the chronology of the Sulgns of 
Kashmir is so obscure. In the first place, the chronicles do not agrw 

with each other in regard to the dates of accession of the rulers and 
their regnal periods. In the second, the coins are not much helpful 
in fixing the chronology. 

Sir Wolseley Haig was the first to make a serious attempt to fix 
the chronology of the Kashmir rulers; but the mistake which he made 
was that he mainly utilised the Tabaqdf-i-Akbari, the Ta'rikh-i-Firishta, 
and the A'in-i-Akburi, and completely ignored the Sanskrit chronic1es.l 
Recently Dr. A. K. Majumdar has made a study of the subject; but, 
while he has made use of the Sanskrit chronicles and the Mughal 
accounts, he has not consulted the Persian chronicles of Kashmir.2 
Only when all the important authorities have been carefully studied, 
can the chronology and the genealogy of thc Medieval rulers of Kasl~mir 
be correctly constructed. 

The most reliable authority for the early history of the Shih Mir 
dynasty upto the 19th year of ~ainu'l-'Lbidin's reign is Jonatija. 
Givara, his pupil, is a contemporary authority for the period from 
about 1459 to 1486. the year of Mubarnmad Shah's first reign. There 
should, therefore, be no difficulty in regarding the dates given by 
Jonargja and Shvara as correct. Haidar Malik, the author of the 
Baha'rista'n-i-SEhi, Abii'l-Fazl. and Niamu'd-Din have all derived their 
chronology from the Sanskrit accounts. That in spite of this their 
dates differ not only from each other but also with those assigned by 
Jonarfija and ~rivara,  is due to the fact that they .made mistakes in 

1. Haig. Th.c Ch,ronolo!~y nnd Gc:imlogy of thc M ~ L ? M I ? ) L ? ) I . ~ ~ ~ I ~  Kings  of K n , ~ h ~ , ~ i r ,  

(J.R.A.S.,  1918, pp. 451-68). 

2. Majumdar, A Nofe on the Chronology of t?w Llultiir~s o j  Kashvllr in thc 

A%-i-Alchnri (J.A.S.B., xxii, pp. 86-97). 
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convert~ng the h u k i k u  era, which is a solar era, into the Hijra, which 
is a lunar era. 

Some of the dates assigned by Jonaraja and ~r ivara  can be checked 
by the coins of the Sulgns and by the contemporary Persian accounts. 
Thus the date of the accession of Zainu'l-'Abidin given by Jonarija 
as 1420 is supported by the Ta'rikh-i-Mubirak Shihi, a contemporary 
authority.' The year assigned for the death of the Sulpn by ~rivara 
is 1470. This date agrees with the date of Haidar Shah's accession as 
determined by legends on coins.2 The date of Haidar Shiih's death 
in 1472 is corrobarated by legends on the coins of his son and successor 
Hasan The date of the latter's death and the dates in connectio~i 
with the first reign of his son, Mubarnmad SKh, have been given by 
~r ivara .  And since the latter was connected with the court of Hasan 
Shah we must accept his chronology. 

The main difficulty that arises is in connection with the dates of 
the first period of Fatb Shih's reign. This is because there is a gap 
in Prfijyabhatfa's account from 1486 to 1514. When irivara left off 
writing his narrative, the throne was occupied by Fa$ Shiih. At the 
timc Suka began his work, we find Fatb Shah again on the throne. 
Now, as is evident from the Persian chronicles of Kashmir, Fati1 Shah 
did not rule all the time during this period. Actually the period was 
divided between him and Mubammad Shtih, the former ruling for seven 
years (1486-1493) and the latter for twelve years (1493-1505). In 1505,4 
Fatb Shah for the second time captured the throne and ruled for nine 
years (1505-14).6 it is to this period of Fat! Shah's reign that ~ u k a  
refers and not to his first. Moreover, the events which ~ u k a  describes 
took place not in Fatb Shiih's first reign, but in his second reign. This 
is evident from a study of the Persian chronicles of liashmir. 
Nigmu'd-Din and Abii'l-Fazl, however, make the mistake of regarding 
the second reign of Fatb SMh as his first reign. That is why Fath Sh5h, 

1. See p. 69 and n. 8. 

2. J.A.S.B. ,  Ixv, (18061, p. 225, cited in J.R.A.S. ,  1818, p. 456. 

3. If J.R.A.S . ,  1918, p. 457. 

4. B.S.. f .  77b. B.S. gives the date in Lni~kika era a8 8111505. The Hijrfl  

date of 90711501 1s incorrect. 

6.  ~uka, p. 34 f. 



according to them, ruled twice and Muhammad Shah four times, 
although in reality they ruled thrice and five times respectively. 

Mubammad Sh5h captured power for the third time in 1514. 
He had ruled only nine months when Fatb Shah invaded the Valley 
and seized the throne for the third time.l Driven from the Valley, 
Mubanimad Shiih proceeded to Sikandar Lodi and secured his help. 
Now Sikandar Lodi died on November 21, 1517, and so Mu!lanimad 
Shah must have received help about the middle of that year. With the 
aid of the Afghan troops Muhammad Shah succeeded in defeating 
Fatb Shah and occupying the throne. He ruled for about twelve 
years (1517-28) for the fourth time. He was dethroned by his Wazir, 
Kiiji Chak, who raised his son, Ibrihim, to the throne. Meanwhile, 
Kaji's rival, Abdal Miigre, proceeded to Delhi, and having obtained 
the aid of Babur, conquered the Valley. He dethroned IbrBhinl 
Shfih, and in his place set up Nazuk Shah, the son of Fath Shall, on 
the throne (1529). But Nazuk Shah ruled only for a year, for 
Muhammad Shah was released from prison and enthroned in 1530. 
This date of M@a~nmad Shiih's fifth restoration must be regarded as 
correct, because, according to the TubuqiiT-i-Akbari, Babur's death took 
place shortly after this event.2 Mubarnmad Shah ruled until his death 
in 1 537.3 He was succeeded by his son Shamsu'd-Din;4 and on the 
latter's death in 1540, Kiiji set up his own son-in-law. Isnia'il, another 
son of Mubamniad Shah, on the t h r o n e . V h e n  MirzZ Haidal- occupied 
Kashmir, Tsniii'il fled the country, and Nazuk Shah was proclaimed king. 
He remained on the throne until 1552, when he was deposed by Daulat 
Cliak in favour of Ibrihini, who had ruled before.6 But GIliizT, on 
seizing power, enthroned Isni~'i1; and on the latter's death in 1557 his 
son Habib was made Sul~iin. But in 1561, Ghizi himself assunled the 
crown, and thus founded the Chak dynasty.7 

Thc chronology of the subsequent rulers of Kashniir does not 
present any dificulty, and can easily be fixed with the help of con- 
temporary accounts. 

I .  &ka. p. 347. 2. T.A., i i i ,  463. ' 

3. B.S., ff. 102a-b; ~ u k a ,  p. 375. 4.  B.S.,102b; ~ u k a .  375. 

5. See p. 146 and n. 7, supra. 6.  B.S., 1068; H.M., 144b 

7. See p. 151 and notes 3-5, su,pra. 



Chronology of the Shah Mir Dynasty 

A.D. A.D. 
I .  Shamsu'd-Din I . . . 1339 .I 1. Muhammad Shah (iii) 1514 
2 .  Jamshed ... . . . 1342 12. Fath Shah (iii) ... 1515 
3. 'Alii'u'd-Din . . . 1343 1 1. Muhammad Shah (iv) 1517 
4. Shi hiibu'd-Din ... 1354 13. ~brihirn Shah (i) ... 1528 
5. Qutbu'd-Din . . . 1373 14. Niizuk S h h  (i) . . . 1529 
6. Sikandar ... . . . 1389 11. Muhammad Shah (v) 1530 
7. 'Ali Shiih ... . . .  1413 15. Shamsu'd-Din I1 . . . 1537 
8. ~ainu'l- bidin in . . . 1420 16. IsmiiLil Shah (i) . . . 1540 
9. Haidar Sh2h . . . 1470 14. Nauk Shfih (ii) . . . 1540 

10. Hasan Shah ... 1472 13. Ibriihim Shah (ii) . . . 1552 
I I .  Muhammad Shah (i) 1484 16. 1~1-na'iI Shih (ii)  . . . 1555 
12. Fath Shah ( i )  . . . 1486 17. Habib Shall . . . 1557 
11. ~ u b a m m a d  Shah (ii) 1493 -1 56 1 

12. Fat4 Shah (ii) . . . 1505 

Chronology of the Chak Dynasty 

A.D. 14.11 
1. Cihizi Shah . . . 1562 4, Yiisuf Shah (ii) . . . 1580 
2. Husain ShSh . . .  1563 6. Ya'qiib SMh (i) . . . 1586 
3. 'Ali Shah . . . 1570 7. Husain Shah . . . 1586 
4. Yiisuf Shah (i) 1578-79 6. YaLqCb Shah (ii) . .. 1586 
5. Lohar ShZh . . . 1579 - 88 
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GENEALOGY O F  THE CHAK DYNASTY 
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1. He occupied the throne only for four days. 
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For typographical Feasons, i t  has been found necessary to omit diacritical 
marks in the Index. The correct transliteration of the Sanskrit, Arabic, and 
Persian names and words must therefore be sought in the text. 

Aba Rafiud-Din Ahmad, author of 
Nuwadirul-Akhbar, 13. 

Abbasids, 27, 196, 197. 
Abdal Bat, revolts against Yusuf 

Shah, 163; intrigues of, 165; 166, 
167; defeated and killed, 168; 170. 

Abdal Khan, brother of Ali Shah 
Chak, sent against Prince Yusuf, 
159; sent to reduce Kishtwar, 160; 
claims throne but is killed, 162; 
burial of, 163; 179, 212; and the 
question of succession, 279. 

Abdal Magre, 115; goes to Delhi, 121; 
becomes Wazir, 122; 124; fights 
against Mirza Haidar, 128; defeated 
by Kaji Chak, 130; and Mirza 
Haidar, 131-32; death of, 133; 280, 
297. 

Abdullah Samarqandi, see Mulla 
Abdullah. 

Abdul-Qadir Badauni, 9. 10; Persian 
translation of R[lfntnrnngi,ni re- 
written by, 90; and Yaqub S ~ r f i ,  
257. 

Abdul-Qadir Khan, a u t h o r o f 
Hushnznt-i-Kashnzir, 13. 

Abdul-Wahhab author of Fatuhal-i- 
Knbri~viyn, 14. 

Abdur-Rahman, brother of Mirza 
Haidar, 140. 

Abdur-Rahim Khan-i-Khanan, 9. 
Abhimanyu, 100, 101. 
Abu Dulaf Misar, on the food of 

Kashmiris, 229n. 
Abu Hanifa, 144. 
Abul-Fazl, review of works of. 10: 
14; on Zuljn. 33; on Icashnlir 
temples, 66; on Kashmir parganaa 
under Akhar. 207; on markets in 
Kashmir, 243; on export of shawls, 
247: on Kashinir's population, 252; 
on Yaquh Snrfi,. 256: on Kash,mir's 
monetary system, 289: on chrono- 
l o w  of Sultans, 295-96. 

Ahul-MRRH. Muphnl noble. 10. 14: 
i n v ~ d e ~  Kashmir. 149; defeat and 
f l i ~ h t  of. 150 . 

~Riimlde IV, ruler of Ladakh, s ~ ~ b m i t s  
to Rninlrl-Abidin, 71. 

A r q l  Roinn, r o m m ~ n d e r  of Shihabud- 
Din,  53. 

Achnh?l. spring, 21. 

Adavin, pargana, 47, 85, 140. 
Adham Khan, Prince, conquers 

Ladakh, 72, 74; defeats Haji, 75; 
made heir-apparent and governor 
of Kamraj, 76; revolt of, 77; and 
Haji, 78-80; mother of, 82n.; 
invades Kashmir, 96; death of, 97; 
104, 108, 201, 206, 278. 

Adhikari, 204n. 
Adil Khan Shenvani, 133. 
Afghan ( s ) ,  25, 133, 136, 145, 252. 
Agha Sayyid Muhammad Yusuf, 12. 
Agra, 5, 131; Qara Bahadur escapes 

to, 151; Mirza Muqim executed at ,  
156; Yusuf Shah taken to, 166; 
Baba Talib Isfahani goes to, 256. 

Ahmad Aitu. see Malik Ahmad. 
Ahmad Khan, son of Ghazi Khan, 

defeated by Ladakhis, 152; con- 
spises against Husain Shah, 154; 
155. 

Ahmad Raina, commander of Zainul- 
Abidin, 71. 

Ahwrcl-a-Kishtwclr, 14. 
Aiba Khan. son of Abdal Bat, revolts 

against Yusuf Shah, 170; pardoned, 
171; 185. 

Aiba Khan, son of Ghazi Shah, 
assassinated by Prince Yusuf, 159; 
162, 186. 

Ain-i-Akbari, 10; on the date of 
Mirza Haidar's death, 140n.; 
on Kashmir's monetary system, 
289, 296. 

Aisha, wife of Prophet Muhammad, 
58, 284. 

Ai~h-Malian, 83n. 
Akbar, Mirghal Emperor, 8, 9, 10, 14. 
15, 23n., 24; Sanskrit works 
translated for, 90; garden of, in 
Safapur. 85n.; And Abul-Maali, 149; 
sends Qara B ~ h a d u l '  to invade 
Kflshmir. 150: 151. 154; and Husain 
Shah, 156-57: 159; and Ali Shah 
Chak, 161: summons Yusuf Shah 
to court. 171-73; on Prince Yaqub's 
character, 171 n. ; orders invasion of 
Kashmir. 175: and treaty with 
Yrlsuf Shah. 178: and Yusuf Shah. 
179. 181: Kashmiri nobles proceed 
to. 183: agreement of, with them, 
184: 180n.: sends Yusuf Khan Rizvi 



to  Kashmir, 190; and Sayyid 
Mubarak, 191n.; Yaqub Shah and 
Kashmiri nobles suhmit to, 192; 
Kashmir parganas under, 207; 213; 
Jixya abolished in Kashmir by, 215; 
Rishis in the time of, 224; shawl 
industry under, 248; forced labour 
abolished by, 251; and Yaqub Sarfi, 
256; Kashmiri calligraphists patro- 
nised by, 265-66; 278, 280, 281, 287. 

Akbar-nama, review of, 10; on Kaji's 
relations with Sher Shah, 133n.; 
see also Abul-Fazl. 

Akhkan, 244. 
Akhnur, 23. 
Akhurbek, Chief Master of Horse, 

201. 
Alam Sher Khan (Magre) ,  169, 176, 

183. 
Alaud-Din, Sultan, 46; revolt of, 47: 

character of, 48; 49; extent of 
kingdom under, 275-76; 278. 

Alaud-Dinpur, founding of, 48; temple 
a t ,  56; khanqah-i-Mualla a t ,  64; 
130. 

Alavi Sayyids, 55, 56. 
Ali. Shiite Imam and fourth Caliph, 

58, 182, 183. 280, 283, 284. 
Aliabad Sarai, 24. 
Ali Bat. 168. 
Ali Chaman Kashmiri, calligraphist, 

265. 
Ali Dar, Wazir of Yaqub Shah, 182- 

83. 
Ali Hamadani, see Sayyid Ali Hama- 

dani. 
Ali Kadal, bridge, built by Ali Shah. 

111. 
Ali Khan, son of Shihabud-Din, 53. 
Ali Khan (Chak) ,  see Ali Shah Chak. 
Ali Khan Chali, son of Nauruz Chak, 

rebels against Ali Shah, 158-59; 
sent to  reduce Kishtwar, 160; 
imprisoned, 165; 166n.; released, 
167: again imprisoned; escapes, 
168. 

Ali Koka. Wazir of Husain Shah, 155, 
156, 157. 

Ali Shah. Sultan, son of Sikandar, 11, 
61, 62, 64; character of, 67; goes on 
pilgrimage, 68: and Zainul-Abidin, 
69: death of, 70; 71-73, 80, 94. 

411 Shah Chak. Sultan, places crown 
on Chazi's head. 151n.; Shankar 
Chak defeated by. 154; defeats 
Husaln Shah and captures power, 
157: and Husain Shah, 158; and 
revolt of Prince Yusuf and the 
nobles, 159: repels invasion of Haji 
Haidar and Salim: and the conque.st 
of Kishtwar. 160; character and 
death of, 161: 162, 164; titles of, 
195-98: abolishes punishment by 
rnutilatlcn, 201; plays polo, 231; 

poets in court of, 256; and question 
of succession, 279; zoins of, 291 sqq. 

Ali Sher, s.ee Alaud-Din. 
Amburnath Peak, 20. 
Arnin Ahmad Razi, author of Haft 

Iqlim, 10. 
Amir-i-Dar, Lord Chamberlain, 202. 
Amir-i-Kabir, see Sayyid Ali Hama- 

dani. 
Amir Khan, architect of Mirza 

Haidar, 142. 
Anandpal, 28. 
Ananta, Raja  of Kashmir, 30. 
Anantnag, town, 19, 21; district, 85n.; 

Daud Khaki's death at, 256. 
Anchar Dal. lake. 31. 
Andarkot, 35n.; capital of Kota Rani; 

besieged by Shah Mir,44; Shah Mir 
buried near, 47; capital of Alaud- 
Din, 48; 76, 85. 94, 134; Mirza 
Haidar's family in, 139; besieged, 
141; Mirza Haidar's family brought 
from. 142; buildings of Mirza 
Haidar in, 143; 210. 

Arab ( s ) ,  invasions of Kashmir by, 
27, 28; horses, 72; 247n., 272n., 
?81. 

Arabia, 228. 
Arabic. 256. 258, 260, 265. 
I rapath,  stream, 19. 
Asaf Khan, 207. 
Asia, 34, 243, 263. 
Asia Minor, 254n. 
Asolta, Zainul-Abidin compared with, 

83: Buddhism in Kashmir under, 
234. 

Asrarul-Abrar ( b y  Daud Mishkati), 
15. 

4stor. 26. 
Athwajan, 123, 124. 
Attock, 25, 175, 178. 
Aumer, catalogue by, 6. 
A u r a n ~ z e b ,  15;  Jami Masjid rebuilt 

by. 270. 
Austrian Tyrol. Kashmiri wooden 

buildings similar to  those of, 269. 
Avantipur, town, AH Sher revolts in. 

47; besieged b~ Jamshed. 48; 
temples in, 66: 86n., 100, 189n. 

Avantipur, canal. 85. 
Avantivarman, Raja of Kashmir, 20n. 

47n. 
ayoqlooln, gunpowder, use of, by the 

Sultans. 211. 
Azam Humayun, see Hnibat Khan 

Niyazi. 

Baba AH Najjar. mausoleum of. 147: 
156; becomes a Nurbakhshiya, 285; 
286n. 

Baba Ba.murl-Din, disciple of Nurud- 
Din Rishi, 224. 

Baba Daud Gnnai, disciple of Harnza 
Makhdum, 161. 
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Baba Daud Khaki, 184, 235; life of, 
256. 

Baba Haji Adham, 62. 
Baba Hasan, son of Baba Ali Najjar, 

147, 222. 
Baba Hasan, the logician, 62. 
Baba Ismail Kubravi, hospice of, 261; 

appointed head of a college, 262; 
renounces Nurbakhshiya beliefs, 
285; 286n. 

Baba Jujak, 131  
Baba Khalil, the Shiite divine, brings 

about peaoe between Daulat Chak 
and Idi Raina, 146; crown sent by 
Yusuf Shah to Sayyid Mubarak 
through, 157; attempts to reconcile 
Abdal Chak with Yusuf Shah, 162; 
and Sayyid Mubarak, 163; sent by 
Abdal Bat to Sayyid Mubarak, 
165; message sent by Abdal Bat 
to Yusuf Shah through. 167; brings 
about a settlement between Shams 
Chak and Yusuf Shah, 183; sent to 
Lahore by Qasim Khan, 189; acts 
a s  guide to Yusuf Khan Rizvi's 
forces, 190; 191. 

Baba Lutfud-Din, disciple of Nurud- 
Din. 224. 

Baba Mehdi, 189. 
Babs. Nasib, author of Taxkira-i- 

Mashaikh-i-Kash~jtir, 14. 
Baba Nasibud-Din Ghazi, author of 

NUT-nanuz, 15. 
Baba Nasifud-Din, disciple of Nurud- 

Din. 224. 
Bsba Rishi Harvi. and Ali Shah. 161. 
B a b ~  Sharq Mirza, commander of 

M i r z ~  Haidar. 127. 
Baba Talib Isfahani, fights against 

the Mughals, 176-77; acts as  guide 
to Yusuf Khan Rizvi's army, 190; 
enters A k b ~ r ' s  service, 256. 

Baba Zainud-Din, disciple of Nurud- 
Din. 224. 

Babur. 10, 16; invasion of Kashmir 
bv commanders of 120: 121n.; 
Mirza Haidar compared with, 142; 
152n.. 297. 

Badauni, see Abdul-Qadir Badauni. 
Badalthsh~n, 6. 13: and Shihabud- 

Din. 48: 125. 130: J a h n - n n m a  
written in, 143; trade of Kashmir 
with, 246. 

Badaam. Tahsil. 168n., 177n. 
Badiud-Din Abul-Qasim, author of 

Qnuhar-l-AZam, 13. 
R f l ~ h d ~ d ,  196. 285. 
Bagh~t-i-Malkhana, 262. 
Ba~h-i-Bavan. battle a t ,  127. 
B ~ a h - i - S ~ f a .  85. 
Rahadur Khan, 154, 155. 
B a h ~ d u r  Singh, ruler of Kishtwar. 

and All Shah. 160; and Yaqub 
Shflh, 187. 

Bnkriatnn-f-Hhnhi, 6 :  review of. 7 ;  

8; 13, 14; 3n defeat of Fa th  Shah, 
117n.; on death of Mirza Haidar, 
140n.; on Ghazi Shah not being a 
fanatic, 154; on chronologj of 
Sultans, 295. 

Bahram Chak, 145, 149. 
Bahram Dar, 113. 
Bahramgala, old Bhairavagala, 109. 
Bahram Khan, son of Zainul-Abidin, 

74, 77; and Zainul-Abidin, 78; 79, 
80, 82, 96; intrigues of, 97; escapes 
to India, 98; 99; death and 
character of, 100; 107. 

Bahram Nayak, submits to Qasim 
Khan, 185; 191. 

Baihaqi Sayyids, 5, 7, 8 ;  massacre of, 
107; defeated and exiled, 108; 
exploits of, exaggerated, 162n.; 
220; and Kashmiris, 220; immigrate 
into Kashmir, 2e6n. 

Baini Prasad, 9n. 
Bairam Khan, 150, 159n. 
Baj, imposed by Shihabud-Din, 52; 

abolished by Sikandar, 62; and by 
Mughals. 217. 

Balabodhini (by  Sita Kantha) ,  257. 
Balkh, 13, 63. 
Baltis, 37, 71, 126, 247. 
Baltistan, 12, 19;  routes to, 25, 26, 

37; conquered by Shihabud-Din, 
49, 51:-by Zainul-Abidin, 71; 80; 
-by Sayyid Hasan Baihaqi, 104; 
independence of. 105: 126: occupied 
by Mirza Haidar. 136; revolt in. 
139; 209; tribute from, 217; 
marriages between Hindus and 
Muslims in, 233n.; Mir Shamsud- 
Din goes to, 230, 286: Kashmir's 
trade with. 244 sqq.; 276. 

Banaras, 13. 243. 
Banasuravadhn, a poem, 259. 
Bandagan Koka, 135. 
Bangil, pargana, 67, 117, 122n., 168. 
Banihal, chief of. 59: paraana. 145. 
Banihal Pass. 17, 18. 22, 36n. 
Bara.mula, 18. 19, 20. 22, 24. 25, 60, 

77, 115, 120n.. 122n., 129, 136n,  
140. 149n.. 167n.: route of, 36, 49, 
70, 138, 286; Shah Mir's jaglr near, 
43; palace pulled down a t ,  95: 
Muhammad Chak seized in, 168: 
Altbar's envoys received by Yuauf 
Shah at,  171: Yusl~f Shah orpanlzeg 
armies against the Mughals a t ,  
176: houses of rich merchants a t ,  
226: a relief found near, 266. 

Barbal. Mirza Haidar's followers take 
refuge in the fort of, 139; 164, 165. 
183. 

Rarnett, L. D., 15. 
B ~ r z a l a .  177. 
Ravan, 127n.: spring of, 64. 
Beas, river. 132. 
Rehira. 183. 
Behra. 132. 
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Benedict de Goes, 15. 
Bengal, 8, 73, 19111.; Kashmir's trade 

with, 242; and Kashmiri merchants 
in, 245. 

Berlin, 11. 
Bernier, F., 15. 
Bhadravah, 18, 276. 
Bhairavagala, see Bahramgala. 
Bhagwan Das, invadm Kashmir, 175; 

sends agents to Yusuf Shah, 176; 
makes peace overtures to Yaqub 
Shah, 177; attempts suicide, 178; 
184, 212, 256. 

Bhatta Bhiksana, chief minister of 
Kota Rani, 42, 44. 

Bhattavatara, author of Jainavilasa, 
89. 

Bhauttas, see Ladakhis. 
Bhiksacara. Raja of Kashmir, 31; 

Muslim soldiers employed by, 234. 
Bhimbhar, 24, 75, 108, 109n., 136, 

166. 171. 175, 185. 
bhurja, birch-bark, 83, 205. 
Bhutan, Kashmiri merchants in, 244. 
Bibi Ta j  Khatun, wife of Muhammad 

Hamadani, 63. 
Bibi Rabia, wife of Haibat Khan 

Niyazi, 145. 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 9. 
Bihar, 17811.; Yusuf Shah exiled to, 

by Akbar, 179; 193n. 
Bijbehara, old Vijayeshvara, 64, 106, 

189n.. 224. 257. 
Birhama, 262. 
Birna. 136. 
Bistami, Bayazid, saint, 284. 
Biru. 67. 210. 
Biswak, Yusuf Shah and Yaqub Shah 

buried in, 180n.. 18ln., 193. 
blo-nos-mchog-ldan, rul,er of Ladakh, 

74. 
Bodhabh~tta ,  author of a Kashmiri 

play. 1. 
Brahmadarsana (by Valmiki) , 91. 
Brahmans, and Suhadeva, 32, 34; and 

Rinchana, 39. 40n.; and Qutbud- 
Din, 56: and Saifud-Din, 65; and 
Zainul-Abidin, 86 saq.; and Haidsr 
Shah, 97; and Malik Ahmad, 103: 
and Shah Mir rulers. 206; and 
Jizw, 215n.: position of, in 
Kashmir. 218-19, 237; and Rishis, 
22511.; dress of. 228; and wlne. 
230; and Islam, 233; and Sultans, 
236; influence of Islam on, 238: oral 
tradition of. 252; and Sanskrit 
learning. 258. 

Brathana, battle at, 168. 
Bring. river, 19; pargana. 134n.. 185; 

Yusuf Shah captured in pargana 
of, 170; Shams Chak retires to. 191. 

Brinal, Zulju returna via, 36. 
Brinal-Lamar Mts., 3811. 

Brown, Percy, on Kashrnir painting, 
265. 

Buddha. 52. 72. . . 
Buddhism, position of, in Kashmir, 

39, 234. 237. 
~uddhis t s , .  and Husain Shah, 158; 

conkersion of, by Shamsud-Din, 
286. 

Budil Pass, see Sidau Pass. 
Buhler, 4. 
Buhlul Lodi, 73, 102. 
Buhlulpur, 166, 174n. 
Bukhara, 62, 125, 229n.; Kashmir's 

trade with, 244 sqq.; Kashmiri 
scholars proceed to, 254. 

Bulbul Shah, converts Rinchana, 39, 
40; tomb of, 111; 199n.; missionary 
activities of, 235, 254. 

Buliasa, 19, 176, 17711. 
Bunji, 19n. 
Burhanpur, 192n. 
Burhanud-Din, 285. 
Burji, Pass, 26 
Burzil. 26. 

Cairo, 196. 
Caitra, participation of Zainul-Abidin 

in festival of, 88; and other 
Sultans, 240. 

Camars, functions of, 226-27. 
Candalas, functions of, 208, 226. 
Candra Damara, commander of 

Shihabud-Din, 198. 
Candrapida, Raja of Kashmir. 28. 
Central Asia. 58, 62, 222, 235; 

Kashmir's trade with, 244 sqq.; 
25411, 263, 264, 266: musicians in 
Kashmir from, 271; e also 
Turkistan. 

Chadura, given as  iagir to Haidar 
Malik's family, 8, 53. 128, 130, 186. 

Chaghatay, 33, 34, 125. 
Chak ( s ) ,  dynasty, 1. 4, 5, 7, 9, 10; 

period, 6; Sultans. 8; migration of, 
46; 73; and Zainul-Abiclin, 74; 96: 
and Muhammad Shah, 115; and 
Fath Shah. 116; 118. 119; defeated 
by Mirza Haidar, 134: and Mirzfl 
Haidar's body, 141; treatment of, 
bv Idi Raina, 145; turn hostile to 
Idi Raina, 146; rise of. 147; 
foundation of dynasty of, 151: 
titles of the rulers of, 195-96: and 
the Shah Mirs. 108; Shaikhul-Tsla?)t 
and Qazi under, 200: pargancls 
under, 207: reputation of, as 
soldiers. 210; use of gunpowder 
under, 211; taxation under, 214: 
and the Jizyn,  215; and the grant 
of jagirs, 217; origin of, 210-20; 
agriculture under. 249; condition 
of peasants undei, 250-51; poets 
and acholara under, 255-56; and 



calligraphy, 265; and music, 271; 
causes of fall of, 277 sqq.; and 
Fiqh-i-Ahwut, 285n.; religion of, 
287; monetary system under, 289 
sqq. 

Chakdar, canal snd plateau, 84. 
Chamba, 51. 
Chandra, son of Rinchana, 41n. 
Chandrakot, 187. 
Chan-than, salt and wool imported 

bv Kashmir from, 245. 
~ h i i a s ,  19n. 
China, route from Kashmir to, 22, 
25: Kashmir's trnde with, 244 sqq., 
276. 

Chinab, river, 18, 23, 25, 276. 
Chingez Khan, 33, 34, 69. 
Chinese, and the Arabs, 27; Lalit- 

aditya's appeal to the emperor of, 
28; Kashrnir learnt sericulture 
from, 262; influence of the ar t  of, 
263, 268. 

Chinese Turkistan, 25. 
Chira Har, route of, 114, 133n., 168; 

Yusuf Shah defeats Lohar Shah 
at,  167. 

Chiraodar, 123, 210. 
Chitral, 19n., 245. 
Chou-jangal, 244. 
Chrar, 119n.; Abul-Maali taken 

prisoner at,  192; tomb of Nurud- 
Din Rishi at,  224. 

Chunth Kul, canal, 20. 
Coromandel Coast, Kashmiri mer- 

chants on, 242, 244. 
Cunningham, on Kashmir temples, 
66n.; on Zainul-Abidin's marriage 
to Raja of Rajauri's daughter, 82n. 

Dachhanpur, 261. 
Dachun-Khovur, 167, 191. 
Dahut, 135. 
Daim Ali, Mirza Haidar's commander, 
128. 

Dal, lake, 19, 21, 85, 86, 94, 148, 262. 
Damadar Udar, old Damodaroddara 

and Damodarasuda, 110. 
Damaras, feudal chiefs, 30, 32, 277. 
Damascus, 28. 
Danagalla, 135n. 
Danaor, Muhammad Shah receives 

messages of loyalty at ,  117; 
Muhammad Shah escorts Afghan 
troops up to. 118: Ghazi defeats 
~ a r a  at , -  151. 

Danawari, 189. 
Dangre, tribe, 113, 114. 
Dar, village, 135. 
Dard, tribes, 19: traders, 26; 203. 
Dardistan, 46, 51. 
Dardu, 38n., 49, 118, 119. 
Darhal, 23. 
Dars or Dhars, 208, 210, 220, 281. 
DRrya, 32. 

Dasturus-Salikin (by Yaqub Sarfi) , 
256. 

Dati Malilr, 113, 114. 
Daud, son of Jahangir Magre, 107. 
Daud Khaki, see Baba Daud Khaki. 
Daud Mir, 164. 
Daud Mishkati, 15. 
Daulat Chak, 4; defeats Gadai Malik, 

119; escapes, 122; 124, 129; 
besieges Sopur, 130; escapes to 
India, 134; makes overtures to 
Haibat Khan Niyazi, 136; joins Idi 
Raina, 139; defeats Afghans, 145: 
defeats Idi and captures power, 
146; liberal policy of, 147; and 
Ladakh, 147; fall of, 148; 149, 151, 
153, 162n., 169, 201; and Jizya, 
215; and foreign invasions, 281. 

Deccan, 30, 192n., 271. 
Delhi, 5; Sultanate of, 11; Sultans of, 
30; march of Shihabud-Din to, 50; 
51. 53. 54: Timur in. 60: and Jasrat 
~ h o k a r ,  73; Abdal ' ~ a g r e  goes to, 
121: 275, 280, 297. 

Deosai Plateau. 26. 
Desideri,   at her, 15. 
Dharnzadhikara, king's court of 

justice, 205. 
Dharnuzsastras, 99. 
Didamar, quarter of Srinagar, 105, 
106. 

Dimashqi, geographer, on the number 
of villages in Kashmir, 252. 

Dipalpur, 60. 
Divasar, pargana, 36, 47, 101, 145. 
Diwan-i-Kul, 198-99. 
Dombas or Doms, 28n., a s  soldiers, 
210; and the rulers Kashinir, 218; 
character of, 226. 

Dongar Singh, Raja of Gwalior, his 
relations with Zainul-Abidin, 73. 

Dorikun Pass, 26. 
Dras, 26n., 35n. 
Drava, ancient Duranda, 74, 112. 
Dubgam, 20. 
Dudakhut PRSS, 26. 
Dvnrapaln, Lol'd Chamberlain, 202. 
Dvarapati, Lord of the Gate, 202. 
Dudganga, stream. 20. 
Dughlat, tribe, 125. 
Dulipur, 100. 
Dungot, Haibat Khan Niyazi defeated 

a t ,  136. 
Durahda, see Drava. 

Egypt, 67, 73. 
Egyptians, 196. 
Europe, 34, 274n. 

Fath Chak, rebels against Ghazi Shah, 
149; jobs  Ghazi, 150; again rebels, 
161; raids Ladakh, 152; 154; death 
of, 155. 

Faizi. Tafs ir  of, 256. 



Fath Kadal, bridge built by Fath 
Shah, destroyed by floods, 271. 

Fath Khan, Mughal commander, 184. 
Fath Khan, see Fath Shah. 
Fath Khatun, queen of Ali Shah 

Chak, 160. 
Fath Khwaja Baqqal, merchant, 154, 

155, 226. 
Fathpur Sikri, Prince Yaqub arrives 

at ,  172; Akbar's departure from, 
173; Yusuf Shah goes to, 281. 

Fath Shah, 1, 3, 6; will of, 57; 91, 
104; brought up by the Jammu 
Raja, 97n.; invades Kashmir, 108; 
escapes to Punjab, 109; character 
of, 110; and Shams Chak, 111, 112; 
second restoration of, 113; 114, 
115; third restoration of, 116; flight 
and death of, 117; 119, 121; office 
of Diwan-i-ICu2 introduced by, 198; 
and use of cannon, 211; and J ixya ,  
215; and Hindus, 236; 242n., 277- 
80; coins of, 291 sqq.; chronology 
of. 296-97. 

Fathullah Haqqani, 262. 
Fathyari, 159. 
Fatima, daughter of the Prophet, 222, 

284. 
Feulad Bahadur, 60. 
F i  IZmzcZ-Qiyafa (by Sayyid Ali 

Hamadani) . 57. 
Fiqh-i-Ahwat (by Mir Shamsud-Din), 

284. 
Firdausi, 89. 
Firishta, 9 ;  on Zulju,, 33; on the 

conquests of Shihabud-Din. 50; on 
Jizya under Zainul-Abidin, 8711.; on 
Bahram's death, 100n.; on Ghazi's 
relations wlth Haibat Khan Niyazi, 
137n. 

Firuz, chief of Ohind, 61, 67. 68. 115. 
Firuz, son of Sikandar, 61: exile of, 

62; invades Kashmir, 67; suffers 
defeat, 68. 

Firuz. son of Ibrahim Magre, 115. 
Firuz, fort, near Pakhli, 169. 
Firuzabad, Sayyid Mubarak's death 

at. 191n. 
EYruz Shah Tughlaq, relations of 

Shihabud-Din with. 50, 51. 
Forster. George, on Kashmiri paper, 

248. 
Francke, A.H., 41, 72. 
Fryre, Father, 15. 
FutuhdC-i-K~rbraviya (by Abdul- 

Wahhab). review of, 14; 64n. 

Gadai Malik, 114, 118, 119. 
Gaddie, tribe, 35. 
Gagangir. 35n., 37, 12611. 
Gaiau. 129. 
Gakkhars, submit to Prince Hasan. 

97; help Kajl Chak, 129; Qara'a 

followers escape to country of, 139; 
and Haibat Khan Niyazi, 145; Abul- 
Maali's escape to territory of, 149. 

Ganacakra, and Zainul-Abidin, 87-8; 
Sultans participate in festival of, 
240. 

Ganesa, 106. 
Ganges, river, 131. 
Ganjavara, treasurer, 203. 
Gauhar-i-Alum (by Badiud-Din Abul- 

Qasim), 13. 
Gaurabhatta, 68. 
Gawaril, 111. 
Gegivand, 29n. 
Ghazi Shah (Chak),  defeats the 

Turks, 120; made prisoner, 122; 
besieges Sopur, 130; makes propo- 
sals to Haibat Khan, 136; and 
Mirza Haidar, 137n.; receives jagir 
from Idi Raina, 145; 147; captures 
power and suppresses revolts, 148- 
49; defeats Abul-Maali, and later 
Qara Bahadur, 150-51; wears 
crown, 151n.; fails to reduce 
Ladakh, 152; character of, 153; 
religious policy of, 153-54; 159, 
161; Akbar's views on, 172; title 
adopted by, 195; and the crown, 
197; seizes royal horses, 212; and 
forced labour, 251; 256, 279, 281. 

Ghazni, 27, 28, 29; and the conquest 
of. by Shih~bud-Din, 49, 50; 281. 

al-Ghazzali, 284. 
Ghiyasud-Din, the Kurt ruler of 

Herat, 33. 
Gilan, 73. 
Gilgit, 19n.; Transport Road, 26; and 

Arabs, 27; reduced by Shihabud- 
Din, 49, 51; 111; trade of Kashmir 
with, 245-46. 

Girdar, 134. 
Govind, chief of the Khasas, 67. 
Grantakayasth, village accountant, 

208. 
Greek Fire, employed by Zainul- 

Abidin, 211. 
Grietson, 15. 
Guge, invaded by Zainul-Abidin, 72. 
Gujarat, 74. 
Gul Khatun, queen of Haidar Shah, 

105. 227; favoured Hindu customs, 
240n.; schools established by, 261. 

Gulmarg, 135, 168n., 180. 
Gurez, 26. 
Gusikoddara. 109n.; we' a180 GUS 

Udar. 
Gusu, battle between Yaqub Shah and 

Mughals at ,  189. 
Gus Udar. 109, 110. 
Gwallor, 73. 

Habba Kadal, bridge, 85. 
Habba Khatun, queen of Yusuf Shah, 

15; life of, 180; 227; and the use 



of Persian words, 259n.; introduces 
l ~ v e  lyrics, 260; introduces melody 
of Rust Kashmiri, 271. 

Habib, 93. 
Ilabib Chak, brother of Nusrat Chak, 

defeats Ladakhs,  147; rebels but 
killed, 148, 

Habib .Chak, son of Abdal Chak, 
defeated by Yusuf Shah, 162; 169; 
seized and blinded by Yusuf Shah, 
170. 

Habib Khan, son of F a t h  Shah, 116, 
119. 

Habib Shah, son of Ismail Shah, 
enthroned by Daulat Chak and 
deposed by Ghazi, 151; 197. 

Haft  Zqhn (by  Amin Ahmad Razi),  
10. 

Haibat Khan. son of Sikandar, 56, 58, 
59. 

Haibat Khan Niyazi, 11; and Mirza 
Haidar, 136; defeated and killed by 
Kashmiri nobles, 145. 

Haidar, son of Rinchana, 41, 43, 44. 
Haidar, Prince, son of Yusuf Shah, 

sent to Akbar. 171; sent back by 
Akbar, 172. 

Haidar Chak. Ghazi Shah's son. 147; 
executed, i53. 

Haidar Chak, and Lohar Shah, 167; 
escapes to Ladakh, 168-69; obtains 
jagir from Man Singh, 171; 174; 
acts a s  guide to Mughals, 175, 185; 
executed ~y Qasim Khan, 188. 

Haidar Malik, historian, 1, 6, 7n.; 
estimate of, 8; 12-4, 51n.; on Ali 
Shah's death, 70; 92; on date of 
Mirza Haidar's death, 14011.; and 
on manner of his death, 14111.; on 
Ghazi's religious policy, 154; on 
character of Yusuf Shah, 16311.; on 
chronology of Sultans, 295. 

Ilaldtlr Shah, Sultan, 6, 7; declared 
heir-apparent, 74; revolt and defeat 
of, 75, 76; defeats Adham, 77; and 
Adhain, 78, 79; seizes throne, 80; 
Jammu princess, the mother of, 82; 
accession of, 96; and Hindus, 97; 
death and character of, 98-9; 100, 
101; espionage system of, 203; 
gives Kamraj to Hasan a s  jagir, 
206: 228; and wine, 231; 240n., 
211n : as  poet, 255; as  musician, 
271; administration of, 277; 278; 
coins of. 292; chronology of, 296. 

Haig, Wolseley, on chronology and 
genealogy of Sultans, 295 sqq. 

Haii, sce I-Iaidar Shah 
Haii Haidar Khan, son of Nazuk 

Shah, invades Kashmir but defeat- 
ed. 360. 

H ~ i i  Padar, 113. 
H ~ i l  Fir Pass, 25. 
Huktm, governor of a province, 206. 

Hanafite, sect, and Mirza Haidar, 
147; law, 157, 200. 

Hanjik, 127. 
hanjis, boatmen, and Shihabud-Din, 
51; and Yusuf Shah, 179. 

Hanjivera, Ghazi Shah defeats Abul- 
Maali at ,  150. 

Hamadan, 55, 56. 
Hamsabhatta, 68. 
Hamza Makhdum, 161, 222n.; advices 

of, to people, 225; and proselytisa- 
tion, 235. 

Hariraja, Raja  of Kashmir, 30. 
Harsa, Raja  of Kashmir, character 

of. 31. 
Harshin, 117. 
Harun ar-Rashid, Caliph, 82. 
Hasan, son of Haidar Shah, see Hasan 

Shah. 
Hasan b. Ali Kashmiri, historian, 1; 

estimate of, 7, 8. 
Hasan Beg, In. 
Hasan Chak, 168. 
Hasan Kachhi, secures sucoession of 

Haidar Shah, 80; executed, 96. 
Hasan Khan, son of Shihabud-Din, 
53, 54. 

Hasan Malik, father of Haidar Malik, 
8: escapes and joins Yusuf Shah, 
167; advices him to fight Lohar, 
168; 176; and Shams Chak, 186; 
joins Yaqub Shah, 187; pursues 
Mughals, 190; and Yusuf Shah, 
191. 

Hasan Qari, see Mulla Hasan Qari. 
Hasan Shah, Sultan, 3, 6, 7, 8: 

debeated by Adham, 78; 80, 90, 96; 
campaigns of, 97; declared king. 
98; appointments by, 99; and 
Bahram, 100; and Malik Ahmad, 
101; and Tazi Bat,  101n., 102; 
defeats and imprisons Malik 
Ahmad, 103; death and character 
of. 104, 105; buildings of the reign 
of, 105, 106; 135; coinage of, 290; 
chronology of, 296. 

Hwhlnat-i-Kashnair ( b y  Abdul-Qadir 
Khan) ,  13. 

Hastivnnj, route of. 24. 
Hatu Pir, ridge, 26. 
Hazara, district, 25. 
Hazrat Rishi, follow~er of Mir Sham- 

sud-Din, executed by Mirza Haidar. 
137. 

Herat, 33, 89, 90, 125. 
Hiiaz, 272n. 
Hilmat Chak, 111. 
Hilmat Raina, 71. 
HilNtul-Arifin, (by Ishaq Qari) ,  12 
H l m ~ l a y a s ,  17, 18, 28. 
Hira, 272n. 
Hindal, see Qutbud-Din. 
Hindal, brother of Humayun, 131. 
Hinduisn~, and Rinchana, 39, 40n. 



Hindu Kush, 49, 50. 
Hindustan, 30, 68, 142, 144, 173; 

cultural influence of, 254; 281. 
Hisham, Caliph, 27, 28. 
Hisham b. Amr  at-Taghlibi, governor 

of Sindh, 28. 
Hirapur, town, 23, 109, 110, 113, 115, 

151, 156, 167, 183, 185, 186, 188; 
route, 41, 75, 108 sqq., 114, 116n., 
133, 134. 13911. 

Hiuen Tsiang, 24, 25. 
Hof-und Staatabibliothek, K., 7. 
Hulagu Khan, 34. 
Humayun, 123; and Invasion of 

Kashmir, 131, 132; and Mirzs 
Haidar, 142; and Abul-Maali, 149; 
150n.. 172; coins of, 293-94. 

Husain, Prince, son of Hasan Shah, 
101n., 104. 

Huuainabad, a quarter of Srinagar, 
148. 

Husain Chak, ancestor of Chak rulers, 
74, 111. 

Hussin Khan Sherwani. 133. 
Husain Quli Khan, Akbar's governor 

of Punjab, 159. 
Husain Magre, and Mirza Haidar, 
133-35. 138; besieges fort  of 
Barbal. 139; and Mirza Haidar's 
body, 141: and Mirza Haidar's 
family, 142: and Haibat Khan 
Niyazi. 145; imprisoned, 146; 
released, 148. 

Husain Mirza Baiqara, ruler of Herat, 
employs Shamsud-Din, 285. 

Husain Shah. Sultan. 8; 120; resents 
marriage of Daulat Chak, 148; 
suppresses rising against Ghazi. 
151: captures power, 152; revolts 
ancl conspiraci,es against, 154-55 : 
orders execution of Yusuf Aindar, 
155: envoy sent to Akbar by, 156; 
c h ~ r a c t e r  of, 157-58: Akbar sends 
proposals for the marriage of 
daughter of, 161; and Ulamn, 195; 
title adoptecl by, 195-96; 226; 
patronage of poets and artists by. 
255-56; establishment of a college 
by. 262: and question of succession, 
279: coins of, 291 sqq. 

Husain Khan. grandson of Ghgzi 
Shah, enthroned but deposed by 
Shams Chnk. 186: s u p ~ o r t s  Shams 
Chak. 187; submits to Qasim Khan, 
189. 

Ihrahlm, son of Sayyid Mubarak, 171. 
Ibrehim Chak, son of Husain Shah, 

158. 
Ibrahim Khan. son of Yusirf Sheh. 
164: joins Yeaub Shah. 187; killer1 
hv Muphels. 192. 

Ihrahim Marrre. and Shams Chak, 

111-13; and Musa Raina, 114; 
invades Kashmir, 115; and Muham- 
mad Shah, 116; death of, 117; 118. 

Ibrahim Lodi, and Ibrahim Shah, 
121n. 

Ibrahim Shah, Sultan, enthroned, 121; 
deposed, 122; second restoration, 
146; deposed, 151; tribute paid by 
Ladakhis to, 217n.; coins of, 292, 
294; 297. 

Idi Raina, 4, 107, 111, 112, 118; 
submits to Muhammad Shah, 119; 
134; relations of, with Mirza 
Haidar, 135, 138; and Mughals, 
139; in for t  of Manar, 140; becomes 
prime minister and defeats Niyazis, 
145; defeated and killed, 146; 148; 
and foreign invasions, 281. 

Ikshika, 99. 
11-Khans, Mongol rulers of Persia, 33. 
Imperial Road, across th,e Pir  Panjal 

Pass, 24. 
India, 6, 10, 11, 21, 30; Mongol 

invasions of, 34 ; Timur's invasion 
of, 59; Hindus escape to, 65; MSS. 
obtained by Zainul-Abidin from, 
91; 100; Baihaqi Sayyids recalled 
from, 102; 110; Dangres recalled 
from. 114; Kaji and the Afghsns 
escape to, 134; 148, 149, 160, 183, 
201; Kashmir society's comparison 
with that  in. 218; 223n., 227, 235; 
Zainul-Abidin r ~ c a l l s  Brahmans 
from. 236; 244 246: shawls 
supplied to, 247; Kashmiri paper 
exported to, 248; 253, 254% 260, 
261, 263; musicians in Kashmir 
from, 271; 274. 275. 

Indian, merchants in Srinsgar, 247; 
ragas in Kashmiri music, 272. 

Indus, river, 18, 24, 26, 59, 77, 132n., 
276. 

Iraq, 56, 91, 92, 272. 
Isfahan. 62. 
Islam, conversion of Rinchana to, 39: 

spread of, in Kashmir, 40, 63, 65, 
66. 234 sqq ; and Mirza Haidar, 
204 

Islomabad, Inn.. 90. 12311.. 261: see 
nl-vo Anantnag. 

Islampur. Patna Diwtrict. 18On. 
Islam Shah. 11, and Haibat Khnn 

Nivazi, 136: and Mirza Haidsr, 
137: heads of the Niyazis sent to. 
145: coins of, 293 

Tsmail G ~ n a i ,  c o m m ~ n d e r  of Ali Shah. 
160. 

Ismail Navak, ~uar t l inn  of nasses, 
submits to Qwlm Khan, 185. 

I s m ~ i l  Shah, Sultan, orc~?sion of. 130. 
escaDe.s to India. 133: enthroned 
by Ghazi Shah, 151; 215. 

Jabhan, 60. 
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Jadibal, a quarter of Srinagar, 223n., 
286. 

Jafar Badakhshi, see Nurud-Din J a f m  
Badakhshi. 

Jagaddhar Bhat, author of 9tutt-  
Kusun~anjali, 257. 

Jagadeva, Raja  of Kashmir, 32. 
Jahangir, Mughal Emperor, author of 

Tuzwk-i-Jaharcgiri, 8,  10  ; on 
Kashmir temples, 66; on Mirza 
Haidar's court, 143; 17611, 1771-1. 
224, 266; negotiations for the 
marriage of, 156, 161. 

Jahangir Magre, made commander-in- 
chief, 99; 101; and Malik Ahmad, 
103; defeated in Ladakh, 104; and 
Sayyids, 107; becomes Wazir, 108, 
defeats Fa th  Shah, 109; defeated, 
110; 111. 124. 

Jahangir Padar,  conspires against 
Malik Usman, 114; made Wazir by 
Fa th  Shah and defeated by Ibrahim 
Magre, 115; supports F a t h  Shah, 
116; again becomes Wazir, 117; 
and Kaji Chak, 118; defeated by 
Chaks, 119. 

Jahnn-nantn ( by Mirza Haidar ) , 143. 
Jninncnrita (by  Notthosoma Pandit)  , 

1, 89 
Jninaprakasu (by  Yodhabhatta) 89, 

259. 
Jnznn-Rr~jntcrrnnphi, ( b y  Sr ivara) .  3, 
Jninavilasa (by  Bhattavatara),  89. 
.Taipal, Raja  of Waihand, 28. 
Ja i  Singh, Raja of Eajauri, and 

Zainul-Abidin, 76; submits to  
Prince Hasan, 97. 

J t ~ l n l ~ b a d ,  171. 
Jalalud-Din Khwarizm Shall, 59. 
Jalalud-Din Malik M u h a m m ~ d  Naji, 

see Mali!< Muhammad Naji. 
Jalandhar, 108. 
Jami,  Persian poet, 90, 257. 
Jarnil, painter, 93. 265. 
Jami Masiid, built by Sil<andar, 63; 

description of, 64: 84; completed by 
Zainul-Ahidin. 94; 157; jali-screens 
in, 264: architecture of, 268 sqq. 

Jammu, 14. 21; route from Kashmir 
to, 23: conquered bv Shihabud-Din 
50. 51: 54. 60; rulers of, 61, 97, 
106; 69; Hindus recalled from. 86; 
princesses of, ~narr ied to  Zainul- 
A h h n  82: 96: conquered by Malik 
Ahmad. 102, 105; reduced by Fa th  
Shah, 110; soldiers of. 107; 129-30, 
136; rulers of, furnish troops to 
Sultnns. 210: and entcr into matri- 
monial alliances with them, 220; 
importance nf, to Kashmir, 276. 

J: l lnn~gnr,  town, foi~nded by Jamshed, 
47. 

.Tamsli~tl, Sultan, 46; character of, 47; 
dcfeated by AH Sher, 48; 284. 

Jamyang Namgyal, rul'er of Ladakh, 
169. 

Jarric, Du, on downfall of the 
Sultanate, 281. 

Jasrat, son of Zainul-Abidin, 82. 
Jasrat  Khokar, 11 ; plunders Jammu,  

61; Ali Shah defeated and put to  
death by, 69, 70; and Zainul-Abidin, 
73, 80. 

Jaunpur,  192. 
Jayasimha, Raja  of Kashmir, 32, 

219n. 
J a y  Tawachibashi, Mughal comman- 

der, defeated and captured by 
Kashmiris, 186. 

Jehlam, river, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 
29, 34, 40, 47, 52, 76, 77, 85-8, 
99, 108, 115, 118n., 123n., 124, 146, 
154n., 167, 168, 176n., 183, 188, 
189n., 206, 203, 213, 226, 231-33, 
269, 276. 

Jehlam, Valley, 18, 19, 24. 
Jhalu, 135. 
Jixya, imposed by Sikandar, 65;  and 

Zainul-Abidin, 87; abolished by 
Yusuf Shah, 179; 213; and Sultans, 
215; abolished by Akbar, 215. 

Jonaraja,  1 ;  estimate of, 2, 3 ;  7 ;  on 
the origin of Zulju, 33; on Rinchtlna 
and Hinduism, 39; on Kakapuri's 
death, 44n.; on Kota Rani's death. 
45n.: on Shihabud-Din's conquests, 
50; on relations between Shihabud- 
Din and Firuz Shah, 5111.; on 
Rinchana's invasion of Kashmir, 
37.; on Rinchana's conversion to  
Islam, 39n., 40n.; on Shihabud- 
Din's views on iconoclae.m, 52: 
69, 89; on destruction of temples 
~ n d  Jizyn, 65: 202. 205; on 
Muslin1 influence in Kashmir, 238; 
on the number of villages in 
Keshmir, 252: 257: use of Arabic. 
Persian and Turkish words by. 258; 
on chronology of Sultans. 295-96. 

Junaid, Arab governor of Sindh, 28. 
Junaid of Baghdad ( Sufi), 284. 
Kabul, 6, 27, 49, 50, 5111, 125, 132, 

142. 
Kafiristan, 57. 
Kaji Chak, 111, 112; plots against 

Malik Usman, 114; clefentcd by 
Ibrahim Magre, 115; 116, 117; 
becomes Wazir, 118; crushes his 
enemies, 119; and Muhammarl 
Shah, 120-21; defeated by Turks,  
122; and Mughals. 123-24; and 
Mirza Haidar. 128; and Magres, 
129-30; and Mirza Haidar, 131. 1.33, 
134: defeat and death of, 135: 145, 
153. 280, 297. 

Kajnag Peak, 18, 24; Range, 16911. 
Kakapur. canal. 84. 
Kalamanyas, 37n. 



Kalampur, old Kalyanpura, 109. 
Icalanaur, 161, 173. 
Kalasa, Ra ja  of Kashmir, 31. 
Kalhana, 2, 3, 14, 23, 30n., 32, 50, 90; 

on Muslim influence in Kashmir, 
234; on social and political decline 
in Kashmir, 237; 258; and shawl 
industry, 263. 

Kamal Dubi, and the death of Mirza 
Haidar, 141. 

Kamal Khan Gakkhar, 149. 
Kamraj, 47, 48, 68, 74, 76, 77, 85n., 
96, 100, 111, 145, 159, 183, 186, 
191, 205, 206. 

Kamran, invasion of Kashmir by, 123; 
131, 132. 

Kamri  Pass, 26. 
Kangra, see Nagarkot. 
Kapartal  Pass, 132. 
Kapateshvara, now Kother, 13411. 
Karakoram, Mts., 25; pass, 244. 
Karala, canal, 85. 
karezua, 19, 22. 75n., 109. 
Karmasena, 33. 
Karnav, ancient Kafnaha, 19, 169, 
189. 

Karpurabhatta, 88. 
Kasher Khol, stream. 160n. 
Kashghar, 10, 27, 49, 72, 124, 130; 

hiirza Hsidar's family sent to, 142; 
envoys come to Srinagar from, 
144; 153, 154; Kashmir's trade 
with, 244 sqq. 

Kashmiri, language, Zainul-Abidin's 
life in, 1; and Zainul-Abidin, 89; 
anrl Hasan Shah, 105; poetry and 
Sultans, 258-60. 

Kntha-Knutcrkri, ( b y  Srivara),  3, 90. 
Kathmandu. Kashmiri merchants in, 
214: Kashmir's trade with, 245. 

Kaul. J. L., 15. 
K a y a ~ t h a s ,  4. 
Khalil Sultan. 10. 
Khampur, 14011. 
Khanabal, 19. 20. 
Khan-i-Zaman, scc F a t h  Khwajtr 

Baqqal. 
Khanqah-i-Mualla, built by Siknnclar, 
64: damarred. 97: rebuilt. 106; 
architectur; of, 268-9. 

Khnmj. 213-14. 
K h ~ s a .  trihe. 18. 19, 67; help H ~ j i ,  

75: plunder Srinagar, 110. 
Khatlan, Ali Hamadani buried in, 57; 

Muhammad Hamadani d'ed at. 63: 
283. 

Khawnriqzcl-flnlikin, 15. 
Khawarpara, pargana, 147. 
Khmnnchi or Khoaamdar, 203. 
Kheri, old Khur. 106n. 
Khotan. Ka.shmlrls trade with, 244 

sc('J. 
t ihulnantul-Mnnnqib ( h  y J a f a r 

Eadakhshi). 11. 

Khurasan, 27, 72, 92, 93. 
Khuyahom, old Khuyashrarna, 115, 

149, 167. 
Khwaja Abdul-Eaqi Nihawandi, 

author of Maasir-i-Ruhin~i,, 9. 
Khwaja Abdul-Qadir, muSician, 98. 
Khwaja Haji, conspires to overthrow 

Mirza Haidar, 138; besieges Barbal, 
139; 145, 149, 171, 177n., 226. 

Khwaja Ishaq Khatlani, disciple of 
Ali Hamadani, 63, 283. 

Khwaja Ishaq Qari, author of 
Halyatul-Arifin, 12. 

Khwaja Milhammad Rafiq, and Ali 
Shah Chak, 161. 

Khwaja Qasim, sent by Yusuf Shah 
to Man Singh, 171. 

Khwaja Shams Mughal, sent by Mirza 
Haidar to Islam Shah, 137. 

Khwarizm, 62, 157. 
Khokars, 69. 
Kafaya-i-Mujahidiyynh (by  Mansur b. 

Muhammad), 89. 
Kirat Singh, Raja  of Gwalior, 73. 
Kishanganga, river, 18, 169n., 209, 
276. 

Kishanganga Valley, now Drava, 19, 
26, 27, 112n. 

Kishtwar, 14, 18; route from Kashmir 
to, 25; Suhadeva escapes to, 35, 
38; 36n., 48; conque~ed by Shiha- 
bud-Din, 50, 51; Hindus recalled 
from, 86; Mirza Hairlar fails to 
conquer, 135-36; 140. 151; invaded 
by Ali Shah, 160; Haidar Chak 
escapes to, 170; Raja of, 171; and 
Yaqub Shah, 185, 186n., 187, 189, 
191. 192; 193n.; a tributary to 
Kashmir, 200, 210; tribute from, 
217; matrimonial alliances between 
Sultans and rulers of, 220; 276. 

Knowles, J. H.. 15. 
Koh-i-Maran, 59. 
Koka Mir, Mirza Haidar's follower, 
140. 

Kokarnag. spring, 21. 
Kopwara 'Chaks, origin of, 111; 146. 
Kota Bhattn.. minister of Shihabutl- 

Din, 52. 53. 
Kota Rani, married to Rinchana, 38; 

and to TTdav~nrlrleva, 41; repels 
Turkish attadk nnd ascends throne. 
42; 43; defeated by Shah Mir. 44: 
imprisonment and death of, 45. 

Kother, old K~pa teshvara ,  134. 
Kotli, 84n. 
Kotwnl, 204. 
Ksemendra, 2, 4 .  258. 
Kublay Khan, 37. 
Kubravlya Order, 58, 241, 284. 
Kulgam. Tahsil, 3611. 
Kulu, 72. 80. 
Kunar, 57. 
Kund. 285. 
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Kutahar, pargana, 134n. 
Kuti, 245. 
Lachhamkul, canal, 84. 
Lad, 121, 122. 
Ladakh. 19; route from Kashmir to, 

22, 25; 37n., 38; Udayanadeva 
escapes to, 42; conquered by Shiha- 
bud-Din, 49 sqq.; Ali Hamadani re- 
turns to Turkistan via, 55; occupied 
by Rai Magre, 59; and by Zainul- 
Abidin, 71; invaded by Adham, 72, 
74; 80; and by Jahangir Magre, 
104, 105, 125, 126; Mirza Haidar 
in, 130; occupied by him, 136; 
revolt in, against him, 139; route 
of, followed by Mirza's family, 142; 
pays tribute to Kashmir, 147; 
Ghazi Shah fails to  conquer, 152; 
Kashmiri nobles secure help of 
ruler of, 169; a s  a tributary to 
Kashmir, 209; tribute from, 217; 
game of polo introduced in Kashmir 
from, 231 ; marriages between 
IIinclus and Muslims in, 233n.; 
routes through and Kashmir's trade 
with, 244 sqq.; a part  of kingdom 
of Kashmir, 276. 

Ladakhis, and Baltis, 37; support 
Rinchana, 38; and Zainul-Abidin, 
72 ; Jahangir Magre defeated by, 
104; 126; slay Sabr Ali, 142; 
d'efeated and compelled to pay 
tribute, 147; defeat Kashmiris, 
152; 170; tribute of, to Kashmir, 
21711.; merchants, 246-47. 

Laddaraja, attacks Rai Magre, 59; 
defeats Raja of Jammu, 61; assas- 
sinated, 68. 

Ladcli Magre, 67. 
Lahara, sce Lar. 
Lahore, 6, 11;  Imperial Road from 

Kashmir to. 24; Kamran returns to. 
from Naushahra, 123; departure of 
M~ighals from Kashmir for, 124; 
131, 132, 136, 149, 159; Yusuf 
Shah raises money from the mer- 
chants of, 166; Haidar Chak pro- 
ceeds to, 171; Yusuf Shah placed 
in the custody of Todar Ma1 at ,  178; 
Kashinir nobles go to, to seek help 
of A!rbar, 183: Qagim Khan sets 
out from, 185; Kashmir nobles 
submit nnd sent to, 189; Yusuf 
Rlzvi sets out from, 191; route 
from Kashmir to Persia through, 
245: Yaqub Sarfi studies in, 258. 

L ~ k s m a n  Bhatta, Jamshed's minister, 
A Q  

the Arabs, 28; and Kalhana, 50; 
203n., 234; revenue policy of, 277. 

Lalbul, canal, 85. 
Lalla Ded, 15; influence of the songs 

of, 234; ideas of, 237; influence of 
Islam on, 238-39; significance of 
poetry of, 259-60. 

Langarhatta,  a quarter of Srinagar, 
53n. 

Lankar Chak, 46. 
Lar,  and Ramacandra, 35; district of, 

20, 37; occupied by Rinchana, 38; 
70, 71, 85, 120; battle in defile of, 
126; 127, 135; 144, 152, 170; fort, 
210; pargana, 262. 

Lasa, mistress of Shihabud-Din, 53. 
Laula, Shihabud-Din's commander, 

198. 
Lawrence, 15; on paper workers of 

Kashmir, 92n. 
Lavanyas, a tribal section, and 

Rinchana, 38-9; crushed by Alaud- 
Din, 48. 

Leh, 26n., 125; depot of Kashmir's 
trade, 244; 245. 

Lhachen Bhagen, ruler of Ladakh, 
104. 

Lhachen dNgos-grub, Rinchana's 
father, 37. 

Lhasn, Kashmir merchants in, 242, 
Lidar, river, 19, 85, 127; valley, 83n. 
Lohara, 7; castle of, 29n.; dynasty 

of, 30-2, 195, 250, 277; revolts in, 
54, 76; directly governed from 
Kashmir, 206; and Sultans, 209; 
234, 276. 

Lohar Chak (Shah) ,  5n., joins Ghazi 
against the Mughals, 150; rebels 
against Ghazi, 151; conspires 
against Husain Shah, 155; 160; and 
Yusuf Shah, 166-67; raised to 
throne. 165; defeated and blinded, 
168; 169. 

Loharin, valley and river, 291-1. 
Lohar Chak, son of Da~i la t  C h ~ k ,  

surrenders to Yusuf Rizvi 191. 
Loharkot, Mahmud of Ghazni defeated 

a t ,  29; 54. 104. 107, 151. 
Lcrhar Magre, defeated by Malik 

Usman, 115; revolt of. 118; par- 
doned by Muhammad Shah, 119; 
120. 122. 124. 130. 

Lohar Malik GSorchi, 169. 
Loknpraknsn, 2, 4; on divisions of 

Kashmir. 207; on number of 
villages in Kashmir, 252: Persinn 
and Turkish words in, 258. 

Lolab Vallev. 20. 
a". 

Lolaka seeVsura  1,olaka. Laksmanadeva, Raja of Kashmir, 32. Lulpur: 119. L ~ k s m i ,  queen of Shihabud-Din. 52. Mansir-i-Rnh,inli (by  Abdul-Eaqi 
53. Nihawandi), 9. 

Laksmlnagar, 52. Maasirul-Umclm ( b y  Samsamud- 
Lalitaditya, Raja of Kashmir, and Daula), 14. 
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Maclagen, on use of gunpowder and 
destruction of temples, 66n. 

Madani, mosque of, 16, 93, 264, 268; 
tomb of, 270. 

Maclina, 256, 267. 
Magres, and Sharnsud-Din 1, 46; and 

Habib Khan, 119; revolt against 
Muhammad Shah, 120-21; and Kaji 
Chak, 122, 129, 130; conflict of, 
with Chaks, 146; 208, 210; origin 
of. 219, 220; defeated by Chaks, 
278; lose their importance, 281. 

Mahabhandagara, treasurer, 203n. 
Makbharmta, 4, 43; translation of, 

into Persian, 90. 
Mahnnrcynpraknsa ( by Sita Kantha) , 
259. 

Mnhapratiharapidu, Lord Chamber- 
lain, 202n. 

Mahasarit, canal, 20. 
Mahnsz.nsalu, office of the Chief 

Master of Horse, 201. 
Mahmud, son of Sikandar, 61, 74, 278. 
Mahmud I, ruler of Malwa. relations 

of, with Zainul-Abidin, 73. 
Mahmud of Ghazni. 24. 27; invasions 

of Kashmir by. 28, 29, 281. 
Mahmud, ruler of Gujarat, relations 

of. with Zainul-Abidin, 73. 
Mahram Beg, Kamran's commander, 

invades Kashmir, 123; withdraws, 
124. 

M a  jalisul-Mumhh (by Nurullah 
Shushtari), 12, 57. 

Mnialisul-flak tin, (by  Muhammad 
Sharif an-Najad),  10. 

Majmua dar Ansab Mashaikh-i- 
Kmkmir, 14. 

Maiumdar. A .  K .  on chronology of 
S ~ ~ l t a n s .  295. 

Mrilfuzat-i-Timuri, 10. 
Malik Abdal, son of Ibrahim Magrc, 
118, 120. 

Malik Ahmad, declares Hasan ruler. 
98: receives title of Malik. 99; and 
Rahrarn. 98, 100; and Tazi Bat. 
101 sqq.: character of. 103. 105; 
buildings of, 106; 198n.. 262. 

Malik Candra, minister of Shi'habud- 
Din. 50. 53. 

M ~ l i k  Ali Chadura, rebels against 
Mlrhsmmad Shah, 120: and Kajl, 
123; 124: death of. 128. 

Malik Ali Sarkhail. 115. 
Malik H R R R ~  aee H R ~ R ~  Malik. 
Malik Lull, Wazir of Husain Shah, 

155. 
Mallk Muhammad Nail. 7. 8: submits 

tn Mlrza Hnidar, 134: decides to 
overthrow M i r z ~  Haldar. 138: 
h s i e ~ e s  fort of Barbal. 139; 15.7: 
defeats Shankar Chak. 154; cons- 
piracy anainst H~lsaln Shah check- 
mated hy. 155; 157, 160. 163: 

imprisoned by Haidar Chak, 170; 
188. 

Maliknag, spring, 21. 
Malik Saifdar, and the Sayyids, 107; 

release of, 107; and Fath Shah, 
110; defeat and death of, 111; and 
Shams Chak, 113. 

Malik Usman, and Musa Raina, 114; 
and Ibrahim Magre, 115; executed, 
116. 

Malik Zada, courtier of Hasan Shah, 
100; imprisonment and death of, 
101. 

Malwa, 73. 
Mamosa, 168. 
Mamun ar-Rashid, Abbasid Caliph, 
27. 

Manar, fort, 140, 210. 
Mawdalesa, 206n. 
Mandel, stream, 138n. 
Manik Dev, Raja of Jammu, sister 

of, married to  Zainul-Abidin, 82n.; 
and the Turks, 97. 

Mankot, 159. 
Manqabatul-Jawah/ir ( b  y J a f a r 

Badakhshi) , 11. 
Mansabal, lake, 21, 85. 
Man Singh, Raja, helps Yusuf Shah, 
166; and Haidar Chak, 171; sends 
Timur Beg to Yusuf Shah. 172; 
secures release of Yusuf Shah, 178; 
Yusuf Shah sent to Kashmir with, 
179; Yaqub Shah sent to, 192; 
transfers Yusuf Shah's jagir to 
Yaqub, 193. 

Mansur, Abbasid Caliph, 28. 
Mansur b. Muhammad, author, 89. 
Marai, old Madavarajya, 47, 85n., 
127,. 206. 

Marbal Pass. 25. 160. 
Mar. canal. 82. 84. 85, 87. 
~ a r k a ,  river, 135. 
Martand, temple, 66n.; 267; canal, 
85; plateau, 12711.; sugar-cane 
grown around, 249. 

Maru-Wardwan Valley, 18, 19. 
Maryul, 125. 126. 
Mashhad, 190n.. 256, 285. 
Masud, foster-brother of Zainul- 

Abidin, 83. 
Masud Chak, son of Kaji Chak, 118, 
119. 

Masud Nayak, 108. 
Masudi, on the number of villngcs 

in Kashmir, 252. 
Matan or Martand, .see Martand. 
Mazar-i-Salatin, 15, 80, 151n. 
Maulana Jamal, 137. 
Maulana Kabir, Rhnikhul-I.qlanz under 

Zainul-Abidin, 89; 90, 261. 
M ~ u l a n a  Muhammad Balkhl, see Mir 

Haji Muhammad. 
Marllane Muhammatl Said, 64. 



Maulana Nurud-Din, envoy of Timur, 
60. 

Maulana Nurud-Din Badakhshi, dis- 
ciple of Ali Hamadani, 63. 

Maulana Sarai, 63. 
Mecca, Ali Hamadani goes to, 55; 

Muhammad Hamadani goes to, 63; 
Ali Shah sets out fcr, 68-9; Sharif 
of, and Zainul-Abidin, 73; 221; 
Yaqub Sarfi studied at ,  256. 

Merv, 254. 
Midpur, 85. 
Mihrun-Nisa, see Nur Jahan. 
Mir Adz, 200, 207. 
Mira, queen of Sikandar, 61. 
Mir Ali, poet, 255. 
Mir  Bakhshi, 201-2. 
Mir Haji Muhammad, disciple of Ali 

Hamadani, 57. 
Mir Khen, see Ali Shah. 
Mir Qasim Khan Mir Bahr, see Qasim 

Khan. 
Mir Shah, favourite of Zainul-Abidin, 

executed, 83, 231n. 
Mir Shamsud-Din, see Shamsud-Din. 
Mirza Abu Said, the Timurid, r.ela- 

tions of, with Zainul-Abidin, 72-3. 
Mirza Abdullah, Mirza Haidar's 

governor of Pakhli, 136. 
Mirzada Ali Kharr, Mughal comman- 

der, defeated and killed, 189; 19011. 
Mirza Ali Akbar Shahi, 177, 184, 

188. 
Mirza Ali Khan, poet, 256. 
Mirza Ali Koka, follower of Mirza 

Haidar, 139. 
Mirza Ali Taghai, and Mirza Haidar, 

128. 
Mirza Haidar Dughlat, sources for the 

history of, 4-6, 9-11, 13, 14;  25; 
on the templ'es of Kashmir. 66; on 
Zainul-Abidin's palace, 94; 124; 
early life of, 125; invasion of 
Kashmir by, 126 sqq.; and Mirza 
ali Taghai, 128; withdraws from 
Kashmir, 129: and Rashid Sultan, 
130; proposals of. to Humayl~n, 
131-32; occupies the Valley, 133; 
and Kashmiri nobles. 134; con- 
CIueStS of, 135-36; and Haibat Khan 
Niyazi, 136; and the Nurbakh- 
shiyas, 137; revolts against, 138 
sqq.; versions of the death of, 140- 
41; character and policy of, 142- 
44; 145n., 146; religious policy of. 
147; 172. 173; and council of 
jurists, 195; and Shnikhl -Is lam.  
199; appoints Muhtnsib ,  204: par- 
Ranas under, 207; and M u h t m i b ,  
208; 211, 212: on the division of 
land in Kashmir, 214; 226; on 
m ~ r k e t s  of S r i n a ~ a r .  242-43; tea 
introduced In Kashmir by, 24711.; 
and men of learning. 255; 271, 279- 

81, 284n.; persecutes Nurbakkl- 
shiyas, 287; coins struck by, 293. 

Mirza Muhammad Hakim, Alcbar's 
half-brother, 173. 

Mirza Muqim, Akbar's envoy to 
Kashmir, and execution of Yusuf 
Aindar; put to death by Akbar, 
156; 157x1. 

Mirza Pii* Muhammad, grandson of 
Timur, 89. 

Mirza Qasim, 177n.; see Khwaja 
Qasim. 

Mirza Shah Rukh, sent by Akbar to 
invade Kashmir, 175, 184. 

Mirza Tahir, Akbar's envoy to Yusuf 
Shah, 171. 

Mirza Yusuf Khan, see Yusuf Khan 

Mongol ' ( s ) ,  '10, 33; invasions of 
Kashmir by, 34 sqq.; 39; invasion 
by, under Mirza Haidar, 126 sqq.; 
221. 

Mongolian, 34. 
Moorcroft, on produce of rice in 

Kashmir, 86. 
Moravian Mission, 41. 
Morco Polo, on Muslims in Kashmir, 

234. 
Mubarak Khan Gakkhar, 178. 
Mubarak Shah, Sayyid ruler of Delhi, 

73. 
Mubariz Khan, Wazir of Husain Shah, 

155. 
Muenchen, 7. 
Mufti, 200, 207, 221. 222. 
Mugatu, Mongol commander sent to 

invade Kashmir, 34. 
Mughal ( s ) ,  conquest, 4, 5, 46; 

invasion, 8 ;  empire, 9 ;  histories, 2, 
7, 10, 14; 7511.; Imperial Road 
constructed by, 24; invasion by 
Kuchak Beg and Shaikh Ali Beg, 
120;-by Shaikh Ali Beg and 
Muhammad Khan, 121;-by Kam- 
ran, 123; withdrawal of, 124; 
invasions by Mirza Haidar, 127 
sqq. ; Abul-Ma~li's invasion, 149 ; 
captured and beheaded, 150; Qara 
Bahadur's invasion repelled, 151; 
invasion by Bhagwan Das, 175: 
Yusuf Shah decides to  surrender to, 
176; def'eat of, 177; withdrawal of, 
178; annexation of Kflshmir by, 
184; Qasim Khan's invasion, 185 
sqq.; conquest of Kashmir by, 191- 
92; strength of Yusuf Shah's armv, 
212; abolition of taxes by, 216-17; 
and markets in Kashmir, 243; 
shawl and paper Industry under. 
248, 263; effects of the invasion 
by, 250; and Kashmir painters and 
calllgraphists, 265-66; comparison 
of Kash,mir tile-work with that of. 
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267; causes of Yaqub's failure 
agninst. 279-80; Du Jarric's view's 
on the conquest of Kashmir by, 
281. 

Mughalistan, 10, 125. 
Mughal Maidan. Mirza Haidar's forces 

defeated a t ,  135. 
Muhammad, the Prophet,, 221. 222, 
224n., 284. 

Muhammad, son of Hasan Shah, see 
Muhammad Shah. 

Muhammad. son of Sultan Sikandar, 
61. 

Muhammad Amin Mustaghni, poet, 
256. 

Muhammad Ali, Qnsim Khan's c0.m- 
mander. 188. 

Muhammad Azam, author of Wagiat -  
i-Knsicmir, 1, 13, 33n. 

Muhammad b. Qasim. conqueror of 
Sindh, and Kashmir. 28 

Muhammad Rat. imprisoned by Yusuf 
Shah. 159: 162; a s  Wazir of Yusuf 
Shah. 163: 166, 168: rebels but 
suffers defeat. 170; released from 
prison. 176; made prime minister 
by Yaquh. 183; dismissed and 
imprisoned, 184 : released. 186n. : 
submits to Qasim Khan and sent 
to Lahore. 189; returns a s  a guide 
to  Yusuf Rizvi. 190; fights against 
Yarluh Shah. 191-92. 

Muhammad Chak. son of Shams 
Chak. defeats Haii  Haidar, 160: 
162. 163; killed. 187. 

Muhammad Hamsdani see Sayyid 
Muhammad Hamadani. 

Muhammad Husain, calligraphist, 
265. 

Muhammad Khan, Babar's comman- 
der. 121. 

Muhammad Khan, brother of Lohar 
Shah, seized and blinded by Yusuf 
Shah. 168. 

Mrihammad Magre, son of Laddi 
Magre, and Saifud-Din, 67; and 
Zainul-Ahidin, 71. 

M u h ~ m m a d  Magre. killed during 
Mirza Haidar's invasion of Kisht- 
war. 135. 

M u h ~ m m a d  Magre, rebels against 
Ghazi ; suffers defeat, 148 ; conspires 
a ~ a i n s t  Husain Shah; imprisoned, 
154-55. 

Muhammad Malik, 153. 
Muhammad Maraj. 159. 
Muhammad Mir, Mughal commander, 
192. 

Muhammad Nazar, Mlrza Haidar's 
omcer. placed in charge of Rajauri, 
136: imprisoned by Kashmlris, 139. 

Muhammad Nur Bakhsh. see Sayyid 
Muhammad Nur Bakhsh. 

Muhammad Qasim, sent by AH Shah 
to Akbar, 161. 

Muhammad Qasim Hindu Shah Astra- 
badi, see Firishta. 

Muhammad Qasim Khan Nayak, 187. 
Muhammad Salim Kashghari, 177. 
Muhammad Shah, 3, 5n., 7, 64, 101, 
102, 104; ascends throne, 105; 108, 
109; imprisoned, 110; and Shams 
Chak, 112; and Fa th  Shah, 113; 
and Magres and Chaks, 115; retires 
from Kashmir to Punjab, 116; 
invades Kashmir and seizes throne, 
117-18; and Afghan troops, 118; 
revolts against, 119; and Kaji Chak, 
120; imprisoned by Kaji, 121; 
enthroned, 122; 124; and the 
Mughals, 129; death of, 129; 130; 
grand-daughter of, 133n.; 146, 147, 
151, 16011.; title of Wazir in the 
time of. 198; numbei. of parganas 
under, 207; and Lohara, 209n.; and 
the downfall of the Sultanate, 277, 
280: coins of, 291 sqq.; chronology 
of, 295 sqq. 

Muhammad S h ~ r i f  ~n-Najaf i .  author 
of Majalistcl-Salatin, 10. 

Muhammad Yusuf, 166n.; see also 
Yusuf Dar. 

Muht-ib, 204, 205, 207. 
Muinud-Din Miskin, author of Tarikh- 

i-Kabir, 15. 
Mulla Abdullah, goes to Akhar to 

complain against Husain Shah. 156. 
Mulla Abdullah, Mirza Haidar's 

governor of Pakhli, 136; advices 
Mirza Haidar not to execute 
Danigal, 138; defeated and killed 
by Kashmiris. 139. 

Mulla Ahmad, historian, 1, 7; courtier 
of Zainul-Ahidin, 89, 91: works of, 
90. 

Mulla Ahmad Allama, 199n. 
Mulla Aini, 182. 
Mulla Ali Raina, author of Tngkira- 

tltl-Ariflm, 12. 
Mlilla Baqi. woet. 256. 
Mrr l l~  Baqi. Mirza H~idar 'S  follnwer, 

msde governor of Cedfllrh, 136: 
killed in Larlakh, 139. 

Mulla Darwesh, Akhund, 262. 
Mulla Daud. 98. 
M ~ r l l ~  Fathi. 89. 
Mulla Firuz Ganai, decrees execution 

o f  Yusuf Aindar. 155; himself 
executed, 156; 195. 

Mulla CThazi Khan. 90, 261. 
M~rllu ITaiib Khatlh, executed 

M f r z ~  Haidar, 137. 
Mulla Hasan Aswad, All Shah's tutor, 

164, 170. 184. 
Mulla Hasan Qari, historian. 1, 7, 13. 
Mulla Ishqi. Akbar's envoy to Ali 

Shah, 161. 
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Mulla Mazhari, 178. 
Mulla Mehri, poet, 256. 
Mulla Nadiri, poet and historian, 1, 7; 

and Zainul-Abidin, 89. 
Mulla Nami 1, poet, 256. 
Mulla Nami 11, poet, 256. 
Mulla Parsa  Bulthari, 89. 
Mulla Qasim, Mirza Haidar's gover- 

nor of Baltistan, 136; escapes, 139. 
Mulla Razi, and the execution of 

Yusuf Aindar. 156. 
Mulla Talib Isfahani, see Baba Talib 

Isf ahani. 
Mulla Udi, musician, 93. 
Mulla Yusuf Almas, decrees execution 

of Yusuf Aindar, 155; himself 
executed, 156; 195, 280. 

Mulla Zada, musician, 93. 
Multan, 24, 49, 184. 286. 
Muntakhnhd-Tawnrikh, by Firishta, 

9;  by Hasan Beg, In.  
Murree-Baramula Road, 25. 
Musa Raina, 14;  and Fa th  Shah, 110, 

111; defeats Shams Chak, 112: 
secures assassination of, 11 3 ; 
character and policy of, 114; 
imposes Jizya, 215; and Shamsud- 
Din, 236, 286, 287. 

Music, banned by Sikandar. 64; 
patronised by Zainiil-Abidin, 88, 93; 
and Haidar Shah, 98; and Hasan 
Shah. 105; and Mirza Haidar, 143; 
and Husain Shah, 158; 271, 272. 

Muza.ffarabad, 24. 

Nadir Shah. scc Nazuk Shah. 
Nagam, jagir of, 96, 99, 103; pargana, 

109; fort. 119, 210; village, 261. 
Nngct~fldhipn, prefect, 204. 
Nagarltot, conquered hy Shihabud- 

Din, 50; Shihabud-Din's meeting 
with F&ja of. 5111.; 219. 

Nrrr~nyalrrc. and Zainul-Ahidin, 87. 
Naii Malik, scc Malik Muhammat1 

Naji 
Nalla Mar, c~nn1 ,  85 
Nandmarg, pass, Nandashaila of 

Jonaraja, 84. 
Naqshhantli Order. 223, 241 254. 
Nerayan Kaul "Ajiz", 12, 3311. 
Nasr h. Sayyar, Arab govcrnor of 

Transoxinna, 27, 
Nauliatta, old Sikandarprlr, now a 

quarter of Srinagar, 164, 262. 
Na~ikadal, bridge, 99. 164, 271. 
Naiirang Khan Chak. Yaqub Shah's 

commander, 185, 190. 
Nrrfiricz, fcstivnl, 133. . 
N ~ u r u z ,  son of Malik Ahmad, made 

Anlir-i-Dnr by Hasan Shah, 99; 
nntl Tazi Rmt 101; b ~ c o  m e s  
gliardian of Princc Muh:+mmad. 
302; imprisoned, 103; 111; and 
ctlucation, 262. 

Nauruz Chak, 120, 158; invades 
Kishtwar, 160; 165, 166n. 

Naushahr, a quarter of Srinagar, 80; 
founded by Zainul-Abidin, 84, 93; 
88; schools a t ,  90, 261; paper 
workers settled in, 92x1.; buildings 
a t ,  94; capital of Hasan Shah, 99; 
fort  of, 107; nobles set  fire to, 108; 
capital of Nazuk Shah, 122; Mirza 
Haidar's occupation of, 127. 

Naushahra, Fa th  Shah retires to, 112; 
Muhammad Shah escapes to, 113; 
118; battle in neighhourhood of, 
120; Chak nobles gather a t ,  121; 
Kamran arrives a t ,  123; 132, 139; 
Abul-Maali escapes to, 149; Qara. 
Bahadur marches via, 150; 154, 
160; battle a t ,  166; Haidar Chak's 
jagir of, 171; 174. 

Nawadirul-Alchbar (by Aba Rafiud- 
Din Ahmad),  review of, 13; on 
Shah Rukh's relations with Zainul- 
Abidin, 73; on Ghazi Shah's reli- 
gious policy, 153-54. 

Nnyaks, 202, 203. 
Nazuk Bat, son of Abdal Bat,  166, 

167, 154. 
Nazuk Shah, Sultan. 5 ;  declared king 

by Magres. 121-22; enthroned by 
Mirza Haidar, 133. 135; and Mirza 
Haidar's overthrow, 138: 142: a 
puppet, 145; dethroned, 146; 150n., 
160, 256. 

Nepal. Kashmir's traclc with, 245; 
Kashmir architecture similar to 
that  of. 269; see rllso Lhasa. 

Nishat, garden, 249. 
Nizanii. Ganjavi. Persian poet, 257. 
Nizamud-Din, author of Tabnqat-i- 

Akbori. 9. 14: on Zulju's origin, 33; 
on chronology of Sultans, 295. 

North-West Frontier province, 25. 
Norway, Kashmir architecture similar 

to that of, 269. 
Notthosoma Pandit, author of Jctinn- 

caritn. 1. 89, 259. 
Nubra. 125, 126, 244. 
Numan, 49. 
Nunahwani. 64. 
Nurhalthshiya. sect, 11. 12;  influence 

of, in Persia, 58: banned hy M i r z ~  
Haidar. 137. 147, 195; 223. 2.36. 
275: forlnded by Muhammad Nlir 
Bakhsh. 283: ideas of, 283-84: 
introdilcecl hy Shamsud-Din in 
Kashn~ir ,  285 sqq.; decline of. 287- 
88. 

Nurhakhshiyas, persecuted by Mirza 
Haidar, 137, 144, 195: in Baltistan, 
286: in the time of Akhar. 287. 

Nur Jahan, and Hnidar Malik, 8. 
Nul-ntrl)ln (by  Nesihurl-Din Ghazi ) , 

13, 15. 
Nurucl-Din Jafar  Badakhshi, biogra- 



pher and disciple of Ali Hamadani, 
11, 58. 

Nurud-Din Rishi, biographies of, 14, 
15; life of. 224; 225; songs of, 234; 
and spread of Islam, 235; influence 
on Lalla Ded of, 239; and Kashmiri 
literature, 259, 260. 

Ni~rullah Shushtari, see Sayyid 
Nurullah Shushtari. 

Nusrat Chak, 147; conspires against 
Ghazi Shah and imprisoned, 148; 
released, 149; sent by Ghazi to 
Abbar, 150; 153; imprisoned by 
Husain Shah, 154; 155. 

Nusrat Khokar, 61n. 
Nusrat Raina, and Fa th  Shah, 110, 
111; 115. 116: and Muhammad 
Shah, 117; and Kaji Chak, 118. 

Ogatay, son of Chingez Khan, 34. 
Ohincl, ruler of, and Sikandar, 61; 67; 

occupied by Zainul-Abidin, 72. 
Ou-K'ong. Chinese pilgrim, 25, 234. 
Outer Hills, 97, 101. 131; revolt in, 

against Mirza Haidar, 138. 
Oxus, river, 245. 

Padmapura, see Pampur. 
Pakhli. 19: route of. 36: occupied by 

Shihabud-Din. 49: Ali Hamadani 
goes to, 57; Ali Shah confined in. 
70; 81. 91, 124: occupied by Mirza 
Haidar, 136: revolt in, against him, 
139; 142. 169, 175, 220; tributary 
to Kashmir. 209, 276. 

Pakhribal, a quarter of Srinagar, 262. 
Pakistan, s ~ c  West Pakistan. 
Fala  Deo, ruler of Jammu, and 

Sultan Sikandar. 61. 
Pallashila. battle a t ,  75. 
Pamir, 245. 
Pampur. oltl Padmapura, 118, 247n. ; 

krtrcwn. 249. 
Psnchalacl~va, 23n.; see also Pir 

Panjal Pass.  
Pandu Chak, revolts against Zainul- 

Ahidin but capturecl. 73-4; 111. 
Panrlus, heroes of Mal~~blbhnrrctn, 43. 
Panipat. bsttle of, 121. 
Panjyari. 191. 
Paraspur,  249. 
Parasuram, ruler of Jammu, and 

Kashmiri noblea, 106; departs from 
Kashmir, 108. 

Paris, 9. 
Paten, 149. 150n. 
Patna, Kashmiri merchants in. 243, 
245; tiles in the museum of. 267n. 

P(i.stimea, 231. 
Pr~twnri ,  village accountant, 208. 
Pax-Mongolic~, 37. 
Payech, temple of. 6611. 
Peking, Kaahmiri merchants in, 242; 

Kashmir's trade with. 244-45. 

Pelsaert, Francisco, 15. 
Persia, 6, 25, 33, 56, 58, 62, 91, 157, 
196, 218, 222; Sufi orders intro- 
duced from, 223; 227, 228; games 
introduced from, 231; Kashmiri 
merchants in, 242; Kashmir's com- 
munication with, 245; cultural 
influence on Kashmir of, 253 sqq.; 
260; and Kashmir silk, 262; and 
a r t  of tinned metal and shawl 
industry, 263; calligraphists from, 
265; tile-work introduced from. 
267; influence on Kashmiri music 
of, 271-72; 273, 274, 287. 

Persian, language, chronicles of, 1, 5, 
sqq., 35n., 37n.; translations from 
and into, 3, 89-90, 257; words in 
Sanskrit works of, 4, 258; Mirza 
Haidar's proficiency in, 143; studied 
by Brahmans, 219! dress, 228; food, 
229; pastimes, 231; influence on 
Kashmir, 253. sqq.; language and 
Kashmir, 255; poets in, 255-56; and 
Sanskrit, 257-58; and Kashmiri 
poets, 259; inscriptions in, 265; 
268. 

Peshawar, 25, 51. 
Phag, pargana. 92, 94, 148, 183. 
Pi r  Haji Muhammad, a quarter of 

Srinagar. 
Pir  Haji  Muhammad Qari, principal 

of a college, 261. 
Pir  Hasan Shah, author of Tarilch-i- 

Haban, 13. 
Pi r  Panjal, Range. 17. 18, 23; pass 

and route, 24. 25, 84n., 109n. 140., 
167, 244, 245. 

Pi r  Panjal, stream. 24. 
Pohur, canal, see Lalkul. 
Pohur, stream, 20. 
Police, 204. 
Population, 251-52. 
Prajyabhatta, 1, 3, 257, 258, 296. 
Pratapapura,  now Tapar. 122n. 
Pulwana. Tahsil, 189n. 
Punch, 19; routes from Kashmir to, 
23, 24, 149, 286; 78, 80, 96, 115 
sqq.: pass, 133n.; province of, 
138n.; 139. 150, 154, 167: impor- 
tance for Kashmir of, 276. 

Punjab, 18, 21; routes from ~ a s h m i r  
to. 22 sqrr.: 51; and Jasrat.  73; 100. 
103; Fath  Khan in, 104: 10F1, 109. 
115 sqq.; Regi Chak escapes to 
hills of. 135: 148, 159, 160. 173; 
Kashmir's trade with. 244 sqq.; 
247. 280. 

Puranas. 99. 
Purna, barber, and Hasan Shah, 06, 
99: imprisonment and death of, 101. 

Purabitn, 205. 
Pushkaranaga, 115. 

Qsdlriya Order, 223, 241. 284. 
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Qain, 283. 
Qalandar B ~ R .  Akbar's officer, 178. 
Ganauj, 131,' 
Qandahar, 33; and Shihabud-Din, 49, 

50: 142. 286. 
 ax-a'~ahadur, 10;  sent to Outer Hills 

by Mirza Haidar. 138; imprisoned 
by Kashmiris, 139; 140; released, 
142; 146; invades Kashmir, 150; 
defeated, 151: 153, 154, 172, 212. 

qnshqa, tilnk-a religious mark on 
forehead, 65. 

QasMa-i-Jalaliya ( b y  Daud Khaki) ,  
256. 

Qasim Khan, son of Yusuf Shah, 
poisons Yaqub Shah, 193. 

Qasim Khan, Mughal commander, 
24; invades Kashmif, 185; enters 
Srinagar, 187; defeats Yaqub Shah, 
188; nobles submit to, 189; due to 
Mughal army's sad plight wants 
his recall, 190; 191, 192n., 218. 

Qnzi., office of, 200, 207, 221, 222, 
228. 

Qazi Abdul-Ghafur. and execution of v 

Daniyal, 137; 156. 
Qazi Ali, 207. 
Qazi Ganai. see Mulla Firuz Ganai. 
Qazi ~ a b i b ,  and execution of Daniyal, 

137. 
Qazi Ibrahim, and execution of 

Daniyal, 137. 
Qazi Ibrahim, historian, 1,  6, 7. 
Qazi Jamal. 88. 
~ a z i  Mir ~ i i ,  exiled by Mirza Haidar, 

137. 
Qazi Musa, decrees execution of 

Yusuf Aindar, 155; flees froin 
Srinagar. 156; buries Abdal, 163; 
168; and Yaqub Shah, 182-83; 

executed, 184; effect of the execu- 
tion of, 280. 

Qazi Sadrud-Din, sent by Akbar to 
Ali Shah, 161. 

Qazi Sayyid Ali Shirazi, 88. 
Qazi Zainud-Din, 156. 
Qazvin, 285. 
Qiynjnt-wntn (by Ali Hamadani),  

57. 
Quran, 51, 221, 256, 257, 260, 265. 
Qutaiba b. Muslim, 27. 
Qutb ,  nom de pluinc of Zainul-Ahidin, 

91. 
Qutbud-Din, Mughal Faujdar, 8. 
Qutb~rd-Din, Sultan, 6, 7, 50; charac- 

ter of, 53; revolts against, 54; 55; 
and Ali Hamadani. 56-7; sons of. 
58-9; 209, 228; and Hindu practi- 
ces, 240; colleges established by. 
260-61; 276. 

Qutbud-Din Nishapuri, teacher of Ali 
FIamatlani, 55. 

Qutbud-Dinpur, founded by Qutbud- 
Din, 53, 77 sqq., 260. 

Rai Magre, prime minister, and 
Sikandar, 59. 

Rainas, 208, 210, 219, 220, 278, 281. 
Rainwari, a quarter of Srinagar, 87. 
Raisul-Mulk, title of Haidar Malik, 8. 
Rajadeva, Raja  of Kashmir, 32. 
Rr~fatarangini ( b y  Kalhana) , 2;  by 

Jonaraja and Srivara, 2, 3 ;  9n., 14;  
translation of, into Persian, 90; and 
Persian words, 258; and shawl 
industry, 263. 

Rajauri, 14, 19; route from Kashmir 
to, 23; 69, 75n.; Raja  of, received 
by Zainul-Abidin, 76; and sends 
his daughters to  him, 82; submits 
to Hasan Shah, 93; occupied by 
Tazi Bat, 102; 105, ,108 sqq ; 
Magre chiefs escape to, 130; con- 
quered by Mirza Haidar, 136; 150, 
154, 160; and Yusuf Shah, 166; 
174, 185, 210; matrimonial alliances 
between Sultans and rulers of, 220: 
marriages between Hindus and 
Muslims in. 233n.; importance for 
Kashmir of, 276. 

Rajauri Kadal, bridge, 82. 
R a f a v c ~ l i p a t n h  (by  Prajyabhat ta) ,  

3. 
Raidan. Zainul-Abidin's palace a t  

Naushahr, 127. 
Rajdnrshnni (by Ganesh Das "Badh- 

rah"), 14. 
Rajpur, 85. 
Rajputs, 209, 219. 
Rajya Devi. Raiauri princess, ancl 

Zainul-Abidin. 82. 
Ramacandra, Suhadeva's com.mander- 

in-chief, 8; achievements of. 35; 
and Rinchana. 37; d,efeat and death 
of, 38; 43. 53. 

Ramadeva, Raja of Kashmir. 32. 
Ram Das Kachwaha. Yusuf Shah 

entrusted to  charge of, 178. 
Ramlana. 11 1. 
Rashid Sultan, king of Mughalistan, 

130. 
Ratan Pir  Pass. 10911. 
Ratnn Range, 23. 
Ravi. river, 209. 276. 
Rawalpur, Idi Raina killed a t ,  146. 
Rawancandra, son of Ramecandra, 

and Rinchana. 38; becomes Muslim, 
40; helps Kota Rani against Turks, 
42. 

~ a i d i e n ~ a n  Pass, 26. 
Reel Chak, 115, 120 sqq.; and Kaji 

Chak, 129-30; seeks help of Mirzq 
Haidar. 131: joins him. 132-133; 
leaves him and joins Kaii. 134: 
defeat and death of, 135; 137, 148, 
149. 

Riktetars.. see Purna. 
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Rinchana, 2, 7, 10, 14, 25; ancestry 
and early career of, 36, 37; captures 
power, 38; becomes Muslim, 39, 40; 
death and characier of, 41; 42; 
and Shah Mir, 43; 44, 46, 235, 237. 

Risah-a-Sikandari ( b  y S a y y i d 
Muhammad Hamadani), 63. 

Rishi (s) , order, ideas and character 
of, 224-25. 

Rodok, 245. 
Rohtas, 192, 193. 
Rogers, C. J., on coinage of Sultans, 
290 sqq. 

Ramuh, 85. 
Rupri, 23. 
Rupyabhatta, Zainul-Abidin's court 

astrologer, 88. 
Ruyter, Father de, relief found by, 
266. 

Rajauri, 136; killed by Ladakhis, 142. 

Sabu, 244. 
Sadrud-Din, see Rinchana. 
Sadrud-Din Khurasani, architect, 64. 
Sadullah, punished by Zainul-Abidin, 
83. 

Safapur, canal, 85; village, 85n. 
Sahaka, minister of Sikandar, killed 

by Rai Magre, 59. 
(11-lyuhilc (by Bukhari),  256. 
Sahra-i-Babel, another name of 

Martand plateau, 127n. 
Saifud-Din, prime minister of Sikan- 

dar, and Jonaraja, 2; plunders 
Jarnrnu, 61, becomes Muslim, 63; 
end non-Muslims, 65; and Laddi 
Magre. 67; death of, 68. 

Snivism, and Rinchana, 40n.; and 
Buddhism and Islam, 234; degene- 
ration of, 237; influence of 1sla.m 
on, 238-39; Rishis influenced by, 
241. 

Sali, Mongol chief, conquers Kashmir, 
34. 

~ a i i i  Maji, wife of Muhammad Shah, 
122. 

Salih Aqil, Akbar's envoy to ~ u s u f  
Shah. 171, 173n. 

Salim. Prince, see Jahangir. 
Salim Khan, son of Nazuk Shah, 

invacles Kashmir but killed, 160. 
Salt Range, 29, 122, 123, 132. 
Samanirls, of Bukhara, 22911. 
Samarqand, Timur starts from, to 

invade India, 59; and returns to, 
60; 73; Kashmiri craftsmen sent 
to, 92; U k m a  go for study to, 221; 
Kashmir's trade relations with, 
244; visited by Kashmiri scholars, 
254; 255, 256. 

Sambal, lake, 35n. 
Sambhal, 136. 
Samgramadeva, Raja of Kashmir, 32. 

Samgramaraja, Raja of Kashmir, 29, 
30. 

SamJmta, and Zainul-Abidin, 79, 91, 
99. 

Samsamud-Daula, author of Maasirul- 
Umara, 14. 

Sandran, stream, 19. 
Sankar ,  physician, 67. 
Sankar, see Sikandar. 
Sankar Devi, wife of Yaqub Shah, 
161. 

Sanskrit, chronicles of, 1 sqq., 35n., 
81; Zainul-Abidin's patronage of, 
89-91; patronised by Sultans, 257; 
Persian and Arabic words in, 258; 
chronicles and chronology of 
Sultans, 295 sqq. 

Sarada, characters, 258, 266. 
Sarang hills, Sikandar Tupchi escapes 

to, 132; Haibat Khan Niyazi takes 
refuge in, 136. 

Sarhang Raina, 110, 111. 
Sal 'hng  Zada, police officer, 208. 
Sarvadhikara, chief minister, 197. 
Sasanian, influence on Kashmir, 253, 
258; army and Kashmiri woollen 
cloth, 248n., 262. 

Sasaram, 267. 
Sastrus, 91. 
Sati, prohibited by Sikandar, 65. 
Satipusha, 106. 
8cvwatd-Ilhum (by  Yaqub Sarli) , 
256. 

Sayyabhandapati, built a vihuru a t  
Bijbehara, 106. 

Sayyid Abdullah Khan, Mughal com- 
mander, 189. 

Sayyid Abul-Maali, son of Stzyyid 
Mubarak, Ali Shah's daughter 
.married to, 158; 162n.; rewarded 
by Yaqub, 171; 176, 187; captured 
by Mughals, 192; Yusuf Shah 
buried by, 193. 

Sayyid Ahmad Isfahani. 62. 
Sayyid Ahmad Rumi, 88. 
Sayyid Alaud-Din, teacher and llncle 

of Ali Hamadani, 55. 
Sayyid Ali, historian, 5; on Jiwrf 

under Zainul-Abidin, 87n.; on death 
of Mirza Haidar, 140. 

Sayyid Ali Baihnqi, 107. 
Sayyid Ali Hamaclanl, 2, 5 ,  6; bio- 

graphies of, 11. 12, 14; life of 55-6; 
and Qutbud-Din, 56-7; religiorrs 
views of, 57-8; will of, 63: 64;  Ideas 
of, 223; compared with Nuri~d-Din 
Rishi, 224; dress introduced by, 
228; converts made by, 235: Influ- 
ence on Lalla Ded of, 239; and 
monotheism. 24 In. ; and Persian 
culture, 254: 261; and shawl indus- 
tty, 262; 283. 

Sayyid Bahaud-Din, Mughal com- 
mander, 191-02. 
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Sayyid Habib, Qazi of Srinagar, 157. 
Sayyid Hasan, son of Sayyid Tajucl- 

Din 5, 50n., 53n. 
Stlyyid Hasan Baihaqi, Zainul-Abidin's 

daughter married to, 81; made 
Wazit by Hasan Shah, 103; con- 
quers Baltistan, 104; Kashmiri 
nobles opposed to, 106; assassina- 
tion of, 107; 279. 

Sayyid Hasan Shirazi, made Qazi by 
Sikandar, 62, 200. 

Sayyid Hashim, son of Sayyid Hasan 
Baihaqi, 107. 

Sayyid Husain Baihaqi, 63. 
Sayyid Husain Khan, son of Sayyid 

Mubarak, 162n., 189. 
Sayyid Ibrahim Baihaqi, son of 

Sayyid Muhammad, and Muham- 
mad Shah, 118; joins Kaji against 
Magres. 119; imprisoned by 
Mughals, 122; jagir of, 124, 130; 
defeated by Mirza Haidar and 
escapes to India, 134; imprisoned 
by Daulat Chak, 146; released, 148; 
149. 

S a w i d  Jalal, son of Sayyid Mubarak. 
162. 

Sayyid Jalalud-Din, 62. 
Sayyid Jalalud-Din Bulthari, saint, 

235. 
S a w i d  M u b a r ~ ~ k ,  saint, and H 8 b b ~  

Khatun, 260. 
Sayyid Mubarak, Wazir of Ali Shah. 

5n., 157 sqq , Abdal defeated and 
killed by, 162; joins rebels against 
Yusuf Shah, 163; captures power. 
and character of. 164; and Abdal 
Bat 165: deposed, 165; ioins Yaaub 
Shah, 185: death of, 19111.; 197; 
coins of, 294. 

Savyid M u h ~ m m a d  B?ihaqi, father of 
Shvyid Ali, the historian. 5, 141. 

S a p i d  Muhammad Baihaqi, daughter 
of. married to Zainul-Abidin. 81 

S a w i d  Muhammad Baihaqi, son of 
Sayvid Hasan Baihaqi, seizes fort  
of N a u s h ~ h r ,  107; and Ibrahim 
Magre, 110: and Shams Chak. 111- 
12: death of 113; and Mir Shemsud- 
Din. 236. 286. 

S ~ w i d  Muhammad Hamadani, 6, 15;  
life of. 63:  and Sikandar, 63, 65, 
22% spreld of Islam. 235, 254. 

Sayyld Muhammad Hlsari, 63 
Sayyid Muhammad Khwarizmi, 62. 
S a W d  Muhammad Luristani. 88. 
Sayyid Muhammad Madain, Zainul- 

Abidln's courtier, 89. 
S ~ y y i d  Muhammad Madani, tomb of, 

267. 
Sayyid Muhammad Nur Bakhsh, 

founder of the Nurbakhshiya Order, 
12, 5 8 ;  lifr of, 283; ideas of, 284; 
286. 

Sayyid Muhammad Rumi, 88. 
Sayyid Muhammad Sistani, 88. 
St~yyid Nurullah Shushtari, author of 

Mnjalisul-Munbinin,, 12; on Ali 
Hamadani's religion, 57. 

Sayyid Sharafud-Din, see Bulbul 
Shah. 

Sayyid Shihabud-Din, father of Ali 
Hamadani, 55. 

Sayyid Tajud-Din, cousin of Ali 
Hamadani. 5, 50n., 53n. 

Shndipur, see Shihabud-Dinpur. 
Shafiite, school, Ali Hamadani's con- 

version to, 58; banned by Mlrzn 
'Haidar, 143, 147; law, 200. 

Shahabad, pargana, 134n. 
Shahbaz Khan, Niyazi chi,ef, killecl. 

145. 
Shahbaz Khan Kambu, 191n. 
Shah Begum, wife of Malik Ahmad. 

builds W q a h ,  106; establishes 
schools, 262. 

Shahi Khan, see Zainul-Abidin. 
Shah Ismail, Shah of Persia, 182n., 

287. 
Shahjahan, Mughal Emperor, 4, 180n., 

266. 
Shahjahanabad, 13. 
Shahkul, canal, 85. 
Shah Mir, 2 ;  made guardia.n of Prince 

Haidar, 41; helps Kota Rani against 
Turks, 42; ancestry and early 1if.e 
of, 43; and Kota Rani. 44-5; acces- 
sion of. 45: character of, 46-7: 49n.. 
147; Shaikhul-Islanl, under, 199n.; 
cause of success of, 273; and ques- 
tion of succession, 278: coins of. 
290. 

Shah Mir dynasty. 1, 5. 7, 9, 96, 105; 
titles adopted by rulers of, 195; 
Wnzirs under. 197-98; and Khnmn- 
chi, 203; 206, 211, 214; and Jizya, 
215: and assimments.  217; 220: 
and agriculture, 249; and peasants, 
250; and forced Ishqur. 251: and 
Persian language, 255; influence of 
Persian on Sanskrit under, 258; 
and calligraphv, 265: achievements 
of, 273; causes of fall of, 276 sqq.; 
monetary system under, 289 sqq. 

Shah Muhammad Shahabadi. 90. 
Rhah-namn (by F'irdausi), 89. 
Shah Nazar. and death of Mirza 

Haidar. 141. 
Shah Nimetu l l~h  Farsi, teacher of 

Blrlhul Shah, 39. 
Shah Qasim, son of Muhammad Nur 

Balthsh, 283, 285. 
Shah Quli Mahram, Mughal com- 

mander, 175. 
Shah Rukh. son of Timur, and Zainul- 

Abidin, 73; imprisons Muhammad 
Nur Rakhsh, 283. 

Shaibani Khan, Uzbeg ruler, 125. 



Shaikh Abdun-Nabi, and execution of 
Mirza Muqim, 156. 

Shaikh Ahmad Alaud-Daula Samnani, 
58. 

Shaikha Khokar, 61n. 
Shaikh Ali Beg, Mughal commander, 

invasion of Kashmir by, 120 sqq. 
Shaikh Daniyal, son of Mir Shamsud- 

Din, executed by Mirza Haidar, 
137; effect of the execution of, 
138; mausoleum of, 147. 

Shaikh Daulat Bakhtiyar, Mughal 
commander, 189. 

Shaikh Hasan, 183. 
Shaikh Hasan Ganai, a noted scribe, 
256. 

Shaikh Hasan Ganai, father of Yaqub 
Sarfi, 256. 

Shaikh Hamza Makhdum, 12, 161, 
222n.; preachings of, 225; and 
proselytisation. 235, 256; bi-lingual 
will of, 258. 

Shaikh Ismail Kubravi, 90. 
Shaikh Ruknud-Din Alaud-Daula. 

teacher of Ali Hamadani, 55. 
Shaikh Salarud-Din, father of Nurud- 

Din. 224. 
Shaikh Sharafud-Din M a h m u d,  

teacher of Ali Hamadani, 55. 
Nhaikhul-Islanz, appointed by Sikan- 

dar  65; and Zainul-Abidin, 81, 83; 
99; and Sultans. 195: and corona- 
tion ceremony, 240; 261. 

Shaikh Umar,  and Nurbakhshlya, 
137. 

Shaikh Yaqub Sarfi. and Ali Shah, 
161; returns to Yusuf Shah with 
Prince Haidar, 172; as  guide to 
Bhagwan Das. 173; and Mughals 
184. 185: taken prisoner, 186; life 
end works of. 256-57. 

Shalimar. garden, 249. 
Shams Chak. son of Daulat Chak, 
162; imprisoned. 169: escapes and 
joins Habib Khan. 170; surrend,ers 
and pardoned. 191; revolts against 
Yaqub Shah, defeated and imprison- 
ed, 183: escapes and declares him- 
self Sultan. 186; defeated by 
Mughals. 187. 189; reconciled to 
Yaqub Shah and defeats Mughals, 
100; defeated by Mughals: surren- 
ders and sent to Akhar, 191-92. 

Shams Chak, 110; origin and careet 
of. 111: and Muhammad Shah, 112: 
assaaslnation of, 113; 287. 

Shams 'Chak Kopwara, captured and 
blinded by Yusuf Shah. 169. 

Shama Dunl, conspires to overthrow 
Husain Shah, 154 ; tebels against 
Ali Shah, 159: 167; and Muham- 
mad Bat. 170; defeated by Mughals, 
180. 

Shams Ganai, Yaqub Shah's com- 
mander, 186. 

Shams Raina, revolts against Ghazi 
Shah, 148; joins Abul-Maali, 149; 
executed by Ghazi Shah, 150. 

Shamsud-Din I, see Shah Mir. 
Shamsud-Din 11, accession of, 129; 

death of. 130; coins of, 290 sqq. 
Shamsud-Din, Mir, 11, 12; arrives in 

Kashmir, 112; retires to Skardu, 
113; but returns, 114; and fall of 
Fa th  Shah. 117n.; tomb of, des- 
troyed by Mirza Haidar, 137; 138; 
and Jizya, 215; compared with 
Nurud-Din, 224 ; and proselytisa- 
tion, 235; and Hindus, 236; life 
and work of, 285 sqq. 

Shankar Chak, Ghazi Shah's brother, 
revolts, 149, 154; 165. 

Shankar Raina, and Magres, 115-16; 
117; imprisoned, 118. 

Shanki Chadura, submits to Qasim 
Khan. 185. 

Sharafud-Din Ali Yazdi, author of 
Zafar-nama, 10; on conveyance in 
Kashmir, 243; on number of 
villages. 252. 

Sharia, and Qutbud-Din, 57; enforced 
by Sikandar, 64; and Sultans, 194- 
95; and 9 h a i W l - I s l m ,  199; and 
punishments, 201 ; and taxation, 
213, 215-16: and Ulama, 221: 232; 
ignored by Sultans, 274; and Nur- 
bakhshivas, 284. 

Shaura, 64. 
Shel,  old image of Buddha a t ,  72. 
Sher, foster-brother of Zainul-Abidin, 
83. 

Sher Afgan, 8. 
Sher Ali Bat. 170. 
Sher Khan Magre. 189. 
Sher Shah, 11, 131, 132; and Kail 

Chak, 133; tiles on tomb of, 267: 
280. 

S h i h a b ~ u r ,  now Shihampur, founded 
by Shihabud-Din, 52. 

Shihabud-Din, Sultan, 5, 20n.; cam- 
~ ~ i a n s  of. 49-50; and Firuz Shah. 
50, 51; character of, 51-2; relidous 
~ o l i c y  of. 52: and his sons. 53: 54. 
71. 72. 80. 97: administration 
under. 198: extent of kingdom of. 
276; Lohara cohqueped by, 209: 
hunts lions, 231; exacts corvee, 
251; 254; and Persian lanplage, 
255; education under. 260: con- 
quests of, 275-76; and question Of 
succession, 278. 

Shihabud-Din Churl. Sultan, 30. 
Shlhabud-Dln~i~r ,  founded bv Shiha- 

bud-Dln, now Shadipur, 52. 
Shihampur, a quarter of Srinagar, aae 

ghihabnur. 
Shilgm, banned by Mirza Haiclar, 143. 
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147; Nurbakhshiyas influenced by, 
284; and Nurbakhshiyas, 287. See 
also Shi~tes.  

Shiites, persecuted by Mirza Haidar, 
275; resentment of, against Sunnis, 
286; and Muhammad Nur Bakhsh, 
284; Nurbakhshiyas become, 287. 

Shikayut (by  Zainul-Abidin), 91. 
Shiqdar, head of pargana, 207. 
Shirashamak, see Shihabud-Din. 
Shiraz, 62, 255. 
Shupiyan, 22, 23n., 75n., 85, 117n. 
Shurapura, see Hirapur. 
Sialkot, 23; Zainul-Abidin retires to, 
69; w?adrasa a t ,  90; plundered by 
Tazi Bat,  102; 132, 166n.; Yaqub 
Sarfi studied a t ,  256; Zainul- 
Abidin's contribution to  school a t ,  
261. 

Sidau Pass, 23. 
Sidau, village, 167. 
Siddhadesa, 23. 
Siddhapatha, see Siddhadesa. 
Sikandar Lodi, aids Muhammad Shah, 
117; 280, 297. 

Sikandar, son of Fa th  Shah. invades 
Kashmir but defeated, 119; im- 
prisonment and death of, 120. 

Sikandar. Sultan, 2, 6, 10, 56; birth 
and name of, 58; suppresses Rai 
Magre's rebellion, 59; and Timur. 
59, 60; character of, 61-2; and 
Muhammad Hamadani, 63, 64n.; 
buildings of, 64 : and non-Muslims, 
64-5; and temples, 65, 66n.; 67, 71, 
72; depreciation of gold and silver 
under, 83: 87. 91 saq., 106: ndminis- 
tration of, 194, 198; and Bhikhul- 
Islam, 199; and Qnxi .  200; and 
Muhtnsib, 204; and Znkat, 215: 
abolishes Bai and Tulngha, 216; 
B ~ i h a q i  Sayvids come in time of. 
220; bans intoxicants. 225; 226, 
228: and proselytisetion 235; and 
education, 261; 267. 269, 275, 286n., 
290. 

Sikandar M i r z ~ .  son of Sultan Said. 
goes with Mirza Haidar to conquer 
Ladakh, 125; Muhammad Shah's 
daughter married to. 129; 130. 

Sikandarpur. founded by Sikandar, 
now Nauhatta. 63. 96, 99. 114. 

Sikandar Tupchi, Humayun's offirer, 
132. 

~ i m h a ,  court astrologer of Zainul- 
Abidin, 88. 

Simhadeva, Rala of Kashmir, 32. 
Sintlh, 27, 28. 220. 
Sindh. river. 20. 
S i n g n ~ ~ r .  160. 
Sinning, K ~ s h m i r  merchants a t ,  211- 

45. 
Sir, ???ndmfl.~a a t ,  90. 
Siraj, 48, 

Sirhind, 50, 131. 
Siryabhatta, and Jonaraja,  2; and 

Zainul-Abidin, 87-8. 
Sita  Kantha,  author of Balabodhini, 
257, 259. 

Sitan Devi, wife of Bahram Khan, 
107. 

Sivabhatta, Zainul-Abidin's physician, 
88. 

Sivasutra-Vnrtikka ( b y  Varadaraja) , 
257. 

Siwalik, hills, 132x1. 
Skardu, route from Kashmir to, 26; 

Mir Shamsud-Din retires to, 112; 
but returns to Srinagar from, 113; 
Shaikh Daniyal in, 137. 

Smith, Vincent, on surrender of Yaqub 
and on Bhagwan Das's attempt a t  
suicide, 17811. 

Sobha Devi, queen of Sikandar, 61. 
Bolghan, Mir Shamsud-Din born near, 
285. 

Sonamarg, 35n., 180. 
Sonawar, a auar ter  of Srinagar, 170. 
Sopur, old Suyyapura, 20, 22; des- 

troyed by Adham, 77: 94; Zainul- 
Abidin's palace a t ,  95; 100; build- 
ings a t ,  64, 105; bridges a t ,  47, 95; 
112, 115, 130, 149, 157. 159. 167; 
bridge of, destroyed, 183; Shams 
Chak at ,  187; 189; record office a t ,  
205; a s  h'eadquarter of Kamraj,  
206. 

Sosanwar, hill. 21. 
Sovereignty, symbols of, 195-97. 
Sribhatta, merchant, 226. 
Sri  Jain. monastery. 87. 
Srinagar, 5. 9, 19-21; distance of 

Jammu, from, 23; 35n.; plundered 
by Tukka, 40; Kota Rani transfers 
her capital from, 44; Udayanadeva 
returns to, 42; 48. 50, 51n.; flood 
in, 52; 53. 54; Ali Hamadani arrives 
a t ,  56; 59; Timur's envoys proceed 
to, 60: Id-Gah built by Sikandar a t .  
64; 67, 69. 74 sqq.; bridge built a t ,  
82; 8511, 86; free supply of food at .  
87; 92; and Zainul-Abidin. 94; 
Brahmans harass Muslims of, 97; 
98; bridge built by Haidar Shah a t .  
99; 102. 104: khnnqab built by 
Malik Ahmad at .  105: Parasuram 
escapes to. 107: 109, 114. 118; 
Habib Khan's body brought to, 119: 
120; Mughal conquest of. 123; 130. 
139, 140: Mirza Haidar's family 
brought to. 142: Mirza Haidar's 
building's a t ,  143; 145. 146. 149. 
15011.: minaret of skulls built at .  
151; Mirza Muqim ~ r r i v e s  a t ,  156: 
157, 159, 160, 167; occupied hv 
Yusuf Shah. 168; 170; Akbar's 
envoys in. 171 sqq.; 176, 182, 183. 
185n. ; occupied by Qasim Khan, 
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187; 190; Qazi in, 200; Muhtasib 
in, 204: record office at .  205; chief 
city of Maraj, 206; Mir Ad1 in, 207; 
209, 213, 221, 224; merchants' 
houses at ,  226; beef market in, 230; 
232; markets and streets of, 242- 
43; 244; a great entrepot, 247; and 
floods, 251 ; called Shahr-i-Kashmir, 
252; 253; bi-lingual inscriptions on 
the graves at, 257; bi-lingual will 
in the museum of, 258: university 
a t ,  260; buildings a t ,  266 sqq.; tiles 
in museum of, 26711.; 276, 281, 286, 
287. 

Sripancami, festival. Husain Shah 
participates in, 158; and Sultans. 
240. 

Srivara, 1: estimate of work of, 3: 
7, 23: and Zainul-Abidir., 79, 89, 91; 
on Ali Shah's death, 70; and tax 
on Hindus. 87; translates Yzbsuf u 
Zulnikhn into Sanskrit, 90; on 
Zainul-Abidin's physical appearance 
and character, 80; on Zainul- 
Abidin's inventiveness 93: on 
Haidar Shah. 98; on guardians of 
Hasan Shah's sons, 102n.; on use 
of cRnnon and gunpowde--, 211; on 
Muslim influence. 238: on level of 
culture in Kashmir. 253; works of, 
257: Persian and Arabic words 
used by, 258; on shawls. 263; a s  
head of music department. 271; on 
chronology of Sultans, 295-96. 

Stein. M.A.. on Jonaraja and Srivara, 
2. 3: on destruction of temples. 60: 
on Navaks. 20211.: on spread of 
1sla.m. 235; on a bi-lingual deed of 
sale, 258. 

.W~ti-Kusncnmjali, (by  J a ~ a d d h a r  - 
Bhat ) ,  257. 

Bubhasitavali (bv  S14vara). 257. 
Sufi Daud, executed by Mirza Haidrir, 

157. 
Sufis ~ n d  Sikanrl~r .  62: nnd Zainul- 

Abidin, 81: and Mirza Haidar, 144, 
147: and Ali Shah 161; 222 sqq.: 
and spread of Islam, 235 sau.: 
influence of, on Lalla Ded, 239; 
241. 

Suhabhatta. me Saifud-Din. 
Suhadeva, Raia of Kashmir, 8,  30; 

c h n r ~ c t e r  of 32-3- ~ n d  Zllllu 34: 
defeated and escapes to Kishtwnr, 
2 5 :  defeated by Rinchnna 38: 39. 
4On. 41: and Shah Mi?. 43: 46, 
147, 220. 

Suhrawnrdlya Order. 39, 223, 241. 
Suka. author of Rn jatamnghi,  review 

of the wotk of, 3. 4;  on death of 
Shankar Raina. 118n.: on death of 
Haidar Chak, 1.5811.: 257; foreign 
words used hv. 258: 296. 

Sulaiman, Umayyacl 'Caliph, 28. 

Sultan Ahmad Khan, Khan of Mugha- 
listan, 125. 

Sultan Said Khan, and Mirza Haidar, 
125-26; and Muhammad Shah, 129; 
death of, 130. 

Sumbal, Shah Mir buri,ed in, 47. 
Sunder Devi, Rajauri princess, sent to 

Zainul-Abidin, 82. 
Sundermaji, see Sunder Devi. 
Sunder Sena, Raja  of Rajauri, and 

Zainul-Abidin, 82. 
Sunnis, and Ghazi Shah, 153-54; 

alienated from Yaqub Shah. 183- 
84; 275; relations of, with Shiites, 
279: persecution of, 280; and Nur- 
bakhshiyas, 284, 287, 288. 

Sura  Lolaka, minister of Shihabud- 
Din. 53; defeated and killed, 54. 

Sura  Rani, queen of Qutbud-Din, 7, 
54. 56; character of, 59; 234. 

Suryamati, queen of Samgramaraja, 
31. 

Sussala. Raja  of Kashmir, 31, 234. 
Sutlej, river. 50,. 275. 
Suyya, Avantivarman's minister, 20n. 
Suvyapura, see Sopur. 
Swat, Udayanadeva escapes to, 41: 

Shah Mir descended from rulers of, 
43; occupied by Shihabud-Din, 49. 

Tabugat-i-Akbnri (by  Nizamud-Din), 
9, 10: on Ghazi Chak's relations 
with Mirza Haidar, 137n.; on date 
of Mirza Haidar's death. 14011.: 
on manner of his death, 141: on 
Akbar's treaty with Yusuf Shah, 
178n.; 295, 297. 

Tahir. father of Shah Mir, 43. 
Tair, Mongol chief, invades Kashmir, 

34. 
Tajiks, 34. 
Taji Magre, 67. 
T a j  Khatun, queen of Zainul-Abidin, 

79. 81. 261. 
Takht-i-Sulaiman, 123n., 124; battle 

a t  the foot of. 190. 
Tamgha, abolished by Sikandar, 62: 

abolished by Mughals, 217. 
Taper, old Pratapapura,  battle at ,  

122. 
Taqiud-Din Dusti, teacher of Ali 

Hamadani, 55. 
Tnrikh-i-Daudi, 11 ; on Ghazi Chak's 

relations with Mirza Haidar, 13711. 
Tarikhi-Firishta (by  Muhammad 

Qaaim "Firishta"), 9, 295. 
Tarikh-i-Hadi, see Khuwnrir/?~l-Snli- 

kin. 
Tarlkh-i-Haurn, (by  P l r  Hasan Shah ) ,  

13; on desecratlon of Shamsud- 
Din's tomb, 137n.; on death of Musa 
Raina, 114. 

Tnrikh-l-Knbir, (by  M u i n u rl-D l n 
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Miskin), 14; on appointment of 
Shaikhul-Islanz, 199n. 

Tarikh-i-Khan-Ja-i (by  Khwaja 
Nimatullah Harawi) , 11. 

Tarilch-i-Nubarak Shahi (by  Yahya 
Sirhindi), 11;  on date of Zainul- 
Abidin's accession, 296. 

Tarikh-a-Qazi Hamid, In. 
Tarakh-i-Rajgm-i-Jajmmu, see Raj- 

darshani. 
Tarikh-i-Rajgan-i-Rajaur, (by  Mirza 

Zafarullah Khan) ,  14;  on Zainul- 
Abidin's marriage with Rajauri 
princess, 82n. 

Talikh-i-Rashadi ( b y  Mirza Haidar),  
review of, 10-11; 140n., 143. 

Tashgam, 26n. 
Tashqand, 125. 
Tashrzh bit-Taswir, (by  Mansur b. 

Muhammad), 89. 
Tatakuti Peak, 18. 
Tatar  Khan, Buhlul Lodi's governor 

of Punjab, attempts to invade 
Kashmir, 102; 106; aids Baihaqi 
Sayyids, 108. 

Tazi Bat, defeats Bahram Khan, 100; 
and Malik Ahmad, 101; plunders 
Sialkot, 102; fall of, 103. 

Tazi Chak,, bfother of Kaji Chak, 
119; d.efeats Turks, 120; 121; 
killed, 122; becomes Nurbakhshiya, 
287. 

Toxkira-i-Mashnikh-i-Kash.ncir ( b y 
Eaba Nasib), 14. 

Tnzkirnt~d-Arifin ( b y  Mulla Ali 
Raina),  12. 

Thanna, Ali Shah defeated a t ,  69; 
Kaji's death a t ,  135; 151. 160; 
Yusuf Shah retires to, 164-65; 167, 
17511. 

Tibet, 13;  route from Kashmir to, 22, 
25: 27. 73; Mirza Haidar in, 130; 
Kashmir's trade with, 244 sqq.; 276. 

Tibetans, and Lalitaditya, 28; 126; 
n1,erchants in Kashmir, 247. 

Tilakacarya, counsellor of Zninul- 
Abidin, 88. 

Timur, 10, 56; and Sikandar, 59, 60; 
73, 89, 221, 281, 283. 

Timur Beg, sent by Raja Man Singh 
to Yusuf Shah. 172. 

Todar Mal. ~ a j a ' ,  178. 
Tohi, river, 19, 23, 29. 
Toramana, Hun chief, copper coins of, 

290. 
Toshamaidan Pass, importance of, 24- 

5 ;  and Mahmutl of Ghazni, 29; 
Fa th  Shah escapes via, 116; 139n.; 
Yusuf Shah enters K a s h m l r 
through, 167. 

T~.rrdo, 212 sqq., 276. 
Trngabal Pass, 26. 
Trahgum, Zainul-Abidln and Chaks of, 

74; Shams Chak escapes, to, 112. 
Tral, 64. 
Transoxiana, 26n., 27, 34n., 72; 

students in Kashmir from, 90, 261; 
Kashmir's communications with, 
246; see uluo Turkistan. 

Trigam, 74n.; Shams Chak attacks 
Mughals a t ,  191. 

Trilocanpal, defeated by Mahmud of 
Ghazni, 28-9. 

Tuhfatul-Ahbab, review of, 11-2. 
Tukka, rebels against Rinchana, 40; 

43. 
Tuman Bahadur Qabuchi, Mirza 

Haidar's commander, 126. 
Tunga, commander-in-chief of Sam- 

gramaraja,  29. 
Turkish, invasions, 27, 30, 43; tribes, 

28; troops, 67, 234; merchants, 247; 
words of, in Sanskrit, 258. 

Turkistan, routes from Kashmir to, 
22, 25, 27; Zulju from, 33; Bulbul 
Shah from, 39; Ali Hamadani 
returns to, 55-6; MSS. purchased 
from, 91; 92, 19911.; horses import- 
ed from, 210; influence of, 218, 254; 
Sufi orders introduced from, 223; 
227-28, 235; Kashmir's trade with, 
244 sqq.; 253, 260; weavers in 
Kashmir from, 262-63; calligra- 
phists from, 265; contribution to 
Kashmir's .music by, 271. 

Turks. 32 sqq., 97. 120; invadc 
Kashmir, 41-2: influence of, 194, 
238; enter Kashmir, 62, 254; 255. 

Tutta. merchant. 226. 
Tfrxuk-i-Jahngiri (by  Jahaligir ) , 10 ; 

See also Jahangir. 

Uccala, Raja of Kashmir, 31. 
Udakpati, Raja of Nagarltot, clefealed 

by Shihabud-Din, 50; meets Shilia- 
hud-Din, 51. 

Udnr or Uddnrcc, see k~ri.czon. 
Udayanadeva. 40n.; accession of. I I ; 

death of, 42: nnd Shah Mir, 43-4; 
and Jamshed. 47. 

Udayasri, minister of Shihabud-Din, 
52, 53; executed by Qutbud-Din, 
5 4 :  198. -. 

~ j f a l v y ,  C1-I.-E. De, on Kashmir art .  
264. 

Uljah Tiniur Tufuqdar, sent 
to S i k ~ n d a r .  60. 

U2fl~rcn, and Zainul-Abidin, 
and Husain Shah, 158; 
228: 279. 

Umayyads, 27. 
Urdil, Turkish invader. 41n. 
Uri, route from Kashmir 

battle a t ,  70. 
TJshkrrr, 266. 
IJtpalapura, scr: Knkapur. 
Uzbeg, 125, 173. 

by Timur 

81; 221; 
dr.ess of, 

to, 25; 



Vachi, 64. 
Vahator, battle a t ,  134; 140. 
Vakatanyas, Jonaraja's name for 

Ladakhis, 37. 
Vajraditya, Raja of Kashmir, intro- 

duces Muslim practices, 234. 
Vakhan. 245. 
Valmiki, 91. 
Varadaraja, author of Sivu6utra- 

Varttika, 257. 
Vasistha Brakrnadarsuna (by  Val- 

miki) ,  91. 
Vernag, spring, 21. 
Vethnar, lake, 154. 
Vihi, pargana, 145, 180. 
Vijay. Raja  of Kashmir, 106n. 
Vijayeshvara, now Bijbehara, 10611. 
Vimsaprastha. 40. . . 
Virdul-Muridin ( b y  Daud Khaki) ,  

256. 
Visctyrrs, pargnnas, 207. 
Viehoka, 106n. 
Vith-trawah, festival, Sultans parti- 

cipate in. 240. 
Volur, lake, and Jehlam, 20-1; charac- 

teristics of, 21 ; 82; Zainul-Abidin 
and island in, 94; 115n., 127. 

Vular. pargana, 188, 189, 192. 
Vyalaraja, prime minister of Rin- 

chana, 40. 

Waihand. Raja  of, 28. 
Walid. Umayyad Caliph, 27. 
Wnqitrp-i-Knshmir ( b y  Muhammad 

Azam). 13;  on desecration of Mir 
Shamsucl-Din's tomb. 13711. 

Waqut Shah, grandfather of Shah 
Mir. 43. 

W a r d w ~ n .  river. 25. 
Watanar. battle a t ,  134. 
Wnzir. 197-98. 
Weber, A., translation of Lokrrprukusn 

by. 5. 
West Pakistan, 25. 263. 
Wine, ancl Sikandar. 64; ancl Zainul- 

Abidin, 81; and Haidar Shah, 89; 
and Hasan Shah. 104; and Fath 
Shah. 110; and Yusuf Shah, 179; 
230-31. 

Xavier, Jerome, 15. 

Yadgar Husain. Mughal omcer, occu- 
pies Srinagar, 187. 

Yahya b. Ahmad Sifhindi, author of 
Tarikh-i-Mubarf~k Shclhi, 11. 

Yaqub Mirza, sent by Husain Shah 
to Akbar, 156. 

Y ~ q u b  Sartl, see Shaikh Yaqub Sarfi. 
Yaqub Shah. 7. 8. 13. 23n.; Sankar 

Devi marriecl to. 161; 164; rebels 
but reconciled to his father. 170; 
cl~feats Haidar Chak, 171; sent to 
Akbar. 172; 173; escapes from 

Mughal camp to Srinagar, 174; 
175-76; enthroned, 177; 178; tomb 
of, 180n.; 181n.; character of, 182; 
suppresses Shams Chak, 183; exe- 
cutes Qazi Musa, 184; and Mughal 
invasion; withdraws to Kishtwar, 
185; 186; returns and attacks 
Srinagar, but repulsed, 187-88; 
again retires to Kishtwar, but 
returns, and harasses Mughals, 
189-90; goes to Kishtwar but 
returns, 191; surrenders and sent to 
Akbar, 192; death of, 193; title 
adopted by, 196; imposes Jixya, 
215; decline of cultivation under, 
250; 256, 275; causes of failure of, 
277, 279, 281; intolerance of, 280. 

Yarqand, Kashmir's trade with, 244 
sqq. 

Yasin, 19n. 
Yasin Afghan, sent by Islam Shah 

to  Mirza Haidar, 137. 
Yasur, Prince, 33. 
Yavanas, 238. 
Yech, pargana, see Ikshika. 
Yemen, 224n. 
Yezdigird, Sasnnian ruler of Persia, 

248n. 
Yodhabhatta, author of Juinuprakasa, 

89; musician, 93; 259. 
Yusuf, Prince, son of Hasan Shah, 

101n.. 10211. 
Yusuf Aindar, 6 ;  and Qazi Habib; 

executed. 155; execution of, and 
U.lama, 156; 158, 195, 280. 

Yusuf Chak, son of Regi Chak, 
Kamraj  given by Idi Raina to, 145; 
attacks Daulat Cha!~ but defeated, 
146; conspires against Ghazi Shah, 
148: and Abul-Maali, 149; 153. 

Yusuf Dar, 166. 
Yusuf Khan, son of Bahram Khan, 

executed, 107. 
Yusuf Khan, son of Husain Shah, 8, 

13 ;  sent by Lohar against Yusuf 
Shah, 166; but joins Yusuf Shah, 
167; granted jagir, 169; 185, 187; 
submits to Qasim Khan, 189. 

Yusuf Khan, son of Ali Khan Chak, 
defeated and imprisoned, but 
escapes, 168-69; seized and limbs 
cut off, 170. 

Yusuf Shah, Sultan, 5, 7, 8, 13; rebels 
sgainst Ali Shah, but reconciled, 
159; crowned Sultan, 161; defeats 
Ahdal Chak, 162; revolts against, 
163; deposed and retires to Punjah, 
but invades Kashmir. 164; defeated, 
165; again invades, 166-67; defeats 
Lohar and occupies S r i n a g ~ r ,  168; 
revolts against, 169 sqq.; and 
Akbar, 171 sqq.; sends Yaqr~h to 
Akbar. 172; and Yaqub, 174; and 
Hakim Ali, 176; organises armies 
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against Mughals, 176;  escapes to 
Mughal camp, 177;  treaty with, 
178; character of, 179;  death of, 
180; tomb of, 180n., 181n.; 182, 
184, 188, 192;  jagir of, given to 
Yaqub, 193;  title adopted by, 196;  
and crown and throne, 197;  use of 
muskets by, 212; Jizya and taxes 
abolished by, 215-16; 227; poets 
in court of, 256;  260; and music, 
271; 277, 279-81; coins of, 291 sqq. 

Yusuf Khan Rizvi, deputed by Akbar 
to help Yusuf Shah, 166;  sent to 
invade Kashmir, 190;  defeats Kash- 
miris, 191;  Yaqub Shah surrenders 
to, 192. 

Yusuf u Z d a i k h a  (by Jami) ,  tran- 
slated into Sanskrit, 3,  90. 

Zafar-nama (by Sharafud-Din Ali 
Yazdi), 10;  on bridges in Kashrnir, 
243; on fruits in Kashmir, 250n.; 
on population and number of villa- 
ges, 252. 

Zainadab, village, founded by Zainul- 
Abidin, 94n. 

Zaina Danaib, village, founded by 
Zainul-Abidin, 94n. 

Zainagir, founded by Zainul-Abidin, 
77 ,  85 ;  palace at,  94;  Bahram 
escapes to, 100; rent of land in 
pargana of, 214 ; college at ,  261. 

Zaina Kadal, bridge, built by Zainul- 
Abidin, 94. 

Zalnakot, founded by Zainul-Abidin, 
94; battle at ,  113. 

Zainalank, island, reclaimed by 
Zainul-Abidin. 94-5. 

Zainapur, founded by Zainul-Abidin, 
8 5 ;  land reclaimed at ,  86:  94, 100;  
Husain Shah's death at,  158;  college 
at ,  262. 

Zainatilak, town, founded by Zainul- 
Abidin, 76 

Zain Khan, 177, 178x1. 
Zalnud-Din, Mutamad, sent by Tlmur 

to S ikand~r ,  60. 
Zainul-Abidin. Sultan, 1. 2 ,  3. 6 ,  7 .  

46 ;  and Timur, 60n.; 61 ;  and 
Hams~bhatta ,  68;  and Ali Shah, 

69-70; conquests of ,  71-2; foreign 
relations of, 72-3; revolts against. 
7 4  sqq.; and Bahram, 78 ,  100; last 
days of, 7 9 ;  character of, 80 sqq.; 
canals made by, 84-5; agriculture 
unded 86; and non-Muslims, 86-8. 
236; and learned men, 88-90; 
education under, 90, 261; library 
of, 91;  arts  and crafts under, 91-3, 
263-64; and music, 93, 232, 271-72; 
buildings and towns of, 94-5; and 
Shah Mir dynasty, 96 ,  97, 105, 117, 
127, 142; and Mirza Haidar, 143;  
194; titles of, 195;  196;  and Wazir, 
197;  and aharia, 201; espionage 
system under, 203;  record offices 
under, 205; 206, 207; m r a  occu- 
pied by, 209; and use of gunpowder 
and cannon, 93, 211; rent and taxes 
under, 214, 216-17; and Jixya, 215; 
226; and wine, 231; industries 
under, 92, 247-48; and Persian 
language. 255; Kashmiri works 
under, 259; and silk and shawl 
industry, 93, 262-63 minor ar ts  
introduced by, 263-64; painting and 
calligraphy under, 265; tomb of 
mother of, 266;  276, 277; and 
question of succession, 278; 290; 
coins of, 291 sqq.; chronology of, 
295-96. 

Zaka t ,  and Yusuf Shah, 179;  213; and 
Sultans, 215-16. 

Zakhird 'J-Muluk  (by Ali Hama- 
dani), 57, 58. 

Zalcha see Zuliu. 
Zamekhshari, 266. 
Zialdakar, 111, 114, 118, 148, 163, 

164, 183, 190. 
Zirak Bat, 109. 
Zoji-La Pass, 18, 22 ;  impoftance of, 

25: Rinchana enters Kashmir 
through, 37;  Zainul-Abidin crosses 
the, 7 1 ;  Mirza Haidar enters 
through. 126: 244. 

Zulju, origin of, 33;  and Suhadeva, 
34;  ravages of Kashmir by, 35:  
death of. 36;  and Rinchana, 37:  
41-3, 48,  49, 92,  248. 

Zulq~dar  Khan, aee Zulju. 
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ERRATAAND ADDENDA 

10, line 34. For Kashgar read Kishghar, and thus elsewhere. 
11, note 1. For 313 sqq. r e d  53. 
33, note 8. For Ghiyisu'd-Din read Khwiindamir. 
61, line 21. For Bahriim read Mabmiid. 
67, line 12. For MGmiid read Muhammad. 
67, note 1. For  reb beck read Moorcroft. 
84, note 10. For south-east of K6tli read south-east extremity 

of the ShBhiiEid Valley. 
87, line 13. For &iyabha!!a read ~iryabhat!a. and thus else- 

where. 
1 1  1, line 9. Add:  K o p m r i  is situated 55 miles north-west of 

Srinagar. 
117, note 3. For R.A.S.B., i, 1889read J.A.S.B.,Ixviii, 1899. 
120, line 14. For Taji read Tizi, and thus elsewhere. 
122, line 16. For Naushahra read Naushahr. 
125, note 3. For ii'l-Hjja read Zii'l-Hijja. 8 160, line 16. For ingapiir read Singpiir. 
168, line 28. For Husain Chak read Hasan Chak. 
189, line 5. For Hasan read Husain. 
189, line 26. For Mirz.5 read Mirziida, and thus elsewhere. 
213, line 17. Add : There was one fort in Naushahr (Srinagar). 

but it was not strong. 
220, line 20. For ~ainu'l-'Abidin read Sikandar. 
224, line 14. For ChaAr read Char.  
225, line 15. For Sayyid 'ALi read Sayyid Muhammad. 
228, note 1 1 .  For les Arabs read les Arabes. 
229, note 8. For Ferraud read Ferrand. 
244, note 7. For Bernir read Bernier. 
284. note 5. Transfer note 5 to page 285 as note 7. 
285, note 7. Transfer note 7 to page 284 as note 5. 
292, line 17. For Ibr5him Sh5h I and Ibriihim Shah 11 reuJ 

Ibrghim Shah (i)  and TbAhim Shah (ii). 
295. title For Geneology read Genealogy. 
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